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PREFACE 

THIS special volume of  the British Numismatic  Journal  is a contribution to the celebration of  the 
centenary of  the foundation  of  the British Numismatic Society in 1903. In addition to an authorita-
tive narrative history of  the Society by our Vice-President, Mr Hugh Pagan, it comprises a 
series of  invited chapters focussing  on the ways our understanding of  British numismatics has 
been transformed  over the past century; a transformation  accomplished, in large measure, through 
studies by our own members in papers published through the medium of  this Journal.  To bring out 
the full  significance  of  the advancement of  knowledge in their particular fields,  however, it would 
have been impossible for  the authors to ignore the major contributions made by non-members or to 
confine  their assessments to the Society's own publications. It is hoped, therefore,  that their surveys 
will provide a valuable overall guide to the scholarly achievements of  the past century and serve as a 
boost to further  research. The contributions naturally reflect  the writers' own individual method and 
style and indeed their personal opinions. As such they are refreshingly  positive and, in approach, 
diverse; hence the volume as it now appears. The Society is grateful  to the authors and especially to 
three who undertook their papers at very short notice. Thanks are due, additionally, to Mr Pagan 
who, with the help of  Mr Charles Farthing, earned out the considerable research necessary to 
compile the prosopographical record of  members since 1903 that is included as an appendix. 

As Hugh Pagan brings out so vividly in his introductory chapter the Society's genesis was an 
outcome of  the disquiet felt  by our founding  fathers  - and notably that of  the combative Major 
Carlyon-Britton - with the Royal Numismatic Society's seemingly perverse neglect of  the study of 
post-Roman British coinage. Coupled with this was their perception of  a lack of  interest in the 
medieval and modern series on the part of  the Department of  Coins and Medals at the British 
Museum - so closely associated with the Royal and somewhat unfairly  personified  in the unfortu-
nate Herbert Appold Grueber - and its supposed disdain of  the amateur collector/student of  those 
series. For many years now the Society's relationship with these two bodies could not be more 
different.  There is a healthy common membership with the Royal - the great majority of  the con-
tributors to this volume are also Fellows of  the Royal Numismatic Society - and at institutional 
level the societies share their Library holdings and work together in a variety of  numismatic 
concerns. Relations with the curatorial staff  at the British Museum could not be more cordial or 
productive either - indeed some of  the most important research in the British series over the past 
half  century would not have been feasible  without a high degree of  personal collaboration between 
the professional  curator and the independent scholar. Nowadays, too, it would be considered odd if 
no member of  the Museum staff  was a member of  the Society's council. This personal involvement 
in the Society's activities is demonstrated here by the fact  that four  of  our authors and one of  our 
editors are or were Museum curators; two of  the authors - Virginia Hewitt and Barrie Cook - being 
among those who were prevailed upon to write for  this volume of  the Journal  at very short notice. 

The Society likewise has had a long and happy relationship with the leading London coin 
dealers and auction houses and a particular debt of  gratitude is due to Messrs. Spink and Son, who 
in recent years have been closely associated with the production of  the Society's Special 
Publications, for  a generous subvention towards the costs of  this volume of  the Journal. 

This book chronicles the achievements of  the Society over the past hundred years and the 
contribution that its members have made to the study of  British numismatics since 1903. But 
while it is retrospective it should be thought of  also as a prelude to achievements yet to come, 
laying down a challenge to future  generations to maintain the standards of  scholarship that the 
Society has cultivated hitherto. 

David Wilmer Dykes 
President 





THE BRITISH NUMISMATIC SOCIETY: A HISTORY 
HUGH PAGAN 

Foundation 
THE British Numismatic Society owed its foundation  to a conversation in a railway train on 
18 June 1903 between three of  the leading figures  then involved in research into the English medi-
aeval coinage. The triumvirate were heading for  Winchester on what was later to be described by 
one of  them as 'one of  our usual archaeological excursions',1 but this conversation by no means 
came about by chance, for  this train journey out of  London was deliberately arranged for  the same 
day as the Annual General Meeting of  the old-established Numismatic Society of  London, and 
this is likely in any event to have been the first  occasion that the three had been able to meet since 
a dramatic special meeting of  the Council of  the Numismatic Society of  London on 28 May that 
year. 

It is necessary at this point to introduce the Society's three founders  and to chart the succession 
of  events which had led up to this conversation. Of  the three, the oldest was Laurie Asher 
Lawrence (1857-1949), an ear, nose and throat surgeon in Harley Street, London (Pl. 1). 
Lawrence was already a recognised expert on the coinages of  the Plantagenets, and an omnivo-
rous collector in many other areas of  British coinage, but although he was obviously predisposed 
to favour  the formation  of  an organisation which would advance research into the coinages closest 
to his heart, he seems to have been of  a peaceable temperament and he must also have been insu-
lated by his known partial deafness  from  some of  the cut-and-thrust of  contemporary numismatic 
controversy. It is striking testimony to the unfortunate  way in which events had developed that he 
was to be found  on that particular train in the company of  his two colleagues. 

Next in age was Walter Jonathan Andrew (1859-1934), a solicitor from  Whaley Bridge, on the 
Derbyshire fringes  of  Manchester, who was both a coin collector and a particularly keen amateur 
historian. It was noted in the British Numismatic  Journal  (BNJ)  after  Andrew's death that as a 
young man he had been 'a prominent and courageous aeronaut',2 with reference  to his role in 
experimental hot-air ballooning in the late 1880s, and it is as an intrepid balloonist, in a metaphor-
ical sense, that Andrew made his most conspicuous contribution to numismatic and historical 
scholarship 

The youngest of  the trio was Philip William Poole Carlyon-Britton (1863-1938), a London 
solicitor whose practice acted for  a number of  major country landowners (Pl. 2). Carlyon-Britton 
was a strong-willed personality, with an appetite for  controversy and with firm  opinions on the 
right way forward  for  numismatic research, and he, as will appear from  what follows,  was in 
every way the ringleader in this joint enterprise. 

The events with which we are concerned had their starting point in the compilation by WJ. 
Andrew of  an extensive paper on the coinage of  Henry I.3 This was so extensive that the reading 
just of  its narrative portion had, unusually, occupied two successive meetings of  the Numismatic 
Society of  London in January and February 1900, and pressure was put on the editors of  NC  to 
publish the paper as whole in four  consecutively paginated quarterly parts which would form  the 
entirety of  the substantive text of  the annual volume of  NC  for  1901. The editors of  NC  had not 

1 BNJ  5 (1908), 457. In these footnotes  references  to individual volumes of  BNJ  follow  the current editorial style in citing them by 
Arabic numbers rather than by Roman numbers. Nonetheless the first  fifty  volumes of  BNJ  did in fact  carry Roman volume numbers 
without accompanying Arabic numbers, and Roman volume numbers are used where these volumes are mentioned in the present 
writer's text, but with Arabic equivalents in parentheses to allow easier cross-refercncing. 

2 BNJ  22 (1934-7), 132. 
3 W.J. Andrew, A numismatic history of  the reign of  Henry I, NC  4th series I (1901). 
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done for  this for  any previous contributor, but the scale and serious intent of  Andrew's paper even-
tually proved persuasive, and in his Presidential Address to the Numismatic Society of  London in 
June 1902 Sir John Evans, the doyen of  English numismatic scholars, gave the published version 
of  the paper almost unstinted praise, stressing its completeness as a survey of  Henry's coinage and 
drawing attention to Andrew's pioneer use of  historical sources for  explaining the activities of 
individual mints. At this time Evans was himself  one of  the editors of  NC,  along with Barclay 
Head, H.A. Grueber and E.J. Rapson, and since neither Head nor Rapson had any expertise in the 
English mediaeval coinage, it is not difficult  to conclude that it was Evans and Grueber who 
would have read the paper when submitted, recommended its acceptance for  publication and seen 
to any necessary editing and proof-reading;  and it is strange to modern eyes that neither of  them 
seems to have been blamed by either side in the subsequent controversy for  their less than satis-
factory  handling of  Andrew's manuscript. 

Regrettably, the paper reflected  Andrew's ill-founded  pretensions as a historian as well as his 
real knowledge of  Henry's coins, and it quickly became apparent to informed  readers that its his-
torical part was full  of  flaws.  Debate was to focus  not so much on Andrew's overall arrangement 
and dating of  the types of  Henry I, which was too large a topic for  any critic to undertake, but on 
Andrew's imperfect  understanding of  many details of  the surviving contemporary documentary 
evidence for  the reign. The situation became critical in the second half  of  1902 when two mem-
bers of  the staff  of  the Public Record Office,  C.G. Crump and Charles Johnson, submitted to NC  a 
relatively brief  but undeniably brutal review article devoted to Andrew's paper.4 The editors of  NC 
initially hesitated, but concluded that they had no choice but to print it, and it appeared in NC  in 
the early winter of  1902, very possibly without any preliminary warning having been given to 
Andrew. 

This led immediately to Andrew's resignation from  the Numismatic Society of  London, ten-
dered in November and confirmed  in December, but his friends  took the view that he had been 
badly treated, and Carlyon-Britton and Lawrence, both members of  the Society's Council at this 
time, argued forcibly  that under the Society's rules all contributions to NC  should previously have 
been read at Society meetings, and that the publication of  the offending  article was thus an act by 
NC's editors not authorised by the Society's rules and not done with the consent of  the Council or 
Society. Their motion to this effect  was negatived at a Council meeting in March 1903, on the 
wholly legitimate ground that the freedom  of  NC's  editors to accept or reject controversial mate-
rial should not be fettered,  but Carlyon-Britton and Lawrence returned to the attack at a Council 
meeting on 21 May with a proposal that the Society's rule book should be emended to make it 
compulsory that papers published in NC  should have been read at least in summary form  at a pre-
vious Society meeting. 

This too was rejected, with the apparent acquiescence of  its proposers, but it was necessary at 
the same meeting to approve the names of  those who would be nominated to serve on the 
Society's Council for  the ensuing year, and two members of  the Council, Sir Henry Howorth and 
Horace Monckton, declared that they would not be prepared to serve on Council with Carlyon-
Britton if  Carlyon-Britton was re-elected. At an ensuing crisis meeting of  the Council on 28 May, 
it was indicated that five  further  members of  the Council, four  of  them members of  the staff  of  the 
Department of  Coins and Medals at the British Museum and the fifth  the Society's Hon .Treasurer, 
would not serve on Council with Carlyon-Britton. As this was likely to make the running of  the 
Society unworkable, an appeal was made to Carlyon-Britton and to Lawrence that they should 
voluntarily withdraw their names from  the nomination list, but Carlyon-Britton would have none 
of  this, making it necessary for  the opposing majority to vote them off  and to nominate in their 
place two more amenable specialists in the English mediaeval series, Frederick Walters and 
Thomas Bliss. 

Matters would not have got to this point if  that there had not been some existing dissatisfaction 
with the attitude of  the numismatic establishment to the study of  the post-Roman coinages of  the 

4 C.G. Crump and C. Johnson, Notes on 'A numismatic history of  the reign of  Henry I' by W.J. Andrew, NC  4th series II (1902), 
372-7. The present writer has not been able while writing this history of  the Society to consult copies of  two very rare subsequent pam-
phlets written by Andrew in response to the remarks by Crump and Johnson. 
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British Isles. Publicly this was expressed as dissatisfaction  with the amount of  coverage devoted 
to such coinages in NC,  but there was a more general unease about the preoccupation of  the 
Numismatic Society of  London's ruling elite with the coinages of  ancient Greece and Rome, and 
it did not help that Herbert Appold Grueber, the British Museum staff  member responsible at that 
date for  the British series, interpreted his British Museum responsibilities conservatively and was 
not felt  to be personally committed to advancing the study of  the coinages of  mediaeval and mod-
ern Britain. Carlyon-Britton and his colleagues were to record later in 1903 that prior to the publi-
cation of  Andrew's paper they had fruitlessly  petitioned the Council of  the Numismatic Society of 
London to issue 'a separate series of  volumes upon the British coinage',3 and W.J. Andrew 
recounted in 1909 that 'long ago' he had had a conversation with the Manchester-based collector 
William Sharp Ogden (c.  1843-1926) in which they had 'discussed the possibility of  an all-British 
numismatic society',6 but these had been isolated initiatives which had come to nothing. 

Andrew also recounted in 1909 that when in their railway carriage conversation Carlyon-
Britton 'first  propounded the then seemingly preposterous proposition : "Let us have an-all British 
society" ', he, Andrew, initially shook his head, pointing out that he and Ogden had concluded that 
such a Society would only attract around a hundred members, too small a number for  viability, 
and that it was only when Carlyon-Britton expressed his certainty that 'I can get two hundred at 
least off  my own bat' that Andrew and Lawrence consented to collaborate with him in establishing 
the new organisation. Andrew's testimony makes it clear both that it was Carlyon-Britton who 
proposed the Society's foundation  and that it was Carlyon-Britton who made himself  primarily 
responsible for  recruiting its initial membership. 

It is relevant here that by an extraordinary accident of  fate  Carlyon-Britton was himself  the pre-
arranged speaker at the ordinary meeting of  the Numismatic Society of  London on 21 May 1903, 
on the same afternoon  as the first  of  the two contentious meetings of  its Council held that month; 
Carlyon-Britton's paper offered  significant  new ideas about the arrangement and dating of  the 
types of  Edward the Confessor,  and in the discussion that followed  it, as the Society's printed 
Proceedings record, 'Mr. Grueber criticised Mr. Carlyon-Britton's arrangement of  the earlier 
types, and said that the attempt to fix  the actual dates of  the issues of  the new dies was purely 
speculative'. Carlyon-Britton was not the man to put up with criticism of  this kind and from  this 
quarter, and it may well be that it was these ill-timed remarks by Grueber which were decisive in 
persuading Carlyon-Britton that a new society was necessary. 

No contemporary correspondence or other documentation survive to chart the activities of 
Carlyon-Britton and his colleagues between 18 June 1903 and early October 1903, but the respec-
tive calculations made by Andrew and Ogden and by Carlyon-Britton seem each to have been 
accurate. The foundation  members of  the British Numismatic Society as listed in the third edition 
of  a prospectus for  the Society published in the autumn of  1903 include the names of  sixty-three 
current members and two former  members of  the Numismatic Society of  London, the former 
members being W.J. Andrew and H.W. Lawrence, L.A. Lawrence's younger brother.7 Five further 
individuals who had been members of  the Numismatic Society of  London in the autumn of  1903 
were recruited to the British Numismatic Society during 1904, making a total of  seventy who had 
belonged to the older Society before  the new Society came into being; and a study of  the 
Numismatic Society of  London's membership list for  1903 suggests that there were no more than 
ten or fifteen  others who would have joined the British Numismatic Society if  the circumstances 
of  its foundation  had been uncontroversial. The figures  confirm  the essential correctness of 
Andrew and Ogden's earlier calculation. 

Similarly, an analysis of  the foundation  membership of  the British Numismatic Society reveals 
name after  name likely to have been recruited by Carlyon-Britton's personal persuasion: at least 
five  of  his relatives, neighbours of  his in Enfield,  Middlesex, members of  the Middlesex magis-
tracy, numerous barristers, solicitors, land agents and chartered surveyors, and a few  great 

5 Letter by Andrew, Carlyon-Britton, and Lawrence, in The  Athenaeum, 31 October 1903. 
BNJ  5 (1908), 457. 

7 Samuel Henry Hamer, a founder  member of  the Society, possessed copies of  all live editions of  this prospectus, bound up for  him 
in a volume with his bookplate subsequently acquired by Wilfrid  Slayter. and bequeathed by Slaytcr to the Society's Library. 
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landowners who are likely to have been his legal firm's  clients. Only a minority of  these personal 
or business acquaintances of  Carlyon-Britton were to remain members for  very long, but they lent 
both weight and numerical strength to the lists of  provisional members circulated before  the new 
Society officially  came into being, and at the Society's inaugural meeting on 30 November 1903 
its membership already stood at 270, with one additional honorary member (Sir Henry Maxwell 
Lyte, Deputy Keeper of  the Public Records). 

It was not however to be expected that the Numismatic Society of  London would remain 
entirely passive, and at some point during the autumn Sir John Evans, in consultation with his 
closest colleagues, decided that the Numismatic Society of  London should apply for  a Royal 
Charter, with the objective of  being able to rename itself  the Royal Numismatic Society and to 
confer  the title of  Fellow on its present and future  members. A proposal to this effect  was due to 
be put to the Society's meeting on 15 October 1903, but before  this could take place Carlyon-
Britton and his colleagues got wind of  it, and circulated to each of  the provisional members of  the 
British Numismatic Society a printed letter dated 14 October, in which they sought backing for  a 
petition applying for  the grant of  a Royal Charter for  their own fledgling  organisation.8 Their 
move was essentially tactical, for,  as they must have anticipated, the petition was in due course 
politely rebuffed  by Buckingham Palace, and the grant of  a Royal Charter to what was to become 
the Royal Numismatic Society was not measurably delayed; but Carlyon-Britton must now have 
realised that the older Society was not wholly without cards of  its own to play, and that a period of 
mutual attrition was likely. 

For the present, though, the horizon was fair.  As recruits to the new Society came in, it became 
clear that the British Numismatic Society would have members throughout Britain, including rep-
resentative members of  many county archaeological societies and a good number of  prominent 
coin collectors in the English provinces who had never got round to joining the Numismatic 
Society of  London. The Society had also been able to recruit its first  members in the United 
States, again including a number who had never joined the older Society. Only within the numis-
matic establishment and at the Universities of  Oxford  and Cambridge, where the prestige of  Sir 
John Evans and the scholarly reputation of  the senior staff  of  the Department of  Coins and Medals 
of  the British Museum earned weight, was recruitment more patchy; and even here there were 
encouraging signs, most notably the accession to the Society of  R.A. Hoblyn, a loyal supporter of 
the Numismatic Society of  London in the past and the first  former  officer  of  that body to join the 
new organisation. 

By October the triumvirate had become sufficiently  certain of  their position to get a paragraph 
inserted in the issue for  10 October 1903 of  the weekly periodical The Athenaeum, stating that 'it 
has been felt  for  some time past by many members of  the Numismatic Society of  London that 
enough attention is not paid to the study of  British coinage' and that 'the British Numismatic 
Society has accordingly been formed  to encourage the historical study of  the coins, medals, and 
tokens of  the English speaking race throughout the world'. The paragraph also stated that the 
Society's periodical, the British Numismatic Journal, would be published as an annual bound vol-
ume, and that the Society's headquarters would be 43 Bedford  Square, London WC (the large and 
then newly acquired office  premises of  the solicitors' partnership of  Upton and Britton to which 
Carlyon-Britton belonged).9 This drew a reply from  Evans in the following  weekly issue, pointing 
to recent coverage of  British coinage in NC  and also to the fact  that over the period from  1881 to 
1900 upwards of  2000 pages in NC  had been devoted to British numismatics; but this was tacti-
cally a mistake on Evans's part, for  it enabled Carlyon-Britton and his colleagues to have a further 
and more powerful  letter of  their own on the same subject published in The Athenaeum for 
31 October (subsequently reprinted by them, together with the previous items from  The 
Athenaeum, as a propaganda leaflet  for  circulation among their provisional members).10 

8 A copy of  their printed letter is loosely inserted in the Hamer volume in the Society's Library. 
9 Carlyon-Britton, admitted as a solicitor in March 1886, had soon gone into partnership with another solicitor, Edward Upton. 

Their firm  operated from  51 Lincoln's Inn Fields, London WC, between 1889 and 1903, and thereafter  from  43 Bedford  Square. 
Although they took in only one further  partner, Mellor Lumb, Shirley Fox's obituary of  Carlyon-Britton in BNJ  refers  to his having 'a 
large staff'  at the outbreak of  the First World War, and the move to Bedford  Square reflected  the firm's  then prosperity. 

10 A copy of  this leaflet  is tipped into the Hamer volume in the Society's Library. 
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It was thus at 8.30 pm on St Andrew's Day, 30 November 1903, that the Society met for  its 

inaugural meeting, at 43 Bedford  Square, London WC. Carlyon-Britton was at once voted provi-
sional chairman of  the meeting, 'explained the objects of  the Society and the proceedings leading 
to its formation',  and moved a resolution declaring the Society duly established. He was there-
upon elected its President for  the year 1903-4. The meeting then went on to elect six Vice-
Presidents (mainly non-numismatist dignitaries known to Carlyon-Britton, but including one 
well-known collector of  English and European mediaeval coins, Lord Grantley), a Director (L.A. 
Lawrence), a Treasurer (Russell Howland Wood, a chartered accountant), a Librarian (Rev. H.J. 
Dukinfield  Astley, a Church of  England clergyman who was an active member of  the British 
Archaeological Association), a Secretary (W.J. Andrew), and a Council (whose fifteen  members 
included the coin collectors A.B. Creeke, Nathan Heywood, W. Sharp Ogden and Bernard Roth; 
J.B. Caldecott, an authority on milled and colonial coinages, who was also the cataloguer of 
Sotheby's coin sales; and the coin dealers S.M. Spink and W. Talbot Ready). The members present 
approved the Society's proposed rules and gave their approval to the petition for  a Royal Charter 
and to a supplemental petition which needed to be lodged with the Clerk of  the Privy Council. The 
meeting was then adjourned, and the Society did not meet for  its first  ordinary meeting until 
13 January 1904. 

On the date of  this January meeting, Carlyon-Britton was able to read out the names of  a further 
forty-four  candidates for  election; donations of  books, photographs and a modern bronze medal 
were announced; various coins, tokens, etc., were exhibited; and papers by two members, J.E.T. 
Loveday and Bernard Roth, were read, although Loveday's paper, entitled 'The Henry VIII Medal 
or Pattern Crown', read first  and thus the very first  numismatic paper delivered at a meeting of  the 
Society, was not in fact  read by Loveday himself,  who was not present, but by L.A. Lawrence as 
Director. Bernard Roth, by contrast, both read his own paper on 'A find  of  clippings of  silver coins 
at Marcham, near Abingdon', and at the end 'handed in his paper, a photograph of  the clippings 
and the negative thereof  for  the use of  the Society'; Roth (1852-1915) was to prove a regular con-
tributor of  papers and exhibits in the years that followed,  and as a well-known orthopaedic sur-
geon, practising in Brighton and in Harley Street, and a son-in-law of  the celebrated Liberal 
politician John Bright, the value of  his name to the standing of  the Society in the outside world 
was acknowledged by his election in the following  year as one of  its Vice-Presidents. 

At the Society's February and March meetings thirty-five  and fifty-two  new candidates for  elec-
tion were respectively announced, bringing the prospective total number of  members to over four 
hundred at a time when the membership of  the Numismatic Society of  London numbered only 
around three hundred. Although the February meeting had had to be told that the British 
Numismatic Society's application for  a Royal Charter had been refused  - the Numismatic Society 
of  London received its own Letters Patent for  a Royal Charter that same month - both meetings 
again saw a wide range of  exhibitions, and the paper by Lawrence read at the March meeting 
made an useful  contribution to the study of  the mint marks, legends and letter forms  used on coins 
of  Edward IV. Carlyon-Britton added to the prevailing optimism in March by proposing for  nomi-
nation to Honorary Membership Britain's most popular living military hero, Field-Marshal Earl 
Roberts. 

Beyond this point it is not feasible  to give a month-by-month account of  the Society's progress, 
but Andrew was confident  enough in June to deliver a paper to it on 'Buried Treasure: some 
Traditions, Records and Facts', in which he took deliberate aim at Grueber's views on the dating 
of  the coins then associated with a Viking king Halfdan,  and this paper of  Andrew's was to prove a 
curtain-raiser for  a more violent onslaught by Carlyon-Britton on the Department of  Coins and 
Medals at the British Museum, contained in an address by him to the Society's first  Anniversary 
meeting on 30 November 1904, under the title 'Treasure Trove, the Treasury and the Trustees of 
the British Museum'. 

As this title makes clear, Carlyon-Britton had the current state of  the administration of  treasure 
trove law as his primary target, and he highlights the miserly sums then being paid as remunera-
tion to finders  of  treasure trove coin hoards; but it is his remarks on the lack of  apparent commit-
ment by the Department of  Coins and Medals to the study of  the coinages of  Britain that 
encapsulate the dissatisfaction  that had led to the Society's foundation.  As he justly observed, 
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there was then no published catalogue of  any part of  the British series subsequent to the year 
1066; no public display of  British coins within the British Museum; no published record of  the 
provenances even of  those coins which had already been featured  in the Museum's two volume 
catalogue of  its holdings of  Anglo-Saxon coins; no specific  priority given to the building up of  the 
Museum's holdings of  British coins; and no consciousness of  the need for  extra staff  to catalogue 
and maintain the British part of  the collection. The published minutes of  the Anniversary meeting 
record the view of  one of  Carlyon-Britton's audience who was both a member of  the Society's 
Council and a Fellow of  what was now the Royal Numismatic Society that this was 'one of  the 
most interesting papers that he had ever heard', and the part of  Carlyon-Britton's remarks devoted 
to the perceived lack of  interest in the British series on the part of  the staff  of  the Department of 
Coins and Medals clearly struck a chord with those present. 

On this day the number of  members of  the year-old Society totalled 509, a figure  nine higher 
than the maximum number envisaged in the rules that the Society had adopted just twelve months 
earlier," and this year of  triumph was recorded for  posterity in the first  published volume of  the 
British Numismatic  Journal  (BNJ),  issued in the summer of  the following  year. Typically, 
Carlyon-Britton took the opportunity to preface  this volume with a lengthy introduction from  his 
own pen, reviewing the history of  the coinage of  Britain but also delivering a few  verbal buffets  at 
'those who have devoted their energies to the elucidation of  the money of  any paltry state, rather 
than face  the historical importance of  the great coinage of  Britain'. Equally typically, W.J. 
Andrew, to whom responsibility for  the reviews section of  the volume was allotted, chose the bold 
course of  reviewing at length the most recent volume of  NC,  which included major papers by 
Grueber on the Colchester Short Cross hoard of  1902 and on the Stamford  hoard of  coins of  the 
period of  King Aelfred;  he was able to point to deficiencies  in both papers, and particularly in the 
latter, but what he had to offer  by way of  new interpretation of  the Stamford  hoard was fanciful.  It 
would not be Andrew who was to demonstrate in the years that followed  that BNJ  was a vehicle 
for  authoritative scholarship on the coinages of  the British Isles. 

Years of  Achievement 
The history of  the Society in the decade between the year of  its foundation  and the outbreak of  the 
First World War was one of  striking success. This can be measured most tangibly from  the annual 
succession of  substantial, well-illustrated volumes of  BNJ,  issued from  the start in a uniform  bind-
ing with red cloth spines, a colour which was to identify  BNJ  for  nearly thirty years.12 The quan-
tity and quality of  the information  contained in these volumes was quickly to demonstrate to all 
but the most hostile critics that the newly formed  Society was performing  a necessary role in the 
promotion and advancement of  the study of  the coinages of  the British Isles. 

As we have already seen, the earliest papers read to the Society included contributions by 
Carlyon-Britton, Andrew, Lawrence and Roth, all subsequently published in the first  volume of 
BNJ.  The second volume of  BNJ,  which included further  major contributions by Carlyon-Britton, 
one on 'The Saxon, Norman and Plantagenet Coinage of  Wales' and another the first  instalment of 
a massive paper discussing the coinages of  William I and II, also contained papers by two new 
contributors, Helen Farquhar (1859-1953) and H. Alexander Parsons (1876-1952), very different 
in personality and interests but who were both to remain active in the work of  the Society into the 
1930s and beyond. 

Miss Farquhar, a lady of  upper class family  and independent means, was keenly interested in all 
coins, medals or badges carrying portraits of  members of  the Stuart dynasty from  the accession of 

11 The figure  of  509 members at 30 November 1904 included 504 ordinary members, four  more than the maximum number seem-
ingly permitted by the rules, but it was explained at the time that 'peers, eldest sons of  peers, Privy Councillors and some others are 
additions' (BNJ  1 (1904),438). 

12 The first  ten volumes of  BNJ  were bound with red cloth spines and corners, and green cloth sides, while the next ten volumes 
were bound in full  red cloth. Additionally, the first  thirty volumes of  BNJ  carried on the upper cover of  their binding or binding case a 
gilt stamped representation of  the Society's Seal, engraved by Spink in 1904 and then described as having been 'designed by the 
President, Director and Secretary, from  the reverse of  a medal of  Prince Charles Edward Stuart, dated 1745'. 
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James I to the English throne in 1603 onwards, with a special penchant for  those associated with 
the Young Pretender, and her numerous contributions to BNJ,  based as much on historical and 
documentary evidence as on the study of  the actual numismatic material, remain a mine of  infor-
mation for  the researcher of  today. H. Alexander Parsons,13 a dapper South Londoner who was for 
many years employed as a clerk in the General Post Office,  was also to contribute extensively to 
BNJ,  mainly on coins of  the later Anglo-Saxon period and on their Irish and Scandinavian imita-
tions; he had a good eye for  individual coins of  interest, often  recognised and purchased by him at 
London coin auction sales, and his papers in BNJ  provide the earliest published discussion of  a 
number of  significant  topics, but his judgement was sometimes vitiated by the fact  that he owned 
the particular coin or coins that he was discussing. Additionally, his more ambitious papers, deal-
ing with coinages as a whole, tended to be founded  on bold hypotheses not properly substantiated 
by supporting evidence, and were to prove an enticing target for  external critics. 

Another early contributor to BNJ  and stalwart supporter of  the Society was Lieut-Col. Henry 
Walters Morrieson (1857-1933), a retired artillery officer  (PI. 3a), whose paper in vol. Ill (3) of 
the Journal on 'The busts of  James I on his silver coinage' was the forerunner  of  many by him on 
the coinages of  James I and Charles I. Morrieson's papers are based on careful  study of  the extant 
coins of  these reigns, and are more narrowly focused  than those by Helen Farquhar, but they 
established a basic framework  for  the classification  of  these coinages and can still be consulted 
with profit. 

It was however Carlyon-Britton who essentially set the tone for  the first  few  volumes of  BNJ. 
Carlyon-Britton's massive study of  the coinages of  William I and II, published in instalments in 
each volume of  BNJ  from  vol. II (2) to vol. X (10), was conceived on the same scale and with the 
same general approach as that of  the ill-fated  paper by W.J. Andrew on the coinage of  Henry I, but 
Carlyon-Britton was wise enough to put the emphasis of  his paper on a mint-by-mint review of 
the extant coins, and his decision to publish his study in a succession of  annual parts meant that it 
was not until the whole of  it was published that its success or otherwise could be properly judged. 
He also contributed to BNJ  in these years a number of  important notes on individual mints of  the 
Anglo-Saxon and Norman period, taking evident pleasure from  the fact  that coins of  several of 
these had not been recognised or properly identified  by Grueber. 

The ability of  the Society to publish so impressive a periodical so early in its history was made 
possible by the Society's ability to recruit and maintain a sizeable membership. Between 1904 and 
1912 the number of  members remained consistently above 500, rising to a peak of  538 at the 
anniversary meeting in November 1906. The number then fell,  first  to 461 in 1913 and then to 444 
by November 1914,14 but since the initial size of  the membership had been inflated  by Carlyon-
Britton's recruitment of  many non-numismatist personal friends  and professional  colleagues, who 
had not remained members for  long, it was a substantial achievement for  the Society to have built 
up what appeared by 1914 to be a solid body of  support. That said, the number of  ordinary mem-
bers (those paying an annual subscription) had never exceeded 504, the total reached in November 
1904, and had fallen  by 1914 to 413: while the number of  members of  other categories had risen 
from  one at the time of  the Society's foundation  to a total of  thirty-nine in 1907, and still stood at 
thirty-one in November 1914. 

It will be remembered that by April 1904 the Society possessed two honorary members, Sir 
Henry Maxwell-Lyte and Field-Marshal Earl Roberts. The Society's original rules had however 
also provided that 'Members of  the Royal Families of  this and other countries may . . . be elected 
as titular members, without Ballot, and shall be called Royal Members', and during the summer of 
1904 it evidently occurred to Carlyon-Britton, a staunch Conservative and monarchist, that it 
would boost the Society's prestige if  it was able to include in its membership list significant  Royal 

13 Parsons is uniformly  described in BNJ  as H. Alexander Parsons, without the initial H being further  elucidated. This curious 
omission attracted the attention of  Michael Dolley, who was pleased to recount how he browbeat an unfortunate  official  at Somerset 
House into supplying him a copy of  Parsons's birth certificate  without charge, but that, somewhat to Dolley's disappointment, the H 
turned out to be the initial letter of  the perfectly  innocuous Christian name Harry. 

14 Council's report for  the year ending 1913 had given the membership total as 481, but when the figure  for  1913 was again given 
for  comparative purposes in Council's report for  1914, it had been revised down to 461. 
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representation. The first  Royal member to be recruited was King Victor Emmanuel of  Italy 
(12 October 1904), known to be a keen collector of  coins, quickly to be followed  by King Carlos 
of  Portugal (16 November 1904), and then by twenty-one other kings, queens and crown princes 
between 1905 and 1911, including the future  King George V, then Prince of  Wales (18 January 
1905). 

It also occurred to Carlyon-Britton at this time that the Society would benefit  from  having an 
official  United States presence in its membership list, and since the relevant rule did not permit the 
election to Society membership of  non-royal heads of  state, the solution adopted was to elect the 
current US ambassador in London, Joseph H. Choate, as an honorary member (30 October 1904). 
Choate was followed  into honorary membership by the Portuguese and Belgian ambassadors in 
London (15 January 1905), and then by all the London ambassadors of  the major European pow-
ers, but it was soon realised that this was a policy error, as the Society would be obligated to retain 
the individuals concerned on its membership list, and to supply them with copies of  BNJ,  long 
after  their term of  service in London had ended. Nothing could be done to remedy the situation 
immediately, but in the Council's Annual Report for  the year ending 30 November 1910 it was 
stated that 'the list of  honorary members has been reduced by six owing to the retirement from 
this country of  the following  representatives of  Foreign Powers at the Court of  St James's', and 
after  that date only one further  London ambassador was elected to honorary membership, his 
tenure and that of  other remaining ambassadorial members being deemed to expire when they left 
England.15 

Honorary membership was otherwise conferred  in this period only on the Countess of 
Yarborough (18 January 1905), Vernon Rendall, editor of  the periodical The Athenaeum 
(22 March 1905), and Alfred  Anscombe (1859-1934), an authority on the language and literature 
of  the Anglo-Saxon period who had been elected to the Society as an ordinary member in 1904 
(22 February 1911). 

The management of  the Society during this period remained firmly  in Carlyon-Britton's hands. 
When his initial five-year  term as President expired on 30 November 1908 he was warmly con-
gratulated on his services to the Society both in the Council's Annual Report and in a vote of 
thanks moved by the Derbyshire antiquary Revd J.C. Cox., but it was felt  that a further  tribute was 
appropriate and at a Society meeting on 23 June 1909 he was presented with his portrait, commis-
sioned from  the painter John Shirley Fox (1860-1939), a member of  the Society since 1907.16 On 
that day his role in the foundation  and subsequent history of  the Society was extolled in speeches 
by Andrew (his successor as President), Morrieson and others, but what the audience could not 
know was that Andrew was only to be a stop-gap President and that Carlyon-Britton was to 
resume the Presidency on 30 November 1909, the earliest date permitted by the Society's rules.17 
His second Presidential term lasted from  then until November 1914 and he was thus still in office 
at the outbreak of  the First World War. 

Of  the other executive posts, that of  Director was successively held by Lawrence (1903-8) and 
John Shirley Fox (1909-14). The Secretaryship, coupled with primary responsibility for  the edit-
ing of  BNJ,  was held more or less continuously by Andrew (1903-8, 1910-8), with assistance 
from  Anscombe as Joint Secretary in 1906-8, except that while Andrew was serving his year as 
President in 1909 the secretarial duties were shared between Bernard Roth and Fleet-Surgeon 

15 The only Ambassador to remain an Honorary Member after  ceasing to represent his country at the Court of  St James's was Luis 
Augusto Pinto, Marques de Soveral (1853-1922), Portuguese Ambassador 1897-1910, a well-known figure  in London society and a 
personal friend  of  King Edward VII. 

16 It was suggested at the time that the portrait of  Carlyon-Britton should be reproduced in BNJ,  but Carlyon-Britton did not wish 
for  this, stating in a letter that 'I prefer  to remain "an unpublished type" ' (BNJ  5 (1908), 467). No reproduction of  the portrait was 
therefore  made, and the present whereabouts of  the portrait is unknown (there is no record of  it in the files  of  the National Portrait 
Gallery). The present writer has on separate occasions discussed the fate  of  the portrait with the late Peter Seaby and with Ian Stewart 
(Lord Stewartby), both of  whom visited Carlyon-Britton's son Raymond at Raymond's home in Chichester, but neither had any recol-
lection of  seeing a portrait of  Raymond's father  there, although Raymond did possess a portrait painting of  himself,  subsequently 
acquired by the Seaby firm. 

17 Carlyon-Britton's resumption of  the Presidency was a questionable step on his part, for  he seemed to be mirroring the behaviour 
of  Sir John Evans, who as President of  the Numismatic Society of  London since June 1874 had seen no reason to hand over the 
Presidency to any one else, and was in fact  to remain President of  the Royal Numismatic Society until his death in May 1908. 
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A.E. Weightman, a retired naval medical officer  with a specialist knowledge of  the British milled 
coinage. The post of  Treasurer, initially held by Russell Wood (1903-8), passed into the safe 
hands of  another chartered accountant, A.C. Hutchins (1910-22), after  a brief  hiccup occasioned 
by the 'retirement' of  W.H. Fox, no relative of  Shirley Fox, who had been elected as Treasurer for 
1909 but who failed  to last the year. Finally, the post of  Librarian, initially held by Astley 
(1903-5), was held for  the rest of  the period (1906-14) by Morrieson. 

Early volumes of  BNJ  had contained little published research on the coinages of  the 
Plantagenets, for  of  the two leading authorities on the coins of  this period Frederick Walters had 
remained faithful  to the Numismatic Society of  London at the time of  the split, and did not join 
the British Numismatic Society until March 1910, while L.A. Lawrence's initial authorial efforts 
had been devoted to a series of  very necessary articles unmasking deceptive coin forgeries  in the 
Anglo-Saxon, Norman and later hammered series. With the recruitment to the Society of  John 
Shirley Fox the balance of  BNJ  altered, for  Shirley Fox and his brother H.B. Earle Fox 
(1863-1920), a journalist with experience in Paris and London (PI. 3b), had already commenced 
by February 1908 a detailed investigation and new classification  of  the penny coinages of  Edward 
I, II and III, not properly unravelled by any earlier scholar, and the results of  their research, set out 
in instalments published in each volume of  BNJ  from  vol. VI (6) to vol. X (10), were immediately 
authoritative. Lawrence himself  also contributed to vols. IX, X and XI (9, 10 and 11) of  BNJ  a 
major paper on the Long Cross coinages of  Henry III and Edward I, which for  the first  time satis-
factorily  established the nature and order of  the principal varieties in the series. 

Another valued new contributor to BNJ  at the end of  its first  decade was Henry Symonds 
(1859-1933), a London barrister (PI. 3c), who was the first  Society member to utilise surviving 
documentation in the Public Record Office  to illumine the coinages of  the Tudor period, starting 
with a paper on the coinages of  Henry VII and VIII in vol. X (10). 

The remaining significant  feature  of  BNJ  volumes from  1909 onwards was the publication, 
again in instalments, of  W.J. Andrew's 'A numismatic history of  the reign of  King Stephen'. This 
was another mammoth undertaking on the lines of  his earlier study of  the coinage of  Henry I and 
of  that by Carlyon-Britton of  the coinages of  William I and II, and its merits and shortcomings 
mirrored those evident in the Henry I paper, but time had brought Andrew a greater degree of  pru-
dence, and, as with Carlyon-Britton's William I and II paper, the decision to publish it in instal-
ments meant that it was no easy target for  critics to shoot at. In any event, by the time publication 
of  it in BNJ  wound towards completion in thel920s, the study of  Stephen's coinage had been put 
on altogether securer ground by George Brooke's great two-volume catalogue of  the coins of  the 
Norman kings in the British Museum. 

This review of  the Society's activities up to 1914 may appropriately conclude by recording the 
significant  financial  contribution made to the Society in these years by an American member, John 
Sanford  Saltus (1854-1922) (PI. 3d). Elected to the Society on its foundation,  Sanford  Saltus 
soon became a regular donor to the Society's own small but growing collection of  coins and 
medals, and as his own primary numismatic interest lay in current US coinage and medallic art, a 
stream of  donations by him brought to the Society strikings in gold of  some of  the finest  and rarest 
of  recent US issues. This caused the Society to elect him as one of  its Vice-Presidents for  the year 
1910, an office  which he was to retain into the early 1920s, and once elected Vice-President he 
took an early opportunity to present the Society with £200, a large sum at that time, to fund  the 
production of  a gold medal to be awarded by ballot of  the membership to the individual responsi-
ble for  the best paper published in BNJ  during a specified  period. This reflected  both his gratitude 
for  his election as Vice-President and his real interest in the encouragement of  contemporary 
medallic art, and the resulting medal, appropriately named The John Sanford  Saltus Gold Medal, 
struck from  dies designed by the British artist Frank Bowcher, was awarded in quick succession to 
Carlyon-Britton, 1910, and to Helen Farquhar, 1911. Subsequent awards, as envisaged in the rules 
framed  for  the purpose in 1910, were to be triennial, commencing with an award to W.J. Andrew 
(1914), and have continued on that basis down to the present day. 

Sanford  Saltus followed  this gift  by a further  donation of  £150 to the Society's newly created 
Research Fund in 1911; the gift  of  a thousand franc  note as 'a Whitsuntide gift'  in 1912; and a 
princely gift  of  £510 in 1913 to start a 'General Purposes Fund'. As a result, the Society's net 
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worth, as recorded on its balance sheet at 18 November 1914, stood at the very satisfactory 
amount of  £2,060 14s. 6d.,  significantly  in excess of  the comparable total of  £377 17s. 9d.  as of 
November 1904, and the Society was properly fortified  against harder times to come. 

War and Peace 
When the Society met for  its Anniversary Meeting on 30 November 1914, those attending were 
cheered by an upbeat Annual Report, assuring the membership that 'the British Numismatic 
Society - with the British Empire - can look with confidence  upon both present and coming 
events'. Nonetheless the deaths of  two officer  members in action in France had already to be 
announced, and it was also stated that Carlyon-Britton, elected as Director for  the year 1915, had 
already been commissioned as a Major in the 14th battalion of  the West Yorkshire Regiment, with 
orders to join it at Falmouth 'en route for  service abroad'. As had already been arranged, he was 
succeeded as President by Morrieson, and it was Morrieson and Andrew who were to steer the 
Society through 1915 and the more difficult  years that followed. 

One immediate impact of  the war was that the intended publication in BNJ  vol. XI (11) (the 
volume for  the year 1914, intended to be in members' hands by the end of  .the following  year) of 
the latest promised instalments both of  Carlyon-Britton's magnum opus on the coins of  William I 
and II and of  Andrew's paper on the coins of  Stephen did not take place. Additionally, Earle Fox, 
the more brilliant of  the two Fox brothers, suffered  a sudden illness, and the publication of  the Fox 
brothers' study of  the Edwardian penny coinage had also to be suspended. Yet in the event the 
overall quality of  vol. XI hardly suffered,  for  Lawrence contributed to it both the final  instalment 
of  his Long Cross paper and a paper setting out a comparable new classification  for  the preceding 
Short Cross coinage, struck from  1180 to 1247, while the volume was also to contain a major 
paper on the coinage of  Edward VI by Henry Symonds, as well as characteristic contributions 
from  Helen Farquhar and from  Parsons. 

The year 1915 proved indeed rather calmer than might have been expected, for  the death of 
only one more member in action needed to be announced at the Anniversary Meeting, and 
Morrieson's recall to service as commanding officer  of  the 177th (Fulham) Brigade of  the Royal 
Field Artillery did not prevent him from  continuing to preside at the Society's monthly meetings. 

The three following  years were more tricky. In each of  them the membership fell,  resulting in a 
nominal total reduced to 401 by November 1918, and in each of  them the number of  members 
with whom the Society was in actual contact also declined, making the Society's real numerical 
strength increasingly uncertain. Worse, vol. XI (11) of  BNJ,  of  which publication had been 
expected by November 1915, did not reach members until December 1916, with a knock-on effect 
on the publication dates for  future  volumes, a dangerous development for  a Society operating on 
the principle that members received an annual volume of  BNJ  in return for  their annual subscrip-
tions. Nor were the papers read at meetings during the war comparable in authority or scope with 
those which had been delivered to the Society up to 1914: Roth was dead, Carlyon-Britton was 
absent on war service in France, Symonds did not read a paper to the Society after  October 1914, 
Andrew was intermittently ill and a paper read by Earle Fox to a meeting in October 1918 was the 
first  to be read by either of  the Fox brothers since the outbreak of  war. 

Yet the Society's balance sheet remained healthy, and it is clear that its monthly meetings con-
tinued to be attended by the same loyal group of  middle-aged, middle-class, London-based coin 
enthusiasts, numbering not more than about thirty, who had provided the regular attendance in 
pre-war years.18 Morrieson, Lawrence (awarded the John Sanford  Saltus Medal in 1917), Helen 
Farquhar and Parsons remained regular speakers at these meetings, and were joined in this role by 
one active new colleague, Grant Richardson Francis (1868-1940), a specialist in the silver 
coinage of  Charles I, who had been elected to the Society in 1912 and who soon developed into a 
regular exhibitor and speaker. 

IR For the figure  of  thirty as the average attendance at a Society meeting just before  the outbreak of  the First World War see BNJ  11 
(1914), 344. The number of  members attending did however fall  towards the end of  the war. 
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The Anniversary Meeting in 1918 took place only a fortnight  after  the armistice and the 

Council's Annual Report could do no more than express a hope for  'an era of  increased prosper-
ity' in the post-war world. Earle Fox, who on Andrew's resignation due to illness had been 
appointed Secretary and Editor of  BNJ  by Council in January 1918, was now confirmed  in that 
role: the appointment had seemed a good one and by the date of  the meeting Earle Fox had 
already managed to bring out a rather thin vol. XII (12) of  BNJ  (the volume for  the year 1915, due 
in 1916, promised for  1917 but additionally delayed by Andrew's ill-health). 

Unfortunately  Earle Fox was overtaken by a 'sudden and dangerous illness' in June the follow-
ing year, and Morrieson, himself  due to leave office  as President at the end of  that year, was com-
pelled to discharge the duties of  both posts until successors could be found.  Although successors 
were eventually agreed - the veteran Frederick Walters (1849-1931) as President,19 and a recov-
ered W.J. Andrew as Secretary (the latter not appointed until 15 December 1919) - the need for 
the Society to rely on officers  who had been active in British numismatic life  since before  the end 
of  the nineteenth century was not a good sign for  the future.  Similarly, the programme of  papers 
read at meetings in 1919-20 offered  few  novelties, speakers of  pre-war vintage such as Carlyon-
Britton, Lawrence, Morrieson, Parsons, Anscombe and Weightman being joined only by Grant 
Francis and by Carlyon-Britton's son Raymond (the Society's Librarian 1915-20), a keen student 
of  the later Plantagenet and earlier Tudor coinages but not strong physically, and in any case too 
overawed by his masterful  father,  still the Society's Director (1915-21), to make any wider contri-
bution to the Society's activities. 

At the beginning of  1921 the Society was confronted  by the problem of  having to move its 
London premises at short notice, its rent-free  rooms at 43 Bedford  Square no longer being avail-
able following  Carlyon-Britton's retirement from  active legal practice. Fortunately, alternative 
accommodation was soon found  at 1 Upper Montague Street, the offices  of  the Society of  Medical 
Officers  of  Health, and the first  meeting held at the new address (23 March 1921) coincided with 
the presentation to Morrieson of  the John Sanford  Saltus Medal which had been voted him at the 
end of  1920. 

The move coincided with a degree of  activity within the Society which had not recently been 
evident. The endemic problems with BNJ,  becoming expensive to produce and still running over a 
year behind schedule despite the appearance of  vols. XIII (13) (for  1916) and XIV (14) (for  1917) 
in 1919 and 1920, were alleviated by a decision at just this time that in future  BNJ  should only be 
published every eighteen months, each published volume incorporating the Society's Proceedings 
for  two calendar years; the decision was presented as an alternative to raising the annual subscrip-
tion, unchanged since 1903, and received a friendly  welcome from  members generally. Sanford 
Saltus had already resumed financial  donations to the Society ($400 both in 1918 and 1920, with 
another $400 to follow  in 1921), and was joined as a significant  donor by Ernest Henry Wheeler 
(1876-1933), an energetic coin collector with a business as a printer of  race cards, who gave the 
Society two sums of  £100 in 1920-1 to help with the costs of  BNJ,  and who also partly subsidised 
the rent of  its new rooms. 

The Society also benefited  from  a return to active numismatic research both by Andrew and by 
Shirley Fox, and a succession of  stimulating papers read by them and others at meetings during 
1921 were well received by larger than usual audiences. A start was also made at removing from 
the membership list the names of  those who had not paid subscriptions since the middle of  the 
war, and the membership figure  of  352 announced in November 1921, of  whom 328 were ordi-
nary members, reflected  the Society's approximate current strength. 

Walters evidently did not wish to serve more than two years as President, and it now occurred 
to him and his principal colleagues that Sanford  Saltus might be asked to take on the Presidency 
for  1922. It was envisaged from  the start that Sanford  Saltus's Presidency would be of  a somewhat 
token character, for  he was a New York resident and seems up to that time to have attended only 

19 Walters was an architect by profession,  specialising in designing churches in Gothic and Romanesque styles for  the English 
Roman Catholic community. His best-known building is Buckfast  Abbey, Devon, constructed to his designs from  the mid 1880s 
onwards. 
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one meeting of  the Society, in June 1920, and it was arranged that Grant Francis, as acting 
President, would perform  the routine duties of  the post in Sanford  Saltus's absence:20 but it was 
nonetheless felt  that his election to the Presidency would be a fitting  reward for  his generosity to 
the Society. A telegram and a letter read to meetings early in 1922 conveyed his gratitude for  the 
honour and his intention to come over to England for  the Society's meeting on 28 June, and plans 
were made to mark the occasion by an evening devoted to a 'special medallic exhibition'. Sanford 
Saltus duly arrived in London on or shortly before  17 June 1922, staying at the Metropole hotel, 
but on the evening of  Thursday 22 June, while cleaning coins in his hotel bedroom, he somehow 
managed to poison himself  with the chemical solution that he was using, and suddenly collapsed 
and died.21 

There was general consternation all round, not least because Sanford  Saltus had come over to 
London without accompanying friends  or relatives, and it devolved on Grant Francis, with the 
rather unexpected support of  E.H. Wheeler, to attend and provide evidence at the ensuing inquest. 
The Society's activities had nonetheless to continue, and Grant Francis was immediately chosen 
as President for  the remainder of  the year. The Society also now had a new Treasurer, Sir William 
Wells (1871-1933), a partner in Chestertons, the London estate agents, who had been in office 
since February: while Andrew (still Secretary), Walters (Director 1922-7, 1929), and Parsons 
(Librarian 1921-36) were the remaining executive officers. 

Francis was re-elected at the Anniversary Meeting and the three ensuing years of  his Presidency 
(1923-5) passed without undue incident, other than that Andrew and his wife  were knocked down 
by a motor car in November 1923, she being killed and he being seriously injured. Fortunately, 
Andrew made a sufficient  recovery to carry on as Secretary and to complete the editing of 
vol. XVI (16) of  BNJ  (for  the years 1921-2), theoretically due in late 1923 but not published until 
March 1925. 

So far  as the programme of  meetings and the content of  BNJ  was concerned, Francis's personal 
interest in Stuart coinage and Stuart memorabilia made the mid 1920s a golden period for  those 
interested in this particular field,  culminating just after  Francis had left  office  with an evening 
(27 January 1926) devoted to an extensive exhibition of  'Stuart art and relics', deemed to be the 
best-attended meeting that the Society had ever held. This evening also represented the high water 
mark of  Helen Farquhar's years of  service to British numismatics, for  the audience was deeply 
impressed by her ability to speak extemporarily about each object on display, regardless of 
whether she had seen them before  or not. Otherwise Andrew and Parsons (recipient of  the John 
Sanford  Saltus Medal for  1923) continued to speak on their own particular areas of  knowledge; 
Raymond Carlyon-Britton contributed an excellent paper on the last coinage of  Henry VII, based 
on careful  investigation of  dies, initial marks and lettering; and W.C. Wells, an original member of 
the Society whose pre-war contributions to BNJ  had been devoted to the seventeenth-century 
trade tokens of  his native county of  Northamptonshire, again emerged as a regular contributor 
both to meetings and to BNJ,  now speaking and writing on the Northampton mint in the Anglo-
Saxon period. Finally, a new contributor on seventeenth-century trade tokens emerged in the per-
son of  J.O. Manton, author of  a series of  well-informed  articles on the tokens of  Buckinghamshire. 

The Society's next President, William Jesse Freer (1853-1932), a solicitor from  Leicester who 
was an authority on military and naval medals and related militaria, had served on Council contin-
uously since 1905, for  much of  that time as a Vice-President, and was much liked both within the 
Society and further  afield.  It was envisaged from  the start that he would only serve as President for 
two years, and no particular policy initiatives within that period seemed necessary: but events 

20 Derek Allen, in his Presidential Address to the Society in 1963, stated, on the evidence of  letters written by W.J. Andrew to 
Helen Farquhar at this time, that there was 'intense competition for  the post of  Vice-President. Miss Farquhar was offered  it, but 
refused  it on grounds of  sex. Francis, Walters, Morrieson, Lawrence, and Ogden all considered themselves the rightful  choice; Freer 
(later President) and Sir William Wells were also in the field.  In fact  Francis, Andrew's candidate, was chosen and assumed the 
Presidency on Saltus's death'. (BNJ  32 (1963), 232). What Allen failed  to appreciate was that this 'intense competition' was not for  the 
position of  Vice-President, which Helen Farquhar had held on several occasions in the past, but for  the position of  acting President, 
involving the duty of  presiding over the Society's ordinary meetings, and it was this for  which Farquhar felt  herself  unsuited. 

21 One consequence of  Sanford  Saltus's brief  term of  office  as President was that his fiancee,  Estelle Campbell (Mrs Robert James 
Campbell), had been elected a member of  the Society on 22 March 1922, and the continuing presence of  her name in the Society's 
membership lists until after  the Second World War remained a reminder of  the events of  that year. 
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took a hand, and it so happens that the earliest of  the Society's surviving Council minute books 
commences in Freer's second year of  office  (the first  entry is for  25 May 1927), providing from 
this point onwards much fuller  detail on the Society's internal history.22 

By this time Andrew's long tenure as Secretary had finally  come to an end, for  he had found  the 
burden of  labour too heavy for  him, and Herbert William Taffs  (1870-1955), an original member 
of  the Society and a regular exhibitor at its meetings (PI. 4a), had been appointed initially as joint 
Secretary with Andrew (24 February 1926), the intention being that Taffs  would undertake the 
secretarial duties and Andrew would continue to edit BNJ.  In October 1926 Andrew resigned his 
editorial responsibilities also, and those passed to his old collaborator Alfred  Anscombe, now 
elected as Joint Secretary with Taffs  (30 November 1926). 

The Society's membership was now in decline - no membership figures  had been released since 
1923, always an indication of  underlying difficulties  - and although the Society's finances  had 
stood up well until 1925, mainly as a result of  further  donations from  Wheeler (£200 in 1923, 
£100 in 1924 and again in 1925),23 Sir William Wells felt  impelled to warn the Society at the 
Anniversary meeting in 1926 that in the future  it would not be able to afford  to publish a new vol-
ume of  BNJ  more often  than every two years. The Council's wealthiest current member, Richard 
Cyril Lockett (1873-1950), an ardent collector of  Anglo-Saxon, Norman, and later English ham-
mered coins, who happened also to be chairman of  a successful  family  shipping company (PI. 4b), 
thereupon volunteered to donate £50 towards the cost of  the production of  a leaflet  that could be 
sent out with the aim of  recruiting additional members. 

Unfortunately,  as the sequel proved, this offer,  made in November 1926, had been a conditional 
one, dependent on the Society agreeing on the production of  a suitable leaflet,  and in May 1927, 
when the Council minute book commences, Lockett's cheque for  £50 had only just been received 
and no scheme for  'advertising propaganda' had yet been formulated.  Freer was away ill at the 
time, and although he promised a further  £25 of  his own money for  the same purpose at Council's 
June meeting, it was decided in October that the whole issue should be considered afresh  by next 
year's Council, who would not meet until January 1928. 

In the interval, pressure had been put on Carlyon-Britton, still energetic and ten years younger 
than Freer, to accept nomination as President for  a third term. To this he agreed, and although Sir 
William Wells felt  obliged to deliver a further  financial  warning at the ensuing Anniversary meet-
ing (30 Nov 1927), there was confidence  that with Carlyon-Britton once again at the helm the 
Society would surmount present and future  difficulties.  For what followed  the historian is depend-
ent on Taffs's  record in the surviving Council minute book. 

When Council met as arranged on Wednesday, 23 January 1928, Taffs  records that Carlyon-
Britton, now President, 'addressed the meeting on the financial  state of  the Society, showing the 
necessity for  increase of  income on the one hand and for  reduction of  expenditure on the other 
hand. As regards the first  the President proposed that the subscription for  new members should be 
two guineas and that present members be invited to increase their subscriptions to that account'. 
The meeting was not particularly well attended, and in the discussion that followed  it fell  to Taffs 
himself  to question the power of  the Council to increase the subscription under the Society's exist-
ing rules, one of  which inconveniently specified  that the subscription was one guinea: but 
Carlyon-Britton's proposal was seconded by his old ally Lawrence, and was 'eventually carried'. 

The meeting then went on to an inconclusive discussion about competing estimates for  the 
printing of  BNJ,  but before  it concluded, as Taffs  again records, 'Mr. Anscombe asked for  instruc-
tions with regard to the draft  of  the Appeal which contained of  course references  to the subscrip-
tion. In view of  the lateness of  the hour, however, no decision was arrived at or instructions 
issued'. As the two sentences last quoted were struck out of  the minutes when read at Council's 
next meeting, they may not fairly  represent what was said: but it is clear from  this and from  the 

22 This minute book carries on its spine the gilt stamped inscription 'Council no.3', indicating that two earlier Council minute 
books once existed. 

23 Wheeler's financial  generosity to the Society was recognised by the award to him of  a special striking of  the John Sanford  Saltus 
Medal on 30 May 1926, 'for  his valued services 1917-26' (the medal was presumably so inscribed). It was stated at that time that 
another special striking of  the medal had previously been presented to John Sanford  Saltus himself,  but the present writer has not been 
able to discover the date and circumstanccs of  that award. 
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tenor of  Taffs's  record as a whole that Carlyon-Britton had concluded before  the meeting took 
place that the appropriate solution to the Society's financial  difficulties  was to double the level of 
the subscription, and that he had already drafted  a leaflet  in which the higher subscription amount 
was mentioned. 

Nothing material happened thereafter  until Taffs  received in the post a brief  letter from 
Carlyon-Britton dated 16 February 1928, enclosing a draft  of  'proposed alterations to our Rules'. 
Taffs's  letter of  reply, dated 19 February, of  which a typed copy is pasted in the minute book, 
seems to have been written with the best intentions, but that is all that can be said for  it, for  the let-
ter has a tone of  self-satisfied  righteousness bound to bring down on him the wrath of  his 
President, an eventuality which even Taffs  himself  contemplates in the course of  the letter. What 
he said, in summary, was that he was delighted to receive Carlyon-Britton's draft  alterations to the 
Society's rules, which would be 'a complete answer to those criticisms of  what has been regarded 
as the irregular proceedings of  our last Council Meeting", but that he and Anscombe nonetheless 
felt  that they had to withdraw their names 'from  the Appeal which you have instructed Harrisons 
[the long-standing printers of  BNJ]  to proceed with', as the Appeal included 'a statement that is 
not strictly covered by the Rules'. In the circumstances, Taffs  continues, 'I have taken the liberty 
on your behalf  of  asking Harrisons to hold up printing until they hear further  from  you'. Four 
more paragraphs impress on Carlyon-Britton the need for  the Society to act constitutionally, in 
case some member 'who knows or ought to know the ropes may . . . bring us to book in the public 
interest'. These were not terms in which Taffs,  a clerical officer  in the civil service, should have 
addressed a man his senior who was both a qualified  solicitor and the Society's joint founder  and 
chief  motive force. 

Taffs  was nonetheless surprised to receive an immediate reply from  Carlyon-Britton dated 
20 February, which reads as follows: 

My dear Taffs, 

My reply to your long letter is a short one. I hereby resign my office  as President of the British Numismatic 
Society. Yours sincerely. P. Carlyon-Britton. 

A startled Taffs  replied on the following  day, without apparently bothering to consult any col-
league, apologising for  any offence  that his letter may have given and offering  his own resignation 
if  that would induce Carlyon-Britton to withdraw his. Here again, however, Taffs's  obvious con-
viction that he, Taffs,  was in the right, intruded itself  on what should have been a straightforward 
letter of  apology, and the letter elicited no reply from  Carlyon-Britton. 

The letter was in any case overtaken by events, for  Council met again just one day later, without 
Carlyon-Britton but with five  Vice-Presidents and ten other Council members present. The meet-
ing, as Taffs  records, 'whilst endorsing the tenor of  the Secretary's letters', nonetheless asked him 
to write to Carlyon-Britton conveying Council's wish that he should reconsider his decision. This 
was however a more representative meeting than the previous one, and a letter read to it from 
Andrew (again in office  as Director for  the years 1928 and 1931), supporting Taffs's  opinion that 
the subscription could not be raised without the rules being altered, persuaded those present that 
the draft  rule alterations already supplied to Taffs  by Carlyon-Britton should be put to the ensuing 
general meeting of  the Society. The meeting also solved one other dilemma, for  the discussion 
over competing estimates for  BNJ  was ended by an offer  by Helen Farquhar, also by letter, of  a 
gift  of  £100 if  the printing contract for  the current volume of  BNJ  remained with Harrisons. 

This brief  scuffle  had its conclusion in a more dignified  letter written by Taffs  to Carlyon-
Britton on Council's behalf,  dated 4 March 1928, conveying Council's 'unanimous hope' that 
Carlyon-Britton would withdraw his resignation. To this Carlyon-Britton's reply, of  6 March, was: 

My dear Taffs, 

My reply to your letter dated the 4th inst. is in the negative. Yours sincerely P.Carlyon-Britton. 

One final  communication from  Taffs,  asking in what form  Carlyon-Britton would like his resig-
nation to be reported, was merely returned with these words written across it in Carlyon-Britton's 
handwriting: 'The facts  are within your personal knowledge. PCB.' 
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So ended Carlyon-Britton's active connection with the Society that he had founded.  He was 

never to attend another meeting and although he sufficiently  relented in 1935 to accept nomination 
as a Vice-President, he was to make no further  contribution to the work of  the Society.24 

Decline and Survival 
In this emergency Morrieson was again chosen as President (28 March 1928), but it was not easy 
to shake off  the consequences of  the Society's recent bloodletting, for  it transpired that, on the 
very day of  his resignation letter to Taffs,  Carlyon-Britton had instructed Harrisons to go ahead 
with printing the leaflet  that he had drafted.  This had necessarily to be pulped, with financial  loss 
to the Society, and the affair  of  this wretched leaflet  still dragged on, for  it was felt  that no leaflet 
could be issued until the rules were altered. It was not until the Anniversary Meeting that the 
results of  the consequent ballot of  members were announced, and, as might have been predicted 
from  the outset, the proposal to alter the rule relating to the level of  subscription so that the sub-
scription could be doubled failed  to carry (rule changes needed the support of  four-fifths  of  those 
voting). Irritatingly, a parallel rule change temporarily suspending the payment of  admission fees 
was carried, so the Society had actually managed to make its financial  position worse rather than 
better. 

Yet Morrieson and his colleagues confronted  their position with a degree of  sangfroid,  for  they 
believed that the Society had sufficient  accumulated capital to continue the publication of  BNJ  in 
its accustomed format  at least until the publication of  vol. XX (20) (the volume for  1929-30, due 
to appear in 1931 or 1932, which would be the final  volume in BNJ's  'Second Series'). 

Additionally, two events during 1928 presaged a new era. First, the remaining rule change that 
did go through at the Anniversary meeting was one that removed a provision in the Society's orig-
inal rules that members involved in the coin trade were ineligible for  office  within the Society 
other than as ordinary members of  Council. Why this particular rule change, one of  those sug-
gested by Carlyon-Britton himself,  was made at this particular time is unclear, and it had no prac-
tical effect,  but the coin dealers A.H. Baldwin (senior) and S.M. Spink had served on Council as 
ordinary members in the past, and the removal of  this artificial  barrier against coin dealers serving 
as Society officers  probably played some part in the subsequent emergence of  A.H. Baldwin & 
Sons as one of  the Society's strongest supporters. 

Of  more obvious consequence was the emergence of  George Brooke (PI. 4c) as an active partic-
ipant at Society meetings. In the years after  1903 the bad feeling  between the Royal and British 
Numismatic Societies had gradually diminished, and the election of  Sir Henry Howorth, Evans's 
immediate successor as President of  the Royal Numismatic Society, to membership of  the British 
Numismatic Society (1 December 1913), effectively  ended the stand-off  between the two bodies. 
Staff  members of  the Department of  Coins and Medals at the British Museum were however still 
inhibited from  joining the British Numismatic Society, and George Cyril Brooke (1884-1934), the 
Assistant Keeper responsible for  the Museum's British series from  1910 onwards, cut his numis-
matic teeth with a comprehensive demolition in NC  of  one of  Parsons's shakier papers, and was 
then put to work by his superiors on the compilation of  a scholarly catalogue of  the Museum's 
coins of  the Norman period which would relegate to history the earlier and more amateurish 
research on the series by Andrew and Carlyon-Britton. 

At the same time, Brooke wholly lacked the personal animus against the British Numismatic 
Society and its founders  felt  by Grueber and other senior departmental colleagues, and a develop-
ing friendship  between Brooke and Lawrence, a regular visitor to the Museum's Coin Room 
throughout these years of  strife,  emboldened Brooke, during some years' wartime and post-war 
secondment to the Central Control Board (Liquor Traffic),  to brave his Museum superiors' wrath 
and let himself  be elected a British Numismatic Society member (1 December 1919). He returned 
to his position at the British Museum in 1921, but it was not until 22 February 1928, the very 

24 Carlyon-Britton's death was marked by a formal  motion of  sympathy with his family  carried unanimously at a Society meeting 
on 26 October 1938. An obituary of  him by Shirley Fox was published BNJ  23 (1938-40), 169-70. 
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evening that Carlyon-Britton's resignation was reported, that Brooke felt  able to deliver his first 
paper at a Society meeting, a well-judged review of  the evidence for  the mechanics of  coin type 
change in the eleventh century. Brooke's new willingness to give the Society his positive support, 
underlined eighteen months later by his willingness to accept nomination to serve on its Council 
for  1930, was a real boon, for  in the first  quarter century of  the Society's existence the one thing 
that it had lacked was respectability in museum and academic quarters, and it was high time that it 
received proper backing from  the British Museum. 

For the moment, though, all that the Society could do was to manage a continuing decline. 
Membership numbers steadily fell,  increasing deficits  were met out of  its diminishing capital, and 
the standard both of  its meetings and of  BNJ  was barely maintained by contributions from  such 
veterans as Andrew and Morrieson. The promised recruitment leaflet  appeared at long last in 
January 1930, but it only attracted just over twenty new members, too small a total to make any 
measurable contribution to the Society's financial  well-being. 

The question of  how future  volumes of  BNJ  after  vol. XX (20) could be financed  now overhung 
the Society, for  by the middle of  1930 the membership had fallen  to 280, of  whom only 258 were 
ordinary members paying a subscription.25 A rumour that the Society would wind itself  up once 
vol. XX had appeared prompted Brooke to threaten resignation at a Council meeting (28 May 
1930), on the ground that if  this was the Society's intention it should be frank  with its members: 
but he had misunderstood the position, and the discussion as minuted is chiefly  notable for  Taffs's 
strong personal view that the Council was under a duty to 'those old members who had supported 
the Society . . . through prosperous times and lean' to keep the Society going. The Society's lack 
of  younger talent was separately exposed by its difficulty  in finding  a replacement as editor of  BNJ 
when Anscombe resigned in October 1930, the position remaining vacant until the duties were 
taken up by Taffs  in March the following  year. Even the John Sanford  Saltus gold medal, awarded 
successively to Grant Francis in 1926 and to Shirley Fox in 1929, had to go in 1932 to a much less 
qualified  candidate, Charles Winter, the Spink firm's  medal specialist, whose papers in BNJ  had 
been numerous but of  a descriptive character only. 

The final  years of  Morrieson's term as President, due to expire at the Anniversary meeting in 
November 1932, were punctuated by the first  of  a series of  deaths which in 1931-4 would pro-
gressively remove many of  the key figures  in the Society's earlier history: Frederick Walters, 
3 December 1931; Lionel Fletcher (an original member, Director for  1930), May 1932; Freer, 
12 July 1932; Morrieson himself,  11 May 1933; Wheeler, autumn 1933; W.J. Andrew, 14 Jan 
1934; and Anscombe, late 1934. Another unannounced departure at this date was that of  Grant 
Francis, still a member of  Council for  the year 1932, but who then entirely disappears from  the 
Society's records, although he did not die until 1940. In May 1932, with no obvious successor to 
Morrieson in view, Morrieson himself  was invited by Council to continue as President for  an 
unprecedented sixth year, but he declined on grounds of  health, and Council's choice ultimately 
fell  on Vernon Crowther-Beynon (1865-1941), Director for  that year and previously a Vice-
President. Crowther-Beynon's primary numismatic interest was in coin weights, a somewhat 
peripheral area of  knowledge, but he was a sensible man of  scholarly interests, experienced in 
charity work and in the ways of  learned societies, and the best choice in the circumstances. 

Vol. XX (20) of  BNJ  was not to appear until the spring of  1933, so decisions about the printing 
of  a future  volume continued to be deferred.  Sir William Wells had stepped down as Treasurer at 
the end of  1931, to be replaced by Douglas Whinney (Treasurer 1932-9), member of  a well-
known London dynasty of  chartered accountants, who found  no unpleasant surprises in the 
Society's balance sheet but who took a more direct interest than Sir William in the routine of  the 
post. This resulted in October-November 1932 in an amusing confrontation  between Whinney and 
Revd W.L. Gantz, an Anglican clergyman who was a well-known coin collector and regular buyer 
at coin auction sales, in which Gantz quite untruthfully  claimed to have paid his membership sub-

25 The Society's likely future  subscription income was even more unfavourable  than the membership figures  themselves suggest, 
for  of  the 280 ordinary members twenty-three had previously compounded for  their annual subscription, and would thus receive future 
volumes of  BNJ  without making any further  financial  contribution, while two institutional members had compounded for  their sub-
scriptions until 1942 and 1943 respectively. 
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scriptions for  the years 1929-31: on being challenged, Gantz claimed that he had burned the 
receipts that he had received for  these subscriptions when he had recently moved house, and an 
unconvinced Council instructed Whinney to accept Gantz's resignation. 

Brooke, by now a regular speaker at Society meetings, took executive office  for  the first  time in 
1933, as Director, and his presence among the Society's officers  persuaded the youthful 
Christopher Blunt (1904-1987) (PI. 4d), a Fellow of  the Royal Numismatic Society since 1926, 
that the British Numismatic Society was a respectable enough body to join (22 February 1933). 
Blunt was the rising star of  Plantagenet numismatics, having already contributed to NC  the first 
proper account of  the issues of  the Berwick mint under the first  three Edwards, and he had already 
won the confidence  of  Lawrence and of  Shirley Fox as well as of  Brooke. He was nominated for 
membership of  Council that autumn, but although elected to Council for  1934, he had not yet 
attended one of  its meetings by the date of  Brooke's unforeseen  death on 11 October 1934. 

Brooke's death might easily have been fatal  to the Society, of  which the membership was still in 
decline (its total was 219 at 30 June 1935, of  whom just 200 were ordinary members), and of 
which the then weakness was typified  by the fact  that in June 1934 Council had for  the first  time 
been unable to transact business in the absence of  a quorum. But at their October meeting Council 
took the brave decision, perhaps at the instigation of  Lawrence, attending Council for  the first  time 
since 1928, that Brooke's successor as Director should be Blunt, and Blunt, evidently having 
reflected  on the Society's position over the winter of  1934-5, came to Council's January meeting 
with two significant  proposals. 

The first,  approved with minor amendments, proposed a Junior Membership category, open to 
individuals between the ages of  17 and 21, who would pay an annual subscription of  half  a guinea 
only until they reached the age of  21. The second firmly  grasped the nettle of  what to do about 
BNJ.  The publication of  vol. XXI (21), for  the years 1931-3, under Taffs's  editorship, was already 
arranged, in a reduced format  and in a cheaper binding (in green cloth) by a new firm  of  printers, 
but the long gaps between the appearance of  volumes were becoming unacceptable, not least to 
institutional members which had to pay annual subscriptions but which only received one new 
volume every two or three years. Blunt's own proposal was that BNJ  should in future  be issued in 
parts in printed paper wrappers every six months, but after  discussion Council took the more real-
istic view that these parts should be issued at annual intervals. 

Problems with BNJ  were by no means over, for  the printing of  vol. XXI (21) by an inexperi-
enced firm  in Manchester gave rise to endless difficulties,  and the volume was not finally  deliv-
ered to members until the autumn of  1936. Council had however accepted as early as the autumn 
of  1935 an estimate from  Oxford  University Press for  the printing of  the first  part of  vol. XXII 
(22) (covering the Society's activities for  the years 1934-5), and this appeared, under the joint 
editorship of  Taffs  and Blunt, in the spring of  1937, giving hope for  more efficient  publication 
arrangements in years to come. 

The Society's rental of  rooms at 1 Upper Montague Street from  the Society of  Medical Officers 
of  Health ceased at the end of  1935, and from  February 1936 (there was no January meeting in 
1936 because of  the death of  the Society's Patron, King George V) meetings were held in rooms 
rented from  the Royal Anthropological Society at 52 Upper Bedford  Place, London WC.26 When 
the Royal Anthropological Society moved premises in 1938, the Society moved with it to a new 
address at 21 Bedford  Square, and its first  meeting there was held on 27 April 1938. 

Although the size of  the membership had now begun to stabilise, and there were other factors 
giving rise for  hope for  the Society's continued existence, the imminence of  the International 
Numismatic Congress, to be hosted in London by the Royal Numismatic Society in the summer of 
1936, had raised the issue of  why the United Kingdom should still have two competing national 
numismatic societies, and in March 1936 Council appointed Crowther-Beynon, Taffs  and Blunt to 
negotiate with the Royal Numismatic Society 'to discuss the possibilities and terms' of  an amalga-
mation. Talks eventually took place in October and November that year, but Council was no doubt 

26 The Royal Anthropological Society also provided accommodation to the Royal Numismatic Society at this period, but on a sep-
arate lease, and the British Numismatic Society continued to hold its meetings at 21 Bedford  Square after  the Royal Numismatic 
Society moved its meetings in 1947 to the Society of  Antiquaries's rooms in Burlington House. 
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relieved to hear, in a report from  Blunt, that the negotiators had agreed that 'a complete amalga-
mation, which would in fact  mean the absorption and elimination of  the British Numismatic 
Society, was undesirable', and that all that was thought feasible  was a degree of  mutual co-opera-
tion, potentially extending to the sharing of  premises. 

Brooke's successor at the British Museum, Derek Fortrose Allen (1910-1975) (Pl. 5a), had 
joined the Society on 30 November 1935, a few  months after  taking up his museum appointment, 
and had soon begun to participate in Society affairs.  He was elected to Council for  1937, and 
Taffs's  election as President at the end of  that year, in succession to Crowther-Beynon, vacated the 
post of  Secretary, which Allen was now to hold (1938-41). The presence of  a British Museum 
employee in so key a role within the Society laid finally  to rest any remaining friction  between the 
Museum and the Society, and although Allen was still only in his late twenties, his intellect and 
academic background were quickly evident in a succession of  papers read at Society meetings. 

In BNJ  itself,  the work of  younger scholars was not at first  apparent, for,  as has been seen, it 
was not until early 1937 that the editors had completed the publication of  a back-log of  papers 
read to the Society in 1931-5 by such authors as Brooke, Parsons and Wells, and it was not until 
the publication of  vol. XXII (22) part II (for  1936-7), in April 1938, that members could read the 
first  papers contributed to BNJ  by Blunt and Allen (now BNJ's  joint editors). This had the conse-
quence that although in 1935 there had been a very proper award of  the John Sanford  Saltus gold 
medal to Raymond Carlyon-Britton, it had to be given in 1938 to W.C. Wells, a representative of 
an older and less scholarly generation.27 

The three years leading up to the outbreak of  the Second World War were nonetheless one of 
the most satisfactory  periods in the Society's inter-war history, for  serious research into the later 
Plantagenet coinage was now being done both by Blunt, actively working on the coins of  Edward 
IV (and V), and by a new member, Cuthbert Alexander Whitton (1890-1950), a Midlands school-
master, who read a good paper to the Society in April 1939 on the heavy coinage of  Henry VI, 
subsequently published in three instalments in BNJ.  Allen, as well as speaking and writing on 
such notoriously difficult  topics as the coinage of  Viking Northumbria in the early tenth century 
and the Cross and Crosslets ('Tealby') type of  Henry II, initiated the publication in BNJ  of  routine 
reports on treasure trove coin hoards of  post-Roman date, previously reserved for  the pages of  NC, 
and delivered his first  lecture on the Ancient British series (22 Feb 1939), subsequently to be his 
main numismatic interest. There was also new interest in the Scottish coinage, initiated by the 
father-and-son  partnership of  H.J. Dakers (Librarian 1936-44) and Capt. Colin Dakers (sadly 
killed in action in Malaya during the Second World War), with subsequent contributions from 
James Davidson, a Scottish medical practitioner then working at the Metropolitan Police's foren-
sic laboratory at Hendon. 

The prospect of  war became threatening in the early summer of  1939, causing Dakers to be 
asked in May to prepare a list of  the most valuable books in the Society's library, with a view to 
their removal from  London if  there was a danger of  air raids. The Society met as usual on 25 June, 
but by the date of  its next meeting (25 October 1939), the United Kingdom had been at war with 
Germany for  nearly two months. How the Society fared  during that war will be seen in what fol-
lows, but its Council's immediate reaction was robust, as the minute of  the meeting on that day 
records: 'The Chairman [Taffs],  whilst recognising the gravity of  the national situation could not 
see sufficient  reason for  the suspension [of  Society activities] and in fact  advanced what he con-
sidered very cogent arguments why the Society should persevere in its aims, It is satisfactory  to 
record that the Council were quite unanimous in the expression of  their opinion that in spite of  all 
difficulties  the work should proceed in its usual routine so far  as was possible'. 

27 Although W.C. Wells's contemporaries recognised the assiduity with which Wells collected information  about the issues of  the 
mints of  Northampton and Stamford,  and accepted the merits of  his resulting articles about these mints in BNJ,  it is clear that they took 
a more cautious attitude to his personality and activities in general, for  he was the only pre-war John Sanford  Saltus medallist never to 
serve on the Society's Council. 
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War Again, and a New Beginning 
It is fortunate  that Taffs  and his colleagues were prepared to confront  the future  with such resolu-
tion, for  the Society's accounts for  the year ending 31 October 1939 were to show assets of  only 
£1582 2s. 6d.  The total number of  members was also again beginning to fall,  and a list corrected 
to 30 November that year showed just 197 members, 179 ordinary, 18 royal or honorary. 
Additionally, by the date of  the October meeting, the Society's Treasurer had already resigned 
both from  his post and from  the Society, necessitating the immediate appointment of  a successor. 
Nor could the Society from  this point onwards count on the services of  its Director and Secretary, 
for  Blunt and Allen quickly became involved in various wartime activities incompatible with reg-
ular attendance at Society and Council meetings. 

On a more positive note, Anthony Wrightson, an insurance broker who had been a member of 
the Society since 1937, was at once appointed as Treasurer, proving a reliable administrator in dif-
ficult  circumstances; the Anniversary meeting took place as usual; and in the absence of  Director 
and Secretary the burden of  keeping the Society going was carried willingly by Taffs  and a small 
group of  older men. These included Ernest Christison Carter (1865-1950), a retired medical prac-
titioner with inherited wealth, living in Enfield,  Middlesex, who had served as a Vice-President off 
and on since 1928; Horace Herbert King (1890-1976), partner in a family  firm  of  local govern-
ment publishers (PI. 5b), a member of  the Society since 1909 and a current Vice-President, who 
now for  the first  time emerged as one of  its most faithful  supporters; and a new member, Edgar 
Joseph Winstanley (1892-1977), a Hampstead dentist and a specialist in the coinage of  the 
fifteenth  century. 

It is much to the credit of  those concerned that a programme of  monthly meetings was main-
tained during the war years, and that even on days when no proper meeting could be held for  the 
lack of  a quorum, a few  members seem always to have assembled. The first  serious test of  the 
Society's determination is pithily recorded in the published minutes of  the ordinary meeting of 
23 October 1940, presided over by Dr. Carter : 

It was announced that the President [Taffs]  had been seriously injured by a bomb, and his house demolished. It 
was decided to send him a special vote of sympathy from the Society. It was decided to continue meetings in 
spite of air raids. The Society's windows had been broken by bombs in Bedford Square. 

Happily, Taffs  was not too seriously injured, and was able to take the chair at the Society's 
January meeting in 1941 and thereafter. 

Further anxieties for  the Society arose in May 1941, when a fire  caused by incendiary devices 
gutted the Coin Room of  the British Museum, incidentally destroying the Society's older records 
and the Society's collection of  plaster casts, both, somewhat ironically, stored there for  safety.  At 
this point Blunt, although still absent from  Society meetings, suggested that the Society's library 
should be removed from  Bedford  Square, and the major part of  it was eventually evacuated in 
November of  that year, the books spending the remainder of  the war in storage in St Albans. 

After  that, it is something of  an anticlimax, although a pleasing one, to have to record that dur-
ing the rest of  the war the Society suffered  no material losses due to enemy action, although its 
minutes do record one ordinary meeting (28 June 1944), when 'the date coinciding with consider-
able activity with the new German aerial warfare,  the meeting was brief'. 

Even the Society's more routine problems over personnel, finance  and the production of  BNJ 
were not as severe in these years as might have been envisaged. Taffs  was able to continue as 
President right through the war to the Anniversary meeting in 1945, his tenure being successively 
extended at Council's wish. Allen, who had reappeared at Council meetings between June 1940 
and October 1941, vacated the Secretaryship at the Anniversary meeting in 1941, to be succeeded 
first  by T.M. Turner, Secretary from  1942 to his resignation on health grounds in January 1945, 
and then by Winstanley, Secretary from  January 1945 to 1950; Turner, a promising numismatist 
interested in the issues of  the Colchester mint, died young and seems always to have been in poor 
health, but his disappearance from  the post of  Secretary is to be regretted by students of  the 
Society's minute books, for  his elegant and legible handwriting contrasts sharply with the very 
much less reader-friendly  handwriting of  his predecessor and successor. 
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Blunt was succeeded as Director for  1942 by Whitton, but Whitton, like Turner, was a man in 

poor health, and fell  ill that autumn. Winstanley took over as Director for  1943 and soon became 
the indispensable figure  in the Society's administration, holding the posts of  Director and 
Secretary concurrently between January 1945 and November 1946, while also serving as 
Librarian between January 1944 and November 1946 (although the latter post was largely nomi-
nal while the books remained in store). Finally, Wrightson, the Society's Treasurer, remained in 
office  from  October 1939 to May 1946, skilfully  managing the Society's scanty financial 
resources with help from  occasional windfalls  such as legacies of  £50 each in 1941 from  Dr F.B. 
Penfold  and from  Crowther-Beynon 28 

The existing editorial team of  Blunt and Allen had seen to the publication of  vol. XXIII (23) 
part 1 of  BNJ  (for  the year 1938), at some point towards the end of  1939. The active editorial role 
then passed to Whitton, occasionally with colleagues, and Whitton, ill although he often  was, 
proved a natural editor, corresponding efficiently  with contributors, printers, and the 
Government's Paper Controller, with the result that despite every internal and external difficulty 
the successive parts of  vols XXIII and XXIV (23 and 24) of  BNJ  appeared at intervals through the 
war years. Whitton's tenure of  the Editorship was interrupted by illness between late 1942 and 
October 1944, vol. XXIV (24) part 2 being edited by Winstanley and .Turner, but Whitton 
remained actively engaged with numismatics during this period, and Council's minutes record that 
it was Whitton who first  suggested, as early as May 1943, that members should 'collect and col-
late all known and unpublished corrigenda and agenda to Brooke's English Coins', an idea that 
was ultimately to lead to the publication in 1950 of  a revised edition of  George Brooke's general 
book on the English coinage first  published in 1932. 

What was also encouraging was that although these war-time parts of  BNJ  were slim, their 
scholarly quality was generally excellent. This is best exemplified  by the thinnest part of  all, 
vol. XXIV (24) part 1 (for  the years 1941-2), which within its sixty-eight pages contains just five 
papers, but all of  real merit, including an authoritative paper by Blunt on the coinage of  Henry IV. 
Other contributors in this period included Derek Allen, writing successive articles on the coin 
engraver Thomas Simon and on Simon's coinage for  Oliver Cromwell; W.C. Wells, continuing a 
series of  articles on the Stamford  and Peterborough mints; Winstanley, on the coinage of  Richard 
III; and Pierre Le Gentilhomme, of  the Cabinet des Medailles of  the Bibliotheque Nationale, 
Paris, who in the late 1930s had become interested in the English thrymsa and sceatta coinages. 
The John Sanford  Saltus Medal for  1941 went, appropriately, to Whitton for  his series of  articles 
on the heavy coinage of  Henry VI already referred  to, and although no award could be made in 
1944 in the then prevailing conditions, this was perhaps no bad thing, for  the medal awarded to 
Whitton in 1941 was not struck and presented to him until April 1947. 

Taffs's  long tenure as President extended into 1945, but he was away ill during the first  half  of 
the year, leaving Horace King (who presided over meetings in his absence) and other colleagues 
to resist a demand for  increased rent for  the 21 Bedford  Square premises after  the Society's lease 
had expired on 25 March. By June, when Taffs  returned, the prospect on that front  seemed less 
threatening, but the Society now faced  the important question of  who Taffs's  successor as 
President should be, and by October the chosen candidate was Blunt. As with Blunt's appointment 
to the post of  Director in 1934, this was not an expected choice, for  Blunt had hardly attended a 
meeting of  the Society since 1939 and he was still out of  the country on active service: but the 
choice was not made out of  deliberate policy, for  Council's minutes record that the Presidency had 
previously been offered  to Carter, King and Lockett, all of  whom had refused  it, and it was a for-
tunate chance that the Presidency now passed to one of  the ablest holders of  the post in the hun-
dred years of  the Society's history. 

Blunt, by occupation a merchant banker, possessed both good judgment and an easy natural 
authority, bolstered in these years by his having risen during the war to the temporary rank of 
Colonel, and it was as Colonel Blunt that he took the chair at his first  Council meeting as 

28 Crowther-Beynon's legacy, although announced at the time, was not in fact  payable until after  his wife's  death, and was only 
received by the Society in November 1952. One other legacy received during the 1939-45 War was the numismatic library formed  by 
Capt. H.E.G. Paget, a Society member (Council minutes 25 October 1944). 
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President on 25 January 1946. There had been a sudden flurry  of  membership applications in the 
autumn of  1945, resulting in the election of  eight new members at the Anniversary meeting (30 
Nov 1945), including Colin Stewart Sinclair Lyon, a future  President (PI. 5c),29 and the first  two 
meetings in 1946 saw nineteen further  elections and nominations for  membership, including those 
of  Wilfrid  Slayter (1915-1993), later the longest serving Secretary in the Society's history (PI. 
5d), and of  Gordon Vincent Doubleday (1914-1993), successively Secretary (1951-4), Director 
(1955-6) and Vice-President (1957-91). 

This was encouraging for  an incoming President, and Blunt at once began to discuss with 
Council policy aims for  the future,  set out under seven headings in Council's minutes for 
27 March 1946. Essentially, more new members had to be recruited; new premises had to be 
found;  improvements should be made to BNJ\  the holdings of  the library should be expanded once 
it was again available to members; better advance information  should be given about Society 
meetings; and a minor adjustment should be made to the rules to make it optional, rather than 
compulsory, for  the Society to have as many as six Vice-Presidents at any one time.30 The one less 
positive conclusion then reached was that the subscription could not as yet be raised from  its his-
toric figure  of  one guinea, although it was contemplated that the level of  the subscription might be 
reviewed in the future. 

Blunt had already indicated to Council that it was his intention to deliver a Presidential address 
at the Anniversary meeting (removing the need for  Council to make its habitual Annual Report), 
and he had other new initiatives in view. One, a resumption of  talks with the Royal Numismatic 
Society about closer co-operation, brought about no very obvious practical result, but it looks as if 
it was a conversation at this time between Blunt and E.S.G. Robinson of  the Department of  Coins 
and Medals at the British Museum which led Blunt to propose to a Council meeting (3 July 1946) 
that the Society 'should compile and publish a record of  Mr Lockett's collection of  English coins 
on the lines of  the Sylloge  Nummorum  Graecorum in course of  publication at present'. Blunt and 
Robinson were on friendly  terms, and as Robinson was then editing the SNG  volume devoted to 
Lockett's Greek coins, it is not difficult  to conjecture that a proposal for  a comparable volume on 
Lockett's English coins would naturally have emerged from  a conversation between the two of 
them, a conjecture supported by the fact  that Robinson was co-opted to the sub-committee which 
Council then set up to consider 'practical ways of  putting the scheme into effect'. 

Although Blunt was to refer  in general terms in his subsequent Presidential Address to the 
desirability of  producing proper published records of  major private collections of  English coins, 
those who have written on the genesis of  the subsequent Sylloge of  the Coinage of  the British 
Isles (SCBI)  series have not so far  realised that a specific  proposal of  this character was put to the 
Society as early as 1946, or indeed that the proposal came with a promise of  collaboration from 
Lockett himself,  personally present at this July meeting. The reason for  this is that it was soon 
concluded at another Council meeting (6 November 1946) that the Society lacked the competence 
and means to produce a volume of  this character, and that the best alternative would be for  the 
Society to provide supplementary plates and text for  a commercially prepared catalogue when 
Lockett's collection was dispersed. With this in view Blunt used his Presidential Address to 
launch an appeal for  money to establish a Publications and Research Fund, capable of  being 
utilised both for  this purpose and for  funding  monographs on such topics as coin hoards. 

29 Lyon was under twenty-one at the time and should therefore  have been elected as a junior member. He has however indicated to 
the present writer that as he was living at Liverpool at the time he was unaware that the junior membership category existed, and it 
seems quite possible that his proposer, the elderly Leonard Forrer senior, was equally unaware that the Society now had junior mem-
bers. 

30 Up to 1946 the practice had been that of  the six Vice-Presidential positions one or two were held by senior members of  the 
Society for  continuous periods of  time, while the others were rotated between a pool of  other senior members who served as Vice-
Presidents for  terms ranging between one year and four  years. At this distance in time it is not easy to work out how this rotational 
process operated, and as some of  those in this pool never attended Council meetings during their periods as Vice-President, it is not 
clear what advantage it brought the Society. From 1947 onwards the custom has been that all the Vice-Presidents have been annually 
re-elected until their deaths or until such time as they themselves have indicated their wish to stand down. The only Vice-President 
since then who has availed himself  of  the opportunity to stand down before  the onset of  illness or extreme old age was Elmore Jones, 
who served as a Vice-President for  just one year in 1955. 
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What was typical of  the outgoing style of  Blunt's term as President was that the Council 

Meeting of  6 November was held not at the normal hour at 21 Bedford  Square, but at 7.00 pm at 
the La Belle Etoile restaurant, 17 Frith Street, Soho. Those present on the day included Francis 
Elmore Jones (1898-1982), now the Society's Treasurer (1946-54), a chartered surveyor with an 
office  in the City of  London (Pl. 6a), whose unique visual memory for  individual coin dies, 
trained in pre-war study of  the Cross and Crosslets type of  Henry II, was soon to be put to wider 
use in the tracing of  inter-mint die links in the late Anglo-Saxon series. Another stalwart Society 
supporter present was Albert Henry Frederick Baldwin (1889-1970), managing partner of  A.H. 
Baldwin & Sons and now well into a continuous twenty-two years of  service on the Society's 
Council; the trust between the Baldwin firm  and the Society was indeed such that the more valu-
able part of  the Society's collection of  coins and medals was long kept in the Baldwin firm's  Pall 
Mall safe  deposit.31 

The meeting on 6 November also had to consider a suggestion from  another dealer member, 
H.A. Seaby, that the Society and the Royal Numismatic Society should sponsor a national 
'Numismatic Day' in 1947. The idea was rejected, the minutes noting that 'it was not in the best 
interests of  the Society', but a 'Coin Day' did take place in May 1947 with personal backing from 
Blunt and from  other individual members of  Council, and when in November 1947 Seaby asked 
for  the Society's support for  a similar event in 1948, a more extended debate took place. A body of 
opinion on Council, led by Baldwin, was clearly very unhappy about the proposal,32 but Blunt, 
although clear that any 'commercial stuntism' should be avoided, pointed out that a Coin Day 
would be held in 1948 whether the Society supported it officially  or not, and a formula  was found 
by which the Society could be one of  the organisations associated with it. This was a sensible 
decision, leading in due course to the foundation  of  the British Association of  Numismatic 
Societies as the umbrella organisation for  arranging events of  this nature, but the doubts as to 
whether participation in them was compatible with the Society's essentially scholarly objectives 
were understandable, and it was probably something of  a relief  when it became clear with the pas-
sage of  time that it was not necessary for  the Society to become actively involved in the manage-
ment of  such events except when they were held in London. 

The Society was still in search of  suitable long-term premises, as in the post-war period its 
tenure at 21 Bedford  Square was limited to the monthly use of  one room in which Council meet-
ings and ordinary meetings had to be held in direct succession to each other, making it necessary 
for  members not on Council to queue on the stairs outside the room until Council meetings had 
finished.  This was a problem not to be resolved for  some years yet, but the Society's new vitality 
and slowly rising membership finally  emboldened Blunt and his colleagues to propose that the 
subscription should be raised to two guineas, as had been contemplated in 1928. This was now 
easier to achieve, for  it was recognised that the subscription could not remain unaltered for  ever, 
but the proposal still had to be earned by a vote of  the membership at the Anniversary meeting in 
November 1949. On that evening Parsons chose to attack the proposal in crude terms reflecting  on 
Blunt personally, and Wilfrid  Slayter, who was present, long remembered what he described as the 
'great dignity' with which Blunt responded. Following the carrying of  the proposal. Parsons sub-
mitted his resignation by letter, and Council's acceptance of  that resignation on 25 January 1950 
terminated his long association with the Society. 

On a happier note, Lawrence, the last survivor of  the Society's three founders,  had lived to cele-
brate his ninetieth birthday on 23 October 1947, and the occasion was marked both by his election 
to Honorary Membership and by the striking of  a special silver medal for  presentation to him. The 
most distinguished other survivor from  the early years of  the Society's history, Helen Farquhar, 
was also elected to Honorary Membership (30 November 1950), in what was almost the final  act 

31 See Council Minutes 29 November 1941, 21 May 1947, 28 March 1956, 27 June 1956. At the last of  these meetings it was 
decided that the gold coins and medals held for  the Society by A.H. Baldwin & Sons should be sold to them by private treaty. Some 
other coins and medals of  less monetary value, long kept in a cabinet in the Society's Library, were eventually deposited with the 
Department of  Coins and Medals, British Museum. 

32 Baldwin's opposition to Coin Days doubtless had something to do with the fact  that H.A. Seaby and David Spink, his two prin-
cipal commercial rivals, had both played prominent parts at the Coin Day in 1947. 
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of  Blunt's Presidency, and her appearance at that meeting, at a very advanced age, was also long 
remembered by Slayter for  her speech of  thanks, in which she apologised to the Society with old-
fashioned  courtesy for  having brought her personal maid with her, explaining that her maid had 
been with her for  over forty  years and that she could not come to such an occasion without her. 

At this time, too, a solution was finally  found  for  the long-standing problem of  where the 
Society's Library should be housed. It will be remembered that the greater part of  it had been sent 
for  storage in St Albans in 1941. It was still there when the Society's first  post-war Librarian, 
Demosthenes Mangakis, was chosen at the Anniversary meeting in 1947, but with no obvious 
home for  it available, the best that could be arranged was that it should be stored with the Royal 
Numismatic Society's library in the house within the British Museum complex then occupied by 
John Allan, Keeper of  the Museum's Department of  Coins and Medals. There the books stayed 
during 1948 and 1949, while the Society looked around for  premises where it could hold meetings 
as well as have space for  its books. After  various fruitless  negotiations, the only organisation 
found  willing to make suitable premises available at acceptable cost was the Warburg Institute, 
then occupying part of  the Imperial Institute building in the London SW7 postal district, and the 
difficulty  here was that although the Society was willing for  its library to be housed there on a 
temporary basis, along with that of  the Royal Numismatic Society, Council voted against holding 
Society meetings in the same location, it evidently being felt  that the Warburg Institute was not in 
the right part of  London. Negotiations about the moving of  the library to the Warburg Institute 
nonetheless went ahead, and the move of  the books there took place in the spring of  1950. 

So far  as BNJ  was concerned, the principal contributors were at this period Blunt and Whitton, 
joint authors of  what remains the most comprehensive study of  the coinages of  Edward IV and of 
Henry VI (restored), and Whitton by himself,  as author of  a similarly substantial paper on the 
coinages of  Henry VIII and of  Edward VI in Henry's name. It should be noted in passing that 
although Blunt should have been the main contender for  the John Sanford  Saltus Medal for  1947 
(and did receive it in 1950), he clearly concluded in 1947 that as President he ought be ineligible, 
and the medal was voted instead to Lockett, for  no very good reason except the personal respect in 
which the latter was held. 

These years also saw the appearance of  the last published articles in BNJ  by Parsons and Wells; 
further  articles by Derek Allen (again briefly  in office  as the Society's Director for  1947), 
Winstanley and Dr Davidson; and the first  contributions to BNJ  by Elmore Jones and by such 
younger researchers as Anthony Thompson and Stuart Eborall Rigold (1919-1980) (PI. 6b). The 
latter's paper on 'The Trail of  the Easterlings', read at a Society meeting on 23 June 1948, and 
subsequently published in BNJ  vol. XXVI (26). part 1, set the English coinage of  the thirteenth 
century in its wider European context, and this chimed in with an intellectual journey of  Blunt's 
own, which had led Blunt from  a specialist interest in the coinage of  the Plantagenets into a differ-
ent numismatic terrain. 

In Blunt's case, what had happened was that towards the end of  the war his interest had been 
caught by the complex and at that date very under-researched coinages of  continental Europe in 
the early mediaeval period. After  some initial exploration of  the relationship between these 
coinages and those of  Anglo-Saxon England, his attention focused  on the Anglo-Saxon coinage 
itself,  and this was to become his chosen field  of  scholarship in more than thirty years of  produc-
tive numismatic research which still lay before  him.33 

As yet, however, it was the elucidation of  the coinages of  the later Plantagenet and early Tudor 
periods which was the Society's most obvious preoccupation, evidenced both in BNJ  and in the 
preparation by Whitton, with assistance from  Blunt and other Society colleagues, of  a supplement 
of  addenda and corrigenda intended as part of  what would otherwise be an essentially unchanged 
reprint of  Brooke's pre-war book on English Coins. Whitton had handed over the editorship of 
BNJ  to Blunt in May 1946, on health grounds, and his deteriorating health was eventually to con-

33 A clinching factor  in Blunt's decision to devote himself  to the Anglo-Saxon series only was that the study of  the contemporary 
issues of  Continental Europe was taken up just after  the war by his younger contemporary Philip Grierson. to whom Blunt readily con-
ceded that field  both as collector and scholar. 
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fine  him to a nursing home, but he retained a role within the Society, initially as Assistant Editor 
of  BNJ  and then as Director (1948-50). All this time he soldiered on both with his own contribu-
tions to BNJ  and with the supplement intended for  the new edition of  Brooke's book, of  which he 
was to live just long enough to see an advance copy. The material added to this edition of  Brooke, 
most abundant and authoritative for  the English hammered coinage of  the later middle ages, 
encapsulated what had been achieved by the leading figures  associated with the British 
Numismatic Society over the period since Brooke had died, and it was altogether fitting  that 
shortly before  Whitton's death on 19 January 1950 he also was elected to Honorary Membership 
of  the Society (30 November 1949), as a culminating tribute to his services to British numismatics 
during this era. 

The Dolley Years 
Blunt's term of  office  expired at the Anniversary Meeting for  1950, although he retained an execu-
tive role as Director (1951-4) and as Editor of  BNJ,  and the Presidency passed to Edgar 
Winstanley, who had seemed for  some time to be his natural successor. Winstanley's Presidency 
(1951-4) was uneventful  by comparison, but his Presidential Addresses show the keen interest 
that he took in many aspects of  the Society's work. It was also Winstanley who, as Chairman of 
the 'Co-ordinating Committee of  the National Numismatic Congress' (Coin Days having by that 
time been replaced by annual National Numismatic Congresses), took a principal part in the for-
mation of  the British Association of  Numismatic Societies (BANS), for  which the preparatory 
meeting took place in his own house on 11 April 1953. Not unnaturally, Winstanley arranged that 
the British Numismatic Society should act as joint host society with the Royal Numismatic 
Society for  the first  subsequent Congress held under the auspices of  BANS, at King's College, 
London, on 14-15 May 1954, and there is a full  account of  this in his Presidential Address for  that 
year. 

It was also in Winstanley's term of  office  that the first  stirrings were felt  of  what was to be a real 
transformation  in the study of  the post-Roman coinages of  Britain and Ireland. The catalysts for 
this were two. One was the discovery at Chester in December 1950 of  a major new coin hoard of 
the Anglo-Saxon period. The other was a new staff  appointment made shortly afterwards  at the 
Department of  Coins and Medals of  the British Museum. 

The Department of  Coins and Medals had up to this moment made virtually no post-war contri-
bution to the study of  the coinages of  the British Isles, for  Derek Allen, who had spent the war on 
secondment to the Ministry of  Shipping, had chosen not to return to his Museum post when the 
war ended, and when the Department of  Coins and Medals eventually reopened, responsibility for 
the British series temporarily rested with a very junior Museum employee, Robert Carson, who 
had in fact  been recruited to look after  the Museum's Roman coins and who did not join the 
British Numismatic Society.34 

There was thus no British specialist on the Museum's staff  when the British Museum was 
granted, under the terms of  L.A. Lawrence's will, the right to purchase such coins from  his collec-
tion as they needed to complement their existing holdings. The number of  coins acquired in this 
way, doubtless on Blunt's advice, was significant,  and the transaction was referred  to at length in 
Presidential addresses by Blunt and Winstanley in 1950 and 1951, but the timing was unfortunate, 
and it was only discovered over thirty years later that many of  the coins had never been formally 
accessioned or integrated into the Museum's coin cabinets. 

Such a situation could not well continue, and it was with genuine pleasure that the Society 
elected as one of  its members (23 May 1951) the Department of  Coins and Medals's newly 
appointed Assistant Keeper, Reginald Hugh Dolley (1925-1983), who was now to be in charge of 
the Museum's British holdings (PI. 6c). Dolley, universally known as Michael Dolley after  he 
assumed that additional Christian name in 1953, possessed both energy and a real enthusiasm for 

34 Carson remained aloof  from  the British Numismatic Society during most of  his British Museum career, but he came to be held 
in considerable respect by numismatists in Britain generally, and he was eventually elected an Honorary Member of  the Society on 
27 March 1979. 
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research, and he had had a proper postgraduate academic training which had impressed on him not 
merely the importance of  research in itself  but the desirability of  prompt publication of  its results. 
The accident of  the discovery of  the Chester hoard just before  he had joined the Museum staff 
meant that his first  serious allotted task at the Museum was to study and catalogue it, and because 
of  his inexperience at the time his Museum superiors readily assented to the published report on 
the hoard being a joint undertaking by Dolley and Blunt. A close scholarly partnership between 
Dolley and Blunt immediately developed, and this was to be central to the history of  British 
numismatics over the next fifteen  years. 

So far  as the Society was concerned, the first  result of  Dolley's arrival was his active participa-
tion at its ordinary monthly meetings, and the impact of  this can be judged from  the fact  that in the 
year 1953 he read papers to meetings in March and April, was the joint author of  papers read in 
January and May, and spoke in post-paper discussions at the meetings in February, September and 
October. As on such occasions he was delighted to pass on any relevant new discoveries or infor-
mation that he had come by in his official  role at the Department of  Coins and Medals, all this 
proved an exciting diet both for  younger members of  the Society and for  more senior members 
who had been accustomed to a more distant relationship with the Museum. 

Additionally, Dolley's close association with the Society was of  some consequence when the 
Society had to confront  two important policy issues at just this time. Towards the end of  1951 Dr 
N.L. Rasmussen, Director of  the Royal Swedish Coin Cabinet in Stockholm, wrote to the British 
Museum asking for  the assistance of  British numismatists in the cataloguing of  the large number 
of  Anglo-Saxon coins in Viking-age coin hoards in Sweden. The Museum seems not initially to 
have been keen on offering  assistance itself,  for  its immediate step was to pass copies of  the letter 
to the Councils of  the Royal and British Numismatic Societies; but after  some initial uncertainty a 
joint committee of  the two societies, on which the Society was represented by Blunt and Elmore 
Jones, concluded that Dolley was the proper person to go to Scandinavia to undertake this task, 
and the Museum was persuaded to send him to Stockholm for  this purpose both in the summer of 
1952 and annually thereafter. 

The idea of  publishing Lockett's English coins in a Sylloge  volume had not been forgotten  by 
Blunt and Robinson, and in May 1953 the British Academy, doubtless as a result of  some diplo-
macy behind the scenes, indicated that it would be willing to 'sponsor' a Sylloge  Nummorum 
Britannicorum,  as it was then styled, in which Lockett's collection would be published. It was 
agreed that the framework  for  such a project should be worked out by a joint committee of  the 
Royal and British Numismatic Societies, but the participation of  the Royal Numismatic Society 
was from  the start somewhat notional, mainly because of  their own very benevolent decision to 
allow Blunt and Dolley to be their primary representatives on this committee (the British 
Numismatic Society being represented on it by Winstanley and Elmore Jones). It became clear 
quite soon that Lockett's collection would be dispersed before  any Sylloge  volume could be pre-
pared, and it also became clear by April 1954 that the British Numismatic Society would be the 
only organisation prepared to fund  a photographic record of  those coins which would not be illus-
trated in the series of  auction catalogues in which the collection would be offered. 

This was possible because the appeal launched by Blunt in November 1946 for  funds  for  a 
Publications and Research Fund had brought in a sum of  a little over £160, intended for  just such 
a purpose, and this still remained unspent. Photography of  a first  selection of  Lockett's coins -
Anglo-Saxon, Norman and early Plantagenet coins intended to feature  in the 'English, Part 1' sale 
scheduled for  June 1955 - took place over the winter of  1954-5, as a result of  close co-operation 
between Dolley and the Baldwin firm  (by whom Lockett's coins were being catalogued), and the 
first  sets of  the resulting photographs were offered  for  sale that summer. Further portions of  the 
Lockett collection were photographed in following  years, and the operation as a whole was a defi-
nite success. 

Winstanley handed over as President to Horace King at the Anniversary Meeting in November 
1954, and it fell  to King to preside over the Society during a period of  very real advance. The 
membership, which in November 1943 had numbered only 158, had risen sharply to 213 by 
November 1946, but subsequent increases in membership numbers had been slow, and it was not 
until 16 March 1955 that Dolley, now Secretary (1955-6), was able to inform  Council that the 
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membership, 'inclusive of  exchanges, but exclusive of  Royal Members', had reached a total of 
250. Yet only eighteen months later, in November 1957, the membership had reached 310, and it 
stood at 329 when King left  office  in November the following  year. 

This partly reflected  the vigour with which Dolley, first  as Secretary and then as Director 
(1957-63), proselytised for  new members, but it also reflected  a growing recognition that that 
BNJ  was necessary reading not just for  coin collectors but for  a wider community of  scholars and 
archaeologists interested in coins as historical evidence. After  Whitton's death. Blunt had been 
joined as Editor of  BNJ  first  by Anthony Thompson (1950-2) and then by Horace King (from 
September 1952 onwards), but Blunt was throughout the essential editorial figure,  and it was 
under his firm  guidance that BNJ  expanded both in quality and in size. Serious post-war coverage 
in BNJ  of  Anglo-Saxon coins had commenced with a series of  papers on the sceatta coinage by 
Philip Hill, published in vols XXVI and XXVII (26 and 27), but it was the appearance of  Blunt 
and Dolley's article on the Chester (1950) hoard, in vol. XXVII (27) part 2 (for  1953), which fore-
shadowed what organised research could contribute to an understanding of  the coinages of  Anglo-
Saxon England, and a paper by Dolley in vol. XXVII (27) part 3, on the coins of  Jewel Cross type 
struck in the reigns of  Harold I and Harthacnut, was the first  to be written with full  knowledge of 
the relevant material in the Royal Swedish Coin Cabinet. Meanwhile, a more traditional topic, the 
hammered coinage of  the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, had attracted the attention of  an 
ardent new collector, Herbert Schneider (1914-1989), and a series of  papers by him, principally 
devoted to the Tower gold coinage of  Charles I and characterised by knowledge, intellect and a 
vivid prose style, were to enliven the pages of  BNJ  over the next decade. 

It was however vol. XXVIII (28) of  BNJ,  the three parts of  which cover the Society's proceed-
ings for  the years 1955-7, that fully  revealed the scale and variety of  the research that members of 
the Society were now undertaking into many aspects of  the coinage of  Britain. The most conspic-
uous contributor, unsurprisingly, was Dolley, who as well as collaborating in joint papers with 
Blunt and Elmore Jones, supplied an admirable report on the Dover hoard of  coins of  Edward I 
(fatal  to the French numismatist Jean Lafaurie's  chronology for  the French coinage of  the same 
epoch), and also, in partnership with his Museum colleague Joan Strudwick (afterwards  Mrs. 
Martin), provided a long-wished for  listing of  the provenances of  the coins published over sixty 
years earlier in the two volumes of  the British Museum's catalogue of  its Anglo-Saxon holdings. It 
fell  however not to Dolley but to Peter Seaby, H.A. Seaby's son, to contribute a paper which 
definitively  established the order of  Anglo-Saxon coin types during the period 1030-1050.35 
Other younger numismatic scholars whose earliest significant  contributions to BNJ  were to appear 
in this volume included Stewart Lyon, providing the first  reliable account of  the sceatta and styca 
coinage of  Northumbria; Ian Stewart (Pl. 6d), writing successively on the coinage of  the Stamford 
and Peterborough mints and on the Scottish coinage of  the fifteenth  century; and I.D. Brown 
(Secretary 1957-8), author of  an extensive paper on the coinage of  Elizabeth I. 

At the different  end of  the age scale, Horace King himself  now committed to print in BNJ  a 
series of  articles on coins struck at Sussex mints in the Anglo-Saxon and Norman periods, 
embodying information  acquired while he was making his own unrivalled collection of  coins 
struck at these mints. One other contributor, W.J.W. Potter, whose area of  research lay in the 
coinages of  the fourteenth,  fifteenth  and early sixteenth centuries, now made his debut in BNJ  with 
articles on the coinages of  Henry VI and Henry VIII; he was a careful  student, and was to collabo-
rate closely with Winstanley, but he had the bad luck that Blunt, who had previously worked on 

35 It is surprising in retrospect that it was Peter Seaby, not Michael Dolley, who first  correctly ordered these types, and as Seaby 
acknowledges assistance from  Dolley in the preparation of  his text, posterity may possibly conclude that although the paper appeared 
under Seaby's name it was in reality a joint production. Dolley did however on one occasion confirm  to the present writer that the 
paper was essentially Seaby's own work, and it is a matter for  some regret that Seaby was never honoured by the Society for  his numis-
matic achievement in this and other fields. 
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many of  the coinages in which Potter was interested, did not greatly value Potter's opinions or 
Potter's sometimes impenetrable prose.36 

BNJ's  rising prestige had already been recognised (22 Feb 1956) by the receipt of  a grant of 
£150 towards its publication costs from  the British Academy, which was to be the first  of  a series 
of  annual grants from  that body which were to help fund  BNJ  over the succeeding two decades. 
Moreover, the British Academy now seemed interested in providing 'very substantial financial 
backing' for  the Sylloge  Nummorum  Britannicorum  project, which had seemed dead in the water 
in 1953-4. Productive discussions during 1955 had induced the historian Sir Frank Stenton, 
author of  the standard history of  Anglo-Saxon England and himself  a neighbour and coin-collect-
ing friend  of  Blunt, to assume the chairmanship of  a revamped Sylloge  committee, which was now 
to include both numismatist and non-numismatist members, and this committee, adopted as a 
committee of  the British Academy itself  on 18 January 1956, embarked on a publishing pro-
gramme which has since produced over fifty  volumes recording Ancient British, Anglo-Saxon, 
Norman, Plantagenet and early modern coins in major public and private collections in the British 
Isles, Europe and the USA. 

Although the British Academy's adoption of  the Sylloge  committee as a committee of  its own 
was to mean that the British Numismatic Society was in future  to have no formal  involvement 
with the Sylloge  project, it should be recorded here that numismatic scholars associated with the 
British Numismatic Society have long played a major role in the Sylloge  committee's delibera-
tions, and that the present membership of  the Committee, as at the beginning of  2003, includes 
three of  the Society's current Vice-Presidents. 

King's Presidency also saw the fulfilment  of  the Society's long-standing wish to hold its meet-
ings in the same building where its library was kept. It was reported to Council in January 1957 
that the Warburg Institute would soon be moving from  its premises in London SW7 to a new site 
in Bloomsbury, and by the following  month the Society and the Warburg Institute had reached a 
preliminary understanding that the Society would be able to hold its meetings and house its library 
in the Institute's new building in Woburn Square, London WC1. The change of  meeting place 
from  21 Bedford  Square and the move of  the joint libraries of  the Royal and British Numismatic 
Society from  London SW7 both took effect  in the spring of  1958; Council's minutes are silent as 
to the mechanics by which the books were moved to Woburn Square, but after  the move the 
Society saw no more of  Walter Forster (Librarian 1951-8), an antiquarian bookseller in North 
London, who had done useful  service in sorting and cataloguing the books after  their return from 
St Albans. 

The first  meeting in the Woburn Square building took place on 23 April 1958, with Horace 
King in the chair, Sir Frank Stenton as guest speaker and a display of  some of  the more exciting 
coins from  a recent treasure trove coin hoard, at Morley St.Peter, Norfolk.  Stenton's address, on 
the theme 'The Anglo-Saxon Coinage and Historians', was eagerly anticipated and enthusiasti-
cally received, and its importance was deemed to be such that it is the only paper in the Society's 
history of  which there exists a tape recording, made on the day by Stewart Lyon. The meeting 
concluded with a sherry party, apparently the first  of  its kind in the Society's history: Council, 
accustomed to post-war frugality,  had negotiated in advance that 'glasses and sherry and suitable 
refreshments  (biscuits)' would be provided by the Warburg Institute, and that the estimated cost, 
£10, 'should not be chargeable to the Society', but it was not long before  annual sherry parties, 
paid for  by Council members from  their own pockets, became a regular feature  of  the Society's 
programme. 

36 Towards the end of  his life  Blunt sorted and placed in box files  his correspondence with various numismatic friends  and col-
leagues, and on a visit to Blunt's house in Ramsbury in the 1980s the present writer; invited to browse among these files  while his host 
was absent on some local errand, decided that a box file  identified  on the outside as containing correspondence with E.J. Winstanley 
would be a pleasant and undemanding read. To his surprise, the file  contained a vigorous exchange of  correspondence between 
Winstanley and Blunt, in which Winstanley expressed marked displeasure at Blunt's decision not to accept for  publication in UNJ  an 
extensive manuscript by Potter on the coinage of  Edward III. No ultimate harm was done, except to relations between Blunt and Potter, 
for  Potter's paper was almost immediately accepted on John Kent's recommendation for  publication in NC,  but it was not until after 
Potter's death that Blunt was persuaded that there might have been more merit in Potter's numismatic work than lie had realised at the 
time. 
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Only on the financial  front  was the Society's position less satisfactory.  Although the Society's 

balance sheet assets had crept back above £2000 by November 1946, they still only stood at 
£2470 at October 1954, and the years of  Elmore Jones's Treasurership had been punctuated by a 
continuing need to keep the printing costs of  BNJ  firmly  under control. His successor, J.M. Ashby 
(Treasurer 1954-9), a solicitor attached to the Law Society's London head office,  confronted  simi-
lar difficulties,  and a specially appointed sub-committee recommended in September 1958 that the 
subscription should be raised from  two guineas to three guineas. As on previous occasions, the 
Society's rules made this technically difficult,  and after  the proposal for  this subscription increase 
was finally  put and carried at the Anniversary Meeting in November 1959, it was soon apparent 
that the increase had been too small and that a further  increase would be necessary. 

Derek Allen, who had spent the period from  1947 to 1952 as the UK Government's Shipping 
Representative in the Far East, based at Singapore, was now again in London, as a senior civil ser-
vant in the Ministry of  Transport and Civil Aviation. Family responsibilities and official  duties had 
meant that although he had been awarded the John Sanford  Saltus Medal for  1953, and had 
rejoined Council in 1954, he had been something of  an absentee from  Society meetings, but in 
November 1958, when King stepped down from  the Presidency, Allen was nonetheless prevailed 
upon to succeed him. 

Allen was still under fifty,  but his pre-war service at the British Museum and as an officer  of  the 
Society, coupled with the wide experience of  people and affairs  that he had acquired in his civil 
service posts, enabled him to take a more dispassionate view of  the Society's activities and future 
prospects than that held by Dolley and other colleagues who had only come into the Society in the 
post-war period. His successive Presidential Addresses ranged widely over matters of  current 
numismatic interest, but in them he was always careful  to remind the Society that other areas of 
the British coinage were as important fields  of  study as the coinage of  Anglo-Saxon England. He 
was also concerned throughout his Presidency that the Society should remain financially  viable, 
and it was in no sense his fault  that, as he ruefully  recorded in his final  Presidential Address, he 
was the only President in whose term the subscription had had to be raised twice. 

He was however an admirable President and chairman of  meetings, and no particular contro-
versy disturbed his tenure of  office.  The most obvious problems to be surmounted arose from  an 
unusually rapid turn-over among the Society's executive officers.  The post of  Secretary, held for 
short periods between 1955 and 1958 by Dolley and by Brown, then passed to Lyon (1958-60). 
On Lyon's resignation owing to pressure of  work, this post, increasingly onerous as the Society's 
general level of  activity increased, was accepted by Peter Spufford  (Secretary 1961-2), keenly 
interested in coins since boyhood and by now a junior lecturer at the University College of  North 
Staffordshire  (later Keele University). Unfortunately  Spufford  in turn found  it impossible to attend 
Society meetings after  April 1962, and Wilfrid  Slayter took on his duties, at first  as a temporary 
replacement, and then as Secretary proper (1963-90). 

Slayter, a teacher's son who worked as an assistant in a dispensing chemist's shop in Golders 
Green, seemed at first  sight an unlikely person to be the lynch-pin of  the Society's administration 
over the next quarter of  a century of  its history, but he had attended every Society meeting since 
1946, and his promptness with paperwork and profound  loyalty to the Society, accompanied by an 
equable disposition and an underlying common sense, soon made him indispensable to the succes-
sive Presidents under whom he served. 

A more or less contemporary difficulty  in filling  the post of  Treasurer, held in the years 1960 
and 1961 by Dr Peter Vernon, a medical practitioner in Purley, Surrey, was temporarily solved by 
a return to executive office  by Lyon (Treasurer 1962-3), who as an actuary with Legal and 
General Assurance was well qualified  to handle the Society's financial  affairs,  but Lyon wanted 
greater leisure to pursue his own numismatic research, and was clearly the proper person to take 
on the less time-consuming role of  Director when that in turn became vacant at the Anniversary 
Meeting in 1963. 

The remaining executive position, that of  Librarian, held for  the year 1959 by John Porteous, 
was then accepted by Dr John Philip Cozens Kent (Librarian 1960-5). Kent (1928-2000) had 
been appointed to the staff  of  the Department of  Coins and Medals of  the British Museum in 1953 
as a second Assistant Keeper in charge of  the British series, his sphere of  responsibility encom-
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passing the later hammered series and the subsequent milled coinage. Despite the nature of  his 
Museum duties, he was never profoundly  committed to the study of  the British series as such, for 
his main numismatic interest lay in the coinage of  the later Roman empire, which had already 
caught his attention before  he had come to work at the British Museum, and his spell as an officer 
of  the Society seems in retrospect only a passing episode in his long career of  service in the 
Department of  Coins and Medals. More materially, it was Kent's nomination in succession to 
Winstanley as the Society's representative on the committee of  BANS, with effect  from  October 
1959, that first  gave him a role in the activities of  BANS, with which Kent was genuinely pleased 
to be associated over a forty-year  period. 

Dolley's zeal for  research continued to be fully  reflected  in the pages of  BNJ,  to which he 
remained the most prolific  contributor until well into the 1960s. Indeed, the scale of  his contribu-
tion to BNJ,  formally  honoured by the award to him of  the John Sanford  Saltus Medal for  1959, is 
not simply to be judged from  papers published under his name or from  papers published under his 
name jointly with that of  another scholar or scholars, for  Dolley had a real gift  for  persuading 
other researchers to set down their discoveries in print, and it has been observed in this context 
that the series of  short articles and notes contributed to BNJ  by Elmore Jones from  the early 1950s 
onwards (and which largely brought about the award to Elmore Jones of  the John Sanford  Saltus 
Medal for  1956) would probably not have materialised without Dolley's unstinting encourage-
ment. 

Since the decision back in January 1935 that BNJ  should be issued in annual parts in printed 
wrappers, it had been the practice that volumes of  BNJ  should comprise three such parts, and that 
when the last of  these three parts were issued, the Society should simultaneously distribute a green 
cloth binding case, within which the three parts could either be bound or loosely preserved. The 
combined thickness of  the three parts of  vol. XXVIII (28) had however been such that the binding 
case hardly fitted  them, and it was decided that vols XXIX and XXX (29 and 30) should comprise 
two annual parts only. This meant that the Society was one stage nearer the long-desired objective 
that it should revert to pre-First World War practice and publish one cloth-bound volume annually, 
and the first  discussion of  that possibility by Council took place in March 1961. It was then 
decided that no change should be made until after  the publication of  the final  part of  vol. XXX 
(30), scheduled to appear at the end of  1962 or early in 1963, but Council was evidently already 
keen on the idea, and in June 1962 the editors, still Blunt and King, were able to inform  them that 
there would only be 'marginal extra cost' if  vol. XXXI (31) (for  1962) was issued in bound form. 

At that point the editors were expecting that the extra cost would be met out of  a prompt 
increase in the subscription, but although there was the usual delay in implementing this increase, 
which was not put to the membership for  approval until the Anniversary Meeting in 1963, there 
was no wavering over the decision that vol. XXXI (31), and future  volumes, should be annual and 
cloth-bound, and that has continued to be the position until the present day. 

The years between 1951 and 1963 remain a unique period in which Michael Dolley, working 
from  within the Department of  Coins and Medals at the British Museum, regarded Blunt, Elmore 
Jones and other leading figures  in the British Numismatic Society as his natural collaborators in 
advancing the study of  the British coinage, and devoted himself  with equal energy to forwarding 
the work of  the Society and to the discharge of  his Museum duties. It is difficult  to look back with-
out nostalgia to a period at which any serious student of  whom Dolley thought well was allowed 
ready access both to him and to the Museum's coin cabinets, even if  their visits extended well into 
the hour and a half  at lunch time when the Coin Room's door was officially  closed. It is also chas-
tening to recall an epoch during which almost every numismatic discovery made by Michael 
Dolley or reported to him in his official  Museum capacity was communicated to fellow  scholars 
working in the relevant field,  and then promptly written up and published by Dolley, whether in 
BNJ  itself  or elsewhere, and it is hard to see why what was possible in Dolley's time is not even 
more readily feasible  in today's age of  instant communication and printing. 

That said, Dolley was an individual of  complex personality and strong opinions, not easily 
enduring what he regarded, sometimes quite wrongly, as scholarly error or scholarly lethargy, and 
although he retained a lasting respect for  John Walker, his departmental chief,  it was probably for 
the best that in 1963 he left  the Department of  Coins and Medals for  a lecturership in mediaeval 
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history at Queen's University, Belfast.  He remained associated with the Society as a joint editor of 
BNJ (1965-78) and as Corresponding Member for  Ireland on the Society's Council between 1964 
and 1977,37 and his occasional appearances at Society meetings during the rest of  the 1960s 
continued to induce much the same sense of  excitement as had been the case in the preceding 
decade. But Dolley's great period at the British Museum had now passed, and the future  of  the 
Society was to lie in different  hands. 

Advances and Anxieties 
Dolley's approaching departure to Belfast  had been notified  by him to Council in May 1963, as 
had Lyon's wish to stand down as Treasurer, and it was also known that Derek Allen's term as 
President would expire at the end of  that year. That gave the Society's senior figures  longer than 
usual to think who the Society's future  officers  should be, but the post of  President was declined 
by the first  candidate approached, Herbert Schneider, and was accepted instead by Charles Wilson 
Peck (1901-1968), the leading expert on the milled copper coinage of  the late eighteenth and 
early nineteenth century. Peck, Chief  Pharmaceutist at St Thomas's Hospital, had recently com-
pleted an admirable published catalogue of  the British Museum's holdings in this series, much 
facilitated  by Dolley's willingness to allow Peck lunch hour Coin Room access, and he enjoyed 
the esteem of  colleagues round the Council table, but he was only able to serve two years as 
President, too short a time to have a measurable impact on the work of  the Society.38 

The 1960s were in many ways a watershed in the Society's history. Although Blunt still 
remained active in its affairs,  and Horace King, whose contributions to BNJ  as an author were 
recognised by the John Sanford  Saltus Medal for  1962, remained his editorial colleague. King was 
now elderly and corrected BNJ  proofs  with a visibly shakier hand as the years passed. He contin-
ued as an editor of  BNJ  until the autumn of  1969, and members present at Society meetings in the 
1960s will recall that he still came up to London from  Hindhead, Surrey, for  every monthly meet-
ing, attending Council meetings but leaving shortly after  the formal  business of  the succeeding 
ordinary meeting. It gave considerable pleasure both to him and to the Society that in March 1969 
he was able to attend a meeting on the sixtieth anniversary of  his election to membership. 

Winstanley had moved in 1958 from  London to Deal, Kent, too far  from  London for  him to 
attend Society meetings thereafter,  but a series of  papers on the coinage of  Henry VII, written 
jointly by him and Potter, appeared in vols XXX, XXXI and XXXII (30, 31 and 32) of  BNJ. 
These, taken together with other papers written separately by Potter, rounded off  a prolonged 
period of  research into the coinages of  the later Plantagenet and early Tudor periods at the end of 
which numismatists had identified  and arranged all the principal types and varieties in the series, 
and Winstanley's role in this process was rightly, if  a little belatedly, recognised by the award to 
him of  the John Sanford  Saltus Medal for  1968. 

Blunt's authorial contribution to BNJ  during the 1950s had been continuous, much of  it in the 
form  of  short notes on aspects of  the Anglo-Saxon coinage of  the ninth century, but also including 
longer papers written jointly with Dolley, as for  example a joint paper of  great importance on the 
hoard evidence for  the coinage of  King Aelfred.  A substantial paper by Blunt on the coinage of 
Offa  of  Mercia, essential as providing an illustrated record of  all significant  varieties of  Offa's 
coins then known, had been published in 1961 as one of  the major ingredients of  a numismatic 
festschrift  edited by Dolley to mark Sir Frank Stenton's eightieth birthday, but it was an article by 
Blunt, Lyon and Ian Stewart in vol. XXXII (32) of  BNJ,  setting out all the evidence for  coinage in 
Southern England over a thirty year period between the late 790s and late 820s, which demon-
strated for  the first  time that a coinage of  this period could be explained with the same clarity as 

37 Dolley accepted Council's invitation to serve as Corresponding Member of  Council for  Ireland in what was obviously a charac-
teristic letter, summarised in the minutes as stating that he was willing to become 'Corresponding Member of  the Society for  his own 
country'. 

38 Peck's numismatic prowess was acknowledged by a posthumous award to him of  the John Sanford  Saltus Medal in 1968. This 
was an additional award, made concurrently with the normal award of  the medal in that year, and although it was not in itself  justified 
by Peck's contributions to BNJ.  which had been slight, it recognised the fact  that Peck had been the first  scholar to approach the British 
milled series in a modern scholarly manner. 
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coinages of  later Anglo-Saxon or Norman date. Here Blunt's inherent judgment and profound 
knowledge of  the numismatic material combined admirably with the more sharply analytical tal-
ents of  his two fellow  authors, and in the two decades that followed,  during which Blunt carried to 
completion his researches into the Anglo-Saxon coinage in the period from  Aelfred  to Eadgar, the 
mutual respect and trust that linked Blunt with these two younger scholars was profoundly  benefi-
cial to British numismatics. 

Of  the two, Lyon, John Sanford  Saltus medallist for  1974, has always been a specialist in the 
Anglo-Saxon series, but Ian Stewart's numismatic interests were from  the first  wide-ranging, for 
while he was still only a junior member of  the Society he had written the first  reliable modern 
book on the coinage of  Scotland, and his contributions to BNJ,  now also including an authoritative 
paper in vol. XXXI (31), on the Montrave hoard of  Edwardian sterlings, written by him jointly 
with G.L.V. Tatler, were matched by regular contributions to NC.  By the 1960s he possessed a 
specialist knowledge of  much of  the English hammered coinage, as well as a complete grasp of 
the Scottish coinage down to 1707, and although his career as a merchant banker and later as a 
Conservative politician was to limit the time that he was able to devote to the work of  the Society 
(he was its Director 1966-75 and was awarded the John Sanford  Saltus medal as early as 1971, 
but had to decline subsequent offers  of  the post of  President), he has been indispensable both in 
the foreground  and in the background of  numismatic research into the coinages of  Britain. 

The Society's chief  problem in the early 1960s was, as usual, financial.  The sharp rise in mem-
bership in the mid 1950s had been braked by two successive rises in the subscription, and 
although the total membership was 359 at the time of  the Anniversary meeting in 1964, the 
Society's net assets in the early 1960s had averaged just over £2700, less than £300 more than in 
1954 when the membership had been almost a third smaller. This, coupled with inconvenient 
delays in the printing of  BNJ  by Oxford  University Press, led Council in September 1964 to 
accept a proposal originating from  Michael Dolley that BNJ  vol. XXXIII (33) should be printed 
instead by Dublin University Press. Dublin University Press offered  cheaper printing rates and the 
promise of  an earlier annual delivery date, but things went wrong almost from  the start, for  a seri-
ous fire  at Dublin in March 1965 destroyed the original manuscripts of  nine papers that had not 
yet been printed, and that particular volume of  BNJ  did not reach members until May 1966. In the 
interval (22 June 1965), Dolley had been appointed an additional editor of  BNJ,  to improve liaison 
with Dublin, but Dublin University Press's efficiency  and standard of  typesetting never compared 
with that of  Oxford  University Press, and volumes of  BNJ  dating from  the Dublin period can be 
distinguished on members' shelves by the fact  that their spines now hang loose or are wholly 
missing, as the cloth used to bind them was of  inferior  quality. 

Five annual volumes of  BNJ  (vols XXXIII-XXXVII) (33-37) were printed by Dublin 
University Press, but by the spring of  1968 Council's patience was running out, and although a 
decision to go back to Oxford  University Press was delayed first  by resistance from  Dolley and 
then by the amount of  Oxford  University Press's initial estimate, there was in the end an unani-
mous decision (24 June 1969) that Oxford  University Press should resume the printing of  BNJ. 

What really made the decision possible was that the Society's membership was now once more 
rising, with a consequent beneficial  effect  on the Society's finances.  Stewart Lyon, who had suc-
ceeded Peck as President at the Anniversary Meeting in November 1965, was able to announce in 
his Presidential Address the following  year a membership total of  'more than 400', and by the 
Anniversary Meeting in November 1969 the total had reached 451. The Society's net assets had 
also rapidly improved, reaching £4200 in 1967 and £5045 in 1968, and the Society's successive 
Treasurers in this period, Marion Archibald (1964-7), Michael Dolley's successor at the British 
Museum, and Clifford  Allen (1968-73), a London chartered accountant, had reason to be pleased 
with the Society's overall position. 

The later 1960s were a good period for  the Society in other respects as well. Lyon himself  was 
an effective  President (1966-70), and it fell  to him during his term of  office  to make what was 
probably the first  direct intervention by a President of  the Society on a matter of  public policy, 
when in April 1966 the government issued a temporary Exchange Control (Gold Coins 
Exemption) Order, making it illegal for  any UK resident to hold more than four  gold coins minted 
after  1837 unless he had a permit from  the Bank of  England. The requisite application form  was 
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so drafted  that coin collectors were required not merely to declare to the Bank of  England what 
modem gold coins they held but also to provide extensive details of  the rest of  their collection to 
prove that they were indeed bona fide  coin collectors. Lyon criticised this sharply in a letter to the 
Times, and then played a leading role in organising a joint deputation from  the British and Royal 
Numismatic Societies which made effective  representations to the Bank authorities. 

It was Lyon also who in his first  Presidential Address divided his remarks into a review of  the 
year and a separate lecture on a topic of  scholarly interest, creating a precedent which all subse-
quent Presidents have followed.  This was a conscious decision by Lyon, reflecting  his view that 
the President of  the Society should take a leading role in the advancement of  scholarly research 
into the British coinage, but students of  the history of  the Society should note that it has had the 
incidental result that those responsible for  selecting subsequent Presidents have had to have more 
clearly in mind than in the past that the chosen candidate should be an individual whose 
Presidential Addresses will be of  appropriate scholarly quality. One other innovation by Lyon was 
that the Presidential Address should include a list of  the year's newly discovered treasure trove 
coin hoards; this was useful,  for  at that time no such list was otherwise available, and similar lists 
were provided in most Presidential Addresses down to and including those delivered by the pres-
ent writer, but the practice has since lapsed. 

On another front,  Herbert Schneider (PI. 7a), who had been awarded the John Sanford  Saltus 
Medal for  1965, but who had not actually been presented with it until 25 October 1966, the day on 
which he delivered a paper to the Society on the Tower Gold coinage of  Charles II, used his 
speech of  thanks to stress the importance of  funding  photographic records of  coin collections, and 
in January 1967 sent the Society £250 for  this purpose. The Schneider Research Fund so estab-
lished was used in 1972 to finance  the photography of  the collection of  coins of  Edward III made 
by Gordon Doubleday, one of  the Society's Vice-Presidents, and again in 1985 for  the photogra-
phy of  the collection of  coins of  Edward IV made by Peggy Delme-Radcliffe. 

On both occasions it was Peter Mitchell, managing director of  the Baldwin firm,  who suggested 
the use of  the Schneider Research Fund for  this purpose, and Mitchell's services to the Society in 
this and other respects have since been recognised by his election as one of  the Society's Vice-
Presidents. The Fund was not however of  the continuing assistance to numismatic research that 
Schneider might have hoped, and in 1997 the remaining balance was amalgamated with other 
benefactions  in the Society's present-day Benefactors'  Fund. The gift  was nonetheless an impor-
tant boost to the Society's morale at the time, for  it seems, remarkably enough, to have been the 
first  gift  of  over £100 to the Society by a private individual since the £200 given by Wheeler in 
1923. 

It is not necessary from  the 1960s onwards to draw attention to individual papers in BNJ,  for 
the volumes in which they appear will be more readily available than earlier volumes to current 
members of  the Society. Additionally, the practice by which BNJ  volumes were dominated by 
long papers published in instalments over a period of  years now lapsed, with the result that vol-
umes were filled  with papers individual to the particular volume which it is less easy to pick out 
and highlight. Nonetheless it is fitting  to mention here one particularly important paper con-
tributed to vol. XXXIII (33) of  BNJ  (for  1964), on 'The origins of  the English sovereign and the 
symbolism of  the closed crown', by the Cambridge academic Philip Grierson, in which Grierson 
brilliantly combined numismatic, documentary and iconographic evidence to explain the sover-
eign coinage of  Henry VII. Grierson's principal scholarly interests lay in the coinage of  mediaeval 
Europe, and he had only been an intermittent contributor to BNJ,  but the Henry VII paper made it 
apparent what contribution a historian could make to an understanding of  the coinages of  late 
mediaeval and early modem Britain, and it is noticeable that the next significant  papers in BNJ  on 
the coinage of  the early Tudor period were by just such a historian of  a younger generation, 
Christopher Challis (PI. 7b). 

Since 1936 the Society had always possessed a small number of  junior members under the age 
of  twenty-one paying a reduced subscription, of  whom Stewart was the first  so elected to emerge 
as a significant  force  within the Society. By 1961 their number, although still not large, was suffi-
cient that an American member, Edward V. Buxton, offered  an annual sum of  £10 as a prize 'for 
encouragement of  junior members'; Council decided (24 October 1961) that an Edward V. Buxton 
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prize would be awarded for  the best paper read to a meeting by a junior member, and although it 
proved difficult  to award this prize after  the first  couple of  years, the prize eventually lapsing, the 
group of  junior members elected in the early 1960s included a number who were subsequently to 
take an active part in the Society's work. The first  of  these to serve as an officer  of  the Society was 
Robert Thompson (PI. 7c), who put his own workplace experience as a professional  librarian to 
good use in a long period of  office  as the Society's Librarian (1966-81), while also becoming over 
a period of  time the leading authority on English trade tokens of  the seventeenth century. 

Lyon's final  months as President were disturbed by an unexpected suggestion from  Derek 
Allen, in his final  Presidential Address in a term as President of  the Royal Numismatic Society 
ending in June 1970, that a merger between the British and Royal Numismatic Societies, under 
which both BNJ  and NC  would still be published but members of  the combined new society could 
subscribe to either or both, might now be in the interests of  both organisations. It must be remem-
bered that Allen had always been a proponent of  closer co-operation between the two Societies, 
and the suggestion for  a merger with a proviso that BNJ  should be retained as a separate periodical 
may well have been one that had been floated  in conversations to which he had been party before 
or just after  the Second World War, but it is still somewhat surprising that he should have revived 
such a suggestion in 1970, when the British Numismatic Society was in as thriving a position as it 
had been for  a long time. 

No less surprising was the reaction of  the Society's Council at an ensuing meeting (27 October 
1970), at which Lyon's intended successor as President, Stuart Rigold, 'speaking as an archaeolo-
gist, not primarily interested in British numismatics', is minuted as saying that he agreed in the 
main with Allen's remarks and wondered whether there was enough material to publish a volume 
of  BNJ  every year; while Porteous, now an editor of  BNJ  (1969-75), and Stewart, the Society's 
Director, voiced respective pessimism about the quality of  articles submitted to BNJ  and the con-
tinuing ability of  the Society to provide a programme of  meetings of  sufficiently  high numismatic 
standard. Faced with such expressions of  opinion on the part of  his principal colleagues, Lyon in 
his own final  Presidential Address had no choice but to give a cautious welcome to the setting up 
of  a joint working party of  the two Societies to explore Allen's idea, but he wisely left  the onus of 
making such a proposal to Allen's successor as President of  the Royal Numismatic Society, and no 
such proposal was ever made. 

Rigold, who now took office  as President (1971-5), had spent his working life  as an Inspector 
of  Ancient Monuments in the Ministry of  Works, but had throughout retained an enthusiasm for 
numismatics, most effectively  displayed in papers in vols XXX and XXXV (30 and 35) of  BNJ 
which had established what remains the basic framework  for  the classification  of  the sceatta series 
(these and other contributions to BNJ  brought him the John Sanford  Saltus Medal for  1977). 
Those who knew him will also recall that he possessed an extraordinary range of  learning about 
the historic past which enabled him to contribute helpfully  to post-paper discussions at meetings 
of  learned societies of  every kind. As President, he was no natural administrator, and the double 
act of  Rigold and Slayter at Society meetings had a certain visual resemblance to the Walrus and 
Carpenter pairing in Lewis Carroll's Alice through the Looking Glass, but he discharged his 
Society responsibilities with obvious goodwill to all and his Presidency proved largely unevent-
ful.39 

In October 1971 Blunt retired as editor of  BNJ,  after  a period of  service in that capacity which 
had commenced as far  back as the 1930s, to be succeeded as a member of  the editorial team 
(1971-6) by the present writer. His initial editorial responsibilities were routine, but in May the 
following  year an American scholar, Dr Mavis Mate, indicated that she was anxious to secure 
publication of  a monograph by her on the mints of  Edward I and II, which might run to about 100 
pages of  printed text. Although this could if  necessary be accommodated in a normal volume of 
BNJ,  it was known at the time that Christopher Blunt was completing an extensive monograph of 
his own on the coinage of  Aethelstan, and it was thought that his and Dr Mate's monograph might 

39 Rigold's Presidency was sufficiently  uneventful  that at one point during it he found  himself  able to suggest that Council 'could 
do with fewer  meetings' (Council Minutes, 27 November 1973). 
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between them form  a special volume of  BNJ,  to be numbered XLII (42), which would be distrib-
uted free  to members to mark Christopher Blunt's seventieth birthday in 1974. 

After  due consideration, Council decided on financial  grounds that this special volume, to be 
funded  from  donations rather than from  the Society's regular income, should contain Christopher 
Blunt's Aethelstan monograph only, and that Dr Mate's monograph, or the larger part of  it, should 
appear as an article in vol. XLI (41) of  BNJ.  This decision was a sensible one, for  the cost of  the 
special volume rose between February 1973 and September 1974 from  an estimated £2000 to an 
actual £2657,40 but such was the esteem in which Christopher Blunt was held by Society members 
and other friends  and colleagues that all but £189 of  the £2657 was raised by donations, making it 
the most cost-free  volume of  BNJ  in the Society's history. 

Less satisfactorily,  Oxford  University Press's bills for  the production of  the normal volumes of 
BNJ  were consistently more than expected, and it had been agreed during 1972 that a future  rise in 
the subscription would be desirable. The sudden death of  the Society's Treasurer, Clifford  Allen, 
in March 1973, only temporarily delayed an inevitable decision to increase the subscription to £6, 
approved by members at the Anniversary Meeting at the end of  the year. This was to bring about a 
brief  improvement in the Society's financial  position, but the disruption to the normal production 
schedule for  BNJ  caused by the printing of  an additional volume, coupled with some unnecessary 
delay on the part of  the present writer in getting the text of  vols. XLIII and XLIV (43 and 44) of 
BNJ  to the printers, was to create serious difficulties  for  the Society later in the decade. 

It is convenient to record at this point a largely unnoticed change in the content of  BNJ  which 
took place about this time. Michael Dolley's close involvement with the Society had meant that in 
his years at the British Museum most treasure trove coin hoards of  post-Roman date had been 
published in BNJ.  This continued to be the practice for  some years after  his departure, but in the 
late 1960s and early 1970s there was an influx  of  very large hoards which could not speedily be 
written up and published, and a decision in the mid 1970s by the Department of  Coins and Medals 
at the British Museum that both these and hoards of  lesser importance should in the first  instance 
be published in summary form  in the Royal Numismatic Society's periodical Coin Hoards had the 
possibly unintended effect  that between the mid 1970s and the mid 1990s BNJ  more or less ceased 
to carry published reports on treasure trove coin hoards from  England. 

It is difficult  in retrospect to feel  at all happy about this as a development, for  the effect  has 
been that some of  the hoards concerned have not been properly published at all, and others have 
only been published in full  many years after  their discovery. Happily, BNJ  has remained the cus-
tomary place of  publication for  most significant  post-Roman coin hoards found  in Scotland and 
Wales, and any temporary shortfall  in its content in the 1970s was soon to be made up by contri-
butions from  a new generation of  researchers. 

Peter Woodhead, the Society's next President (1976-80), a specialist in the English coinage of 
the thirteenth and fourteenth  centuries and in related coinages struck on the European continent 
(Pl. 7d), has been a member of  the Society since 1952, and by 1976 was already widely respected 
by the numismatic community generally. Although his parallel business career had occasionally 
limited his ability to participate in the work of  the Society, he was permanently based in London 
during his years as President, and was well placed to steer it successfully  through a tricky period 
in its history. 

In this he had the energetic support of  a new Director, John David Brand (1931-90), a qualified 
chartered accountant who had had to retire early owing to ill health (Pl. 8a), and who was now 
able to put his abilities at the disposal of  the Society, while simultaneously pursuing research into 
the Short Cross coinage of  the late twelfth  and thirteenth centuries and into the documentary evi-
dence for  the administration of  mints and the exchequer in the early mediaeval period. Robert 
Seaman, the Society's Treasurer from  1973 to 1981, and an employee of  the Standard Chartered 
Bank, was also a helpful  colleague at this time. 

40 The figure  for  the cost of  the special volume as subsequently printed in BNJ  was slightly higher, doubtless reflecting  some other 
hidden costs, but, as Seaman pointed out to Council at this time, the Society had ordered the printing of  some extra copies of  this vol-
ume for  sale to non-members, and their sale proceeds would further  improve the financial  arithmetic. 
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The Society's membership had reached 503 by November 1972, a figure  not attained since the 

very earliest years of  the Society's history. It then rose to 530 in 1974, fell  back to 519 in 1975 and 
then rose again to an average of  just over 530 for  the rest of  the 1970s. Athough this was an all-
time high, these totals included honorary members and junior members, and an ordinary member-
ship of  around 500 paying an annual subscription of  £6 each could not in itself  fund  an alarmingly 
large cost of  £5695 for  the production and distribution of  vol. XLIII (43) of  BNJ  (the volume for 
1973, not delivered to members until 1976). This revealed the inherent fragility  of  the Society's 
financial  position, and despite a welcome legacy of  £500 received from  Horace King's estate in 
January 1977, and generous donations totalling another £1500 from  the Baldwin and Spink firms, 
Woodhead found  it necessary in the autumn of  1977 to issue a special financial  appeal to the 
membership. The appeal brought in a total of  £5025 during 1977 and 1978 from  ninety-three 
donors, partly in gifts  of  money and partly from  the proceeds of  coins donated for  sale at auction 
on the Society's behalf,  but Council recognised that this could only be a partial solution to a pro-
founder  problem, and at the Anniversary Meeting in November 1977 members approved a dou-
bling of  the subscription from  £6 to £12. 

The underlying difficulty  was not now delay on the editorial or production front,  for  Nicholas 
Mayhew, Assistant Keeper of  Coins at the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford,  who had succeeded the 
present writer as editor in July 1976, hastened Oxford  University Press into printing and distribut-
ing three necessarily thinner volumes of  BNJ  (vols. XLIV, XLV and XLVI) (44, 45 and 46) in 
rapid succession during 1977. It was rather that in the dying days of  old-fashioned  printing tech-
nology it had become quite extraordinarily expensive to have text typeset, and especially so when 
the general economic climate was one of  high inflation  and the Society's printers, Oxford 
University Press, had to build into their prices a sufficient  profit  margin to help meet recurrent 
wage demands from  their unionised work force. 

Nevertheless, the steps taken in 1977 had dispelled the immediate clouds overhanging the 
Society, and Council was able to turn its mind to more agreeable matters during 1978. The 
Society's fiftieth  anniversary in 1953 had passed without any overt festivities,41  but it was decided 
that its seventy-fifth  anniversary should be marked by the issue of  a cast commemorative medal, 
produced for  the Society at the Royal Mint, and also by presentations at the Anniversary meeting 
and by a party at its close. In the event, a family  bereavement prevented Woodhead himself  from 
being present at the Anniversary meeting, but in his absence the responsibilities were shared, fit-
tingly, between his most senior colleagues, Gordon Doubleday taking the chair at the preliminary 
Council meeting, Christopher Blunt the chair at the Anniversary meeting proper, and Brand as 
Director reading Woodhead's Presidential Address and making presentations to Elmore Jones (on 
his final  appearance at a Society meeting) and to Wilfrid  Slayter 42 The subsequent party, at which 
a birthday cake was duly cut and consumed, is well recorded in an album of  photographs in the 
Society's possession. 

It was also in this year that Council received the first  intimation that the Society was likely to 
receive a significant  legacy from  a then as yet unnamed member, and it was this that brought 
about a decision in the spring of  1978 that the Society should register itself  as a charity. It is 
strange that this step should not have been taken earlier in the Society's history, but, as we have 

41 Council decided towards the end of  1952 that it would not hold anniversary celebrations in 1953 but that the anniversary should 
be recognised in some way at the BANS Congress in London in 1954. A subsequent decision by the Royal Numismatic Society that the 
BANS Congress should also commemorate the fiftieth  anniversary of  the granting to them of  their Royal Charter was welcomed by 
Council, but that had the somewhat unfortunate  effect  that the British Numismatic Society's own anniversary drew less attention than 
might otherwise have been the case. The only other suggestion made at the time for  marking the anniversary was that Honorary 
Membership should be conferred  on the Society's surviving founder  members. Of  these, there were then three living, of  whom one, 
Taffs,  had already been an Honorary Member since September 1950. Council minutes record that Elmore Jones, as Treasurer, 'without 
raising any objection to the proposal, inferred  that he would not view the loss of  two members' annual subscriptions with great joy' , 
but this was one occasion when Elmore Jones's reservations were rightly disregarded, and the two members in question. Lieut.-Col. 
Charles Evans (a former  Vice-President) and Harold Raby. were duly elected Honorary Members in February 1954. 

42 Elmore Jones was presented with a copy of  BNJ  vol. 47. dedicated to him on the occasion of  his eightieth birthday, while Slayter 
received an example of  the Society's seventy-fifth  anniversary medal, differentiated  for  him by the presence of  a leopard passant in the 
place where the rest of  the medals produced carry thistle, rose and shamrock. 
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seen, the Society's net assets had historically been small and it had not previously been felt  neces-
sary to worry about its legal position. Responsibility for  communicating with the Charity 
Commissioners was devolved on one of  Council's younger members, Mark Blackburn, and chari-
table status was finally  achieved in May 1979. 

Michael Dolley, who in 1975 had been promoted to a personal chair as Professor  of  Historical 
Numismatics at Queen's University, Belfast,  left  Northern Ireland at the end of  1977 to return to 
England. He was elected to the Society's Council for  1978, but he did not resume an active role 
within the Society and in the summer of  that year he resigned from  what had been an increasingly 
nominal role as an editor of  BNJ.  This reduced the editorial team to Nicholas Mayhew and Peggy 
Delme-Radcliffe  (joint editor 1975-80), a friend  and neighbour of  Christopher Blunt and a collec-
tor of  coins of  Edward IV, and following  the successive resignations of  both of  them during 1980 
the Society was left  with a single newly appointed editor, Christopher Challis, a lecturer in history 
at the University of  Leeds. Challis was well qualified  for  the appointment, for  he was by now the 
author of  an excellent book on The Tudor Coinage, published in 1978, and although at the time he 
had done the research for  it he had not known much about coins as such, a paper of  his on 'The 
Tudor Coinage for  Ireland', published in vol. XL (40) of  BNJ,  had already unravelled problems 
which had defeated  a bevy of  distinguished numismatists in the past. 

At the very beginning of  1980 there had been general consternation when the Society's faithful 
Secretary, Wilfrid  Slayter, had failed  to turn up to the January meeting (the first  and only monthly 
meeting of  the Society not attended by Slayter between 1946 and his death in 1993), but the heart 
attack which had briefly  prostrated him did not prevent him from  resuming his duties at the 
February meeting and he was still to serve as Secretary under three more Presidents. 

In his final  Presidential Address, at the Anniversary Meeting in November 1980, Woodhead was 
able to record a membership total of  542, a higher figure  than ever before  in the history of  the 
Society, but the Society's accounts for  the previous year, approved at the same meeting, had 
shown net assets of  only £2317, and a deficit,  with no net assets, was projected for  the year to 
31 October 1980. Members were therefore  asked to agree to another significant  increase in the 
annual subscription, from  £12 to £18. In proposing this increase Woodhead and his principal col-
leagues were acting prudentially, for  although the Society was not in the same financial  difficulties 
as had been the case in the mid 1970s, printing cost increases were then running at 'around 20 per 
cent per annum', and it was rightly felt  that the rate of  subscription should be set high enough to 
be held at least for  the following  three years. 

Brand, who now took over as President (1981-3), had more spare time to devote to the routine 
administration of  the Society than his immediate predecessors, and an early decision by him to 
assume a hands-on role in the management of  the Society's library provoked the resignation of 
Robert Thompson, the Society's long-standing Librarian (offered  in February 1981, confirmed  in 
the following  month). This was unfortunate,  but it had a useful  consequence, for  the resignation 
on other grounds soon afterwards  of  the Royal Numismatic Society's Librarian, Nicholas Lowick, 
enabled the two Societies'joint library in the basement of  the Warburg Institute at long last to be 
administered by a single individual, holding office  as Librarian on the Councils of  both Societies. 
The present writer (Librarian 1981-3, and concurrently Librarian of  the Royal Numismatic 
Society June 1981-June 1984) was the first  to hold both posts. 

The Society's Treasurer, Robert Seaman, resigned shortly afterwards  for  personal reasons, to be 
replaced by Robin Davis (Treasurer 1981-3), but 1981 was otherwise a peaceful  year. It had been 
felt  for  some time that the Society needed to do more than simply provide its regular programme 
of  monthly meetings, and under Woodhead's Presidency the annual Journees Numismatiques of 
the Societe Fran£aise de Numismatique at Rouen in June 1978 had taken the form  of  a joint meet-
ing with members of  the British and Royal Numismatic Societies. This was now reciprocated by 
French attendance in September 1981 at the year's BANS Congress. In a more specifically  British 
context, Council decided in October 1981, on a proposal from  Graham Dyer, Librarian and 
Curator of  the Royal Mint, now the Society's Director (1981-8) (PI. 8b), that in 1982 the Society 
should hold an experimental one-day meeting in London on a Saturday in July, to accommodate 
members not normally able to attend meetings on Tuesdays. The experiment itself,  repeated in 
1983, was not a great success, but Dyer's objective had been that these meetings would lead to the 
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Society taking the more radical step of  arranging annual Saturday meetings outside London, and a 
symposium on Matthew Boulton, organised by the Society in Birmingham in October 1983, con-
firmed  that there would be an audience for  future  meetings of  this character. An annual out-of-
London meeting on a Saturday in July has since become a regular feature  of  the Society's 
programme. 

The years 1982 and 1983 proved challenging. Oxford  University Press's bill for  vol. XLIX (49) 
of  BNJ,  delivered to members in February 1981, had been £8788, and it was already known that 
their bill for  vol. L (50), due in the spring of  1982, would be significantly  higher. As there could be 
no question of  a further  increase in the subscription so soon after  the last one, a special meeting of 
Council was held on 12 January 1982 to decide between a range of  publishing options, and it was 
decided that for  the present the text of  BNJ  should no longer be typeset but be printed from  cam-
era-ready copy produced on an electronic typewriter. 

This solved the immediate financial  difficulty,  for  whereas Oxford  University Press's bill for 
vol.L (50) had eventually been agreed at £11,436, their bill for  vol.51, printed and bound by 
them but not typeset by them, was only £5468, and the total cost of  the production of  vol. 51, 
allowing for  purchase of  a typewriter and payments to typists, was not much more than £7000, 
well within the Society's capacity to pay. The change to typewritten text was displeasing, but 
recognised as inevitable in the circumstances, and it did have one unexpectedly beneficial  side 
effect,  in that the format  of  BNJ  had to be increased slightly, allowing for  more coins to be illus-
trated on each plate. The new arrangements also required the appointment of  a 'production editor' 
of  BNJ,  and this post was filled  by Brand himself  (March 1982-November 1983). 

It will be remembered that the reading of  a paper to the Numismatic Society of  London by 
Carlyon-Britton on the coinage of  Eadweard the Confessor  had played some part, and possibly a 
decisive part, in the sequence of  events that had led to the Society's foundation  in 1903. In that 
paper Carlyon-Britton had for  the first  time set out the theory that in the later Anglo-Saxon period 
coin types circulated for  a predetermined period of  years, and that their issue commenced at 
Michaelmas one year, and ended at Michaelmas in whatever subsequent year the following  coin 
type was due to be introduced. Although by no means proven, this theory had been refined  and 
made his own by Michael Dolley in the 1950s, but the arguments for  it had not properly been set 
out in print by Dolley at that time, and it was only in his last substantial contribution to BNJ,  an 
article in vol. XLIX (49) on 'Roger of  Wendover's date for  Eadgar's coinage reform',  that he 
deployed what seemed to him a conclusive case for  his theory that Eadgar had reformed  the 
coinage in c. 973, and that coin types were changed at regular intervals of  six years between then 
and the end of  the reign of  Cnut. 

By the late 1970s Dolley was in sharply declining health, and in many of  his published articles 
of  this period there was a marked falling  off  both in scholarly judgment and in the respect with 
which he should have handled differing  opinions expressed by others working in the same field. 
This was not however true of  the article in BNJ,  which was founded  on a draft  composed at the 
height of  Dolley's powers, and which presented a proper case set out in broadly unobjectionable 
terms, and the proper response to it should have been an article of  similar character. 

Unfortunately  Brand and Dolley had engaged in a controversy on this very subject in the 
columns of  Spink's Numismatic  Circular  in 1967, in which Brand, though outgunned at the time, 
had always felt  himself  to be in the right, and in the intervening period Dolley had worsened mat-
ters by making unjustified  adverse comments in print about Brand's attainments as a scholar. As a 
result, Brand's response to Dolley's BNJ  paper was to devote the scholarly part both of  his 1982 
Presidential Address and of  his 1983 Presidential Address to a full-blooded  demolition of  Dolley's 
arguments. In these Presidential Addresses, of  which the substance was subsequently published by 
him as a pamphlet under the title 'Periodic Change of  Type in the Anglo-Saxon and Norman 
Periods', he combined reasoned analysis of  the case presented by Dolley with remarks of  a more 
personal character sharply reflecting  on Dolley's methods of  handling numismatic evidence. 

It is not wholly possible to judge the impact of  these remarks on his audiences from  the text of 
his pamphlet, for  he omitted from  the pamphlet a few  of  the more controversial passages in the 
Presidential Addresses as read, including a particularly regrettable suggestion that Dolley had 
himself  attacked the Society in print, and the pamphlet also includes a fair  amount of  text which 
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although in Brand's manuscript was not in fact  read by him on either occasion. As however Dolley 
had been elected an Honorary Member of  the Society as recently as March 1981, during Brand's 
own Presidency, and it was generally believed that he was not likely to live very long (he was to 
die in March 1983), it was an error of  judgment for  Brand to have expressed himself  in the terms 
that he did in 1982, and when he returned to the same theme in 1983 he compounded the offence. 

Dolley's death further  complicated the situation, for  Council decided in May 1983 that vol. 52 
of  BNJ  (for  1982) should be dedicated to his memory, making it difficult  indeed for  the scholarly 
part of  Brand's 1982 Presidential Address to be published in that volume, and at roughly that point 
a decision must have been taken that publication of  it would have to be deferred.  It was not how-
ever that in itself  which brought about Brand's decision, communicated by him to Council in 
September 1983, not to offer  himself  for  re-election as President for  1984; it was rather that 
Brand, who was not always easy in temperament, now felt  that he had achieved all that he could 
as President, and that it would be better for  the Society if  the Presidency passed into other hands. 

Marion Archibald, the Society's John Sanford  Saltus Medallist for  1980 (PI. 8c), who has 
always been much liked within the Society and who as a scholar is familiar  with a vast numis-
matic terrain extending from  the seventh century to the late fifteenth  century and beyond, would 
have been Brand's most appropriate successor, but she did not wish for  the Presidency, with the 
result that the present writer, an antiquarian bookseller whose primary numismatic interest lay in 
the Anglo-Saxon coinage of  the ninth and tenth centuries, now found  himself  in that post 
(1984-8). 

The Last Twenty Years 
Difficult  though the period from  the mid 1970s onwards had sometimes been for  the Society, the 
decisions taken during that period had secured the Society a financial  breathing space, and as the 
1980s progressed it gradually became clear that the Society had weathered its difficulties  on that 
front.  The first  fruit  of  this was that Council decided at its meeting in February 1984 that it was 
financially  feasible  to revert to having the text of  BNJ  professionally  typeset by Oxford  University 
Press; the decision was a fraught  one, for  Brand, who although no longer President or production 
editor of  BNJ  had remained an executive officer  in the role of  Librarian (1984-7), had been too 
personally involved in the arrangements for  having the volume typewritten to take a detached atti-
tude to the new proposal, and was only persuaded with some difficulty  to withdraw a resignation 
tendered at the end of  the meeting concerned. 

Happily, the decision as regards the printing of  BNJ  proved to be entirely correct, for  changes in 
printing technology had now eliminated the horrendous costs associated with traditional typeset-
ting in metal. In addition, after  vol. 54 had been successfully  printed with a typeset text, Council 
was persuaded by Mark Blackburn, now production editor (Nov 1983-Jan 1987), that in the new 
printing environment it was no longer necessary to pay a premium price for  having the volume 
produced by Oxford  University Press, and it was decided in April 1986 to accept a cheaper quota-
tion for  vol. 55 from  Alan Sutton Limited, with whom the publishing contract for  BNJ  subse-
quently remained until vol. 68. 

One remaining problem left  over from  Brand's Presidency was the question of  whether or not 
his Presidential Addresses should be printed in BNJ.  This was a difficult  issue, but the editorial 
committee decided in the summer of  1984 that they should not be published as part of  BNJ,  and 
alternative proposals put by Brand to successive Council meetings in September and October 
were rejected. Brand had however gradually come round to the idea that he would have to publish 
the text of  his addresses as a pamphlet of  his own, and when the dust of  the controversy had sub-
sided he remained in office  as Librarian. In that role he was able to play a major part in the organi-
sation of  a colloquium on the coinages of  Carausius and Allectus at the British Museum in 
November, addressed by speakers drawn equally from  the Societe Fran?aise de Numismatique 
and from  the British and Royal Numismatic Societies.43 

43 Four of  the contributions to the symposium by British speakers were printed in vol. 54 of  BNJ,  and were also made available in 
separately bound form  under the title Studies  in the Coinages  of  Carausius  and Allectus,  1985. 
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When Brand eventually resigned from  the post of  Librarian, in April 1987, it was as the result 

of  a disagreement with his colleagues on the Council of  the Royal Numismatic Society, rather 
than with his British Numismatic Society colleagues, and he continued to attend the Society's 
ordinary meetings regularly until his death in 1990. His scholarly achievement was subsequently 
recognised by the publication in 1994 of  his 1981 MA thesis for  the University of  Kent, entitled 
The  English  Coinage  1180-1247: Money,  Mints  and Exchanges,  as Special Publication no.l in the 
Society's new monograph series. As joint Librarian for  the two Societies he was succeeded (Apr 
1987 - Nov 1990) by Dr Roger Bland, of  the Department of  Coins and Medals, British Museum, 
who brought to the post both organising ability and appropriate family  credentials as being 
Elmore Jones's grandson. 

The John Sanford  Saltus Medal for  1983 had been awarded to Michael Metcalf,  Keeper of  the 
Heberden Coin Room at the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford  (PI. 8d), whose numismatic interests 
range widely over the coinages of  Europe and the Levant in the earlier middle ages, but who in a 
British context has long been the leading authority on the thrymsa and sceatta coinages of  the sev-
enth and eighth centuries. Inconveniently, a first  attempt to strike the medal failed,  the reverse die 
cracking after  seventy-three years of  intermittent use, but a new reverse die was quickly produced, 
as a gift  from  the Spink firm,  and the present writer was able to present the medal to Metcalf  at the 
Society's May 1984 meeting as normal. The obverse die lasted long enough to strike two further 
John Sanford  Saltus Medals, those for  1986, awarded to Joan Murray, a wartime Bletchley cryp-
tographer latterly based at GCHQ Cheltenham (PI. 9a), who as a numismatist was an expert on 
the Scottish coinage of  the later middle ages, and for  1989, awarded to the present writer, but it 
too had to be replaced when the time came to strike the medal for  1992, awarded to Christopher 
Challis. 

The remainder of  the present writer's Presidency passed more peacefully,  and from  the mid 
1980s to the present day the Society has not had to experience any serious financial  difficulties  or 
other significant  internal problems. Robin Davis's business commitments had not allowed him to 
continue as Treasurer after  1983, and his immediate successor, Tom Stainton, a specialist in com-
memorative medals of  the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, died suddenly in June 1985, but 
Stainton's successor, Tim Webb Ware, remained continuously in office  from  June 1985 to 
November 2001, and the combination of  a favourable  economic climate and Webb Ware's careful 
stewardship of  the Society's finances  was such that during that period the subscription only had to 
be raised just once, from  £18 to £24, at the Anniversary Meeting in 1991. 

The size of  the membership had declined from  542 in 1980 to just under 500 in 1983, and it 
only rose slowly again thereafter,  but the savings made in the production of  BNJ  meant that as 
early as 1985 the Society's net assets had reached £13,177, making minor fluctuations  in the num-
ber of  members relatively unimportant for  the Society's future  well-being. A further  boost to the 
Society's balance sheet was provided during 1986 by the receipt of  £5000 as a gift  from  Mrs 
Linecar, the widow of  Howard Linecar, a long term Spink employee and editor of  Spink's 
Numismatic  Circular  (PI. 9b), in lieu of  the Society's residuary entitlement to a proportion of 
Linecar's estate under the terms of  his will. Linecar had expressed the wish that a lecture should 
be endowed in his name, and the Linecar gift,  maintained as a separate interest-bearing fund,  has 
since had as its primary purpose the endowment of  a biennial lecture delivered at one of  the 
Society's ordinary meetings by a distinguished outside speaker. 

Council also agreed at the beginning of  1986 to a suggestion by the present writer, first  made 
in his Presidential Address for  1984, that a cash prize should be awarded triennially by Council 
to a younger scholar who had made a significant  recent contribution to British numismatics, and 
this prize, first  awarded in October 1987 to Mark Blackburn, has been awarded triennially 
since. 

1986 was the year in which the International Numismatic Congress was held in London, for  the 
first  time since 1936, and on this occasion the event was hosted jointly by the British and Royal 
Numismatic Societies, the present writer representing the Society as Vice-Chairman of  the 
Congress's Preparatory Committee and subsequently of  its Organising Committee. The Congress 
was held in London in the week of  8-13 September, attended by 597 delegates, and among over 
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200 speakers twenty-three were members of  the Society.44 The Society also hosted a well-attended 
reception of  its own during the week, enabling it to extend hospitality to various distinguished 
numismatists from  overseas. It is convenient to record here that although the Society had had 
overseas numismatists as ordinary members from  the year of  its foundation,  it was not until 
23 November 1976 that the Society elected an overseas numismatic scholar as an Honorary 
Member, Dr Georg Galster (1889-1983), the veteran head of  the Royal Danish Coin Cabinet in 
Copenhagen.45 To mark the occasion of  the Congress, two new Honorary Members from  overseas, 
Peter Berghaus (Germany) and Gay Van der Meer (Netherlands), were now elected (24 June 
1986) ; both had long been ordinary members of  the Society, and they had worked alongside 
Dolley in the 1950s and 1960s in the publication of  Viking-age coin hoards from  Sweden. 

Christopher Blunt, now in his early eighties, was able to attend the Congress, at which he and 
Dr Herbert Cahn were the only delegates who had also been present at the London Congress in 
1936. Blunt had already celebrated his fiftieth  anniversary as a member of  the Society in February 
1983, an occasion marked by Blunt himself  being the speaker at the Society's February meeting 
and also by a party afterwards,  and for  Blunt's eightieth birthday, in July 1984, a portrait medal 
was commissioned by his friends.  He had remained active in numismatic research until the end of 
his life,  and his death on 20 November 1987, four  days before  the Anniversary Meeting, was 
marked at the meeting by a formal  motion of  regret expressed in similar terms to a motion put to a 
Society meeting in 1938 to mark the death of  Carlyon-Britton. This was fitting,  for  just as 
Carlyon-Britton had been the Society's real founder,  it had been Blunt who as Director, Editor, 
and President had given fresh  impetus to the Society halfway  through its history, and who in his 
later years as a Vice-President had been a rock of  support to his successors. 

One final  event of  consequence during the present writer's Presidential term was an editorial 
decision, reported to Council by Challis in November 1987, that each future  volume of  BNJ 
should include a listing of  all recently reported single finds  from  Britain and Ireland of  Celtic 
coins, Anglo-Saxon coins, and Norman and Plantagenet coins up to the end of  the Cross and 
Crosslets type of  Henry II, together with single finds  of  Scottish coins, Hiberno-Norse coins and 
of  foreign  coins found  in the British Isles and struck before  c.l 180. Significant  single finds  of  later 
date were also to be listed. 

This decision had stemmed from  a growing realisation that single finds  of  such coins, now 
being made in significant  numbers as a consequence of  activity by metal-detectorists, should be 
recorded 'promptly, accurately, and in an organised manner', with accompanying illustrations 
whenever possible, and the first  such list, published in vol. 58 of  BNJ  under the heading 'Coin 
Register', was immediately seen as fulfilling  a real need. Subsequently, the Coin Register sections 
in successive volumes of  BNJ  have become the customary place in which museum numismatists 
have written up new single finds  reported to them, and BNJ  has in this respect regained the essen-
tial role in the publication of  new discoveries which it occupied in the 1950s and 1960s. Dr Barrie 
Cook, who had then been newly appointed as an Assistant Keeper in the Department of  Coins and 
Medals of  the British Museum, responsible for  English hammered coins of  the Plantagenet and 
later periods, and who was also now BNJ's  production editor, was initially responsible for  this 
section of  BNJ  and deserves credit for  the format  then devised. 

44 It had been intended that an official  Congress medal should be produced, as is customary on the occasions of  International 
Numismatic Congresses. The year of  the Congress coincided with the 150th anniversary of  the foundation  of  the Numismatic Society 
of  London, and in early discussions it became clear that in consequence the Royal Numismatic Society's representatives on the 
Congress's Preparatory Committee would insist that the medal should carry a design derived from  their own society's device, a deci-
sion to which the representatives of  the British Numismatic Society could hardly be expected to assent. By the time that the present 
writer joined the Preparatory Committee, the question of  a Congress medal had disappeared off  its agenda, the Royal Numismatic 
Society having decided to go ahead and commission a 150th anniversary medal of  its own, and it was something of  a surprise that 
when the Congress finally  took place the resulting medal was marketed to delegates as if  it was in fact  the official  Congress medal. 

45 Dr.Galster's election to Honorary Membership stemmed in part from  the fact  that he claimed to have paid a sum of  money some 
half  a century previously to Sir William Wells, the Society's then Treasurer, for  life  membership of  the Society. By the late 1970s 
Galster's memory may well have been inaccurate, and it is much more probable that what Galster had done in the 1920s was to pay 
personally the membership subscription due to the Society from  the Royal Danish Coin Cabinet, Copenhagen, elected as an institu-
tional member in 1917. 
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The Society's next President, Christopher Challis, who held the post from  1989 to 1993, had 

been involved during the 1980s in editing a new official  history of  the Royal Mint, with text con-
tributed by Ian Stewart, Nicholas Mayhew, Challis himself,  Graham Dyer and Prof.  Peter Gaspar 
(Corresponding Member for  the USA on the Society's Council). Although this was not to be pub-
lished until 1992, the close working partnership which had developed between Challis and Dyer 
extended to a shared involvement in the affairs  of  the Society, and Challis's Presidency, during 
which Dyer served successively as Editor of  BNJ  (1989-90) and as Secretary (1991-3), initiated 
an era in which the Society has benefited  in various ways from  the good will of  the Mint authori-
ties. 

It was in this climate that it was decided early in Challis's term of  office  that the Society should 
commission a membership medal, to be struck at the Royal Mint, of  which specimens in bronze 
would be available for  purchase by all current or existing members, while specimens in silver 
could be purchased at a higher cost by those who had belonged to the Society for  twenty-five 
years or more. A competition held during 1990 produced an attractive winning design by the 
medallic artist John Lobban, and the first  medals became available for  distribution in March 1991. 
As the cost of  the production of  the dies had been met from  a few  generous donations, the 
Society's expenses were limited to the payment of  prizes of  £250 each to the six participants in the 
competition, and to the production costs of  the medals. It has nonetheless been a matter for  some 
regret that the number of  medals subsequently ordered by members has been smaller than antici-
pated, especially as they are personalised to the member ordering them by the addition of  the 
member's name and the year of  the member's election to the Society, and it is to be hoped that 
members who have not so far  ordered one will do so in the future. 

Wilfrid  Slayter, who celebrated his seventy-fifth  birthday on 27 January 1990, would no doubt 
have been willing to carry on in the role of  Secretary indefinitely,  but he was persuaded by 
Challis, with the backing of  other senior colleagues, that he should retire with effect  from  the 
Anniversary Meeting in November 1990, and the affection  in which he was held by present and 
former  officers  of  the Society and by the membership as a whole was suitably reflected  by the 
presentation to him on that evening of  a cast portrait medal of  himself,  designed by Bob Elderton 
and produced at the Royal Mint, and by a substantial testimonial cheque. 

In his Presidential Address that evening, Challis was able to record a net membership total of 
545, just above the previous highest figure  reported by Peter Woodhead ten years previously, 
while net assets for  the year ending 31 October 1989 stood at a healthy £19,530. Additionally, the 
year had seen the much regretted early death (20 March 1990) of  Helen Frizzell, an employee of 
the Baldwin firm  (Pl. 9c), whose outgoing personality had captivated her many numismatic 
friends,  and Challis expressed the Society's gratitude for  a legacy of  £5000 under her will. This, 
and a subsequent legacy of  £3000 received in 1993 from  Wilfrid  Slayter, form  the core of  the 
Society's current Benefactors'  Fund, established in 1992. 

He also had to announce the death (4 May 1990) of  Roy Osborne, a pharmacist from  Clare in 
Suffolk,  who had belonged to the Society since 1951 and who had made a specialist collection of 
coins of  Charles I. It had been Osborne who had indicated privately in 1978 that he was contem-
plating making a substantial bequest to the Society, and his intention to do so had been reaffirmed 
in the course of  discussions between Challis and himself  in relation to the publication in vol. 54 of 
BNJ  of  a lengthy article of  Osborne's own on the Tower coinage of  Charles I. 

It was now revealed that he had bequeathed the Society a sum of  £50,000, dwarfing  any other 
sum given or bequeathed to the Society during its preceding history. This legacy, realised from  the 
sale of  Osborne's coin collection and received by the Society during the following  summer, has 
since been maintained as a separate fund,  used to finance  a new Special Publication Series. The 
first  volume in this Series, as noted above, was John Brand's volume on The  English  Coinage 
1180-1247, published in 1994. This was followed  in 1998 by a volume on The  Soho Mint  and the 
Industrialisation  of  Money,  written by Dr Richard G. Doty of  the Smithsonian Institution, 
Washington, published jointly by the Society, the Smithsonian Institution and Spink. The third 
volume in the Series, Tokens  of  the Industrial  Revolution, Foreign  Silver  Coins countermarked  for 
use in Great Britain c.l787-1828,  published in 2001 as a joint publication by the Society and 
Spink, has as its author another US member of  the Society and Washington resident, Harrington E. 
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Manville, and its merits have already been recognised by the award to Manville of  the 
International Association of  Professional  Numismatists' book prize for  2002. 

Challis's Presidency also saw active involvement by him on the Society's behalf  in the affairs 
of  two other numismatic bodies. The UK Numismatic Trust, set up by the Royal and British 
Numismatic Societies to administer the financial  aspects of  the International Numismatic 
Congress in London in 1986, had emerged from  the Congress with a financial  balance of  £7279.72, 
and after  some initial disbursements and a following  period of  inactivity, the Trust was reactivated 
as a grant-giving body in 1991-2. Challis gave his full  co-operation to the Trust's then chairman, 
Professor  T.V. Buttrey, President of  the Royal Numismatic Society, and has since chaired the Trust 
himself. 

Similarly, Challis pledged the Society's support early in 1992 to a proposal by Dr. Andrew 
Burnett, Keeper of  the Department of  Coins and Medals at the British Museum, which led to the 
first  meeting in June that year of  a Co-ordinating Committee for  Numismatics in Britain. The 
Committee itself  never flourished,  and does not currently function,  but a CCNB  Newsletter,  jointly 
funded  by the Royal Numismatic Society and the British Numismatic Society, has since been 
issued on a regular basis. It has over this period of  time served the useful  purpose, identified  as a 
need by the present writer in his Presidential Address to the Society in 1987, of  providing those 
interested in numismatics in the United Kingdom with organised information  on current numis-
matic events, discoveries and publications, but a newsletter issued under the ostensible authority 
of  a non-functioning  committee is something of  an oddity, and it is no doubt time that the two 
Societies reflected  on its future. 

Under the leadership of  Graham Dyer, President 1994-8, and of  David Dykes, President since 
1999, the Society has continued to prosper. The events of  their Presidencies are too close in time 
to the present to review in detail, but the health of  the Society is evident. Its membership reached 
556 at the Anniversary Meeting in 1994, 587 by the Anniversary Meeting in 1998, and finally 
attained a figure  of  over 600 at the Anniversary Meeting in 2002. In parallel, its net assets, vastly 
swelled in Challis's time by the legacies mentioned earlier, stood at £126,466 in the year ending 
31 October 2001. It must nevertheless be remembered that the cost of  the production of  BNJ  still 
has to be met out of  the Society's General Purposes Fund, representing only £34,452 of  that total, 
and the subscription was therefore  raised from  £24 to £32 at the Anniversary Meeting in 2002. 

The standard of  BNJ  has also been fully  maintained under its successive editors.46 The principal 
editorship has recently been held by Barrie Cook (1990^4), Edward Besly, of  the National 
Museum of  Wales (1994-8) and Nicholas Holmes, of  the National Museums of  Scotland (1998 
onwards), Besly and Holmes having in turn previously acted as production editor. The post of  pro-
duction editor was held in 1999-2002 by Dr Gareth Williams, Marion Archibald's successor at the 
Department of  Coins and Medals, British Museum, and since 2002 has been shared with David 
Symons, of  Birmingham City Museum 

In the context of  BNJ,  it had been felt  for  some time that the rules for  the John Sanford  Saltus 
Medal, historically awarded in recognition of  papers published in BNJ,  ought to be revised so that 
members were better informed  about the candidates best qualified  to receive the medal in the tri-
ennial ballot, and Council approved new rules in October 1993. These provided that in future 
members would be supplied with a shortlist of  qualified  candidates and and attached listing of 
their principal contributions to BNJ,  while also permitting members to take account of  numismatic 
writings by the candidates other than in BNJ  if  their contributions to BNJ  appeared to be of  equal 
merit. The first  award under the new rules was made in 1995, when members voted to award the 
medal to Jeffrey  North, a member of  the Society since 1957 (PI. 9d), whose principal numismatic 
territory has been the coinages of  Edward I, II and III, but who is probably most familiar  to numis-
matists as the author of  English  Hammered  Coinage,  a Spink publication which in successive edi-
tions during the last forty  years has provided an authoritative numbered listing of  the English 
hammered series, and he was a very appropriate recipient of  the medal on this occasion. 

46 A contents listing of  the British Numismatic  Journal,  edited by Robert Thompson, has now appeared in three editions, respec-
tively published in 1991, 1998 and 2001. Credit for  the idea of  the contents listing properly belongs to David Greenhalgh, from  whose 
original draft  the Society's edited version eventually emerged. 
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Council also decided in June 1996 to make a special award of  the medal to Philip Grierson (PI. 

10a), whose contributions to BNJ  had commenced with a paper on 'The Canterbury (St Martin's) 
hoard of  Frankish and Anglo-Saxon coin ornaments', published as far  back as vol. XXVII (27), 
and by now included an admirable paper on 'Domesday Book, the geld De Moneta and 
Monetagium, a forgotten  minting reform',  published in vol. 55. As Grierson pertinently observed 
when receiving the medal on 27 May 1997, Council's action was wholly irregular, for  the award 
had not been made by the vote of  members in a ballot. Council should nonetheless be forgiven,  for 
Grierson's papers in BNJ,  although not numerous, have been of  consistently high quality, and it 
would have been wrong to let them go unacknowledged by the Society. 

Regrettably, the special award to Grierson induced confusion  in the timing of  the next award, 
and the ballot which should have been held at the Anniversary Meeting in November 1998 was 
not held until the Anniversary Meeting in 1999. The award of  the medal on that occasion to 
Robert Thompson recognised Thompson's significant  achievement in introducing proper scholarly 
rigour to the study of  the seventeenth century token coinage, both in the pages of  BNJ  and in the 
successive volumes of  his great catalogue of  the Norweb collection. The seventeenth century has 
also been the main research area of  the Society's most recent John Sanford  Saltus medallist, 
Edward Besly (PI. 10b), winner of  a ballot delayed from  November 2002 to January 2003, who 
has contributed a series of  authoritative papers to BNJ  on the coinage of  the provincial mints of 
Charles I, as well as providing BNJ  with some exemplary reports on coin hoards and other numis-
matic discoveries in Wales. 

Thompson had served as Director in 1989-90, and that post has subsequently been held by 
Dr Donal Bateson, of  the Hunterian Museum, Glasgow (1991-3), Thomas Curtis, a director of  the 
Baldwin firm  (1994-8), Edward Besly (1999-2001), and Dr Kevin Clancy, of  the Royal Mint 
(2002 onwards). Bateson went on to serve as Secretary (1994-8), and the current holder of  that 
post (1999 onwards) is Lieut.-Com. Charles Farthing, Royal Navy, retired. Philip Mernick is the 
Society's present Treasurer (2002 onwards). T.J. Robertson, a retired police officer,  was the joint 
Societies' Librarian in 1991-4, but latterly found  it difficult  to attend the library, and on his resig-
nation in February 1994 the post was held on a caretaker basis for  some months by his immediate 
predecessor Roger Bland. Anthony Holmes, the Societies' current Librarian (1995 onwards), is 
now the longest serving of  our Society's executive officers. 

Of  the two Presidents during this final  period, Graham Dyer, as we have seen, had served con-
tinuously as Director, Editor and Secretary between 1981 and 1993, and presided over the Society 
with considerable efficiency  and skill during his years as President. One particular feature  of  his 
Presidency was his involvement in the affairs  of  BANS, on whose committee he had been the 
Society's representative since 1987, and the BANS Congress held at one of  the halls of  residence 
of  University College, London, in April 1994, was the first  which the British Numismatic Society 
has hosted by itself  (and only the fourth  in the management of  which it has played any part). 

David Dykes, a recent former  Director of  the National Museum of  Wales (PI. 10c), has been a 
member of  the Society since January 1954. In his youth he came under the influence  of  Michael 
Dolley, and was encouraged by him to study the coinage of  thirteenth century Ireland, on which 
he contributed two excellent papers to vols XXXII and XXXIII (32 and 33) of  BNJ,  The pattern of 
his career prevented him from  making more than an occasional contribution to the work of  the 
Society in the years that followed,  but after  his retirement from  his museum post he returned to an 
early numismatic interest, the token coinage of  the late eighteenth century and the early nineteenth 
century. Having served on Council for  the years 1997-8, he was selected for  nomination as 
President for  1999, and in that post his courtesy and warmth of  personality has endeared to him to 
members generally. It is fitting  that in the Society's centenary year we should be presided over by 
a President whose experience of  the Society's meetings began almost exactly halfway  through the 
century of  the Society's existence, and he will hand over a prosperous heritage to whoever is cho-
sen as his successor. 



IRON-AGE AND ROMAN COINS 
JONATHAN WILLIAMS 

Introduction 
THE twin subjects of  this essay, the study of  Iron-Age and Roman coinage within Britain over the 
past century, present a somewhat paradoxical picture when viewed from  the particular perspective 
of  British Numismatic  Journal.'  Over the century of  its existence the Journal  has published 
approximately three times as many pieces on Iron-Age coins as on Roman coins and, for  the sake 
of  a comparison with a series from  a different  period, twice as many on the coins of  Charles I. The 
coinages of  the peoples of  Britain before  the Roman conquest are fairly  represented, as are the 
various coinages of  medieval and later Britain, whereas the Romans seem, to have been given the 
cold shoulder.2 On the face  of  it, the under-representation of  studies on Roman coinage which, 
after  all, was more voluminous in quantity than any other in circulation within Britain before  or 
since for  a thousand years or more, is somewhat startling. 

Yet perhaps this should not come as too much of  a surprise. This is, after  all, a journal of  a soci-
ety whose object is 'the . . . promotion of  . . . the study of  the coins, medals and tokens of  the peo-
ples of  the British Isles . . .'. According to one view of  the British past, this counts our Celtic 
ancestors in and the Roman invaders out. The problem is that this view is about as old as the 
Society itself.  The prevailing idea of  'British' history around 1900 did tend to exclude the Romans 
from  its story. They came, saw and conquered, provisionally in 55 BC under Julius Caesar, then 
again rather more permanently in AD 43, and sailed away in AD 410 just in time for  the fall  of 
Rome. The Romans were regarded as a foreign  power ruling over the British, rather than as per-
manent settlers who contributed to the peopling of  Britain. (Not surprisingly perhaps, late 
Victorian Britons tended to imagine that the Romans lived separately from  their British subjects in 
much the same ways as they themselves tended to keep apart from  their African  and Indian sub-
jects.) 

The Romans were thus held to be different  from  Celts, Anglo-Saxons, Vikings and Normans, in 
that they had left  no genetic inheritance and, therefore,  had exerted no lasting influence  on the 
development of  the British character, of  which the historical origins and development were the 
focus  of  much attention in the period of  Britain's imperial zenith. A key text in this regard is 
Matthew Arnold's Study  of  Celtic  Literature,  published in 1867, in which Arnold analyses the 
national character of  the Britons as though it were an alloy of  different  historic elements - Celtic, 
Anglo-Saxon and Norman - and attributes different  aspects of  it to each of  these constituent parts. 
The Romans are notably, and characteristically, absent from  this compound (except indirectly via 
the Normans). Very few  in late nineteenth-century Britain regarded the Romans as even part-
ancestors of  the British.3 

This view of  the Romans would receive its first  major critique at around the same time as the 
foundation  of  the British Numismatic Society. In 1906 Francis Haverfield  first  published his 
ground-breaking work entitled The  Romanization of  Roman Britain, in which he set out a very 
different  view of  Roman Britain, according to which the Britons became thoroughly, though not 

1 I am grateful  to Richard Abdy, Roger Bland, Andrew Burnett, Clive Cheesman, Peter Guest, Colin Haselgrove, Richard Hingley, 
Richard Hobbs, Philip de Jersey, Michael Morse and Richard Reece for  their many helpful  comments on this paper. 

2 Figures taken from  Contents  of  the British Numismatic  Journal,  volumes 1 to 66 (1903/4-1996)  (edited by R.H. Thompson, 
London, 1996). Later volumes do not substantially alter the picture. 

3 But see R. Hingley, Roman Officers  and English  Gentlemen  (London, 2000), who argues that this attitude was beginning to gain 
ground in the late nineteenth century. 
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uniformly,  imbued with Roman culture, and essentially became Roman in the course of  centuries 
of  interaction and participation in the life  of  the Roman Empire.4 This set Romano-British studies 
off  in a completely new direction, such that to R.G. Collingwood, writing in 1924, the old view 
already seemed crude and dated.5 However, it has left  its mark and is arguably still with us to this 
day. Insofar  as the general public still has commonly held misconceptions about the British past, 
the idea of  the Romans leaving Britain en masse to go back to Italy in 410 is, I would suggest, 
prominent among them. It is the persistence of  this dated view of  the Romans in Britain that best 
explains their absence from  the pages of  Britain's numismatic journal over the twentieth century. 
The fault  does not lie solely with the successive editors of  the Journal.  Classicists have, after  all, 
tended to gravitate towards the Numismatic  Chronicle,  the Journal  of  Roman Studies  or, more 
recently, to Britannia. Harold Mattingly, perhaps the greatest British Roman numismatist of  the 
twentieth century, did not publish a single article in BNJ,  although he submitted many reports to 
the Chronicle  on Roman coin hoards from  Britain. 

This is all by way of  introduction. Nevertheless, it is telling how deep and lasting a mark was 
left  on the character of  the Journal  by views of  British history that were prevalent in the years 
around the birth of  the Society. Quite apart from  the spat over Andrew's article in the Chronicle 
for  1901 which caused the initial secession, there was clearly something nationalist about the 
intentions of  the Society's founding  fathers,  which was expressed as concern over the neglect 
among British numismatists of  their great numismatic heritage. There was also clearly something 
imperialist, as evidenced by the inclusion within the Society's range of  interests of  the numismat-
ics of  the Commonwealth, the United States of  America, and their various subject territories. So 
wrote the first  President of  the Society, Carlyon-Britton, in his introduction to the first  volume of 
the Journal: 

The explanation [of the general want of appreciation of British Numismatics] must be that the true interest, worth 
and significance of British Numismatics have hitherto not been made known to the general public. The science 
has been tied up in the hands of those who have devoted their energies to the elucidation of the money of any pal-
try state, rather than face the historical importance of the great coinage of Britain, which in the making of its sov-
ereign, as the standard currency of the world, has made its Empire and its trade of to-day. 

But for  the efforts  of a few private individuals, the pages relating to British Numismatics would be chiefly con-
spicuous by their absence. This it is confidently trusted will, in course of time, be remedied by the volumes of this 
Journal, for  no other country has hitherto shown such indifference  to the knowledge of its own money.6 

The tone is unmistakably that of  the frustrated,  insular antiquarian chaffing  at what appeared as 
the excessively cosmopolitan interests of  his contemporaries, and is made all the more obvious by 
the tendentiousness of  his remarks.7 But it was not untypical of  the times. In the years before  the 
outbreak of  the First World War the increasingly tense international situation and the obvious 
decline of  Britain's supremacy in world affairs,  despite the apparent pre-eminence of  the Empire, 
led to an ever more shrill note of  nationalist patriotism in public discourse and, in the world of 
antiquarianism and the arts, a growing concern for  the preservation and protection of  Britain's 
national heritage from  foreign  acquisition, and for  the raising of  its profile  in the public mind. The 
National Trust was founded  in 1895, followed  soon after  by the British Academy in 1902 'for  the 
Promotion of  Historical, Philosophical and Philological Studies', and the National Art Collections 
Fund in 1903 by a group of  enthusiasts who were determined to save works of  art for  British pub-
lic collections.8 The foundation  of  the British Numismatic Society in the same year can be seen as 
another example of  these trends at the turn of  the century. These in turn seem also to have led to 
the imbalance in the amount of  space devoted within the pages of  its journal to the subjects of  this 
chapter, British Iron-Age and Roman coins, to which I shall now turn. 

4 First published in Proceedings  of  the British Academy  2 (1906), 185-217, and later reissued in an expanded version as a book. 
For a recent study of  Haverfield's  influence  on Roman studies, see R. Hingley, as in n. 3. 

5 R.G. Collingwood Roman Britain (Oxford.  1924). pp. 11-12 
6 P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton. 'Introduction: British Numismatics',BNJ  1 (1903-4), 1-8, at pp. 7-8. 
7 See the discussion in R.A.G. Carson, A History  of  the Royal Numismatic  Society  (London, 1986), pp. 20-24. 
8 I am grateful  to Neil MacGregor for  this information. 
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The Iron Age 
In 1903 the only authoritative works on Iron-Age coins, or Ancient British coins as they were then 
generally known, were those of  Sir John Evans: his Coins of  the Ancient Britons (1864) and its 
Supplement  (1890).9 Evans (1823-1908) was a remarkable polymath among whose many interests 
numismatics was not the most prominent. A Fellow of  the Royal Society, he researched into ques-
tions of  water supply and aquiferous  strata and was President of  the Royal Geological Society 
from  1874 to 1876 and of  the Society of  Antiquaries, in addition to his long presidency of  the 
(Royal) Numismatic Society, which lasted from  1874 to 1908. It was his scientific  interest that led 
him to bemoan the numismatist's lack of  'those aids which the geologist derives from  the order of 
superposition, and the mineral characters of  the rocks in which his fossils  are preserved'.10 

The study of  these difficult  coinages was fortunate  to have an individual of  such wide interests 
and learning as its modern progenitor. Though interest in Iron-Age coins went back to the six-
teenth century and the great antiquarian William Camden, Evans's work was the first  to take a 
systematic and sceptical approach, thereby superseding much of  the speculation and mythopoeia 
that had bedevilled the subject before  him and, to some extent, still does." Its main achievement 
was to provide a detailed and descriptive corpus of  all the types then known, with accurate 
engravings, organised by region (Western District, South-Eastern District etc.) rather than by 
tribal attribution. Evans's admirable example in this regard was ignored by most of  his successors 
for  the next century or more. He made mistakes, though some of  them are still suggestive. He 
regarded the broad-flanned  'Gallo-Belgic A' series of  gold coins as the first  British coinage. Later 
writers, working with better evidence for  their distribution, would declare them to be continental, 
which is still the generally held view, though the possibility that some at least were made in 
Britain is nowadays perhaps too readily discounted.12 He also thought that the Verica of  the coins 
was not identifiable  with the Berikos  mentioned by the Greek historian Dio as having fled  to 
Claudius and provoked the Roman invasion of  AD 43, on the grounds that his coins were among 
the earliest of  the British inscribed coinages, predating those of  Cunobelin who, also according to 
Dio, had died before  the invasion.13 Evans was probably wrong about the dating of  Verica's coins, 
which now seem to be contemporary with those of  Cunobelin. Still, his unwillingness to hang the 
interpretation of  the coins entirely on the few  and unreliable pegs offered  by the texts was exem-
plary. Ever since, writers on Iron-Age coins have been attempting to transform  the evidence of 
prehistoric archaeology into a connected historical narrative. This has only been achieved by the 
application of  two unwarranted procedures: assumption of  certainty where none exists, and the 
often  unconscious conversion of  contestable hypothesis into established fact. 

Both of  these errors were committed by the next major contributor to the debate on Iron-Age 
coins in Britain, George Brooke (PI. 4c), in two essays published in the Numismatic  Chronicle  and 
Antiquity  in the early 1930s, shortly before  his premature death in 1934.14 He grounded his 
approach to the coins in what by that time had become the standard interpretation of  the new bur-
ial rites and other aspects of  material culture in the late Iron Age of  southern Britain. It rested on 
the attribution of  the new 'Aylesford-Swarling'  burial rite to the Belgic invaders of  Britain men-
tioned by Julius Caesar in the De Bello Gallico.  This connection was first  proposed in 1890 by 
Evans's son, Arthur (more famous  for  his excavations at Knossos), and would continue to be cen-
tral to work on the Iron Age in southern Britain for  most of  the twentieth century.15 Brooke 
believed, wrongly, that the late fourth-century  BC gold coins of  King Philip II of  Macedon, which 

9 Sir A.J. Evans, The  Coins of  the Ancient Britons (London. 1864), and The  Coins of  the Ancient Britons. Supplement  (London, 
1890). 

10 Evans, Coins of  the Ancient Britons, as in n. 9, p. 35 
11 Evans, as in n. 10. chapter 1, gives a useful  account of  previous developments in the subject. 
12 Evans, as in n. 10, p. 25 
13 Evans, as in n. 10, pp. 170-1 
14 G.C. Brooke 'The philippus in the West and the Belgic invasions of  Britain', NC5  13 (1933), 88-138, and 'The distribution of 

Gaulish and British coins in Britain', Antiquity 1 (1927), 268-89. 
15 Sir A.J. Evans, 'On a late Celtic urnfield  at Aylesford,  KentArchaeologia  52, 315-88. For a useful  review of  British Iron-Age 

studies in the twentieth century, see J. Collis, 'The Iron Age', in Building  on the Past. Papers Celebrating  150 Years  of  the Royal 
Archaeological  Institute,  edited by B.Vyner (London, 1994), pp. 123-48. 
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form  the ultimate prototype of  early Gaulish and British gold coins, only came west in the second 
century BC when they formed  the gold currency of  the Roman Republic. The gold coins of  Gaul, 
he argued, had a very late beginning, arising from  the wars between the Romans and the tribes of 
central Gaul in the 120s BC, and gold coinage was first  brought to Britain from  the continent by 
two waves of  Belgic invasions, which he dated to about 75 and 50 BC by archaeological evi-
dence.16 Whilst much of  this has not stood the test of  time, Brooke was more successful  than 
Evans in sorting out which early gold issues were made in Britain and which on the continent, tak-
ing advantage of  the improved quality and quantity of  information  about the geographical distri-
bution of  different  issues. However, his attribution of  early continental gold coinages to various 
Belgic tribes such as the Bellovaci, Atrebates and Morini, was perhaps a retrograde step. 

Brooke sought to create links between the testimony of  the ancient sources and the coins, in 
order to create a quasi-historical narrative. This was entirely in keeping with current archaeologi-
cal thinking. He attributed a gold coinage (the so-called 'Whaddon-Chase' type) to 
Cassivellaunus, Caesar's opponent within Britain, and attributed the second Belgic invasion of 
about 50 BC to Caesar's ally-turned-adversary, Commius, from  whom, the coin legends revealed, 
the later kings of  South-Central Britain were descended. In this manner he sought to use the coins 
to fill  in the unfortunate  gaps left  by the ancient sources. 

Brooke's work, though now largely forgotten,  is important as in many ways it anticipated that 
of  the most important figure  in the study of  Iron-Age coins in the twentieth century, Derek Allen 
(1910-1975) (PI. 5a).17 It is difficult  to condense the wide-ranging work of  this remarkable 
scholar into a few  paragraphs.18 In brief,  Allen took up where Brooke had left  off  in writing the 
history of  late Iron-Age southern Britain from  the coins. He refined  the classification  of  what he 
came to call the 'Gallo-Belgic' coinages which first  entered Britain from  Belgic Gaul. Whilst 
Allen wisely eschewed attributing these various issues to tribes as Brooke had done, preferring  six 
different  anonymous letter designations for  his classes Gallo-Belgic A to F, he did not hesitate to 
see in the presence within Britain of  each successive Gallo-Belgic type a new wave of  Belgic 
invaders, thus multiplying Brooke's two waves by three.19 Allen applied his preference  for  letters 
to early uninscribed British coinage as well, reaching 'R' in this series. This was a sound method 
in many ways, as it offered  an alternative to the classification  of  all Iron-Age coinages by tribe: 

The static tribal structure of Britain, as we know it from Roman sources, fits well enough with the pattern of 
Celtic kingdoms revealed by the later inscribed coins, but in the earlier states of the coinage one should not think 
of coherent tribal areas, so much as of the directions of tribal movement and settlement, of arrows rather than 
blocks on the map.20 

The problem with Allen's position was his commitment to the Belgic invasion hypothesis, 
which was even more thoroughgoing than Brooke's. Brooke had argued that the 'core' coinages of 
the South-East were the products of  Belgic invaders, whereas the peripheral coinages of  tribes 
such as the Dobunni and Iceni were of  pre-Belgic peoples, a view which Allen also held initially.21 
Allen came to the opinion that the rise of  coinage in Britain was in general 'an indication of  some 
degree of  Belgic influence  or culture'. The dividing line he drew was not between Belgic and non-
Belgic coinages, but between early, uninscribed coinages of  the migratory or pre-dynastic period, 
and the later, classicizing, inscribed coinages made when 'the basis of  the tribal or cantonal 
pattern of  Roman times had been established'.22 This division has proved fundamental  to most 

16 The classic paper here is C.F.C. Hawkes and G.C. Dunning, 'The Belgae of  Gaul and Britain', Archaeological  Journal  87 
(1930), 150-335. 

17 For a review of  the state of  play in the early 1940s, see H.B. Mattingly's presidential address in the 'Proceedings of  the Royal 
Numismatic Society", pp. 14-19, in NC62  (1942). 

18 For an obituary, see J.G. Turner, 'Derek Fortrose Allen. 1910-1975' Proceedings  of  the British Academy  62 (1976). 435-56. 
19 See D.F. Allen. 'The origins of  coinage in Britain: a reappraisal' in Problems of  the Iron  Age in southern Britain, edited by S.S. 

Frere, Institute of  Archaeology Occasional Paper 11 (London. 1960), pp. 97-308, at pp. 126-7 with fig.  28. 
20 Allen, as inn. 19, p. 98 and p. 125. 
21 D.F. Allen, 'The Belgic dynasties of  Britain and their coins', Archaeologia  90 (1944), 1-46. 
22 Allen, as in n. 19, p. 125. For Allen on tribal and regal coinages, see 'The coins of  the Iceni'. Britannia 1 (1970), 1-33; The 

Coins of  the Coritani,  SCBl  3 (London. 1963); 'Cunobelin's gold', Britannia 6 (1975). 1-19; and. with C.C. Haselgrove, 'The gold 
coinage of  Verica', Britannia 10(1979). 1-18. 
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later attempts to understand the coinages of  Iron-Age Britain, even those which have rejected the 
invasion hypothesis which, from  Allen's point of  view, was the reason behind it. 

The inscribed, dynastic stability which Allen saw in the later period also encouraged him to 
write even more systematically than had Brooke the political and military history of  the kingdoms 
of  Iron-Age Britain. His narrative became orthodoxy for  generations of  scholars from  the 1940s 
onwards. It found  its way in one form  or another into the early chapters of  most of  the standard 
books on Roman Britain, from  Frere's Britannia to Salway's Roman Britain, as it provided the 
vital bridge between the invasions of  Caesar and Claudius.23 

Perhaps Allen's most lasting legacy to Iron-Age coin studies was the publication of  his 
gazetteer of  find-spots  and conspectus of  hoards in his essay on the origins of  British coinage, 
published in 1960.24 Ironically this provided Iron-Age coin studies with the impetus it required to 
undermine Allen's own positions, as it encouraged a focus  on the collection of  information  about 
archaeological and numismatic context rather than on the construction of  historical narrative 
based on typological sequence. It also led to the foundation  of  the Celtic Coin Index in 1961 by 
Allen and Sheppard Frere, which moved from  London to Oxford  with Frere in 1966. This began 
as a card index containing records of  all finds  of  Celtic coins from  Britain. It went on-line in 2002 
and now, under the direction of  Philip de Jersey, contains records of  32,000-coin finds  25 

Allen's Belgic invasion hypothesis was accepted entirely, though in a somewhat simplified 
form,  by Commander R.P. Mack, author of  the first  type corpus for  collectors (PI. 10d).26 Mack 
took the conflation  of  coin types and migratory invasions a step further,  conjuring up the peculiar 
image of  a 'second wave of  immigrants to Britain, Gallo-Belgic B'.27 Mack's book remained the 
standard catalogue of  Iron-Age coin types in Britain until the late 1980s. Together with the stan-
dard text books on Roman Britain mentioned above, it served to perpetuate Allen's views long 
after  the theoretical basis for  them had been challenged and dethroned in the wider world of  Iron-
Age archaeology. 

The Belgic invasion hypothesis had in fact  already begun to go out of  fashion  in the 1960s. A 
new generation of  archaeologists, led by John Collis, more interested in asking questions about 
the social and economic function  of  coinage than in evolving new and more detailed typologies or 
historical narratives, started to write about Iron-Age coins from  a different  perspective during the 
1970s and 1980s 28 During these decades, the nature of  our story changes radically. The period 
from  Evans to Allen represented the growth of  a consensus about the significance  of  Iron-Age 
coinages, constructed by a sequence of  great individuals whose opinions dominated the scene for 
decades. Allen's death in 1975 marked the turning point in many ways. Thereafter  there was more 
genuine debate and difference  of  opinion among a larger group of  participants about what the 
study of  Iron-Age coinage should really be all about and, more importantly, what sort of  evidence 
can and should be brought to bear upon it. 

It was in this period that John Kent developed new ideas about the origins of  coinage within 
Britain which, for  the first  time, offered  an alternative to migratory Belgae in the continental 

23 See, e.g., S.S. Frere, Britannia (London, 1967), chapter 4; S. Ireland. Roman Britain. A Sourcebook  (2nd edition, London, 
1996), chapter 4; P. Salway, A History  of  Roman Britain (Oxford,  1997), chapter 3; M. Todd, Roman Britain (2nd edition, 1999), chap-
ter 2. For a post-Allen approach, see M. Millett, The  Romanization of  Britain (Cambridge, 1990), chapter 2. 

24 Allen, as in n. 19, pp. 145-296. Later periodically updated by C.C. Haselgrove, Supplementary  gazetteer  of  find-spots  of  Celtic 
coins in Britain, 1977  (Institute of  Archaeology, London, Occasional Paper 1 la); Haselgrove, 'Celtic coins found  in Britain 1977-82", 
Bulletin  of  the Institute  of  Archaeology,  University  of  London  20 (1984), 107-54; and Haselgrove, 'Celtic coins found  in Britain 
1982-1987', Bulletin  of  the Institute  of  Archaeology,  University  of  London  26 (1989), 1-75. 

25 See www.writer2001 .com/cciwriter2001 /index .htm. 
26 R.P. Mack, The  Coinage  of  Ancient Britain (London, 1953; second edition 1963; third edition 1975). 
27 Mack, as in n. 26 (1963 edition), p. 1. 
28 See, e.g., J. Collis, 'Functional and theoretical interpretations of  British coinage', World  Archaeology  3, 71-84; Collis, 'A func-

tionalist approach to pre-Roman coinage', in Coins and the Archaeologist,  edited by P.J. Casey and R. Reece (2nd edn, London, 1988), 
pp. 1-11; the various essays in Coinage  and Society  in Britain and GauhSome Current  Problems,  edited by B.W. Cunliffe,  CBA 
Research Report 38 (London, 1981); and those in Celtic  Coinage:  Britain and Beyond,  edited by M. Mays, BAR British Series 222 
(Oxford  1992). 
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movements of  British mercenary bands, paid with gold coins which they then took back home 
with them. He also revived the coinage of  Cassivellaunus after  some years' intermission.29 The 
mercenary hypothesis would come to play an excessively important part in Daphne Nash's 
approach to Celtic coinage and society, as exemplified  in her Coinage  in the Celtic  World.  Its 
influence  lingers in the presumption, still shared by many, that Iron-Age gold coinages were 
always produced for  military purposes.30 Kent also took over Allen's last, unfinished,  project of 
publishing the British Museum collection of  continental Celtic coins, bringing two volumes to 
posthumous publication 31 

The new archaeological tendency was, and in many ways still is, led by the work of  Colin 
Haselgrove, who in 1977 wrote prophetically: 

It seems that the study of British Iron Age coinage has itself reached a turning point and that in the future 
research will be increasingly devoted towards the integration of the coin evidence with the rest of the archaeolog-
ical data, of which it is after  all only one component.32 

The publication of  his doctoral thesis in 1987 was the fullest  statement thus far  of  the archaeo-
logical approach which he has pursued since with great effect33  He organised all the coinages by 
phase, avoiding over-precision in the dating and tribal attributions, going back instead to some-
thing like Evans's organisation by geographical district. 

That this new approach failed  to bring about a new consensus is vividly revealed by the publi-
cation only two years later of  Van Arsdell's Celtic  Coinage  of  Britain, which took an entirely dif-
ferent  tack34 This book was intended as the successor to Mack's corpus and, insofar  as it included 
a large range of  new types never before  published, it served a very useful  purpose. However, it 
had serious drawbacks. With breath-taking boldness, all types, apart from  Allen's Gallo-Belgic 
series, were attributed to one tribe or another and given an extraordinarily exact date range. The 
inscribed types of  different  rulers were organised into numbered issues, like those of  medieval 
English kings, and in a curious throwback to Brooke's invention of  the coinage of  Cassivellaunus, 
Boudicca was inexplicably given an issue of  the East Anglian silver coinage attributed to the 
Iceni. Van Arsdell's book was neither fish  nor fowl.  Numismatically it was simply not very good. 
It was riddled with inaccuracies of  description, whilst it displayed only a passing acquaintance 
with the relevant archaeology.35 That it was taken up by Cunliffe  as the standard reference  in the 
coin-related sections of  the latest edition of  his Iron  Age Communities  of  Britain was perhaps one 
of  the more puzzling turns in the recent history of  British archaeology.36 One explanation is that 
Cunliffe's  view of  the late Iron Age in many respects evolved out of  the historicizing and art-his-
torical tradition of  Christopher Hawkes and Derek Allen. Van Arsdell's work perhaps made more 
sense from  this perspective than that of  Haselgrove. Despite its many shortcomings, it was cer-
tainly more immediately accessible and comprehensible, which probably explained its enduring 
appeal. 

It is perhaps surprising to realise that the tendency to describe Iron-Age coin series in tribal 
terms reached its peak only in the 1980s with Van Arsdell, who extended the tribes back in time to 

29 J.P.C. Kent, 'The origin and development of  Celtic gold coinage in BritainCentenaire  de la mort de I'Abbe  Cochet.  1975. Actes 
du colloque international  d'archeologie,  (Rouen, 1978), pp. 313-24; Kent. 'The origins of  coinage in Britain', in Coinage  and Society 
in Britain and Gaul, edited  by B.W. Cunliffe  (London, 1981), pp. 40-42. 

30 D. Nash, Coinage  in tbe Celtic  World  (London, 1987). For more in a similar vein, see J.A. Sills 'The summer of  54 BC',  NCirc 
104 (1996), 334-5; Sills, 'Coinage of  the British coalition against Caesar', NCirc  105 (1997), 324-6. 

31 D. Allen (J.P.C. Kent and M. Mays, editors). Catalogue  of  Celtic  Coins in the British Museum,  Vol. 1 Silver  Coins of  the East 
Celts  and Balkan  Peoples (London, 1978); Vol. 2. Silver  Coins of  North  Italy,  South  and Central  France,  Switzerland  and South 
Germany (London, 1990); (M. Mays, editor) Vol. 3 Bronze Coins of  Gaul (London, 1995). The fourth  and final  volume will be edited 
by Colin Haselgrove and the present author. 

32 Haselgrove, Supplementary  Gazetteer  . . . 1977,  as in n. 24, p. 1. 
33 C.C. Haselgrove, Iron  Age coinage in south-east England:  the archaeological  context,  BAR British series 174, 2 vols. (Oxford, 

1987), including an overview of  the history of  the subject on pp. 1-12. 
34 R.D. Van Arsdell, Celtic  Coinage  of  Britain (London, 1989). 
35 See the critical reviews by J.P.C. Kent in NC  150 (1990), 266-68 and A.M. Burnett in BNJ  59 (1989), 235-37 
36 See B.W. Cunliffe,  Iron  Age Communities  of  Britain (London, 3rd edition, 1991). Cunliffe  also wrote the preface  to Van 

Arsdell's work where he optimistically described it as 'an essential tool of  incomparable value for  everyone working in the field  of  Iron 
Age studies'. 
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include Allen's early uninscribed coin series. (The Celtic Coin Index's website has recently fol-
lowed him in this.) Richard Hobbs, by contrast, returned to Allen's distinction between unin-
scribed and inscribed series (though rejecting the Belgic invasion hypothesis that had underpinned 
it) and, following  Haselgrove's lead, returned to the example of  Evans and avoided tribes alto-
gether in his 1996 catalogue of  the British Museum collection.37 This prompted an enigmatically 
titled retort from  Van Arsdell in the pages of  the Numismatic  Circular  Hobbs's catalogue pro-
vided a fully  illustrated publication of  the 4,581 coins then in the British Museum's collection. 
Despite not being a full  type corpus, the quality of  the collection meant that in most areas it was 
able to serve as one. Its cautiousness on dating and tribal divisions as explained in the introduction 
provided a much needed antidote to the illusory exactness offered  by Van Arsdell. However, the 
names which Hobbs gave to some of  his series, especially his 'northern' and 'north-eastern' 
regions, rather than 'Catuvellanian/Trinovantian' and 'Corieltauvian', were somewhat unhelpful, 
and perhaps said more about the south-of-Thames  origins of  the author than anything else.39 The 
other major new departure in this catalogue was the inclusion of  an index to the bewildering mul-
titude of  symbols that appear on the coins. This imaginative attempt to make sense of  the visual 
repertoire of  motifs  does not as yet seem to have made much impact, and it did not make good the 
lack of  a more basic index of  designs. 

The 1990s saw a significant  increase in activity, mostly centred on the work of  the Celtic Coin 
Index in Oxford,40  Jeffrey  May at the University of  Nottingham 41 and the University of  Durham, 
where Colin Haselgrove was professor  of  archaeology.42 The existence of  these different  centres 
represented the diversity of  approaches which has been characteristic of  the field  since the 1970s. 
Haselgrove's radical emphasis on evolving chronologies and questions from  archaeology rather 
than typology, and on the integration of  the study of  the coin evidence with other categories of 
finds,  differed  widely from  the variety of  more thorough-going numismatic methods that were 
otherwise prevalent.43 Elsewhere, the technique of  the die study was applied to a much wider 
range of  coin series. This helped refine  typologies considerably and made significant  progress 44 
In most other respects, however, the new numismatists perpetuated the venerable tradition of 
extracting history from  (or injecting it into) the coin evidence. Indeed there often  seemed to be 
few  points of  contact between them and the archaeologists, as the questions they were asking, the 
premises they were starting from,  and the conclusions they thought they could draw from  their 
evidence were so very different.  The various members of  the Department of  Coins and Medals of 
the British Museum who had responsibility for  the Iron-Age collections during the 1980s and 
1990s, Andrew Burnett, Richard Hobbs and the present author, on the whole adopted a position of 
catholic neutrality and took refuge  in publishing the collection and new hoards, or in the perhaps 
less exciting but certainly less polarized world of  Roman coins.45 

37 R. Hobbs, British Iron  Age Coins in the British Museum  (London, 1996). This project was initially conceived by Allen as part of 
his intention to publish the BM Celtic collection in five  volumes. 

38 R.D. Van Arsdell,'It's 1960 again - is everyone feeling  much better now?', NCirc  106(1996), 104-105. 
39 Or, as Hobbs himself  (pers. comm.) has acutely conjectured, maybe it's because he's a Londoner. 
40 See the accessible introduction by P. de Jersey, Celtic  Coinage  in Britain (Princes Risborough, 1996), which drew extensively 

on his work at the Index. See also his 'Exotic Celtic coinage in Britain', Oxford  Journal  of  Archaeology  18 (1999), 189-216; and 
'Cunobelin's silver', Britannia 32 (2001), 1-44. 

41 See, e.g., J. May, 'The earliest gold coinages of  the Corieltauvi?', in Mays (editor), Celtic  Coinage,  as in n. 28, pp. 113-121: 
May, 'Coinage and the settlements of  the Corieltauvi in east Midland Britain'. BNJ  64 (1994), 1-21. 

42 See his survey article 'The development of  British Iron-Age coinage', NC  153 (1993), 31-63. 
43 For the work of  the next generation of  archaeologists, see, e.g., M. Curteis, 'An analysis of  the circulation patterns of  Iron Age 

coins from  Northamptonshire', Britannia 27 (1996), 17-42; I.J. Wellington, 'Iron Age coinage on the Isle of  Wight', Oxford  Journal  of 
Archaeology,  20 (2001), 39-57. 

44 See, e.g., A. Chadburn, 'A hoard of  iron-age silver coins from  Fring, Norfolk,  arid some observations on the Icenian coin series', 
BNJ  60 (1990), 1-12; Chadburn, 'Iron Age coins', in Excavations at Stonea,  Cambridgeshire  1980-85, edited by R.PJ. Jackson and 
T.W. Potter (London, 1996), pp. 264-286; S.C. Bean, Coinage  of  the Atrebates  and Regni (Oxford.  2000); J.A. Sills, Gaulish and 
Early  British gold  coinage (London, 2003), and G.L. Cottam's forthcoming  book on the inscribed coinage of  the Corieltauvi. 

45 For their work, see, e.g., A.M. Burnett, 'Celtic coinage in Britain III: the Waltham St Lawrence treasure trove', BNJ  60 (1990), 
13-28 (together with the two companion pieces cited below); Burnett, '"Gallo-Belgic" coins and Britain' in Sites  and sights of  the Iron 
Age, edited by B. Raftery,  Oxbow Monograph 56 (Oxford  1995), pp. 5-11; Hobbs, British Iron  Age Coins-, J.H.C. Williams, 'Delete-
undelete: Mack 280 and early British silver', NC  158 (1998), 53-61; Williams, 'Coin inscriptions and the origins of  writing in pre-
Roman Britain". BNJ1\  (2001), 1-17. 
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There were attempts by John Creighton to reinvigorate the debate. His innovative book, Coins 

and Power in Late Iron  Age Britain, built on earlier work to develop a range of  original theses 
about the meaning of  the coin types of  Iron-Age Britain.46 The abstract motifs  characteristic of 
early uninscribed British coinage were, he argued, inspired by narcotically induced visions 
brought on in the course of  shamanistic ritual. On the reasons for  the apparently abrupt change to 
classical imagery in the later period, he proposed as the vehicle for  this shift  a nursery of  young 
British princes, sent to Rome as hostages, who grew up in the imperial court and returned to 
Britain imbued with the new Augustan style which they imitated on their coins, though almost 
nowhere else. This work was of  uneven quality and it received mixed reviews, but it was undoubt-
edly the most interesting and inventive thing to come out of  Iron-Age coin studies for  a long 
time.47 

Ever since Evans the evidence of  changing weight standards had provided a rough means of 
estimating chronologies for  undated coin series 48 The development of  techniques to measure spe-
cific  gravity gave some insight into changing gold contents and added a further  dimension to the 
story. The 1990s saw the metallurgical analysis of  Iron-Age coins come into its own, with impor-
tant work published by Northover and Cowell. The most interesting story to come out of  this work 
was, perhaps, the deliberate maintenance within the Gallo-Belgic and uninscribed British gold 
series of  a gold colour over a long period of  steady recycling and debasement, followed  by a shift 
towards a general preference  for  cuprous red gold more or less at the same time as the arrival of 
inscriptions and classical imagery 49 

Another important development in the late twentieth century was the more effective  integration 
of  continental material and its leading scholars into all sides of  the insular British debate. Colin 
Haselgrove undertook extensive fieldwork  in northern France and collected valuable information 
on stratified  coin finds,  with sometimes important implications for  the dating of  various early coin 
series.50 On the more strictly numismatic side, the publication in 1977 of  Simone Scheers's 
immensely learned work on the coinages of  Belgic Gaul provided a detailed type corpus, metro-
logical and die studies, and much information  on the distributions of  some of  the most important 
coinages for  the understanding of  the British series.51 This was complemented in 1994 by Philip 
de Jersey's work on the coins of  Armorica.52 

Scheers's style, with its intense attention to numismatic detail and strong historicizing tenden-
cies, remains highly influential  within Britain, and she remains the current leading representative 
of  the francophone  tradition of  Iron-Age coin studies which for  decades was dominated by the 
work of  Colbert de Beaulieu. His view of  coin chronology was strictly historically based, derived 
from  a forced  reading of  the ancient literary evidence. He adopted from  Camille Jullian, the great 
historian of  Gaul in antiquity, the notion of  an Arvernian Empire which had lasted from  the third 
century BC down to the Roman conquest of  the south in 121 BC. Only with the fall  of  the Arverni 
and their monetary monopoly, he argued, did regional gold, silver and bronze coinages begin to 
flourish.  This position proved to be untenable in the face  of  an increasing amount of  good archae-
ological evidence which pushed the regional series back into the second century BC, though it still 

46 J. Creighton, Coins and Power in Late Iron  Age Britain (Cambridge. 2000). See also his 'Visions of  power: imagery and sym-
bols in late Iron Age Britain", Britannia 26 (1995), 285-301. 

47 For reviews, see J.H.C. Williams in British Archaeology  57 (Feb., 2001). 30-31: R. Hobbs in NC  161 (2001), 364-68; J.A. Sills 
in NCirc  108 (2000). 162-3; J. Collis in Archaeological  Journal  157 (2000), 475-6. 

48 See Evans, Coins of  the Ancient Britons, as in n. 9. pp. 26-7. estimating the date for  the beginning of  coinage in Britain through 
declining weight standards. 

49 See, e.g.. M.R. Cowell. W.A. Oddy and A.M Burnett. 'Ccltic coinage in Britain: new hoards and recent analyses', BNJ  57 
(1987), 1-23; A.M. Burnett and M.R. Cowell. "Celtic coinage in Britain II ' . BNJ  58 (1988), 1-10: M.R. Cowell, "An analytical survey 
of  the British Celtic gold coinage", in Mays (editor), Celtic  Coinage,  as in n. 28, pp. 207-34; P. Northover. 'Materials issues in the 
Celtic coinage", in Mays (editor), Celtic  Coinage,  pp. 235-300: P. Clogg and C.C. Haselgrove, 'The composition of  Iron Age struck 
"bronze" coinage in eastern England", Oxford  Journal  of  Archaeology  14 (1995). 41-62. On the interpretation of  colour in iron-age 
coinage, see Creighton, Coins and Power, as in n. 46, pp. 37-40. 68-9. 

50 See his survey article, C.C. Haselgrove, 'Iron Age coinage: recent work', in The  Iron  Age in Britain and Ireland.  Recent trends, 
edited by T.C. Champion and J. Collis (Sheffield.  1996). pp. 67-86. 

51 S. Scheers, Traile  de numismatique celtique  II. La Gaule Belgiqtie  (Paris, 1977). 
52 P. de Jersey, Coinage  in Iron  Age Armorica (Oxford,  1994). 
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seems to have some advocates.53 Colbert de Beaulieu was also keen on attributing coin series to 
different  local tribes. This, with some modification,  is a tradition that persists.54 There is, however, 
an important countervailing archaeological tendency which is less committed to an historical 
framework  for  dating and more sceptical as to tribal nomenclature.55 If  the study of  these coins in 
Britain and on the continent is to move forward  in the future,  there will have to be a furthering  of 
dialogue between archaeologists and numismatists on both sides of  the Channel. 

Roman Coins 
At the turn of  the last millennium Britain was in many ways the most intensely studied province 
of  the Roman Empire, both in terms of  the numbers and range of  sites excavated and the kinds of 
questions asked about it. Britain generally lacks the monumental remains that characterize the 
continental provinces of  the Empire, so British archaeologists developed new techniques of  exca-
vation, including stratigraphy, and studied the small things at their disposal - the strap-ends, the 
potsherds, the brooches, the tile fragments  - at which they once excelled. Romano-British archae-
ology was thus rather less art-historical than its continental counterparts, which was a good thing. 
But it still shared some of  their blindspots. For example, British archaeologists tended to excavate 
the 'historically significant'  villas, towns and military camps of  Roman Britain, and largely 
ignored the countryside. In an economy that must always have been predominantly agricultural 
and where most of  the population will have lived in small rural settlements, this was perhaps an 
oversight.56 

The style of  writing about Roman Britain changed over the century. From Haverfield  through to 
the 1980s, most general books concentrated on the military and political story. Archaeology was 
used to illustrate the ancient textual evidence, or rather the narrative that had been constructed 
from  that evidence. The post-1965 generation realised that archaeology could answer different 
kinds of  important questions on which the texts had nothing to say. They began instead to devise a 
wide array of  theoretical positions to enliven their debates on such subjects as Romanization, soci-
ety and economy. They stopped reading Latin and Greek texts but, to some extent, also lost their 
interest in objects, and stopped being able to identify  coins and pots as well. 

The study of  Roman coins in Britain fitted  into this changing paradigm rather well. There was 
no distinctively Romano-British numismatic series, apart from  the late third-century 'British 
emperors', Carausius and Allectus, and the brief  life  of  the mint of  London in the next generation. 
So there was no great local numismatic patrimony to distract scholars from  more important mat-
ters 57 For the first  half  of  the century British numismatists wisely concentrated instead on the 
imperial series as a whole, rather than on their small inheritance of  it. Out of  this empire-wide 
view grew Roman Imperial  Coinage  and the catalogue of  the British Museum collection which 
between them still constitute the standard references  for  Roman imperial coins of  most periods. 
The original presiding genius of  these projects was Harold Mattingly who, together with Edward 

53 See J.B. Colbert de Beaulieu, Traite  de numismatique celtique  I. Metliodologie  des ensembles (Paris, 1973); reviewed critically 
by D. Nash, 'The chronology of  Celtic coinage in Gaul: the Arvernian "hegemony" reconsidered', NC1  15 (1975), 204-17. 

54 See L.-P. Delestree and M. Tache, Nouvel  Atlas des Monnaies  Gauloises, vol. 1, de la Seine du Rhin (St Germain-en-Laye, 
2002), pp. 10-12 for  refreshing  scepticism on tribal attributions before  La Tene D1 (c.130 BC). However, the grounds for  even this 
t.p.q„ are still rather shaky, for  it rests on the dubious supposition that Caesar's account of  the tribes of  Gaul written in the 50s BC relies 
on Poseidonius's account supposedly written in the late second century BC. 

55 See, e.g., K. Gruel, La Monnaie  chez les Gaulois (Paris, 19S9); V. Guichard, P. Pion, F. Malacher, J. Collis, 'A propos de la cir-
culation monetaire en Gaule chevelue aux lie et Ier siecles av. J.-C.', Revue Archeologique  du Centre  de la France  32 (1993), 25-55. 
For a review of  recent developments in Belgic Gaul, see C.C. Haselgrove, 'The development of  Iron Age coinage in Belgic Gaul', NC 
159(1999), 111-68. 

56 For discussion and statistics on types of  sites excavated, see Hingley, Roman Officers  . . . , as in n. 3, pp. 149-51. 
57 This has not prevented the production of  important work on these areas. See, e.g., the four  essays by A.M. Burnett, J.P. Casey, 

R.F. Bland and C.E. King from  BNJ  54 (1984) republished as Studies  in the Coinage  of  Carausius  and Allectus,  edited by C.E. Challis 
and M.A.S. Blackburn; H.P.G. Williams, 'A small Carausian hoard from  the Wheeler excavations at Verulamium', BNJ  60 (1990), 
130-3; C.E. Lloyd, 'The C mint of  Carausius and Allectus', BNJ  68 (1998), 1-10. For larger studies, see N. Shiel, The  Episode  of 
Carausius  and Allectus:  the literary  and numismatic evidence,  BAR 40 (Oxford,  1977); PJ . Casey, Carausius  and Allectus:  the British 
Usurpers  (London, 1994). The study of  the mini of  London has most recently been the province of  Lord Stewartby. See, e.g., his 'Early 
tetrarchic coins of  London from  the Market Stainton finds',  NC  158 (1998), 89-102. 
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Sydenham, worked tirelessly on both from  the 1920s to 1950 as assistant keeper in the British 
Museum (though, to the slight frustration  of  his unworthy successors, he puzzlingly omitted to 
write a concordance between them). Webb and Pearce contributed volumes on the third and late 
fourth  centuries AD respectively, while Sutherland, Carson, and Kent continued the work on both 
series until the publication of  the final,  tenth, volume of  RIC  in 1994.58 Not the least of  the contri-
butions made by those remarkable Romanists was the indispensable Late Roman Bronze Coinage, 
which reduced the apparent complexities of  this series to a manageable, if  initially daunting, tabu-
lar format.59  The British Museum collection of  Republican coins had been published in 1910 by 
Grueber, whose work was based on that of  Count de Salis in the previous generation. Sydenham's 
type corpus of  the series appeared in 1952, but the mysteries of  the Republican series were not 
finally  solved until Crawford's  Roman Republican Coinage  in 1974, which immediately rendered 
all previous classifications  obsolete.60 

The sorting out of  the entire Roman coin series is perhaps the most important contribution 
made by British scholars in any field  of  numismatics. That tradition lives on in the Roman 
Provincial  Coinage  project with the added ingredient of  entente cordiale,  since it is a joint enter-
prise of  the British Museum and the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris.61 This essay could justifiably 
end here, but there is another, equally important, story to tell about Roman coin studies in Britain, 
concerning the rise of  a distinctively British style of  archaeological numismatics in the 1970s, 
inspired by Richard Reece in London and John Casey in Durham. 

There had been books of  merit and interest on Roman coins in Britain before  1970. Akerman 
published the earliest example of  the genre in 1836, but the first  of  the modern era appeared in 
1937 62 Sutherland's Coinage  and Currency  in Roman Britain undertook a period-by-period sur-
vey of  the subject, looking at both the general currency and the phenomenon of  copying in each 
one. It made extensive use of  hoard evidence and contained a systematic list of  all Roman coin 
hoards from  Britain then known 63 On a somewhat more popular level for  collectors was Gilbert 
Askew's Coinage  of  Roman Britain, which was essentially an updated version of  Akerman.64 

Roman coin hoards were doggedly published, with increasing attention to detail over the years 
as new reference  books became available, by British Museum curators who dealt with them in the 
course of  their Treasure Trove work. These appeared first  in the Numismatic  Chronicle  and later in 
the Coin Hoards  from  Roman Britain series, started by Robert Carson and Andrew Burnett in 
1979. But there was little sense that coin finds,  whether in hoards or individually, were merely one 
aspect of  the whole archaeological record with which they should be integrated. They were treated 
as a source for  new numismatic types and varieties and as a means of  understanding what coins 
were in circulation within Britain at different  periods. 

Explanations of  different  patterns of  hoarding or circulation were mostly derived from  histori-
cal evidence. Explanations were simple, in the sense that outbreaks of  hoarding were thought to be 
explicable in most cases as a response to a local emergency of  some kind or another. All that 
remained was to find  out from  the texts what the emergency might have been, be it the Boudiccan 
rebellion, the End of  Roman Britain, or whatever. If  nothing appropriate was found,  the hoards 
were then interpreted as predictive of  an otherwise unrecorded emergency — Saxon pirate raids, 
local insurgencies or the like. Either way, hoards were made to serve the purposes of  reconstruct-
ing the military and political history of  Roman Britain, which was entirely understandable as this 
was in fact  the agenda of  Roman archaeology as a whole. So, for  instance, Anne S. Robertson, the 

58 J.P.C. Kent, The  Roman Imperial  Coinage,  Vol. X. The  Divided  Empire and the Fall  of  the Western  Parts  (London, 1994). 
59 P.V. Hill, J.P.C. Kent, R.A.G. Carson, Late Roman Bronze Coinage,  AD 324^198  (London, 1960; reprint 1965). 
60 H.A. Grueber, Coins of  the Roman Republic in the British Museum  (London, 1910; 2nd edition, edited by R.A.G. Carson and 

M.H. Crawford,  London 1970); E.A. Sydenham (revised by G.C. Haines, L. Forrer and C.A. Hersh), The  Coinage  of  the Roman 
Republic (London, 1952); M.H. Crawford,  Roman Republican Coinage,  2 vols (London, 1974); see also his Roman Republican Coin 
Hoards,  RNS Special Publication no.4 (London. 1969). 

61 A.M. Burnett, M. Amandry, P.P. Ripolles, Roman Provincial  Coinage,  vol. I, From  the death  of  Caesar  to the death  of  Vitellius 
(44  BC-AD 69) (London-Paris, 1992), and Roman Provincial  Coinage.  Supplement  1 (London-Paris, 1998): A.M. Burnett, M. 
Amandry, I. Carradice, Roman Provincial  Coinage  ,vol. II, From  Vespasian  to Domitian (AD  69-96)  (London-Paris, 1999). 

62 J.Y. Akerman, Coins of  the Romans relating  to Britain (London. 1836; 2nd edition 1844). 
63 C.H.V. Sutherland, Coinage  and Currency  in Roman Britain (London, 1937). 
64 G. Askew, The  Coinage  of  Roman Britain (London, 1951; 2nd edition 1980). 
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doyenne of  Romano-British coin studies, whose monumental corpus of  hoards was published 
posthumously in 2000, attempted to explain the efflorescence  of  hoards closing in the reign of  the 
emperor Marcus Aurelius (AD 160-181) with reference  to a textually-attested rebellion within 
Britain which, she argued, had caused an outbreak of  emergency hoarding.65 The problem with 
this explanation was that there was also a peak in hoarding at this time detectable in other areas of 
the empire where no disturbances were recorded. This began to be changed by the work of  John 
Casey and Richard Reece in the 1960s and 1970s, both Roman archaeologists with a particular 
personal interest in coins and in site finds  in particular.66 

Reece studied the rather unpromising 56,000 coins found  in the excavations at Richborough in 
Kent, and found  that in the late third century AD there was a huge upsurge in the numbers of  coins 
found  on the site, and a corresponding dip in the period from  296 to 317. This he initially inter-
preted as an indication of  the refortification  of  Richborough by the 'British emperors', Carausius 
and Allectus, in the years up to 296. He then went on to compare the profile  of  coin finds,  period 
by period, from  this site with those from  eighty-eight other sites in Britain which he had also stud-
ied and, most importantly, with the normal profile  of  coin loss for  all sites, which was a mean gen-
erated from  their coin lists. Reece found  that the late third-century upsurge in Richborough's coin 
list was actually perfectly  normal for  Britain as a whole, but that Richborough had an abnormally 
high proportion of  coins from  the latest period of  Roman Britain, 388-402.67 These observations 
led Reece to develop new statistical methods of  analysing data on coin loss and a range of  predic-
tive 'normal' profiles  for  different  kinds of  site across Britain. Not everyone found  them entirely 
accessible, however, and in the latest presentation of  his ideas there are, mercifully,  'no 
numbers'.68 

This method has been revolutionary for  our understanding of  coin circulation in Roman Britain 
and beyond, and is still fundamental.  What it taught us is that no site, indeed no province, can be 
studied in isolation. What it perhaps did not manage to achieve was to integrate fully  the study of 
the coins with other categories of  finds.  Though Reece's work was by no means restricted to coins, 
that part of  it that concentrated on the numismatic evidence was still something of  a closed dis-
course to those not especially interested in the subject of  Roman coinage in Britain. But there are 
signs in the work of  the next generation that this is changing. The excavators of  the Roman small 
town at Heybridge in Essex, for  example, are attempting not merely to construct a unified  coin list 
for  the whole site, but to investigate variations in coin loss between different  contexts within it, 
and to relate these to the other sorts of  finds  in the different  settlement zones of  the town, in order 
to produce a more integrated description of  both the material and the place.69 

The major advances in interpretation have come from  the recording and study of  site finds  by 
archaeologists. It must be acknowledged, however, that an important contribution has also been 
made by amateur archaeologists and metal-detectorists. Although the precision of  the provenance 
date they tend to provide may leave something to be desired, the sheer quantity of  material recov-
ered is impressive. Through their efforts  several new types of  Iron-Age coin came to light in the 
1980s and 1990s, and the numbers of  specimens known increased rapidly.70 Relations between 
detectorists and archaeologists were often  rather tense except in areas like Norfolk,  where 
archaeologists like Tony Gregory made an effort  to reach across the divide and gain access to the 

65 A.S. Robertson, 'Romano-British coin hoards: their numismatic, archaeological and historical significance',  in Coins and the 
Archaeologist,  edited by P.J. Casey and R. Reece, as in n. 66, pp. 13-35, at p. 29. See now her An Inventory  of  Romano-British Coin 
Hoards,  RNS special publication 20 (London, 2000). 

66 See especially the seminal volume of  essays which they edited jointly, Coins and the Archaeologist  (BAR 4, Oxford,  1974; 2nd 
edition, London, 1988). See also P.J. Casey Roman Coinage  in Britain (Princes Risborough, 1980; 2nd edition 1984; 3rd edition 1994). 

67 For a more extended account, see R. Reece, Coinage  in Roman Britain (London). For further  selected highlights, see also Reece, 
Roman Coins from  140 Sites  in Britain, Cotswold Studies 4 (Cirencester, 1991); 'Site-finds  in Britain', Britannia 26 (1995). 179-206: 
'The interpretation of  site finds  - a review', in Coin finds  and coin use in the Roman world,  edited by C.E. King and D.G. Wigg, 
Studien zu Fundmiinzen der Antike 10 (Berlin, 1996), 341-54. 

68 Reece, Coinage  of  Roman Britain, as in n. 67 p. 9. 
69 Work currently being undertaken for  publication by Peter Guest and Mark Atkinson. 
70 For further  discussion, see P. de Jersey, 'Cast away riches: estimating the volume of  Celtic coinage found  in Britain', The 

Yorkshire  Numismatist  3 (1997), 1-13. 
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important material and other information  that detectorists were uncovering and which was going 
unrecorded.7' One imaginative response to the situation was the introduction of  British 
Numismatic  Journal's  Coin Register in 1987, as a quick and easy means of  publicizing new single 
finds  of  significance.  A potential solution to the problem arose out of  a report of  the Council for 
British Archaeology published in 1995, which estimated that around 30,000 detectorists were dis-
covering something of  the order of  400,000 finds  dating from  before  1600 every year, of  which 
perhaps only five  per cent were being recorded in any form.72  Something had to be done to 
encourage the voluntary reporting of  these finds,  and to improve relations across the country. This 
general feeling  led to the launching of  the Portable Antiquities Scheme in 1997, which received 
most of  its initial impetus from  numismatists, especially Roger Bland. The scheme, which is based 
at the British Museum and within local archaeological or museum services, was designed to 
enable the voluntary recording of  finds  of  antiquities of  all sorts, mostly made by metal-detec-
torists. Of  the many thousands of  objects of  all kinds found  and recorded every year, Roman coins 
alone constituted almost a fifth.  The Scheme was piloted in six different  regions across England 
and Wales, and has recently received funding  from  the Heritage Lottery Fund to cover the whole 
of  England and Wales.73 (Scotland and Northern Ireland are not included.) The national scheme 
will include a post specifically  dedicated to the interpretation of  Roman and Iron-Age coins 
recorded by regional finds  liaison officers. 

Despite the increase in the contribution of  site finds  and chance individual finds  since the 
1970s, hoards have continued to make a considerable impact, not least on the lives of  British 
Museum curators. The early third-century AD Shapwick Villa hoard of  over 9,000 silver denarii, 
found  in 1998, was the largest fully  recorded (and now published) denarius hoard from  anywhere 
in the Roman Empire.74 In the 1980s the curators who worked on the massive Normanby (Lines.) 
and Cunetio (Wilts.) hoards of  47,909 and 54,951 radiates respectively rewrote the catalogue of 
the late third-century coinage.75 The Hoxne (Suffolk)  hoard of  over 15,000 gold and silver coins 
and over 200 items of  gold and silver jewellery and tableware, buried in the early fifth  century AD 
and rediscovered in 1992, will build on Pearce's and Kent's earlier taxonomic work on the late 
Roman silver siliqua coinage.76 The Hoxne hoard also provides important new information  and 
analytical data on the related phenomena of  the copying and clipping of  silver coins in this period, 
of  which the latter especially has long been a favourite  subject in Romano-British numismatics.77 
Finally, the mid fifth-century  AD Patching (W. Sussex) hoard, discovered in 1997, either narrowed 
or highlighted the gap between the disappearance of  coinage with the end of  Roman Britain and 
its reappearance in Anglo-Saxon England.78 This chasm had once been filled  with the so-called 

71 See, e .g.. his essay Snettisham and Bury: some new light on the earliest Icenian coinage , in Mays (editor), Celtic  Coinage,as  in 
n. 28, pp. 47-68, together with Andrew Rogerson's obituary of  Gregory at pp. 70-71. 

7: C. Dobinson and S. Denison, Metal  Detecting  and Archaeology  in England  (London. 1995). 
73 Sec the Scheme's website at www.finds.org.uk  and its regular Newsletter  and Annual Report. 
74 See R.A. Abdy and S. Minnitt, 'Shapwick Villa, Somerset', in Coin Hoards  from  Roman Britain Vol. XI, edited by R.A. Abdy, 

I.R.M. Leins and J.H.C Williams, RNS special publication no. 36 (London. 2002). pp. 169-233; and R.A. Abdy, R.A. Brunning and 
C.J. Webster "The discovery of  a Roman villa at Shapwick and its Severan coin hoard of  9,238 silver denarii',  Journal  of  Roman 
Archaeology  14 (2001), 359-72. 

75 E. Besly and R.F. Bland (eds). The  Cunetio  Treasure.  Roman Coinage  of  the Third  Century  AD (London, 1983); R.F. Bland and 
A.M. Burnett. 'Normanby, Lines: 47909 radiates to AD 289". in Besly and Bland (editors), The  Normanby  Hoard  and other Roman 
Coin Hoards.  Coin Hoards  from  Roman Britain Vol. VIII (London. 1988).pp. 114-215 

76 To be published as RS.W. Guest, The  Gold  and Silver  Coins from  the Hoxne  Hoard  (London, forthcoming).  For preliminary 
reports, see R.F. Bland and C.M. Johns, The  Hoxne  Treasure.  An Illustrated  Introduction  (London, 1993); and, by the same authors, 
'The great Hoxne treasure: a preliminary report. Journal  of  Roman Archaeology  6 (1993), 493-96. 

77 See especially R.A.G. Carson, 'Gold and silver coin hoards and the end of  Roman Britain'. British Museum  Yearbook  1 (1976), 
67-82; S.A. Archer. 'Late Roman gold and silver hoards in Britain: a gazetteer', in The  End  of  Roman Britain, edited by RJ. Casey, 
BAR British series 71 (Oxford.  1979), pp. 29-65; C.E. King, 'Late Roman silver hoards in Britain and the problem of  clipped sill— 
quae', BNJ  51 (1982), 5-31; A.M. Burnett,'Clipped siliquae and the end of  Roman Britain', Britannia 15(1984). 163-8; RS.W. Guest, 
'Hoards from  the end of  Roman Britain", in Coin Hoards  from  Roman Britain Vol. X. edited by R.F. Bland and J. Orna-Ornstein 
(London 1997), pp. 411-23. 

78 See S. White, J. Manley, J. Orna-Ornstein et al.. 'A mid-fifth  century hoard of  Roman and pseudo-Roman material from 
Patching, West Sussex". Britannia 30 (1999), 301-15. 

http://www.finds.org.uk
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'minim' coinage of  the fifth  and sixth centuries.79 A steadily improving understanding of  the phe-
nomenon of  copying over the twentieth century, especially of  low denominations, rightly identi-
fied  these coins as 'barbarous' imitations of  earlier types, relocated them to the third and fourth 
centuries where they belonged, and left  the fifth  and sixth centuries barren.80 There are renewed 
attempts to fill  them again with lingering Roman base-metal coins found  in early Anglo-Saxon 
burial contexts 81 The implications of  these and many other hoard finds,  old and new, have 
recently been succinctly and admirably surveyed by Richard Anthony Abdy in his Romano-British 
Coin Hoards.82 

The advent of  the Treasure Act in 1997, which superseded the old common law of  Treasure 
Trove, had an immediate impact on the number and the kinds of  hoards that were reported and 
catalogued. Brought into law through the joint efforts  of  the Surrey Archaeological Society, Lord 
Perth and Roger Bland, it quickly effected  a doubling in the number of  reported cases of  coin 
hoards.83 This increase came about largely because, under the new law, hoards no longer had to 
have been buried with the intention of  later recovery to qualify  as treasure. Moreover, base-metal 
coin hoards now fell  squarely within the category of  finds  that had to be reported. Previously coins 
had had to consist 'substantially' of  precious metal. This left  many debased-silver coinages in an 
uncertain position. Furthermore, base-metal non-coin objects found  in association with coin 
hoards were now deemed to be treasure 'by association'. This led to a noticeable increase in the 
numbers of  sestertius  hoards, mixed silver and bronze hoards, and hoards including items of  cop-
per-alloy jewellery that became available for  recording.84 It will be interesting to see whether this 
trend continues in future  years and whether the new-found  visibility of  these wider associations 
will bring hoard studies closer to other archaeological debates. 

Conclusion 
The fields  of  Iron-Age and Roman numismatics in Britain have taken similar courses over the cen-
tury of  the British Numismatic Society's existence. Both have developed vastly more detailed 
typologies, and benefited  from  improved provenance data and proper recording of  hoards. One 
paradoxical consequence of  this expansion was that archaeologists and historians in adjacent 
fields  gradually came to pay less and less attention to what the numismatists were writing and 
thinking, and their methods and preconceptions seemed to drift  further  and further  apart from  one 
another. Numismatics tended to persist in its deep-rooted antiquarian traditions of  taxonomy, 
whilst archaeologists increasingly adopted a variety of  ideas-based approaches which all too often 
shunned the object. The numismatists tended to work within the conceptual framework  of  a previ-
ous generation of  archaeologists and historians, while they in turn referred  to outdated or unreli-
able books on coins, or took as facts  statements or arrangements that were merely hypothetical. 

There were figures  in both fields  who saw the need for  (re-)integration, especially in the latter 
part of  the century, but they were only partially successful.  Despite their efforts,  most people in 
the wider academic world continued to work with the presumption that coins and coin studies 

79 For a representative example of  this view, held also by Sutherland, see P.V. Hill, 'The coinage of  Britain in the Dark Ages', BNJ 
26 (1949), 1-28, finally  overturned by John Kent, 'Barbarous copies of  Roman coins: their significance  for  the British historian and 
archaeologist', Limeskongress  Rheinfelden-Bcisel  1957 (Basel, 1959), pp. 61-8. See also his 'The end of  Roman Britain: the literary 
and numismatic evidence reviewed', in The  End  of  Roman Britain, edited by P.J. Casey, BAR British series 71 (Oxford,  1979), 
pp. 15-28. Kent also rooted out Carausius II, another will o' the wisp conjured up from  Roman copies: 'Carausius II: fact  or fiction?', 
NC6  17 (1957), 78-83. 

80 On copying, see especially J.A. Davies, 'The barbarous radiates from  Richborough', BNJ  52 (1982), 17-28; Davies, Barbarous 
radiates:  a study  of  the irregular  Roman coinage of  the 270s and 280s from  southern England  (unpublished PhD thesis, Univ. of 
Reading, 1988); G.C. Boon, 'Counterfeit  coins in Roman Britain'. in Casey and Reece (editors), Coins and the Archaeologist  (2nd edn. 
as in n. 66, pp. 102-88; R.J. Brickstock, Copies of  the Fel Temp Reparatio Coinage  in Britain, BAR British Series 176 (Oxford,  1987); 
C.E. King, 'Roman copies', in King and Wigg (editors), as in n. 67, pp. 237-63, with extensive,empire-wide bibliography. 

81 Especially by G. Williams (pers.  comm.). For the evidence, see R.H. White, Roman and Celtic  Objects from  Anglo-Saxon 
Graves, BAR British series 191 (London, 1988), chapter 5. 

82 R.A. Abdy, Romano-British Coin Hoards  (Princes Risborough, 2002). 
83 Yearly notices of  Roman hoards from  Britain are published in NC,  Britannia and the Treasure  Annual Report. 
84 See R.A. Abdy et al., 'Preface',  in Coin Hoards  from  Roman Britain Vol. XI, as in n. 74, pp. 7-8. 
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were somewhat marginal. Absorbed as they were with the minutiae of  their subject and dealing 
with the ever-increasing volume of  material, the numismatists on the whole failed  to communicate 
their passion and the significance  of  their material and results to others, and they were always in 
danger of  becoming something of  a closed community. Neither of  Britain's national numismatic 
societies did much to counteract this tendency. Indeed it could be said that they fostered  and insti-
tutionalized it. 

Despite the problems, the study of  Iron-Age and Roman coins within Britain was still in rude 
health in late 2002 at the time of  writing. Traditional numismatic approaches and more integrated 
studies were both flourishing,  in Iron-Age coins as never before.  Whether they will fare  so well in 
the future  depends at least in part on whether numismatists succeed in communicating more effec-
tively with their wider academic audiences, which are still potential rather than actual. The chal-
lenge before  the Society and its friends  in its second century is surely to create for  the discipline 
an even more confident  and outward-looking character than it had in its first.  Sic C, aliter  CC\ 



ANGLO-SAXON NUMISMATICS 
STEWART LYON 

AT the founding  of  the British Numismatic Society the state of  knowledge of  the coinage of 
England between the departure of  the Romans and the Norman Conquest is best exemplified  by 
three very different  publications from  the last two decades of  the nineteenth century. They are, 
first  and more generally, A Catalogue  of  English  Coins in the British Museum,  Anglo-Saxon 
Series,  Volume  I  (1887) by Charles Francis Keary and Volume  II  (1892) by Herbert A. Grueber 
and Keary (BMC)\  secondly, for  the late period, Anglo-Saxon  Coins in the Royal Swedish 
Cabinet  of  Medals  at Stockholm,  all found  in Sweden,  by Bror Emil Hildebrand (1881) 
('Hildebrand'); and, thirdly, the catalogues of  the hitherto unrivalled collection that had been 
formed  by Hyman Montagu and was sold by Sotheby, Wilkinson & Hodge between 1895 and 
1897 ('Montagu'). 

Hildebrand recorded more than 10,000 coins, almost all of  them from  Edgar's reform  of  c.973 
onwards and about four-fifths  attributable to the reigns of  /Ethelred II and Cnut. A very small pro-
portion (about 2%) have since been recognised as Scandinavian or Irish imitations or genuine 
Danish issues.1 Fewer than 100 are earlier than /Ethelred. In contrast, BMC  listed nearly 7,000 
specimens, of  which almost 4,000 were earlier and 3,000 later than Edgar's reform.  Because, like 
Hildebrand, its composition was heavily weighted by coins derived from  large hoards, the pre-
reform  component contained especially large numbers of  some series, notably ninth-century 
Northumbrian 'stycas' (22%), pence of  the Mercian king Burgred (6f%),  coins attributed to Alfred 
( l l |%), and the St Edmund memorial coinage of  the East Anglian Danes (15%). Of  the post-
reform  coins, more than half  were of  Edward the Confessor. 

Finally, Montagu gave details of  over 2,000 pre-Conquest coins, some 800 from  before  and 
1,200 after  Edgar's reform.  Thus when the Society was formed,  details of  nearly 5,000 pre-reform 
and about 18,000 post-reform  coins were available from  these publications alone to collectors and 
scholars interested in the issues of  Anglo-Saxon England and the Viking rulers of  the Danelaw. 

The classification  devised by the compilers of  BMC  was more mechanical than perceptive. One 
of  its weaknesses was a tendency to give principal class numbers not only to substantive issues 
but also to minor varieties, and even in some cases to extremely rare 'mules' between different 
types, thereby making it difficult  to see the wood for  the trees. Sale catalogues, including 
Montagu, gave more prominence to where a pre-reform  coin or a comparable specimen was illus-
trated, be it in Ruding, Hawkins or BMC,  than to its BMC  type number. In the post-reform  period 
Hildebrand's alphabetical nomenclature was often  preferred,  for  apart from  a failure  to recognise 
and eliminate Danish types, particularly those minted in the names of  Cnut and Harthacnut at 
Lund - a failure  largely shared by BMC  - it clearly gave subsidiary status to minor varieties and 
mules. 

This, therefore,  was the base from  which Anglo-Saxon numismatics entered the twentieth 
century. In the first  thirty years there was little progress in interpreting the coinage of  the three 
centuries before  Edgar's reform,  though some classifications  were refined.  Thus A.B. Creeke 
reviewed the so-called sceatta and styca coinages of  the kings of  Northumbria and archbishops of 
York,2 but attributed to kings /Ethelred I, Eardwulf  and /Elfwald  II in the period 790-810 coins 
that subsequent research would show to be derivative issues from  several decades later. Nathan 

1 H. Bertil A. Petersson, 'Coins and weights: Late Anglo-Saxon pennies and mints, c .973-1066 (Appendix Part Two: The weights 
of  the coins in the Hildebrand collection)', Studies  in Late Anglo-Saxon  Coinage  [SLAC],  Numismatiska  Meddelanden  35, edited by 
Kenneth Jonsson (Stockholm, 1990), 377-423, coded 0. 

2 A.B. Creeke. 'The regal sceatta and styca series of  Northumbria', BNJ  I (1903-4), 65-96, and 'The sceatta and styca coinage of 
the early Archbishops of  York', BNJ  2 (1905), 7-20. 
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Heywood divided the coinage of  the Mercian king Burgred (852-74) into four  groups based on 
differences  in the detail of  the three-line reverse design, designating them 1-4 although a similar 
classification,  (a)-(d), had been adopted in BMC?  Philip Carlyon-Britton (PI. 2), on the other 
hand, put forward  a reasoned argument for  Offa's  imitation of  an Arabic gold dinar having been 
intended as a mancus.4 He also rejected C.L. Stainer's dismissal from  Oxford  of  the 'Orsnaforda' 
pence in Alfred's  name;5 in this he was supported by the historian Alfred  Anscombe, a member of 
the Society, who advanced a strong philological case for  the reading OHSNAFORDA, found  on a 
few  specimens, being an acceptable early equivalent of  the later Oxnaforda!5  However, neither he 
nor Carlyon-Britton, nor even Michael Dolley (PI. 6c) and Christopher Blunt (PI. 4d) who sup-
ported Stainer,7 seems to have considered the possibility that the pence reading OHSNAFORDA 
were true coins of  Oxford  while those reading ORSNAFORDA were copies from  the Danelaw.8 

For the post-reform  issues on the other hand, serious attempts were made to create definitive 
sequences of  the types used up to the Norman Conquest, excluding those of  Scandinavian origin, 
with Alexander Parsons tackling the period to 1042 and Carlyon-Britton the reign of  Edward the 
Confessor.  We will return to these after  assessing the progress made with the pre-reform  coinage, 
most of  it after  World War II under the outstanding leadership of  Blunt and Dolley. 

A. The coinage before  Edgar's reform  of  c. 973 
Southern  England  before  Ojfa 
Leaving aside exceptional productions such as the mounted 'medalet' naming Bishop Liudhard, 
chaplain to the Frankish princess Bertha who had married king ^Ethelberht of  Kent, and dated by 
Philip Grierson c.580,9 the earliest coinage of  southern Anglo-Saxon England consisted of  small 
gold coins of  about 1.3 grams (20 Troy grains) which were modelled on the Merovingian tremissis 
and have traditionally been called 'thrymsas' by numismatists. As time progressed these issues, 
mostly without meaningful  inscriptions, became increasingly alloyed with silver until, before  the 
end of  the seventh century, they constituted an unashamedly silver coinage to which the name 
'sceattas' has been attached. 

These names are misleading to historians. Professor  Philip Grierson showed in 1961 that the so-
called 'thrymsas' can be equated with the shillings of  the Kentish laws, comprising twenty sceat-
tas, which would make a sceat a weight of  gold equivalent to a Troy or barley grain,10 though it is 
debatable whether a grain of  that size actually formed  part of  any weight system used in Anglo-
Saxon England. The term sceat is later found  in contexts which appear to value it at one-fortieth 
of  an ounce of  silver,11 or about ten or twelve times its weight as a unit of  gold, a difference  that 
could point to the ratio between gold and silver at that time. The silver coins that numismatists 
have called 'sceattas' may therefore  be twice as heavy as the units whose name they have been 
given. Ian Stewart has said that the continued use of  this term for  what are really early pennies is 
'intolerable' and that to avoid confusion  with the later broad pennies they could conveniently be 
called denarii}2  but his strictures seem so far  to have fallen  on deaf  numismatic ears. How the 

3 N. Heywood, 'The kingdom and coins of  Burgred'. BNJ  3 (1906), 59-66. 
4 P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton, 'The gold mancus of  Offa.  King of  Mercia', BNJ  5 (1908), 55-72. 
5 C.L. Stainer, Oxford  Silver  Pennies from  A.D. 925 - A.D. 1272 (Oxford,  1904), xxiii-xxxiv; P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton, 'The Oxford 

mint in the reign of  Alfred',  BNJ  2 (1905), 21-30. 
6 A. Anscombe, 'The inscription on the Oxford  pennies of  the OHSNAFORDA type', BNJ  3 (1906), 67-100. 
7 R.H.M. Dolley and C.E. Blunt, 'The chronology of  the coins of  Alfred  the Great', Anglo-Saxon  Coins (London, 1961), 77-95 at 

p. 91. 
8 Stewart Lyon, 'Historical problems of  Anglo-Saxon coinage - (4) The Viking Age', BNJ  39 (1970), 193-204 at pp. 196-7. 
9 Philip Grierson, 'The Canterbury (St Martin's) hoard of  Frankish and Anglo-Saxon coin-ornaments'. BNJ  27 (1952—4-), 39-51. 
10 P. Grierson, 'La Fonction sociale de la monnaie en Angleterre aux Vlle-VIIIe siecles', in Moneta  e scambi nell'alto  Medioevo 

(Spoleto, 1961). 
" For example, in the Lindisfarne  Gospels the Latin dragmas  decern  in Luke 15:8 is glossed in the late tenth century as fif  sceattas 

teasi urn, or ten times five  sceattas:  see BNJ  38 (1969), p. 217. This precise reckoning implies that a sceat was reckoned to be one-fifth 
of  a drachm, a traditional unit equivalent to one-eighth of  an ounce. 

12 Ian Stewart, 'Anglo-Saxon gold coins', Scripta  Nummaria  Romana: Essays presented  to Humphrey  Sutherland,  edited by 
R.A.G. Carson and C.M. Kraay (London, 1978), 143-72, at p. 144. 
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transition from  gold shillings to silver pennies was managed in practice in terms of  nomenclature 
and accounting relationships is an unanswered question. 

The gold 'thrymsas', as we shall continue to call them for  convenience, were the subject of  a 
study by Humphrey Sutherland in 1948,13 updated by Ian Stewart (PI. 6d) in 197814 and subse-
quently by Michael Metcalf  (PI. 8d) in a three-volume study that was principally devoted to the 
'sceattas' and is the essential starting point for  further  research into that series,15 though earlier 
work by P.V. Hill in the late 1940s and early 1950s16 and especially Stuart Rigold (PI. 6b) in the 
1960s and 1970s17 pointed the way. Rigold in particular made an important advance by using the 
evidence of  finds  to identify  and classify  the earliest 'sceattas'. Metcalf  has diligently assembled 
and charted a steadily increasing corpus of  finds,  mainly by metal-detectorists, thereby enabling 
him to associate most of  the diverse types that constitute this mostly anonymous coinage with the 
geographical areas in which they are likely to have been produced. Analysis of  their silver content 
has also facilitated  the ordering of  their relative chronology. 

The names which occasionally occur on 'sceattas' were once thought to be royal but are now 
considered to denote moneyers. However, in the mid-eighth century an East Anglian king called 
Beonna issued pence struck on slightly larger flans  with his own name and title, partly in runes, on 
the obverse and the moneyer's on the reverse. A hoard which greatly increased our knowledge of 
his coinage was uncovered at Middle Harling, Norfolk,  between 1981 and 1983 and written up by 
Marion Archibald (PI. 8c).18 Since then a coin of  his probable contemporary, iEthelberht I 
(749-?), has been found  in excavations at Burrow Hill, Suffolk.19  The remarkable penny of 
jEthelberht II (killed by Offa  in 794) which copies the wolf-and-twins  reverse of  the 
Constantinian Urbs  Roma issue had been discussed by Carlyon-Britton many years earlier.20 

Southern  England  - Offa 
The coinage of  Offa  has always been highly prized by collectors because of  its artistic quality, but 
because the surviving material comes from  single finds  and, very likely, at least one hoard unfor-
tunately found  too early to have been recorded for  posterity, little attempt to interpret it was made 
before  Christopher Blunt's fundamental  and detailed study in the numismatic festschrift  for  the 
historian Sir Frank Stenton on the occasion of  his eightieth birthday in 1960 21 Blunt divided the 
coinage into a light issue, on flans  that were small but somewhat larger than those used by 
Beonna, and a heavier group from  late in the reign, struck on larger flans,  reflecting  changes in the 
coinage of  Charlemagne a year or two earlier. A coinage struck for  Offa  in East Anglia was identi-
fied,  but it was clear that the coins of  greatest artistic merit, both with and without a portrait, rep-
resented the work of  an engraver or engravers in the south-east during the light issue. 

In 1986 Ian Stewart set out epigraphic criteria for  distinguishing between coins from  Kent and 
those from  London;22 then in 1997 came a second wide-ranging review, in which Derek Chick 
reported progress towards developing a chronology for  Offa's  coinage 23 As he says, 'the duration 
of  the light coinage, its internal dating and chronology and its likely date of  inauguration, particu-
larly in relation to the issues of  Heahberht and Egbert II of  Kent have been an enduring enigma' 24 

13 C.H.V. Sutherland, Anglo-Saxon  Gold  Coinage  in the light  of  the Crondall  Hoard  (Oxford,  1948). 
14 Stewart,'Anglo-Saxon gold coins'(see note 12). 
15 D.M. Metcalf,  Thrymsas  and Sceattas  in the Ashmolean Museum  Oxford,  Volumes I-III (London, 1993-4). 
16 In BNJ  26 (1949-51), 129-54,251-79; and BNJ  27 (1952-4), 1-38. 
17 S.E. Rigold, 'The two primary series of  sceattas', BNJ  30 (1960-1), 6-53 and BNJ  35 (1966), 1-6; also 'The principal series of 

English sceattas', BNJ  47 (1977), 21 -30. 
18 M.M.Archibald, 'The coinage of  Beonna in the light of  the Middle Harling hoard', BNJ  55 (1985), 10-54. 
19 M.M. Archibald and V. Fenwick with M.R. Cowell, 'A sceat of  Ethelbert I of  East Anglia and recent finds  of  coins of  Beonna', 

BNJ65  (1995), 1-19. 
20 P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton, 'A penny of  St /Ethelberht, King of  East Anglia', BNJ  5 (1908), 73-84. 
21 C.E. Blunt, 'The Coinage of  Offa',  Anglo-Saxon  Coins, edited by R.H.M. Dolley, (London, 1961), 39-62. 
22 Ian Stewart, 'The London mint and the coinage of  Offa',  Anglo-Saxon  Monetary  History  [ASMH],  edited by M.A.S. Blackburn 

(Leicester. 1986), 27-43. 
23 Derek Chick, 'Towards a chronology for  Offa's  coinage: An interim study', The  Yorkshire  Numismatist  3 (1997),47-64. 
24 Chick, as in n. 23, p. 48. 
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There is no doubt that its resolution is needed to establish when the 'sceatta' coinage was finally 
swept away and by whom. 

Chick's proposal is that the Mercian broad penny coinage probably began with a monogram 
type at London c. 760-765, quickly followed  by the earliest of  Offa's  East Anglian issues by the 
moneyer Wilred (who had previously coined for  Beonna). Canterbury may have minted the mono-
gram type for  Offa  before  the battle of  Otford  (776), perhaps preceded by Heahberht of  Kent and 
followed,  after  the battle, by Egbert with a parallel issue by Archbishop Jaenberht (on this occasion 
styled pontifex,  not archiepiscopus). Then in the late 770s Offa  introduced at London the splendid 
portrait and non-portrait coinage for  which he is renowned and which soon involved the 
Canterbury mint, with coins also struck there in the name of  Offa's  queen, Cynethryth, and in the 
joint names of  Offa  and the archbishop - an ecclesiastical association repeated briefly  at London 
with Bishop Eadberht.25 

This scheme is ingenious but attributes to the 760s a coinage that has survived in much smaller 
numbers than would have been expected had a major re-coinage of  the southern 'sceattas' been 
necessary at that time. Chick's promised comprehensive study is keenly awaited. 

Southern  England  - Mercian  decline  and fall,  796-879 
The coinage of  southern England after  the death of  Offa  until the disappearance from  history of 
the last Mercian king, Ceolwulf  II, in 879 has been the subject of  several major studies that have 
so far  stood the test of  time. Blunt, Lyon and Stewart brought together their research on aspects 
of  the coinage of  the first  forty-five  years in a paper published in the Journal  for  1963.26 
Reinforcing  the few  mint-signed coins with a stylistic die-study, they allocated the moneyers 
active between 796 and 825 between Canterbury, Rochester, London and East Anglia. In the 
process they showed that Ceolwulf  I (821-823) was the last Mercian king to be recognised on 
pence minted in Kent, while his successors Beornwulf  and Ludica maintained a hold on East 
Anglian minting for  a further  four  years. There was a period of  uncertainty at Canterbury during 
Ceolwulf's  reign when both the royal and archiepiscopal moneyers issued coins without the 
name of  king or archbishop, as though they were unsure whose authority they should be 
acknowledging. The historian Nicholas Brooks would prefer  the anonymous coinage to have 
taken place during the last years of  the reign of  Ceolwulf's  predecessor Coenwulf,  when arch-
bishop Wulfred  was suspended from  office,  and to have ceased by September 822, when 
Ceolwulf  was belatedly consecrated king, apparently by the archbishop.27 However, the typolog-
ical numismatic evidence suggests that the two royal moneyers of  Canterbury (out of  a comple-
ment of  six) who are known to have struck coins in Ceolwulf's  name may have done so both 
before  and after  they participated with the others in the anonymous coinage, in which case the 
latter cannot have begun under Coenwulf.  After  Ceolwulf  the coins tell us that Kent was ruled by 
a king called Baldred, presumably with Mercian approval since there is no evidence that 
Beornwulf,  who seems to have worked closely with Archbishop Wulfred,  tried to oust him.28 The 
Canterbury and Rochester moneyers evidently had no compunction about minting in his name, 
nor subsequently for  Egbert of  Wessex who conquered Kent after  defeating  Beornwulf  in 825; 
what happened to Baldred is not recorded. 

Egbert's coinage had already been the subject of  an important paper by Blunt.29 He had endorsed 
G.C. Brooke's identification  of  a group of  moneyers operating in Wessex, apparently at Winchester; 
his later study with Lyon and Stewart enabled another group to be identified  as royal moneyers of 
Rochester, thus complementing a known ecclesiastical issue in the name of  St Andrew, to whom 
the cathedral there was dedicated. Egbert also occupied London for  a short time in 829 and inter-
rupted the ephemeral coinage there of  the Mercian king Wiglaf's  only known moneyer. 

25 Chick, as inn. 23, p. 57. 
26 C.E. Blunt, C.S.S. Lyon and B.H.I.H. Stewart, 'The coinage of  Southern England, 796-840', BNJ  32 (1963), 1-75. 
27 Nicholas Brooks, The  Early  History  of  the Church of  Canterbury  (Leicester, 1984), p. 135. 
28 Brooks, as in n. 27, p. 136. 
29 C.E. Blunt, 'The coinage of  Ecgbeorht. King of  Wessex. 802-39". BNJ  28 (1955-7). 467-76. 
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The coinage of  Egbert's successor as king of  the West Saxons, /EthelwuIf,  was studied by 

R.H.M. Dolley and K. Skaare in the Stenton festschrift  volume.30 They showed that two officinae 
were responsible for  the then known coins of  the reign apart from  a unique penny by one of 
Egbert's 'Winchester' moneyers. These officinae  were identified  by the present writer31 as contin-
uations of  the Canterbury and Rochester mints of  previous rulers. Dolley and Skaare had pointed 
out that a unified  type was introduced in the final  years of  the reign for  the king's two officinae 
and adopted also by Archbishop Ceolnoth, and that the die-cutting became centralised at one of 
them. It could now be seen that the two officinae  began by using separate engravers for  this (Open 
Cross)  type as in previous issues before  Canterbury took responsibility for  them both. 

After  /Ethelwulf's  death in 858 the Open Cross  type was continued in Kent by his successor 
there, his son /Ethelberht. Whether it was also minted by the latter's elder brother /Ethelbald, who 
had earlier seized control of  Wessex, is not known, for  no coins of  /Ethelbald have survived. 
During his own reign /Ethelberht replaced the Open Cross  type with a new one we call Floreate 
Cross,  pence of  which have survived in very small quantities. It seems that this type did not 
extend beyond /Ethelberht's death in 866, for  the coins of  his successor and younger brother, 
/Ethelred I, all show the moneyer's name in one of  two horizontal patterns, the commonest of 
which had been in use in Mercia since 852 (Lunettes). 

The Mercian king Wiglaf  had been succeeded by Berhtwulf  in 840 and his coinage has recently 
been studied in depth by James Booth.32 He concludes that the revival of  Mercian coinage took 
place in London using dies that had been cut for  Berhtwulf  by /Ethelwulf's  Rochester engraver, 
perhaps facilitated  by the temporary transfer  to London of  one of  the Rochester moneyers (Brid). 
Subsequently local engravers took over. Reverse designs were not standardised, but when Burgred 
succeeded Berhtwulf  in 852, probably at much the same time as /Ethelwulf  introduced the Open 
Cross  type, the Mercian mint or mints adopted the so-called Lunettes  type to which reference  has 
already been made. Burgred's coinage was studied by Hugh Pagan as long ago as 196 533 and 
commented on by the present writer34 and again by Pagan in an important review of  the southern 
coinage of  796-874 (the year of  Burgred's deposition).35 Alfred  took over the Lunettes  model 
when he succeeded his brother /Ethelred in 871 and continued with it for  a short time after 
Burgred's removal from  the Mercian scene, by which point the coins had become heavily 
debased. 

An interesting question is whether the standardised issues from  Open Cross  onwards, particu-
larly those of  the West Saxon kings, were intended as renovatio coinages, having a limited life-
time before  being demonetised. Michael Dolley argued that they were,36 and underlined his point 
by referring  to hoards that contained few  coins of  West Saxon kings before  /Ethelred but a run of 
East Anglian pence extending back to the 830s. (Presumably these would only have been valued 
as bullion in territory which came within a renovatio economy.) The last significant  coinage that 
may have come within such a system before  Edgar's reform  of  c. 973 is the Cross  and Lozenge 
issue of  Alfred,  Ceolwulf  II of  Mercia and Archbishop /Ethelred of  Canterbury, which has recently 
been the subject of  a definitive  study by Mark Blackburn and (Professor)  Simon Keynes.37 Being 
of  fine  silver, it would in any case have been esssential to call in such a base coinage as the later 
Lunettes  pennies. Not long after  Ceolwulf's  unrecorded demise Alfred  must have decided to aban-
don a system of  successive portrait issues that had been in operation for  more than twenty-five 

30 R.H.M. Dolley and K. Skaare, 'The Coinage of/Ethelwulf,  King of  the West Saxons, 839-58', Anglo-Saxon  Coins (see note 21), 
pp. 63-76. 

31 Stewart Lyon, 'Historical problems of  Anglo-Saxon coinage - (2) The ninth century, Offa  to Alfred",  BNJ  31 (1968), 216-83 at 
p. 226. 

32 James Booth, 'Monetary alliance or technical co-operation? The coinage of  Berhtwulf  of  Mercia (840-852)', Kings,  Currency 
and Alliances,  edited by M.A.S. Blackburn and D.N. Dumville (Woodbridge, 1998), pp. 63-i04. 

33 H.E. Pagan, 'Coinage in the age of  Burgred', BNJ  34 (1965), 11-27. 
34 Lyon, "Historical Problems - (2)' (see note 31), 230-4. 
35 Hugh Pagan, 'Coinage in southern England, 796-874',ASMH  (see note 22), pp. 45-65. 
36 Michael Dolley, 'Alfred  the Great's abandonment of  the concept of  periodic recoinage', Studies  in Numismatic  Method  pre-

sented  to Philip Grierson, edited by C.N.L. Brooke, B.H.I.H. Stewart, J.G. Pollard and T.R. Volk (Cambridge, 1983), pp. 153-60. 
37 Mark Blackburn and Simon Keynes, 'A corpus of  the Cross-and-Lozenge and related coinages of  Alfred,  Ceolwulf  II and 

Archbishop /Ethelred', Kings,  Currency  and Alliances  (see note 32), pp. 125-50. 
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years, in favour  of  a utilitarian coinage with a circled small cross on the obverse and the mon-
eyer's name, horizontally but without lunettes, on the reverse. Dolley viewed this as a wise deci-
sion by Alfred  that would facilitate  trade across the newly-established boundary between his 
territory and the Danelaw and make it easier for  his Danish neighbours to strike English-looking 
coins.38 

East Anglia, c. 827-c. 870 
When the Mercians lost control of  East Anglia c. 827, the moneyers who had previously minted 
for  the Mercian kings now produced a coinage for  a king Athelstan who is otherwise unknown to 
history. He was evidently succeeded by another unknown king, ^Ethelweard, probably early in the 
840s, who was followed  in 855 by the historical Edmund. After  the Danes killed him in 869 they 
may have installed client kings, for  a very few  specimens exist of  coins naming either an Oswald 
or an ^Ethelred which have East Anglian attributes.39 The coinage up to the death of  Edmund was 
the subject of  a definitive  study twenty years ago by Hugh Pagan,40 the first  since Daniel Henry 
Haigh in 1845. 

Northumbria  to 867 
Northumbria is responsible for  some very early royal 'sceattas' in the name of  king Aldfrith 
(685-704) featuring  an animal on the reverse, now believed by Dr Anna Gannon of  the British 
Museum to be a lion. After  a lapse of  time a similar but neater coinage was introduced on quite an 
extensive scale by Eadberht (737-58), who also produced an issue jointly with his brother, 
Archbishop Egbert of  York, on which the animal was replaced by the standing figure  of  the arch-
bishop. Much rarer coins with the animal are known for  Alchred (765-74), ^Ethelred I (probably 
from  his first  reign, 774-9) and ^Elfwald  I (779-88), and there were joint issues with Archbishop 
Egbert (who died in 766) by ^Ethelwald Moll (759-65) and Alchred. The series attracted attention 
in the Society's early years, but has been studied in detail in modern times by James Booth,41 with 
an important postscript by Lord Stewartby 42 

With the small 'sceatta' flan  still retained, the animal reverse gave way in due course to a mon-
eyer's name, possibly under ^Elfwald  I if  the relevant coins were not struck for  another /Elfwald 
c. 808-10, though the flowering  of  the new issue seems to be attributable to 43thelred's second 
reign (789-96). It is possible that the Eanbald named on some of  /Ethelred's coins is the arch-
bishop of  that name who died in 796, but the consensus seems to be that a moneyer of  the same 
name is intended. This series was also published in detail by Booth, after  which were discovered 
the first  two coins correctly attributable to Eardwulf  (796-808, possibly restored briefly  in 810) 43 

Thereafter  the Northumbrian coinage becomes progressively more debased until the silver con-
tent virtually disappears. These so-called 'stycas', which run through from  c. 810 to the fall  of 
York to the Vikings in 867, have survived in large quantities, and after  detailed studies by the 
present writer in the mid-1950s and Hugh Pagan in 1969 44 a complete die-analysis of  the thou-
sands in Yorkshire public collections was undertaken by Elizabeth Pirie and published in 1996 45 
It is a remarkable technical achievement but her interpretation of  the material is controversial; her 

38 Dolley, 'Alfred's  abandonment' (see note 36) at p. 157. 
39 North 480,480/1.487-8. 
40 H.E. Pagan, 'The coinage of  the East Anglian kingdom from  825 to 870'. BNJ  52 (1982). 41-83. 
41 James Booth, 'Sceattas in Northumbria". Sceattas  in England  and on the Continent,  edited by D. Hill and D.M. Metcalf.  BAR 

British Series 128 (1984), pp. 71-111. 
42 Lord Stewartby, 'A second coin of  King Ethelwald and Archbishop Ecgberht', Chris Rudd List 42 (1999). 2-3. 
43 James Booth, 'Coinage and Northumbrian history: C.790-C.810". Coinage  in Ninth-Century  Northumbria,  edited by D.M. 

Metcalf,  BAR British Series 180 (1987). 57-89: E.J.E. Pirie. 'A significant  addition to the coinage of  Northumbria'. BNJ  65 (1995). 
20-31; M. Blackburn and A. Gillis, 'A second coin of  King Eardwulf  of  Northumbria and the attribution of  the moneyer coins of  King 
jElfwald',  BNJ  67 (1997), 97-9. 

44 C.S.S. Lyon, 'A reappraisal of  the sceatta and styca coinage of  Northumbria'. BNJ  28 (1955-7), 227-42; H.E. Pagan, 
'Northumbrian numismatic chronology in the ninth century', BNJ  38 (1969), 1-15. 

45 E.J .E. Pirie, Coins of  the Kingdom  of  Northumbria  c.700-867  (Llanfyllin,  1996). 
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introduction should be read in conjunction with the papers given to a symposium in Oxford  a 
decade previously.46 

Alfred  to Edgar,  c. 880-c. 973 
Probably soon after  880, Alfred  introduced the non-portrait coinage of  pennies (and, for  the first 
time, round halfpennies)  with the moneyer's name in horizontal lines that was to be the staple 
design of  the Anglo-Saxon coinage until Edgar's reform  of  c. 973. Minting can be deduced to have 
spread in Alfred's  reign to towns in the north-west such as Chester and Shrewsbury, while Bath, 
Gloucester, Oxford,  Winchester and Exeter are all named on coins of  special types that are admit-
tedly very rare. There was also a special portrait issue at London, with a monogram of  LVNDO-
NIA on the reverse, occasionally supplemented by a moneyer's name. It used to be assumed that 
this issue marked Alfred's  reoccupation of  the walled city in 886, but the connection has been 
challenged, most recently by Mark Blackburn, supported on historical grounds by the historian 
Simon Keynes.47 It may be no coincidence that this issue appears to be contemporary with the 
unique portrait penny of  Gloucester, for  they may be designed to proclaim, in the aftermath  of  the 
demise of  Ceolwulf,  that Alfred's  royal power (he is /tLFRED REX at London, simply /ELFRED at 
Gloucester, with no territorial limitation such as the SAXONIORVM which is sometimes found, 
abbreviated, in the Cross  and Lozenge issue) now extended to the Mercians' two most prestigious 
cities. 

Before  we leave Alfred,  two papers by Dolley and Blunt should be mentioned that laid the 
groundwork for  a study of  the whole of  his coinage.48 Although in some respects their conclusions 
are outdated as a consequence of  later work, they had a profound  influence  on how Alfred's 
coinage was perceived. 

The coinage of  the period from  the death of  Alfred  in 899 to Edgar's reform  was extensively 
analysed in Blunt's last major work, Coinage  in Tenth-Century  England,  written in conjunction 
with Stewart and Lyon but not published until 1989, although Blunt, who died in 1987, was able 
to mark up the printer's copy of  the proofs  of  the whole book.49 For a few  years after  c.928 all 
coins struck outside the central Danelaw were mint-signed, as can be seen from  two essential 
companion volumes: Blunt's seminal study of  the coinage of  Alfred's  grandson, Athelstan50 and 
the Sylloge  volume covering the British Museum's coins from  Athelstan to the reform  of  Edgar.51 

Viking  coinages, c. 880-954 
There were two periods of  Viking coinage in England, the first  from  soon after  the division of  the 
country along the line of  Watling Street by the treaty between Alfred  and Guthrum until 
Athelstan's completion in 927 of  the recovery of  the Danelaw, and the second from  Athelstan's 
death in 939 until the expulsion of  Eric Bloodaxe from  York in 954. The first  period brought forth 
at York the first  silver coinage ever produced there on broad flans;  it consisted of  pennies and 
round halfpennies  in the names of  local rulers c. 895-905 and was discussed more than forty  years 
ago by Lyon and Stewart.52 It was followed  at York by issues in the name of  St Peter, at first  with-
out Viking ornamentation but later, in the 920s, depicting a sword and a mallet or Thor's hammer. 

46 Coinage  in Ninth-Century  Northumbria  (see note 43). 
47 Mark Blackburn, 'The London mint in the reign of  Alfred',  Kings,  Currency  and Alliances  (see note 32), pp. 105-23, and in the 

same volume, Simon Keynes, 'King Alfred  and the Mercians', pp. 1-45. 
48 C.E. Blunt and R.H.M. Dolley, 'The hoard evidence for  the coins of  Alfred',  BNJ  29 (1958-9), 220-47; R.H.M. Dolley and C.E. 

Blunt, 'The chronology of  the coins of  /Elfred  the Great 871-99', Anglo-Saxon  Coins (see note 21), 77-95. 
49 C.E. Blunt, B.H.I.H. Stewart and C.S.S. Lyon, Coinage  in Tenth-Century  England  from  Edward  the Elder  to Edgar's  Reform 

(Oxford,  for  The British Academy, 1989). 
50 C.E. Blunt, 'The Coinage of  Athelstan, 924-939', BNJ  42 (special vol., 1974). 
51 SCBl  34, British Museum:  Anglo-Saxon  Coins V:  Athelstan  to the Reform  of  Edgar  924-C.973,  by Marion M. Archibald and 

C.E. Blunt (London, 1986). 
52 C.S.S. Lyon and B.H.I.H. otewart, 'The Northumbrian Viking Coins in the Cuerdale Hoard', Anglo-Saxon  Coins (see note 21), 

96-121. 
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Between these two St Peter issues there was a brief  coinage attributable to Regnald I (c. 919-21), 
a Norse ruler from  Dublin. The sword St Peter issue corresponds with the rule of  Sihtric Caoch 
(c. 921-7), whose name is only found  on sword coins with reverse minting inscriptions that mark 
them as from  the area south of  the Humber, in particular Lincoln. For a discussion of  these post-
Cuerdale issues and references  to previous work, see Coinage  in Tenth-Century  England,  Chapter 
4. 

The first  period also saw the introduction, soon after  the treaty, of  a coinage in Guthrum's bap-
tismal name of  Athelstan, modelled on that of  his sponsor. Since Guthrum died in 890 his coins 
are essentially of  the 880s. They were in a minority in a hoard mainly consisting of  Danelaw 
copies of  Alfred's  coinage, found  at Ashdon, north Essex, in 1984. The hoard also provided the 
first  known coin - a fragment,  unfortunately,  as were many of  the others in the hoard - to name a 
ruler who appears to be the Northumbrian king Guthfrith  (c. 883-895) though only the letters 
x GV DE F....E have survived.53 The hoard contained no specimens of  the prolific  East Anglian 
coinage invoking the martyred and canonised Edmund, which is therefore  unlikely to have begun 
during Guthrum's lifetime.  The St Edmund coinage, which was heavily represented in the 
Cuerdale hoard and continued until late in the reign of  Edward the Elder, is ripe for  a study in 
depth, though Blunt gave a general survey in 1969.54 It may have been followed  by the illiterate 
imitations of  Edward's final  issues, especially the portrait type from  London, that formed  the 
heavily die-linked bulk of  a hoard found  at Morley St Peter, near Norwich, in 1958 55 

Mention has already been made of  the Danelaw imitations of  Alfred's  Oxford  (Ohsnaforda) 
pence in the corrupt form  Orsnaforda.56  None were found  at Ashdon, and the stylistic resem-
blance with early coins of  Edward the Elder by the same moneyer, Bemwald, suggests that the 
prototypes should be dated late in Alfred's  reign,57 though conflicting  evidence for  a date nearer 
880 seems to be provided by an ill-recorded hoard from  Lower Thames Street, London.58 

The second period of  Viking coinage can itself  be divided in two. Anlaf  (Olafr)  Guthfrithsson 
came from  Dublin on receiving the news of  Athelstan's death in October 939 and seized York and 
the Five Boroughs south of  the Humber, as his coins bear witness. He died in 941 and was suc-
ceeded by another Dubliner, Anlaf  (Oldfr)  Sihtricsson, from  whom Edmund retrieved the Five 
Boroughs in 942. This Anlaf  and his cousin Regnald Guthfrithsson,  together (presumably) with an 
unknown Sihtric who issued coins in concert with the other two, were expelled in 944 and York 
reverted temporarily to English rule. Eric (Eirfkr)  Haraldsson of  Norway, known as Bloodaxe, 
recovered York for  the Vikings from  Eadred in 947-8, was then driven out but Anlaf  returned 
from  949-52, only to be replaced by Eric until the latter was killed two years later. 

The coinage of  the second period has not proved easy to distinguish from  the later issues of  the 
first  period, let alone to determine its relative chronology, not least because of  the difficulty  of  sep-
arating and allocating the different  Sihtrics, Anlafs  and Regnalds when the coins of  all are scarce. 
The problem was discussed but not solved by Derek Allen in the 1930s59 but Michael Dolley 
came closer in 1958.60 An exposition of  the present position, with references  to recent work, is to 
be found  in Chapter 14 of  Coinage  in Tenth-Century  England. 

B. The sequence of  coin types after  the reform  of  c. 973 
Close to the end of  Edgar's reign, arguably as late as 973, the regionally diverse coinage in circu-
lation was swept away and replaced by a unified  type bearing on the obverse a circled bust of  the 
king facing  left  and on the reverse a circled small cross. For the first  time every coin, wherever in 

53 M.A.S. Blackburn, 'The Ashdon (Essex) hoard and the currency of  the southern Danelaw in the late ninth century', BNJ  59 
(1989), 13-38. 

54 C.E. Blunt, 'The St Edmund memorial coinage', Proc. of  the Suffolk  Inst,  of  Arch. 31 (1969), 234-53. 
55 SCBI  26 (Museums in East Anglia), 1-45 and plates I-XXII. 
56 See above, p. 000. 
57 Lyon, 'Historical problems of  Anglo-Saxon coinage - (4)' (see note 8), 196-7. 
58 Blackburn,'The London mint'(see note 47), p. 110. n. 19 and pp. 120-1, n. 49. 
59 Derek Allen, 'Northumbrian pennies of  the tenth century'. BNJ  22 (1934-7), 175-86. 
60 R.H.M. Dolley, 'The post-Brunanburh Viking coinage of  York', NNA  1957-8, 13-88. 
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the kingdom it was minted, would bear the name not only of  the moneyer but also the town where 
he worked or with which he was associated. From /Ethelred onwards new obverse and reverse 
designs were introduced periodically, but in 1903 their purpose and the organisation they involved 
were yet to be explored. Before  this could happen agreement was needed on their sequence, the 
starting point being Bror Emil Hildebrand's classification  in the first  (1846) edition of  his cata-
logue, based on his study of  the growing number of  Swedish Viking-age hoards. 

Edward  the Confessor 
The first  attempt at a new chronology was for  the coinage of  Edward the Confessor  and was pro-
posed by Carlyon-Britton, not in the Journal  but in the Numismatic  Chronicle  for  1905.61 He 
divided the coinage into eleven types, of  which the first  was really only a short-lived continuation 
at some mints of  his predecessor Harthacnut's Arm & Sceptre  issue. As well as numbering them, 
he for  the first  time gave them descriptive names, most of  which are still used today in their origi-
nal form  or with minor modification.  He justified  the order of  the types by a consideration of 
mules between them, and in only one respect did that logic lead him astray: he placed the Pacx 
type fourth  of  the substantive issues after  Radiate!Small  Cross,  Trefoil-Quadrilateral  and Small 
Flan  when, as we shall see, later scholarship has shown it to be the first.  There are two reasons 
why he did so. First, he mistakenly identified  one mule as combining a reverse of  the 
Radiate/Small  Cross  type with an Arm & Sceptre  obverse in Edward's name, when in fact  the por-
trait depicts no arm and belongs to the Pacx issue; secondly, he thought he had identified  mules 
between Pacx obverses and Expanding  Cross  reverses of  the York mint, when it is now recognised 
that there was a local engraver at York in the latter issue who depicted the king's portrait in the 
style of  issues of  the late 1030s and early 1040s including Pacx.62 As a result, Carlyon-Britton 
suggested Michaelmas 1051 as the date for  the introduction of  the Pacx type, giving three years to 
each of  the three other substantive issues prior to Expanding  Cross  and two years each to Pacx, 
Expanding  Cross  and the five  subsequent types. 

Attention was next focused  on the types of  /Ethelred II. Hildebrand had designated them with 
upper-case letters of  the alphabet, starting with Type A. Following the type letter, a numeral indi-
cated a major division of  the type, while a lower-case letter denoted a limited variety. To make it 
easier to discuss how the debate developed, Table 1 relates the Hildebrand designations, ignoring 
varieties, to those in BMC  and the corresponding terms generally used today. 

Ait he I  red  II 

TABLE 1 

Reign 
Edward the Martyr 

Hildebrand 
A 
B 

BMC 

n 

Modern 
Normal Small Cross 
(Not  recognised) 

/Ethelred II A First / Intermediate / Last 

BI 
B2 
B3 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 

viii 

iid 
i i f 
iiia 
lva 

na 

tx 
x 

Small Cross 
First Hand 
Second Hand 
Benediction Hand 
Crux 
Long Cross 
Helmet 
(Danish  issue) 
Agnus Dei 

61 P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton, 'Edward the Confessor  and his coins', WC 1905, 179-205. 62 Peter Seaby, 'The sequence of  Anglo-Saxon coin types, 1030-50', BNJ  28 (1955-7), 111-46, at p. 118. 
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With the exception of  Type F, which has long been acknowledged to be Danish, Hildebrand's 

sequence of  ^Ethelred's types remains valid provided credit is given for  his observation that Type 
A is not a single issue. On the other hand the BMC  designations are unhelpful,  with many whole 
numbers missing from  the table because they were assigned to varieties or mules, leaving some 
main types with alphabetical suffixes. 

Type A was the cause of  a clash in the pages of  NC  for  1910 between research-minded collector, 
Alexander Parsons, and young British Museum curator, George Brooke.63 Parsons contended that 
Hildebrand's order was wrong and in particular that Type A was ^Ethelred's last type, not his first. 
The sequence he proposed was in fact  B, C, E, D, A, with the excessively rare G (a medal in his 
opinion, not a coin) connected in time with A by virtue of  a mule with obverse G and reverse A. 
An important part of  his reasoning was that Type A was the only one in which the copulative 
between moneyer's name and that of  his town was predominantly shown as ON as distinct from 
the traditional M-O or an intermediate form  such as MoN or MON, and that ON became almost 
universal by the middle of  Cnut's reign. His argument for  putting E before  D was similar but very 
much weaker. 

Brooke penned a severely critical response, which in respect of  some purely speculative argu-
ments was well justified.  On the fundamental  question of  the positioning of  Type A, he pointed out 
that Hildebrand had not stated that Type A came first  but that it was used throughout the reign in 
conjunction with the later types, a conclusion which he (Brooke) interpreted as meaning that 
because of  its ease of  engraving it was recalled into use when tributes had to be raised urgently64 
He also used the copulatives on the coins in the British Museum to dismiss Parsons' reversal of 
Types D and E (although, curiously, he subsequently adopted it in English  Coins) and he rejected 
the idea that the Agnus Dei pieces (Type G) were medals. Parsons replied apologetically that in 
the absence of  a translation from  the Swedish he had not appreciated Hildebrand's view of  Type 
A, but he again argued cogently that Type A was a late issue 65 

There was another reason why Parsons had not believed Type A to be early, namely the appar-
ent introduction of  Type B (Hand)  by Edward the Martyr on the strength of  a unique coin of 
Canterbury with a pedigree going back to Cuff.  Bought for  the British Museum at the Montagu 
sale (lot 751), this coin came to be recognised as an altered penny of  iEthelred. The original 
inscription is visible beneath the alteration,66 though neither this fact  nor the consequent reattribu-
tion appears to have been published. Sir Charles Oman, in 1931 (The  Coinage  of  England),  still 
counted the piece for  Edward the Martyr; Brooke, the next year (English  Coins), did not. It would 
not be surprising if  the alteration was the work of  the notorious John White. 

The Chester hoard of  191467 established beyond doubt that even if  most Small  Cross  coins were 
late, there must also have been an issue at the beginning of  the reign, so William C. Wells was able 
to write a decade later that 'no satisfactory  suggestion has yet been put forward  to enable us to 
correctly allocate, with any degree of  certainty, the sequence of  the various types'.68 It was not 
until Michael Dolley undertook a detailed examination of  the Swedish material in the 1950s that 
the true nature of  Type A became apparent. Dolley showed that it was not issued intermittently 
and certainly not in parallel with other issues. There was a small issue at the beginning of  the 
reign, continuing for  a short period the Reform  Small  Cross  type of  Edgar which had been main-
tained by Edward the Martyr. An attempt to resurrect the type more than fifteen  years later as a 
successor to the Crux  type was quickly aborted and the obverse dies used up with Crux  reverses, 
but not before  a few  of  the smaller mints had released some pennies of  what we now call 
Intermediate  Small  Cross.  To the remainder of  Type A - the overwhelming majority of  its extant 

63 NC  1910, H. Alexander Parsons, 'The coin-types of  Aethelred II', 251-90; George C. Brooke, 'Mr Parsons' arrangement of  the 
coin-types of  Aethelred II. A criticism", 370-80; H.Alexander Parsons, 'Mr G.C. Brooke on "The coin-types of  Aethelred II." A reply", 
381-7. 

64 Brooke, as in n. 63, p. 371. 
65 Parsons, 'Mr G.C. Brooke' (see note 63), 380-1. 
66 I am grateful  to Dr Anna Gannon for  this information. 
67 G.F.Hill, 'A find  of  coins of  Eadgar, Eadweard II. and /Ethelrcd II at Chester'. NC  1920. 141-65. 
68 William C. Wells, 'A hoard of  coins of  /Ethelned II found  in Ireland', BNJ  17 (1923-4), 51-9. at p. 51. 
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coins - Dolley gave the name Last Small  Cross,  for  it does indeed represent the final  issue of  the 

69 
reign. 

Parsons' use of  the copulative ON to justify  the lateness of  [most] coins of  Type A was sound, as 
was his observation that this form  of  the copulative was 'very tardily adopted by towns in the 
North'.70 He challenged the view that the dies at this time were as a general rule made at one cen-
tre, thought to be London, and argued from  his work on the sequence of  types that Winchester ini-
tiated the changes in designs and inscriptions, at least in the latter part of  ^Ethelred's reign. 'It 
appears probable', he wrote, 'that England was divided into what may be called "die-sinking 
areas", in the chief  towns of  which the dies for  the surrounding mint boroughs were cut.' Brooke 
curtly dismissed Parsons's argument as 'faulty  in ascribing local peculiarities [of  inscription] to 
the engraver of  the die instead of  to the moneyer who was sent to London to have his dies 
engraved' (here citing the practice recorded in Domesday Book).71 Parsons, however, would later 
be proved right by the stylistic analysis of  die-cutting undertaken by Dolley. 

Parsons also followed  Carlyon-Britton in giving descriptive names to the types he was dis-
cussing. Apart from  the modern subdividing of  the Small  Cross  and Hand  types, his names are 
still in use today with the exception of  Quadrilateral,  now known as Helmet  after  the obverse por-
trait. Brooke never adopted these descriptions nor coined others, notwithstanding that his pioneer-
ing British Museum  Catalogue  of  the Coins of  the Norman  Kings,  published in 1916, gave such 
names to the post-Conquest issues. Even the sale catalogues of  the famous  collection of  R.C. 
Lockett between 1955 and 1960 continued to avoid them in the Anglo-Saxon series. In the end it 
was Dolley who adopted Parsons's nomenclature, with the modifications  already mentioned, 
though he seems not to have acknowledged his indebtedness. 
Cnut,  Harold  I  and Harthacnut 
Eventually, in the Journal  for  1927-8, Parsons tackled the reign of  Cnut, having previously writ-
ten on Harthacnut (1915) and Harold I (1919-20).72 For Cnut he dismissed as Continental (i.e. 
Scandinavian) two Hildebrand types (C and D) and eight varieties of  other types; this also 
removed seven of  the twenty types into which BMC  had divided coins in the name of  Cnut and 
two BMC  varieties of  other types. He retained as English a small number of  coins of  Types A and 
B (corresponding to /Ethelred's Small  and Long Cross  types respectively), which he regarded as 
an emergency issue arising out of  the troubles and confusion  at the beginning of  the reign, 
although modern scholarship would reject them all, except possibly one or two specimens of  Type 
A.73 In his article on Harthacnut he similarly, and rightly, took the knife  to most of  the Hildebrand 
and BMC  types. 

For some reason Parsons did not give descriptive names to Cnut's substantive issues, the first  of 
which he rightly regarded as Hildebrand Type E (BMC viii) (modern Quatrefoil).  There followed 
Type G (BMC xiv) (Pointed  Helmet)  and Type H (BMC xvi) (Short  Cross).  It was after  this that 
Parsons went astray. He had concluded from  a comparison of  the Short  Cross  type with coins 
minted for  Cnut at Sigtuna in Sweden that it would have been introduced by 1026 and have run its 
course by c.1030,74 at which point it would have been replaced by Type I (BMC xvii) (Arm  & 
Sceptre),  at first  briefly  coupled with reverses reading PACX. In its turn, Arm & Sceptre  would 
have given way to Type K (BMC  xx) (Jewel  Cross)  shortly before  Cnut's death. 

In arriving at this arrangement, Parsons had to override the evidence of  a Short  Cross/Jewel 
Cross  mule75 that Short  Cross  was most likely to have been followed  by Jewel  Cross,  not Arm & 

69 R.H.M. Dolley, 'Some Reflections  on Hildebrand Type A of  ^thelraid II', Antikvariskt  Arkiv  9 (Stockholm, 1958), 1-41. 
70 Parsons, 'The coin-types' (see note 63), p. 266. 
71 Brooke, as in n. 63, pp. 373-4. Dolley had to overcome similar objections from  historians of  his day. 
72 H.A. Parsons, 'The Anglian coins of  Cnut the Great', BNJ  19 (1927-8), 25-67; The coins of  Harold I'. BNJ  15 (1919-20), 

1-48; 'The Anglo-Saxon coins of  Harthacnut', BNJ  11 (1915), 21-55. 
73 C.S.S. Lyon, G. van der Meer and R.H.M. Dolley, 'Some Scandinavian coins in the names of  ^ithelrasd, Cnut, and Harthacnut 

attributed by Hildebrand to English mints', BNJ  30 (1960-1), 235-51, at p. 239; Stewart Lyon, 'Die-cutting styles in the Last Small 
Cross  issue of  c.1009—1017 and some problematic East Anglian dies and die-links', BNJ  68 (1998), 21-41, at pp. 33-7. 

74 Parsons, 'The Anglian coins of  Cnut' (see note 72), p. 64. 
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Sceptre.  Because Jewel  Cross  was struck in the names of  Cnut, Harthacnut and Harold he believed 
that it spanned the death of  Cnut but that there were insufficient  coins in Cnut's name for  it to have 
been in issue as early as c.l030, hence the need for  another type to fill  the gap. It does not seem to 
have occurred to him that the Arm & Sceptre  type of  Cnut and the identical type of  Harthacnut, 
which continued briefly  into the reign of  Edward the Confessor,  could both be part of  the same 
issue and belong to the sole reign of  Harthacnut (1040-2), with the die engravers being permitted 
to shorten the name Harthacnut to Cnut (a situation that would also imply that the Jewel  Cross 
type need not have begun in Cnut's lifetime).  Parsons might have been deterred by Carlyon-
Britton's arrangement of  the coinage of  Edward the Confessor,  for  with the latter's Pacx type 
being placed as the fourth  substantive issue it would not have seemed at all likely that the coins in 
Cnut's name with Arm & Sceptre  obverse and PACX reverse were mules spanning the transition 
from  Harthacnut to Edward. 

Not only did Parsons split the Arm & Sceptre  issue into two parts, separated by at least five 
years, he also divided the Jewel  Cross  type so that coins in the name of  Harthacnut with a right-
facing  bust were placed in his second regnal period, after  Harold I's Fleur-de-Lys  type but 
before  the second phase of  Arm & Sceptre  ?6 However, after  Dolley had shown that Jewel  Cross 
was a single issue of  c. 1035-7,77 Peter Seaby re-examined the sequence of  coin types up to 
1050.78 Brooke, English  Coins (1932), had followed  Parsons's ordering of  the types in Cnut's 
name and also his reversal of  the first  two substantive types of  Carlyon-Britton's arrangement of 
Edward the Confessor's  coinage, so placing the first  four  in the sequence Trefoil-Quadrilateral, 
Radiate/Small  Cross,  Small  Flan,  Pacx. Seaby showed that there were reverse die-links 
between Arm & Sceptre  obverses in the names of  Cnut and Harthacnut, pointing to the type 
being a single issue. He saw signs that Edward's Pacx type had been misplaced, for  not only 
were there coins that looked like mules with Arm & Sceptre  but also, at Thetford,  a moneyer 
called Saegrim was recorded for  just two types - Arm & Sceptre  and Pacx. Once Seaby had 
shown that Pacx must have come first  and that Carlyon-Britton had been right to place 
Radiate/Small  Cross  before  Trefoil-Quadrilateral,  the order of  types from  the death of  /Ethelred 
until the Norman Conquest had effectively  been settled. It was time to study the whole system 
in greater depth. 

C. Towards an understanding of  the administration and purpose of  the changes of  type 
after  Edgar's reform 
In the absence of  significant  written evidence about the organisation and control of  the Anglo-
Saxon currency, every surviving coin has to be regarded as a repository of  information  that can be 
recovered either individually or collectively. In the past fifty  years, initially under the inspired 
leadership of  Christopher Blunt and Michael Dolley, increasingly sophisticated methods have 
been developed for  doing this. Contacts with eminent Anglo-Saxon historians were soon estab-
lished, and have been maintained with their successors, so that the significance  of  the results of 
such research can be explored to the mutual benefit  of  both disciplines. 

For the post-reform  coinage the research was led from  the British Museum by Dolley and there 
was a golden period of  achievement and publication throughout the 1950s and 1960s. After  he 
moved to Belfast  in 1963 his new responsibilities as a university lecturer directed him increas-
ingly towards Irish subjects (including, of  course, finds  of  Anglo-Saxon coins in Ireland) and local 
publications, but he still maintained a keen interest in the research that other students of  Anglo-
Saxon coinage were undertaking, both in the British Isles and in Scandinavia. This involvement 
inevitably diminished after  he took up a teaching post in New South Wales, and failing  health took 
a further  toll in the years before  his untimely death in 1983. 

75 Parsons, 'The Anglian coins of  Cnut' (see note 72), p. 51, Fig. 18, BMC  xxa. 
76 Parsons, 'The coins of  Harold I' (see note 72), p. 37. 
77 R.H.M. Dolley, 'The "Jewel-Cross" coinage of/Elfgifu  Emma, Harthacnut and Harold I', BNJ  27 (1952^), 266-75. 
78 Seaby, 'The sequence' (see note 62). 
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Gradually in the 1950s Dolley developed a hypothesis that Edgar's reform  was designed to lead 

to type changes every six years at Michaelmas. Within a short period of  such a change the coins of 
the previous issue would have to be exchanged for  new ones. To facilitate  this, minting places 
would be established at boroughs throughout the country so that few  people south of  the Mersey 
and Humber would have to travel more than about fifteen  miles to get to one.79 After  the reign of 
Cnut the gap between changes was reduced to three or sometimes two years. 

The hypothesis depended on the initial Small  Cross  issue of  c. 973 being replaced c. 979 by 
First  Hand,  followed  c. 985 by Second  Hand  and (after  a brief  issue of  Benediction  Hand)  by 
Crux c.991. After  an aborted attempt to replace this with another Small  Cross  issue c. 997 the new 
type would be Long Cross,  which would give way c. 1003 to Helmet  and c. 1009 to Last Small 
Cross,  in the latter case after  another aborted issue, Agnus Dei. Cnut would introduce his 
Quatrefoil  type in 1017 or perhaps 1018 after  the country had settled down, with Pointed  Helmet 
following  c. 1023, Short  Cross  c. 1029 and Jewel  Cross  just before  or just after  Cnut's death in 
1035. 

As a series of  benchmarks against which the results of  further  research could be measured, such 
a hypothesis is useful.  It cannot be proved and has been criticised as inconsistent with the 
medieval world. Because some of  the dates appear to be borne out by circumstantial evidence, 
Dolley became wedded to the hypothesis and fought  against those who argued that the design of 
Second  Hand  was too close to First  Hand  to have been a replacement type and in any case its 
issue was not fully  implemented if  at all in the north.80 The Swedish scholar Bertil Petersson 
thought the cycle was septennial, not sexennial,81 while in a penetrating Presidential Address 
which, at the time it was delivered, was considered too combative for  publication in BNJ,  John 
Brand advanced the case for  flexibility.82  Mark Blackburn, on the other hand, maintained that 'in 
the south there is adequate evidence from  the hoards and from  the efficient  replacement of  First 
Hand  dies to show that Second  Hand  was intended to be a demonetizing type.'83 The subject was 
revisited by Ian Stewart (as he then was) in an important survey of  the nature of  the system of  type 
changes, published in 1990; he concluded that the concept of  a geographically limited renovatio 
made little sense.84 Further progress in dating them will be difficult  unless it proves possible to 
link particular minting patterns with recorded payments of  tribute to the Vikings. For example, if 
the Crux  type was introduced c. 991 as proposed by Dolley, the geld levied after  the defeat  at 
Mai don in that year is likely to have been paid partly in old Hand  and partly in new Crux  coins. 
An explosion of  minting in the latter issue by moneyers naming Hertford,  Colchester, Maldon and 
especially Southwark85 may perhaps be thought more likely to be associated with that geld than 
the one which followed  the raids on London and the south-east in 994; if  so, establishing its 
position within the Crux  issue could be significant  in determining when that issue began. There is 
also a need to explain an exceptional inflow  to Scandinavia of  early, heavy Long Cross  pence, 
which clearly had a great influence  on the local copying of  Anglo-Saxon coins86 and might be 
thought to have represented payments carried back to Scandinavia by Vikings returning home at 
the completion of  a successful  campaign such as that of  994, which ended with Olaf  Tryggvason's 
permanent return to Norway in 995. Dolley's dating of  the introduction of  Long Cross  to c. 997 
would preclude any connection with that event. 

The other aspect of  Edgar's reform  on which much attention has been focused  is the renewal of 
the coinage following  a change of  type. Dolley believed that the intention was for  a compulsory 
reminting within a matter of  weeks, but in that event one would not expect hoards deposited in 

79 R.H.M. Dolley and D.M. Metcalf,  'The reform  of  the English coinage under Eadgar',/l/?g/o-5nxo(i Coins  (see note 21), 136-68. 
80 For early examples see John D. Brand, 'Meretricious metrology', NCirc  75 (1967), p. 63, and H. Bertil A. Petersson, Anglo-

Saxon Currency  (Lund. 1969), pp. 82-4. 
81 Petersson, as in n. 80, pp. 84-6. 
82 John D. Brand, Periodic  change of  type in the Anglo-Saxon  and Norman  periods  (Rochester, 1984, privately printed), p. 33. 
83 Mark Blackburn, '^thelred's coinage and the payment of  tribute", The  Battle  of  Maldon  AD 991, edited by Donald Scragg 

(Oxford,  1991),pp. 156-69 atp. 160. 
84 lan Stewart, 'Coinage and recoinage after  Edgar's reform',  SMC (see note 1), pp. 455-85, at pp. 471-4. 
85 Stewart Lyon, 'Some problems in interpreting Anglo-Saxon coinage', ASE  5 (1976), 173-224 at p. 197 n.4. 
86 Stewart Lyon, "Analysis of  the material', in H.R. Mossop, The  Lincoln Mint  c.890-1279 (Newcastle upon Tyne, 1970), 

pp. 11-19 atp. 18. 
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England to contain pence of  more than two adjacent issues in significant  numbers. This is clearly 
not borne out by the great multi-type hoards of  Edward the Confessor's  reign,87 but until recently 
it was thought that there was little evidence of  multi-type hoards from  England during the period 
when changes of  type were less frequent.  However, the situation has changed with the discovery 
c. 1992, probably not far  from  the Fens, of  a hoard of  many thousands of  pence including large 
quantities of  each of  Cnut's three issues and a significant  number of  ^Ethelred's Last Small  Cross 
type. Unfortunately  the find  was suppressed and large parcels of  coins sent abroad unrecorded. 
Nevertheless it is now difficult  to escape the conclusion that, at least as early as 1018 (and maybe 
much sooner, if  the composition of  recent unpublished hoards from  Dublin can be regarded as sig-
nificant),  coins of  superseded types could be held as a store of  wealth, perhaps worth less than 
their face  value, and did not have to be exchanged for  new pence unless and until the owner had 
need of  them to satisfy  some obligation that could only be discharged with pence of  the current 
issue, as conceivably a geld or other tax. As Lord Stewartby has commented, 'we need to remem-
ber that it is not clear whether the recoinage system was an adjunct to the collection of  taxes or a 
means of  taxation in its own right.'88 

Metrology 
Although it is entirely appropriate to question the rigidity of  the original sexennial hypothesis, the 
work of  Dolley and his team in further  analysing the post-reform  coinage remains of  fundamental 
importance in seeking to understand what the system involved. Two branches of  this work are 
closely related, namely a numerical recording and statistical study of  the metrology of  each issue 
and a stylistic analysis of  the die-engraving. It had long been known that the weight of  the late 
Anglo-Saxon penny was very variable and it was thought that this was due to poor minting tech-
nique, but it soon became clear that the truth was very different.89  During an issue the weight at 
which pence were minted was gradually and quite deliberately reduced, so that in some cases such 
as Last Small  Cross  and Quatrefoil  it fell  by as much as 40% before  being raised again at the next 
change of  type. The highest achievable standard was equivalent to about 27 Troy grains (or 1.75 
g), which was attained at the beginning of  several of  Aithelred's issues and again c. 1051-2 in the 
heavy phase of  the Expanding  Cross  type of  Edward the Confessor,  but during the issues from  c. 
1023-c. 1051, in which the tax known as heregeld  was payable, the maximum was only about 18 
grains (1.17 g). After  c. 1053 it was about 21 grains (1.36 g), close to the level at which the weight 
of  the minted penny was ultimately stabilised by William the Conqueror. 

There is as yet no agreement on either the cause or the effect  of  the weight changes, which the 
latest studies show to have been reinforced  in some cases by debasement.90 Petersson thought that 
the maximum reduction within an issue was an indication that the coinage was overvalued by one-
third (in other words one-third of  any bullion brought for  reminting would be retained to cover 
minting charges and profit,  the owner of  a given weight of  bullion receiving a larger number of 
pence the lighter they were minted), otherwise Gresham's Law would cause heavy coins to be 
driven out by light ones and melted down.91 Lyon argued that such an outcome could equally have 
been avoided by a steady increase in overvaluation from  a relatively low base (in other words 
reductions in weight as an issue progressed could have reflected  increases in retention for  charges 
and profit,  so that the owner of  a given weight of  bullion would receive the same number of  coins 
regardless of  how light they were).92 This raises the question of  whether the low maximum weight 
of  pence minted in the heregeld  period was due to consistently high charges levied at that time to 

87 C.S.S. Lyon, 'Variations in currency in late Anglo-Saxon England'. Mints,  Dies and Currency:  Essays in memory of  Albert 
Baldwin,  edited by R.A.G. Carson (London, 1971), pp. 101-20 at pp. 115-17. 

88 Ian Stewart, 'Coinage and recoinage' (see note 84) at p. 469. 
89 V.J. Butler (now Smart), 'The metrology of  the late Anglo-Saxon penny: the reigns of  /Ethelra;d II and Cnut', Anglo-Saxon 

Coins (see note 21), pp. 195-214; H. Bertil A. Petersson, 'Coins and weights: Late Anglo-Saxon pennies and mints, c .973-1066', 
SLAC  (see note I), pp. 207-433, with the comment on p. 220 that 'Anglo-Saxon moneyers technically mastered the art of  producing 
coins with weights within very fine  tolerance limits.' 

90 D.M. Metcalf  and J.P. Northover, 'Sporadic debasement in the English coinage, c. 1009-1052', NC  2002, 217-36. 
91 Petersson. Anglo-Saxon  Currency  (see note 80), pp. 97-100. 
92 Lyon, 'Some problems' (see note 85), 206-8. 
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help finance  this geld, or whether, as Pamela Nightingale thought, the cause was an unrecorded 
introduction by Cnut of  a tariff  of  twenty-four  pence to the ora in place of  the previous sixteen, 
and ten oras (instead of  fifteen)  to the pound.93 That a heavy pennyweight based on sixteen to the 
ora was in use as late as c. 1051-2 is evidenced by the heavy maximum weight of  Expanding 
Cross  pence. In the present writer's opinion it is more likely that there was, throughout, a silver 
pennyweight of  one-sixteenth of  an ora or silver ounce, which was superseded in Norman times 
by a lighter pennyweight of  one-twentieth of  the same ounce. This ounce would have been equal 
to, or comparable with, the later Tower ounce of  480 (i.e. 450) Troy grains. Pence would have 
been minted somewhat below the relevant pennyweight to allow for  minting charges. 

It may have been impossible for  the owner of  current pence of  different  weights to profit  from 
having the heavy ones reminted, even if  it were lawful  so to do, but it is hard to see how the 
exchange of  coins of  a superseded issue for  pence of  the current issue would not have involved the 
owner in a greater loss the lighter the coins he possessed.94 There is no documentary evidence to 
indicate that there was popular resistance to the acceptance of  the lighter coins of  an issue in pay-
ment for  goods or services, but this may simply be because such evidence has not survived. 

Die-engraving 
The stylistic study of  die-engraving has not been as extensive as the metrology, but has concen-
trated on those issues where the differences  are most clearly indicative of  decentralisation. Dolley 
himself  pioneered the first  such study, covering Hildebrand's Type A of  /Ethelred.95 There had 
been a degree of  decentralisation after  the first  flush  of  Edgar's reform  and this had continued in 
/Ethelred's First  Hand  type, especially but not exclusively in the north and east; Second  Hand, 
predominantly a southern issue, was more uniform.96  Crux,  Long Cross  and Helmet  deserve more 
detailed analysis, but it seems that Parsons was right in attributing to Winchester at this time the 
introduction of  new designs 97 London, and occasionally Canterbury, shared with Winchester the 
cutting of  dies for  southern moneyers, while there were regional engravers at work in York and 
Lincoln at the least. But the dislocation caused by the Great Army in and after  1009 led to exten-
sive decentralisation; at the outset of  Last Small  Cross  even the London moneyers seem to have 
obtained their dies from  an engraver in the West Midlands 98 The organisation established at this 
time continued to be used for  Cnut's Quatrefoil  issue, as demonstrated in a detailed study by 
Blackburn and Lyon 99 but thereafter  the need for  it diminished, as did the influence  of 
Winchester, for  it seems that before  the end of  Cnut's reign London had become the main centre 
for  the production of  dies and, one might presume, the design of  new types.100 Only when the 
kingdom was divided, temporarily, between Harold Harefoot  and Harthacnut do we again recog-
nise a distinctive style that can clearly be associated with Winchester, namely that which charac-
terises the Jewel  Cross  coins of  Harthacnut, with a right-facing  bust, from  towns south of  the 
Thames.101 

Little stylistic analysis of  the issues of  Edward the Confessor  has so far  been published, 

93 Pamela Nightingale, 'The ora, the mark, and the mancus: weight-standards and the coinage in eleventh-century England - Part 
2 \NC  1984,234^18 at pp. 245-6. 

94 Nightingale (as in note 93, p. 239) pointed out that the law code known as IV /Ethelred implies that coins were taken back 
(pecunia  mea recipitur)  by weight. However, it does not state whether they would be exchanged for  new coins weight for  weight or for 
a specific  tale payment which might weigh appreciably less. 

95 Dolley, 'Some reflections'  (see note 69). 
96 Michael Dolley and Tuukka Talvio, 'The regional pattern of  die-cutting exhibited by the First  Hand  pennies of  /Ethelried II pre-

served in the British Museum', SAW47 (1977), 53-65. 
97 See p. 000. 
98 Lyon, 'Die-cutting styles' (see note 73), 21-41. 
99 Mark Blackburn and Stewart Lyon, 'Regional die-production in Cnut's Quatrefoil  issue', ASMH  (see note 22), pp. 223-72. 
100 A London coin of  Cnut from  the William J. Conte collection has a reverse of  the Pointed  Helmet  issue and an obverse that 

shows the king without a helmet but wearing a diadem. This is similar to but not identical with the obverse of  the next issue (Short 
Cross)  and, since the coin can be shown to have been struck before  the conclusion of  the Pointed  Helmet  issue, it should be regarded as 
experimental and not a mule of  the two types. (Lyon, forthcoming.) 

,0 ' Tuukka Talvio, 'Harold I and Harthacnut's Jewel  Cross  type reconsidered', ASMH  (see note 22), pp. 273-90. 
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although there are some pointers in J J . North's invaluable catalogue English  Hammered  Coins. 
However, the Expanding  Cross  type is likely to be fully  explored in a forthcoming  publication by 
Gareth Williams of  the Appledore (Kent) hoard of  1997.102 Harold II's Pax issue has been dis-
cussed in detail by Hugh Pagan.103 

Stylistic developments in die-cutting at a particular centre have also played a part in establish-
ing the relative chronology of  an issue at that centre and hence in demonstrating the declining 
sequence of  weight standards. Occasionally the decline was reversed, accompanied by special 
symbols in the reverse field. 

With a system involving such variable weight standards it is surprising that the use of  symbols 
seems to have been quite limited, though recent studies have drawn attention to the employment 
of  sporadic letters at Lincoln in Last Small  Cross  and gouges at Stamford  and Huntingdon in 
Quatrefoil,105 

Die-linking  and mint studies 
In promoting an understanding of  the organisation of  the coinage an indispensable tool has been 
the die-link, in which, for  example, an obverse die is observed in combination with reverse dies of 
moneyers of  the same or different  towns. At an early stage Dolley recognised its value106 and 
employed it to good effect  on his visits to Stockholm in the 1950s and 1960s in conjunction with 
other members of  his team such as Gay van der Meer, Veronica Butler (now Dr. Smart) and the 
present writer, and also at home in a fruitful  partnership with the keen-eyed and enthusiastic col-
lector, Francis Elmore Jones.107 Dolley was quick to publish new die-links (sometimes under 
enigmatic titles that obscured the content) and use them to demonstrate relationships between 
adjacent or, sometimes, quite distant towns.108 

In the Society's early years attempts had been made to distinguish Scandinavian and Irish imita-
tions of  Anglo-Saxon coins from  their prototypes.109 Die-linking work by Dolley and his team 
enabled the lines to be drawn with greater reliability, so providing valuable input to the magiste-
rial study of  the Anglo-Scandinavian series to c.1020 by the distinguished Swedish scholar Brita 
Maimer.110 But it is the extensive and mostly unpublished discoveries made in the past decade, 
especially by a numismatic researcher in Oxford,  William Lean, that threaten to throw into the 
melting-pot the whole subject of  whether, even in England, a coin was necessarily minted at the 
place named on it.111 

A die study is also an essential component of  a detailed investigation of  the coinage of  an indi-

102 This hoard of  coins of  the Heavy sub-issue of  Expanding  Cross  includes a few  specimens of  earlier issues but apparently none 
of  the Light sub-issue. It therefore  questions whether the latter really did precede the former  as previously believed. The initial argu-
ments are finely  balanced: see Gareth Williams. 'A hoard of  "Expanding Cross" pennies from  Appledore: preliminary report', NCirc 
106 (1998), 152-3; Stewart Lyon. 'The "Expanding Cross" type of  Edward the Confessor  and the Appledore (1997) hoard', NCirc  106 
(1998), 426-8; and now Metcalf  and Northover, 'Sporadic debasement' (see note 90), pp. 230-2. 

103 H.E. Pagan, 'The coinage of  Harold II'. SMC (see note 1). pp. 177-205. 
104 Lyon, 'Variations in currency' (see note 87), p. 107. 
105 Lyon. "Die-cutting styles' (see note 73), 30-1; Robin J. Eaglen and Robert Grayburn, "Gouged reverse dies in the Quatrefoil 

issue of  Cnut', BNJ  70 (2000), 12-37. 
106 R.H.M. Dolley, 'The relevance of  obverse die-links to some problems of  the later Anglo-Saxon coinage', Commentationes  de 

nummis saeculorum 1X-XI  in Suecia repertis  I  (Stockholm, 1961), 153-72. 
107 For example, R.H.M. Dolley and F. Elmore Jones, 'The mints "aet Gothabyrig" and "aet Sith(m)estebyrig", with a philological 

and typographical note on Cissbury by M. Daunt". BNJ  28 (1955-7), 270-82. 
108 Dolley, 'The relevance of  obverse die-links' (see note 106); R.H.M. Dolley land] G. van der Meer, 'A die-link between the 

mints of  Dover and London at the end of  the reign of  /Ethelrced II', BNJ  29 (1958-9), 416-17. 
109 H. Alexander Parsons, 'Some coins of  Sigtuna inscribed with the names of  /Ethelred, Cnut and Harthacnut', BNJ  11 (1915), 

3-19; also 'The chronology of  the Hiberno-Danish coinage', BNJ  17 (1923-4), 99-124. 
Lyon, van der Meer and Dolley, 'Some Scandinavian coins' (see note 73); Mark Blackburn, 'An imitative workshop active dur-

ing /Ethelraed II's Long Cross  issue', Studies  in Northern  Coinages  of  the Eleventh  Century,  edited by C.J. Becker (Copenhagen, 
1981), 29-88; Michael Dolley, 'Imitation and imitation of  imitation: some problems posed by the non-English Helmet pennies with the 
name of  ^Ethelrad II', as above, 89-111; Brita Maimer, The  Anglo-Scandinavian  Coinage  c. 995-1020. Commentationes de nummis 
saeculorum IX-XI in Suecia repertis. Nova Series 9 (Stockholm. 1997). 

111 For some of  these links see Lyon, 'Die-cutting styles' (see note 73) and [Lean's] references  in SCBI  50 (Hermitage Museum, St 
Petersburg Part I), Plates 13-51. 
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vidual minting town. The Society's Journal  has published a number of  these, including Axbridge 
(Elmore Jones),112 Buckingham (Dolley and others),113 Huntingdon (Robin Eaglen),114 Warwick 
(N.J. Ebsworth),115 and Watchet (Blackburn),116 not to forget  more general reviews of  the mints in 
Sussex (Horace King)117 and, between the wars, Northampton and Southampton, Stamford  and 
Peterborough (William Wells).118 Dolley and Elmore Jones listed the few  coins now associated 
with an emergency mint at Cissbury in Sussex, along with others from  an unlocated mint of 
Gothaburh  or Iothaburh  in the West Country119 (their identification  of  it with Castle Gotha in 
Cornwall having since been rejected by philologists). The sale catalogues of  R.P.V. Bretell's col-
lection of  coins of  the Devon mints included reviews of  those mints by Ian Stewart.120 However, 
pride of  place must go to the pioneering study of  the major mint of  Lincoln by the late Henry 
Mossop, a Lincolnshire farmer,121  due to be followed  shortly by similar studies of  Winchester 
(Yvonne Harvey) and York (William Lean), both of  which are nearing completion. 

D. Miscellanea 
It will be apparent that much of  the post-war work on Anglo-Saxon coinage has been published 
elsewhere than in the pages of  BNJ.  This reflects  in part the inter-disciplinary significance  of  such 
work, in part the role of  the Scandinavian material, and in part the need to avoid unbalancing the 
Journal  itself.  Reference  has already been made in passing to a number of  external publications, 
and for  completeness a number of  others will now be mentioned. 

The most important of  these is the series of  fascicules  of  the British Academy's Sylloge  of 
Coins of  the British Isles,  now exceeding fifty  and with the majority substantially devoted to 
Anglo-Saxon coins. Inspired by Sir Frank Stenton and executed under the guiding hands initially 
of  Dolley and Blunt and more recently of  Blackburn, the series has made available to numismatic 
and other researchers photographs, weights and provenances of  many thousands of  coins in public 
collections at home and abroad, and some in private collections also. Two volumes devoted to a 
cumulative index by the numismatic philologist Veronica Smart are an invaluable source for  the 
regional study of  moneyers' names, their spelling and their linguistic origin. 

A second series of  publications with support from  the British Academy is Medieval  European 
Coinage,  a monumental undertaking masterminded by Professor  Grierson. The first  volume 
includes an important review of  the early Anglo-Saxon coinage by Blackburn and Grierson.122 

In Stockholm a project for  publishing the many Viking-Age hoards found  in Sweden has been 
in progress for  a number of  years but has recently slowed down.123 Although the listings are as 
complete as the surviving evidence permits, comparatively few  plates of  photographs are 
included, which limits their usefulness  as a free-standing  aid to numismatic research. Two publi-

112 F. Elmore Jones, 'The mint of  Axbridge', BNJ  30 (1960-1). 61 -9. 
113 R.H.M. Dolley, D.J. Elliott and F. Elmore Jones, 'The Buckingham mint', BNJ  34 (1965), 46-52. 
114 Robin J. Eaglen, 'The mint of  Huntingdon', BNJ  69 (1999), 47-145. 
115 N.J. Ebsworth, The Anglo-Saxon and Norman mint of  Warwick', BNJ  34 (1965), 53-85. 
116 M.A.S. Blackburn. "The mint of  Watchet', BNJ  AA (1974), 13-38. 
117 H.H. King, 'The coins of  the Sussex mints': BNJ  28 (1955-7), 60-74, 249-63, 518-36; Addenda and corrigenda, BNJ  29 

(1958-9), 190-1.415; BNJ  30 (1960-1), 188; BNJ  33 (1964), 168. 
118 William C. Wells, 'The Northampton and Southampton mints', BNJ  17 (1923-4), 1-49; BNJ  19 (1927-8), 69-91: BNJ  20 

(1929-30), 63-93; BNJ  21 (1931-3), 1-57; 'The Stamford  and Peterborough mints', BNJ  22 (1934-7), 35-77; BNJ  23 (1938-41), 
7-28; BNJ  24 (1941 -4), 69-109. 

119 Dolley and Elmore Jones, 'The mints' (see note 107). 
120 Ian Stewart: 'The Exeter mint and its moneyers', Catalogue  of  the R.P.V.  Bretell  Collection  of  Coins of  Exeter  and Civil  War 

Issues  of  Devon (Glendining & Co. sale, 28 October 1970), 3-37; 'The Barnstaple mint and its moneyers', (Catalogue  of  Glendining & 
Co. sale, 18 June 1975, which included the Bretell collection of  coins of  that mint), 6 pages; 'The mints of  Totnes and Lydford  and 
their moneyers', The  R.P.V.  Bretell  Collection  of  Coins of  the Devon Mints  (Final  Portion):  Lydford  and Totnes  (Glendining & Co. sale, 
8 March 1990). 

121 H.R. Mossop, The  Lincoln Mintc.  890-1279 (Newcastle upon Tyne, 1970). 
122 Philip Grierson and Mark Blackburn, Medieval  European Coinage:  1 The  Early  Middle  Ages (5th-  10th centuries) (Cambridge, 

1986), 155-89,267-331,337-8. 
123 Corpus  nummorum saeculorum IX-XI  qui in Suecia reperti  sunt: Catalogue  of  Coins from  the Viking  Age found  in Sweden.  The 

series is intended to comprise all the Viking Age coins found  in Sweden, including grave finds  and single finds.  Publication is by alpha-
betical order of  parishes within a given province. The first  fascicule  was published in 1975 and seven more have so far  followed. 
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cations by Professor  Kenneth Jonsson are also important: one lists all the coins then known to him 
of  the Reform  Small  Cross  and Hand  types, together with Intermediate  Small  Cross  and the ensu-
ing Transitional  Crux  varieties and all mules between later types as far  as Harold II.124 The other 
discusses Edgar's reform  in the light of  the issues preceding it.125 Jonsson also edited a volume 
marking Hildebrand's centenary, Studies  in Late Anglo-Saxon  Coinage,  which includes extensive 
tables of  mints, moneyers and weights and is an indispensable research tool.126 

At home, Professor  Michael Metcalf  has written extensively on economic aspects of  the Anglo-
Saxon and other northern coinages.127 His attempt to estimate the output of  every minting town 
relative to that of  Lincoln in each post-reform  type 128 must be treated with extreme caution, for  it 
builds assumption on assumption and so compounds the range of  variation inherent in the process 
of  statistical estimation.129 Metcalf  has also published a stimulating volume in which he poses 
thirty-nine questions about the evidence of  finds  from  Edgar's reform  to Harold II and critically 
discusses and evaluates each coin type.130 He is not afraid  to question received opinions and his 
analysis provides much food  for  thought. 

Increasingly, Anglo-Saxon historians have been making use of  published numismatic work in 
their own studies of  the period. This, perhaps, is the greatest tribute that could be paid to the schol-
arship shown by researchers in our field  in the past half-century,  most of  whom have been mem-
bers of  the British Numismatic Society. But we cannot afford  to rest on our laurels: there are still 
many scantily explored regions of  Anglo-Saxon coinage and all too few  minds to explore them. 

A new and welcome perspective takes the form  of  an art-historical appraisal of  early Anglo-
Saxon coinage to c. 792.131 The author, Dr Anna Gannon, makes the point that this material has 
largely been ignored outside numismatic circles because of  its complexity, yet artistically it con-
stitutes the most vibrant period of  English coinage. By analysing its iconography her aim is to 
introduce its rich legacy to a new and wide audience - a laudable objective that traditional numis-
matic studies have so far  failed  to achieve. 

124 Kenneth Jonsson, Viking-Age  Hoards  and Late Anglo-Saxon  Coins (Stockholm, 1987). 
125 Kenneth Jonsson, The  New  Era. The  Reformation  of  the Late Anglo-Saxon  Coinage,  Commentationes de nummis saeculorum 

IX-XI in Suecia repertis. Nova Series 1 (Stockholm, 1987). 
126 See note 1. 
127 D.M. Metcalf,  'Continuity and change in English monetary history c.973-1086'. Part 1: BNJ  50 (1980), 20-49. Part 2: BNJ  51 

(1981).52-88. 
128 Metcalf,  as in n. 127 (Part 2). 
129 See, for  example, Stewart Lyon, 'Die estimation: some experiments with simulated samples of  a coinage', BNJ  59 (1989), 

1 - 1 2 . 

130 D.M. Metcalf,  An Atlas of  Anglo-Saxon  and Norman  Coin Finds  973-1086.  Royal Numismatic Society Special Publication No. 
32 (London, 1998). 

131 Anna Gannon, The  Iconography  of  Early  Anglo-Saxon  Coinage:  Sixth  to Eighth  Centuries  (Oxford.  2003). 
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BEFORE the end of  the nineteenth century a group of  numismatic students, later to be among the 
founders  of  the British Numismatic Society, had already begun putting the study of  post-Conquest 
coinage onto a more secure footing.  It is evident that they had agreed among themselves, despite 
their wide interests, to avoid duplication of  effort  by assuming responsibility for  specific  series. 
There is no formal  proof  that such an arrangement existed but it is indicated by major articles 
published just before  and after  1903, and confirmed  by a watercolour cartoon preserved in the 
Department of  Coins and Medals of  the British Museum. (PI. 11) Drawn by L.A. Lawrence and 
sent as a Christmas card to W.J. Andrew in 1900 it shows, in mock-medieval style, two figures 
being kicked out of  a fortress.  One arm of  a near-by signpost pointing towards the scene is 
labelled 'C. Britton hys castle' while the other pointing away indicates the direction of  'Cadster' 
(Andrew's home at the time). The explanation in the hand of  G.C. Brooke on the reverse is that 
Lawrence had sent two coins of  Stephen to Carlyon-Britton for  his opinion but 'the latter had 
returned them saying that by arrangement  [my italics] all Stephens must be referred  to W.J.A. first'.1 

Norman Coinage, 1066-1158 
The preserve of  Major P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (PI. 2), the first  President of  the Society, was the 
coinage of  William I and II. Before  its foundation  he had already published several articles on the 
subject,2 and his survey was among the first  of  the planned series to appear in the Journal?  Taking 
Andrew's recent study of  the coinage of  Henry I as its model,4 the methodology is recognisably 
modern, using documentary sources, hoards, typology, mules and style to establish the arrange-
ment. Non-substantive varieties obscuring the order in the previous Hawkins classification3  were 
eliminated, resulting in the scheme of  thirteen types accepted without question ever since. 
Discussions of  production technique and the administration of  the coinage were further  advanced 
features.  Although it still looked back in some respects to the nineteenth century, for  example in 
its discursive style, his study marked a major advance. The outbreak of  the First World War 
brought its mint and moneyers chapters to a premature halt after  Oxfordshire,  but Carlyon-Britton 
planned to continue with the remainder.6 He never did, probably because, as the war ended and 
the publication of  BNJ  resumed after  a two year interval, the British Museum  Catalogue  on the 
subject had been published. As the latter should be treated as a whole, the state of  research on the 
later Norman coinages before  its publication will be outlined first. 

The coinage of  Henry I had ostensibly been covered by Andrew's publication,7 to which the 
hostile reception in some quarters had been the catalyst for  the foundation  of  the Society. The 

Acknowledgements:  I wish to thank Barrie Cook for  his valuable suggestions and all compilers of  indexes, particularly R.H. 
Thompson for  his Contents  of  the British Numismatic  Journal  volumes 1-69 (1903/4-1999)  (London, 2001), and D.I. Greenhalgh for 
his Cumulative  Index  to Spink's  Numismatic  Circular,  vols 1 to 100 (London, 1993). 

1 Brooke had originally dated the card '1898' but this is scored through and replaced, also in his hand, with ' 1900'. 
2 P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton, 'The coins of  William I and II, and the sequence of  types', NC  (1902), 208-23; 'William I & II: their 

mints and moneyers', NCirc  (1902), Aug., 5464-73; Oct., 5571-5; Nov., 5646-68. 
3 P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton, 'A numismatic history of  William I and II (1066-1100)', BNJ  2 (1905), 87-184; 3 (1906), 117-72; 4 

(1907), 48-78; 5 (1908), 97-122; 6 (1909), 147-76; 7 (1910). 1-25; 8 (1911), 61-81; 9 (1912) 129-43; 10 (1913), 33-41. Unless 
otherwise stated, volumes of  BNJ  are cited throughout this chapter by the series date, not the date of  publication which was usually a 
year, and occasionally more, later. 

4 W.J.Andrew,'Anumismatic history of  the reign of  Henry I, 1100-1135', NC  4th ser. 1 (1901), 1-515. 
5 E. Hawkins, 'Silver Coins of  England', 3rd edition edited by R.L. Kenyon (London, 1887). 
6 An editorial note in BNJ  11 (1915), 57, said that the continuation of  Carlyon-Britton's study must await his return from  war service. 
7 As in n. 4. 
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justified  criticisms of  Andrew should not obscure his contribution in placing details of  a large 
corpus of  coins on record for  future  students, and in making many useful  points in his introductory 
discussion. The demolition of  his use of  historical evidence8 was unanswerable and the numis-
matic flaws  in his arrangement required time and fresh  eyes to put right. No paper of  any kind on 
Henry I appeared in the Journal  for  a quarter of  a century. Instead, Andrew turned to the coinage 
of  Stephen about which he had also been accumulating material for  the previous thirty years. The 
resulting publication was intended as the first  serious attempt to survey the reign but never got 
beyond rather unfocussed  introductory chapters.9 Once again valid points may be sifted  out, 
including his reattribution of  the Pererics, previously given to Roger Earl of  Warwick, to Matilda. 
Its enduring value lay in the chapter publishing the neglected 1867 Sheldon, Derbyshire, hoard 
which closed at the start of  type 2. Andrew hoped to complete his study10 but like Carlyon-Britton 
abandoned it after  the appearance of  BMC. 

Overlapping with this work on the Norman coinage by founders  of  the Society was that of  G.C. 
Brooke (PI. 4c) who had been appointed to the British Museum in 1908. As curator of  the English 
series, the task fell  to him to prepare the next in line chronologically of  its catalogues of  British 
coins, that devoted to the Norman period. Brooke's two-volume study was published in 1916." 
Although he thus had the publications of  Andrew and Carlyon-Britton serially before  him, and 
cited their papers, his work had proceeded largely from  first  principles. In listing the coins he fol-
lowed the format  laid down in earlier British Museum catalogues but gave weights, sources and 
ultimate provenances as well as distinguishing dies systematically for  the first  time. The intro-
duction conformed  in outline to the previously established methodology but the gathering, presen-
tation and discussion of  material was on a different  scale and plane from  what had gone before. 
Brooke's lucid account of  the coinage and its background was strictly to the numismatic point 
with none of  the extraneous digressions of  the previous writers. He handled the historical 
evidence judiciously and his conclusions were carefully  measured with uncertainties openly 
acknowledged. Progress was made in most areas but it was in the reign of  Stephen that he made 
the greatest advance. His volumes' one major defect  as far  as recent students are concerned is that 
the sixty-two plates, a generous supply for  the time, illustrate only a representative selection of  the 
coins and not every one as current research requires. 

Like many great works of  scholarship, BMC  Norman  Kings  inhibited further  work in the series 
for  some time, apart from  occasional papers on hoards and stray discoveries. For William I there 
was the so-called 'War Area' hoard of  coins of  BMC  5, subsequently shown to have been a parcel 
of  a hoard found  at Scaldwell, Northamptonshire.12 A notable advance on Brooke's understanding 
was made by Philip Grierson's study of  monetary taxation after  the conquest.13 In it he showed 
that William I had not simply maintained the Anglo-Saxon monetary system he had inherited but 
introduced a major reform  in the early 1080s under which a new geld de moneta began to be taken 
from  English boroughs. The date of  the Paxs type (BMC  8), central to the absolute chronologies 
of  the two reigns, has been considered by several students. Brooke placed it as the last type of 
William I but others have suggested that it was his penultimate type,14 was begun by him and 
continued under his son15 or was instituted by William II after  his father's  death.16 Conclusive 

8 C.G. Crump and C. Johnson, 'Notes on "A numismatic history of  the reign of  Henry 1" by W.J. Andrew', NC  4th ser. 2 (1902), 
372-7. 

9 W.J. Andrew, "A numismatic history of  the reign of  Stephen A.D. 1135-1154', BNJ  6 (1909), 177-90: 8 (1911), 87-136; 10 
(1913), 43-67; 11 (1915), 57. Although not entitled as part of  the series his paper on 'A remarkable hoard of  silver pennies and half-
pennies of  the reign of  Stephen, found  at Sheldon, Derbyshire, in 1867. BNJ  7(1910), 27-89. also includes much discussion of  general 
application. 

10 Editorial note by Andrew, BNJ  11 (1915), 57. 
11 G.C. Brooke, A Catalogue  of  English  Coins in the British Museum.  The  Norman  Kings,  2 volumes (London, 1916). 
12 R.C. Carlyon-Britton, 'A hoard of  coins of  William the Conqueror found  in a trench in the War Area', BNJ  12 (1916), 15-32; 

R.H.M. Dolley, 'The find-spot  of  the "War Area" hoard of  pence of  William 1', BNJ  28 (1955-7), 650-1. 
13 P. Grierson, 'Domesday Book, the geld  de moneta and monetagium:  a forgotten  minting reform',  BNJ  55 (1985). 84-94. 
14 As inn. 29, pp. 17-18. 
15 D.M. Metcalf.  'Notes on the "PAXS" type of  William I', The  Yorkshire  Numismatist  1, 13-26. 
16 M.M. Archibald, 'Coins' in English  Romanesque Art 1066-1200.  Hayward Gallery (London, 5 April-8 July 1984), 320^41. at 

pp. 320 and 327-8. 
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evidence on this point has not yet been forthcoming.  The manuscript and historical context of  Pax 
has also been explored.17 

The past century has seen a huge increase in the availability of  good editions of  a growing 
range of  the public records, chronicles and other written sources of  value to the student of  coinage 
and monetary history for  the entire period reviewed in this chapter, and more numismatic students 
are now working from  the original unpublished documents. There has also been a rise in academic 
interest in economic, administrative and social history for  which coinage has been acknowledged 
to provide important evidence. This cross-fertilisation  has been evident in publications in both 
disciplines. A pioneer in this area was Sir Francis Hill, writing about Lincoln.18 For the early post-
Conquest period two detailed studies may be highlighted. At Winchester, many of  the moneyers 
were identified  in the Winton Domesday and another survey of  c.l 110.19 They had close family 
connections, were among the wealthier citizens, and had their separate minting premises in the 
same part of  the city. In London the Deorman moneyer-dynasty and its associates were also traced 
in the written record from  before  the Conquest into the reign of  Henry I, revealing a similar 
pattern.20 Advances have also been made in understanding the weight standard and the king's 
profit  from  coinage.21 A survey paper in the Royal Mint history by Ian Stewart (now Lord 
Stewartby) (Pl. 6d) traces the development of  minting, technology and coinage administration 
throughout the Norman period.22 

For the study of  the coinage of  Henry I, the fundamental  problem has been the unrepresentative 
nature of  the surviving material. This has made the application of  classic numismatic techniques, 
such as noting the arrival and departure of  moneyers, less secure. The accession of  large amounts 
of  new material was therefore  particularly welcome, whether from  isolated losses, excavation 
finds,  or hoards. The discovery of  a round halfpenny  vindicated the written sources which mention 
it23 and others are now recorded from  a range of  mints 24 In recent years, the Journal's  'Coin 
Register' has delivered its annual crop of  discoveries. Excavation finds  have included those from 
Llantrithyd which added previously unknown coins to the poorly represented issues of  the central 
years of  the reign 25 The contents of  early hoards have been re-investigated and made usable for 
comparative studies,26 but the really large infusion  of  new material was the seven hundred coins 
from  the Lincoln hoard of  1971-2 27 It added a considerable number of  previously unpublished 
coins for  the types best represented (7, 10, 13-15) and provided much useful  data on currency 
questions, but its deposition at the end of  the reign meant that it did not contribute directly to the 
solution of  the chronological problems of  Henry I's middle period. A useful  listing of  all known 

17 S. Keynes, 'An interpretation of  the Pacx, Pax and Paxs pennies', Anglo-Saxon  England1  (1978), 165-73. 
18 J.W.F. Hill, Medieval  Lincoln (Cambridge, 1948). 
19 M. Biddle (editor), Winchester  in the Early  Middle  Ages (Oxford,  1976); D.M. Metcalf,  'The premises of  early medieval 

moneyers: the case of  eleventh-century Winchester', I  htoghi della  moneta. Le sedi delle  zecche daU'antichita  all'eta  moderna  (Milan, 
1999), pp. 59-67. 

20 P. Nightingale, 'Some London moneyers and reflections  on the organisation of  English mints in the eleventh and twelfth 
centuries' NC  142 (1982), 34-50. 

21 P. Nightingale, 'The evolution of  weight-standards and the creation of  new monetary and commercial links in northern Europe 
from  the tenth to the twelfth  century'. Economic History  Review, 2nd Ser. 38 (1985), 192-209; '"The King's Profit":  Trends in English 
mint and monetary policy in the eleventh and twelfth  centuries', in N.J. Mayhew and P. Spufford  (editors). Later Medieval 
Mints:Organisation,  Administration  and Techniques.  BAR International Series 389 (Oxford,  1988), pp. 61-75 

22 I. Stewart, 'The English and Norman mints, c .600-1158', in C.E. Challis (editor),/! New  History  of  the Royal Mint  (Cambridge, 
1992), pp. 1-82. 

23 P. Seaby, 'A round halfpenny  of  Henry I', BNJ  26 (1949-51), 280-5; P. Grierson and C. Brooke, 'Round halfpennies  of  Henry 
I'.BNJ  26(1949-51), 286-9. 

24 M.M. Archibald and W.J. Conte, 'Five round halfpennies  of  Henry I. A further  case for  reappraisal of  the chronology of  types', 
NCirc  91 (1989), 115-16. 

25 R.H.M. Dolley, 'The 1962 Llanthrithyd treasure trove and some thoughts on the first  Norman coinage of  Wales'. BNJ  31 (1962), 
74-9; "Two further  coins of  Henry I from  Llantrithyd', BNJ  33 (1964), 169-71; G. Boon, Welsh  Hoards,  1979-81 (Cardiff,  1986), 
pp. 103-5. 

26 C.E. Blunt and B.H.l.H. Stewart, ' A parcel from  the Shillington (1871) hoard', NCirc  (Sept. 1977), 354; I. Stewart, 
'Unpublished coins from  the Shillington hoard', NCirc  97 (May 1989), 115; I. Stewart, 'The Bournemouth find  (c.1910) of  coins of 
Henry I', NC  (1977),  180-3. 

27 Coin Hoards  I (1975), p. 90, no. 359. 
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coins of  the regular issues of  the Norman coinage under mints was published by Harris.28 The 
co-operation of  museum curators, collectors and dealers ensured that this corpus contained many 
unpublished coins including material from  recent hoards. Students working on this new material 
found  Brooke's sequence of  types and chronological model unsatisfactory.  Dolley, in his booklet 
celebrating the anniversary of  the Conquest demonstrated that Brooke's type 10 had been pre-
ceded by his type 11, and Archibald proposed that type 9 should follow  types 5 and 6 to which it 
was stylistically related.29 With several different  schemes for  the order of  types current,30 a review 
was needed. This was undertaken by Mark Blackburn, who made a detailed critique of  the 
evidence and recent views and added many fresh  insights of  his own.31 He endorsed the order (in 
BMC  types): 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 7, 8, 11, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, which is now accepted as a working 
hypothesis. Establishing a secure absolute chronology for  the reign has proved even more diffi-
cult. The crux is where in the sequence of  types the reform  of  1124-5 is to be placed. This subject 
has been widely discussed but the arguments are too complex to allow each to be rehearsed here. 
They are outlined and evaluated in the same paper by Blackburn who accepts the proposals by 
Walker and Gomm,32 that the reform  took place after  type XIV, thus leaving type XV to continue 
through the final  ten years of  the reign. Some, including the writer, still have problems with this 
chronology but no one would claim that finality  has been reached. 

Turning to the coinage of  Stephen, a similar hiatus in research followed  the publication of  BMC 
Norman  Kings  except for  short articles generally prompted by isolated finds.  There was a revival 
in interest after  the Second World War led by F. Elmore-Jones, the most important of  whose publi-
cations was his paper on type 7.33 Fifty  years on, recent advances were incorporated into a review 
of  the reign by Commander R.P. Mack (PI. lOd) 34 He regrettably, but perhaps inevitably for 
reasons of  space, treated in only summary fashion  the regular coins of  types 1, 2, and 7 which 
(with type 6) he accepted as substantive. Otherwise he published for  the first  time in the same 
place a complete corpus of  the issues of  the period, giving readings of  the legends and full  details 
of  each one, as far  as they were available. He arranged the material in a format  which made it easy 
to use and summarised his views and those of  other authorities with great clarity. While not every 
coin was illustrated, the plates were generous, including several die-duplicates of  many types. His 
paper remains an indispensable research tool, even if  its comprehensiveness was soon overtaken 
by the explosion of  new material which followed  the advent of  the metal-detector. 

The principal sources were several spectacular hoards which not only brought to light pre-
viously unrecorded coins but prompted renewed investigation of  the problems of  the reign. 
Prestwich, Lancashire (1972),35 closing, like so many, towards the end of  type I, was rich in new 
coins for  mint or moneyer and important for  currency studies. Wicklewood, Norfolk  (1989),36 
extending into the Cross-and-Crosslets issue of  Henry II, greatly expanded the representation of 
types 2 and 6 from  Stephen's eastern share of  the country and confirmed  the existence of  a mint at 
Dunwich. The coinage and currency of  the Angevin west was transformed  by the 1980 Coed y 
Wenallt hoard.37 It brought to light a rich series of  coins of  Matilda including new types, the first 
recorded coins from  a mint at Swansea and previously unknown issues by minor Norman barons 

28 E.J. Harris, 'The moneyers of  the Norman kings and the types they are known to have struck', in 27 parts, SCMB  (1983-91), 
passim. 

29 M. Dolley, The  Norman  Conquest  and the English  Coinage  (Spink. London, 1966), pp. 23-5; Archibald as in n. 16 at p. 330. 
no.415. 

30 As in notes 11, 16, 24, 25, 39 and 40; see also P. Seaby. 'Henry I coin types: design characteristics and chronology', Yorkshire 
Numismatist  1 (1988), 27-43. 

31 M.A.S. Blackburn, 'Coinage and currency under Henry I: a review", Anglo-Norman  Studies  XIII. 49-81. 
32 D. Walker, 'A possible monetary crisis in the early 1130s", SCMB  (Nov. 1984). 284-6: J.D. Gomm, 'Henry I chronology: a case 

for  re-appraisal'. SCMB  (April 1995). 105-7. 
33 F. Elmore-Jones. 'Stephen type Nil',  BNJ  28 (1955-7). 537-54. 
34 R.P. Mack, "Stephen and the Anarchy". BNJ  35 (1966). 38-112. 
35 Coin Hoards  I (1975), p. 92, no. 360. 
36 Christies, 15 May 1990: note on the hoard with outline interim listing of  the complete contents; lots 1-159 are coins remaining 

after  a selection had been acquired by the British Museum, all coins before  1158 arc illustrated, but no Tcalbys. 
37 G.C. Boon, as in n. 25. pp. 37-82. 
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in south Wales. The Box, Wiltshire (1993-4) hoard38 revolutionised the hitherto accepted view of 
the currency and financial  administration in Matilda's western part of  the divided kingdom in the 
mid-1140s by including over sixty representatives of  a previously unknown coinage of  lion type 
from  several mints for  the Angevin leaders Robert Earl of  Gloucester and his son Earl William. 
These hoards brought out the strong element of  regionalism in the currency pattern at this time. 
Successive editions of  North's handbooks have kept up with the accessions of  new material and 
changes in interpretation throughout the entire period under review in this chapter39 George 
Boon's booklet40 reviewed the coinage of  the reign and, although primarily designed for  non-
specialists, offered  many original ideas on problems of  attribution and chronology providing, for 
example, the correct reading of  the title on the coins of  the Scottish prince Henry as ERL, giving 
him his English title as Earl of  Northumberland. 

There is no longer any doubt about the status and relative order of  Stephen's substantive types, 
but the long-standing dating scheme accepted by Mack has been called into question. The point at 
issue is the duration of  type 1, which also affects  the numismatic chronology of  the middle period 
of  the reign. It had been received wisdom that type 2 began after  Stephen's release from  captivity 
in 1142 but Seaman, after  a study of  the progressive loss of  letters from  the obverse inscriptions, 
proposed that it lasted considerably longer, probably being produced into the later 1140s.41 
Although other students have differed  in their view of  exactly when type 1 came to an end there 
has been widespread agreement that it lasted into the mid-1140s. Archibald, however, continued to 
prefer  a date in 1142, part of  her evidence being that Bristol had been supplied with dies belong-
ing to an advanced stage of  type 1 by 1138.42 The recent discoveries of  previously unknown and 
extensive coinages for  the Angevin west does, in the writer's view, support her case, but this too is 
an area where more work remains to be done. Several of  the exceptional issues of  the period have 
also been discussed, although rarely conclusively. A significant  connection was demonstrated 
between the die-cutting style of  the pictorial and related types and issues from  Boulogne, but the 
proposal that this required the coins to have been struck in the Low Countries rather than at York 
has not been accepted 43 The erasures on some dies of  type 1 were associated in one paper with 
the Papal Interdict44 but this has also not found  favour.  Another suggested that they were related to 
the procedures for  the cancellation of  obsolete dies which had had to be pressed unexpectedly 
back into service; only the different  type of  erasure on the Bristol die was politically motivated.45 
Mark Blackburn has evaluated the extensive recent research up to the early 1990s in an important 
numismatic survey of  the reign 46 

No dies of  Norman coin-types were known until one with an obverse of  Stephen type I was 
published by Andrew in the 1930s, but its status is now regarded as uncertain 47 Recently, dies of 
William I, Henry I and Stephen were found  with another of  Cnut in spoil from  a Thameside build-
ing site in London.48 These were not just of  technical interest but, as they were all of  different 
mints, confirmed  the centralisation of  die-making in London at this time and suggested that the 
workshop was located somewhere nearby in the Vintry. Metallurgical analysis showed that. 

38 "Coin Hoards 1996', NC  156 (1996), 292-3, no. 133 and M.M. Archibald, 'The lion coinage of  Robert Earl of  Gloucester and 
William Earl of  Gloucester' BNJ  71 (2002), 71-86. 

39 J.J. North, English  Hammered  Coinage,  Vol. 1. Early  Anglo-Saxon  to Henry  III,  c.600-1272  (London, 1963; 2nd edition, 1980; 
3rd edition, 1994); the latest Long Cross classes appear in Vol. 2, Edward  I  to Charles  I,  1272-1662  (London, 1960; 2nd edition, 1989; 
3rd edition, 1994). 

40 G.C. Boon, Coins of  the Anarchy 1135-54 (Cardiff,  1988). 
41 R. Seaman, 'A re-examination of  some hoards containing coins of  Stephen', BNJ  48 (1978), 58-72. 
42 M.M. Archibald, 'Dating Stephen's first  type', BNJ  61 (1991), 2-22. 
43 RJ. Seaby, 'Some Coins of  Stephen and Eustace and the related issues of  Western Flanders', in N J. Mayhew (editor). Coinage 

in the Low Countries  (800-1500),  BAR International Series 54 (1979), pp. 49-53. 
44 P. Seaby, 'King Stephen and the Interdict of  1148', SAW 50 (1980), 14-18. 
45 M.M. Archibald, as in n. 42, at pp. 19-20. 
46 M.A.S. Blackburn, 'Coinage and Currency', in E. King (editor), The  Anarchy of  Stephen's  Reign, (Oxford,1994),  pp. 145-205 
47 W.J. Andrew, 'The die for  Stephen's coinage in the Guildhall Museum', BNJ  22 (1934-7), 29-34. 
48 M.M. Archibald, J.R.S. Ling and G. Milne, 'Four early medieval coin dies from  the London waterfront',  NC  155 (1995), 

163-200. 
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despite charges of  'bad money', the coins of  Henry I in the sample tested were, whatever their 
weight, consistently of  fine  silver.49 Relatively few  coins of  the Stephen period have been 
analysed, but the results show that, while the king's coins were of  sterling quality, the silver 
content of  the Angevin and other issues was more mixed.50 Sophisticated statistical methodology 
was shown to have potential in the study of  coin output and survival.51 

Cross-and-Crosslets Coinage, 1158-80 
The Cross-and-Crosslets ('Tealby') series, despite its interest and importance, has not received as 
much attention as others with more superficially  attractive coins. Its attribution to Henry II was 
first  proved by Sir Henry Ellis, using Pipe Roll evidence, in 18 3 7-8,52 but no serious attempt at 
classsification  was made during the remainder of  the nineteenth century. A paper by Nathan 
Heywood in the first  Journal  did little more than list separately the known obverse and reverse 
legends.53 A considerable advance was made in the next volume by Carlyon-Britton, who 
abstracted and analysed references  to coinage matters in the published Pipe Rolls which had by 
then reached 23 Henry II, 1176-7, still three years before  the end of  the type.54 Translations of  all 
the cited extracts were given in an appendix, and their evidence collated with that of  the coins. 
The first  attempt at classification  proper was made by L.A. Lawrence (PI. 1) in connection with 
his re-consideration of  the 1853 Lark Hill, Worcester, hoard,55 and a comprehensive treatment 
dividing the series into seven classes followed  immediately in the Journal  of  19 1 8-20 56 An 
important hoard found  at Leicester in 1927 was published by Lawrence, and he also contributed to 
Brooke's paper grouping the issues into just three major classes.57 

Any plans Brooke may have had to embark on the next British Museum  Catalogue  on the series 
was ended by his early death in 1934 and it was left  to his successor Derek Allen (PI. 5a) to take 
up the challenge. His work was disrupted by the war and was published only in 1951 after  he had 
left  the museum.58 His volume was a model of  methodology, analysis and presentation. The intro-
duction began with a keenly-observed ordering of  the coins which were divided into six classes. 
He collated these groups with the mints and moneyers to build up a coherent arrangement of  the 
coinage which he divided into six main classes. In establishing an absolute chronology for 
the series he re-investigated the Pipe Roll evidence and additional previously-unused sources, but 
uncertainties remained. In a magisterial chapter on finance  and administration of  the coinage, he 
made particularly effective  use of  the evidence from  the Dialogus de Scaccario59  and the docu-
ments published by Wells.60 In listing the coins he had an even more difficult  task than Brooke in 
dealing with particularly badly-struck coins, the minting arrangements for  which caused a greater 
degree of  die-linking, but corrections to his attributions have been few. 

F. Elmore-Jones (PI. 6a) made his rich collection of  'Tealbys' available to Allen, who 
frequently  cited his coins in BMC  to fill  out incomplete readings from  museum specimens or to 
note varieties not present in its trays. Elmore-Jones's expertise is shown in the sale catalogues of 
his collection based on the detailed classifications  and comments on die-linkages inscribed on his 

49 D.M. Metcalf  and F. Schweizer, 'The metal content of  the silver pennies of  William II and Henry I (1087-1135)', Archaeometry 
13.2 (1971), 177-90. 

50 As n. 37 at pp. 59-60 and 63 (includes coins of  William I and Henry I); as n. 38ii, p. 83. 
51 I.D. Brown, 'Active mints and the survival or Norman coins', BNJ  67 (1997), 1-10; Blackburn as n. 31 at pp. 60-2. 
5 : Sir Henry Ellis, Ackerman's Numismatic  Journal  II (1837-8), 253-4, quoted by Allen, as in n. 58, xvi-vii. 
53 N. Heywood. 'The First Coinage of  Henry II', BNJ  1 (1903-4), 97-111. 
54 P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton, 'Historical notes on the First Coinage of  Henry II', BNJ  2 (1905), 185-242. 
55 L.A Lawrence, 'The Lark Hill (Worcester) find',NC4th  ser. 19 (1919), 45-50. 
56 L.A.Lawrence, 'On the First Coinage of  Henry II', BNJ  (1918, published in 1920), 13-37. 
57 G.C. Brooke, 'The First Coinage or "Tealby" type of  Henry II', NC  5th ser. 7 (1927), 313-46. 
58 D.F. Allen. A Catalogue  of  English  Coins in the British Museum:  The  Cross-and-Crosslets  ('Tealby')  Type  of  Henry  II  (London. 

1951). 
59 Dialogus de Scaccario  by Richard Fitz Nigel. As used by Allen: C.G. Crump, A. Hughes and C. Johnson (editors), (Oxford, 

1902). Now: C. Johnson (ed.) and others (Oxford,  1983). 
60 W.C. Wells, 'Notes on the Long-Cross coinage of  Henry III, 1247-1250", BNJ  22 (1934-7), 
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tickets in his unmistakable round hand.61 This provides the opportunity to acknowledge the 
contribution made by sale catalogues and expert dealers' lists to numismatic studies. Over the past 
century, lots have been described by their usually unacknowledged compilers with increased and 
improved numismatic detail; illustration has, vitally, become more generous although the present 
series has, sadly, often  been the exception. Nicholas Mayhew's chapter in the Royal Mint volume 
for  the rest of  the period under review in this chapter was a ground-breaking survey of  minting 
history and the administration of  the coinage based on the primary sources and a synthesis of 
recent work by numismatists and historians 62 The Cross-and-Crosslets obverse die published in 
the first  Journal  was accepted by Allen but is now considered to be false.63 

After  the usual interval following  the publication of  BMC,  scholarly interest in the Cross-and-
Crosslets coinage has recently enjoyed a revival. Martin Allen, in connection with his study of  the 
Durham mint, raised doubts about the continuing validity of  the Derek Allen classification  and 
chronology.64 New hoards of  this issue come to light relatively infrequently,  but four  found  since 
the end of  the seventies provided interesting evidence on currency matters and also raised 
questions about the Derek Allen scheme.65 The contents and location of  three of  them suggested a 
possible connection with the rebellion of  1173-4, but the Allen chronology required an earlier 
dating. Tim Crafter  provided a detailed critique of  earlier classifications  and chronology using 
statistical techniques alongside more traditional methodology, and has arrived at a revised system 
remarkably similar to that proposed by Brooke in 1927.66 The same author has undertaken a die 
study of  the coins of  the Ipswich mint which demonstrates the very high output of  the dies used 
there in classes B and F.67 

Short Cross Coinage, 1180-1247 
The fundamental  break-through in the study of  the Short Cross coinage had already been made 
before  the foundation  of  the Society. In 1863 the Revd W.H.D. Longstaffe  had shown that the 
issue uniformly  in the name of  'King Henry' had run continuously from  the later years of  Henry II 
through the reigns of  Richard I and John into the period of  Henry III.68 His detailed arrangement 
of  the coins was already based on a classic collation of  the typology of  coins and the contents of 
hoards with the arrival and departure of  moneyers who could be documented and dated in the Pipe 
Rolls. Two years later John Evans demolished a last ditch attempt to deny any of  the issues to 
Richard I and John69 and, putting to right some errors in Longstaffe's  pioneering study, set out 
a simplified  sequence of  just five  classes.70 This scheme survived virtually unchallenged for  half  a 
century. Publications as late as that of  the massive Short Cross hoard found  at Colchester in 1902 
followed  it uncritically.71 

In the early years of  the Society L.A. Lawrence72 concentrated his attention elsewhere and it 
was only in 1915 that his matured views on the Short Cross coinage reached the Journal,73  In a 

61 Glendinnings, F.  Elmore  Jones  Collection  Part 2, 10 April 1984; Part 3, 7 October 1986. 
62 N.J. Mayhew, 'From regional to central minting, 1158-1464' in C.E. Challis (editor), A New  History  of  the Royal Mint 

(Cambridge, 1992), 83-397, especially at 92-107. 
63 As n. 58, p. xlv. The die was bequeathed to the British Museum by Mr M.S. Rolfe  in 1993. 
64 M. Allen, 'The Durham mint before  Bolden Book', Anglo-Norman  Durham, edited by D. Rollason, P. Harvey and M. Prestwich 

(1964), 381-98 at 392-5. 
65 M.M. Archibald and B.J. Cook, English  Medieval  Coin Hoards:  /,  Cross  and Crosslets,  Short  Cross  and Long Cross  Hoards. 

British Museum Occasional Paper No. 87 (London, 2001). 
66 T.C.R. Crafter,  'A re-examination of  the classification  and chronology of  the Cross-and-Crosslets type of  Henry II', BNJ  68 

(1998), 42-63. 
67 T. Crafter,  'A die-study of  the Cross-and-Crosslets type of  the Ipswich mint',/VC 162 (2002), 237-51. 
68 W.H.D Longstaffe,  'Northern evidence on the Short-Cross Question', NC  2nd Ser., 3 (1863), 162-88. 
69 W.S.W. Vaux, 'Some notes on the Eccles find  of  silver coins', NC  2nd Ser., 5 (1865), 219-54. 
70 J. Evans, 'The Short Cross Question', NC  2nd Ser., 5 (1865), 255-95. 
71 H.A. Grueber, 'A find  of  silver coins at Colchester', NC  4th ser. 3 (1903), 111-76. 
72 Lawrence's humour is shown by the inscription in his own hand on the mount of  this studio photograph in the British Museum, 

'This is meant for  L.A. Lawrence, 20/8/23'. 
73 L.A. Lawrence, 'The Short Cross coinage, 1180-1247'. BNJ  11 (1915), 59-100. 
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brilliant essay of  just forty  or so large-print pages Lawrence put forward  the evidence for  his 
division of  the coinage into eight classes with further  sub-groupings which marked a major step 
forward  in its understanding. This classification  is, in outline, still valid and in use today. His very 
conciseness, however, and a less than adequate allowance of  plates, meant that students found 
some of  his descriptions of  diagnostic features  rather difficult  to apply. A few  students voiced 
doubts about certain aspects of  his arrangement in the following  decades but some were 
unfounded  and others not fully  explored. Problems certainly remained, particularly in the classi-
fication  of  the beginning and end of  the series, in types 2 and 4 and in specific  areas such as the 
Rhuddlan mint. 

No really significant  advance on Lawrence's work appeared until F. Elmore-Jones's paper on 
the closing class 8 in 1948.74 The next major step forward  was made by John Brand (PI. 8a) 
whose discussion of  a range of  Short Cross questions in 1964, included the key correction of  the 
ordering of  Lawrence's classes 2 and 4.75 In addition to his formal  publications Brand promoted 
the study of  the coinage by listing examples in many public collections and distributing copies to 
museums and interested individuals. In 1969 his revision of  the classification  of  the series as a 
whole was published, rather obscurely, in the introduction to the second Ashmolean sylloge 
covering the period 1066-1279.76 Nearly 400 Short Cross coins were identified  according to the 
Brand system and every one was illustrated. The volume thus provided students and collectors for 
the first  time with a large detailed corpus, which was of  enormous help in identifying  their own 
material to a higher standard. The output records of  the London and Canterbury mints in the Short 
and Long Cross types for  the period 1220-70 were made available in print for  the first  time by 
Blunt and Brand.77 These brought precision to the impression from  the surviving coins that pro-
duction at the two mints was high during the later Short Cross period; in fact  eight million pennies 
on average were struck between them annually. The fluctuations  in production within a succession 
of  short accounting periods also offered,  with sensitive handling, a useful  clue to dating. 

In the latter part of  the century the Short Cross coinage also received heavy and sustained atten-
tion from  a growing number of  other researchers. Many papers were produced on specific  types, 
periods or mints, refining  classification  particularly in the still problematic areas at either end of 
the coinage.78 The material available for  research was expanded by new hoards and the recon-
struction of  inadequately recorded earlier finds.79  The deposition of  the 1864 Eccles hoard, pivotal 
to the dating of  the series, was conclusively placed c. 1230, at least a dozen years earlier than orig-
inally thought.80 Hoards found  abroad were increasingly recognised as making a significant  con-
tribution to English Short Cross studies and cooperation with overseas colleagues proved 
fruitful.81  Important information  on the Short Cross coinage was also contained in wider mint 
studies such as that of  Lincoln, where a die-study of  the type marked a new departure in large-
scale methodology for  the series.82 This approach was also followed  in a more extensive die-study 

74 F. Elmore-Jones, 'The last Short Cross issue of  Henry III (class 8)". BNJ  25 (1945-8), 286-90. 
75 J.D. Brand, 'Some Short Cross questions', BNJ  33 (1964), 57-69. 
76 J.D. Brand, in D.M. Metcalf,  SCBI  12, Ashmolean Museum,  Oxford,  Part  II.  English  Coins 1066-1279  (London, 1969), 
77 C.E. Blunt and J.D. Brand. Mint output of  Henry I1I'.BAU39 (1970), 61-6. 
78 The following,  in order of  publication, are representative: J.D. Brand. 'The Short Cross coins of  Rhuddlan', BNJ  34 (1965), 

90-7; B.H.I.H. Stewart, 'English coinage in the last years of  John and the minority of  Henry III', BNJ  49 (1979). 26-41 and 51 
(1981), 91-106; J.J. North. 'Are-examination of  classes 7 and 8 of  the Short Cross coinage', BNJ  58 (1988), 25-39; M.Allen. 'The 
chronology of  Short Cross class la, BNJ  63 (1993), 54-8; J.P. Mass, 'Of  dies, design changes, and square lettering in the opening phase 
of  the Short Cross coinage', BNJ  63 (1993), 20-52. 

79 R.H.M. Dolley, 'A note on the chronology of  some published and unpublished "short cross" finds  from  the British Isles', BNJ  29 
(1958-9), 297-321. 

80 I. Stewart. 'The burial date of  the Eccles hoard', NC  7th ser. 20 (1980). 194-7. 
81 The following  are representative: An earlier example: L.A. Lawrence, 'On a hoard of  Short Cross pennies', NC  3rd ser. 17 

(1897), 235-44 [found  in France]. Later papers: J. Yvon, 'Esterlins a la croix courte dans les tresors fran^ais  dc la fin  du 12c et dc la 
premiere moitie du 13e siecle". BNJ  39 (1970), 24-60: F. Dumas and J.D. Brand. 'The British coins in the Gisors (1970) hoard', BNJ 
40 (1971), 22-43: J.D. Brand and J. Duplessy. 'A parcel from  the Montpellier (1934) hoard". BNJ  Al (1977). 77-91; G.P. Gittoes and 
N.J. Mayhew, 'Short Cross sterlings from  the Rotenfels  hoard', BNJ  53 (1983), 19-28; Lord Stcwartby, 'The "Naxos" hoard of 
thirteenth century sterlings NC  154 (1994), 147-66. 

82 H.R. Mossop, The  Lincoln Mint,  c.890-1279 (Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1970). 
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of  the issues of  Carlisle and Durham.83 Such individual studies taken together represented a huge 
accession of  new information,  but some areas of  the coinage had been subjected to much closer 
scrutiny than others and, as the century closed, the time had arrived for  another overall academic 
review to bring together and evaluate this research. The non-specialist had meantime been well-
served by updated editions of  North's standard handbook.84 The need for  a more detailed guide to 
identification  devoted specifically  to the Short Cross coinage was met by a clearly presented book-
let in the series by Christopher Wren.85 For synthesis the specialist had to wait until 2001 when it 
was provided by Jeffrey  Mass in publishing his own rich collection.86 Produced in sylloge format 
this volume made available a large corpus of  material carefully  chosen to be representative across 
the entire range of  the series and listed according to the most up-to-date classification.  In the intro-
ductory chapters Mass discussed the history of  the subject and the evolution of  the classification, 
while Allen contributed a over-view of  the chronology, mints and moneyers.87 This book is an 
indispensable basis for  future  study. 

Several round halfpennies  and farthings,  ordered in 1222 but not previously extant, have come 
to light since 1989.88 All are of  type VII and confined  to London moneyers precisely as authorised 
in the official  records. Hoards, more plentiful  since the advent of  metal-detectors, have continued 
to be the source of  much new material as well as contributing to monetary history. Details of 
thirteen Short Cross hoards mainly from  the 1980s and 1990s, but including a neglected mid-
nineteenth century find,  were published in the recent first  volume in the British Museum's new 
series of  English  Medieval  Coin Hoards  by Archibald and Cook.89 As the authors noted, this 
represented an important addition to the available data, particularly as several of  the hoards were 
deposited before  the partial recoinage of  1204/5, a period from  which few  English finds  were 
previously known and fewer  fully  recorded. While not large enough to outweigh the massive 
hoards from  late in the type led by Eccles and Colchester 1, these new finds  go some way to 
redressing the previous imbalance of  the English evidence. 

Site finds  from  the Short Cross period onwards have not received the same treatment as 
those from  earlier medieval periods, failing  for  example to qualify  for  inclusion in the 'Coin 
Register' unless in exceptional cases. Their importance for  questions of  currency, settlement 
patterns and other aspects of  social history is acknowledged but the cost of  listing and publish-
ing the numerous later stray losses on a national basis has hitherto made this impracticable. 
The record-keeping in this area at present devolves onto local archaeological units and muse-
ums, and it is to be hoped that computerisation may soon make it easier for  interested students 
to access these archives. Besly's study of  the stray finds  from  Llanfaes,  Anglesey, which 
included Short-Cross and later coins, was the exception to the general rule and illustrated the 
valuable results which can be obtained 90 Large numbers of  coins of  this period have been pub-
lished in excavation reports, where the standard of  numismatic reporting has improved greatly 
and which therefore  deserve more attention than they have been given.91 The illuminating use 
which can be made of  such finds  has been demonstrated in a pioneering study by Stuart Rigold 
(PI. 6b),92 and by the 1997 Howard Linecar Lecture delivered to the Society by the historian 
Christopher Dyer.93 Stray foreign  coins which were lost in England or even escaped the 

83 M.R.Allen, 'The Carlisle and Durham mints in the Short Cross period', BNJ  49 (1979), 42-55. 
84 As n. 39. 
85 C.R. Wren, The  Short-Cross  Coinage,  1180-1247: Henry  II  to Henry  III,  Plantagenet Books (Heme Bay, 1992). 
86 J .P. Mass, SCBl  56, The  J.P.  Mass  Collection,  English  Short  Cross  Coins, 1180-1247 (London, 2001) 
87 M.Allen in Mass, as inn. 86, pp. 112-30. 
88 P. Seaby, 'A round Short Cross halfpenny  of  Henry III', SCMB  (Sept. 1989), 199-200; N. Mayhew and A. Smith, 'Another 

round Short Cross halfpenny',  BNJ60  (1990), 136. 
89 As n. 65. 
90 E. Besly, 'Short Cross and other medieval coins from  Llanfaes,  Anglesey', BNJ  65 (1995), 46-82. 
91 For a useful  list of  excavation reports including later medieval coins see Dyer, as in n. 93, 31-32, footnote  2. 
92 S.E. Rigold, 'Small change in the light of  medieval site-finds'  in N.J. Mayhew (editor), Edwardian  Monetary  Affairs 

(1274-1344),  BAR British Series 36 (Oxford,  1977), 59-80. 
93 C. Dyer, 'The Howard Linecar Lecture 1997. Peasants and Coins: the uses of  money in the middle ages', BNJ  67 (1997), 30—17. 



EARLY MEDIEVAL COINAGE, 1066-1279 85 recoinage net into circulation during the medieval period were surveyed by Cook and reflect 
the changing focus  of  England's foreign  contacts.94 The more legitimate role of  foreign  gold 
coins in the thirteenth century English currency has been investigated, Muslim obols of  Muse 
by Grierson95 and Byzantine besants by Cook.96 Continental imitations of  Short Cross coins 
are relatively rare but have featured  in several publications.97 

The advances just outlined have been mainly in the areas of  classification  and numismatic 
chronology achieved by the application of  ever more sophisticated analysis and traditional 
numismatic techniques. Seldom absent from  these studies, but coming into much greater 
prominence towards the end of  the century, have been investigations into administrative and 
technological aspects of  coinage and monetary history. Where the administration of  the Short 
Cross coinage is concerned, much relevant information  was contained in the introduction to 
Allen's study of  the Cross-and-Crosslets coinage of  Henry II.98 The major contribution was 
again made by Brand in his 1981 MA thesis, published posthumously in 1994 as the first  in the 
Society's Special Publications series 99 Basing his investigation on references  in the Public 
Records, many previously unpublished and noted by him for  the first  time, he reviewed the 
administration and workings of  the Short Cross mints, moneyers and exchanges, and also 
explained the little-understood standards of  fineness  and how these were reached and main-
tained. The evidence of  the ecclesiastical mints of  Bury, Durham and York, the archives of 
which complement the royal records, are being increasingly and rewardingly explored.100 For 
this and the later Angevin period important written evidence for  minting in Canterbury, and for 
the moneyers and their premises, was published in a history of  the city.101 The contribution of 
numismatic evidence has also been recognised in other historical works such as the volume of 
the standard Oxford  History for  the period.102 On the technological front,  the Short Cross type 
was the basis of  a pioneering account of  the technique of  die production using punches by 
Fox,103 superseded by Sellwood's classic general paper.104 Metallurgical analysis has not been 
so prominent as in the earlier medieval series because the Short Cross has been regarded as a 
stable coinage of  sterling fineness,  and so it proved in analyses published by Mayhew and 
Walker.105 The 'unique' die of  Short Cross type published in the inaugural volume of  the 
Journal  is now no longer accepted as authentic.106 

94 B.J. Cook, 'Foreign coins in medieval England' in Local Coins, Foreign  Coins: Italy  and Europe llth-15th  Centuries,  2nd 
Cambridge Numismatic Symposium, edited by L. Travaini (Milan. 1999). 231-84. 

95 P. Grierson, 'Oboli de muse', English  Historical  Review 66 (1951), 75-81; 'Muslim coins in thirteenth century England' in D.K. 
Kouymjian (editor), Near  Eastern  Numismatics.  Studies  in Honour  of  G.S.  Miles  (Beirut, 1974), 387-91. Both are reprinted in P. 
Grierson Later Medieval  Numismatics  (London, 1979). 

96 B.J. Cook, 'The bezant in Angevin England',NC  159 (1999), 255-75. 
97 Lord Stewartby, 'German imitations of  English Short-Cross sterlings'. NC  155 (1995), 209-60; Surveyed by Lord Stewartby, 

'Short Cross Imitations', in Mass, as in n. 86,70-2. 
98 As n. 58. 
99 J.D. Brand, The  English  Coinage  1180-1247: Money,  Mints  and Exchanges.  British Numismatic Society Special Publications 

No. 1 (London, 1994). 
100 M. Allen. 'Ecclesiastical mints in thirteenth-century England", Thirteenth-century  England  VIII: Proceedings of  the Durham 

Conference  1999, edited by M. Prestwich, R. Britnell and R. Frame (Woodbridge, 2001), 1113-22. 
101 W. Urry, Canterbury  under  the Angevin Kings,  1967. 
102 R. Bartlett. England  under  the Norman  and Angevin Kings,  1075-1225, New  Oxford  History  of  England  (Oxford,  2000), 

especially pp. 370-6. 
103 J. Shirley-Fox, 'Die-making in the twelfth  century'. BNJ  6 (1910), 191-6. 
104 D.Sellwood, 'Medieval minting techniques', BNJ  31 (1962), 57-65. 
105 N.G. Mayhew and D.R. Walker, 'Crockards and Pollards: imitation and the problem of  fineness  in a silver coinage' in N.J. 

Mayhew (editor), Edwardian  Monetary  Affairs  (1279-1344).  BAR 36 (Oxford.  1977), 125-46. This includes analyses of  English Short 
and Long Cross pence. 

106 W.J.Andrew, 'Two ancient dies', BNJ  1 (1903-4), 359-60. The Short Cross die has never been condemned in print, but has not 
been accepted at least since the 1950s. MMA examined it when it was shown at the British Museum in 1965 and was satisfied  that 
it was indeed an 'ancient die' but that the die-face  was certainly false,  cut in modern times. John Brand significantly  never mentions it 
in his papers and told MMA that he also believed it to be false.  MMA discussed both dies in a paper given at a BM/RNS forgeries 
conference  in 2000. 
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Long Cross Coinage, 1247-79 
Long Cross coins with obverses inscribed 'King Henry the Third' presented no problem of  regal 
attribution, although the continuation of  the issue into the reign of  Edward I escaped early 
students. They also frequently  misread the reverses as there was no initial mark to indicate the 
start of  legends whose letters were heavily ligated. Divisions of  the coinage were made on the 
basis of  prominent changes in the form  of  the king's numeral and the effigy,  but no success had 
been achieved in putting them into the correct order. Evans in 1869 endorsed the view of  earlier 
writers that coins with sceptre had preceded those without and this was still accepted in 1887.107 
The Fox brothers recognised that late Long Cross coins had been struck under Edward I108 and the 
rest of  the misconceptions were put right by Lawrence in three classic papers in the Journal  from 
1912.109 He divided the coinage into eight major classes and defined  several sub-classes in each, 
up to eight in the most complex and long-lasting class 5. This scheme for  the coinage still stands 
today. He accurately transcribed the reverse legends and listed the moneyers for  each mint, noting 
dated references  to their appointment and replacement in the written sources. The end of  the 
coinage brought problems, as the extant coins from  the few  remaining mints were rare and proba-
bly not fully  representative, and the relevant documentary evidence was less helpful.  Lawrence 
did not discuss the basis for  dating, which was left  for  an expected paper by Earle Fox. This did 
not materialise, although the sources for  the end of  the coinage had been covered in an earlier pub-
lication with his brother.110 The gold pennies of  the Long-Cross type, the first  gold coins produced 
in England since Anglo-Saxon times, excited greater interest. The first  notice of  the issue appeared 
in 1763111 and, most recently before  the Society's foundation,  four  coins were the subject of  a 
study by Evans in 1900.112 Six were known to Lawrence113 and that is still the total today. The 
background to their issue in 1257 and their failure  to become established were recently discussed 
by David Carpenter.114 He showed that although the king was able to purchase some as late as 
1270, it was only within a few  months of  their launch that they were in general circulation. 

Further documentary sources for  the Long Cross period were published by Wells, including 
important evidence on the date of  the opening and closing of  the provincial mints in class 3, 
fundamental  to the early chronology of  the series.115 Lawrence himself  returned briefly  to the 
Long Cross in 1938-9 to publish some additions to his list for  Durham."6 At its centre was a coin 
believed to be the sole evidence for  the mint in class 3, but this contradicted the documentary 
evidence showing that the Durham mint was closed at this time, and the coin had in fact  been 
misread.117 So definitive  was Lawrence's scheme that changes over the years have been confined 
to further  sub-division of  his classes into smaller discrete groups and additions to moneyer repre-
sentations. Roger Davis developed a more detailed classification  based on his work over many 
years on the massive English element from  the 1908 Brussels hoard, purchased by Messrs 
Baldwin and still largely intact. He has published relatively little,118 but distributed a privately-
produced booklet setting out his results which he also made available for  inclusion in later 

107 J. Evans. 'On a hoard of  coins found  on Tower Hill', NC  new ser. 9 (1869), 247-56; E. Hawkins, Silver  Coinage  of  England, 
3rd edition, edited by R.L. Kenyon (London, 1887). 

108 H.B. Earle Fox and J.S. Shirley-Fox, 'Numismatic history of  the reigns of  Edward I, II, and WW  BNJ  7 (1910), 91-142 
109 L.A. Lawrence, 'The Long Cross coinage of  Henry III and Edward V,  BNJ  9 (1912), 145-79; 10 (1913), 69-93; and 11 (1914), 

101-19. 
110 As n. 108. 
111 M. Folkes, Tables  of  English  Gold  and Silver  Coins, 3rd edition (1763), Suppl. pi. VI, 18. 
112 Sir J. Evans, 'The first  gold coins of  England' NC  3rd ser. 20 (1900), 218-51, at pp. 218-29. 
113 As n. 109, BNJ  9 (1912), 172-5. 
114 D. Carpenter, 'The gold treasure of  King Henry III', Thirteenth  century England  I. Proceedings of  the Newcastle upon Tyne 

Conference,  1985, edited by P.R. Cross & S.D. Lloyd (Woodbridge. 1986), 61-88, especially at pp. 77-81; 'Gold and gold coins in 
England in the mid-thirteenth century',NC  147,106-13. 

115 As n. 60. 
116 L.A. Lawrence, 'Long Cross coins of  Durham', BNJ  23 (1938-41), 29-30. 
'17 To be discussed in M. Allen. The  Durham Mint  (BNS Special Publication 4, 2003). 
118 R.L. Davis.'Class II coins of  the Long Cross coinage 1247-1250', BNJ  47 (1977), 138-41. 



EARLY MEDIEVAL COINAGE, 1066-1279 87 editions of  North's handbook.119 A useful  guide to the identification  of  Long Cross coins in-
corporating the work of  Davis and his successors was published in the Wren series in 1993.120 
Bob Thomas and Ron Churchill have now taken over work on the Brussels parcel.121 

While the publication of  Brussels is awaited, a number of  hoards have added coins which have 
filled  out the representations and contributed to overall currency patterns.122 The most important 
was undoubtedly Colchester 2, found  in 1969, the 14,000 coins from  which provided the best 
statistical evidence available in print for  the relative output of  the various mints and moneyers 
until the closure of  its first  part with class 5c in 1256.123 The closure of  its second part involved a 
re-examination of  the date of  class 6, but it cannot be securely dated any more closely than 
1268-78.124 The Foxes' attempt to narrow this bracket is now seen as unacceptable because 
the dates of  the appointment of  Durham moneyers, on which they relied, are not certain.125 It 
is thus still not possible to say which coins of  Long Cross type were struck after  the accession 
of  Edward I. 

Mint organisation and administration have been of  growing interest. The chance survival of  a 
document recording the daily output at the Shrewsbury mint during its short life  in the Long-
Cross period provided unparalleled evidence of  working practice and how closely it was 
monitored.126 The Colchester 2 hoard showed recurring proportions of  production-share for  the 
moneyers participating in successive types at their mint. At London, incoming business appears to 
have been shared among the moneyers in different  ratios of  the eight 'dies' (established at least as 
far  back as Athelstan) on the basis of  their number and seniority.127 Different  methods have been 
used to estimate the total English currency at the recoinage in 1247 of  nearly half  a million 
pounds.128 Continental imitations of  English coins were more common in the Long Cross period 
and students have become more skilled at differentiating  the direct copies from  their prototypes. 
Some examples have been published individually and others have been noted in hoards, including 
a particularly important group from  the first  part of  Colchester 2.129 A major survey by North, 
which distinguished die-linked and stylistically associated groups, marks the start of  a classification 
system.130 

Eighteenth and nineteenth-century forgeries  of  early medieval coins were included in a series of 
classic papers by Lawrence131 and a few  were identified  by Pagan as the work of  Emery.132 While 
new forgeries  of  post-Conquest coins have continued to appear, they have not been so numerous 
recently as those of  Anglo-Saxon issues. Several groups of  reproductions, although not made with 
the intention to deceive, have caused problems for  non-specialists as they have not been clearly 
identified  as copies. 

119 As n. 39. 
120 C. Wren, The  Voided  Long-Cross  Coinage  1247-1279, Henry  III  and Edward  I.  An illustrated  guide  to identification  (Heme 

Bay, 1993). 
121 R. Churchill, letter in NCirc  (February 1994), 7. 
122 A selection, in publication order: L.A. Lawrence and G.C. Brooke, 'The Steppingley find  of  English coins', NC  4th ser. 14 

(1914), 60-77: H.A. Grueber, 'The Palmer's Green hoard', NC  4th ser. 12 (1912), 70-97; D.F. Allen, 'Treasure Trove 1933-9: 
Hornchurch, Essex 1938', BNJ  23 (1940). 274-9: R.H.M. Dolley, 'The 1958 Coventry treasure trove of  Long Cross pence of  Henry 
III' NC  6th ser. 18 (1958), 109-22, 'A recent find  of  Long Cross pennies of  Henry III from  Winchester, NC  7th ser. 1 (1961), 185-9; 
'Welwyn Garden City, Hertfordshire,  1992", 'Greywell, Hampshire. 1988 and 1993', 'Colchester, Essex, 1969' in Archibald and Cook, 
as n. 65,59-142. 

123 As n. 65, pp. 67-142. 
124 J.D. Brand in Archibald and Cook, as in n. 65, pp. 85-6. 
125 As n. 65, p. 96, n. 12. 
126 R.L. Kenyon, 'The Shrewsbury mint and its officers  under Henry III' NC  3rd Ser. 19 (1899), 112-24; J.D. Brand, 'The 

Shrewsbury mint, 1249-1250' in R.A. Carson (editor) Mints,  Dies and Currency.  Essays dedicated  to the memory of  Albert  Baldwin 
(London. 1971), 129-50. 

127 As inn. 65, pp. 73-5. 
128 M.M. Archibald, 'Wastage from  currency': Long-Cross  and the recoinage of  1279'.  in N.J. Mayhew (editor), Edwardian 

Monetary  Affairs  (1279-1344),  BAR 36 (Oxford.  1977), 167-86; M.Allen, 'Mint output in the English recoinage of  1247-1250', BNJ 
69 (1999), 207-10. 

129 As in n. 65, pp. 78-89 and 141-2. 
130 J.J. North, 'Some imitations and forgeries  of  the English and Irish Long Cross pence of  Henry III', BNJ  65 (1995). 83-119; 

ditto  corrected catalogue BNJ  66 (1996), 117-22. 
131 L.A. Lawrence, 'Forgery in relation to numismatics', BNJ  2 (1905), 397-409; 3 (1906), 281-90; 4 (1907), 311-16. 
132 H.E. Pagan,'Mr Emery's mint', BNJ  40 (1971), 139-70. 
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Conclusions 
Since the foundation  of  the Society, great advances have been made in the knowledge and under-
standing of  the English coinage from  1066 to 1279. Building on a good foundation  in some cases, 
and from  virtually a standing start in others, the basic classification  of  most of  the regular series 
has now been established, although no one would claim finality.  Precision in internal dating, 
however, is often  still elusive. The many grey areas which remain are largely in periods where the 
surviving material is sparse and probably unrepresentative. The potential of  contemporary written 
records has been appreciated from  the beginning but these are now more fully  exploited and used 
with greater rigour. Monetary history in all its aspects is an increasingly important part of  numis-
matic study, and the growing participation of  academic historians and scientists is particularly 
welcome. In all aspects of  the subject much remains to be done, and the health of  the Society is 
evident in the younger members now coming forward  to tackle them. 



LATE MEDIEVAL COINAGE (1279-1485) 
PETER WOODHEAD 

Introduction 
THIS is a review of  the advance of  knowledge in a particular sector of  studies that comes within 
the purview of  the British Numismatic Society, since its formation  in 1903.' It refers  to important 
publications made during the past century but does not attempt to mention everything that has 
been published. For that information  bibliographies should be consulted such as The  Contents  of 
the British Numismatic  Journal,  Volumes  1 to 66  (London, 1998),2 the indexes of  the Numismatic 
Chronicle  (NC),  and The  Cumulative  Index  to Spink's  Numismatic  Circular,  Volumes  I  to 100 
(NCirc)?  Many works mentioned in this review which contain useful  bibliographies are marked 
with an asterisk (*). 

The first  steps towards a detailed analytical study of  the later medieval coinages of  Great 
Britain had, of  course, already been taken long before  the Society was formed  in 1903. The work 
of  Snelling, Ruding, Hawkins and Kenyon had laid a foundation  that was built on during the 
nineteenth century by many others writing in the Numismatic  Chronicle  and elsewhere. In 
modern times useful  works of  general reference  have appeared which are of  the greatest value in 
making quick and universally recognised identifications.4  For a general view of  the operations of 
the mint and of  the documentation under which coinages were made in England and Ireland in the 
period under review A New  History  of  the Royal Mint5  is highly recommended. Two excellent 
accounts of  the economic factors  acting on the coinage in the period are given in Munro's book 
Wool,  Cloth,  and Gold6  and in Spufford's  splendid new book Power and profit,  the merchant in 
medieval  Europe? For a view of  the relationships between medieval currencies Spufford's 
Handbook  of  Medieval  Exchange  is an important reference  and has a authoritative introduction .8 
Hoards are very often  recorded briefly  in Coin Hoards  in advance of  being more fully  written up 
in one of  the academic journals.9 

This review is arranged, at least so far  as the English section is concerned, on the basis of 
periods in which standards of  weight and fineness10  were, generally, maintained. The plan adopted 
is to mention works of  general reference,  then to give a brief  summary of  the development of  the 

1 This review excludes the coinages of  Scotland and Ireland, which are dealt with elsewhere in this volume. 
3 Available, price £10. from  the Hon. Secretary, The British Numismatic Society, c/o The Warburg Institute. Bedford  Square, 

London WC1H0AB. 
3 D.I. Greenhalgh, London, 1993. 
4 For example: G.C. Brooke, English  Coins, 3rd edition* (London. 1955); The  Standard  Catalogue  of  British Coins, The  Coins of 

England*  published annually by Spink and Son Ltd: J.J. North, English  Hammered  Coinage,  Vol. 2* (London, 1991); P. and B. 
Withers, Farthings  and Halfpennies,  Edward  I  and II  (Llanfyllin,  2001), and Edward  III  and Richard  II  (Llanfyllin,  2002). 

5 C. Challis (editor and contributor), A New  History  of  the Royal Mint*  (Cambridge, 1992). Contains major contributions by 
Stewart. Mayhew, Dyer, Gaspar and Challis himself  and records output figures  and abstracts from  indentures, acts, orders and other 
instruments governing coinage in England and Ireland from  1279. 

6 J.H.A. Munro, Wool,  Cloth,  and Gold  (Brussels and Toronto, 1973). 
7 P. Spufford,  Power and profit,  the merchant in medieval  Europe* (London, 2002). 
8 P. Spufford,  Handbook  of  Medieval  Exchange  (London. 19B6). 
9 Coin Hoards  appeared as separate volumes from  1975 (vol. 1) to 1985 (vol. 7). After  a final  issue in 1994 (vol. 8, Greek hoards 

only) it was incorporated into NC  (from  1994). 
10 In the period from  1279 to 1485 fineness  of  English coinage was constant at 23 ct 3| gr. (0.995) for  gold and 11 oz 2 dwt (0.925) 

for  silver. Exceptions to this are (1) that the fineness  is just stated to be 'fine  gold' in the indentures of  1343. 1344 and 1346, and (2) the 
fineness  of  silver coin was reduced for  the farthings  in 1279 only to approximately 9 oz silver (in fact,  0.765) to allow the coins to be 
made larger while still containing the same amount of  silver, and (3) in 1335 silver was reduced to 10 oz fine  (0.833) for  the coinages 
(halfpence  and farthings)  issued under the indenture which applied from  that date to 1343. 
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coinage; this is followed  by a note of  the more important specialised references  and, finally, 
attention is drawn to some of  the more recent hoards. The words penny and sterling are to some 
extent used interchangeably, though as a general point I have taken the penny to be the coin of  the 
fineness  and weight laid down in English mint indentures and the sterling to be a coin of  like 
appearance made elsewhere and, therefore,  perhaps though not necessarily, to a different  standard. 

The Broad Picture 
The past century, and particularly the latter part of  it, has seen a growing awareness of  the position 
that coinage holds in the broad sweep of  history. Coins are now seen for  what they are, not just 
as beautiful  and interesting things to collect, but as utilitarian objects which were created as a 
consequence of,  and are thus evidence for,  important economic, historical and cultural events. In 
1279, the time when men were tied to the land and exchanged services for  the material means of 
living was already receding into the past, and a money economy was appearing. This trend was 
to be accelerated when the Black Death greatly reduced the population in the middle of  the 
fourteenth  century and the maintenance of  large armies during the Hundred Years war called for 
cash payments. Labour's bargaining power and mobility was much increased in consequence. The 
start of  the period covered in this chapter saw coinage made of  fine  silver in few  denominations 
that was convenient for  merchants to use for  wholesale trade and for  the king to collect his taxes. 
By 1485 coinage was struck in gold, silver and, in many countries, of  base metal, and had become 
the usual medium of  exchange for  everyone and for  almost all purposes." 

England 
The  period  1279 to 1335 
This period was marked by the introduction of  coins employing improved production tech-
niques.12 The coinage in was in sterling silver (0.925) at 22.2 grains (1.439 g) to the penny. Groats 
of  four  pence were introduced for  the first  time but were, apparently, not struck regularly after  the 
first  few  years. Halfpence  and farthings,  although they had been struck spasmodically before,  now 
became a regular part of  the coinage. Mints were set up throughout the country to convert old 
coins to new. 

The year 1887 saw the publication of  the third edition of  Edward Hawkins's Silver  Coins of 
England,  which retained the old classification  of  Edwardian pennies into those reading EDW 
(Edward I, 1272-1307) and those reading EDWA, EDWAR and EDWARD (Edward II, 1307-27), and 
which looked back to Snelling and Ruding. In that same year was published Edward Burns's 
analysis of  the Edwardian pennies in the Montrave hoard, dividing them into fifty  varieties.13 
Burns's classification,  which was published in his book The  Coinage  of  Scotland,  was a great 
advance and is essentially coirect, but was not much noticed by English numismatists of  the day 
and was apparently not considered easy to use. In any case, it was ignored by Sir George 
Macdonald when he evolved a less adequate classification,  based on Hawkins, to help him deal 
with the Lochmaben hoard.14 When, eight years later, he published the Blackhills and Mellendean 

" The same period saw the introduction of  improved methods of  accounting, such as double entry book keeping, so that more 
complex financial  affairs  could be controlled. Documentary credits in the form  of  bills of  exchange and letters of  credit had also been 
introduced by Italian bankers who often  had branches in other European trading cities, but these were of  fairly  limited, though increasing, 
use. 

12 The first  surviving indenture is dated 1279, see Challis, A New  History  of  the Royal Mint*,  as in n. 5, 699. For the new 
techniques used see D. Sellwood, 'Alterations in Mint Technology for  the Edwardian Penny' in D.M. Metcalf  and W.A. Oddy (editors), 
Metallurgy  in Numismatics,  I (London, 1980). 

13 This hoard is revisited by G.L.V. Tatler and B.H.I.H. Stewart in BNJ  31 (1962). 80-7, who redefine  the hoard in terms of  the 
Fox classification  as modified  up to that date. 

14 G. Macdonald, 'A hoard of  Edward pennies found  at Lochmaben', VC4 5 (1905), 63-82. 
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hoards,15 he acknowledged the omission and evolved a further  classificaton,  this time based on the 
Bums system.16 

By this time the system of  classification  evolved by the brothers H.B. Earle Fox (PI. 3b) and 
Shirley Fox, which divided the coinage into fifteen  main classes, was being elucidated in 
BNJ}1  and it is this system which is the foundation  of  that which is in general use today. A 
summary of  this classification  was published in NC  in 191718 by Shirley Fox in which classes 3d 
and 3e were inadvertently transposed, which led to confusion  particularly in respect of  the 
publication of  the Boyton hoard by D.F. Allen (PI. 5a).19 This was corrected by Whitton in BNJ  24 
(1941-4), p. 53. 

An important contribution to the Fox classification  was the work of  Crump and Johnson at the 
Public Record Office  in extracting from  the Pipe and Foreign Rolls records of  bullion coined in 
the three reigns.20 The work was done about 1900, although it was not published in its entirety for 
another thirteen years, but in the interim it was made available to the Fox brothers while they were 
working on their paper and extracts from  it are included by them. This immensely valuable publi-
cation is substantially complete for  the mints of  London and Canterbury and partially complete for 
the provincial mints. Later Johnson was to edit the De Moneta  of  Nicholas Oresme,21 a fascinating 
contemporary account, probably written in 1279, on the purpose and use of  money, the methods of 
making it and the public duty of  those responsible for  it. 

Few changes were proposed to the Fox brothers' classification  until the 1950s,22 when Tatler 
established the distinction between classes 2a and 2b,23 and this has recently been followed  up by 
M. Allen.24 This was followed  by various notes by Elmore Jones (PI. 6a),25 North (PI. 9d),26 
Greenhalgh27 and others28 refining  the Fox classification  and describing newly discovered 
varieties. Several papers were written dealing with different  aspects of  the ecclesiastical mint of 
Durham.29 

Aspects of  the Edwardian penny series have been dealt with and elaborated in many hoard 
reports, of  which Bums's description of  the Montrave hoard, already referred  to, was an important 
beginning. It would take up too much space to list these all here but some of  the more recent and 
important are Boyton,30 Broughton,31 Skegby,32 Borscar,33 Aberdeen, St Nicholas Street,34 Loch 
Doon,35 Renfrew,36  Coventry,37 and Aberdour.38 There are many others. It is noteworthy that 

15 G. Macdonald. 'Two hoards of  Edward pennies recently found  in Scotland'. NC4  13 (1913), 57-118. 
16 His work was sufficiently  detailed to allow Stewart and North to attempt to reclassify  the three hoards in terms of  the Fox 

system in NC  1990, 179-204. 
17 In 'Numismatic History of  the reigns of  Edward I, II. and III' BNJ  6 (1909), 197-212; 7 (1910), 91-142; 8 (1911), 137-48; 

9(1912), 181-205; 10 (1913), 95-123. 
18 J. Shirley-Fox [s/c] & H.B. Earle Fox, 'The Pennies of  Edward I, II and III, NC4  17 (1917), 279-97. 
19 D.F. Allen, 'The Boyton find  of  coins of  Edward I and II. NC5  16 (1936), 115-55. 
20 C.G. Crump and G. Johnson, 'Tables of  bullion coined under Edward I. II, and III'. NC4  13 (1913), 200-45. 
21 Nelson's Medieval Texts (London. 1956). 
22 Lawrence had published a possible proof  in 1923. L.A. Lawrence. 'On a new type of  penny of  Edward I' NC5  3 (1923), 56-9. 
23 'A note on the transition between types I and 11 of  the pennies of  Edward I' BNJ  2% (1955-7), 288-93. 
24 'The chronology of  Edward I class 2' BNJ  66 (1996). 123-4. 
25 F. Elmore Jones. 'Four Anglo-Saxon. Norman, and Plantagenet notes: [4] An unpublished Edward Ill/Edward 11 mule', BNJ  31 

(1962), 72-3. 
26 J.J. North, 'All unpublished farthing  of  Edward I'. BNJ  52 (1982), 242-3. 
27 D.I. Greenhalgh, 'The Fox class seven pence of  Edward I' BNJ  59 (1989). 77-83. 
28 Papers on this subject by the authors named and others are very numerous and may be found  in BNJ,  NC,  Spink's Numismatic 

Circular  (1892 to date), and Seaby"s Bulletin  (1947 to 1990). 
29 For example P.F. Purvey, 'The XVd Durham pennies of  Edward III' BNJ  29 (1958-9), 322-5; I. Stewart, 'Bishop Bek and the 

Durham coins of  Edward I and II' BNJ  54 (1984), 81-5; J.J. North. 'Irregular dies of  the Durham mint c.l 300", BNJ  54 (1984), 74-8; 
'Some unpublished varieties of  Edward I, II, and III' BNJ  62 (1992), 97-101. 

30 D.F. Allen, (The Boyton Hoard), NC5  16(1936), 115-55. 
31 J.J. North, 'The Broughton Hoard', BNJ  35 (1966). 120-7. 
32 M.M. Archibald, 'The Skegby, Notts., 1967 hoard', BNJ  40 (1971), 44-56. 
33 I. Stewart, 'Edwardian sterlings in the 1900 Berscar (Closeburn) find',  BNJ  47 (1977), 92-101. 
34 N.J. Mayhew,'The Aberdeen, St Nicholas Street, hoards of  1983 and 1984' BNJ  58 (1988), 40-68. 
35 P. Woodhead et al„ 'The Loch Doon treasure trove, 1966". BNJ  38 (1969), 31-49. 
36 P. Woodhead and I. Stewart, 'The Renfrew  treasure trove. 1963", BNJ  35 (1966), 128-47. 
37 M.M.Archibald, 'The Coventry Hoard of  coins of  Edward 1 to Edward III', BNJ  43 (1973), 60-6. 
38 P. Woodhead et al„ 'The fourteenth  century Aberdour treasure trove (1978 and 1981)' BNJ  58 (1988), 69-83. 
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many hoards of  this period were found  in Scotland, no doubt because of  the disturbed political 
situation there in the first  half  of  the fourteenth  century. 

The work of  Crump and Johnson in studying the documentation of  the period as it related to 
coinage was followed  up by Mate, who published an important contribution containing much new 
information  in 1972.39 A major step forward  was taken with the publication of  the North collec-
tion as volume 39 in the Sylloge  of  Coins of  the British Isles  series in 1989.40 This work, which 
embodies not only North's own very considerable studies of  the series, includes contributions 
from  other students including Stewart (Pl. 6d) on the classifications  that preceded the Fox system, 
Wood on the understanding of  the extensive Fox class 10, Woodhead (Pl. 7d) on the early 
coinages of  Edward III (1327-77), North himself  on the mint of  Berwick upon Tweed, and 
Mayhew on sterling imitations. This brought together in one volume much of  the modern thinking 
on the coinage from  1279 to 1343 and has resulted in a considerable extension and redefinition  of 
the Fox classification. 

The English captured Berwick from  the Scots in 1296 and held it until 1318. It had been a 
Scottish mint and the English soon commenced to strike coins there. However, with one brief 
exception, these were never part of  the regular coinage struck from  dies made in London. Dies 
were made locally and thus the series required separate treatment. This was given to it by Blunt 
(Pl. 4d) in 1931 in AC41, who established a separate classification.  Subsequently, Wood has 
worked on the series, publishing a die analysis in BNJ42  and, as already said, there is a useful 
chapter on the subject by North in SCBI  39.43 

The  period  1335-43 
There was a period of  large output in the early years of  the fourteenth  century. This was followed 
after  the first  two decades by a decline in production, evidently due to shortage of  silver, and the 
coinage already in circulation had to supply most of  needs of  the country. This coinage declined 
progessively in weight through wear and adverse selection. In what was evidently an attempt to 
meet needs for  small change an issue of  halfpence  and farthings  of  reduced weight and fineness 
was introduced in 1335 44 These were described in the Fox paper and an attempt to classify  them 
was made by Woodhead 45 Paul and Bente Withers have recently published a small book based on 
the Rogers collection, one of  a series, which contains an interesting and new approach to these 
coins 46 

An important hoard for  this period came to light in 1988 at Stanwix in Cumberland. This had 
(and still has) yet to be published in full  at the time Woodhead wrote his paper in SCBI  39 but at 
that date was known to contain approximately 2,700 coins, of  which 260 were halfpence  and 
farthings  of  the 1335 issue. 

The  period  1343-51 
In December 1343 a completely new coinage was launched which provided for  gold as well as 
silver. The gold was to be in the form  of  coins of  the value of  two florins  of  Florence and valued at 
6s. (the double Leopard), of  one florin  valued at 3s. (the Leopard), and of  half  a florin  valued at Is. 
6d. (the Helm). The reason for  linking this coinage to the florin  was that those were the gold coins 

39 M. Mate. 'Monetary policies in England, 1272-1307', BNJ  41 (1972), 34-79. 
40 SCBI  39, The  J.J.  North  Collection:  Edwardian  English  Silver  Coins 1279-1351*, including chapters by Mayhew, Wood and 

Woodhead. 
41 NC5  11 (1931), 28-52 
42 'Preliminary results of  a die-analysis of  approximately one hundred early Edward I pence of  the mint of  Berwick-on-Tweed' 

BNJ  47 (1977), 141-4. 
43 SCBI  39, as in n. 40, 'The Mint at Berwick upon Tweed c-.1269-c.1344, 79-83. 
44 Struck under a commission of  6 July 1335, see Challis, as in n. 5,700. 
45 Peter Woodhead, 'The early coinages of  Edward III (1327-43)' in SCBI  39, as in n. 5, 54-78. 
46 P. and B. Withers, Halfpence  and Farthings  of  Edward  III  and Richard  //(Llanfyllin,  2002). 
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most encountered in England at the time. Silver pence, halfpence  and farthings  were re-introduced 
at the old sterling standards of  the 1279 coinage.47 

The florin  gold coinage was quickly discontinued, mainly because of  the very high seigneurage 
charged,48 and in July 1344 was replaced by a gold coinage based on the noble valued at 6s. 8d., 
that is to say half  a mark, and its fractions.  There was some difficulty  arriving at the correct gold 
content for  a noble. The original 1344 weight was reduced in 1346 and again in 135 1 49 There are 
recent descriptions of  the florin  gold and of  the early noble issues in Potter50 and in Woodhead's 
introduction to the Schneider collection 51 

The silver coinage of  this period, which was slightly reduced in weight to 20.3 grains to the 
penny in 1344, to 20.15 in 1345 and 20.0 grains in 1346, and generally known as the florin 
coinage, was first  described in detail by Fox 52 An important and enigmatic aspect of  this coinage 
from  the Durham mint was explored by Elmore Jones some forty  years ago.33 Recent work on the 
halfpence  and farthings  has lately been published by P. and B. Withers.54 

The  period  1351-1412 
This long period included the second half  of  the reign of  Edward III (1327-77), the reign of 
Richard II (1377-99) and much of  the reign of  Henry IV (1399-1413). The noble was set at 120 
grains and the penny at 18 grains, the groat made a reappearance and was, until 1485 and after,  a 
regular element of  the English coinage series together with the fractions  of  the penny. 

The gold and silver coinages of  Edward III were dealt with very comprehensively and generally 
successfully  by Lawrence in a series of  papers in NC  in 1926, 1929, 1932 and 1933. These were 
brought together in a single volume, with additions, and were republished in 193 6 55 Subsequently 
Whitton published five  pages of  additions and amendments in 1944 to this and to Brooke's paper 
on Henry V in NC.56  A fresh  view was taken of  the gold coinage by Potter in the 1960s.57 This 
paper has some interesting insights but is rather difficult  to use. An interesting development at 
this period was the opening, in 1363, of  a mint in Calais to strike coins of  English type and 
English standards. The town had fallen  to the English in 1347 and small quantities of  coin of 
French type had been struck there in the name of  Edward III shortly after.  The wool staple was 
transferred  from  Bruges to Calais in the spring of  1363 and the mint was established to convert 
into English coin the important amounts of  bullion received in exchange for  wool 58 Other valuable 
references  for  this period are Mitchell's catalogue for  the sale of  the Doubleday collection,59 and 
the Edward III section of  the Schneider collection.60 

The coinage of  Richard II is essentially a continuation of  that of  Edward III. The coinage of  this 
reign was dealt with as a whole by Walters in 1904.61 Subsequently, the silver coinage was 

47 For a summary of  the indenture see Challis. as in n. 5,700-1. 
48 Probably not because of  the weight because a 1343 leopard of  6.v. weighed 108 gr which is exactly proportionate to a noble of 

6s. 8d.  weighing 120 gr, the weight it was reduced to in 1351! 
49 See Challis, as in n. 5. 701-3. 
50 W.J.W. Potter, 'The gold coinages of  Edward III' NC1  4 (1963), 107-28. 
51 P. Woodhead, The  Herbert  Schneider  Collection.  Part  1: English  Gold  Coins and their Imitations,  1257-1603*, SCBI  47 

(London, 1996). 
52 J. Shirley-Fox, "The pennies and halfpennies  of  1344-51' NC5  8 (1928), 16^16. 
53 F. Elmore Jones, ' "EDWARDVS REX AIN" - De Bury or Hatfield?:  a new approach to an old problem' BNJ  29 (1958-9), 

326-33; 30 (1960-1), 363-5. 
54 P. and B. Withers, as in n. 46.. 
55 L.A. Lawrence, The  Coinage  of  Edward  III  from  1351 (Oxford.  1936). 
56 C.A. Whitton, 'Additional notes on Edward III and Henry V . NC('  6 (1944), 116-20. 
57 W.J.W. Potter, 'The gold coinages of  Edward III' Part 1. NC1  3 (1962), 107-28; Part 2, NC7 4 (1963), 305-18. 
58 P. Woodhead, 'Calais and its mint: part two', in N.J. Mayhew (editor). Coinage  in the Low Countries.  The  third  Oxford 

Symposium on coinage and monetary history (Oxford,  1979). 185-202. 
59 P.D. Mitchell, English  Gold  Coins the property  of  Gordon  V.  Doubleday,  auction sale by Glendining and Co. 20 November 

1961. 
60 Woodhead, as in n. 51. 
61 F.A. Walters, 'The Coinage of  Richard II' NC4  VI (1904), 326-52. 
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analysed by Potter62 and Purvey.63 Webb Ware, who is studying the whole coinage of  this reign, 
read a paper on the gold to a meeting of  the British Numismatic Society in 1992. His work has 
yet to be published but it was used with his approval by Woodhead in describing the Schneider 
collection, which is particularly strong in this reign (it incorporates many coins from  the 
specialised collection formed  by MrH.H.S. Mygind).64 Crump and Johnson's paper on bullion 
coined had extended up to 1377, and an extension beyond that date and up to 1550 was published 
by Stokes in 1929.65 

The coinage of  Henry IV's reign is generally scarce because the values placed on gold and 
silver by the English mint had got out of  line with those on the Continent, meaning that less and 
less bullion was brought to the mint. The Calais mint closed in 1404 and heavy gold coinage may 
have petered out at London by 1408.66 This led inevitably to a revaluation, effectively  achieved by 
reducing the weights of  both gold and silver coins. There is an unsigned and undated indenture 
attributable to 1409 that suggests that an intermediate reduction (noble 112.5 grains, penny 16.1 
grains) may have been intended at that date; however, no coins have been found  that correspond 
with it.67 The light coinage was apparently introduced at Easter 141268 and confirmed  retrospec-
tively by an indenture dated 1413. This reduced the weight of  the noble, previously 120 grains, to 
108 grains and the penny, previously 18 grains, to 15 grains.69 

Walters again wrote a general review of  Henry IV's coinage, both heavy and light,70 and Potter 
has written on the silver coins.71 The best work on the heavy gold coinage is Blunt's 1944 paper72 
taken with the subsequent additions in his 1967 paper.73 

The  period  1412-65 
The light coins of  Henry IV and the coins of  Henry V (1413-22) form  a virtually seamless series 
up to the reopening of  the Calais mint and the introduction of  the annulet coinage in the last 
months of  Henry V's reign. Although Walters also wrote on this reign, his work is superseded by 
that of  Brooke, both in BNJ74  and subsequently revised by him in English  Coins.15 

The very large annulet coinage fell  mostly into Henry VI's first  reign (1422-61) and was 
followed  by a sequence of  issues identified  by the well defined  use of  identifying  marks; rosettes, 
mascles, pinecones, leaves etc. They were described by Whitton in a very important series of 
papers in BNJ.16  The large output that followed  the devaluation of  1412 was followed  by a slow 
reduction as the value placed in England on gold and silver fell  behind that available from  other 
competitors for  these metals on the Continent. The mint at Calais ceased to operate about 1440, no 
doubt because of  the transfer  of  the Duke of  Burgundy's alliance to France, the renewal of  hostilities 
between England and France, and the reversal of  English interests in France.77 

By 1461 output was decreasing and in the first  years of  Edward IV's first  reign (1461-70) had 
fallen  to very small levels, particularly that of  gold. The coinages of  Edward IV's first  reign, 

62 W.J.W. Potter, 'The silver coinages of  Richard II, Henry IV, and Henry V. Part I. Richard II', BNJ  29 (1958-9), 334-52. 
63 F. Purvey, 'The pence, half-pence  and farthings  of  Richard II, of  the mints of  London, York and Durham', BNJ  31 (1962), 

8 8 - 1 0 8 . 
64 Woodhead, as in n. 51. 
65 E.Stokes,'Tables of  bullion coined from  1377 to 1550', NC5  9 (1929), 27-69, 
66 The mint accounts are missing between 1408 and 1411. 
67 C.E. Blunt, 'Unrecorded heavy nobles of  Henry IV and some remarks on that issue,' BNJ 36 (1967), 106-13. 
68 N.J. Mayhew, 'From regional to central minting, 1158-1464' p. 172, citing Rot. Pari. Ill, 658, in Challis (editor), as in n. 5. 
69 Challis, as inn. 5,708. 
70 F.A. Walters,. 'The Coinage of  Henry IV'. NC4  5 (1905), 247-307. 
71 W.J.W. Potter, 'The silver coinages of  Richard II, Henry IV, and Henry V. Part II: Henry IV' BNJ  30 (1960-1), 124-50. 
72 C.E. Blunt, 'The heavy gold coinage of  Henry IV' BNJ  24 (1941-4), 22-27. 
73 C.E. Blunt. 'Unrecorded heavy nobles of  Henry IV and some remarks on that issue' BNJ  36 (1967), 106. 
74 G.C. Brooke. 'Privy marks in the reign of  Henry V' /VC5 X (1930), 44-87. 
75 G.C. Brooke, as in n. 4. 
76 C.A. Whitton, 'The heavy coinage of  Henry VI', BNJ  23 (1938-41), 59-90, 206-67, 399-439 and 'Addenda and Corrigenda' in 

BNJ  24 (1942-4), 118-19. 
77 Woodhead, as in n. 58. 
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Henry VI's second reign (1470-71), and Edward IV's second reign (1471—83) were dealt with 
comprehensively by Blunt and Whitton in their 1948 paper.78 

Important recent hoards for  this period are the Fishpool hoard,79 which was deposited c.1464 
and contained 1,237 coins, all gold, and the Reigate hoard,80 deposited c.1460, and containing 
6,466 silver and 125 gold coins. 

The  period  1465-85 
Predictably enough, the events described above led to devaluation set out in an indenture dated 
1465, this time by introducing a new denomination, the rose-noble or ryal which was valued at 
10s. 0d. and weighed 120 grains (the same as the pre-1411 noble of  6s. 8d.), and. presumably 
because the need still existed for  a coin worth 6s. 8d., introducing the angel weighing 80 grains. In 
the silver the penny was reduced in weight from  15 grains to 12 grains. 

The paper already referred  to, by Blunt and Whitton,81 covers this period up to the death of 
Edward IV. The short period of  the reigns of  Edward V (1483) and Richard III (1483-5) has 
received a lot of  attention from  many distinguished numismatists including, amongst others, 
Arnold, Blunt, Stewart, Whitton, and Winstanley.82 The most recent work has been done by Webb 
Ware,83 and was described by him in a paper to the British Numismatic Society in 1987 which has 
yet to be published. However, his conclusions are published insofar  as they relate to the gold 
coinage, with his permission, by Woodhead in SCBI  47.84 

Sterling imitations 
English pennies of  the time of  Edward I were extensively imitated on the Continent, mainly by 
countries having trading relationships with England. The reasons for  their existence were the high 
and consistent standards of  the English coinage and the hope that those accepting the imitations 
would accord them the same respect and value. Imitations had first  appeared in the English short-
cross period (1180-1247) and continued throughout the long-cross period (1247-79). However, 
sterlings imitating the pence introduced in 1279 appeared quite early in the 1280s, and proliferated 
much more widely than had been the case with previous imitations. They were, finally,  to peter out 
in the third quarter of  the fifteenth  century. At the start, many were of  good weight and fineness,  and 
frank  as to acknowledging the issuing authority. Later they tended to be lighter that their English 
counterparts and ambiguous as to their origin 85 Their descriptions are, of  course, included in the 
numerous studies of  the large number of  national coinages of  the states that issued them. They 
were first  described as a series by the French author, Chautard, in his Imitations  des Monnaies  au 
Type  Esterlin  frappees  en Europe pendant  le XHIe  et le XlVe  Siecle.86  More recently the series has 
been studied by Mayhew, and his book Sterling  Imitations  of  Edwardian  Type  87 contains the 
latest thinking on the subject. The economic signifance  of  sterlings in the context of  international 
trade has been recently considered by Huffman.88 

78 C.E. Blunt and C.A. Whitton. "The coinages of  Edward IV and Henry VI (restored)'. BNJ.  25 (1945-8), 4-59. 130-82,291-339. 
79 M.M.Archibald. 'Fishpool. Blidworth (Notts) 1966 hoard'. /VC7 7 (1967), 133-46. 
80 Found 1992. Information  at the British Museum as yet unpublished. Coins sold Glendining 8.12.1992. 
81 as inn. 78. 
82 F.O. Arnold, "The coinage of  Edward V', BNJ  22 (1934-7). 201-11, and 'The regnal attribution of  the initial mark sun and rose 

dimidiated". BNJ  36 (1949-51), 164-70: C.E. Blunt. 'The coinage of  Edward V, with some remarks on the later issues of  Edward IV", 
BNJ  22 (1934-7), 213-24; I. Stewart. 'The dies of  Edward V"s silver coins', BNJ  50 (1980), 133-5; C.A. Whitton. 'Die links between 
Edward IV, Edward V, and Richard III". BNJ  24 (1941-4). 175-8; E.J. Winstanley, 'The angels and groats of  Richard III". BNJ  24 
(1941-4), 179-89. 

83 T. Webb Ware, "Dies and designs, the English gold coinage 1465-1471. Part \\BNJ  55 (1985). 95-133. 
84 Woodhead, as in n. 51. 
85 For example coins of  Luxembourg of  John the Blind read EIWANES REX thus giving a superficial  similarity to sterlings 

reading Edward. 
86 Nancy, 1871. 
87 London, 1983. 
88 J.P. Huffman,  'Documentary evidence of  Anglo-German currency movement in the ccntral middle ages: Cologne and the 

English sterling', BNJ  65 (1995). 32-45. 
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Sterling imitations usually form  a small proportion of  most hoards of  English pennies deposited 

between the thirteenth and late fourteenth  centuries. There seems to be only one adequately 
documented hoard exclusively consisting of  sterlings.89 

Imitation rose nobles 
Just as English pennies were imitated for  their quality and reliability, so the English nobles of 
Henry VI and the rose nobles of  Edward IV were imitated, mainly in the Low Countries. Most 
of  these imitations and particularly those of  Edward IV appear to have been made in the later 
sixteenth century in the Low Coutries and so fall  into the scope of  the next chapter, although a 
few  may be earlier. However, by far  the majority are fairly  close copies of  the fifteenth-century 
prototype and are thus mentioned here. References  are Ives90 and Thompson.91 The Schneider 
collection contained many of  these imitations and previous work has been consolidated and 
updated by Woodhead.92 The Serooskerke hoard included a number of  specimens which were 
described by Van Gelder.93 

Anglo-Gallic coins 
The so-called Anglo-Gallic coinage falls  into two parts, the coinage of  Aquitaine (mainly, but 
including a few  other territories such as Poitou, Issoudun in Berry, Ponthieu, and Bergerac) which 
can be viewed as part of  the French feudal  series, and the coinage of  Henry V and VI that was 
struck in France when they were de facto  rulers of  at least part of  that country, and is thus regal. 
The coinage is essentially French in character (though, as an exception to this, sterlings were 
struck in Aquitaine) and its weights and standards owe more to the fluctuations  that took place in 
France than to the (comparatively) stable situation in England. The Anglo-Gallic series had been 
studied in the eighteenth century by Ducarel and in the nineteenth by General Ainslie, Hawkins, 
Poey d'Avant, Caron and others. Also in this period de Saulcy explored the documentary sources 
and made an attempt to correlate the coins with these.94 The first  modern review of  the whole 
series was by Hewlett.95 This has recently been largely superseded by Elias's book.96 

Recent studies of  special importance dealing with particular aspects of  the series include those 
by Beresford-Jones  97 Capra,98 Elias99 and Rechenbach.100 There are many more and there is a 
useful  and full  bibliography in Elias's book.101 A small hoard of  Edward III and Black Prince gold 
coins was discovered at Branne in 1876 and was published by Snow.102 A more significant  hoard 
which contained many salutes of  Henry VI deposited c. 1452 was found  in 1968 at the abbey of  La 
Lucerne d'Outre Mer in the department of  Manche. These coins were dispersed in a series of 
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Vinchon auctions in 1969 and 1970. It is understood that, although the hoard has never been 
published, some details are held in the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris. 

Conclusion 
Having attempted this review I feel  very aware of  its inadequacy. To attempt to cover every 
contribution to the subject would be to produce a new bibliography, which is far  from  the readable 
introduction which I was asked to write. Yet there are so many studies of  real value which it has 
not been possible to mention. What I earnestly ask anyone who reads this and wants to progress is 
to look, not only at the publications I have mentioned, but, particularly, at the references  their 
writers have used and to follow  those up, too. 



LAWRENCE AND HIS SUCCESSORS 
LORD STEWARTBY 

LOOKING back from  the beginning of  the twenty-first  century on the state of  English numismatics 
a hundred years ago, it is difficult  to remember how little detailed work had been done on the task 
of  constructing schemes of  classification  and arrangement for  most of  the coinage in the age of  the 
sterling and the groat. The standard works in use were those of  Hawkins on the silver coinage and 
Kenyon on the gold, but neither of  these pretended to provide a detailed view of  the structure 
of  successive series that could claim to amount to a classification  of  the material in the modern 
sense. Leading collectors of  the later nineteenth century had tended to put together large general 
collections containing a representative selection of  the principal types and issues in outstanding 
condition, but extensive runs of  coins of  particular series, such as became normal in the twentieth 
century and as would be essential for  a student, were virtually non-existent. As discussed else-
where in this volume, the superb collection of  J.G. Murdoch, largely assembled in the 1890s and 
dispersed at the moment of  the Society's foundation,  marked the culmination of  what might be 
described as the pre-analytical era of  English numismatics. During the twentieth century, more 
intensive study of  individual series was accompanied by increasing specialisation on the part of 
collectors. These processes are reflected  in the contents of  the Society's Journal,  which have been 
instrumental in lifting  the standard of  medieval English numismatics to a level of  intricate analysis 
not yet achieved for  most of  the continental coinages of  the period. Some of  the main contributions 
to this development are listed in an appendix, in chronological order, although the list is inevitably 
selective. 

The first  to attempt a detailed survey of  a significant  range of  late medieval coinage was F.A. 
Walters. Like many of  the most productive students in the twentieth century Walters had an active 
professional  career (as an architect) but was an amateur numismatist. Between 1902 and 1914 he 
published a series of  important papers on the coinages of  all the reigns from  Richard II to Edward 
IV. At the start, in 1902 and 1903, the British Numismatic  Journal  did not exist, and indeed 
Walters did not join the British Numismatic Society until 1910. His articles were accordingly 
published in the Numismatic  Chronicle,  which is why, although he later became President of 
our Society, he never qualified  for  its medal, despite the distinction of  his work. For most of  the 
reigns involved, the Walters articles constituted the first  serious essay at demonstrating the broad 
structure of  the coinage and the relationship between the various denominations of  gold and silver. 
In many respects they are now out of  date, having been superseded by later works, but Walters 
was a diligent collector, who had identified  (and illustrated) many significant  varieties, and for  this 
reason and for  some of  his observations they are still worth consulting. What Walters did not do, 
however, was to lay out related material in numbered groups or classes and thereby provide a 
ready means of  description and reference.  Nevertheless his 1904 paper on the coinage of  Richard 
II remains, after  a hundred years, the only account of  the coins of  all denominations of  this reign 
in both metals that has ever appeared in print. 

Walters thus represents an important stage in the transition from  a nineteenth to a twentieth 
century approach to the study of  English coinage. At the same time, however, a more significant 
figure  was emerging in the person of  L.A. Lawrence (PI. 1), the aural surgeon who became the 
first  director of  the British Numismatic Society and who, but for  his own deafness,  would certainly 
have become its President in due course. He did nevertheless play a central role in the Society's 
affairs  for  the next thirty years, and the impact of  his work on English coinage of  the later middle 
ages was wide-ranging and profound. 

Before  the turn of  the century, Lawrence had already contributed papers to the Chronicle  on 
fifteenth  century subjects, but two great hoards discovered in the 1900s shifted  the focus  of  his 
studies to the thirteenth century. The first  Colchester hoard, found  in 1902, and buried in the late 
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1230s, was the largest find  ever made of  English Short Cross coins from  Henry II to Henry III. 
This was followed  by the discovery in Brussels in 1908 of  an enormous hoard from  the 1260s, the 
English portion of  which is said to have amounted to around eighty thousand pennies of  the Long 
Cross coinage of  Henry III. Lawrence (who had already recorded a Short Cross hoard from 
France, in the Chronicle  for  1897) devoted several years to working on this mass of  new material 
from  Colchester and Brussels and major studies of  the Short Cross and Long Cross coinages 
appeared in due course in the Journal  for  1912-15. In each case he divided the series up into 
separate classes and the Lawrence classifications  have remained in use ever since. In his recent 
book on the Short Cross coinage, the late Professor  Mass points out that Lawrence's work has 
required adjustment at many points, but it would have been astonishing if  this had not been so 
after  the passage of  nearly a century. Although Lawrence was not an absolute pioneer in the field, 
since John Evans had produced an important study of  the Short Cross series following  the dis-
covery of  the second largest hoard of  the period at Eccles in 1864, the Evans classification  was 
unsatisfactory  in a number of  respects and Lawrence's achievement in defining  correctly the 
broad characteristics of  eight successive classes remains one of  the major landmarks in English 
numismatics. The Long Cross series, spanning a period only half  as long, and under a single ruler, 
is in many ways more straightforward,  although the quantity of  coins available for  study (through 
Messrs. Baldwins who acquired the whole of  the British element of  the Brussels hoard) meant that 
it was impossible for  one person within a reasonable time to examine all the coins in detail. 
However the task was in other respects simpler than for  the Short Cross series because the coins 
were mass-produced according to standard designs and variation from  the norm is therefore  less 
of  a problem. 

Important as Lawrence's articles on thirteenth-century coins undoubtedly were, his reputation 
rests primarily on his monograph on the coinage of  Edward III from  1351, not only for  its gather-
ing together and ordering of  a large body of  material, but also for  the manner of  its presentation 
and the numismatic techniques that he employed. He had already treated, much less thoroughly, 
the coinages of  two fifteenth-century  reigns, Henry IV in 1905 and Henry VII in 1918, but his 
Edward III was on a much larger scale and incorporated new methodology in several areas. The 
main work was published in the Chronicle  in four  substantial instalments between 1926 and 1933; 
but in 1937 they were brought together with a supplement and an index, and published as a 
separate book, of  290 printed pages and twenty-five  plates. Lawrence's division of  Edward Ill's 
coinage into three periods, before,  during, and after  the currency of  the Treaty of  Bretigny, according 
to the reference  to France in the king's titles, was not itself  an innovation - it had already been 
adopted in the 1887 edition of  Hawkins. What was new, however, was the detailed subdivision of 
the coinage, within each of  these three periods, and particularly in the Pre-Treaty phase 
(1351-61). 

Lawrence was the first  to apply to late medieval English coinage the techniques of  epigraphical 
analysis that had been developed by Edward Burns for  the Scottish series more than a generation 
earlier. Minute attention to letter forms  and the replacement of  individual punches has been the 
foundation  of  all subsequent detailed work on the coinages of  this period. Lawrence was also the 
first  English numismatist to demonstrate the structure of  a coinage by drawing up tables of  die 
combinations, as he did for  the Pre-Treaty and some of  the later gold coinage. His third innovation 
was to incorporate a simple notation for  his arrangement of  the material. This enables coins of 
different  denomination and from  different  mints to be grouped together under a common label. 
Thus he divided the Pre-Treaty coinage into seven principal series or groups, A to G, which are 
easy to use and clear in their meaning. 

Lawrence's fourth  major innovation was however a less happy one. Along with G.C. Brooke 
(PI. 4c) he evolved a theory that all English coins of  the later middle ages were required to carry 
privy marks which would identify  the three-monthly period in which they were coined, for  the 
purposes of  the pyx trials which were supposed to be held at regular intervals. The beneficial 
aspect of  this theory was that it set numismatists searching for  small marks and differences,  which 
proved to be valuable in establishing a sequence of  varieties within a series. The disadvantage was 
that it tended to obscure the structure and chronology of  such series by concentration on particular 
varieties regardless of  whether they were represented by a single die or extensive issues. In his 
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preface  Lawrence wrote 'the discovery of  the importance of  privy marks has necessitated the 
compiling of  very long lists of  coins; it has been thought advisable to include every variation 
which might have been a privy mark'. In fact,  the very long lists of  coins, with their inscriptions 
spelt out in detail, have proved invaluable to later students for  many purposes. But a generation 
of  students from  Lawrence onwards failed  to measure their supposed quarterly issues against 
the mint accounts, a process which would have revealed that some of  their interpretations, and in 
particular their chronological deductions, were unsustainable. 

Much of  Lawrence's work was based on coins in his own collection, and he set a pattern 
increasingly followed  by students in the twentieth century. Of  course, there continued to be 
collectors on the grand scale, of  whom the two outstanding examples in the first  half  of  the twentieth 
century were Lord Grantley and R.C. Lockett (Pl. 4b), but neither of  these published very much 
himself.  More productive were those who at least to some degree specialised in the coins of  a 
particular reign or period. Outstanding among the first  wave of  such specialists were the portrait 
painter J. Shirley Fox and his journalist brother H.B. Earle Fox (Pl. 3b), whose joint collecting 
ranged mainly from  the thirteenth to the sixteenth century, but whose interests were concentrated 
upon the early Edwardian period. While Lawrence was dealing with the coins of  the preceding 
hundred years, the Foxes were at work on the sterling coinage from  1279. Their classic study was 
published in the Journal  in five  main parts between 1909 and 1914, and marked a step forward  by 
combining close numismatic observation with extensive use of  documentary evidence. Earle Fox 
was primarily responsible for  collating the written sources, while Shirley Fox, with an artist's eye, 
was alert to the variations of  detail that helped to differentiate  the coins of  successive groups. 
Their conclusions more or less coincided with those of  Edward Burns, who in the 1880s had 
treated the same series as a digression from  the contemporary Scottish coinage. Although it was 
reassuring that independent studies of  this difficult  series had produced a similar outcome, Burns's 
great work on the Scottish coinage remained virtually unknown to most English numismatists for 
many years and the sophisticated methods that he evolved in The  Coinage  of  Scotland  (1887) 
were not generally applied to English coins until well into the twentieth century. 

Apart from  Lawrence's Edward III, relatively little systematic work was published on the later 
Middle Ages in the inter-war years. The weightiest study from  the 1920s was a long article by 
R. Carlyon-Britton on the later coinage of  Henry VII, in which, contrary to the assumptions of 
previous writers but using techniques similar to those of  Burns, he demonstrated by means 
of  comparing letter forms,  stops and other minutiae that there had been an overlap between the 
end of  the regular silver coinage with a facing  bust and the new type with the profile  portrait 
introduced in 1504. Shirley Fox produced a postscript on Edwardian sterlings in 1928, covering 
the coinage at reduced weight between 1344 and 1351, and in 1931 his protege, C.E. Blunt 
(Pl. 4d), filled  in another gap by dealing with the Edwardian coins struck at Berwick-upon-Tweed 
during periods of  English occupation. 

The study of  the coinage of  Henry V published by G.C. Brooke in 1930 is exceptional in many 
ways. It is, incidentally, the only full-length  treatment of  a whole reign in the later middle ages by 
a museum numismatist. Brooke's outstanding competence had long since been demonstrated by 
his magisterial British Museum  Catalogue  of  the coins of  the Norman kings. His more technical 
work on Henry V took the study of  epigraphical variety (already deployed to good effect  for  the 
Normans) to a new level, while his analysis of  dies revealed the anatomy of  the coinage in greater 
detail than had previously been attempted for  a comparable series. However, his arrangement 
suffers  from  dependence on small variations or fractures  to letter punches which can only be seen 
clearly on well-struck coins in fine  condition. The work is difficult  to follow  and was written with 
the specific  purpose of  identifying  the so-called quarterly privy marks. Many of  the candidates for 
such marks are no more than broken letters which, as Miss Archibald has observed in relation 
to the Pre-Treaty coins of  Edward III in the 1966 Attenborough hoard, are as likely to be the 
result of  accidental damage as of  deliberate mutilation.1 Although Brooke produced a simplified 

1 Marion M. Archibald, 'The Attenborough, Notts., 1966 Hoard', BWXXXVIII (38) (1969), 50-83, at pp. 51-2. 
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classification  of  the coinage of  Henry V two years later in English  Coins, the reign remains one of 
exceptional difficulty  because of  the general lack of  relationship between coins of  different 
denominations and the absence of  any coherent pattern of  symbols or other defining  features. 

In the 1930s Blunt also published on Henry IV, a reign in which Shirley Fox had been greatly 
interested, and some preliminary work on Edward IV. But his major publication on the coins of 
the later middle ages was his joint monograph with C.A. Whitton, another assiduous collector, on 
the coinage of  Edward IV and Henry VI restored, which was published just after  the war. This 
period is also one of  great difficulty,  since there is often  little or no correspondence between 
denominations, while the episcopal mints of  Canterbury, York and Durham pursued their own 
respective courses, sometimes coinciding with London's, but frequently  not. Blunt and Whitton 
largely achieved their objective, but in their worthy desire to allot type numbers to the different 
series, they were sometimes led into speculative attempts to produce a tidy structure where none 
in fact  existed. Whitton had already (1938-41) separately completed an impressive study of  the 
coinage of  Henry VI (first  reign). This is notable for  the extensive lists of  inscriptions on indi-
vidual coins, which are particularly valuable for  this period since variations in spelling and in the 
form  and positioning of  different  types of  symbols and other stops are central to the classification. 

Whitton's last work was a brilliant study of  the coinage of  Henry VIII and early Edward VI, 
bringing order into a very complex body of  material, particularly that of  the debasement period 
when the number of  mints was increased and output proceeded at a frantic  pace. It does however 
exemplify  the frequent  difficulties  of  understanding the structure of  the coinage in the two 
hundred years from  1351, since the arrangement by mints and denominations means that it is 
often  necessary to consult the text in ten or a dozen separate places in order to get an overview of 
the coinage at any particular point. Mention must also be made of  a detailed work on the debased 
coinages by Carlyon-Britton which has received less attention than it deserves since the author, 
whose health was poor, chose to publish it in instalments in the Numismatic  Circular,  rather than 
in the Journal,  which he feared  might take too long. 

After  the war Blunt began to turn his attention away from  the late Middle Ages towards the 
Anglo-Saxons, a period that had been long neglected but which was now to become a focus  of 
increasing interest among students of  the coming generation. To some extent, inevitably, this was 
at the expense of  the later Middle Ages. By 1950 most of  the main series between the reform  of 
Henry II in 1180 and the collapse of  the medieval system in 1551 had already received some 
systematic study, but important gaps still remained, most notably the coinages of  Richard II and 
Henry VII. Credit for  tackling these notoriously difficult  reigns is due chiefly  to W.J.W. Potter 
who, in less than ten years from  1955, produced a phenomenal amount of  work covering much of 
the late medieval coinage. Lacking the resources of  some of  his more affluent  contemporaries, he 
would gather together a large group of  coins of  a particular reign while writing about it, and then 
dispose of  them to finance  his coverage of  another. Potter's contribution to British numismatics 
has often  been underestimated. Because of  a delicate constitution he rarely attended meetings of 
the Society and this may have been one of  the reasons why he was never honoured with the 
Society's medal. But his work was sometimes less than lucid, and also often  regarded as 
derivative. Some of  his articles were indeed based on the work of  others, but even his slighter 
pieces, such as those on the groats of  Henry VI and Edward IV, contain valuable observations 
beyond what can be found  in the major works by Whitton and Blunt. The same is true, on a larger 
scale, of  his articles on the silver and gold of  Edward III, published in the Chronicle  because the 
editors of  the Journal  felt  they were insufficiently  original but which did in fact,  in a number of 
respects, constitute a material advance on Lawrence. 

Although Potter's study of  the silver of  Richard II to Henry V is of  fundamental  importance, the 
treatment of  one metal only is a disadvantage. Brooke's Henry V included gold and Blunt had 
covered the heavy gold of  Henry IV, so the bimetallic problems of  those reigns could be handled, 
but the gold of  Richard II has not been dealt with systematically until recently. Correlation of 
the different  denominations of  Richard II is further  complicated by the fact  that Webb Ware's 
classification  of  the gold (incorporated in the Schneider Sylloge),  Potter's of  the larger silver and 
Purvey's of  the smaller silver, although each valid in isolation, are not internally compatible. 
Mr Purvey, it may be noted, is the only member of  one of  the leading firms  of  dealers to have 
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qualified  for  inclusion as an author in this survey, since although such firms  have contributed to 
the advance of  numismatics generously, and in many ways, their staff  have rarely been in a 
position to devote long hours to academic research. 

It is not surprising that full  treatment of  the coinage of  Henry VII, in the form  of  a joint work by 
E.J. Winstanley and Potter, was not achieved until the 1960s, since this was perhaps the most 
complicated of  the major reigns. Winstanley, a long standing collector of  late medieval English 
coins, had already published a short but important paper on the angels and groats of  Richard III, 
which established the main pattern of  issues in that brief  and controversial reign. His collaboration 
with Potter combined the talents of  two rather different  types of  student, with impressive results. 
Henry VII's coinage, coming at a point of  rapid change in design and structure, is awkward to 
describe and their work is inevitably complicated and technical at many points; but the respect for 
it expressed by Dr Metcalf  in his Sylloge  of  the Ashmolean Museum's collection of  coins of  Henry 
VII (incorporating Winstanley's), which provides valuable elucidation, is abundantly justified. 

With most of  the coinages by now broadly treated, much of  the study undertaken in the second 
half  of  the twentieth century has been devoted to refinement  of  the original standard works. For 
the Short Cross series this process began in the 1940s with a more detailed study by F. Elmore-
Jones (PI. 6a) of  Lawrence's class VIII, followed  much later by Stewart on classes VI and VII, 
North on VII, Allen on V and Mass on I. The Short Cross coins of  Rhuddlan had been covered by 
Brand in 1965, and the value of  die-analysis in relation to mints in England was also demonstrated 
by Allen's work on the coins of  Carlisle and Durham. Apart from  a brief  note by Davis on class II 
and Brand's die-study of  the Shrewsbury mint, there has been an absence of  systematic treatment 
in print of  the Long Cross coinage, although work on the Brussels material is now underway. 
North's Sylloge  of  his own comprehensive collection of  Edwardian sterlings was a ground-
breaking exercise, combining illustrations of  over a thousand coins with an introductory text that 
incorporates the results of  much scattered work conducted by himself  and others over the previous 
thirty years. This model has more recently been followed  by the Sylloge  of  the Mass collection 
which serves the same purpose for  the Short Cross series. North and Mass have thus demonstrated 
the contribution that can be made by collectors who are serious students; but even those who do 
not record their own collections can perform  a valuable service to the subject if  their coins are 
published by others. Sometimes this will be in the form  of  sale catalogues, such as those of  the 
Doubleday collection of  Edward III or of  the Delme Radcliffe  collection specialising in Edward 
IV (both expertly catalogued by Mr Peter Mitchell of  Baldwins); and the collection of  halfpence 
and farthings  assiduously compiled by the late D.J. de S. Rogers has provided the material for  new 
studies by Mr and Mrs. Withers. The outstanding example, however, is the magnificent  series of 
gold coins assembled with knowledge and discrimination by Herbert Schneider (PI. 7a), and 
published in exemplary fashion  (with a long introduction) by Mr Woodhead (PI. 7d). This has at 
last enabled gold coinage to claim its legitimate share of  attention in a discipline that had become 
unduly argentocentric as a result of  the greater volume and lower cost of  silver coins available on 
the market to collectors. Otherwise there has been relatively little analytical work published in 
recent years on late medieval coinage, although useful  pieces have been produced on limited 
areas such as those by Harris on some of  the coins of  Henry IV and Henry V, and by Allen on the 
sovereign type pence of  Henry VII. One of  the most important items in print is Webb Ware's study 
of  the gold from  1465 to 1483 which reminds us that the anatomy of  a coinage cannot be properly 
understood until it has been subjected to a die-study; but his work on the reigns of  Richard II 
and Richard III, when eventually published, will be of  greater significance,  finally  completing 
coverage of  two hundred years of  the groat period reign by reign. 

The gradual process of  revision applied during the second half  of  the twentieth century has left 
the numismatic architecture of  Lawrence and his contemporaries basically intact. More use has 
been made of  die-analysis to illuminate the structure of  complex series, and attention paid to 
hoard evidence and mint accounts, which had been relatively neglected by the earlier students. 
With reliable classifications  now available, the next generation was able to record the contents of 
hoards more thoroughly and this led to an appreciation that hoards could generally (and especially 
when several were available for  comparison) be used to indicate the proportions in which 
differing  types and varieties had originally been struck. Collating this information  with the 
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volumes of  output recorded in the mint accounts can then produce an approximate chronology, 
sometimes in marked contrast to what had previously been supposed. Thus, in English  Coins 
Brooke had dated the rare silver of  Edward III classified  as Treaty A to 1361-3 and the much more 
plentiful  coins of  Treaty B to 1363-9, in spite of  the fact  that the accounts show twice as much 
silver coined in the twenty-three months from  March 1361 as in the remainder of  the 1360s. 
Comparable problems arose out of  the quarterly privy-marking theory and its influence,  which led 
to the allocation of  periods of  issue that gave more weight to the number of  varieties than to the 
number of  coins. An example of  this is the Blunt and Whitton chronology of  the second reign of 
Edward IV, which compresses the very plentiful  groats with mintmark cinquefoil  (type XXI) into 
much too short a period (1480-2), again in contradiction to the message of  the accounts; and this 
despite the record of  coins of  Archbishop Neville of  York, who died in 1476, with a mintmark that 
Blunt and Whitton believed was not introduced until 1477, and which they accordingly had to 
explain away as the result of  misreading by the cataloguer.2 

Threads of  the complex models constructed on the supposed basis of  quarterly marking there-
fore  need to be unravelled, and the material reassessed without preconception about the nature or 
purpose of  the various differences,  symbols, damaged letters, etc., that have been called in their 
aid. The task is to face  the evidence as it is and ask how it may reasonably be explained, not to 
erect a theory and then look for  data to support it. In and after  1361 the master was enjoined 
to place a 'privee signe' on his coins in order to enable them to be recognised subsequently. In the 
second half  of  the sixteenth century and the first  half  of  the seventeenth the mintmark (placed 
normally before  the start of  the inscription, and so described by Brooke as the initial mark) had 
become a virtual date mark and was so treated in the record of  the trials of  the pyx (which explains 
the frequency  with which these marks were overpunched). This must have been one of  the reasons 
why Lawrence and Brooke saw a connection between the requirement for  a privy sign and the 
procedure for  the pyx. However, there is no evidence that such was the case in the Middle Ages. 
Trials were not held regularly, and when coins from  a longer period were tested at the same trial, 
as in December 1475, they were mixed together without reference  to the different  marks upon 
them. From this we may conclude that such marking had some other purpose. Occasionally an 
'initial mark' may have served as a master's mark, as Potter argued for  the crown of  Edward Ill's 
group F (although this predates the indenture of  1361), but it is probable that other forms  of 
marking were used for  this purpose, such perhaps as the prominent annulets on the coins of  the 
Treaty A period a few  years later. However, in many subsequent series it is difficult  to identify  any 
marking that could have had this function,  and it must be that the provision was sometimes 
followed  and sometimes not. 

Other marks seem to have had a different  purpose, presumably to do with internal controls at 
the mint. In this category would fall,  for  example, marks added to dies which had first  been used 
without them - an annulet below the bust on a groat of  Edward III (group G), or two pellets on a 
Richard II noble or on an Edward IV ryal. There is nothing to suggest that all dies in use at one 
time had to bear the current markings. Two cases from  the fifteenth  century demonstrate the range 
of  die varieties that could be in use together. In 1413a small cinquefoil  (often  inaccurately called 
a mullet) was added to the then current stock of  obverse dies, evidently the privy sign of  Lewys 
John who took over as master at the beginning of  the reign of  Henry V: this stock consisted of 
some dies of  the original light coinage issue of  Henry IV in 1412, alongside others of  classes A 
and B (improbably attributed by Brooke to Henry V). Again, in 1483, the active stock of  dies was 
recalled, a few  weeks after  the accession of  Richard III, to have the mintmark sun-and-rose 
dimidiated overpunched with a boar's head when Robert Brackenbury was appointed Richard's 
master; these included both old dies of  Edward IV-V and new ones in Richard's name. 

The survival of  dies for  a considerable period to be used long after  their original issue is 
illustrated not only by such exceptional cases of  revival as the late halfgroats  of  Richard II (or 
early Henry IV) from  obverse dies of  Edward III, or a halfgroat  of  Henry V from  a Richard II 

2 C.E. Blunt and C.A. Wliitton. 'The Coinages of  Edward IV and of  Henry VI (Restored)', BNJ  XXV (25) (1945-8). 4-59, at 
p. 37. 
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reverse, but also by more routine muling, between non-adjacent groups, as with dies of  Henry VI 
group III (pinecone-mascle) paired with others of  group I (annulet). Even when sets of  dies were 
made with special markings, frequently  no attempt seems to have been made to ensure that they 
were used together: thus both obverse and reverse dies of  Annulet-Trefoil  Calais halfgroats  of 
Henry VI are found  muled with other varieties but the true coin is not known; or the obverse die of 
a rare and exceptional variety of  Henry VII groat with star stops occurs at the end of  type I, but the 
matching star-marked reverses only with obverses of  type II. That stops or other features,  as well 
as initial marks, were used for  purposes of  identification  is also evident from  alteration - early 
coins of  Henry VI group II (rosette-mascle), for  example, with a mascle punched over one of  the 
rosettes, recalling the precedent of  Scottish dies of  Robert III in the 1390s on which the original 
triple colon stops were overmarked with lis-and-crescents. Whether broken letters were ever 
intentionally used for  identifying  dies is an open question: it is notable that at the period when 
they occur most abundantly, in the 1490s, the alphabets were unusually elaborate and the punches 
presumably most fragile.  Dies were sometimes individually marked - coins by the moneyer 
Ingelgar for  Edmund and Eadred illustrate the practice in Saxon times. D.F. Allen (PI. 5a) noted 
that every known obverse die and all but one of  the reverses of  the angels of  Henry VI's 
restoration was different  in some feature  (mintmark, stops or spelling). In the coinage of  the 1480s 
Webb Ware has identified  batches of  dies, often  involving four  similar obverses, as in the groats of 
Edward IV-V type XXII without a fleur  on the breast, or the late angels of  Richard III reading 
Ricad.  The overall picture that emerges is that care was taken to identify  dies or groups of  dies, 
probably for  reasons of  security or other control, but not the coins struck from  them. 

Considerations of  this kind have not yet been taken into account for  more than a few  limited 
areas of  the late medieval coinage, but they will increasingly need to be so if  a clear view is to be 
gained of  its structure throughout the period. Doing this will surely bring some surprises, as has 
happened for  instance in relation to the boar's head Edward coins traditionally attributed to 
Edward V but now revealed by die-analysis to have been struck under Richard III despite the 
king's name having been left  unaltered. It is a tribute to our predecessors that much of  their work 
will undoubtedly remain in place, even if  it can often  be refined  in detail and its chronology 
adjusted. Our subject is fortunate  that so much of  the groundwork laid by Lawrence, the Foxes, 
Whitton, Blunt and others in the first  half  of  the twentieth century remains valid today while at the 
same time leaving more to be done by ourselves and our successors through the application of 
new techniques and, we may hope, with the continuing discovery of  new material from  hoards and 
single finds.  There should be plenty to report in a survey such as this on the occasion of  the 
Society's second centenary, but it is a fair  bet that the classic studies of  the Lawrence era will still 
be seen, for  the most part, to have stood the test of  time. 
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TUDOR COINAGE 
B.J. COOK 

Introduction 
THE study of  Tudor coinage since the foundation  of  the British Numismatic Society has been 
overwhelmingly dominated by two figures,  Henry Symonds (PI. 3c) in the first  half  of  the 20th 
century, and Christopher Challis (PI. 7b) from  the 1970s to the present day. It is pleasingly 
apposite that Symonds's contribution is considered in detail elsewhere in this volume by 
Christopher Challis. The work of  both Symonds and Challis has not for  the most part been 
numismatic in the very technical sense: neither of  them has produced catalogues, or works of 
detailed classification.  Their achievement has been rather to provide an unparalleled insight into 
the production, organisation and use of  coinage, that scholars of  other periods can only hope to 
emulate, rather than excel. 

Specialist work on the coinage of  the Tudors before  the foundation  of  the Society was in fact 
sparse in the extreme. In Brooke's English  Coins of  1933 the only such early contribution deemed 
worthy of  inclusion in the bibliography was Sir John Evans' 1886 paper on the debased coinage of 
Henry VIII, published in the Numismatic  Chronicle.'  Occasionally picked up by modern scholars 
is A.E. Peake's 1891 article 'Some notes on the coins of  Henry VII', which was an enterprising 
attempt to link details of  the coinage with historical events, not all of  which may have been 
wholly misguided.2 Given this scope for  further  investigation, it cannot be said that the foundation 
of  the BNS did a great deal initially to remedy this apparent neglect, since work on Tudor numis-
matics in the first  half  of  the 20th century continued to be somewhat restricted, apart, of  course, 
from  Henry Symonds (the most spectacular exception to this generalisation), who split his many 
publications between the Journal  and the Numismatic  Chronicle.  Otherwise, there was relatively 
little, with Raymond Carlyon-Britton, L.A. Lawrence and Helen Farquhar the only really substantial 
contributors, mostly concentrating on the early Tudor period. 

The lack of  activity may have become apparent to students, however, and from  the late 1940s 
there was a definite  change, inaugurated by C.A. Whitton's major study of  the coinage of  Henry 
VIII. It may be the case that the likely and then actual accession to the throne of  a second 
Elizabeth encouraged this shift,  especially for  the long-ignored late Tudor series: a rare example 
of  'New Elizabethan' sloganizing having a positive consequence. Whatever the impetus, in the 
1950s, '60s and '70s a range of  now very familiar  names began to appear in the literature in 
Whitton's train: Potter, Winstanley, Spufford,  Grierson, Metcalf,  Schneider, Brown, Kent, and, of 
course, Challis. By this time the Journal  had undoubtedly become established as the natural outlet 
for  this research. Towards the end of  the century, in the 1980s and 90s, there seems to have been 
something of  a falling-off  from  this peak of  activity. Challis continued to be productive, but 
otherwise only Ian Brown (continuing his work with his new collaborators David Border and 
Christopher Comber) and Joe Bispham have moved forward  to take up the slack, assisted by the 
late-straying medievalists, Martin Allen and Tim Webb Ware. 

1 Sir John Evans, 'The debased coinage bearing the name of  Henry VIII', NC  3rd ser., 6, 114-60. This decision by Brooke was, of 
course, eminently justified,  since Evans had made the crucial discovery (implicit in his careful  title) that the debasement coinage in 
Henry VIII's name was also struck under Edward VI. 

2 A.E. Peacke, 'Some notes on the coins of  Henry VII', NC  (1891), 34^T7: for  comments, see Challis. pp. 52, n. 18 and D.M. 
Metcalf,  Sylloge  of  Coins of  the British Isles  23. Aslvnolean Museum,  Oxford.  Port  III:  Coins of  Henry  VII  (London. 1976), xli. 
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General works 
Challis's The  Tudor  Coinage  still stands alone as a study of  the administrative and institutional 
history of  the coinage for  a lengthy period of  modern English history (or indeed of  European 
history).3 As the work of  an historian, it draws on masses of  unpublished documentary sources, as 
well as of  the limited published literature, to illuminate the subject as no-one else has. It is 
complemented by the new Mint history, edited by Challis and to which he contributed the central 
section, 'Lord Hastings to the Great Silver Recoinage, 1464-1699'.4 Separately, each would be a 
uniquely significant  contribution to Tudor numismatics, and together they stand as models for  the 
integration of  numismatic and historical research. Challis has made many other contributions (for 
which see below), but an important general piece is his 1989 essay in which he discussed the 
relationship between the money supply and the economy during the Tudor and early Stuart 
period.5 

Among the various books devoted to the English coinage in general, special mention must be 
made of  George Brooke's English  Coins, which both summarised and stimulated research in many 
areas of  the national coinage. Brooke's organisation of  the coinage of  the Tudor period was based 
soundly on the current research to which he was a distinguished contributor, and it was explicitly 
taken as a starting point in several of  the major studies of  the mid-century.6 

Helen Farquhar bestowed the same lavish prolixity on the numismatic portraiture of  the Tudors 
as she would do on the Stuarts, and there is still much of  interest in her work, however much 'of 
the period' it remains in style and approach.7 She unquestionably holds an important position as 
one of  the few  numismatists to have seriously addressed the role of  coinage in ceremony in early 
modem Europe, by virtue of  her massive surveys of  the ceremonies of  Touching for  the King's 
Evil, royal largesse and the Maundy.8 It is valuable to supplement her approach to the King's Evil 
with the major historical study by Marc Bloch.9 The Maundy ceremony has since been the 
particular study of  Brian Robinson.10 Beyond the Maundy and King's Evil, the ceremonial use of 
coins in early modem England remains an area with scope for  further  investigation. 

Only a few  works have been produced which have catalogued coins from  across the Tudor 
period, and the most important is Peter Woodhead's sylloge of  the first  part of  the Herbert 
Schneider collection of  English gold coins, a superbly illustrated work accompanied by 
summaries of  current knowledge of  the field  (issues, classification  systems, mint output figures, 
hoards and finds  etc), and a valuable bibliography." Wilson and Rasmussen's English  Pattern  Trial 
and Proof  Coins included the relevant Tudor items, but did little to illuminate the significance  and 
purpose of  this interesting material.12 An unusual and stimulating approach has been taken by 
Craig Muldrew, in an investigation of  the social meaning and function  of  money in the Tudor 
period.13 

3 C.E. Challis, The  Tudor  Coinage  (Manchester, 1978). 
4 C.E. Challis (ed.), A New  Histoiy  of  the Royal Mint  (Cambridge, 1892), at pp. 179-397. See also Appendix 1 Mint Output 

(pp.673-8) and Appendix 2 Mint Contracts (pp. 699-758). As a source Appendix 1 replaces E. Stokes' pioneering 'Tables of  bullion 
coined from  1377 to 1550', NC  5th ser., 9 (1929), 27-69. 

5 C.E. Challis, Currency  and the Economy in Tudor  and early Stuart  England.  The Historical Association, New Appreciations in 
History 4 (London, 1989). ' 

6 G.C. Brooke, English  Coins (London, 1932). 
7 Helen Farquhar, 'Portraits of  our Tudor monarchs on their coins and medals', BNJ  4 (1907), 79-143. 
8 Her enormous study 'Royal charities', is spread across many issues of  the Journal.  For the Tudor period, the principal sections 

are: 'Royal charities. Part 1. Angels as healing pieces for  the king's evil', BNJ  12 (1916), 39-135; 'Royal charities (second series): The 
Maundy', BNJ  16 (1921-2), 195-228, 'Alms at the Gate, the daily alms, and the privy alms', BNJ  17 (1923-4), 133-64; "Largesse and 
the King's Dole',BW 18 (1925-6), 63-91; 'The Maundy coins', BNJ  19(1927-8), 109-29. 

9 M. Bloch, The  Royal Touch,  Sacred  Monarchy  and Scrofula  in England  and France  (English edition, London, 1973). 
10 B. Robinson, The  Royal Maundy  (London, 1977) and Silver  pennies and linen towels. The  stoiy of  the Roycd Maundy  (London, 

1992). These studies should be consulted for  other contributions to Maundy history. 
11 P. Woodhead, Sylloge  of  Coins of  the British Isles,  47. Herbert  Schneider  Collection,  Part  1. English  gold  coins and their 

imitations 1257-1603  (London, 1996). 
12 A. Wilson and M. Rasmussen, English  Pattern  Trial  and Proof  Coins in Gold  1547-1968  (Cambridge, 2000). 
13 C. Muldrew, '"Hard food  for  Midas": cash and its social value in early modern England', Past and Present  170 (2001), 78-120. 
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The Early Tudors 
The reign of  Henry VII has probably attracted the most sustained attention of  any of  the Tudors, 
despite (or perhaps because of)  the 'baffling  and seemingly insoluble problems' it presented. Its 
appeal arises no doubt in part from  its transitional nature, as in the course of  a couple of  decades 
English coinage shifted  from  medieval to early modern in its appearance, the pound and shilling 
made their debuts as actual coins, and realistic portraiture entered the English ambit. Yet despite 
the novelties of  the reign (and assuming scholars were not simply deciding to start at the begin-
ning), the persistence of  medieval traditions may have had as much to do with the early attention 
Henry VII's issues received from  numismatists, since well-established medieval specialists took 
the lead in giving it this level of  attention. G.F. Crowther had already begun to investigate the 
series in the 1880s,14 but L.A. Lawrence would provide the first  systematic look at any early 
Tudor coinage in the 20th century in 1918, in his paper in the Numismatic  Chronicle,  'The coinage 
of  Henry VII'.15 This, along with a run of  papers by Carlyon-Britton in the Journal  and 
Numismatic  Circular,16  and George Brooke's English  Coins (with some supporting papers)17 went 
a considerable way towards establishing the structure of  the coinage, and this body of  work, rather 
amazingly, thus provided almost the only in-depth coverage of  any Tudor coinage before  the 
Second World War. 

Carlyon-Britton's major achievement (as noted by Lord Stewartby elsewhere in this volume) 
was to demonstrate an overlap between the medieval-style facing  bust issues and the profile 
portrait type introduced in 1504. It was Brooke who introduced the division of  the silver coinage 
by style of  crown, an insight which Potter and Winstanley would subsequently use as the back-
bone of  their classification  in a major study produced in several successive volumes of  the Journal 
in 1960-63 (though written a decade or so earlier). 18 In this work Potter and Winstanley gave 
elaborate and authoritative form  to the classification  of  this coinage, 'one of  the late and best fruits 
of  a tradition of  numismatic research fostered  by the British Numismatic Society during several 
decades', to quote Michael Metcalf.  The relative sequence of  types for  the reign that they 
produced can be regarded as generally satisfactory  (although inevitably there have been a number 
of  amendments), though the absolute chronology is still rather more speculative. A useful 
summary of  this is provided as part of  the substantial and valuable apparatus to Metcalf's  1976 
volume in the SCBI  series, devoted to the coins of  Henry VII in the Ashmolean Museum (which 
incorporated Winstanley's collection). Henry VII's issues are the only Tudor coinage illustrated in 
such depth, since they remain the only one to receive sylloge-style publication across all the 
denominations.19 

Subsequent work on the reign has tended to concentrate on specific  denominations. The single 
surviving example of  the sovereign groat of  Henry VII has received considerable attention since 
its modern rediscovery by Christopher Blunt (Pl. 4d).20 Herbert Schneider commented on a 
section of  the angel coinage.21 The sovereign, as one of  the grand innovations of  the reign, has 

14 G.W. Crowther, 'Groats of  the second coinage of  Henry VII', NC  3rd ser., 7 (1887), 316-23 and 'Notes on coins of  the second 
issue of  Henry VII', NC  3rd ser.. 9 (1889), 357-62. The work of  Crowther and Peake (see note 2 above) provide the back-story to the 
early 20th century interest in Henry VII's coinage. 

15 L.A. Lawrence, 'The coinage of  Henry VII', NC  4th ser.. 18 (1918), 205-61. This paper saw the first  appearance in print of 
Lawrence's theory of  three month long privy mark periods, which affected  so much numismatic work in the early to mid 20th century. 

16 R. Carlyon-Britton, 'The earliest angels of  Henry VII', NCirc  27 (1919), 394-5; 'The last coinage of  Henry VII', BNJ  18 
(1925-6), 1-62; 'On some early coins of  Henry VII" BNJ  24 (1941-4), 28-35. 

17 G.C. Brooke, English  Coins (London, 1932), at pp. 162-73; G.C. Brooke and L.A. Lawrence, 'The martlet and rose half-groats 
of  Henry VII', NC  (1919), 257-64. 

18 W.J.W. Potter and E.J. Winstanley, 'The coinage of  Henry VII', BNJ  30 (1960-1), 262-301; 31 (1962), 109-24; 32 (1963), 
140-60. 

19 D.M. Metcalf,  Sylloge  of  Coins of  the British Isles  23. Ashmolean Museum,  Oxford.  Part  III:  Coins of  Henry  Vll  (London, 
1976). 

20 E.J. Winstanley. 'A new coin of  Henry VII". BNJ  25 (1945-8), 75, and 'The sovereign groat of  Henry VII", Mints,  Dies and 
Currency,  ed. R.A.G. Carson (1971), 161-4; I.H. Stewart, 'Problems of  the early coinage of  Henry VII", NC  7th ser.. 14 (1974), at 
pp. 134-8. 

21 H.Schneider, 'A note on the "Rose Group" angels of  Henry VII", NC  7th ser.. 14(1974), 193-7. 
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been discussed in some detail, particularly in an important article by Grierson (commented on by 
Metcalf  and, in an important paper, Stewart),22 and more recently with new details and insights 
by Challis.23 The most recent contribution has been Martin Allen's discussion of  the sovereign 
pence, in which he questions and corrects Potter and Winstanley's classification  of  these coins, 
which was based primarily on the number of  pillars of  the king's throne.24 

Over the years a number of  scholars have addressed themselves to the question of  the mysterious 
dandyprats, with Grierson and perhaps Cook offering  acceptable solutions to the various 
references  25 The main work of  significance  on foreign  coins in early Tudor England has been by 
Peter Spufford,  whose article 'Continental coins in late medieval England' included a section on 
the significant  role of  Venetian soldini ('galley-halfpence')  in the early 16th century,26 and who 
also detailed the history of  the Burgundian double patard as a legitimate element of  English 
Yorkist and Tudor currency.27 The role of  the double patard in the early Tudor period was further 
illuminated by Challis's demonstration that the mint maintained a trial plate to check the standards 
of  this coin as late as 1526.28 Spufford's  Handbook  of  Medieval  Exchange  quotes English 
exchange rate evidence down to 1500.29 Challis, of  course, also discusses the role of  foreign  coins 
in England throughout the sixteenth century,30 Mayhew has published a list of  finds  of  16th 
century foreign  gold coins, and Cook a small hoard of  foreign  gold deposited probably in the 
1550s.31 

The decades around 1500 were a period of  monetary transition at a European level. In his 
magisterial Money  and its Use  in Medieval  Europe, Spufford  concludes with a chapter 'Money on 
the eve of  the Price Revolution' that sets the scene well.32 As well as his papers on relatively 
detailed subjects, Grierson has also placed the early Tudor coinage in this European setting, taking 
an approach that is relatively rare in anything other than works on a very general and popular- level.33 

The early Tudor period saw of  course the end of  the ancient tradition of  ecclesiastical mints in 
England. Brooke provided some discussion of  Canterbury and York under Henry VII,34 Parsons 
commented on the Wolsey coinage,35 an article by Dolley and Winstanley discussed their signifi-
cance as providers of  small change,36 and important documents were published by Symonds and 
Reddaway.37 However, the principal work here (building in particular on Symonds) has been by 
Challis, who, among other things, demonstrated that the mints did not cease in the mid 1530s with 
the various acts which appeared to limit ecclesiastical liberties, but continued possibly into the 
1540s, and the eve of  the Great Debasement.38 Martin Allen's imminent study of  the Durham mint 
(to be published by the Society) is likely to be another major contribution in this area.39 

22 P. Grierson, 'The origins of  the English sovereign and the symbolism of  the closed crown', BNJ  33 (1964), 118-34; Metcalf, 
pp. xxvi—xxx; Stewart, 'Problems of  the early coinage of  Henry VII'. 

23 C.E. Challis, The first  gold sovereigns', NCirc  (1990), 347-8. 
24 M. Allen, 'The classification  of  Henry VII sovereign pence', BNJ  66 (1996), 127-30. 
25 G.C. Brooke, 'Dandyprats', NC  5th ser., 4 (1924), 326; P. Grierson. 'Notes on early Tudor coinage 1. King Henry VII's 

dandyprats', BNJ  41 (1972), 80-5; Challis, Tudor  Coinage,  pp. 52-3; P. Grierson. 'A dandyprat reference  of  1511', BNJ  51 (1981), 
197; B.J. Cook, 'Recent Tudor hoards', BNJ  64 (1994), at p. 74. 

26 P. Spufford.  'Continental coins in late medieval England', BNJ  33 (1963), 127-39. 
27 P. Spufford,  'Burgundian double petards in late medieval England', BNJ  64 (1964), 110-17. 
28 C.E. Challis, 'The silver trial plate of  1526', NC  140 (1980), 197-201. 
29 P. Spufford,  Handbook  of  Medieval  Exchange,  Royal Historical Society Guides and Handbooks 13 (London, 1986). 
30 Chaliis, The  Tudor  Coinage,  see index. 
31 N.J. Mayhew, 'An eighteenth century record of  an Elizabethan hoard', SCMB  782 (1983), 261-3; B.J. Cook, 'A small sixteenth-

century hoard of  European gold coins', BNJ  62 (1992), 194-5. 
32 P. Spufford,  Money  and its use in medieval  Europe (Cambridge, 1988). 
33 P. Grierson, 'The monetary pattern of  sixteenth century coinage', Transactions  of  the Royal Historical  Society<  5th ser., 21 

(1971), 45-60. 
34 G.C. Brooke. 'The mints of  Canterbury and York in the reigns of  Edward IV and Henry VII', BNJ  21 (1931-3), 73-87. 
35 H.A. Parsons, 'Notes on the "Wolsey" coins of  Henry VIII', BNJ  28 (1945-8), 60-70. 
36 R.H.M. Dolley and E.J. Winstanley, 'Maidstone Treasure Trove', BNJ  27 (1952-4), 58-65. 
37 For Symonds, see below, p. 000; T.F. Reddaway, 'Two Tudor notes 1. A Canterbury mint-master's indenture of  1534', BNJ  34 

(1965), 121-4. 
38 C.E. Challis, 'The ecclesiastical mints of  the early Tudor period: their organisation and possible date of  closure', Northern 

History  10 (1975), 88-101. 
39 M.Allen, 'The Durham Mint'. BNS Special Publication No. 4 (London, 2003). 
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Henry VIII's coinage has in general received much less attention than that of  his father,  and it 

took much longer for  it to attract any serious attention at all in the 20th century, maybe due to the 
precocious nature of  Evans's paper of  1886. In 1907 Lawrence published a study of  a previously 
unrecognised coin, the crown of  the rose,40 and in 1919 there was a brief  flurry  of  activity over the 
small change of  the reign, as Carlyon-Britton corrected a misunderstanding by Lawrence about 
the halfpenny  and farthing  coinages 41 (Much more recently T.G. Webb Ware has taken advantage 
of  new examples of  farthings  of  the reign to provide a modern study.42) Apart from  these, 
Lawrence made a study of  the Second Coinage issues with the queen's initial, tackling the 
question of  which Queens Katherine and Anne were here being saluted 43 Serious sustained work 
on the reign had to wait, as it would only be in 1949-51 that C.A. Whitton published in the 
Journal  the first  major survey of  the whole reign, including the coinage of  Edward VI in Henry's 
name 44 an epic book-length study that, with some supporting work by Schneider and Potter, 
remains the only significant  technical modern study of  this coinage 45 Since this high point, 
interest in Henry VIII's coins has largely subsided again, although Marcel Hoc devoted an article 
to Henry's coinage for  Tournai46 and John Kent discussed a number of  specific  coins, in particular 
the George noble.47 

The real achievements in studies of  the coinage of  Henry VIII since Whitton have been in the 
fields  of  economic and institutional history, and have focussed  on that great anomaly in English 
currency, the Great Debasement. Challis has discussed this at length in The  Tudor  Coinage,  and 
various articles 48 sometimes in debate with J.D. Gould's arguments in his 1970 book, The  Great 
Debasement49 In his article 'Tower II', Challis corrected Symonds by establishing that two mints, 
not three, were in operation at the Tower during the debasement, and by clarifying  the career 
of  the under-treasurer Stephen Vaughn. In 'The circulating medium ... ' h e considered the 
relationship between the debasement and prices, suggesting that there was not necessarily a direct 
link between the two. 

The later Tudors 
The different  degrees of  research attention bestowed on the short reigns of  the two mid-Tudor 
monarchs Edward VI and Mary I are, on the face  of  it, surprising. Both are, of  course, covered in 
detail by Challis and (in her way) Farquhar, while Symonds inevitably produced major papers on 
each of  them, but otherwise Mary has received almost total neglect, whilst Edward has frequently 
received lively attention. Morrieson's 1916 paper 'The silver coins of  Edward VI' , published the 
year after  Symonds's documentary study, is the only study of  the later Tudors which can match 
the work of  Lawrence, Carlyon-Britton and Brooke for  Henry VII to appear before  the 1940s.50 

40 L.A. Lawrence, "A remarkable gold coin of  Henry VIII". BNJ  4 (1907), 145-55. 
41 L.A. Lawrence, 'Halfpence  and farthings  of  Henry VIII', NC  (1919), 265-8; R. Carlyon-Britton. 'Halfpennies  and farthings  of 

Henry VIII'. BNJ  15 (1919-20), 73-7. 
42 T.G. Webb Ware. 'The farthings  of  Henry VIII', NCirc  95 (1987), 218. 
43 L.A. Lawrence, 'English and Irish coins of  Henry VIII bearing the initials of  his queens'. BNJ  21 (1931-3), 89-92. 
44 C.A. Whitton. 'The coinages of  Henry VIII and Edward VI in Henry's name". BNJ  26 (1949-51). 56-89. 171-212, 290-332. 
45 H. Schneider, "A note on Mr Whitton's paper "The coinages of  Henry VIII and Edward VI in Henry's name", to which are added 

certain addenda and corrigenda", BNJ  27 (1952-4), 195-205; W.J.W. Potter, 'Henry VIII - the sequence of  marks on the second 
coinage'. BNJ  28 (1955-7), 560-7. 

46 M. Hoc, "Le monnayage tournasien de Henri VIII, roi d'Angleterre', Revue beige de numismatique (1952), 65-75 (see also 
R. Carlyon-Britton. 'An unpublished "mule" of  the pattern Tournai groat of  Henry VIII". BNJ  28 (1955-7), 203). 

47 J.P.C. Kent, 'Five Tudor notes. 1. The ryal of  Henry VIII. 2. A copy of  the crown of  the rose in Leeds Museum. 3. A lost variety 
of  the George noble. 4. base groat of  Henry VIII. with a French countermark'. BNJ  32 (1963), 161-4; "A new type of  George noble of 
Henry VIII', Collectanea  Historica,  essays in memory of  Stuart  Rigold  (Maidstone, 1981), 231-4. 

48 C.E. Challis, "The debasement of'the  coinage', 1542-1551", EcHR  2nd ser., 20 (1967), 446-8; "Tower II, 1545-1552". BNJ  37 
(1968), 93-7; 'The circulating medium and the movement of  prices in mid-Tudor England", in PH. Ramsey (ed.). The  Price 
Revolution in Sixteenth  Century  England  (1971), 117-46; with C.J. Harrison, 'A contemporary estimate of  the production of  gold and 
silver coinage in England", EHR  88 (1973); 'The conversion of  testoons: a restatement', BNJ  50 (1980), 67-80. 

49 J.D. Gould. The  Great Debasement: Currency  and the Economy in mid-Tudor  England  (Oxford.  1970). 
50 H.W. Morrieson, "The silver coins of  Edward VI", BNJ  12 (1916). 137-80; H. Symonds, 'The English coinages of  Edward VI", 

BNJ  11 (1915). 123-67; R. Carlyon-Britton, 'The English debased silver coinagc of  Edward VINCirc  57 (1949), 327-40; 58 (1950), 
665-8, 63-6.127-32.247-8,309-14. 
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Despite the fairly  considerable attention the Edwardian coinage has received, the literature on 

the reign is somewhat disjointed, no doubt a consequence of  the particular nature of  the coinage. 
Symonds divided the issues into six coinages (subsequently expanded to seven), using the mint 
indentures as his guides, but this approach has not been systematically followed  and is not 
generally applied today. Broadly the coinage had three phases. First were the issues struck in the 
name of  Henry VIII, between Edward's accession in January 1547 until near the end of  January 
1549 for  most denominations, plus the groats and lesser coins issued up until 1551, and alongside 
these some rather rare issues in Edward's own name, struck in 1547-9. These coins were covered 
in detail by Whitton (see note 42 above). 

The base silver coinages of  the reign, struck between 1549 and 1551, have received repeated 
attention: Morrieson's approach was more descriptive than schematic, not attempting to align the 
actual coins with Symonds' sequence of  coinages. Coincidentally with Whitton's work, Carlyon-
Britton's systematic survey was appearing in a run of  issues of  the Numismatic  Circular,51  an 
approach which was the consequence of  health concerns. Before  Whitton came to cover the 
coinage of  Edward in Henry VIII's name, he had spent some time dealing with some specific 
coins and questions of  Edward's later coinage.52 Potter re-examined the base silver in 1962,53 and 
most recently Joe Bispham has provided a satisfying  modern point of  view, clear, succinct and 
authoritative, giving particular attention to the Durham House issues.54 The latest phase of 
Edward's issues, the fine  coinage, has received the least detailed attention, as pointed out by 
Challis in his discussion of  the fine  silver.55 Thus, although clearly much valuable work has been 
done, there is still plenty of  scope remaining: indeed, an integrated modern reassessment of  the 
reign, to set beside the institutional history provided by Symonds and Challis, would be a valuable 
addition. 

Whatever the potential for  research that remains for  Edward's coinages, this is as nothing 
compared to that of  his elder sister's. Apart from  Symonds' documentary-based study of  Mary's 
reign, the only specialist commentary, outside Challis and Farquhar, is a minor note by John 
Kent.56 There is surely scope here for  much more. 

The neglect of  Elizabethan coinage in the first  half  of  the 20th century remains rather mysterious. 
There really was no contribution of  significance  in print before  1947,57 and even lesser pieces 
were in short supply. The only serious work was that by Ives and Thompson on Elizabeth's gold 
ryals and their imitations, and even this was quite late, dating to the early 1940s.58 (Peter 
Woodhead has recently returned to this subject with profit.59)  Once Elizabethan numismatics did 
get going, however, one or two particular topics have regularly attracted attention. The events 
surrounding the 1560 recoinage had already drawn in an economic historian, Conyers Read 60 but 
it was the physical reality of  the countermarking of  the testoons of  Edward VI that has sparked 
numismatists' attention, with Brooke, North and Pridmore each making a contribution.61 

Eloy Mestrell and the first  English machine-struck coinage is another popular subject, with 
Borden and Brown providing the main survey of  the milled issues,62 and useful  contributions also 

31 See note 45 for  details. 
52 C.A. Whitton, 'The "Edward Royall" of  Edward VI'. BNJ  24 (1941-4), 190; 'Edward VI's half-sovereigns  or "Edward Royalls" 

of  Durham House mint, NCirc  (1948), 215; 'Some trial pieces of  Edward VI struck in 1547', NCirc  58 (1950), 69-70. 
53 W.J.W. Potter, 'The coinage of  Edward VI in his own name',  BNJ  31 (1962), 125-37. 
54 J. Bispham, 'The base silver shillings of  Edward VI', BNJ  55 (1985), 134-43. 
55 C.E. Challis, [The fine  silver coinage of  Edward VII, BNJ  63 (1993), 172-7. 
36 J.PC. Kent, 'A note on the reverse legend of  Mary's angels', NCirc  69 (1961), 185. 
57 H.A. Parsons, 'The hammered silver coins of  Elizabeth'', NCirc  55 (1947), 387-90,459-68. 
58 H.E. Ives, Foreign  Imitations  of  the English  Noble,  American Numismatic Society's Numismatic Notes and Monographs 93 

(New York, 1941); J.D.A. Thompson,'Elizabethan ryals and their Dutch imitations', NC  6th ser., 1 (1941), 139-68. 
59 Woodhead (see note 11 above), pp. 85-90. 
60 Conyers Read, 'Profits  on the recoinage of  1560-1'. Ec.HR  6 (1935-6), 186-93, his figures  corrected by Challis in The  Tudor 

Coinage. 
61 G.C. Brooke, 'The countermarking of  base testoons', NC  (1913), 130; J.J. North, 'The countermarked shillings of  Edward VI', 

NCirc  67 (1959), 52; F. Pridmore, 'Documentary evidence relating to countermarking', NCirc  70 (1962), 1-3, 30-2; and see Challis, 
The  Tudor  Coinage,  pp. 122-4. 

62 D.G. Borden and I.D. Brown, 'The milled coinage of  Elizabeth I', BNJ  53 (1983), 108-32; other work on the subject includes 
P. Sanders, 'The milled silver of  Elizabeth V,  NCirc  (1949), 410-11. 
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coming from  Goldman,63 and more recently from  Challis 64 moving swiftly  to refute  the argu-
ments of  Gaspar and Cooper that cast doubt on the idea that Mestrell was actually employing a 
screw press at all 65 The 'portcullis' coinage, intended for  trade with the East Indies, has been 
investigated by Wodak and Pridmore, and commented on by Challis.66 The various plans for 
introducing token coinage in copper that were considered under Elizabeth have been discussed by 
Challis, and by Peck, who catalogued the various pattern coins and related material 67 The related 
matter of  the civic copper tokens of  Bristol has also received attention from  Challis, building on 
the earlier work of  Latimer and Pritchard, and subsequently by Du Quesne Bird.68 

The mainstream numismatic work (as it were) on Elizabeth's coinage has been principally 
carried out by Ian Brown. Whitton made a beginning in 1949 with a relatively brief  though 
accurate survey of  her gold,69 but it is the succession of  papers by Brown that have made 
significant  progress in understanding the coins of  the reign. In a short but very useful  paper in 
1982 he summarized the problems of  classifying  the Elizabethan coinage, and laid out the principal 
series.70 This built on his major study in vol. 28 of  the Journal,  which had set out the silver of  the 
reign in seven issues.71 Subsequent work with Chris Comber has made further  advances into 
understanding how the Elizabethan coinage developed underneath its apparent and somewhat 
illusory uniformity.  In 1988, in something of  a tour-de-force  for  a relatively short article, they 
provided a full  catalogue of  all the portrait punches of  the queen in use on her hammered coinage, 
establishing the lifetime  of  each master punch, and demonstrating that portrait punches were liable 
to be used on a variety of  denominations, across both gold and silver. In their next contribution, a 
study of  the hammered gold, they have maintained Brown's earlier identification  of  three main 
issues, breaking in 1572, with the death of  Thomas Stanley and the restoration of  a coinage in 
angel gold, and in 1593, with a new indenture authorising a revival of  crown gold, concurrently 
with continuing production of  angel gold denominations.72 Other work on the coins of  the reign 
(which is not extensive, in any case) has concentrated on specific  coins: Barr on the silver crowns, 
Wilkinson on a new shilling bust, and Kent on the well-known forged  'pattern sovereign' showing 
the queen as an elderly hag.73 

A number of  important papers have looked at the economic background to the coinage. Challis 
has discussed the impact of  Spanish-American silver,74 J.R. Wordie has proposed a much smaller 
size for  the English currency (about £1.5 million) than did Challis in The  Tudor  Coinage  (about 
£3.5 million), and has argued that the impact of  Spanish bullion on inflation  was not major, at 
least during the 16th century. 75 The smaller circulating medium he proposes combined with the 
undoubted price rises would have made for  an even less pleasant divergence between the demand 

63 P.H.J. Goldman, 'Eloye Mestrelle and the introduction of  the mill and screw press into English coining circa 1561-75', NCirc 
82 (1974), 422-7; see also K. Davis, 'The development of  16th century machine technology and the career of  Eloye Mestrelle", 
Journal  of  the Society  of  Ancient Numimatics  19/2 (1995), 52-62. 

64 C.E. Challis |The introduction of  coinage machinery by Eloy Mestrell], BNJ  59 (1989), 256-62 and |the microscopic structure 
and the observed characteristics of  Mestrell's coins], BNJ  60 (1990), 178-82. 
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69 C.A. Whitton, 'The coinages of  Elizabeth and James I. Elizabeth's hammered gold', NCirc  57 (1949), 345-7. 
70 I.D. Brown, 'A classification  of  the coinage of  Elizabeth V,  NCirc  92 (1984), 116-18. 
71 I.D. Brown, 'Some notes on the coinage of  Elizabeth I, with special reference  to her hammered silver', BNJ  28 (1955-7), 
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75 J.R. Wordie, 'Deflationary  factors  in the Tudor price rise', Past and Present  154 (1997), 49-61. 
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for  cash and the coin available to answer this. It is likely that both authors would recognise that 
there was a serious workload being placed on the late Elizabethan currency, a factor  that may have 
something to do with the scarcity of  hoards. Challis and Ramsey, and Lloyd have published papers 
on attitudes to international exchange.76 

Mint personnel 
Many of  the works already mentioned consider in detail, or at least significantly  reflect,  the 
activity and operations of  the mint, above all Challis's Tudor  Coinage,  and New  History  of  the 
Mint,  which together shed light on most aspects of  Tudor coinage. This is bolstered also by a 
catalogue of  recorded mint personnel.77 Work devoted to the debasement period and to the activity 
of  Mestrell has also tended to illuminate the workings of  the mint. However, there remain several 
other studies worthy of  note which consider particular mint institutions, events or personalities. 
The status of  the mint's moneyers as a formal  group has been the subject of  a number of  articles, 
including Freeman on the early Tudor period and Coates on the Elizabethan Company of 
Moneyers.78 Challis has discussed the Elizabethan grant of  arms to the mint,79 and also provided 
further  information  on other mint personnel, including a father  and son who both served as 
provost of  the Company of  Moneyers in the early Tudor period.80 

Particular events in mint history have been the focus  of  a few  studies. Alsop has reviewed as 
aspect of  the dispute between the mint master Lord Mountjoy and his deputies, building on 
Challis's account,81 Greenwood has examined the circumstances of  the closure of  the Bristol 
mint in 1550 (building on Symonds's work on Bristol),82 and Challis has discussed Wolsey's 
experimental anticipations of  the 1526 coinage reform.83 

Few individual mint personnel have received sustained study. The mint engravers would seem 
to be the likeliest for  such attention, and some work has indeed been forthcoming.  Symonds pro-
duced an important paper on the Tudor and Stuart engravers, and they feature  in an intermittent 
way in Helen Farquhar's work. Early, pioneering pieces by Symonds and Hull were devoted to the 
particular figure  of  Alexander de Bruchsal,84 who has subsequently continued to receive attention, 
because of  his possible links with the innovatory designs of  Henry VII's reign. Later figures  have 
been less well served, though there is usually something of  value to be found  in Symonds and in 
Challis's major works. A number of  articles devoted to medals and seals are also of  value in 
indicating the work of  the mint engraver. Mark Jones's survey of  the British medal has some 
useful  points about Henry Basse,85 and Philip Attwood has demonstrated the truth of  the old idea 
that Jacopo da Trezzo visited the English court and thus may have had some involvement in the 
Philip and Mary shillings, the portrait busts of  which (unlike those on the sixpences of  the same 
issue) so closely resemble his work.86 A range of  articles about Nicholas Hilliard contain insights 
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into the work of  his sometime collaborator Charles Anthony.87 It would seem likely that a 
sustained investigation of  Derek and Charles Anthony might be a profitable  exercise. One under-
graver, or die-sinker, of  the Tudor mint has received considerable attention, Humphrey Cole, 
better known as the first  named maker of  scientific  instruments in England.88 

Finds and hoards 
Hoards of  the Tudor period, and especially the Elizabethan period, have always been relatively 
rare birds. Ian Brown and Michael Dolley valuably summarised the known material discovered 
before  1967,89 and most significant  hoards from  that date onwards have been published in the 
pages of  the Journal.  Probably the most notable are: the Ryther hoard published very promptly 
by Craig Barclay, which, deposited c.1487, gives an insight into the currency at the start of  the 
Tudor period;90 the Hartford  hoard published in summary form  in the Chronicle;91  a hoard of  the 
debasement period rediscovered by David Symons;92 and a group of  smaller Tudor hoards 
published together.93 The study of  single finds  of  the 16th century has barely begun, but a 
preliminary contribution has been made in Cook's survey of  coins found  at South Ferriby.94 

87 Notably, H. Farquhar, 'Nicholas Hiliard, "Embosser of  Medals in Gold'". NC 4lh ser.. 8 (1908), 324-56; N. Blakiston. 
'Nicholas Hiliiard and Queen Elizabeth's third Great Seal'. Burlington  Magazine  90 (1948), 101-7; C. Barclay and G.L. Syson, 
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88 R.T. Gunther, 'The Great Astrolabe and other scientific  instruments of  Humphrey Cole'. Archaeologia  26 (1927), 273-317; 
S. Akermann (ed)., Humphrey  Cole:  Mint,  Measurement  and Maps  in Elizabethan  England,  British Museum Occasional Paper 126 
(London, 1998). 

89 I.D. Brown and M. Dolley, Coin Hoards  of  Great Britain and Ireland,  1500-1967,  Royal Numismatic Society Special 
Publication 6 (London, 1971), pp. 21-4. 

90 C. Barclay, 'The Ryther treasure trove', BNJ  65 (1995), 135-50. 
91 M.M. Archibald and J.P.C. Kent,'The 1964 hoard from  Hartford,  Huntingdonshire', NC  7th ser., 14(1974), 147-9. This hoard 

was acquired entire by the British Museum, and remains available for  further  work. 
92 D. Symonds, 'An unpublished hoard of  the Great Debasement', BNJ  60 (1990), 80-6. 
93 B J . Cook. 'Recent Tudor hoards'. BNJ  64 (1994), 70-83. 
94 B.J. Cook. 'Medieval and early modern coin finds  from  South Ferriby, Humberside'. BNJ  68 (1998), 95-118, at pp. 104-5 and 

113-15. 
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C.E. CHALLIS 

THE son of  Henry Symonds of  Broadwinsor in Dorset and Mary Leekey of  Milverton in Somerset, 
Symonds was educated at Rugby School, admitted to Lincoln's Inn in 1885 and called to the Bar 
in 1886 (Pl. 3c).1 At the time of  his election to the Numismatic Society of  London, 1885, he was 
resident in Leamington, Warwickshire, and, indeed, the find  there on 21 May 1885 of  c.200 
Roman coins, all base denarii,  became the occasion of  his first  numismatic publication.2 From 
Leamington he subsequently moved to Edgbaston and then, in 1897, to South Kensington, 
London. In 1900 he resigned from  the Society but in 1909 was re-elected, to what by then through 
incorporation had become the Royal Numismatic Society, at which time he gave as his address the 
Union Club in Trafalgar  Square.3 

During this latter period of  association, which was to continue until his death, Symonds's stand-
ing - then at its height - was recognised not only by his election, first  to Council (1911, and on 
subsequent occasions) and, second, to a vice-presidency (1913), but also by the award to him 
of  the Society's medal (1924). Contemporaneously, he was elected Fellow of  the Society of 
Antiquaries of  London (1911), and on 8 November 1915 he became Honorary Deputy Assistant-
Keeper in the Department of  Coins and Medals in the British Museum. The Great War had left  the 
Keeper, George Hill, alone, 'all my younger colleagues having gone to the front  or to Whitehall', 
and C.F. Keary, his helper, had had to step aside on medical grounds. Symonds, 'a recognised 
expert in certain branches of  English numismatics', volunteered to fill  the gap and his services 
were duly valued. But his stay was brief.  On 12 February 1916 he betook himself,  first,  to 
Bridport in Dorset and then to Staplegrove near Taunton (1919) and, finally,  to Weston-super-
Mare (1925) in Somerset.4 Symonds had come back to his parental roots. His genealogical 
interests bore fruit  in the Proceedings  of  the Dorset Natural  History  and Antiquarian Field  Club, 
of  which between 1913 and 1916 he was editor. He also embraced the Somersetshire 
Archaeological and Natural History Society, serving on its council and acting as its Honorary 
Secretary from  1920 to 1925. 

After  his initial contribution to the Numismatic  Chronicle  Symonds published there between 
1887 and 1926 a further  twenty-one pieces.5 The mention of  just two of  these in the history of  the 

Acknowledgements:  The writing of  this brief  vignette was greatly facilitated  by the kindness and help of  my old friends  Miss M.M. 
Archibald, MrJ. Bispham, Dr K. Clancy. Dr B.J. Cook. Dr R.W. Dunning, Mr P.D. Mitchell, Mr H.E. Pagan and Mr T.G. Webb Ware. 

1 C.H. Bothamley, [an obituary of]  'Henry Symonds, F.S.A.', Somersetshire  Archaeological  and Natural  History  Society,  LXXX 
(Fourth Series, XX), pt. II, 72-1. 

2 H. Symonds, 'Find of  Coins near Leamington', NC  3rd ser. vi (1886), 246. 
3 'Lists of  Fellows', published in/VC, 1885-1933. 
4 Bothamley, as in n. 1, p. 73; British Museum, Department of  Coins and Medals,'Minutes', 1911-15 fo.  160, 1916-20 fos.  2, 6. 
5 Twenty-three, if  one counts 'Three English Notes' as three rather than one, as here. 'Note on a Penny of  Henry VIII', 3rd ser. vii 

(1887), 341; 'The Monogram BR or RB on Certain Coins of  Charles I',4th ser. x (1910), 203-5; 'Charles I: The Trials of  the Pyx, the 
Mint-Marks, and the Mint Accounts', 4th ser. x (1910), 388-98; 'The Bristol Mint of  Henry VIII and Edward VI', 4th ser. xi (1911), 
331-50; 'English Mint Engravers of  the Tudor and Stuart Periods', 4th ser. xiii (1913), 349-77; 'Are the coins of  Charles I bearing the 
mint letters SA: correctly assigned to Salisbury?', 4th ser. xiii (1913), 119-23; 'A Find of  Third-Century Roman Coins of  Puncknoll, 
Co.Dorset', 4th ser. xiv (1914), 91-5; 'The Gold Coinage of  Charles I', 4th ser. xiv (1914), 264-6; 'Edward VI and Durham House', 
4th ser. xiv (1914), 138-55; 'Alexandre de Bruchsella', 4th ser. xv (1915), 133-4; 'The Pyx Trials of  the Commonwealth, Charles II 
and James II', 4th ser. xv (1915), 346-50; 'The Irish Coinages of  Henry VIII and Edward VI', 4th ser. XV (1915), 192-229; 'The Mint 
of  Queen Elizabeth and those who worked there', 4th ser. xvi (1916), 61-105; 'Some light coins of  Charles I', 4th ser. xvi (1916), 
271-5; 'The Price of  Dunkirk', 4th ser. xvi (1916), 280; 'The Elizabethan Coinages for  Ireland', 4th ser. xvii (1917), 97-125; 'Three 
English Notes' [on engravers at the Calais mint, galley halfpence,  and Scarborough siege pieces] 4th ser. xviii (1918), 117-23; 'The 
Irish silver Coinages of  Edward IV, 5 th ser. i (1921), 108-25; 'Civil War coins of  Bristol types after  September 1645', 5th ser. ii (1922), 
140-3; 'Bridport as an Anglo-Saxon Mint', 5th ser. ii (1922), 144-5; 'Mint Accounts and documents of  Edward IV", 5th ser. vi (1926), 
99-112. 
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Royal Numismatic Society is odd and certainly does not do justice to Symonds's achievement.6 
Chronologically, they ranged widely, from  Roman times to the reign of  James II; and they varied 
greatly in length, a note on an unpublished Canterbury penny of  Henry VIII contrasting sharply 
with a long and detailed analysis of  Elizabeth I's coinages for  Ireland. Some of  this work focussed 
entirely on the coins themselves, but by far  the greater part introduced its readers to and analysed 
the documentary evidence for  the actual production of  coins. 

Now Symonds, of  course, was not the first  to point up the significance  of  documentation: one 
need look no further  than the pages of  Ruding's Annals to be certain of  that.7 In what was once 
dubbed, rightly, the numismatic equivalent of  a traditional county history - in which generalities 
by subject area are succeeded by chronological detail 8 - Ruding laid out in magisterial fashion 
what he perceived to be the bones of  his country's numismatic story. When did mints begin, where 
were they and what was their product; who ran them, for  whom, and at what profit;  what were 
their rhythms and when did these cease? In addressing these questions, Ruding searched far  and 
wide; indeed, he turned every stone known to him. He had to. Then, there was no Public Record 
Office;  no seemingly endless shelves of  printed catalogues and calendars of  official  documents; 
and none of  the technological devices and modern means of  communication which under-gird our 
researches today. (It is salutary to remind ourselves that when Ruding began his sally into numis-
matics and the history of  coinage not even the Penny Post had been introduced.) He relied upon 
his friends,  his acquaintances, government officers,  keepers and owners of  coin and archival 
collections, antiquaries, and so on; not a few  of  whom, like he himself,  were ministers of  the 
Cloth. Between them they afforded  him access to what he wanted to see, drew to his attention 
matter which they knew to be of  importance, volunteered advice, offered  him transcripts and lent 
him books and tracts.9 The superb survey which emerged lay rooted, wherever possible and above 
all else, in a mosaic of  documentary evidence. 

So, Symonds's documentary approach was not novel; and nor was he alone in his own genera-
tion in using it.10 His contribution was to supply a whole new dynamic, focussing  sharply on the 
Tudor and, to a lesser extent, the Stuart coinages; not simply in the pages of  the Numismatic 
Chronicle  but also in those of  the British Numismatic  Journal.  He joined the British Numismatic 
Society in 1909 and was to remain a member for  a decade, his name appearing for  the last time in 
the list of  members 'revised up to January 31st 1920'. During this period he exhibited coins, gave 
books to the library, served on Council and was twice elected a vice-president.11 In all he con-
tributed seven papers to the Journal}2  Interwoven as they should be with his other work, already 
mentioned, they reveal a remarkable picture, made possible by his enviable rate of  work. Between 
1910 and 1917 he published in his succinct and incisive way eleven substantial articles extending 
to over 300 pages. In four  of  these, starting in the reign of  Queen Mary and then pushing 
backwards and forwards,  he covered the English coinages of  the whole Tudor period. In two more 
he dealt with the Irish coinages from  Henry VIII to Elizabeth I, and in a further  three he looked 
separately at the Durham House mint, the Bristol mint and Tudor mint engravers. Taken together 
they constituted a wide-ranging discussion of  the Tudor coinage as a whole, in which new 
evidence was used to expand the range and depth of  knowledge, to question existing interpretations 
and to examine what all this meant for  the classification  of  the coins themselves. One illustration 

6 R.A.G. Carson and H. Pagan, A Histoiy  of  the Royal Numismatic  Society  (1986), p. 32. 
7 R. Ruding, Annals of  the coinage of  Great Britain and its Dependencies,  edited by J. Yonge Akerman, 3 vols (1840). 
8 H.E. Pagan. 'Presidential Address''. BNJ  55 (1985), 216. 
9 See his warm appreciations in his Preface,  Annals, 1, xiv-xix. 
10 Think here only of  the work of  Helen Farquhar, a luminary and medallist of  the early Society, who considered herself  a 'friend' 

of  Henry Symonds. Hers was a different  style (why use a single word when six more may be added?) but her aim was the same; and 
she made wholly appropriate acknowledgement to Symonds's sharing of  his knowledge with her. 'Royal Charities', BNJ  12 (1916), 
121,131. 

11 'List of  Members', BNJ  14 (1918), 255,266; 'Proceedings', BNJ  6-14,passim. 
12 'The coinage of  Queen Mary Tudor, 1553-1558. illustrated from  the Public Records', 8 (1911), 179-201; 'A glance inside the 

mint of  Aberystwyth in the reign of  Charles I', 8 (1911), 203-6; 'The mint-marks and denominations of  the coinage of  James I, as 
disclosed by the trials of  the Pyx', 9 (1912), 207-27; 'The Chester mint of  Charles I", 9 (1912), 235; 'The documentary evidence for 
the English royal coinages of  Henry VII and Henry VIII'. 10(1913), 127-71, 11 (1915), 167; 'The English coinages of  Edward VI', 11 
(1915), 123-67; 'A note on Lamport orLangport', 11 (1915). 
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should make this point exactly: it concerns the mint at Durham House (where now the Adelphi 
stands) to which Ruding had allotted only a brief  footnote  reference  and whose very existence was 
in Symonds's day still in some doubt.13 

The Exchequer records, which Symonds did so much to explore through Accounts Various 
(E101), contained no indenture for  such a mint, but Symonds discovered on the Patent Rolls a 
commission which set out clearly who was to run the mint, which coins were to be made, and 
what the administrative arrangements were to be. In theory, then, Durham House had existed; but 
had it ever actually operated? Notwithstanding his 'exhaustive' searches, Symonds could not find 
any production figures  (and, indeed, nor has anyone else, for  now we know that no official 
accounts were ever made),14 but he clearly demonstrated from  an account of  Sir Edmund Pekham, 
high treasurer of  the mints, and the State Papers that Durham House did make both profits  and 
payments. It had existed and it had worked. Having established on grounds of  weight which 
was the silver shilling stipulated in the Durham House commission (the 'pretty little shilling' 
which the former  Bishop Hugh Latimer had found  in his purse),15 and satisfied  himself  on the 
relationship between John Bowes, under-treasurer of  Durham House, and Sir Martin Bowes, 
under-treasurer of  Tower I (that is to say, there was none), Symonds addressed the question of  the 
mint marks to be attributed to Durham House. Here he came down on the side of  'the bow and 
the grappling iron". The first  attribution, though not entirely original to him (and he was 
always generous in expressing his indebtedness to others), was sound and has stood the test of 
time; the second was misplaced. In his elucidation of  the administrative reorganisation which 
accompanied the great debasement of  Henry VIII, Symonds proposed that three mints operated in 
the Tower; whereas in reality there only ever were two. The second was headed in succession by 
Thomas Knight, Stephen Vaughan and Sir Nicholas Throckmorton, and it is to Vaughan that it is 
now generally agreed, thanks to the late Herbert Schneider, that mint-mark grapple should be 
assigned.16 This quite uncharacteristic misinterpretation by Symonds may seem to detract from  his 
overall achievement; but, if  it does, it is only by a little. It was he who put Durham House firmly 
on the numismatic map, and today that place remains quite unchallenged.17 

Of  course, no one should ever imagine that this and Symonds's other articles on the Tudors 
came simply as a preamble to what he had to say on the Stuarts; on the contrary, he seems to have 
conceived a simultaneous assault on each front.  The difference  between the two being that 
whereas, as has already been intimated, in the end his work on the Tudors added up to a sweeping 
survey of  a dynastic coinage as a whole, that on the Stuarts did not. True, what he had to say on 
Stuart engravers continued, and indeed was published at the same time as, his work on Tudor 
engravers but for  the rest he concentrated on only one aspect of  the Stuart mint and coinage, the 
trials of  the Pyx. These he pursued from  James I to James II in the clear belief  that the official 
record of  the sequence of  mint marks should be published. Of  course, he was right. After  the trials 
of  the Pyx, Symonds deserted the Stuarts for  the reign of  Edward IV, examining, first,  his Irish 
coinages and then his mint accounts. 

Despite the emphasis which Symonds placed on documentary evidence, in reality he never 
strayed far  from  the coins themselves. Over and besides those he examined in cabinets both inside 
and outside the British Museum, Symonds had a collection of  his own, which he appears to have 
assembled onwards from  the late 1880s. Long, long, after  his death this collection was dispersed 
at auction.18 In the first  sale, 26 September 1973, there were 125 lots of  English, Scottish and Irish 
coins, many of  which were said to be rare and in good condition. Particularly noteworthy were 

13 Annals,1, 314 n. 5. 
14 C.E. Challis and C.J. Harrison, 'A contemporary estimate of  the production of  silver and gold coinage in England, 1542-1556', 

English  Historical  Review, LXXXCI1I (1973), 834. 
15 C.E. Challis, The  Tudor  Coinage  (Manchester, 1978), p. 99. 
16 C.E. Challis, 'Tower II, 1545-1552', BNJ  37 (1968), 93-7. 
17 Coins of  Durham House are still scarce and little work has been done on them. See, however, the contribution by Mr Bispham, 

who suggested that the engraver of  Durham House dies, who Symonds rather tentatively surmised to be Henry Basse or Robert Pitt, 
was, by virtue of  his markedly different  style, Anthony Levens, a Frenchman, also working in the Tower. J. Bispham, 'The base silver 
shillings of  Edward VI', BNJ  55 (1985), 138-40. 

18 Glendining & Co., London, 26 September 1973, 3 October 1973,26 May 1982. 
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lots 1^-4 - 'the Anglo-Saxon and Norman pennies of  Dorset, Somerset and Gloucester'. Given 
Symonds's provincial connections this emphasis on the South-West seems perfectly  natural. On 
the other hand, why was it that the coins of  the Tudor and Stuart periods, on which he had thought 
and worked so hard, should only roughly equal in number those of  the South-West; and, more-
over, that the whole of  this sale of  British material should only slightly outnumber in lots the two 
later ones which were entirely devoted to coins of  the classical world? Exactly what guided 
Symonds's eye may never be known but one thing is certain: coins to him, like documents, were 
evidence and, if  by metallurgical analysis, they could help solve some knotty problem then coins 
should be subjected to assay and, therefore,  to destruction. This he did when studying the 
mint-marks of  James I and, more particularly, the Irish series of  Henry VIII and Edward VI. 

Henry Symonds was a scholar: enthusiastic, energetic, perceptive and productive. His judge-
ments were good, his transcriptions sure. It is fitting  that he, thought in his day to be 'a pleasant 
and frequent  attendant' at numismatic meetings, should be remembered in this volume to com-
memorate the Society to which he belonged and in whose journal he published some of  the very 
best work that has ever been done on the Tudor period.19 

19 'Presidential Address', NC  5th ser. xiii (1933), 22-3. 



T H E C O I N A G E O F T H E S T U A R T S 
EDWARD BESLY 

Introduction 
THE Stuart coinage does not possess an integrated history of  the nature of  Christopher Challis's 
The  Tudor  Coinage.  Nevertheless, numismatic studies relating to the seventeenth century (like the 
Tudors, the Stuarts reigned a little over a hundred years, coinciding in effect  with that century)1 
are numerous and from  the Society's very beginning played an important part in the British 
Numismatic  Journal  and other publications. While the coinage of  Charles I has always attracted 
considerable attention, that from  1649 onwards has sometimes received .short shrift  in general 
works. Brooke for  instance dismissed nearly three centuries to the time he was writing (1932) in 
fifteen  pages - which included six pages of  lists of  dates and types.2 Nevertheless the period has 
received good coverage in the two Royal Mint histories (Craig, 1953 and Challis (editor), 1992).3 
In the more recent of  the two, Challis himself  (PI. 7b) has written the section that includes 
the Stuarts.4 He has dissected the often  sketchy evidence for  the functioning  of  the Mint, the 
personalities involved and the historical and economic context within which all this happened. 
A New  History  of  the Royal Mint  provides the essential background to the study of  the coins 
themselves and will do so for  many years to come. Challis, too, has created an invaluable dramatis 
personae of  mint officials  and moneyers of  the period and has studied in detail the careers of 
several individuals.5 

The new Mint history has been complemented magnificently,  just in time for  the present survey, 
by the second part of  the Sylloge  of  the Herbert Schneider Collection of  English gold coins.6 This 
covers the period 1603 to the twentieth century, but eighty per cent of  the coins are of  the Stuarts. 
As pointed out in its introduction, the superbly illustrated volume (together with its companion 
covering the years 1257-1603) forms  the first  work devoted to English gold coins since Kenyon's 
in 1884.7 The introductory essays in both serve as up-to-the-moment summaries of  knowledge in 
this field  and its development during the Society's first  century. 

James VI and I 
The English coinage of  James I followed  directly in the footsteps  of  that of  Queen Elizabeth, in 
the same visual and technical tradition. Innovation was subtle, for  instance in the use of  new 
mottoes on everyday coins, replacing messages immobilised since the fourteenth  century. The 
coins were for  the most part fairly  well made and correspondingly straightforward  to classify. 
There was a flurry  of  papers in early Journals,  by writers whose names recur elsewhere: H.W. 
Morrieson (PI. 3a), who classified  the busts and issues of  the silver;8 and Henry Symonds (PI. 3c), 

1 In practice, although the Stuarts reigned until 1714. it is convenient to conclude this survey with the Great Recoinage of  1696-8, 
leaving the whole of  Isaac Newton's Mastership of  the Mint and the post-recoinage context to be covered under the modern period. 

2 G .C. Brooke, English  Coins (1932), pp. 217-31. 
3 J. Craig, The  Mint  (Cambridge, 1953); A New  History  of  the Royal Mint,  edited by C.E. Challis (Cambridge, 1992). 
4 Challis, A New  History  . . . (as in n. 3), Chapter 3: 'Lord Hastings to the Great Silver Recoinage, 1464-1699', at pp. 267-397. 
5 C.E. Challis, 'Mint officials  and moneyers of  the Stuart period'. BNJ  59 (1989), 157-97; (Henry Slingsby), BNJ  61 (1991), 

167-76; (John Reynolds), BNJ  62 (1992), 237-46. His further  studies for  the forthcoming  New  Dictionary of  National  Biography 
include Nicholas Briot and the Roettier brothers. 

6 P. Woodhead, SCBI  57: The  Herbert  Schneider  Collection  Part  II,  English  Gold  Coins 1603 to the 20th century (2002). 
7 R.LI. Kenyon, The  Gold  Coins of  England  (1884). 
8 H.W. Morrieson, 'The busts of  James I on his silver coinage', BNJ  3 (1906), 173-9; 'The English silver coins of  James I', BNJ  4 

(1907), 165-78. 
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who detailed from  documents the pyx trials of  the reign - an early contextual study.9 Since then, 
virtual silence, though there was much going on in James's reign that has been examined within 
broader studies (for  instance of  mechanisation of  minting, small change, portraiture) and these are 
explored below. Relative to the silver, gold output was often  high and its shifting  market price led 
to revisions of  its tariffs,  even its designs. For James I (as for  Charles I) there is also a wider 
picture: the issues for  Ireland and those of  his other kingdom, Scotland, their relationships to the 
English and their use in the currency of  England and Wales, are discussed elsewhere in this 
volume. 

Charles I and the Civil War 
The study of  the coinage of  the Stuarts has long been dominated by that of  one reign: Charles I 
(1625-49). The King's artistic interests and encouragement of  continuing technological experi-
ments came together in the person of  the Frenchman Nicholas Briot to create elegant products of 
aesthetic merit. There was a flourishing  gold coinage early in the reign, and a continuation of  the 
'Welsh silver' issues begun around 1621: a period of  some interest for  the numismatist, even 
without the Civil War. However, a decade of  high silver output in the 1630s and early 1640s, 
which stretched the capacity of  the Tower Mint, was followed  by another of  disruption and 
massive hoarding. Unusually high numbers survive of  worn Elizabethan and Jacobean silver coins 
and fresh,  if  crudely made, silver of  Charles, with a small topping of  the often  equally crude 
royalist emergency issues, and occasional exotic issues, mainly from  the Spanish Netherlands.10 

It is the relatively scarce, but 'interesting' royalist issues that have long held centre stage, but 
the early decades of  the twentieth century, which coincided with the first  years of  the BNS, 
witnessed a vigorous series of  numismatic studies of  all of  the 'hammered' coinages of  the 
Stuarts. Pre-eminent among these were the writings of  the 'retired gunner colonel' H.W. 
Morrieson (1857-1933). A man of  'wisdom, willingness to help and kindly courtesy',11 Morrieson 
was a founder-member  of  the BNS and served as Librarian and as President (twice, 1915-19 and 
1928-32). He published papers on James I, the 'provincial' mints of  Charles I12 and on the 
coinage of  Charles II13 and in 1920 was awarded the Sanford  Saltus Medal. Building on previous 
writers, Morrieson brought increased order to the classification  of  the coinage, but his studies of 
Aberystwyth and of  royalist mints such as Oxford  and Bristol, while they identify  varieties, often 
stop short of  providing full  die-studies, even of  the material available to him. Nevertheless, they 
remain standard references.  Classification  of  Charles's Tower Mint coins, meanwhile, was under-
taken by Grant R. Francis, another of  the Society's early Presidents (1922-5).14 The work of 
Morrieson and Francis remains the basis of  modern catalogues such as that of  J.J. North (Pl. 9d).15 
Symonds too published on Charles I, on the pyx trials16 and in a number of  shorter contributions 
to both BNJ  and Numismatic  Chronicle. 

Of  course, die-study of  the massive Tower Mint silver coinages of  Charles I would be a 
thankless task. They are mostly very poorly made, from  huge numbers of  dies (irons for  582 piles 

9 H. Symonds, 'The mint-marks and denominations of  the coinage of  James I, as disclosed by the trials of  the Pyx . . .', BNJ  9 
(1912). 207-27. The paper also includes a striking early use of  scientific  analysis (an 'assay' as Symonds put it), to resolve the question 
of  the standard of  James's Irish issues. 

10 For a concise, 'popular' illustrated account of  English coinage and currency in the period 1603-60, see E. Besly. Coins and 
Medals  of  the English  Civil  War  (1990). 

11 NC  1933, Proceedings, 23. 
12 H.W. Morrieson. 'The coinage of  Aberystwyth, 1637-42', BNJ  10 (1913), 181-97; 'The coins of  the Shrewsbury mint, 1642, 

BNJ  12 (1916), 195-211; 'The coinage of  Oxford.  1642-46', BNJ  16 (1921-22), 129-88; 'The coinage of  Bristol, 1643-1645', BNJ 
18 (1925-26), 135-57; 'The coinage of  Lundy. 1645-6', BNJ  19 (1927-8),131-43; and other shorter contributions. 

13 H.W. Morrieson, 'A review of  the coinage of  Charles II', BNJ  15 (1919-20), 117-39. 
14 G.R. Francis, 'Silver coins of  the Tower Mint of  Charles I'. BNJ  12 (1916). 181-94; 13 (1917), 75-94; 14 (1918), 57-85; 15 

(1919-20), 79-100, 101-16. 
15 J.J. North, English  Hammered  Coinage,  Volume  2,3rd Edition (1991). 
16 H. Symonds, 'Charles I: the trials of  the pyx, the mint-marks and the mint accounts', NC  4th Series 10(1910), 388-97. 
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and 1,224 trussels were made for  shillings alone, from  August 1639 to July 1640, for  instance).17 
Only occasionally, in a hoard such as Ryhall (Rutland) does a relatively uncirculated batch permit 
an effective  study.18 The small mint at Aberystwyth (1639-42) provides a complicated enough 
picture.19 Although numbers of  papers dropped off  from  the early 1930s, significant  die-studies 
started to appear for  the royalist coinages, such as Truro and Exeter (Lockett),20 'Weymouth and 
Salisbury' (as they were then known) by Allen21 and, following  a mid-century lull, the gold of 
Oxford  (Beresford-Jones).22  Tower gold was classified  by Schneider,23 and a new system for 
identifying  Tower shillings, by Sharp, appeared in 1978.24 

As recently as 1980, our understanding of  the Civil War coinage remained patchy, with some 
series well studied, and others yet to be tackled. The large and growing hoard record, too, was 
unexploited, while many factoids  (e.g., 'Weymouth mint')25 had become entrenched and were 
repeated uncritically by successive writers. It was left  to George C. Boon (1927-94) (PI. 12a) to 
provide two integrated accounts, which for  the first  time fully  explored these coinages in their 
historical, even their archaeological, context. His study of  lead-silver mining in Cardiganshire and 
the Aberystwyth mint 26 ostensibly a treatise on a topic of  purely Welsh interest, goes far  beyond 
that, with an in-depth evocation of  Stuart mining and minting and an extended postscript dealing 
with the subsequent history of  the Aberystwyth operation, for  it provided'the basis of  the King's 
principal wartime mints. Above all, Boon reproduced the texts of  many of  his sources, some in 
facsimile.  The book was recognised by John Kent as a 'remarkable and fundamental  work' 27 
Boon's second survey took in the Civil War coinages as a whole, forming  a substantial portion of 
the introductory text to the Brooker Sylloge,28  complementing Kent's text on the Tower Mint. This 
volume provided the best overall illustrated survey of  Charles I's coinages since the Lockett Sales 
of  the 1950s.29 

George Boon (who joined the Society in 1980) saw himself  primarily as an historian; he had 
trained and practised as an archaeologist (he was proud to be FRHistS as well as FSA). His work 
demonstrated the increasing importance to numismatics of  contextual study and the application of 
a range of  disciplines, though he feared  that because of  its diverse subject-matter, Cardiganshire 
Silver  . . . would be read neither by the historian nor by the numismatist. In undertaking the first 
study of  the York mint and in preparing a new integrated account of  Sir Richard Vyvyan's mints 
the present writer owes much to his example.30 Truro and Exeter were previously the subject 
of  two important studies, by R.C. Lockett (PI. 4b) (numismatist) and Mary Coate (historian, a 
by-product of  her study of  Civil War Cornwall).31 However, only by combining a new die-
study with a fresh  reading of  such documents as survived the 1942 Exeter Blitz (which included, 
fortunately,  the all-important 1643 mint books) could a vivid (and it is hoped accurate) picture of 
these mints, their operations and products be assembled. 

17 Challis, A New  History  . .. (as in n. 3), p. 293. 
18 T.H. McK. Clough and B.J. Cook, 'The 1987 Ryhall Treasure Trove', BNJ  58 (1988), 96-101. 
19 A.O. Chater, unpublished ms in National Museum of  Wales. 
20 R.C. Lockett, 'Notes on the mints of  Truro and Exeter under Charles I \BNJ  22 (1934-7), 227-46. 
21 D.Allen, 'The "Weymouth" and "Salisbury" mints of  Charles 1',  BNJ  23 (1938^11), 97-118. 
22 R.D. Beresford-Jones,  'The Oxford  mint and the triple unites of  Charles I', BNJ  27 (1952^1), 334-44: 'The Oxford  mint. 

1642-6: unites and half-unites',  BNJ  28 (1955-7), 604-19. 
23 H. Schneider, 'The Tower gold of  Charles I', BNJ  28 (1955-7), 330-85; 29 (1958-9), 101-27,382-403; 30 (1960-1), 302-30. 
24 M.B. Sharp, 'The Tower shillings of  Charles I and their influence  on the Aberystwyth issue', BNJ  47 (1977), 102-13. 
25 Factoid: 'an assumption or speculation that is reported and repeated so often  that it becomes accepted as fact'.  New  Oxford 

Dictionary of  English  (1998). 'A factoid  looks like a fact,  is represented as a fact,  and has all the properties of  a fact  except that it is not 
true", O. Rackham, The  Illustrated  History  of  the Countryside  (1994), p. 14. (For 'Weymouth', now read Worcester, a mint set up as 
part of  SirThomas Cary's franchise  in 1644.) 

26 G.C. Boon, Cardiganshire  Silver  and the Aberystwyth  Mint  in Peace and War  (Cardiff,  1981). 
27 J.RC. Kent, Review of  G.C. Boon, Cardiganshire  Silver  ...,NC  148 (1988), 281-2. 
28 J.J. North and P.J. Preston-Morley, SCBI  33. The  John  G. Brooker  Collection  (1984): J.P.C. Kent, 'Coinage at the Tower Mint' at 

pp. xxi-xxvii; G.C. Boon, 'Provincial and Civil War issues', at pp. xxix-xlvi. 
29 Glendining & Co. Ltd, 1956-61. 
30 E. Besly, 'The York mint of  Charles I', BNJ  54 (1984), 210-41; 'The English Civil War mints at Truro and Exeter, 1642-1646', 

BNJ  62(1992), 102-53. 
31 Lockett, as in n. 20; M. Coate, "The royalist mints of  Truro and Exeter 1642-6', NC  5th Series 8 (1928), 213-48. 
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The siege coinages of  the Civil War are perhaps the most immediately appealing to a non-

numismatic readership and likewise received early attention in BNJ.  Philip Nelson's survey, 
modified  by Andrew's re-attribution of  'Beeston Castle' pieces (to Scarborough), continues to 
serve as a valuable exposition of  both the specimens and the related documentary records.32 That 
coinage was struck at Colchester in 1648 is extremely doubtful.33  Differing  opinions have been 
expressed over the years as to whether a service of  royal plate was used for  coinage at Newark in 
1646.34 This writer sides with the 'ayes'. 

The Commonwealth (1649-60) is marked by coinage of  a somewhat plain, utilitarian nature 
that has attracted correspondingly little attention. Nevertheless, this was an interesting period for 
developments in two areas, minting technology and military awards, which are considered below. 

Meanwhile, the hoards have kept coming. From an average of  eight likely Civil-War hoards 
found  per decade during the nineteenth century, their rate of  discovery rose to ten in the period 
1901-50 and to fifteen  per decade since then, boosted first  by post-war reconstruction and latterly 
by the widespread use of  metal-detectors. Including Commonwealth hoards (1649-60), the total 
recorded is now over 200, though details of  many early finds  are sketchy. Civil War hoards pro-
vide a very rare instance of  a body of  material deposited across England and Wales in a restricted 
period of  time which might be large enough to give a realistic picture of  the currency of  the day, 
its extent, its physical state, the speed and areas of  circulation, and so on. Such an attempt was 
made in 19 87,35 but it gives one pause for  thought that even with this broad base of  information, 
the many new finds  since then, though repetitive in their basic contents, are nevertheless pointing 
to new patterns, new interpretations. In a time that is abundantly documented, the fact  a small 
hoard such as Broughton (Oxon, found  in 1996) could equally plausibly be datable to 1641, 
October 1642 or July 1643 onwards, depending on the criteria adopted, alerts one to the far 
greater problems of  interpreting finds  from  periods for  which documentary records are sparse, 
output figures  unknown and few  hoards recorded.36 

Towards modern coinage: the march of  the machine 
Perhaps the biggest change to the coinage during the Stuart period was purely physical. In 1603, 
coins were still made at the Tower Mint by traditional, manual methods. By 1714 production had 
long since turned mechanical, and the older hammered coinages had been swept away by the 
Great Recoinage of  1696-8, though 'broad' gold remained legal tender until 1733. Mechanisation 
was applied to a number of  processes - rolling out of  the raw metal, cutting out of  the blanks 
and coining itself,  but leaves its mark most obviously in the finished  product. Two main coining 
methods were developed in sixteenth-century Europe (Britain, as ever, lagged): the screw press 
and rotary methods.37 Both were used in England in experiments under the Tudors and early 
Stuarts, but neither found  favour  for  large-scale use making official  coinage. 

Rotary coining took two forms,  the 'cylinder press' and the 'rocker' press. Cylinder presses 
employed paired rollers, each impressed with a series of  'dies', producing strips of  coined metal 
with multiple impressions, which were cut out afterwards.  This method, with its uncertain control 
of  final  weights and no way of  marking edges, was best suited to high volume production and 
found  its greatest use where output was large and water power plentiful,  at such Continental sites 
as Segovia in Spain and Hall-im-Innthal (Austria). The method was used experimentally in 

32 P. Nelson, "The obsidional money of  the Great Rebellion. 1642-1649', BNJ  2 (1905), 291-357; W.J. Andrew, 'Contemporary 
evidence against the attribution of  obsidional money to isolated fortresses  in the time of  Charles I'  .BNJ  11 (1915), 207-14. 

33 H.E. Manville, 'British notebook no. 2 "Caroli Fortuna resurgam" siege pieces', NCirc  (September, 1982), 229-32. 
34 C. Oman, 'A note on the coining of  the royal plate at Newark in the year 1646'. NC  1934. 436-8; J.P.C. Kent, 'Newark siege 

money and civil war coin hoards', in Newark-on-Trent:  the civil war siegeworks  (1964); H.R. Jessop, 'Flans for  Newark siege 
coins', NCirc  (March, 1976), 90-1. 

35 E. Besly, English  Civil  War  Coin Hoards  (1987). 
36 NJ. Mayhew and E.M. Besly,'The 1996 Broughton (Oxon) coin hoard', BNJ  68 (1998), 154-7. 
37 D. Sellwood, 'Early Austrian and German machine minting', in Metallurgy  in Numismatics,  Volume  3 (MIN  3), edited by 

M.M. Archibald and M.R. Cowell (1993), pp.108-17. 
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England around the turn of  the seventeenth century and from  1613 in the manufacture  of  licensed 
tokens, until 1635-6. It re-surfaced  at the Civil War mint of  York, run by the attorney William 
Martin, c.l643-4. York's products, in silver only, are at best handsome coins from  well-made dies 
(by Briot, or are some by another hand?), but many demonstrate the shortcomings of  the method 
and weights were far  from  consistent.38 Perhaps in wartime conditions this was thought to be less 
critical. 

The 'rocker' press was a modification  of  the cylinder method, using single pairs of  dies with 
curved surfaces,  actuated by a rocking motion in a simple machine. It is a method associated 
especially with the work of  the French engraver Nicholas Briot, who fled  to London in 1625 and 
was taken up by Charles I.39 Briot's products, from  a small establishment located in, but not part 
of  the Tower Mint, were of  high quality, but could not compete with conventional coining for 
speed and consistency. Speed of  production, in particular, became of  the essence from  1632 when 
large quantities of  Spanish silver began to arrive at the Mint. On the other hand, several of  the 
smaller royalist mints of  the 1640s appear to have employed rocker presses, which would have 
been very convenient for  the purpose. 

It was, however, the screw press that was to prove the way forward  in mechanising the striking 
of  coinage. Though Briot certainly employed this method, both experimentally in London and in 
his tenure of  the Scottish mint from  1635, it was another Frenchman, Pierre Blondeau, who was 
brought to London to make it practicable for  the Tower Mint, during the Commonwealth. Dies for 
the proposed Cromwell coinage were made by Thomas Simon; these and Simon's early coins and 
medals for  Charles II are the subjects of  important papers by Lessen.40 The advantages of  the 
screw press over the rotary were principally practical ones, in die-making, blank-making and 
control of  weights, and most importantly in the ability of  the method to accommodate the marking 
of  the edges of  coins to deter clipping 41 Simon, as artist, was perhaps the greatest engraver of  the 
period and his work has consistently attracted attention.42 However, it was the Roettier brothers 
from  the Netherlands who were preferred  to the native Thomas Simon, largely on technical 
grounds, when the Mint changed wholesale to 'milled' coinage in 1662-3.43 

The study of  Stuart minting technology has for  the most part belonged to the second half  of  the 
Society's first  century, as indeed has scientific  study of  aspects such as the alloys of  coins.44 The 
application of  science had to await appropriate knowledge and analytical techniques. 
Nevertheless, there is much that the coins can tell from  careful  examination. 

The limited usage of  the rocker press in England would appear to be at odds with a persistent 
twentieth-century factoid:  that the pinched edges and poor production of  many Tower Mint half 
crowns signify  its use there under Charles I, a view re-iterated as recently as 1984.45 As Challis's 
account of  the early Stuart mint at work clearly demonstrates, traditional methods were still in use 
as late as 1639-4046 and there is no discernible change in technique for  the rest of  the reign or in 
the mainstream issues of  the Commonwealth. The atrocious appearance of  much Tower silver of 
the period can be explained as the result of  the pressure of  coining up to £1 million of  Spanish 
silver a year by manual methods, from  the making of  blanks to the final  striking. The Aberystwyth 

38 Besly,'The York mint', as inn. 30. at pp. 213-20; 'Further notes on the York mint of  Charles I', BNJ  61 (1991). 129-32. 
39 'Nicolas Briot', in M. Jones, A Catalogue  of  the French  Medals  in the British Museum,  Volume  Two,  1600-1672  (1988); 

D. Sellwood, 'The trial of  Nicholas Briot', BNJ  56 (1986), 108-23. 
40 M. Lessen, 'A summary of  the Cromwell coinage'; BNJ  35 (1966), 163-72; 'Cromwell coin tools in the Royal Mint Museum', 

BNJ  68 (1998),157-60; 'Simon's mill gold coins and medals of  Charles II', BNJ  65 (1995), 151-68. 
41 P.P. Gaspar, 'Simon's Cromwell crown dies in the Royal Mint Museum and Blondeau's method for  the production of  lettered 

edges'. BNJ  46 (1976), 55-63; 'Coining and die-making techniques in the 17th century', M1N3  (note 37), pp. 130-142. 
42 W.J. Hocking, 'Simon's dies in the Royal Mint Museum, with some notes on the early history of  coinage by machinery', NC 

4th Series 9 (1909), 56-118; Helen Farquhar, note 63 below; A.J. Nathanson Thomas  Simon: his life  and work  1618-1665  (1975). 
43 C.E. Challis, 'Gold, Silver and Mechanisation', in A New  History  . . . (as in n. 3), pp. 335-51. 
44 M.B. Mitchiner. C. Mortimer and A.M. Pollard, 'The chemical compositions of  English seventeenth-century base metal coins 

and tokens'. BNJ  55 (1985), 144-63; E. Besly and M.Cowell, 'The metrology of  the English Civil War coinages of  Charles V.BNJ  61 
(1991),57-75. 

45 SCBI  33 (as in n. 28), p. xxvii. 
46 Challis, A New  History  . . . (as in n. 3), pp. 292-4. 
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mint obtained its dies from  the Tower and here too there is no need to invoke the use of  rocker 
presses.47 A perception of  widespread clipping of  Charles's silver in Civil War hoards is also often 
false  and relates to the same phenomenon. Clipping was certainly a problem in some regions 
(notably the north of  England), but although many coins are misshapen, their weights and edges 
generally demonstrate that this is the condition in which they left  the Mint48 

The use of  rotary coining methods in Britain was reviewed in a symposium devoted to tech-
niques of  coin production in 1988 49 but the full  story of  the 'experimental' years between 1600 
and 1650 remains to be told. It will require a careful  examination of  medals, patterns, tokens and 
jettons, as well as the currency of  these years. 

Small change 
The Stuart century saw another major innovation - the arrival of  copper as an important part of 
the currency, a result of  the need for  coinage for  everyday use in an expanding and increasingly 
urbanised economy. The practical advantages of  the third 'coinage metal' were twofold:  first  in the 
manufacture  and secondly in the use. Copper small change started to be used on the Continent 
from  the middle of  the fifteenth  century, with the cavalli  of  Ferdinand I of  Naples (1458-94), and 
other countries followed  suit over the next century. Whilst the English coinage had been histori-
cally much more stable than many Continental (or, for  that matter, the Scottish), it was not 
immune to the price of  silver and its fine  halfpence  and farthings  had become inconveniently 
small, to make or to use. Following an experiment with unusual silver denominations such as 
three-farthings  under Elizabeth, the City of  Bristol had used copper tokens from  1577 and trial 
base metal small coins were made late in the reign. 

Under James I, a patent was issued in 1613 to John, Lord Harington of  Exton to issue copper 
farthing  tokens for  use in England, Wales and Ireland 'made exactly and artificially  . . . by engines 
and instruments'. Harington died the following  year and the patent passed through various hands 
until the issue of  tokens was suppressed in 1643. Early studies of  the tokens by Weightman and 
Rogers50 have since been enlarged and consolidated by Peck, as part of  his magnificent  British 
Museum catalogue.51 Official  small change, in the form  of  copper halfpence  and farthings,  was 
finally  introduced in 1672. The Mint's new machinery proving inadequate to prepare them, the 
coins were struck from  blanks imported ready-made from  Sweden.52 During the 1680s, small 
change was made from  tin, a more profitable  exercise, but a less durable material and no less 
prone to counterfeiting.  Coining in copper was resumed in 1694, using British metal. The 
principal publications are that of  Peck, Horsefield53  and Challis, who elucidates the output and 
finances  of  the copper and tin coinages 54 

The gap in the circulating medium left  by the banning of  token farthings  in 1643 was filled  after 
the war by the unofficial  issues of  local tradesmen, until they in turn were suppressed in 1672. 
These issues, rich in opportunity for  social and historical studies, are discussed below by 
Thompson. Suffice  it here to record that, following  a heyday of  study in Victorian times and a few 
early twentieth-century updates, the study of  these tokens has in recent years taken on a distinctly 
'Welsh' flavour.  George Boon (Cardiff-based)  in 1973 set new standards in his catalogue of  the 
National Museum's Welsh tokens; and Robert Thompson (Cardiff-born)  (Pl. 7c) has published 

47 G.C. Boon. 'The Aberystwyth mint at work', in Cardiganshire  Silver  . . . (as in n. 26), at pp. 66-70 is in my opinion mistaken in 
this regard. 

48 Besly. Coin Hoards  (as in n. 35), pp. 64-6; B.J. Cook, 'New hoards from  seventeenth-century England'. BNJ  69 (1999), 146-72 
summarises at pp. 171-2 the metrological information  from  33 hoards dating from  1606 to 1696. 

49 E. Besly. 'Rotary coining in Britain', in MIN  3 (note 37), pp. 118-29. 
50 A.E. Weightman, 'The royal farthing  tokens. Part I (1613-1636)', BNJ  3 (1906), 181-217; E. Rogers, 'The Rose farthing 

tokens". BNJ  18 (1925-6). 93-119. 
51 C.W. Peck, English  Copper,  Tin  and Bronze coins in the British Museum  (1960; second edition 1964). 
52 At least one consignment failed  to arrive: in December 1673, the Golden  Sun  was wrecked off  Bornholm. carrying farthing 

blanks en route from  Stockholm to London {Money,  edited by J. Cribb (1986). p. 114). 
53 J.K. Horsefield,  'Copper v tin coins in seventeenth-century England". BNJ  52 (1982), 161-80. 
54 C.E. Challis, 'Copper and Tin', in A New  History  .. . (as in n. 3), pp. 365-79. 
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extensively on the series in recent years, notably in compiling the massive series of  Sylloge 
volumes of  the Emery May Norweb collection.55 Thompson's achievements were recognised by 
the award of  the Sanford  Saltus Medal for  2000. 

Coinage of  the later Stuarts 
With the conversion to mechanised production in 1662, the English coinage took on many of  the 
characteristics familiar  to the present day. The products were well-rounded and more uniform  in 
appearance, with decorated edges, regular die-axes and explicit dates. The 'milled' coins are 
therefore  more easily susceptible to straightforward  classification.  Aspects such as the technology, 
the portraiture and social and economic context take over from  the purely numismatic. The litera-
ture is relatively thin. One aspect that has always fascinated  is the use of  marks denoting the 
sources of  the bullion used for  the coinage, notably on the coins of  Anne. Here again, it was left  to 
George Boon to demonstrate the scope of  contextual study in giving an account of  one of  these 
marks, in a tour-de-force  on the 'feathers'  coinage in the period 1671-1730 (therefore  overlapping 
with the next section of  this volume)56 As presented to a packed BNS meeting in 1993, the 
breadth and erudition of  Boon's paper evinced a stunned silence. 

The 'milled' coinage did not replace the earlier overnight, and it was not until the mid-1690s 
that the hammered coinage of  the later Tudors and early Stuarts was finally  recoined. Again, publi-
cations relating to the Great Recoinage of  1696-8 belong principally in the realm of  political and 
economic history, with little that is purely numismatic. The traces left  by government expedients 
adopted during the process have been identified  in the centrally-pierced coins - hammered 
coins of  full  weight granted a temporary stay of  execution to ease currency shortage during the 
transition. Charman's articles of  1983-4 point up the moral that the fine  collector's specimen is 
often  the lesser historical document?7 The arrangements of  the recoinage are covered by 
Challis;58 the national context and practicalities of  exchanging coin were well conjured by Boon, 
who published a Welsh hoard of  'old clipp'd money' found  near Builth Wells, Powys, in 
Archaeologia  Cambrensis  - not the average numismatist's everyday reading!59 Nationally, 
massive clipping was the inevitable result of  government misjudgement: a promise to redeem 
clipped coins at face  value in new coinage. The tax necessary to recoup the cost of  the Great 
Recoinage proved (like so many) durable rather than temporary and has left  a legacy of  blocked-
up windows right across the country. 

Collateral studies: Helen Farquhar 
There is, of  course, much more to Stuart numismatics than pure coinage and currency. This was a 
period that saw considerable development of  medals, both as commemorative items and as 
rewards for  service and for  gallant conduct. Special coins were produced for  ceremonial use, such 
as touching against the 'King's Evil' (scrofula),  which the Stuart monarchs took very seriously. 
No account of  developments in Stuart numismatics would be complete without the name of  Helen 
Farquhar (1859-1953), the most prolific  contributor in this field  to both BNJ  and the Numismatic 
Chronicle  in the first  few  decades of  the twentieth century, and one of  very few  to be awarded the 
medals of  both British (1911) and Royal Numismatic Societies (1931). A lady of  independent 
means and delicate health (though she lived to 93), Helen Farquhar was a prolific  correspondent 

55 G.C. Boon, Welsh  Tokens  of  the Seventeenth  Century  (Cardiff,  1973); R.H. Thompson, The  Norweb  Collection,  Tokens  of  the 
British Isles  1575-1750: SCBl  31 (1984); 38 (1988); ~ and M.J. Dickinson, SCBl43,  (1992); 44. (1993); 46, (1996); 49 (1999). 

56 G.C. Boon, 'A case-history of  British bullion: Cardiganshire silver and the Feathers coinage 1671-1731', BNJ  63 (1993), 
65-83. 

57 G. Charman, 'The punched hammered coinage of  1696', SCMB  1983, 257-61; 'The punched countermark of  1696', SCMB 
1984,129-32. 

58 C.E. Challis. 'The Great Recoinage', i.i A New  History  . . . (as in n. 3), pp. 379-97. 
59 G.C. Boon, 'A Great Recoinage hoard from  Builth', Archaeologia  Cambrensis  134 (1985), 210-24. 
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and author.60 Relatively few  of  Farquhar's writings deal with coinage in itself.  Instead, she con-
centrated on related aspects such as portraiture61 and 'Royal charities' - 'touching', the Maundy, 
and so on.62 In the Numismatic  Chronicle,  Farquhar chronicled two of  the biggest 'names' - Briot 
and Simon63 - as well as more abstruse subjects, such as the techniques for  making silver counters 
and a 'lost coinage' in the Channel Islands.64 Her two articles on royalist military awards are also 
valuable.65 Farquhar's works are substantial and wide-ranging, but her somewhat discursive style 
tends sometimes to obscure the simplicity of  the message. For instance, though Farquhar settled 
the identity of  the 'forlorn  hope' badge, the impact of  an otherwise pithy article was blunted by a 
romantic view of  the 'forlorn  hope' that was royalism66 and the author's regret that a relatively 
crude production had superseded the rather prettier medal that had previously been thought to be 
the award. 

Farquhar took the view, with which one may to some extent concur, that the badges of  the Civil 
War were the forerunners  of  modern military medals. The terms of  the Forlorn Hope warrant have 
a remarkably modern feel.  While the royalists rewarded specific  persons or service, the idea of  a 
general medal for  an action arose under the Commonwealth after  the battle of  Dunbar (1650), 
though a full  distribution was probably not in the event carried out. These and the naval awards of 
the Commonwealth have been studied in recent years by Lessen 67 

60 A flavour  of  Helen Farquhar's researches survives in PRO Mint  28/5,  correspondence with W.J. Hocking. From 1908 until 1922, 
there was a regular llow of  discursive letters, charmingly and apologetically grateful,  to Hocking, requesting information  or 
clarification  on a wide range of  topics related to the Stuart portraiture and other papers. Hocking's replies, invariably formal,  detailed 
and prompt (which seems often  to have encouraged further  questions), were incorporated and duly acknowledged in the published 
papers. Farquhar visited the Royal Mint on several occasions to examine and discuss aspects of  the collection with Hocking. I am 
grateful  to Graham Dyer for  the opportunity to examine this correspondence. 

61 H. Farquhar. 'Portraiture of  our Stuart monarchs on their coins and medals': 'Part I', BNJ  5 (1908), 145-262; 'Part II. James II', 
BNJ  6 (1909), 213-85; 'Part III. William and Mary', BNJ  7 (1910), 199-267; 'Part IV. William III'. BNJ  8 (1911), 207-73; 'Part V. 
William III continued',  BNJ  9 (1912), 237-94; 'Part VI. Anne', BNJ  10(1913), 199-266; 'Part VII. Anne', BNJ  11 (1915), 219-87. 

62 H. Farquhar, 'Royal charities. Part I - angels as healing-pieces for  the King's Evil'. BNJ  12 (1916). 39-135; 'Part II -
Touchpieces for  the King's Evil'. BNJ  13 (1917), 95-163; 'Part III - continuation  o/Touchpieces . . . James II to William III', BNJ  14 
(1918), 89-120; 'Part IV - Conclusion  o/Touchpieces . . . Anne and the Stuart princes', BNJ  15 (1919-20). 141-84. 'Royal charities, 
Second Series',BNJ  16(1921-2), 195-228; 17 (1923-4). 133-64: 18 (1925-6), 63-91; 19 (1927-8), 109-29:20 (1929-30), 215-50. 
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Gravers", NC  5th Series 12 (1932), 274-310; 'New light on Thomas Simon', NC  5th Series 16 (1936), 210-34. 

64 H. Farquhar, 'Silver counters of  the Seventeenth century', NC  4th Series 16 (1916), 133-93; 'A lost coinage in the Channel 
Islands', NC  5th Series 8 (1928), 199-212. 

65 H. Farquhar. 'The Shrewsbury medal', BNJ  18 (1925-6), 125-34; 'The Forlorn Hope medal of  Charles 1', NC  5th Series 10 
(1930),316-29. 

66 It is not clear to me whether or not Farquhar knew the meaning of  the term 'forlorn  hope' (though its true significance  may have 
been taken as read). For an integrated view of  these awards see E. Besly, "To reward their descrvings': the badge for  the Forlorn 
Hope', The  Medal,  no. 19(Autumn 1991),20-7. 

67 M. Lessen, 'The Cromwell Dunbar medals by Simon', BNJ  51 (1981), 112-33: 'The Commonwealth naval medals for  1653, by 
Simon'. BNJ  67 (1997), 48-72. 
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VIRGINIA HEWITT 

Introduction 
IN his Presidential Address of  1964, C. Wilson Peck lamented the Society's lack of  interest in 
milled coinages. Praising the work of  specialists on Anglo-Saxon and other early periods, he was 
nonetheless 'convinced that such a preponderance of  research on these early coins is not entirely 
good for  the Society as a whole'.' This opinion no doubt reflected  his own research interests: after 
a hint of  things to come with an article in the Journal  of  1 9 5 8 - 9 classifying  the pattern farthings 
of  Queen Anne, Peck's major catalogue of  base-metal coins in the British Museum had been 
published in 1960, with addenda and corrigenda in later issues of  the Journal?  But he had a point: 
indexes of  BNJ  show little attention to modem British coins in the first  half  of  the twentieth 
century and they still attract less scholarly interest than earlier coinages. As for  paper money, from 
the pages of  the BNJ  and its sister publication, the Numismatic  Chronicle,  one would scarcely 
know it existed, although outside the numismatic fraternity,  the study of  British banking and the 
collecting of  paper money made significant  progress from  the beginning of  the century. Over the 
last few  decades, however, this lack of  regard for  both coins and banknotes has been appreciably 
redressed. 

Modern Coins 
The early neglect of  modern coins was probably symptomatic of  a general numismatic disdain. In 
his introduction to the first  volume of  the Journal,  Carlyon-Britton outlined the scope of  British 
numismatics over two thousand years, but with the exception of  colonial coinages, discussed 
elsewhere in the present volume, his discussion of  how coins might add to an understanding of  the 
nation's history focused  on early periods, everything else encompassed by the catch-all phrase of 
'medieval and later'.3 Of  course, the familiar  is easily taken for  granted, and the Victorian coins 
which have recently aroused more interest, were then still commonplace. Yet later writers also 
argued that modem coins had little to offer:  thus in 1931 Sir Charles Oman swept aside decades of 
coinage with the statement that 'the long reign of  Victoria was almost as lacking in inspiration 
from  the numismatic point of  view as that of  her grandfather  George III', while contemporary 
coinage was dismissed with the declaration 'All the money of  this century is familiar  to the public 
and does not interest the collector' .4 

Aesthetic judgements are often  not less damning; indeed, from  the Journal  it is possible to 
discern a long tradition of  disappointment in the design of  modern coinage. In only the second 
volume, Stroud suggested it 'would take a bold man to say that at any period of  our history the 
current coinage was distinguished by its art', a failing  he attributed to the prevailing British love 
of  utility at the expense of  beauty.5 The following  year, Parsons contrasted the artistic styles of 
earlier issues with the lack of  variety on modern coins, 'due to the utilitarian spirit of  the times, 
and the necessity for  a huge volume of  money for  the purposes of  trade' ,6 A similar point had been 

1 C. Wilson Peck, BNJ  33 (1964), 192-3, at p. 192. 
2 C. Wilson Peck, 'The pattern halfpennies  and farthings  of  Anne', BNJ  29 (1958-9), 152-71; English  Copper,  Tin  and Bronze 

Coins in the British Museum  1558-1958 (London, 1960; second edition 1970); addenda  and corrigenda  in BNJ  30 (1960-1), 195-6 
and 36(1967), 196-8. 

3 P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton 'British Numismatics', BNJ  1 (1903-4), 5-8. 
4 C. Oman, The  Coinage  of  England  (Oxford,  1931), p. 347 and Introduction, p. vii. 
5 E Stroud, 'Some national characteristics numismatically exemplified',  BNJ  2 (1906), 1-6, at p. 2. 
6 H.A. Parsons, 'Art and the Coins of  England', BNJ  3 (1906) 291-310, at p. 309. 
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expressed some fifty  years earlier by the Master of  the Mint, Thomas Graham, regretting the 
practical constraints placed on Mint artists for  whom it was 'extremely difficult  to hit off  anything 
highly beautiful  and effective.  Modern coinage has more of  a character of  manufacture  than a fine 
art.'7 In our own time, Sutherland observed that British coins had reflected  little of  the 'change 
and restlessness' seen in other areas of  twentieth century art - though he suggested optimistically 
that a new range of  style might yet emerge.8 

But if  modern coins earned little admiration, they have not been entirely ignored. The studies 
that have appeared over the past century may be broadly divided into two main types: first,  classi-
fications  and catalogues, and, secondly, narrative and interpretative accounts, which may take a 
thematic approach or focus  on a particular series. Of  course the two approaches are not mutually 
exclusive; generally speaking, however, though classification  remains a fundamental  tool of 
numismatic study, recent decades have seen an increase in research placing coinage and currency 
questions in wider economic, political and social contexts. There has also been more detailed 
examination, if  not always appreciation, of  coin designs, how they are created and how received. 
In terms of  the periods of  coinage discussed, other than as part of  longer chronological studies, 
and with the notable exception of  Ming-hsun Li's study of  the economic and monetary causes and 
effects  of  the recoinage of  1696 to '99,9 there is relatively little on the late seventeenth and early 
eighteenth centuries, the late eighteenth century and Victoria's reign attracting by far  the greatest 
attention. 

First published on the eve of  the new century in 1899, Grueber's catalogue of  coins in the 
British Museum10 offered  a style of  classification  which was soon echoed in the Journal  by 
Weightman and Bousefield.11  Paying close attention to die-varieties and design details - for 
example, on a new reverse in 1880 Britannia sported a larger eye-hole in her helmet and a longer 
index finger,  among other changes - Weightman anticipated the work of  Peck in his comprehen-
sive listing of  English copper, tin and bronze coins in the British Museum, first  published in 1960, 
with a second edition appearing only four  years later.12 Over half  of  Peck's monumental work is 
pertinent to the period of  this chapter: with the coins arranged by reign, then denomination, and 
each detailed listing preceded by an introduction giving information  on issue and production, it 
remains the standard reference  work on its subject. Quantity of  information  and density of  detail 
render Peck's work most suitable for  the dedicated collector or specialist, but for  general readers, 
more user-friendly  catalogues have become a staple of  contemporary numismatics. These range 
from  annual publications, often  covering all of  British coinage, to catalogues of  particular series 
or types of  coin, aimed at the general reader and collector. The work of  Howard Linecar (Pl. 9b) is 
an excellent case in point.13 Though he never published in the Journal  and perhaps did not 
challenge the boundaries of  numismatic science, Linecar made numismatics accessible for  a 
general public through his straightforward  accounts of,  say, English crown pieces or coin design; 
his guides for  collectors; and lecturing - this last medium enduring through his endowment of  an 
annual lecture at the British Numismatic Society. 

If  classification  and cataloguing have provided a backbone for  the study of  modern British 
coinage, flesh  and spirit have been added by narrative and interpretive accounts. The general 
history by Sir Charles Oman, Oxford  professor,  honorary member of  the BNS, and president of 
the Royal Numismatic Society, is still quoted, not least for  his trenchant authorial voice; later 

7 Quoted ill G.P. Dyer and RP. Gaspar, 'Richard Sainthill and the new bronze coinage', BNJ  54 (1984), 263-72, at p. 265. 
8 C.H.V. Sutherland, English  Coinage  600-1900 (London, 1973), p. 185. 
9 Ming-hsun, Li, The  Great Recoinage of  1696-1699  (London, 1963); on the recoinage, also see, for  example, C.E. Challis (ed.), 

A New  History  of  the Royal Mint  (Cambridge, 1992), pp. 379-97. 
10 H.A. Grueber, Handbook  of  the Coins of  Great Britain and Ireland  in the British Museum  (London. 1899: reprinted 1970). 
11 A.E. Weightman, 'The Bronze Coinage of  Queen Victoria'. BNJ  4 (1907), 193-219: S. Bousefield.  'The pattern halfpennies  of 

1788 and 1790 by Droz', BNJ  5 (1908), 347-60. 
12 Peck, English  Copper  . . . as in n. 2. 
13 See for  example H.W.A. Linecar, The  Crown Pieces of  Great Britain and the British Commonwealth  of  Nations  1551-1961 

(London, 1962) or British Coin Designs and Designers (London, 1977). Two other examples of  brief,  straightforward  accounts of 
British coinage are J.P.C. Kent. 2000 Years  of  British Coins and Medals  (London, 1978). published to accompany a British Museum 
display; and J. Mackay, A history of  modern  British coins (London and New York, 1984), based on articles in Coin Monthly. 
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surveys, such as Sutherland's of  1973, tend to be more neutral in tone.14 In the latter case only the 
last chapter is relevant for  our period, but in his short sections on topics such as bimetallism, the 
gold standard, minting, machinery and coin design, Sutherland focused,  albeit briefly,  on subjects 
later treated in greater depth by other writers. Early issues of  the Journal  contain a few  articles 
which, while they may now appear somewhat unsophisticated, sowed seeds for  a thematic 
approach which has now become more common. Thus in 1906 Parsons gave an overview of  the 
designs of  British coins of  all periods, considering them in the light of  other contemporary visual 
arts, while the following  year, Morrieson (PI. 3a) looked at the impact of  war on British coinage 
from  1066 to the South African  War of  1899 to 1902.15 Founder-member and Librarian of  the 
British Numismatic Society, later President, and recipient of  the Sanford  Saltus medal, Morrieson 
pointed out now familiar  details in iconography, such as a trident rather than spear for  Britannia to 
symbolise naval success. However, for  a retired lieutenant-colonel the war in South Africa  clearly 
aroused a more personal assessment, for  he did not hesitate to tell his readers how the 'British 
Possessions from  North, South, East and West, sent forth  contingents of  their best and bravest' to 
prevent calamity in South Africa;  consequently Edward VII declared himself  king of  the British 
Dominions, in recognition of  which 'the abbreviated words BRITT. OMN appeared on the 
legends of  our coins, and long may they remain there!'16 Times change: writers of  our own time 
play their cards closer to their chests on such emotive issues as national loyalty. 

Several recent studies have looked at the introduction of  and reactions to particular coinages. 
Notwithstanding Oman's earlier contempt, the coins of  George III and Victoria have attracted 
most interest in the Journal,  a reflection  perhaps of  long reigns during which war and industriali-
sation left  their mark on the denominations, metals and means of  production. Using records and 
punches in the Royal Mint collection, Clancy shows that the Mint began experimenting with the 
reducing machine in 1816, three years earlier than previously believed, in order to improve 
production of  Pistrucci's portrait of  the king for  the half-crown.17  Attempts to resolve the cash 
crisis during war with France in the late eighteenth century with countermarked dollars and Bank 
of  England tokens are addressed by several authors, most recently Manville, who treats the subject 
in scholarly depth in the the third BNS Special Publication.18 Here, detailed descriptions of  for-
eign coins circulating in Britain are set within vivid commentary on economic and social 
conditions in the towns and businesses where they were countermarked and used. The introduction 
of  an official  copper coinage is as impressively covered in the Society's previous Special 
Publication, Doty's engaging and erudite study of  the Soho Mint and the interacting dynamics of 
Boulton, Birmingham, and an industrialising nation which generated both the need for  new forms 
of  currency and the means to provide it.19 With these volumes, the Society has championed the 
integration of  numismatic research with other disciplines, placing the production and use of  coins 
firmly  in the their contemporary contexts. 

This approach is very much the trademark style of  Dyer, Gaspar and Stocker, in individual and 
joint articles. In a series of  articles and Presidential Addresses in the Journal,  Dyer has mined the 
rich seams of  Royal Mint records and other contemporary documents to reveal the problems and 
personalities behind the formal  fa9ade  of  regal coinage. Some investigate the reasons for  new, not 
always successful,  denominations, such as the Victorian half-sovereign,  regarded by a factory 
inspector as an incentive to thrift,  but dismissed by Winston Churchill's father  as 'that profligate 
little coin', or the doomed double-florin,  an attempt to replace small gold coins with silver for 
change.20 Here, Dyer also considers debates on the gold standard versus bimetallism and, 

14 Oman as in n. 4; Sutherland as in n. 8. 
15 Parsons as in n. 6; H.W. Morrieson, 'The Influence  of  War on the Coinage of  England'. BNJ  4 (1907), 1-17. 
16 Morrieson as in n. 15, at p. 17. See E. Besly's chapter on the Stuarts in the present volume for  examples of  Morrieson's work on 

the earlier coinages. 
17 K. Clancy, 'The Royal Mint's Use of  the Reducing Machine', BNJ  70 (2000), 118-23. 
18 H.E. Manville, 'The Bank of  England countermarked dollars, 1797-1804'. BNJ  70 (2000); and Tokens  of  the Industrial 

Revolution. Foreign  silver coins circulated  for  use in Great Britain (London, 2001). 
19 R.G. Doty, The  Soho Mint  and the Industrialization  of  Money  (London, 1998). 
20 G.P. Dyer, 'Quarter-sovereigns and other small gold patterns of  the mid-Victorian period', BNJ  67 (1998), 73-83; 'Gold, silver 

and the double-florin',  BNJ  64 (1994), 114-25. 
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commendably, looks at the interaction between coin and paper currency. This, indeed, is the main 
theme in Dyer's paper on Goschen's scheme in 1891-2 to increase gold reserves by replacing part 
of  the sovereign circulation with pound notes, a concept which, not for  the first  time, stirred up a 
hornet's nest of  controversy.21 An unusual study of  the life  and changing times of  a much smaller 
denomination is given by Mays in his affectionate  biography of  the shilling.22 

From the later twentieth century there has been a growing interest in the design of  modern 
coinage. Variously refuting  and vindicating earlier views on the poverty of  artistry, research into 
the introduction of  new coins of  Victoria shows how the final  designs often  evolved through long 
and fraught  negotiations between designers, engravers, Mint Masters, Deputy Masters and, not 
least, the queen herself.  We learn of  Wyon's difficulty  in creating an acceptable design for  the new 
bronze coinage of  1860, with arguments over such matters as the suitability of  Britannia, or Latin 
grammar in the inscription: the eventual result passed muster with the highly judgmental 
Mechanics  Magazine,  but the portrait and composition were found  wanting in a paper to the 
Numismatic Society 23 Several decades later, the numismatic fraternity  shared a wider disappoint-
ment with the so-called Jubilee coinage of  1887, in fact  planned from  1879 simply as a new issue, 
but taking so long that the Jubilee became a practical time for  its introduction. This vexed issue 
has been studied twice in the Journal,  first  by Lant in 1973, and then in 1984 by Dyer and Stocker, 
who were able to fill  out the picture with subsequently discovered papers at the Mint.24 Both 
articles bring the subject to life  with contemporary quotes, and the second recounts the protracted 
progress as the designer, Edgar Boehm, struggled for  years with his own perfectionism  and poor 
eyesight, difficulties  in engraving, and pleasing the queen: at one point he despaired of  a sovereign 
die on which he felt  her necklace 'looked like peas'25 The reward for  this effort  was ridicule over 
the queen's tiny crown, the Church Times  snorting over Pistrucci's St George fighting  dragons 
when inadequately clothed, and Sir John Evans' wish that the council of  the Numismatic Society 
might have had a say, thus allowing the possibility of  some advance in design even though 'the 
exigencies of  commerce require a stereotyped uniformity  in the types of  our coinage' 26 Worst of 
all, the queen herself  disliked the new coins. More recently, Stocker has addressed the delicate 
process of  designing a replacement coinage through committee, competition and eventual execu-
tion by artist Brock and Poynter, engraved by De Saulles and issued in 1893.27 Though the queen 
was still not content, and one artist mourned that 'the modern coin represents the apotheosis of  the 
machinery and the almost extinction of  Art' 28 the new coins were generally welcomed after  the 
anticlimax of  1887. 

In contrast to earlier studies, more research on design has attempted to explain rather than to 
judge, and there is increasing attention to the importance of  machinery, technological and organi-
sational, in coin production. Sir John Craig, Deputy Master of  the Mint from  1935 to 1949, was 
well qualified  to publish, first,  an account of  Isaac Newton's running of  the Mint, then a history of 
the Mint itself,  including background on politics, economics and legislation, but mainly giving a 
factual  account of  the internal structure of  the organisation and its employees. This is essentially 
the approach of  the monumental New  History  of  the Mint,  edited by Challis and published 
in 1992, but with greater depth and detail, and a strong context of  contemporary events and 
influences  29 Dyer and Gaspar's two-hundred page chapter on the period from  1700 to 1966 could 
stand as a monograph in its own right, covering the Mint's response to problems in supply, 
coinage reform,  new technology and a new building at Tower Hill, discussed with reference  to 

21 G.P. Dyer. 'Gold and the Goschen pound note'.BM/ 65 (1995). 185-93. 
22 J.O. Mays, The  Splendid  Shilling.  A Social  History  of  an Engaging  Coin (Burley, Hants, 1982). 
23 G.P. Dyer and P.P. Gaspar as in n. 7; NC  new series, 1 (1861), 38-41. 
24 J.M. Lant, 'The Jubilee coinage of  1887', BNJ  43 (1973), 132-41: G.P. Dyer and M. Stocker, 'Edgar Boehm and the Jubilee 

coinage', BNJ54  (1984), 274-88. 
25 Quoted in Dyer and Stocker, as in n. 22, at p. 279. 
26 J. Evans, Presidential Address, June 1887, NC  third series, 7 (1887) at p. 25. 
27 M. Stocker, 'The Coinage of  1893', BNJ  66 (1996), 66-86. 
28 Philip Wilson Steer writing in the Art Journal  of  1893. quoted in Stocker as in n. 25. at p. 85. 

Challis, A New  History  . . . as in n. 9. 
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working practises, personal dynamics, the influence  of  different  deputy masters and, ever-present, 
the constraints of  government. Thus in seeking to rehabilitate the Mint's reputation with regard to 
eighteenth-century coinage, the authors place the blame with government for  failing  to address 
basic questions regarding the currency, while 'the responsibility of  the Mint was simply to do 
what it was asked to do, and this is the basis on which it should be judged'.30 By the mid-1960s, 
commitment to decimalisation and the move to Llantrisant set in motion the logistical and human 
upheaval addressed by Challis in the final  chapter. In 1972, Anthony Dowling who ran the Mint's 
decimalisation branch was able to give the Journal  a first-hand  insight into the daunting prepara-
tions for  a new denomination system: creating models to work out how many coins were already 
in circulation, as oppose to in savings; how they were being used; and how many of  each new 
decimal denomination would be needed.31 

At the time of  writing, debate as to whether Britain should join the single European currency 
has put the possibility of  change back on the agenda. In British numismatics, this has provided a 
vantage point to review our long attachment to sterling, a currency at once quintessentially British 
and international, even if  its power on the global stage is waning. Two recent publications point up 
the pragmatic and psychological issues at stake. Davies observes that in 1998 cash still accounted 
for  over three-quarters of  payments made by individuals in the UK and that 'cash in the form  of 
notes and coin is the only form  of  money used by every one of  all ages and incomes';32 while 
Mayhew comments that although 'sterling has only lasted so long because it has successfully 
adapted over the years to change', there is also 'a very understandable reluctance to tamper with 
something so fundamental  to all our lives'.33 Both writers are clear that the decision for  Britain 
will be a political choice driven by economic criteria, but, either way, the government intends to 
act on the mandate given by a public referendum.  Whether the public will ever be adequately 
informed  to make a sound judgment is a moot point and, understandably, neither author predicts 
an outcome or declares a preference.  However, the issues they discuss, from  the changing form 
of  currency to its relationship with the economy and, therefore,  its impact on the welfare  of 
individuals, are an indication of  how far  the study of  modern British coinage has broadened to 
allow integrated, interdisciplinary research. 

Paper Money 
The study of  paper money in the British numismatic arena is a surprisingly recent development, 
reluctance in some quarters to regard banknotes as 'numismatic' now largely superseded by a 
more enquiring spirit. In other fields,  particularly economic, financial  and banking studies, aware-
ness of  the relevance of  paper money was firmly  established before  the end of  the nineteenth 
century and, at the start of  the twenty-first  century, this interest has spread to other disciplines 
such as social history, geography, social anthropology and graphic design. 

Although it is convenient to use the terms 'banknote' and 'paper money' as synonyms, there is 
of  course a distinction, for  not all notes have been or are issued by banks. In several countries the 
origins of  paper currency lie with other institutions or individuals - an enterprising if  over-
optimistic merchant in Norway, say, or cash-strapped colonial assemblies in the British colonies 
of  North America; while in modern times notes have been issued by currency boards or state 
treasuries. In Britain, however, the development of  paper money and banking have been 
intimately connected, through both the Bank of  England and the spread of  local and regional 
banks, issuing their own notes, across the country. That association has continued into the period 
of  research covered in the present volume, and histories of  banks and bankers are a fruitful  source 
for  the study of  paper money, even though it is not usually the main topic addressed. There have 

30 Dyer and Gaspar in Challis, as in n. 27, at p. 399. 
31 A.J. Dowling, 'Calculating Britain's requirement for  decimal coins'. BNJ  41 (1972), 168-78. 
32 G. Davies, 'The single currency in historical perspective', BNJ  69 (1999), 187-95, at p. 188. See also G. Williams, 'From "owl" 

to EMU: monetary unions throughout history', Britain and the World  1 (1999), 30-2. 
33 N. Mayhew, Sterling.  The  rise and fall  of  a currency (London, 1999), pp. 276 and 277. 
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been many studies of  the Bank of  England, of  which Sir John Clapham's two volume history 
remains the standard work, published in 1944, a hundred years after  the Bank Charter Act which 
set the course for  the Bank's monopoly of  note issue in England and Wales.34 More recently, 
Hennessy's study of  the Bank between 1930 and 1960 includes a chapter on note issue which 
covers issues in response to the Second World War (including the Bank's involvement with 
producing military issues for  overseas operations); consideration of  a two pound note, and the 
demise of  the black and white fiver,  now often  invoked as the essence of  British money, but then 
unpopular for  its inconveniently high value and large size, too 'flimsy  and cumbersome' to fit  the 
average wallet.35 In 1953, Mackenzie was ahead of  his time in producing a small volume devoted 
entirely to the development of  the Bank's notes, discussing aspects such as paper manufacture, 
printing and forgery,  which have more recently attracted more scholarly attention 36 Marking the 
Bank's tercentenary in 1994, Byatt reflects  the modern concern to explain rather than merely 
expound, making lively use of  the Bank's archives and contemporary quotes to reveal the reasoning 
behind choices of  note designs, and public reactions to them.37 Letters from  women convicted 
of  forgery  in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries provide particularly poignant 
examples of  how directly the objects of  numismatic study can contribute to social history. 

In 1894, the Bank of  England's bicentenary year, a long-term employee, Maberly Phillips, 
published a history of  banking and bankers in the north-east of  England.38 During the course of 
his research, Phillips was disappointed to find  that there was no public collection of  the old 
country banknotes. Would it not be advisable, he suggested, 'for  the officials  of  the British 
Museum to endeavour to form  a collection of  such notes?'39 In the meantime, Phillips took 
matters into his own hands by putting together his own collection which in 1906 - just three years 
after  the formation  of  the British Numismatic Society - laid the foundation  of  the collection of  the 
Institute of  Bankers 40 Added to over the years to represent the history of  banking and paper 
money over the world, this collection was placed on indefinite  loan with the British Museum in 
1988, thus complementing the Museum's own holdings, actively collected since 1979 and includ-
ing several important private collections of  British material. Almost a hundred years earlier, 
Phillips had recognised the potential of  banknotes as historical documents: his own publication 
included a general introduction to money and banking in Britain, followed  by sections on the 
individual banks and their partners in the north-east, illustrated with examples of  the notes they 
issued. Nor was he alone in his prescience. After  the ad hoc development of  country, or provincial 
banks (that is, English and Welsh banks outside London), encouraged by industrialisation and war, 
legislation in the course of  the nineteenth century gradually restricted the right of  note issue in 
England and Wales to the Bank of  England, resulting in the creation of  larger joint-stock com-
panies. Through such expansion and amalgamation, the period from  the 1890s to the 1910s saw the 
foundation  of  what would become the 'Big Four' of  English banking: Lloyds, Barclays, Midland 
and National Westminster.41 Perhaps first-hand  experience of  this transformation  encouraged the 
appearance of  a number of  banking histories from  the 1880s to the early years of  the new century. 
Along with Phillips, Hilton-Price on London bankers, Cave on Bristol, Bidwell on East Anglia, 
and Ling Roth on Halifax42  may now seem rather relaxed and anecdotal in style, but they remain 

34 J.H. Clapham, The  Bank of  England.  A Histoiy  (Cambridge. 1944). 
35 E. Hennessy, A Domestic History  of  the Bank of  England,  1930-1960 (Cambridge, 1992), chapter 4, p. 148. 
36 A.D. Mackenzie, The  Bank of  England  Note.  A History  of  its Printing  (Cambridge, 1953). 
37 D. Byatt, Promises to pay. The first  three hundred years of  Bank of  England notes (London, 1994). 
38 M. Phillips,/! History  of  Banks, Bankers  and Banking  in Northumberland,  Durham and North  Yorkshire  (London, 1894). 
39 Phillips as in n. 38, p. 77 
40 A few  years later, in March 1910, Spinks Circular  published a letter from  George Pflumer  in Germany, suggesting that paper 

money collectors should form  an association, both in their own interests and 'also to institute an active propaganda in a field  which has 
up to now received only too little attention'. In the inter-war years, Pfliimer's  own collection of  world notes was acquired by the 
Marquis of  Bute, some of  whose collection was purchased by the British Museum in 1984. 

41 In addition to individual bank histories noted below, see Y. Cassis, City  Bankers,  1890-1914 (Cambridge, 1994), chapter 1, for 
an overview of  the amalgamations in this period. 

42 F.G. Hilton Price, A Handbook  of  London Bankers  (London, 1890-1); C.H. Cave, A History  of  Banking  in Bristol  (Bristol, 
1899); W.H. Bidwell. Annals of  an East Anglian Bank  (Norwich, 1900); H. Ling Roth, The  genesis of  banking  in Halifax,  with side 
lights  on country banking  (Halifax,  1914). 
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invaluable for  giving a sense of  the circumstances in which such a variety of  banknotes were 
issued and circulated. During the twentieth century, English banking has received more academic 
attention: so, for  example, Richards charts the early growth of  banking from  goldsmiths' services; 
Cottrell and Anderson present contemporary debates on the role of  banks and the desirability or 
otherwise of  paper currency; and Pressnell remains unsurpassed in his account of  country bankers 
as product and catalyst of  industrial and urban development.43 Histories of  individual banks, often 
published to mark anniversaries, have become scholarly in approach and often  trace the evolution 
of  the bank through its early country constituents, and in the light of  economic and financial 
policy: as Crick and Wadsworth say in their study of  the Midland, 'The history of  banking in 
England until recent years is largely concerned with an effort  to keep abreast of  rapid economic 
progress'.44 Banknotes as individual objects are less likely to be discussed in any detail than in the 
earlier histories; there is, however, often  discussion of  note issue, say in relation to a bank's 
branch network and place in local communities. Such volumes therefore  provide important 
context for  understanding the function  of  banknotes in English economic history, with researchers 
now greatly helped by recent guides to banking histories and records, published by Wellings and 
Gibb, and Orbell and Turton 45 

A great deal has been written on Scottish banks and the historical differences  in banking in 
Scotland and England, the former  quickly developing along joint-stock lines and so operating 
from  a wider capital and geographical base, and exhibiting an early and enduring preference  for 
one pound notes. The benefits  of  this system were discussed by Kerr in 188446 and more chauvin-
istically two years later by Graham, who argued that on Scotland's evidence, England should 
abandon its fear  of  notes denominated below five  pounds; indeed, by his second edition of  1911, 
Graham was able to comment approvingly that it was 'one of  the satisfactory  issues of 
Mr Goschen's £1 note scheme of  1892, that a statesman of  his authority and acumen should have 
been satisfied  that [the] dangers had practically ceased to exist'.47 Checkland's history of  Scottish 
banking is a classic overview of  the subject,48 and serious histories have also been written for 
most of  the major Scottish banks: two of  the most recent, published in honour of  the Bank of 
Scotland's tercentenary in 1995, demonstrate the different  approaches now warranted by the 
subject, Saville providing a highly academic and detailed study, while Cameron, then the bank's 
archivist, offers  a more digestible account of  the Bank and its notes in the light of  contemporary 
events and personalities.49 Work on Irish banking and paper money is patchy: useful  histories of 
the Bank of  Ireland and the Royal Bank of  Ireland are provided by Hall and Milne, while 
Ollerenshaw looks at banking in nineteenth century Belfast,  but there is clearly scope for  more 

43 R.D. Richards, The  early history of  banking  in England  (London, 1929); RL. Cottrell and B.L. Anderson, Money  and Banking  in 
England:  the Development of  the Banking  System  1694-1914 (London, 1974); L.S. Pressnell, Country  Banking  in the Industrial 
Revolution  (Oxford,  1956) 

44 W.E Crick and J.E. Wadsworth, A Hundred  Years  of  Joint-Stock  Banking,  (London, 1936). Other good histories of  particular 
banks are: R.S. Sayers, Lloyds  Bank in the History  of  English  Banking  (Oxford,  1957); P.W. Matthews and A.W. Tuke, History  of 
Barclays Bank Limited  (London, 1926); A.W. Tuke and R.J.H. Gillman, Barclays Bank Limited  1926-1969.  (London, 1972). 
P.T. Saunders, Stuckey's  Bank  (Taunton, 1928), and J.S.L. Leighton-Boyce, Smiths'  the Bankers  1658-1958 (London, 1958) focus  on 
two of  the longest-lived country banks, both giving insights into their wider role in the development of  British banking. 

45 F. Wellings and A. Gibb, Bibliography  of  Banking  Histories,  Vol.  1: Domestic Banks  (Kirkcaldy, 1995); and J. Orbell and 
A. Turton, British Banking.  A guide  to historical  records  (2001). 

46 A.W. Kerr, History  of  Banking  in Scotland  (London, 1884). 
47 W. Graham, The  One Pound Note  in the History  of  Banking  in Great Britain (Edinburgh, 1886), p. 388. The most famous  advo-

cate of  Scottish banking was Sir Walter Scott, whose portrait appropriately appears on Bank of  Scotland notes: see his Letters  of 
Malachi  Malagrowther,  first  published in Edinburgh in 1826 in angry response to the proposal to prohibit notes under five  pounds in 
Scotland as in England (reprinted with preface  and essay by P.H. Scott, Edinburgh, 1981). 

48 S.G. Checkland, Scottish  Banking.  A History,  1695-1973  (Glasgow and London, 1975). 
49 R. Saville, Bank of  Scotland.  A History,  1695-1995 (Edinburgh, 1996); A. Cameron, Bank of  Scotland  1695-1995. A Very 

Singular  Institution  (Edinburgh and London, 1995). Histories of  other Scottish banks include: N. Munro, The  History  of  the Royal 
Bank of  Scotland  1727-1927  (Edinburgh, 1928); R.R. Rait, The  History  of  the Union  Bank of  Scotland (Glasgow, 1930): 
C.A. Malcolm. The  History  of  the British Linen Bank  (Edinburgh, 1950); C.W. Munn, Clydesdale  Bank. The  First  One Hundred  & 
Fifty  Years, (London and Glasgow, 1988). 
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work on the private banks.50 Wales has received even less attention, perhaps because there 
banking developed as part of  the English system, with notes being circulated by country banks 
and the Bank of  England. Chambers Jones' Arian, relating private bankers and their notes to the 
local economy, is an exception, and relevant information  can be found  in the histories of  banking 
companies with branches in Wales.51 Nonetheless, the paper money of  Wales remains an under-
researched area. 

Since the 1970s the study of  paper currency has had a higher profile,  evident in the growth of 
public and private collecting and this is reflected  in a growing range of  publications, popular and 
scholarly. In addition to the bank histories already discussed, catalogues such as those by 
Duggleby on Treasury and Bank of  England notes or Douglas on Scottish give helpful  background 
information  on their series as introductions to descriptive classifications  and listings.52 Several 
have gone into later editions: Duggleby adds new information  in each edition, while since 
Douglas's death, his work has been continued in further  catalogues of  twentieth century Scottish 
notes, each focusing  on the constituents now making up the three banks issuing notes in Scotland 
today.53 Within the extensive world of  English country notes, Grant has been the standard 
reference,  followed  by a few  more recent regional catalogues aimed at the collector or general 
reader.54 For the serious researcher, study in this area has now been transformed  by the long-
awaited publication of  Dawes and Ward-Perkins' Herculean work on private banks in England and 
Wales, compiled over forty  years and using the notes in the Institute of  Bankers as primary source 
material, in addition to many other banking records.55 It includes a useful  commentary on the 
place of  private banks in British economic history, but the heart of  the work is in the compre-
hensive register of  banks in each town, annotated with information  on changing partnerships and, 
where available, brief  biographical notes on thousands of  individual bankers. Though this is not a 
catalogue of  the country notes themselves, it is an indispensable work for  anyone interested in 
them, and thoroughly vindicates Maberly Phillips' foresight  in collecting such material a hundred 
years ago. 

Over the last two decades, British paper money has increasingly been the subject of  thematic 
academic studies, recognising both its intrinsic interest and its relevance to other disciplines. The 
design and production of  paper money is now a well-established subject world-wide: here, Hewitt 
and Keyworth chart the evolution of  imagery on British notes in the light of  changes in banking, 
technology and graphic design;56 Greenland has studied the application of  the nineteenth century 
compound-plate printing technique to banknotes;57 and Hewitt has examined the proposed 
designs, artistic rivalries and social concerns prompted by the Bank of  England's search for  an 
'inimitable' note during the cash restriction period of  1797 to 1821.58 Some of  the most recent 

50 F.G. Hall, The  Bank of  Ireland  1783-1946  (Oxford.  1949); K. Milne, A History  of  the Royal Bank of  Ireland  Limited  (Dublin, 
1964); Philip Ollerenshaw, Banking  in Nineteenth-century  Ireland:  The  Belfast  Banks, 1825-1914 (Manchester. 1987). Also see 
E. O'Kelly. The  Old  Private Banks of  Minister  (Cork. 1959); and D. Young. Guide to the Currency  of  Ireland.  Legal Tender  Notes 
1928-1972 (Dublin, 1972) and Guide to the Currency  of  Ireland.  Consolidated  Bank Notes  1929-1941 (Dublin, 1977). 

51 R. Chambers Jones, Arian. The  story of  money and banking  in Wales  (Swansea, 1978). 
52 V. Duggleby, English  Paper Money  (London, 1975; sixth edition, Sutton, 2002); J. Douglas, Scottish  Banknotes  (London. 1975). 
53 See for  example, J. Douglas, 20th Century  Scottish  Banknotes,  Volume  1 (Carlisle. 1984; second edition, revised by 

D. Twynholm and D. Murphy, Carlisle, 2002). on the Bank of  Scotland; 20th Century  Scottish  Banknotes,  Volume 2 (completed by 
R. Pringle; Carlisle, 1986), on the Royal Bank of  Scotland; and T. Jones, 20th Century  Scottish  Banknotes,  Volume 3 (Carlisle. 1998), 
on the Clydesdale Bank. 

54 G.L. Grant, The  Standard  Catalogue  of  Provincial  Banks and Banknotes  (London, 1977); John Ryton, Banks and Banknotes  of 
Exeter  1769-1906  (Exeter, 1983); PR. Jenkins, Sussex Money.  A History  of  Banking  in Sussex  (Pulborough, 1987); H. Preston, Early 
East Anglian Banks and Bankers  (Thetford,  1994). 

55 M. Dawes and C.N. Ward-Perkins, Country  Banks of  England  and Wales.  Private Provincial  Banks and Bankers  1688-1953, 
Vols 1-3 (London, 2000). 

56 V.H. Hewitt and J.M. Keyworth, As Good as Gold.  300 Years  of  British Banknote  Design (London, 1987). 
57 M. Greenland, 'Compound-plate printing and the nineteenth-century banknote", in V. Hewitt (ed.). The  Banker's  Art. Studies  in 

Paper Money  (London, 1995), pp. 84-7. 
58 V. Hewitt, 'Applegath's Answers; Anti-forgery  Note Designs for  the Bank of  England, 1818-1821', in Proceedings  of  the Xlth 

International  Numismatic  Congress  (Louvain-la-Ncuvc, 1993), pp. 219-27; and 'Beware of  Imitations: the Campaign for  a New Bank 
of  England Note, 1797-1821' in NC  158 (1998), 197-222. 
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research, undertaken in different  academic disciplines, has investigated the function  of  banknotes 
as signifiers  of  identity within Britain and the British Empire, and as tools in the creation of 
nation-states. Changing patterns of  note issue have determined the role of  paper currency in 
supporting different  levels of  economic or political power, while note designs can reveal explicit 
propaganda and implicit assumptions about where that power resides. For overseas territories, 
Hewitt has discussed iconography on colonial issues, combining western neo-classicism with 
exotic (if  sometimes inaccurate) flora  and fauna,  as revelation of  British ambivalence and ignor-
ance towards acquired alien cultures,59 while Gilbert analyses the rhetoric of  different  identities -
British and Canadian, regional and national - in the imagery of  different  issues of  Canadian paper 
money.60 With regard to British notes, Blaazer has traced the emergence of  the Bank of  England 
note as 'traditional' British money, alongside rival identities and patriotic subtexts on local, 
Scottish and Irish notes;61 while Rowlinson argues that the very heterogeneity of  banknotes in the 
nineteenth century, especially the distinction between Scottish and English, was itself  an inherent 
characteristic of  British currency, a complex whole built on and sustained by the diversity of  its 
parts, and embodying Scott's exhortation: 'For God's sake, sir, let us remain as Nature made us, 
Englishmen, Irishmen, and Scotchmen, with something like the impress of  several countries upon 
each! We would not become better subjects . . . if  we all resembled each other like so many 
smooth shillings.'62 

Conclusion 
Diversity of  changing currencies and attitudes towards them are two recurring themes in recent 
studies of  modern British coins and paper money. Research on both has broadened considerably 
in scope since the birth of  the BNS, with exploration of  contemporary debates surrounding the 
introduction and production of  new currencies; acknowledgement of  the association between 
coinage and paper money; and greater attention to currencies as product and cause of  economic 
development. In contrast to earlier disparagement, modernity itself  now invites scholarly atten-
tion, as the availability of  records offers  the possibility of  answering questions which for  earlier 
issues may have to remain speculation. Forty years after  Peck's injunction, the Society is surely 
strengthened by a willingness to give modern money its numismatic due, and can only benefit 
further  from  participating in interdisciplinary studies, for  currency of  any period. 

59 V. Hewitt, 'The camel that never was: British note issues for  Ceylon, 1800-1941'. in BNJ  67 (1998), 84-92; and 'A distant 
view: imagery and imagination in the paper currency of  the British Empire, 1800-1960', in E. Gilbert and E. Helleiner (eds), Nation-
States  and Money.  The  past, present and future  of  national currencies (London and New York, 1999). 

60 E. Gilbert, ' "Ornamenting the facade  of  hell": iconographies of  nineteenth-century Canadian paper money', in Environment 
and Planning D: Society  and Space  16 (1998), 57-80; and 'Forging a national currency: state-building and nation-making in Canada', 
in Gilbert and Helleiner, as in n. 56, 25-47. 

61 D. Blaazer, 'Reading the notes: thoughts on the meanings of  British paper money', in Humanities  Research. 1 (1999). 39-54; 
and 'Sterling identities', in History  today,  52, issue 1 (January 2002), 12-18. 

63 M. Rowlinson, ' "The Scotch hate gold": British identity and paper money', in Gilbert and Helleiner, as in n. 56, 47-67; Scott 
quoted at p. 60. 



SCOTLAND AND IRELAND: A CENTURY OF PROGRESS IN 
COINAGE STUDIES J.D. BATESON 

WHEN the British Numismatic Society was founded  in 1903 it might have been thought that the 
subject of  Scottish coinage required little further  work. Edward Burns had published his magisterial 
three-volume The  Coinage  of  Scotland  as recently as 1887 and this had been greatly assisted by 
R.W. Cochran-Patrick's Records  of  the Coinage  of  Scotland,  which appeared in 1876. Both 
remain standard works. In 1901 a catalogue of  the Scottish coins in the National Museum of 
Antiquities of  Scotland, using Burns's system, was also issued.1 The position as regards the study 
of  the coinage of  Ireland was at that time much less satisfactory.  The student and collector of  Irish 
coins were still much dependent on John Lindsay's A View  of  the Coinage  of  Ireland,  though this 
had been supplemented by the Irish section of  Grueber's Handbook  of  the Coinage  of  Great 
Britain and Ireland,  published at the end of  the century.2 

Carlyon-Britton, the first  President (PL 2), in his 'Introduction' to the first  volume of  the 
Journal  expressed the hope that the relative lack of  papers on British numismatics would be 
remedied by the volumes of  the Journal.  This soon proved to be the case for  the English series, 
with a string of  important papers appearing, though this was not to be so for  some time with the 
Scottish series. For the present the comprehensive work of  Burns made this unnecessary. It was to 
be the fifties  before  Scottish coinage again received serious attention from  scholars, and it may 
therefore  be convenient to take the first  twenty-five  volumes of  the British Numismatic  Journal 
running up to 1948 to see how far  the study of  the subject progressed. 

There was, in fact,  to be little written on the series during these forty-five  years. Note may 
be made of  the short sections on the Scottish issues in Helen Farquhar's major articles on the 
portraiture of  the Stuart monarchs published between 1906 and 1915. A short paper, published in 
1916, on a penny of  David I's son, Prince Henry, minted at Carlisle, is not strictly speaking a 
Scottish paper, and it was to be over a decade before  the Society's first  paper on Scottish coins 
appeared in the Journal,  namely H.A. Parsons' 'Unpublished and Doubted Milled Silver Coins of 
Scotland, 1663—1709'.3 HJ . Dakers then contributed two short papers on 'Initial letters in the 
Field on Scottish Coins' and 'The First Issue of  David II'.4 An unpublished halfpenny  of  John 
Baliol was noted by J.S. Shirley-Fox while James Davidson added 'Some Notes on Scottish 
Coins'.5 Two hoards, from  Dunblane and Bridge of  Don in Aberdeen, were included in Derek 
Allen's 'Treasure Trove, 1933-9'.6 Thus the middle of  the century had been reached without any 
great movement in the field  of  Scottish coinage. 

During this period Ireland received somewhat more attention, though not to the same extent as 
the English coinage to which there was devoted a systematic series of  major articles. However, in 
the very first  volume of  the Journal  Philip Nelson contributed a detailed study of  the Irish base 

1 A.B. Richardson, Scottish  Coins A New  Edition  of  the Catalogue  of  Scottish  Coins in the National  Museum  of  Antiquities, 
Edinburgh  (London, 1901). 

2 J. Lindsay, A View  of  the Coinage  of  Ireland,  from  the Invasion  of  the Danes to the reign of  George  /V(Cork, 1839). Lindsay 
published a parallel volume on Scotland in 1845, with supplements in 1859 and 1868. H.A. Grueber. Handbook  of  the Coinage  of 
Great Britain and Ireland  in the British Museum  (London. 1899). 

3 F.A. Walters, "A Coin of  Prince Henry as Earl of  Carlisle, in the Reign of  Stephen'. BNJ  12 (1916), 33-7; BNJ  19 (1927-8), 
145-56. 

4 BNJ  21 (1931-3), 62-72, and 23 (1938-40), 51-8. 
5 BNJ  22 (1934-7), 191 and 23 (1938-40), 159-61. 
6 BNJ  23 (1938-40), 269-86. 
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metal issues and followed  this with a lengthy analysis of  the Civil War coinages of  the 1640s.7 A 
largely forgotten  account of  an interesting instance of  Tudor forgery  by the Governor of 
Duncannon Fort near Waterford  maintained the interest in Irish currency in the Society's early 
years.8 

The Society's first  contribution to the study of  the Hiberno-Norse series appeared in 1909, 
though it was to be some time before  the coins were properly referred  to as Norse rather than 
Danish. Roth's article on the 'Danish' kings of  Ireland pioneered the modern study of  the subject, 
though it was to be another ten years before  this was earned forward  by Parsons in his work on 
the chronology of  the series.9 

Otherwise, in the years up to 1930 there was a steady stream of  papers relating to Ireland, 
mainly regarding the Tudor and Civil War coinages. Along with these came a few  hoard reports, 
again of  sixteenth- and seventeenth-century deposition. Irish issues were also included by 
Symonds (PI. 3c) in his early study of  Mary Tudor, by Morrieson (PI. 3a) in his on Edward VI, 
and by Lawrence (PI. 1) in his work on the initials of  Henry VIII's queens.10 Morrieson also con-
tributed a short paper on coin references  in the accounts of  Dublin's Merchant Tailors Guild relat-
ing to the 1550s.11 Among the seventeenth-century notes is the only specifically  Irish paper by 
Helen Farquhar, on a supposed copper issue of  Kilkenny,12 but a more in-depth study of  the issues 
of  the 1640s resulted in two papers by F.W. Yeates.13 However, by the mid twenties interest in the 
Irish coinages seems to have waned, and it was to remain so until the middle of  the century. 

After  the interruptions and austerity of  the war years the middle of  the century ushered in a 
period which permitted and happily saw more work done on the study of  coinage, not least on the 
Scottish and Irish. In the volume covering the years 1949-51 Derek Allen (PI. 5a) made a rare 
contribution to both series in his paper on 'An Irish Find of  Forged Scottish Coins'.14 The same 
volume also contained an article on the coins of  David II by James Davidson, a collector of 
Scottish coins.13 However it was a short note on some coins of  Henry I which is of  greatest 
interest to the study of  Irish coinage, for  it introduced the name of  its author, R.H.M. Dolley (PI. 
6c), to the pages of  the British Numismatic  Journal. 

This was the prelude to a series of  articles and notes in the Journal  for  almost thirty years. 
Dolley joined the staff  of  the Department of  Coins and Medals at the British Museum in 1951, the 
same year in which he was elected to membership of  the British Numismatic Society. He quickly 
established himself  as a leading expert on Anglo-Saxon coins, and soon, in 1959, was awarded the 
Sanford  Saltus Gold Medal. He also served as Secretary and Editor of  the Society. An excellent 
summary of  his career is to be found  in the obituary by Stewart Lyon in the Journal  for  1982.16 

It was out of  his work on Anglo-Saxon coins, though also for  personal reasons, that Michael 
Dolley developed a deep interest in Ireland, and not least its coinage, at first  in the Hiberno-Norse 
issues and then in the medieval and modern. In all, up to his premature death in 1983, he wrote 
around 800 books, articles, notes and reviews on numismatic subjects, of  which more than 
250 related to Irish coinage. Here is not the place to detail these, and in any event a complete 

7 'The Coinage of  Ireland in Copper, Tin. and Pewter', BNJ  1 (1903-4), 169-264, and 'The Obsidonal Money of  the Great 
Rebellion 1642-1649', BNJ  2 (1905), 291-357. 

8 J.C. Cox, 'An Elizabethan Coiner', BNJ  4 (1907), 157-64. 
9 B. Roth, 'The Coins of  the Danish Kings of  Ireland. Hiberno-Danish Series', BNJ  6 (1909), 55-146 and H.A. Parsons, 'The 

Chronology of  The Hiberno-Danish Coinage'. BNJ  17 (1923-4), 100-24. 
10 H. Symonds, 'The Coinage of  Queen Mary Tudor, 1553-1558: illustrated from  the Public Records', BNJ  8 (1911), 179-201. see 

pp. 195-201; H.W. Morrieson, 'The Silver Coins of  Edward VI', BNJ  12 (1916), see pp 154-5 and passim; L.A. Lawrence, 'English 
and Irish Coins of  Henry VIII bearing initials of  his Queens', BNJ  21 (1931-3), 89-92. 

11 H.W. Morrieson, 'Some Evidence of  Numismatic Interest in the Master's Accounts of  the Merchant Tailors' Gild of  Dublin, 
1553-61', BNJ  17 (1925-6), 236-9. 

12 H. Farquhar, 'An Emergency Coinage in Ireland', BNJ  17 (1925-6), 165-9. 
13 F.W. Yeates, 'The Coinage of  Ireland during the Rebellion, 1641-1652', BNJ  15 (1919-20), 185-223 and 'Further Notes on the 

Irish Coins 1641-52', BNJ  16 (1921-2), 189-93. 
14 BNJ  26 (1949-51), 90-1. 
15 'Distinguishing marks on the later Issues of  David II', BNJ  26 (1949-51), 155-63; Davidson, who was a member of  the Society, 

built on a collection inherited from  his father  - see pp. 247-8 in Stewart 1983 (note 37 below). 
16 S. Lyon, 'Obituary Dr. Michael Dolley, MRIA, FSA', BNJ  52 (1982), 265-71. 
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bibliography has been compiled by Robert Thompson.17 This shows the astounding size, range 
and depth of  his contribution to the study of  the Irish series over the two decades of  the 1960s and 
1970s. This sustained output almost single-handedly opened up the subject in almost every period 
of  issue and left  it very much better ordered and understood. 

Michael Dolley's most important contribution to Irish coinage is perhaps his sylloge  on the 
Hiberno-Norse coins.18 Using the British Museum's collection, he arranged the series into seven 
phases from  the later tenth century until the mid twelfth  century in a masterly interpretation of 
both the coins themselves and the hoard evidence. It included a preliminary listing of  Viking-Age 
coin hoards from  Britain and Ireland. 

Dolley was assiduous and meticulous in the recording of  coin hoards and excavation finds,  and 
in their use to date an issue, reveal a die link or interpret the currency of  a particular period. Good 
examples of  the latter are his work on the Irish mints of  Edward I and the Irish hoards deposited in 
the reign of  Elizabeth I. His first  record of  an Irish hoard, a seventeenth-century find  from  County 
Cork, appeared in 1955, and this aspect of  his interests culminated in his survey, in collaboration 
with I.D. Brown, of  the coin hoards deposited in Britain and Ireland from  1500 to 1967.19 His 
work on finds  from  Scandinavia, though more concerned with Anglo-Saxon coins, also produced 
much of  relevance to the Hiberno-Norse coinage, particularly in regard to imitation, and whenever 
possible he produced notes on the holdings of  Irish coins in the many Continental museums which 
he visited. In this way a valuable addition to the corpus of  material for  the student of  Irish coinage 
was made available. 

Apart from  his seminal work produced in the British Museum sylloge,  Dolley was one of  the 
authors of  a further  sylloge  covering the Hiberno-Norse coins at Copenhagen.20 This volume 
included the medieval and later issues, which he also partly covered in a sylloge  on the coins from 
John to Edward III in the Ulster Museum.21 His interests had quickly spread from  the Hiberno-
Norse period to the rest of  the Irish coinage, and here too he advanced its study enormously. There 
was barely an issue or period which did not attract his attention. 

In the early coinage of  John he again successfully  applied hoard evidence; he analysed the 
Continental imitations of  Henry Ill's Irish pence included in the Brussels hoard, and, as noted 
above, worked on the Irish mints of  Edward I. His continual recording of  finds  greatly contributed 
to our understanding of  the later fourteenth-  and fifteenth-century  issues of  Ireland, and note may 
be made of  a short paper, in the Journal,  which solved the puzzle of  O'Reilly's Money, now 
judged to be plated copies of  clipped groats of  Henry IV.22 Again it was he who recognised the 
correct ordering of  the Three Crown issues of  Richard III and Henry VII, while a further  paper 
dealt with the portrait groats issued towards the end of  the latter's reign. His elucidation of 
the Tudor coinages for  Ireland continued with a detailed account of  the issue and history of  the 
coinages of  Henry VIII, also published in the Journal23  Each of  the subsequent Tudor monarchs 
received his attention to some degree. 

This resulted in a synopsis published in 1971 as Medieval  Anglo-Irish  Coins, a very useful 
account of  the coinage up to 1607 which has perhaps not received the attention it deserves. It was 
intended for  the general reader but included appendices on the hoards and foreign  coins used in 
Ireland during the period covered. There is a strong historical aspect to the narrative, for  Dolley 
regarded himself  as much as a historian as a numismatist. In 1963 he had moved to the Modern 
History department at the Queen's University of  Belfast,  and when he was subsequently appointed 

17 R.H. Thompson, 'The Published Works of  Michael Dolley, 1944-1983', pp. 316-60 in M.A.S. Blackburn, (editor), Anglo-
Saxon Monetary  History  (Leicester, 1986). 

18 R.H.M. Dolley, SCBI  8 The  Hiberno-Norse  Coins In  The  British Museum  (London, 1966). 
19 I.D. Brown and M. Dolley, A Bibliography  of  Coin Hoards  of  Great Britain and Ireland,  1500-1967  (London, 1971). Hoards 

from  Ireland prior to 1500 were included in J.D.A. Thompson, Inventory  of  British Coin Hoards  AD  600-1500 (London. 1956). 
20 G. Galster, with M. Dolley and J.S. Jensen, SCBI  22 Royal Collection  of  Coins and Medals,  National  Museum,  Copenhagen, 

Part  5: Hiberno-Norse  and Anglo-Irish  Coins (London, 1975). 
21 M. Dolley and W.A.S. Seaby, SCBI  Ulster  Museum,  Belfast,  Part  I:  Anglo-Irish  Coins: John-Edward  III  (London, 1968). 
22 M. Dolley and W.A.S. Seaby. 'Le money del Oraylly (O'Reilly's Money)'. BNJ  36 (1967), 114-17. 
23 M. Dolley and W.D. Hackman. 'The Coinage for  Ireland of  Henry WW.  BNJ  38 (1969). 84-108. 
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to a personal chair it was specifically  in Historical Numismatics. In this vein he delivered an 
important paper entitled 'Anglo-Irish Monetary Policies 1172-1637' and also contributed a 
chapter on the sixteenth- and seventeenth-century coinages in the first  published volume of  the 
New  History  of  Ireland?4 

He was perhaps less interested in the seventeenth-century issues, though any hoards belonging 
to this period which he met with received due attention. Mention may be made, however, of  his 
work on Gunmoney and the St Patrick's coinage of  the eighteenth century. Thus any and every 
aspect of  Irish coinage came under his scrutiny, though his output in the series eased somewhat in 
the 1980s when he turned his attention to the Isle of  Man, yet he still continued to contribute to 
Anglo-Saxon studies. Many of  Dolley's papers were published in the pages of  the British 
Numismatic  Journal,  but many others appeared in a huge range of  publications, major and minor, 
for  indeed he took a certain delight in spreading the output of  his pen and making the seeker after 
an obscure reference  work that little bit harder. 

Yet he was quick to help and encourage publication, and many papers of  both record and 
discussion, published in joint names, the second often  not being a member of  the Society, testify 
to this. Equally he was happy to collaborate, and in the Irish series his most prominent partner, 
and a respected scholar of  numismatics in his own right, was W.A. Seaby.25 Bill Seaby was 
Director of  the Ulster Museum and, besides numismatics, was an expert on silver and clocks as 
well as in archaeology. The Museum was just up the road from  Queen's, and provided an ideal 
base for  their work. 

Seaby's earliest publication in the Journal  was in the 1959 volume, where an important note on 
the 'Patricius' halfpenny  of  John de Courcy, Lord of  Ulster, was accompanied by further  notes on 
Anglo-Saxon hoards and coins from  the North of  Ireland and two Ulster Civil War hoards of  the 
1640s.26 Every volume for  the next decade contained one or usually more reports on hoards, 
mainly from  Ulster, but thereafter  his contribution became more sporadic. Among these is an 
account, with Gerard Brady, of  Ireland's only gold coinage, issued by Ormonde in 1646.27 He was 
responsible, too, for  the large group of  coins recovered from  the wreck of  the Spanish Armada 
ship, the Girona, which foundered  off  the County Antrim coast, the finds  from  which went to the 
Ulster Museum. A note on this appeared in SCMB,  one of  many in other places.28 However, 
Seaby's two major contributions to the study of  the Irish coinage are his sylloges  on the holdings 
in the Ulster Museum, of  coins from  John to Edward III, co-authored with Michael Dolley, and 
subsequently of  that same museum's Hiberno-Norse coins.29 

While Dolley and Seaby were the dominant names associated with Irish numismatics at this 
time, there was a heightened interest in the subject and several other scholars made many impor-
tant contributions to the subject. Dr David Dykes, the current President of  the Society (PI. 10c), in 
his 'Irish Coinage of  Henry III' used the coins and the records to analyse this issue concisely dated 
between 1251 and 1254. The subsequent re-appearance of  the Irish element of  the Brussels hoard 
and its die study undertaken by Seaby did not greatly affect  the earlier interpretation, and the 
Dykes paper remains the basic work on this coinage. A subsequent paper by the same author enti-
tled 'The Anglo-Irish Coinage of  Edward III' covered the brief  issue of  1349-50.30 Dr Christopher 
Challis, now a past President of  the Society (PI. 7b), offered  a detailed account of  the Tudor 
coinage based primarily on the documentary sources.31 The state and progress of  Irish numismatic 

24 See pp. 45-64 in J.C.  Beckett. Historical  Sudies:  Papers Read before  the Irish  Conference  of  Historians  7 (Belfast,  1969) and 
'XVI The Irish Coinage, 1534-1691', pp. 408-19 in T.W. Moody, FX. Martin and F.J. Byrne. A New  History  of  Ireland  111 Early 
Modern  Ireland  1534-1691 (Oxford,  1976). 

25 P.Seaby, 'Obituary: Wilfred  Arthur Seaby (1910-91)', BNJ  61 (1991), 159-60. 
26 See BNJ  29 (1958-9). 87-90,248-53, and 404-14. 
27 W.A. Seaby and G. Brady, 'The Extant Ormonde Pistoles and Double Pistoles of  1646', BNJ  43 (1973), 80-95. See also W. 

O'SuIlivan, 'The only Gold Coins issued in Ireland 1646', BNJ  33 (1964), 141-50. 
28 W.A. Seaby, 'The Girona Coins', SCMB  8/648 (1972), 309-12. 
29 W. Seaby, SCBI  Ulster  Museum  Belfast  Part  11 Hiberno-Norse  Coins (London, 1984). 
30 See BNJ  32 (1963) 99-116, and 46 (1976) 44-50; the minutely detailed die analysis of  the Henry III Irish pence carried out by 

Seaby remains unpublished. 
31 'The Tudor Coinage for  Ireland', BNJ40  (1971), 97-119. 
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study up to 1970 was reviewed in Medieval  Anglo-Irish  Coinage,  and other contributions can be 
found  there.32 

The years 1969 and 1970 witnessed the publication of  two small but immensely useful  books, 
which did much to bring accurate up-to-date accounts of  the Irish coinage to a wider audience, 
particularly among collectors. Anthony Dowle's and Patrick Finn's A Guide Book to the Coinage 
of  Ireland  provided a well illustrated view of  the series, taking account of  the research available 
up to the end of  the 1960s.33 Since 1929 B.A. Seaby Ltd., had published several editions of  A 
Catalogue  of  Coins of  Great Britain and Ireland  for  the collectors' market, and out of  this 
appeared, in 1970, Coins and Tokens  of  Ireland  compiled by Peter Seaby34 A new version 
appeared in 1984, when the Irish series was joined to the Scottish as Seaby's Standard  Catalogue 
of  British Coins Volume  2 Coins of  Scotland,  Ireland  and the Islands.  It is gratifying  to be able to 
note that a revised edition of  this, now under the Spink imprint, was published at the end of  2002 
and thus will become readily available during the Society's centenary year. 

Other contributors to the study of  the series deserve some mention. In particular important 
work, on the Hiberno-Norse coins and more especially on the issues of  John and John de Courcy, 
was carried out by Dr. William O'Sullivan of  the National Museum of  Ireland, which published 
his studies in two booklets, The  Earliest  Irish  Coinage  and The  Earliest  Anglo-Irish  Coinage,  in 
1961 and 1964 respectively. He also produced two papers, with Dolley, on the chronology of  the 
latter coinage and the Corofin  hoard, crucial to its understanding. In a paper relevant to both 
the Irish and Scottish currencies, Colm Gallagher examined the 'The Documentary Evidence 
for  the Currency of  the 14th Century in N.E. Ireland' in BNJ  for  1967. Hugh Pagan noted some 
nineteenth-century forgeries  of  Irish coins of  Mary in his paper on 'Mr. Emery's Mint' in BNJ  for 
1971. In the 1990s J.J. North (Pl. 9d) has written on the Edwardian emissions of  Ireland and on 
imitations and forgeries  of  the long cross pence.35 

By the mid 1980s, however, there was a falling  off  in the amount of  published material relating 
to Irish coins, though the golden age of  the sixties and seventies continued to some extent, in for 
instance the activities of  the Numismatic Society of  Ireland with both Southern and Northern 
Branches. Its Occasional Papers continues to appear. The BANS Congress for  2002 was held in 
Belfast  with an Irish theme, and a spacious gallery devoted to the Irish coinage has recently been 
opened by the National Museum of  Ireland in its new premises at Collins Barracks in Dublin. 

As volume 26 of  the Journal  had presaged a new era in the study of  Irish coinage, so the subse-
quent issue heralded a renaissance in Scottish numismatic scholarship with the introduction of  the 
name B.H.I.H. Stewart in its pages. Stewart contributed three papers to this volume, 27, the first 
being on 'The Attribution of  the Thistle-head and Mullet Groats'. This was perhaps an appropriate 
subject, for  this was the first  issue of  a Scottish coin to bear the national emblem of  the thistle and, 
more importantly, the image of  James III constituted the first  true likeness of  the monarch on the 
Scottish coinage, and indeed led the way in the use of  the new renaissance style coin portraiture in 
northern Europe. The other two papers dealt with 'The heavy silver coinage of  James III and IV' 
and the use of  'Double moneyers' names on the early Scottish pennies'.36 Thereafter  over half  the 
volumes of  BNJ  up to the current issue contain a Stewart contribution. 

Ian Stewart (Pl. 6d) was elected to Junior Membership in 1952, was awarded the Sanford  Saltus 
Gold Medal in 1971, and has been a Vice-President since 1980. Throughout the fifty  years of  his 
membership Stewart has produced an extraordinary number of  publications, not only in the 
Journal  but elsewhere. Although he has also written much on the English coinage, it is with the 
coinage of  Scotland that his name is more immediately linked. It is a series he made his own, and 
his contribution and influence  on the phenomenal progress made in its study since the 1950s 
cannot be overestimated. This scholarship has of  course been combined with a distinguished 

32 See 'Suggestions for  Further Reading", pp. 75-80 
33 Published by Spink where the authors then worked. 
34 This was part 3 of  Seaby's Standard  Catalogue  of  British Coins 
35 See BNJ  61 (1991), 23-30: 65 (1995). 83-119; 66 (1996), 117-22; and 67 (1997). 11-19. 
36 BNJ  27 (1952-4), 66-72. 182-94. and 276-80. 
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career in politics and government which resulted in Sir Ian Stewart, as he had become, being 
ennobled as Lord Stewartby, in which name his latter publications have appeared. 

An up-to-date bibliography of  his work is not available and here is not the place to attempt this, 
even for  the Scottish publications. Note will be made of  Stewart's major works along with a selec-
tion of  other articles and notes. However reference  may be made to his own 'Two centuries of 
Scottish Numismatics', to be found  in the volume commemorating the bicentenary of  the Society 
of  Antiquaries of  Scotland in 1981. This contains a detailed bibliography of  the subject up to that 
year, while the text includes both collecting and study in the twentieth century and has proved a 
useful  source for  the present review.'7 

The BNJ  which contained Stewart's earliest Scottish offering  is dated 1952-55, and it was in 
the latter year that his The  Scottish  Coinage  appeared. This was the first  attempt to look at the 
series as a whole since Burns nearly seventy years previously, and although of  necessity it was 
based on Burns, as the author was the first  to acknowledge, it took account of  such progress as had 
been made, made corrections and suggestions, and above all made the subject more intelligible, 
readable and available to a wider audience. As those who have used Burns will know, it is not for 
bed-time reading. A reprint of  Stewart, with a thirty-one page supplement of  corrections and 
amendments, based on a further  dozen years' progress, was published in' 1967. This has proved 
highly valuable both to the student and collector and remains the best introduction to Scottish 
coins available, though unfortunately  now out of  print. It is to be hoped that Lord Stewartby will 
produce a new edition. 

Stewart's attention to the Scottish coinage has covered all periods, but it is in the earlier issues 
of  what he has termed the sterling and groat periods, from  the twelfth  to fifteenth  century, that his 
interests most lie. An early paper on the Carlisle mint, 'An uncertain mint of  David I', appeared in 
BNJ  29, while his examination of  the Eccles hoard added greatly to our understanding of  the 
Scottish short cross issues. The classification  of  the Scottish long cross coinage was greatly 
enhanced with the purchase of  the British portion of  the Brussels hoard by A.H.F. Baldwin and his 
subsequent work on the Scottish element. Although used in the Drabble sale catalogue in 1939, 
publication only came with Stewart's 'The Brussels Hoard: Mr Baldwin's Arrangement of  the 
Scottish Coins'. He produced further  papers on this issue in his examination of  those illustrated in 
Burns and on the group included in the 1969 Colchester hoard.38 Examination of  the Scottish 
coins in the Edwardian hoards, such as Renfrew  1963 and Loch Doon 1966, enabled him to carry 
forward  the study of  the Alexander III and later Rex Scottorum  pennies. This is elucidated further 
in a recent volume of  the Journal?9  Stewart's contribution to the Oxford  Symposium in 1977 (see 
below) was an attempt to estimate the size of  the sterling issues from  David I to those of  David II 
prior to 1357. 

The recording and interpretation of  coin hoards has been of  great importance to him, and 
among his work on many of  these, those from  Dipple, Balgony, Glenluce and Rhoneston took 
Stewart into the coinage of  the late fourteenth  and fifteenth  centuries. To the two papers on the 
silver of  James III already noted may be added that on 'The Identification  of  the "New Plakkis 
Last Cunyeit" Withdrawn in 1485'.40 Although there are further  papers on the issues after  1500, 
which will be returned to, it is the less regularised coinages before  this that have produced the 
greater fascination. 

37 See pp. 227-65 in The  Scottish  Antiquarian Tradition,  edited by A.S. Bell (Edinburgh, 1981). Subsequent research on the series 
can be found  in Stewart's contribution on Scotland to the International Numismatic Commission's Survey  of  Numismatic  Research 
produced for  the International Numismatic Congresses held in London (1986) and Brussels (1991). Scotland was joined with England 
and Wales in the Survey  for  Berlin (1997). Ireland, too. had been given a section in the previous surveys but it was a reflection  in 
the falling  off  of  publication in this series that it was omitted from  the Berlin Survey.  Lord Stewartby has maintained his interest in the 
history of  Scottish numismatics with articles on Edward Burns, the Wingate Sale, and Scottish Collectors in BNJ  57 (1987), 89-98: 62 
(1992), 175-84; and 66 (1996), 87-112. 

38 'The Long Voided Cross Sterlings of  Alexander III Illustrated by Burns', BNJ  39 (1970), 91-7 and 'The 1969 Colchester Hoard 
III The Scottish Element', BNJ46  (1974), pp. 48-61. 

39 N.M.McQ. Holmes and Lord Stewartby, 'Scottish Coinage in the First Half  of  the Fourteenth Century', BNJ  70 (2000), 45-60. 
40 BNJ  28 (1955-7), 317-29. 
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Among Stewart's major contributions to the study of  the Scottish coinage is his paper entitled 

'Scottish Mints' in the festschrift  for  Albert Baldwin.41 This short title belies a lengthy in-depth 
synthesis of  his work, thoughts and ideas on the subject up to 1971. It consists of  eight sections, of 
which the first  two deal with the location, function,  and the form  of  the names of  the mints. 
This is followed  by a masterly chronological analysis of  the twelfth-century  pence (section 
III), the short and long cross issues (section IV), the single cross pence to 1357 (section V), 
and the late fourteenth-  and fifteenth-century  output (section VI). Section VII is a more general 
overview of  the situation from  1600 to 1971, coinciding neatly with the introduction of 
decimalisation. The final  section examines in detail the die links between the various Scottish 
mints, and an appendix lists over sixty obverse die links up to the reign of  James III. This is an 
indispensable piece of  work for  Scottish numismatics and deserves to be more widely known. 

Another major paper appeared shortly after  in the festschrift  for  Robert Stevenson and dealt 
with a somewhat neglected aspect of  Scottish and indeed medieval coinage 42 This was an 
examination of  the designs and inscriptions on the continually changing Scottish issues of  James 
VI between 1567 and 1604. This meticulously dissected the sources, biblical and classical, and 
intended propaganda, demonstrating the influence  of  George Buchanan on the king but also 
James's own classical learning and political ideas. A further  aspect of  coinage which attracted 
Stewart's interest was imitation, and this resulted in a number of  papers including one on the 
imitation of  Scottish coins in the later Middle Ages in the festschrift  for  Philip Grierson 43 Finally, 
reference  to his paper on the copper issues of  the later seventeenth century shows the breadth of 
his studies. 

The latter was a joint paper and introduces two serious students of  Scottish coins who were close 
associates of  Lord Stewartby. Colonel and Mrs Murray both led interesting lives before  turning to 
Scottish numismatics in the 1960s. Mrs J.E.L. (Joan) Murray (PL 9a) was elected a member of  the 
Society in 1965 and was awarded the Sanford  Saltus Gold Medal in 1986. Colonel J.K.R. (Jock) 
Murray (PI. 12b) became a fellow  of  the Royal Numismatic Society in a joint marital approach to 
the subject, but was elected an Honorary Member of  the British Numismatic Society in 1983. 
Reference  must be made to their respective obituaries penned for  the Journal  by Lord Stewartby, to 
which, very usefully,  are added lists of  their publications 44 Together they produced over forty 
papers, mainly relating to the period from  the fifteenth  to the seventeenth century. 

Mrs Murray worked mostly on the first  part of  this period. Her earliest publication was on the 
early groats of  James III, and the issues of  James III and IV received much attention with a major 
article in the Journal  for  1971 on the early unicorns and heavy groats. She made two contributions 
to the Oxford  Symposium (see below) one of  which was on 'The Black Money of  James III' and 
the second a study of  the organisation and work of  the Scottish mint from  David II to James VI, 
based on a minute search of  the relevant documentary evidence. A later paper, again in the 
Journal,  for  1991, looked at the location of  the Edinburgh and Linlithgow mints. The Journal  for 
1979 contained an article on the first  gold coinage of  Mary, and later there also appeared one on 
the coinage of  the Marians in Edinburgh Castle in 1572. 

The latter overlapped with the interests of  her husband. Colonel Murray published some nine 
notes on the various issues of  Mary, that on the 1553 issue appearing in the Journal  for  1968 
though his earliest, explaining the background to the Stirling bawbees of  1544, was singled out for 
praise by Lord Stewartby. A further  five  publications were concerned with various coinages of 
James VI, especially the forty  shillings with the half  length portrait of  the young king, and his 
billon issues. Major articles on the Scottish gold and silver of  Charles I, the silver of  Charles II, 

41 I. Stewart, 'Scottish Mints', pp. 165-290, in Mints,  Dies And Currency:  Essays Dedicated  lo the Memory  of  Albert  Baldwin, 
edited by R.A.G. Carson, (London, 1971). 

42 1. Stewart. 'Coinage and Propaganda: An Interpretation of  the Coin-types of  James VI', pp. 450-62, in From  the Stone  Age to 
the 'Forty-Five  Studies:  Presented  to R B KStevenson,  edited by A. O'Connor and D.V. Clarke (Edinburgh, 1983). 

43 I. Stewart. 'Imitation in later medieval coinagc: the influence  of  Scottish types abroad' pp. 303-25. in Studies  in Numismatic 
Method  presented  to Philip Grierson, edited by C.N.L. Brooke et al. (Cambridge, 1983). 

44 I. Stewart, 'Obituary Lieutenant-Colonel J.K.R. Murray', BNJ  56 (1986). 201-3 and Lord Stewartby, 'Obituary Mrs. J.E.L. 
Murray', BNJ  67 (1997), 162-5. 
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and the copper coinages of  1642-97 (with Stewart) all appeared in the Journal  and considerably 
advanced an area generally neglected since Burns, who did not give the seventeenth century the 
attention devoted to the earlier periods. 

Meanwhile Edinburgh was making its own important contribution to Scottish coinage through 
the work of  R.B.K. (Robert) Stevenson, Keeper of  the National Museum of  Antiquities of 
Scotland from  1945, and a member of  the Society from  1969. Again we are indebted to Lord 
Stewartby for  an informative  appreciation with a list of  publications attached.45 There he is 
described as a polymath antiquarian, but despite other interests and administrative duties 
Stevenson devoted much time to coinage, though this was often  made necessary by the prominent 
role played by the Museum in treasure trove from  Scotland. Many of  his publications are therefore 
records of  hoards, and two examples may suffice  to show that these generally went beyond mere 
listing. 'Two Scottish Seventeenth-century Coin Hoards' (with Porteous) included a list and 
discussion of  coin hoards from  Scotland of  that century and 'The Rhoneston Hoard 1961' (with 
Stewart) enabled the left-facing  portrait groats to be assigned once more to James III. Both 
appeared in the Journal.  Other hoards were passed on to a number of  interested scholars to write 
up. 

The hoards were perhaps enough of  a contribution, but Stevenson was also responsible for 
major papers on the Scottish coinage which require some mention. His very first  numismatic 
paper, in 1950, was on those enigmatic copper coins, most recently seen as a royal issue of  James 
III and called 'crux pellit'  pennies by Mrs. Murray, but which Stevenson assigned to Bishop 
Kennedy of  St Andrews 46 Apart from  this, there were very detailed studies of  the 1630s turners of 
Charles I, the bawbees of  James V and Mary, and the groats of  James V, each appearing in the 
Journal47  Not on Scottish coins but relevant to Scottish coin use, is Stevenson's sylloge  of  Anglo-
Saxon coins at Edinburgh, most of  which constitute Scottish finds,  the sources of  which provided 
an early and useful  list of  Viking-Age coin finds  from  Scotland.48 

There was also a strong interest in Scottish numismatics at the Ashmolean Museum. Mention 
has already been made of  the Oxford  Symposium which was held in 1977 and brought together a 
group of  numismatists, historians and archaeologists interested in the subject. It turned out to be 
one of  those meetings held at exactly the right time, when the state of  progress in the study of  the 
subject needed to be reviewed, and problems and ways forward  needed to be discussed. The 
proceedings were published in what has proved to be a most valuable addition to the literature on 
Scottish coinage 49 The Hunterian's copy is one of  the most thumbed volumes in the Coin Room 
library. The meeting was organised by Michael Metcalf  (PI. 8d), who himself  examined the 
evidence of  Scottish coin hoards for  monetary history, and produced an updated listing of  these 
hoards from  1100 to 1600. He also presented the results of  the analysis of  some ninety coins from 
1135 to 1280 to determine the quality of  silver used during that period. Stuart Rigold (PI. 6b), 
soon to be President of  the Society, looked at site finds  and stray losses in a more restricted paper, 
but important as this was the first  time that such evidence for  the Scottish currency had been 
examined. Nicholas Mayhew covered the thirteenth century. The contributions of  Ian Stewart and 
Mrs Murray have already been noted. Other more historical papers included an examination of 
monetary problems in the fourteenth  and fifteenth  centuries, and exchange rates and debasement, 
the latter by Christopher Challis. 

Nicholas Mayhew, also of  the Heberden Coin Room and sometime Editor of  BNJ,  had already 
contributed a paper to the Journal  on the large and important Edwardian hoard found  in 1886 
at Upperkirkgate in Aberdeen containing over 12,000 pence, and which he associated with the 

45 Lord Stewartby,'Robert B.K.Stevenson, 1913-1992, A Numismatic Appreciation', BNJ  65 (1995), 202-13. 
46 R.B.K. Stevenson, '"Crossraguel" pennies - reattribution to Bishop Kennedy', PSAS 86 (1949-50), 109-12. 
47 BNJ  29 (1958-9), 128-51; 59 (1989), 120-56; and 61 (1991), 37-56. 
48 R.B.K. Stevenson, SCBI  6 National  Museum  of  Antiquities of  Scotland  Edinburgh  Part  I  Anglo-Saxon  Coins with Associated 

Foreign  Coins, (London, 1966). Now also see J. Graham-Campbell, The  Viking-Age  Gold  and Silver  of  Scotland  (AD  850-1100) 
(Edinburgh, 1995); in which note pp. 16-25, M. Metcalf,  'The monetary significance  of  Scottish Viking-Age coin hoards, with a short 
commentary'. 

49 D.M. Metcalf  (editor), Coinage  In  Medieval  Scotland  (1100-1600).  BAR 45 (Oxford,  1977). 
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burning of  the city in 1336. In 1980 work began on a joint sylloge  combining the Scottish hold-
ings of  the Heberden and Hunter Cabinets, the former  possessing Alderman Hird's gold coins. 
This was the first,  and so far  only, sylloge  devoted to the the Scottish series and records over 1800 
coins according to the most recent research.50 In 1983 and 1984 two further  large Edwardian 
hoards were uncovered in St Nicholas Street, Aberdeen, and their publication was undertaken by 
Mayhew, whose paper on them appeared in the 1995 volume of  the Journal.  Also of  much interest 
to numismatists is his book on Scottish prices, which filled  a gap in Scottish economic history 
where the dearth of  data had seemed insuperable.51 

It is noteworthy that towards the end of  the twentieth century there were two posts in numis-
matics in Scotland, at Edinburgh and Glasgow, and that at each the Curator had a strong interest in 
the Scottish coinage. Nicholas Holmes at the National Museums of  Scotland, and current Editor of 
BNJ,  published his first  paper in the Journal  in the 1983 volume on 'A Fifteenth-century  Coin 
Hoard from  Leith', the analysis of  which made the second issue billon pence of  James II and the 
early ones of  James III much clearer. In the 1990s he has recorded a number of  Edwardian hoards 
from  Scotland in the Journal  and elsewhere, as well as contributing to many excavation reports. A 
recent study, with Lord Stewartby, has better sorted the issues from  Robert the Bruce to the early 
1350s. While at Edinburgh City Museums he published in 1982 a booklet on the Edinburgh Mint, 
and his more recent book on small change in Scotland was jointly awarded the 1999 Lhotka 
Memorial Prize of  the Royal Numismatic Society52 

Donal Bateson, sometime Director and Secretary of  the Society, had on his arrival at the Hunter 
Coin Cabinet a certain remit to look at its medieval collections which, with the exception of  the 
Anglo-Saxon coins, had received little attention from  the previous two Keepers with their strong 
classical interests. William Hunter's eighteenth-century collection of  Scottish coins seemed ripe 
for  publication, though its size was smaller than expected. Consequently it was syllogised along 
with the Ashmolean's collection as noted above, jointly authored with Mayhew. Bateson also 
inherited responsibility for  the Record of  Roman Coin Finds from  Scotland produced for 
Proceedings  of  the Society  of  Antiquaries of  Scotland  since 1918. However, he extended this to 
cover medieval finds  as well, and this survey is now undertaken jointly with Holmes 53 This 
interest in coin finds  has resulted in a number of  Scottish site and hoard reports by him, including 
the three seventeenth-century hoards from  Kelso, Fauldhouse and Ardnave published in the 
Journal.  Otherwise he has contributed a popular introduction, Scottish  Coins, to the Shire Series 
(1987) and in 1997 Spink published his Coinage  In  Scotland,  an overview of  the coinage and 
currency up to the Act of  Union. 
• There are many other publications by a number of  contributors to Scottish coin studies, and a 
few  of  these may be noted. Peter Woodhead (Pl. 7d), a Vice-President of  the Society, co-authored 
the papers on the Renfrew,  Loch Doon, Montrose, and Aberdour hoards. Philip Grierson (Pl. 10a) 
has made a single short note in the 1957 Journal  citing some documentary evidence for  the now 
non-extant eagle crown issued by the Duke of  Albany about 1520-1 for  James V. A useful  booklet 
specifically  on The  Coins of  St  Andrews  was produced by Veronica Smart and published by St 
Andrews University in 1991. Among non-members who have written on the subject, Sir George 
Macdonald may be mentioned. Besides initiating the recording of  finds  of  Roman coins from 

50 J.D. Bateson and N.J. Mayhew, SCBI  35 Scottish  Coins ill the Ashmolean Museum,  Oxford,  and the Hunterian  Museum, 
Glasgow  (Oxford,  1987). 

51 E. Gemmill and N. Mayhew, Changing  Values  in Medieval  Scotland:  A Study  of  Prices, Money,  and Weights  and Measures 
(Cambridge, 1995). Its companion volume is also relevant and of  interest here, A.J.S. Gibson and T.C. Smout, Prices, Food  and Wages 
in Scotland  1550-1780 (Cambridge, 1995). 

52 N. Holmes, Weill  Wroclit  & Cunyeit  The  Edinburgh  Mint  and its Coinage  With  a Catalogue  of  the Scottish  Coins and Trade 
Tokens  in the Edinburgh  City  Museums  and Galleries  (Edinburgh, 1982) and Scottish  Coins A History  of  Small  Change  in Scotland 
(Edinburgh, 1998). 

53 This Record was initiated by Sir George Macdonald in PSAS  52 (1917-18), 203-76 and continued in 58 (1923-t), 325-9; 68 
(1933—t), 27-40; and 73 (1938-9). 242-72. Professor  Anne Robertson then produced further  Records in PSAS  84 (1949-50), 137-69; 
94 (1960-1), 133-83; 103 (1970-1), 113-68; and 113 (1983), 405-48. Bateson produced the first  Roman and Medieval Record in 
PSAS  119 (1989). 165-88; another followed  by Bateson and Holmes in PSAS  127 (1997). 527-61; and another covering the period 
1996-2000 is forthcoming. 
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Scotland and publishing his thought-provoking paper on the 'Crossraguel' pennies ('crux pellif 
pennies), he was responsible for  the publication of  a number of  Scottish coin hoards unearthed in 
the early part of  the century. 

The pioneering work on the listing of  hoards in the twentieth century was J.D.A. Thompson's 
Inventory  Of  British Coin Hoards  AD 600-1500, published as its first  Special Publication by the 
Royal Numismatic Society in 1956. Scottish hoards are included throughout the listing, which is 
alphabetical by find-spot,  and this remains an essential tool in that branch of  the subject. This was 
developed by Brown and Dolley in their listing of  hoards from  1500 to 1967, in which Scotland 
received a separate section. In 1972 Seaby's published their Coins and Tokens  of  Scotland  which 
was compiled by Frank Purvey, and in 1984 combined this with Ireland in Coins of  Scotland, 
Ireland  and the Islands,  produced by Peter Seaby and Frank Purvey. As noted above, a new 
edition of  this has appeared at the end of  2002. Mention may also be made of  Coineraft's  Standard 
Catalogue  of  the coins of  Scotland,  Ireland,  Channel  Islands  and Isle  of  Man,  which appeared in 
1999. Auctions of  Scottish coin collections are now conveniently listed in Harry Manville's 
British Numismatic  Auction Catalogues  1710-1984, published in 1986. 

Reference  so far  to papers has mainly concentrated, rightly and indeed of  necessity, on the 
Society's Journal,  but work on the Scottish and Irish coinages has also appeared in many other 
journals and periodicals throughout the past 100 years. Papers on these two series have continued 
to be published since 1903 in the Numismatic  Chronicle.  Sir George Macdonald recorded a 
number of  Scottish medieval hoards up to the 1920s, but thereafter  there was little else. Equally 
between 1900 and 1950 only a half  dozen papers of  Irish interest appeared there, the major one 
being by Henry Symonds on 'The Irish Coinages of  Henry VIII and Edward VI' in the 1915 
volume. 

Between 1950 and 1980 there was a corresponding rise in the number of  papers relating to the 
two countries as research blossomed. Stevenson started a string of  such publications with his 
report on the important late tenth-century hoard from  Iona, but not surprisingly the main contribu-
tors were Stewart and Dolley respectively. Stewart wrote a series of  notes on unpublished Scottish 
coins while Dolley concentrated on new and old Irish hoards, though his paper identifying  an 
unrecognised Hibemo-Manx coinage is noteworthy.54 However, since then, the number of 
Scottish and Irish contributions has dropped considerably. 

Apart from  the Numismatic  Chronicle,  further  Scottish numismatic papers are to be found  in the 
contents of  the Proceedings  of  the Society  of  Antiquaries of  Scotland  throughout the twentieth 
century. Again during the first  quarter of  the century it was Macdonald who was the main con-
tributor with a sequence of  notices of  new medieval hoard finds.  In the late 1930s H.J. Dakers 
published some notes on Scottish coins here. After  the War, occasional numismatic articles made 
their appearance among them, Stevenson on the 'Crossraguel' pennies, Dolley on the short cross 
hoard from  Tom a'Bhuraich, Stewart on 'Some Scottish Ceremonial Coins', Evans and Thain with 
a re-assessment of  the older hoards from  Aberdeen, and Hunter on 'Iron Age Coins in Scotland'.55 
More recently Athol Murray has contributed two documentary-based papers on the Scottish 
coinage at the time of  the Union and later.56 However, perhaps the main contribution of  PSAS  to 
Scottish coin studies is the periodic recording of  Roman, and more recently also medieval, coin 
finds  from  Scotland.57 

A number of  other Scottish archaeological journals contain a small number of  articles and 
notes, usually referring  to local finds.  We are again indebted to Harry Manville for  a detailed 
listing of  these in his Numismatic  Guide to British & Irish  Periodicals  1731-1991 and reference 
to that work will suffice  for  this. Manville also covers the Irish journals, though here the great 
interest of  the nineteenth century in Irish coinage seems to have waned in the twentieth. Most of 

54 M. Dolley, 'A Hiberno-Manx Coinage of  the Eleventh Century', NC  136 (1976), 75-84. 
55 PSAS  84 (1949-50), 137-69; 95 (1961-2), 241-8; 98 (1964-6), 254-75; 119 (1989), 327-44; and 127 (1997), 513-25. 
56 A.L. Murray, 'Sir Isaac Newton and the Scottish Re-coinage, 1707-10', PSAS  127 (1997), 921-44. and 'The Scottish Mint after 

the Re-coinage, 1709-1836', PSAS  129 (1999), 861-86. 
57 See note 53. 
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the cited works at both national and local level concerned hoard finds.  However, in the 
Proceedings  of  the Royal Irish  Academy  note may be made of  Dolley's work on Edward I's Irish 
mints, Bateson's re-consideration of  Roman finds  from  Ireland, S.G. Ellis's 'The struggle for  con-
trol of  the Irish mint, 1460-C.1506', and Michael Kenny's 'The Geographical Distribution of  Irish 
Viking Age Coin Hoards'. From the late 1960s until the 1980s Dolley was a regular contributor to 
the minor journals in a desire to foster  an interest in numismatics at local level. 

There is also to be recorded the great contribution of  dealers in fostering  and helping the 
advances made in Scottish and Irish numismatics over the last hundred years. Britain has been 
fortunate  in its major dealers who, along with the commercial, have also had a strong academic 
interest in the subject. From the beginnings of  the Society their owners and experts have been 
members and this happily continues. On the whole they do not have the time to write, but again 
mention may be made of  'Mr Baldwin's' important arrangement of  the Scottish long cross 
pennies. Indeed the purchase, preservation, and availability for  study of  the British portion of  the 
Brussels hoard by Baldwins has been remarkable. 

In more tangible form  are the popular guides to Scottish and Irish coins produced by Seaby and 
Spink. These form  part of  a valuable contribution by way of  numismatic publishing. Seaby's led 
the way with the Standard  Catalogue  and this continues with the joint publication by Baldwin and 
Spink of  the two works on auction catalogues and periodicals by Manville cited. In addition 
Spink's Numismatic  Circular  has provided useful  space throughout the century for  short notes, 
reports and ideas. The Murrays used this medium for  several important pieces on Scottish issues. 
Seaby's  Coin and Medal  Bulletin  provided a similar outlet until its demise in the early 1990s, 
while in Ireland Irish  Numismatics  ran to sixteen volumes between 1968 and 1983. Edited by 
Derek Young, its pages were frequently  filled  by Dolley. A less obvious form  of  contribution may 
be noted in the sale to the Ulster Museum of  the entire Irish section of  the Carlyon-Britton collec-
tion through Seaby's and the donation of  a complete die record of  over 700 Henry III Irish pennies 
from  the Brussels hoard, also to the Ulster Museum from  Baldwins. 

There has thus been very considerable progress in Scottish and Irish numismatic studies during 
the first  hundred years of  the British Numismatic Society. This has been achieved in no small 
measure by the Society's members. After  a slow start, particularly in relation to Scotland owing to 
the earlier work of  Burns, a tremendous flowering  opened up in research on both series at the start 
of  the 1950s. This could hardly have been expected after  the War, but continued unabated for  over 
thirty years. It was led and encouraged by Lord Stewartby for  Scotland and Professor  Michael 
Dolley for  Ireland, but many others have made contributions of  varying degrees. It has now fallen 
off  somewhat for  the latter but continues strongly for  the former.  The hopes of  1903 have been 
more than fulfilled  in relation to Scotland and Ireland. 



IMPERIAL AND COLONIAL COINAGES 
PAUL STEVENS 

Introduction 
IN attempting to review the contribution of  the Society to the numismatic knowledge of  Britain's 
overseas territories, it is first  necessary to determine the scope of  such an undertaking. The British 
Empire was a dynamic concept that developed from  the desire of  the English to expand economi-
cally, and was created by a variety of  techniques such as: colonisation in North America, direct 
conquest in South-East Asia, convict colonies in Australia, and direct occupation of  other colonial 
powers' territories such as the islands of  the Mediterranean or Egypt. The control of  these differ-
ently-acquired territories started at different  times, and ended at different  times and in different 
ways. How then to determine the scope? I have chosen here to include coins and tokens that were 
issued under the direct control of  institutions that were British, but to exclude coins that were 
issued by those authorities only nominally controlled by the British. So, for  instance, coins issued 
from  Maratha mints in India following  their capture by the British would be included, but coins 
issued by the princes of  the Indian Native States would be excluded. Once countries achieved 
dominion status, even if  they still owed nominal allegiance to the British crown, their coins fall 
outside of  the scope of  this paper. This decision could be the subject of  many debates. Just to 
chose one example, should Australian coins be excluded from  the date of  Australia achieving 
dominion status (1900); or after  the Statute of  Westminster ended the control of  Britain over the 
affairs  of  Australia (1931); or when this measure was actually ratified  by the Australian parliament 
(1942); or should present-day Australian coins be included on the grounds that Queen Elizabeth 
continues as Queen of  Australia even today? A similar discussion could be had for  each of  the 
dominions, but this matter is better left  for  debate elsewhere.1 I have excluded coins of  England, 
Scotland and Ireland because they are better covered elsewhere. 

It must be admitted that other authors have chosen a much broader scope than that presented 
here,2 but since this differs  between authors it is not possible to find  one agreed definition.  This 
scope is fairly  arbitrary, therefore,  but seems to allow an examination of  the numismatic contribu-
tion of  Britain to the world. What's more, it is largely similar to, though not exactly the same as, 
that adopted by previous authors such as Atkins3 and Pridmore4 and is therefore  familiar,  and this 
familiarity  has been extended to grouping of  the various territories by continent. Obviously, this 
scope is so large that I have had to be selective in the details that have been included in this paper, 
and here I have tried to choose areas that relate to the contributions of  the Society to this subject. 

America 
The coins of  the British in the Americas fall  into three parts: North America up until the 
mid-1770s, Canada up until 1867 when it achieved dominion status, and the West Indies until 
each island achieved independence. The Falkland Islands also fall  into this sphere, but will not be 
further  discussed here. 

Acknowledgements:  I would like to thank John Roberts-Lewis for  his helpful  suggestions during the production of  this paper. 
1 P.J. Marshall, Cambridge  Illustrated  History  of  the British Empire (Cambridge University Press, 1996). 
2 J. Remick et al., The  Guidebook  and Catalogue  of  British Commonwealth  Coins 1694-1971,  3rd edition (Winnipeg, 1971); A. 

De Claremont & J.D. Wheeler, Spink's  catalogue  of  British Commonwealth  coins (London, 1986). 
3 J. Atkins, Coins and tokens  of  the British possessions and colonies of  the British Empire 1960-79  (London, 1889). 
4 F. Pridmore, The  Coins of  the British Commonwealth  of  Nations.  Parts 1, 2,3 & 4 (London, 1960-79). 
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The first  attempts by England to create an overseas empire were driven by envy of  the great 

wealth that Spain derived from  her control of  the South American gold and silver mines. During 
the 1580s attempts were made to start colonies in Newfoundland  and Roanoke Island in North 
America. However, these came to nothing, and it was not until the early seventeenth century that 
successful  colonies were established in places such as Virginia (1607). This soon expanded to 
extend down most of  the eastern seaboard of  North America from  Newfoundland  in the north 
down to South Carolina, and these colonies continued under British rule until the American war of 
independence in the mid 1770s. The United States then split away from  Britain, leaving the 
provinces of  Canada as the only mainland colonies. 

P. Nelson was the first  of  our members to contribute a paper on the coinage of  North America.5 
In volume 1 of  the Journal he discussed the coinage of  William Wood, who obtained the right to 
issue coins for  'the plantations' (i.e. North American colonies) for  fourteen  years starting in 1722. 
These coins have become known as 'Rosa Americanas' and were issued in three denominations -
twopence, penny and halfpenny  - showing the bust of  George I on the obverse and a device with 
a rose of  different  styles on the reverse. The same author also read a paper to the Society on the 
pre-revolutionary coinage of  America in 1912.6 These early coins, apart from  Wood's coins, were 
made current in the different  colonies such as: Massachusetts where the willow, oak and pine tree 
coins were struck; Maryland where coins were issued by Lord Baltimore; and New Jersey, which 
used St Patrick halfpennies  and farthings.  The latest coin in the British American colonial series 
was the halfpenny  of  George III dated 1773 for  use in Virginia. Both of  the papers published by 
Nelson essentially built on the work done in the 1870s by Sylvester Crosby,7 who brought 
together the early coins of  America into a single work for  the first  time. Nelson's paper on the 
Rosa Americana series not only describes the coins and ascribes the source of  the rose design to a 
pattern penny of  Elizabeth I, but is remarkable for  its beautiful  illustrations of  the coins. 

The British formally  took control of  Canada in 1763, and in 1791 the country was divided into 
two provinces of  Upper and Lower Canada. These were re-united in 1840 and then amalgamated 
into the Dominion of  Canada with New Brunswick and Nova Scotia in 1867. Manitoba was added 
in 1870, British Columbia in 1871, Prince Edward Island in 1873 and other territories in 1876 and 
1880.8 Most of  the early numismatic history of  Canada is related to the tokens that were issued by 
local tradesmen in the absence of  available small change, and no papers have appeared in BNJ  on 
this subject. However, Doty, in his book sponsored by the society about the Soho Mint, does 
discuss tokens produced for  four  Canadian banks and the Province of  New Brunswick by the Soho 
Mint between 1837 and 1844,9 

The different  provinces issued the early coins of  Canada. Thus there are coins for  the province 
of  Canada itself,  but also Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island and 
Newfoundland.10  J.B. Caldecott was responsible for  the first  paper from  our Society discussing 
the coins of  Canada when he wrote a short note on a countermarked Spanish dollar, dated 1765, 
that he believed was for  use in Canada." 

T.V. Buttrey wrote about cut coins in Canada in a paper that explored the relationship between 
coins and archaeology.12 Buttrey discussed the fact  that it is very difficult  to assign cut money as 
being used in a particular place (rather than imported later for  collectors) unless the fragments 
bear some kind of  identifying  countermark. Dated archaeological evidence would be the only way 
to be certain about such pieces, and Buttrey reported just such evidence being found  at Fairfax  in 
Ontario. A quarter part of  a Spanish 8 reales was discovered in the debris in the cellar of  a building 
that had been destroyed following  the burning of  the settlement in October 1813, thereby 
establishing with certainty that such pieces circulated in Canada early in the nineteenth century. 

5 P. Nelson, 'The Coinage of  William Wood for  the American Colonies'. BNJ  1 (1904), 265-85. 
6 P. Nelson, 'The Pre-Revolutionary Coinage of  America'. BNJ  9 (1912), 417. 
7 S.S. Crosby, The  Early  Coins of  America (1873-5). Reproduced 1983 by Quarterman Publications Inc. 
8 R. Chalmers. History  of  Currencies  in the British Colonies  (1893). Reprinted 1972 by John Drury. 
" R. Doty, The  Soho Mint  and the Industrialisation  of  Money,  BNS Special Publication No. 2 (London . 1998), p. 336. 
10 L.V.W. Wright, Colonial  and Commonwealth  Coins (London, Toronto, Wellington, Sydney, 1959). 
11 J.B. Caldecott. 'Countermarked Spanish Dollar for  Old Canada', BNJ  I (1904) 353-8. 
12 T.V. Buttrey, 'Cut Coins in Canada', BNJ  36 (1967). 176-8. 
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In the islands of  the West Indies, Barbados was the first  to host a British colony, and by 1660 

StKitts, Antigua, Nevis, Montserrat and Jamaica had been occupied. Further gains and losses 
occurred during wars with other colonial powers. The islands are usually considered together with 
the territories on the mainland such as British Guiana, British Honduras and the Mosquito Coast. 
Most of  these territories became independent states during the late twentieth century. 

The coins generally fall  into two major types: the cut and countermarked coins (very often 
Spanish Dollars) and, once the West Indian colonies had become more established in the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, those coins specially struck for  use in some of  the islands. 
Examples are the 'pineapple' pennies of  Barbados, nickel pennies from  Victoria onwards for 
Jamaica and coins struck for  use in British Guiana (formerly  Essequibo and Demarary). British 
Honduras also had its own machine-struck coinage. 

J.B. Caldecott was the first  to discuss the coins of  the West Indies, in a paper reviewing the use 
of  cut and countermarked Spanish Dollars as currency.13 He presented a basic numismatic study 
of  the subject without adding much supporting documentary background. H.A. Parsons discussed 
a Massachusetts shilling cut into four  parts to form  threepenny-pieces for  use in the Leeward 
Islands.14 This short paper established three important points: firstly,  that the islands of  the 
Leeward group used Massachusetts money - a nice example of  one colony using the coins of 
another; secondly, that coins were cut to meet smaller denominational requirements; and thirdly 
that, at least in the early days, cut money was not countermarked with a local stamp. 

Thompson examined the transfer  of  counterfeit  currency to the West Indies in a paper giving 
extracts from  contemporary (1797) documents describing the importation of  forged  stampees or 
'black doggs' to Martinique.13 In addition it would seem that the culprit, a Mr Dick, was also in the 
habit of  importing forged  gold Johannes into the West Indies. The fact  that Dick was found  to be 
doing no more than was accepted practice illustrates that the problem of  forgery  of  these early West 
Indian coins was widely accepted and understood even by contemporary authorities. However, as 
will be seen time and again, a much more complete analysis of  West Indian colonial coinage was 
not available until Major F. Pridmore, the doyen of  the British Commonwealth coinage and an hon-
orary member of  the Society, examined this fascinating  series in great detail.16 His treatise still 
remains the major work on the subject, although some new information  has been added since the 
time of  his publication in 1965. (For instance, a paper on these early coins was read to the Society 
in 1996 by R. Lyall,17 who has also produced a major work on the tokens of  the West Indies.18) 

Doty drew attention to the coins struck at the Soho Mint for  use in the West Indies. In 1792/3 
Boulton produced a copper penny coinage for  Bermuda. In this instance he re-used for  the obverse 
a die that had been prepared in 1788 by Jean-Pierre Droz for  a proposed British coinage that never 
came to fruition.  This obverse was combined with a reverse showing a sailing ship, a traditional 
design found  on the rare early 'hog money' coinage of  Bermuda. The same re-use of  dies was seen 
in the coinage of  the Bahamas penny in 1806, when Boulton used the obverse die of  the British 
halfpenny  for  the obverse of  the Bahamas penny, only having to produce a new reverse die. 

In short, the Society has made some significant  contributions to understanding the British 
Colonial coins of  America. However, whilst there are disparate sources of  information  on these 
coins, there is no single source of  reference  for  the whole group other than standard listings 
available from  catalogues such as Krause. 

Asia 
India 
India was, of  course, the 'jewel in the crown' of  the British Empire, and the complexity of  coinage 
associated with the British makes it the largest single numismatic subject covered by this review. 

13 J.B. Caldecott, "The Spanish Dollar as Adapted for  Currency in our West Indian Colonies', BNJ  1 (1904), 287-98. 
14 H.A. Parsons, "A Cut New England Threepence Attributed to the Leeward Islands', BNJ  15 (1919/20), 225-7. 
15 J.D.A. Thompson, 'Documents Illustrating the Export of  Counterfeit  Currency to the West Indies', BNJ  27 (1952/54), 80-7. 
16 F. Pridmore, The  Coins of  the British Commonwealth  of  Nations.  Part 3 West Indies (London, 1965). 
17 R. Lyall, 'Black Doggs and Silver Bitts: Cuts Plugs and Countermarks of  the Caribbean', BNJ  66 (1996), 187. 
18 R. Lyall, Tokens  of  the British Caribbean,  Token & Medal Society (1988). 
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In addition, it is this area of  Imperial and Colonial coinage that has received most attention from 
members and publications of  the Society. It therefore  deserves to be given more space and treated 
separately from  other territories. 

The sixteenth century saw the beginnings of  the formation  of  companies holding monopolies of 
trade between England and certain other markets, and it was a company of  this type, formed  on 
31 December 1600, that was granted a charter for  the exclusive right to trade with the East Indies. 
The first  two voyages did not go to India but to the islands of  the East Indies, but the third expedi-
tion, in 1607, was sent to explore the opportunities for  trade in the Arabian Sea and specifically  to 
call, inter alia, at Surat in Gujerat on the west coast of  India. One of  the ships of  the small fleet  of 
this third voyage, commanded by a Captain Hawkins, eventually reached Surat on 28 August 1608. 
Initially the English could only base themselves near to Surat at a place named Swalley Hole, but 
the twelfth  voyage, commanded by Thomas Best, arrived at Surat in 1612 and finally  succeeded in 
obtaining the necessary permission to establish a factory,  possibly because the Moghuls were 
beginning to realise that the English were seriously capable of  challenging Portuguese naval power. 
In 1635 the Portuguese and the English signed, in Goa, a treaty that gave the English access to 
Portuguese trading posts all around the Arabian Sea, including the posts along the west coast of 
India. One of  the islands controlled by the Portuguese was Bombay, and this island was ceded to 
Charles II as part of  the dowry for  his marriage to the Portuguese princess, Catherine of  Braganza, 
in 1661. Charles then let Bombay to the East India Company in 1668 for  a rent of  £10 p.a. 

Meanwhile, two Dutchmen with experience of  trading in the East had arrived in London in 
1609 and offered  to lead a voyage to the east or Coromandel coast and to explore trade between 
there and Siam and Bantam. Floris and Antheuniss, the two Dutchmen, sailed from  England in 
January 1611, and by August they had arrived on the east coast of  India at the ports of 
Masulipatam and Petapoli in Golconda. Whilst the local trade with Siam did not live up to 
expectations in the longer term, Masulipatam became established as a factory  of  the EIC on and 
off  for  many years. In the 1630s the headquarters of  the English was moved from  Masulipatam to 
Armagon and then back again, as the English tried to deal with the various vicissitudes facing 
them, such as famine,  the animosity of  the Dutch, and local wars between Golconda and its 
neighbours. In 1639 the English agent at Armagon, Francis Day, sailed down the coast, visiting 
the Portuguese fort  of  San Thome and then on to a small fishing  village called Madraspatam. Here 
he negotiated with the local naik  the right to build a fort  on a piece of  land measuring about one 
square mile, whither he determined to remove the Armagon agency. 

Further up the east coast, in the Bay of  Bengal, Antheuniss had made contact with Bengal in the 
1620s, but it was not until the 1640s and 1650s that serious trade began. Factories were 
established in various places including Hoogli, Patna and Dakka, and by 1681 the area was 
afforded  the status of  a separate Presidency. However, Calcutta was not then the major factory. 
This did not happen until after  the farcical  affair  of  the attempted invasion of  Moghul India (with 
a standing army of  perhaps 100,000 men) by a British army of  308 men. After  various skirmishes, 
and the effective  annihilation of  the British infantry,  the arrival of  a British fleet  allowed a truce 
agreeable to both sides to be reached. Part of  the agreement allowed Job Charnock, the leader of 
the British forces,  to select a site for  a factory,  and he eventually chose a place near a village 
called Kalighat, later modified  to Kalikata and then Calcutta.19 

Each of  these small trading posts at Bombay, Madras and Calcutta gradually expanded its 
influence  to surrounding areas until they controlled very large parts of  India. Initially, the East 
India Company ran these territories, but increasing political pressure forced  the British 
Government to take more responsibility until it assumed complete control in 1858. India, Pakistan 
and (eventually) Bangladesh gained independence in 1947. 

The coins of  the British in India fall  into two main series, both recorded by Pridmore20 - the 
Presidency series issued by Madras, Bombay and Bengal, and the Uniform  Coinage of  British 
India issued from  1835 up to independence in 1947. 

19 J. Keay, The  Honourable  Company: A History  of  the English  East India  Company, (London, 1991). 
20 F. Pridmore, The  Coins of  the British Commonwealth  of  Nations.  Part 4 India.  Volume  I  East India  Company Presidency  Series 

c1642-1835. Volume 2 Uniform  Coinage  East India  Company 1835-58 Imperial  Period  1858-1947 (1975-9). 
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The early coins of  Madras are either based on the South Indian system of  gold pagodas and 

silver fanams  with copper cash coins, or on the Moghul system of  gold mohurs and silver rupees. 
In 1807 machinery was introduced into the mint at Madras and a more standard coinage was 
produced, although initially there was still a mixture of  pagodas and rupees. However in 1812, 
following  the intervention of  the authorities in London, a silver rupee-based coinage was selected, 
essentially as a step towards the unification  of  the coinage across the whole of  British India. 

In Bombay, at the end of  the seventeenth century, a series of  European designs were tried but 
did not generally gain wide circulation, and throughout the eighteenth century Moghul style 
rupees were issued from  the Mint in Bombay. At the beginning of  the nineteenth century Bombay, 
like Madras, settled on the rupee standard. 

In Bengal, the silver rupee was the standard coin from  the beginning of  British rule although, as 
more territory was acquired towards the North-West frontier,  rupees of  different  weight standards 
came to be used within the Presidency (e.g. Farrukhabad rupee compared to Banaras rupee) and so 
even here standardisation proved difficult. 

Eventually, in 1835, the whole of  British India moved to a single standard based on the silver 
rupee and this continued with slight modifications  until independence in 1947. 

The attention of  members of  the BNS has been drawn to the coins of  the British in India through-
out the life  of  the society. In 1906, J.B. Caldecott exhibited coins of  the Patna mint struck by the 
EIC,21 and there are some nice illustrations published with the proceedings. In 1908 R.P. Jackson 
published a paper describing copper coins of  the EIC.22 Whilst the paper is merely a description of 
small copper coins that he ascribes to Madras, there are some interesting points to be noted that are 
worth further  discussion. Firstly, his coin no. 15 shows on the obverse the balemark of  the EIC 
and on the reverse the date 1710. Pridmore actually assigns this coin to the Malabar Coast under 
the Bombay Presidency (No. 313), presumably on the basis of  style, although he does note that his 
listings are provisional. Secondly, Jackson's coins Nos 22, 23 & 24, with the balemark on the 
obverse and the date 1803 on the reverse, again assigned to Madras, are assigned to Bombay by 
Pridmore (319 & 321). More recently, arguments have been made that these coins are more likely 
to belong to Madras rather than Bombay, thus supporting the original attribution of  Jackson.23 In 
1912 Major Jackson published another paper on the coins of  Southern India, where he recorded 
some interesting coins of  Madras including coins with the mintname Chinapatan (Madras).24 

In 1929/30, H.A. Parsons published a paper on the early coins of  the Bombay Presidency and par-
ticularly examined the dating of  the copperoons.25 The early forms  of  these coins show the date as 
A°7° or A°9° and had been supposed by earlier authors to represent the seventh and ninth regnal years 
of  Charles II (i.e. 1667 and 1669 respectively). However, William Foster26 had already established 
that the first  of  these coins was struck at Bombay in 1672 and that the coins were dated from  1665 
when the English formally  received the island of  Bombay from  the Portuguese. Thus, 7 represented 
1672 and 9 represented 1674. Parsons was able to confirm  this date by the publication of  a coin show-
ing the A°9° date together with the numerals 74 (for  1674) in the outer legend on the reverse. 

More recently, Major Pridmore published his paper on the coins designed by Spencer for  the 
Indian coinage of  George VI.27 This is a complete account of  the work of  the artist/engraver 
responsible for  the design of  the Indian coinage of  George VI and is based on coins from  the 
Spencer collection. 

Despite all these contributions, it was not until the publication of  the final  two volumes of 
Pridmore's works that British Indian numismatics really received the detailed analysis that such a 

21 J.B. Caldecott, 'Coins of  the Patna Mint Struck by the East India Company', BNJ  3 (1906), 61. 
22 R.P. Jackson, 'Some Copper Coins Issued by the English East India Company and Other European Powers in Southern India". 

(1908), 341-7. 
23 S. Bhandare & P.J.E. Stevens, 'Bombay Billys, the British coinage of  the Malabar Coast - a reappraisal'. Supplement 172 

(2002) of  the Newsletter  of  the Oriental  Numismatic  Society. 
24 R.P. Jackson, 'The Dominions, Emblems and Coins of  the South Indian Dynasties', BNJ  9 (1912), 295-396. 
25 H.A. Parsons, 'The Bombay Pice Struck by the English East India Company during the reign of  Charles II', BNJ  20 (1929/30), 

251-9. 
26 W. Foster, 'A Note on the First English Coinage at Bombay. NC  4th series 4 (1906), 351-7. 
27 F. Pridmore, 'Mr A.P. Spencer, Artist/Engraver, His Majesty's Mint, Calcutta and the re-designed Coinages of  King George VI 

British India 1938-1947', BNJ37  (1968), 158-74. 
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complex series requires. However, several lacunae still existed to be filled  by new research. For 
instance, coins issued from  mints that were captured by the British and continued to issue coins in 
the native styles have been published by Wiggins28 but still require further  analysis, and 
Pridmore's assessment of  the coinage of  the Malabar Coast left  some unanswered questions, 
although these have recently been addressed.29 

Doty has presented an excellent account of  the events surrounding the building of  a steam driven 
mint, supplied by Boulton, Watt & Co during the 1820s for  the Calcutta Mint.30 This story is worth 
recounting as an example of  the trials and tribulations faced  by the people involved in producing 
the Indian coinage. Matthew Boulton was first  approached about the possibility of  building a mint 
for  the East India Company as early as 1808. The initial discussion revolved around the possibility 
of  building two mints, one at Calcutta and one at Madras, but this changed to building just one at 
Madras and then again to building just one at Calcutta, but smaller than previously planned, having 
five  coining presses instead of  the original eight. Sometime during 1809, this project was dropped 
for  reasons that are not entirely clear. By 1819, it was obvious that the Calcutta mint was incapable 
of  meeting the requirements placed upon it, and agreement was reached that someone should be 
sent to England to explore the possibility of  obtaining a steam driven mint to be shipped out to 
India. A Lieutenant of  the Bengal Engineers named William Nairn Forbes was selected for  this 
task, and he was to become the major player in the construction and operation of  the new mint at 
Calcutta for  more than thirty years, ending as Calcutta Mint Master. 

Forbes arrived in England in 1820, and by the end of  that year agreement had been reached that 
Boulton, Watt & Co. would act as the main contractors for  the construction of  the mint and would 
provide not only the steam engines but also the coining and cutting-out presses. John and George 
Rennie would act as sub-contractors, supplying the rolling mill, while Henry Maudsley would pro-
vide other parts such as the draw bench, lathes and melting furnaces.  Plans for  the new mint were 
drawn up early in 1821 and approved on 2 April, and during that year Forbes learned more about 
the science of  coining when he helped to produce a copper coinage for  St Helena at the Soho mint. 

By March of  1823 the equipment was ready for  shipping to India. It was sent out on three 
separate ships, and had arrived by 21 October 1823, when Forbes himself  arrived back in 
Calcutta. No time was lost in selecting a suitable site for  the new mint on the banks of  the 
Hoogley, and work began on draining the site and establishing the foundations. 

As well as providing the machinery, it was necessary for  Boulton & Watt to recruit a number of 
trained mechanics to go to India to help build the mint. The names of  the men recruited for  the 
project, and their fates,  are shown in Table 1 below. 

TABLE 1. The Fate of  People involved in constructing the Mint at Calcutta 
Name Date started  in India Fate 
Thomas Hughes 
Edward Gozzard 
loseph Mears 
Gregory Wilkinson 
Josiah Stratford 
William Lewellyn 
Thomas Pigg 
Richard Burley 
John Rose 
William Dunn 
Thomas O'Brien 
Henry Daniels 
George Hudson 
Charles Cashmore 
Taylor 

1823 
1823 
1823 
1823 
1823 
1823 
1823? 
1823 
1823? 
1823? 
1825 
1825 
1827 
1827 
1827 

Took to drink. Sent home 1825 
Died in India 1825 

Fell ill and was sent home in 1826 
Fell ill and was sent home in 1826. Returned in 1827. 

Died in India 1824 
Survived 
Died in India 1824 
Died in India 1826 

Died in India 1824 

? ? 
9 

9 
7 
9 

28 K.W. Wiggins, Acquisition of  Indian  Minis  by E.I.CO  {New Delhi, 1996). 
29 Bhandare & Stevens, as in n. 24. 
3 0 D n t v a s in n 1 0 n n I QD—9DS Doty, as in n. 10. pp. 190-205. 
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It is immediately apparent that many of  the men sent out to provide the necessary mechanical 

expertise did not survive very long in the pestilential climate of  Calcutta. Forbes did his best to get 
new recruits trained and sent out from  England, and to redeploy those who survived, but the mint 
was not completed until 1829 or 1830. However, once complete it is clear that it met all expecta-
tions, and Forbes was clearly delighted with the first  output during the summer of  1830. Doty 
suggests that the coins struck in 1830 would have been the one-pie coins authorised for  circulation 
in 1831. He argues that the coins could have been prepared in advance of  being put into circula-
tion. This seems to open an unnecessary complication. Pridmore has recorded that the mint-master 
proposed making changes to the copper pice in 1829, and that specimens were submitted to the 
Mint Committee on 26 August 1830. It is therefore  much more likely that any coins struck in 
advance of  the necessary legal bureaucracy authorising their issue would have been these pice and 
not the one-pie coins, the design of  which was not agreed until 1831. 

In his account, Doty notes interesting information  about the huge numbers of  blank dies that 
were shipped out to Calcutta from  Soho. For instance in 1827, 2000 blank dies for  rupees were 
shipped out, and in 1830, 14,500 dies for  rupees, half  rupees and quarter rupees were ordered. 
Doty paints a similar picture for  the installation of  a new mint at Bombay, again during the 1820s, 
but this time the mint was not new, but a second-hand mint from  Soho itself.  In fact,  this mint was 
the refurbished  second Soho mint, built in 1798/99. 

Doty also describes the coins produced at Soho for  use in the different  Indian Presidencies, and 
a paper presented at the special summer meeting in 2001 on the copper coins of  the Bombay 
Presidency struck at Soho in 1791-6 drew heavily on his work.31 Up until very late in the 
eighteenth century the copper coins of  the Bombay Presidency were poorly manufactured  and 
very crude. In 1790 steps were initiated to correct this sorry state of  affairs,  and the Bombay 
authorities were informed  that the copper coins then in circulation were to be replaced by a new 
coinage sent out from  England. The initial idea was that this would be a gradual process, but by 
1791 a decision had been taken to replace all circulating copper coins in one go with 100 tons of 
new coins. Accordingly, 35 tons of  coins were sent from  England to Bombay aboard the 'Essex', 
with instructions not to open the casks until the rest of  the shipment arrived. A further  65 tons 
were duly received aboard the 'Rockingham' with instructions on how to issue them. The total 
quantity shipped was 660 casks weighing 100 tons 14 cwts 2 qtrs 13^ lbs.32 

These coins were to be issued at the rate of: 
2005. @ 50 to a rupee 
150s. @ 66f  to a rupee 
100s. @ 100 to a rupee 
50s. @ 200 to a rupee 

The intention of  this rate was to make one rupee worth 10,000 grains avoirdupois weight of  copper, 
compared to the existing rate of  7314 grains. This, combined with the greatly increased quality of  the 
design, would reduce the amount of  forgery  that was obviously worrying the authorities at the time. 

Major Pridmore makes a rather ambiguous comment about the fact  that the Company had 
established a mint at French Ordinary Court in London, and that this may have played a part in the 
decision to manufacture  the coins in England, rather than locally in Bombay. This might imply 
that the coins were struck at a mint in London. In fact,  Matthew Boulton in his factory  at Soho 
near Birmingham struck the first  100 tons. This can be seen from  the minutes of  the meetings of 
the Court of  Directors,33 who on 13 January 1791 agreed that Boulton would be employed to 
undertake the coinage. On 2 February a Mr Williams was instructed to deliver 100 tons of  copper 
to Mr Boulton at Soho, Nr. Birmingham. Mr Williams didn't think that he could deliver the cop-
per before  the middle of  March, and it presumably took some time to complete the coinage, 
because on 24 August the Court agreed to advance Boulton £6000 for  the work that he was then 

31 P.J.E. Stevens, Summer meeting of  the BNS (2001). 
32 India Office  Collection. Dispatches to Bombay. E/4/1006, pp. 393-4 
33 India Office  Collection. Minutes of  the Meetings of  the Board of  Directors. B/l 12. p. 764. 
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carrying out. Doty has examined the records of  the Soho mint in some detail, and his work con-
firms  that these coins were indeed struck there. 

Pridmore records that further  deliveries occurred in 1792, 1793 and 1794.1 have not been able 
to confirm  the deliveries for  1792 and 1793, and am doubtful  that they occurred. However, a 
second coinage was undertaken in 1793 and shipped to India in 1794 (Doty). The coinage 
consisted of  double pice, pice and half  pice. The coins were dated 1794. The \\pice denomination 
was discontinued, presumably because it caused confusion  with the double pice. A further  large 
coinage was undertaken in 1803 with the coins dated 1804. 

In 1794, Boulton produced a dub and half-dub  coinage for  use in the Madras Presidency, and 
this was repeated in 1797. The coinage is interesting for  the first  use (on coinage as opposed to 
tokens) of  a wide, raised rim bearing an incuse legend in an attempt to prevent forgery.  Of  course, 
this approach was later used on the British 'cartwheel' coins. Other coins produced by Boulton for 
Madras consisted of  20, 10, 5 and 1 cash coins dated 1804 and 1808. The one cash coin was so 
small that it required special production techniques, and these coins were produced last of  all the 
denominations. Matthew Boulton had sent John Philip to London in 1802 to consult the EIC's 
experts on the designs, and he returned in October. Production of  the three larger denominations 
began almost immediately, but production of  the one-cash pieces caused problems until January 
1803 when a new method was perfected. 

The only coins that Doty records as being produced at the Soho mint for  the Bengal Presidency 
were for  a coinage of  copper pice in 1809, but various problems caused this project to be 
abandoned and only the patterns remain. However, Vice has added to this with his research into 
the hexagonal patterns produced at Soho,34 and has shown that Pridmore's view that these coins 
were to be used in the Bombay Presidency was wrong, and that they were planned for  use in the 
Bengal Presidency to replace cowrie shells. 

A paper has been presented to the Society on a pattern two annas of  1841,35 confirming 
Pridmore's prediction that coins of  this denomination should exist with plain edges, although 
at the time that he wrote no specimens were known and he had only archival sources for  his 
prediction. The coinage of  Madras at the beginning of  the nineteenth century was discussed in 
another paper read to the Society.36 In this instance new contemporary documents had revealed 
more details about the difficulties  encountered in moving from  a hammered to a machine-struck 
coinage. There are still many other gaps that need filling,  and the British Indian field  of  numis-
matics offers  a great opportunity for  further  study and research. However, Pridmore does leave 
later scholars with something of  a challenge because, although he transcribes many quotes from 
'the records' in his books, there is an annoying lack of  reference  back to the original documents, 
so that later researchers are left  with the unenviable task of  'rediscovering' these records in order 
to advance the subject further. 

Other Far  Eastern  Parts  of  the British Empire 
Close to India, the English East India Company acquired the island of  Ceylon from  the Dutch in 
1795, although the interior was not conquered until 1815, and it became a British colony from 
1802 until 1948. As with India, the early coins of  the British period of  occupation really have a 
local feel  to them, although they were based on the earlier Dutch coins. They were replaced by 
coins struck at the Soho mint dated 1802 and denominated as stiver (l/48th rix dollar), half  stiver 
(l/96th rix dollar) and quarter stiver (l/192nd rix dollar), with an elephant on the obverse and 
the value on the reverse.37 Of  course, all these coins circulated alongside each other for  some 
considerable time. 

These were then replaced by coins with a much more British style, showing the British 
monarch's head on one side, and this style continued right up until independence. In addition to 

34 D. Vice, 'A Pattern Cowrie Coinage for  Bengal Presidency', Format 58 (1998), 2-5. 
35 PJ.E. Stevens, 'An Indian Rarity of  1841 \ BNJ  54 (1984), 298. 
36 P.J.E. Stevens, 'The Reformation  of  the Coinage of  Madras at the Beginning of  the Nineteenth Century', BNJ  67 (1997), 172. 
37 Doty, as inn. 10, p. 324. 
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local denominations, tiny half  and quarter farthings  were struck in England for  use in Ceylon 
during the nineteenth century, and these were locally valued at one twelfth  fanam  and one twenty-
fourth  fanam  respectively. A major part of  the numismatic landscape of  Ceylon comprises the 
tokens issued by the plantation (e.g. coffee)  owners for  their workers. These tokens provide a 
fascinating  insight into the industrial history of  the island, but have not been the subject of  any 
publications of  the Society. The Andaman Islands hosted a penal colony before  becoming part of 
the independent India in 1947, and rupee tokens were issued during the early 1860s. 

The Cocos-Keeling Islands were discovered in 1609 and became external territories of 
Australia in 1955. From a numismatic standpoint, these islands are interesting for  the use 
of  unusual materials (sheepskin, ivory and bone) in producing tokens. 

In the Malay Archipelago, Penang was occupied in 1786 and Singapore established in 1819. 
Malacca was gained from  the Dutch in 1824. Collectively these three territories became the Straits 
Settlements in 1826. Further states were added, and eventually they were all brought together as 
the Federation of  Malaya, which gained independence as Malaysia in 1957, although Singapore 
later left  the federation.  Sarawak and British North Borneo also joined the federation  of  Malaysia 
but Brunei did not and was given independence in 1984. The coins of  the different  states in the 
Malay archipelago form  a very interesting series, simply because of  their diversity of  types and 
styles, varying from  early locally-struck, European-type coins of  Fort Marlborough, in Sumatra, 
to the merchant tokens of  Singapore (mainly struck by Birmingham manufacturers,  some at the 
Soho mint), with later coins tending to conform  to the more standard imperial type showing 
the British monarch's bust on one face. 

The British occupied Hong Kong Island in 1841 and the New Territories were added in 1898. It 
became part of  China in 1997. The coins are generally of  the standard colonial style, with a very 
interesting series of  trials and patterns being prepared during the Victorian era. 

Very little has been published in BNJ  on any of  the coins of  Asia outside India. J.E. Cribb pre-
sented a paper on the coins of  Hong Kong in 198 8,38 and he has published his research in his 
book discussing the collection of  coins formed  by the Hong Kong and Shanghai bank.39 In this 
work he essentially rewrites the previous work undertaken by Pridmore concerning the Victorian 
patterns and reveals the different  phases that these coins went through before  the first  currency 
coins were produced. Coins struck for  more general use throughout South-East Asia include 
portcullis money produced at the end of  the reign of  Elizabeth, and these have been studied by P. 
Preston-Morley.40 

In his book on the Soho Mint,41 Doty presents a summary of  the work undertaken by 
Boulton to produce coins for  these areas of  Asia. It is interesting to note that the first  proper 
(as opposed to token) coinage undertaken by Boulton was for  use at the Company's possession 
of  Benculen in Sumatra. The coinage consisted of  denominations of  3 and 2 kepings and 
1 keping, weighing 150, 100 and 50 grains respectively. They were struck in 1786 and are 
dated accordingly, and were produced, not by machines driven by steam power, for  which 
Boulton was to become so famous,  but by water and man-powered machinery. Rolling and cut-
ting of  blanks was undertaken at the Soho factory  in Birmingham but the actual coinage at a 
mint specially constructed in London. Many problems were encountered in producing these 
first  coins but, despite this, a further  order was received in 1787, with a total of  over eighteen 
tons eventually being struck. By 1797, when Boulton received a further  order for  the same 
three denominations for  Sumatra, he had perfected  his coining techniques to such an extent 
that he was able to produced over fifteen  tons of  coins within two months of  receiving the firm 
order. Boulton received the final  order for  copper coins for  Sumatra in 1803 and these were 
dated 1804. 

38 J.E. Cribb.'Origins of  the Hong Kong Coinage, 1841-1866' (1988). 
39 J.E. Cribb, Money  in the Bank,  Spink & Son for  Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking corp. (1987). 
40 P.J. Preston-Morley. 'The East India Company portcullis money of  1600'. BNJ  63 (1993), 167. 
41 Doty, as in n. 10, pp. 299-300. 
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Once again coins of  Asian areas outside India have been the subject of  study by Pridmore, 

whose published work remains the only collected reference  work on the series.42 However, there 
do seem to be some gaps in this work, particularly surrounding the Hong Kong coins (see above), 
and these gaps may extend to other series, so it would seem that there is scope for  further  research 
in this whole area and perhaps an updating of  Pridmore's work. 

Asian Territories  in the near East 
Palestine became a British Mandated territory in 1917 and remained so until 1948. Aden was 
annexed to British India in 1839 and, after  some territorial expansion, became a crown colony in 
1937 before  achieving independence in 1967,43 and other Gulf  and Middle Eastern states became 
British Protectorates at various times during the twentieth century. Coins of  these territories have 
not been addressed by any publication of  the Society, but Pridmore has covered those of 
Palestine. 

Australasia 
The first  settlers arrived from  Britain in 1788 with the establishment of  the penal colony at Botany 
Bay in what became New South Wales. Separate colonies were established in Van Diemen's Land 
(Tasmania), Western Australia, South Australia, Victoria and Queensland, before  Australia 
achieved dominion status in 1900, followed  by the union of  the states into the Commonwealth of 
Australia in 1901. New Zealand began to attract European settlers from  the 1840s and achieved 
dominion status in 1907. 

The earliest coins used were imported from  a variety of  different  sources, and in 1800 the 
Governor of  New South Wales issued a proclamation establishing the rates at which these foreign 
coins should pass current. However, the numismatic history of  nineteenth-century Australasia is 
really dominated by the tradesmen's tokens, of  which over 600 have been recorded as issued 
between the late 1840s and the 1870s. Amongst the first  of  these tokens were those produced for 
Annand Smith & Co. of  Melbourne, and these, coincidentally, were the last tokens produced by 
Boulton & Watt in 1849, just before  the company was shut down and the assets sold.44 The 
earliest coins of  Australia and New Zealand are the cut and countermarked Spanish dollars known 
as Holey Dollars and Dumps. Later, the discovery of  gold in Australia led to the establishment of 
branches of  the Royal Mint in Sydney, Melbourne and Perth, where sovereigns and half  sovereigns 
were struck throughout the second half  of  the nineteenth century both for  use at home and for 
export as bullion. With dominion status achieved for  Australia in 1900, currency, coinage and 
legal tender became the concern of  the new Federal Government of  Australia, as it did for  the 
Government of  New Zealand in 1907. 

Alfred  Chitty, a corresponding member of  the Society, published the first  paper in BNJ  dealing 
with the early coins of  Australia.45 After  discussing the holey dollars and the fifteen  pence bitts he 
went on to discuss a whole series of  silver tokens, which eventually led to the resolution to strike a 
silver coinage for  Australia following  the creation of  the Commonwealth of  Australia. He then 
went on to discuss the gold coins produced following  the discovery of  gold deposits in 1851. Of 
particular interest are the so-called kangaroo pieces struck in weights of  1 and 2 ounces. This 
paper was followed  a few  years later by a paper showing the mint accounts for  the numbers of 
sovereigns and half  sovereigns produced at Sydney, Melbourne and Perth.46 In the mid 1930s 
Francis Gardner briefly  reviewed the early coinage of  Australia, although this paper contained lit— 

42 F. Pridmore, The  Coins of  the British Commonwealth  of  Nations.  Part  2. Asian territories  (London ,1965). 
43 Pridmore, as in n. 43. 
44 Doty, as inn. 10, p. 337. 
45 A. Chitty, 'Early Australian Coins', BNJ  4 (1907), 179-87. 
46 A. Chitty, 'The Australian Gold Coins Struck at the Sydney. Melbourne and Perth mints', BNJ  8 (1911), 365-8. 
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tie significant  new information.47  More recently, Freehill read a paper to the society on the subject 
of  Australian coins 48 

Australasia is one of  the areas that was not covered by Pridmore's series on Commonwealth 
coins, and the major work of  reference  remains Andrews's Australasian  Tokens  & Coins  49 This is 
a superb book covering all the early coins and tokens of  Australia and New Zealand but, since it 
was published in 1921, there have been a number of  new discoveries that obviously are not 
included. A more recent work by Rennick is very difficult  to obtain.50 

Pacific  Islands include New Guinea (1884-1904), Fiji (1874-1970), New Hebrides 
(1887-1980) and the Solomon Islands (1893-1978), Tonga (1900-1970), Gilbert and Ellice 
Islands (1892-1978/79) and various other islands of  little numismatic importance. The coinage of 
these islands has not been addressed by the Society, nor was it the subject of  Pridmore's work. 
However, since many of  these islands became dependencies of  Australia or New Zealand after 
those countries achieved dominion status, their coinages may be considered to fall  outside the 
scope of  this work. 

In summary, the early coins and tokens of  Australasia have received reasonable coverage by 
the Society, but there may be room for  a reappraisal or updating of  Andrews's work, with an 
extension to include the coinages of  the Pacific  Islands where appropriate.' 

Europe 
Territories considered as part of  the British Empire in Europe outside the United Kingdom from  a 
numismatic standpoint include: Channel Islands, Isle of  Man, Lundy, Gibraltar, Ionian Islands, 
Cyprus and Malta. Major Pridmore covered this coinage as part of  his work on Commonwealth 
coins,51 and there have not been significant  changes since that time, although there have been 
additional modern coins struck for  use in various of  these territories. Most of  the territories have 
coins with their own distinctive features:  the Isle of  Man with the triune (three legs), Lundy with 
the puffin,  Jersey and Guernsey with their shields of  arms, Gibraltar with its castle and the Ionian 
Islands with the winged lion of  St Mark. 

Early contributions to knowledge of  these coins came in 1907 with a paper on the Ionian 
coinage by N. Heywood 52 During the Napoleonic wars, the British took possession of  six of  the 
Mediterranean islands including Cephalonia and Corfu  and formed  them into the United States of 
the Ionian Islands under the Protectorate of  Great Britain in 1815. They were ceded to Greece in 
1863. The British coins consist of  a copper penny (two oboli), halfpenny  (obol), and farthing  (half 
obol), dated 1819 or 1820, and a lepton or 1/5 obol bearing various dates from  1834 to 1862. In 
addition a curious coin was identified  in 190453 as a mule between the obverse of  an Irish penny 
of  George IV and a reverse bearing the seated figure  of  Britannia as shown on the penny of  the 
Ionian coins. 

The Guernsey eight doubles of  1864 featured  in a paper by D.L.F. Sealy written in 196 5 54 In 
this masterly work Sealy showed how six obverse dies and six reverse dies were chain-linked 
into a series to give ten die pairings. From this he was able to deduce that the firm  of  Henry Jay 
& Co., the manufacturers  of  the coins, probably only possessed one coining press. Furthermore, 
he was able to conclude that each die must have been engraved directly by hand and that the 
company did not possess any means of  die multiplication. Guernsey coinage also features  in 
Doty's book on the Soho mint, where he describes the minting of  the 1830 four  doubles and the 
1834 eight doubles. 

47 F. Gardner, 'Some Notes on Australasian Currencies', BNJ  22 (1934/37), 17-27. 
48 M. Freehill, 'On the Coinage of  Australia', BNJ  34 (1965), 188. 
49 A. Andrews, Australasian  Tokens  & Coins. Issued by the trustees of  the Mitchell Library, Sydney (1921). 
50 Rennick. Unofficial  Coins of  Colonial  Australia  and New  Zealand  (1966). 
51 F. Pridmore, The  Coins of  the British Commonwealth  of  Nations.  Part  1, European Territories  (London, 1960). 
52 N. Heywood, 'The Coins of  the Ionian State'. BNJ  4 (1907), 189-92. 
53 P. Nelson, 'The Coinage of  Ireland in Copper, Tin and Pewter', BNJ  1 (1904), 221. 
54 D.L.F. Sealy. 'The Guernsey Eight Doubles of  1864', BNJ  33 (1964), 164-7 
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Doty also describes the first  coins produced by Matthew Boulton for  the Isle of  Man. The duke 

of  Atholl, who had sold the island to the Crown in 1765, suggested to the king in 1797 that 
Boulton should produce a copper coinage for  the Isle of  Man. This was agreed but the Royal Mint 
apparently caused delays, presumably because it considered that the coins should have been pro-
duced there. However, coinage eventually began in 1799 and consisted of  pennies and halfpennies 
dated 1798. A second order was placed in 1812 and filled  with coins dated 1813. 

Coins of  the other colonies and dependencies within Europe have not received attention in the 
publications of  the Society. However, as usual, Pridmore has comprehensively dealt with this 
series. Perhaps the major opportunity for  future  study lies in the more modern coins that were not 
addressed by him. 

Africa 
Coins struck under the authority of  the British in Africa  can conveniently be divided into four 
sections based on the points of  the compass. Initially contact was really confined  to necessary 
watering holes on the route round the Cape to the markets of  South-East Asia. However, in 1672 
the Royal Africa  Company was formed,  and together with its successor Companies it engaged in 
the triangular trade of  goods exported from  Britain to West Africa,  particularly the Gold Coast. 
Here they were exchanged for  slaves, who were shipped to the American plantations, and 
exchanged for  goods such as sugar and tobacco, which were taken back to Britain. By 1785, the 
British controlled the greater part of  trade with the Gold Coast, although the slave trade was 
coming to an end and was abolished throughout the British Empire in 1807. In contrast to the 
Gold Coast, Sierra Leone was specifically  founded  in West Africa  as a haven for  freed  slaves, 
particularly those who had fought  with the British during the American War of  Independence and 
who did not wish to stay in America as slaves after  the war. From these beginnings the group 
of  territories that formed  British West Africa  developed by 1901, consisting of  the Gambia 
(independent 1965), Sierra Leone (independent 1961), the Gold Coast (independent 1957 as 
Ghana) and Nigeria (independent 1960). 

In the south of  the continent, Britain obtained control of  Cape Colony from  the Dutch following 
the Napoleonic wars in 1814, and expansion to the north into Southern and Northern Rhodesia 
(independent as Zimbabwe in 1965/1980 and Zambia in 1964 respectively) was led by Cecil 
Rhodes in the drive for  gold and Empire. To this southern group can be added Nyasaland 
(independent 1964 as Malawi). South Africa  obtained dominion status in 1910. 

In the Eastern sector of  the continent, the British had an early interest in Zanzibar, and this 
expanded onto the mainland at the end of  the nineteenth century to encompass Kenya and Uganda 
and, following  the first  world war, Tanganyika (Tanzania). 

To the north, the British took control of  Egypt at the end of  the nineteenth century, with Sudan 
to the south being part of  this sphere of  influence  at various times. However, the country did not 
formally  become a part of  the Empire until 1914 when it was declared a protectorate, which it 
remained until 1922. 

Coinage for  all these different  territories developed as British control grew. In the west, Sierra 
Leone had a coinage as early as 1791 (actually issued somewhat later than the date on the coins), 
and the Gold Coast in 1796, with a second issue in 1818. During most of  the nineteenth century 
cut and countermarked Spanish Dollars were used as currency, and it was not until the twentieth 
century that a uniform  coinage was issued for  all the territories in this region. The coinage of  St 
Helena can conveniently be included with the West African  group. The British West African 
coinage has been studied by a number of  eminent numismatists such as Pridmore55 (though this 

55 F. Pridmore, 'The Officially  Mutilated Coinage of  British West Africa  circa 1813 (1825-?)-1839', NCirc  LX1I (1954). 60-4: 
'The Cut Quarters of  Dollars Countermarked V.R.', NCirc  LXIX (1961), 242-3; "Notes on Colonial Coins - The Mint Letter G - a 
New Mint for  the Coinage of  British West Africa',  NCirc  LXXII1 (1965), 259-60; The Coins of  the Sierra Leone Company 
1791-1807', NCirc  LXX1V (1966), 206-8. 237-9. 277-9: 'St Helena. The East India Company's Coinages', NCirc  LXXX (1972). 
410,451-2. 
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did not form  part of  his series of  books on Commonwealth coins), Parsons,56 and Dolley 57 The 
most comprehensive account of  the coinage can be found  in the work of  Vice.58 As far  as the 
Society is concerned, Doty has included discussion of  the coins, though much of  this is based on 
the work of  Vice. 

In South Africa  early coinage requirements were met through the use of  tradesmen's tokens 
until after  the Boer War. Nothing has been written about these tokens in the Society's publications 
nor about the coins of  Rhodesia and Nyasaland. Theron published the major work on the tokens of 
South Africa  in 1978,39 but this publication is very difficult  to get hold of,  as is an earlier work by 
Maynard.60 Very little is published on the coins of  Rhodesia and Nyasaland. Likewise the coins of 
Eastern Africa  have not been published together in a collected work. 

In Egypt the British instituted a gold, silver, nickel and bronze coinage with denominations 
ranging from  1 to 100 piastres, and Pridmore has described these 61 

In short, the British imperial and colonial coins of  West Africa  have been well documented by 
Vice, but all other areas would benefit  from  similar treatment. 

Conclusion 
In 1912 J.B. Caldecott read a paper to the Society in which he 'urged the necessity of  a new 
and standard work' for  the coinage of  the British possessions and colonies 62 Major Pridmore 
eventually filled  this gap to some extent (excluding the coins of  Africa,  North America and 
Australasia), but it would seem that the time is now ripe for  a new work of  reference  for  the series. 
Work on the coinage of  British India was started by the late Ken Wiggins, working with Bob 
Puddester, and is now being advanced by the current author in collaboration with others. I am not 
aware of  work going on in other areas, but perhaps now is the time to reiterate Caldecott's call to 
arms and for  the BNS and its members to take a lead in supporting a new, comprehensive work 
to address this fascinating  part of  British history. 

56 H.A. Parsons, The  Colonial  Coinage  of  British West  Africa  with the Adjacent  Islands  (London, 1950). 
37 M. Dolley, 'A Sesquieentennial Note on some Official  Restrikes of  the British Colonial 1/50 and 1/100 Dollar Patterns Dated 

1823', NCirc  LXXXI (1973) 290-1. 
58 D. Vice, The  Coinage  of  British West  Africa  & St  Helena  1684-1958 (Peter Ireland (Format) Ltd., 1983). 
39 G.P. Theron, Token  Coins of  Southern  Africa  and their History  (1978). 
60 E.J. Maynard, Tokens  of  South  Africa  (Africana  Museum, Johannesburg, 1966). 
61 F. Pridmore, 'Notes on Colonial Coins. The British Protectorate of  Egypt. 18,h December 1914-28"' February 1922', NCirc 

LXXII (1964), 196-7. 
62 J.B. Caldecott. 'Coins and Tokens of  the British Possessions and Colonies', BNJ  9 (1912), 419. 



TOKENS AND PARANUMISMATICA TO 1700 
ROBERT H. THOMPSON 

THE formation  of  'an all-British Society' out of  the Numismatic Society of  London had precedents 
in the proportion of  scientific  societies (about one sixth) which owe their origin to a budding-off 
from  some existing body. The BNS, indeed, was formed  in the most prolific  twenty-year period 
for  the foundation  of  new societies from  before  1799 until 1953.' Passing over the immediate cir-
cumstances of  its birth, the consequent advantages have been enhanced recognition of  artefacts 
more available, and of  related records more accessible, in their countries of  origin. This applies 
with particular force  to locally-issued tokens and other 'paranumismatica', i.e. coin-like objects 
which are nevertheless not coins, produced in a metal or other malleable substance, normally 
unofficial,  and bearing inscriptions which may or may not incorporate a mark of  value.2 Thus, in 
BNJ  1 (1903-4) Hamer (PI. 12c) published the first  of  his classic papers on private tokens;3 and 
founder  members of  the Society also included, in the United Kingdom, the token specialists 
Bowles, Caldecott, Clements, Dalton (PI. 12d), Davis (PI. 13a), Fletcher, Heywood, Macfadyen, 
Manton, Norman, Sykes, Waters (PI. 13b), and Williamson (PI. 13c), in Australia Chitty, in 
Canada McLachlan, and in the USA Low. This survey of  the advance of  knowledge over a century 
will concentrate on Society publications, on the output of  institutions, the scholarship of  individ-
ual members, and work above the level of  the individual coin, and therefore  does not pretend to 
include every contribution on tokens and paranumismatica made during the century. Moreover, it 
does not cover badges, paper money, seals, or weights. 

Besides the BNJ,  vehicles for  publishing in this area, with the results of  much more research 
than can be mentioned here, continued to be NC  and NCirc,  to be joined by SCMB  (1945-91), the 
Numismatic Society of  Ireland Occasional Papers (1965+), the commercially-published Irish 
Numismatics  (1968-83), the Token Corresponding Society Bulletin  from  1971, the British & Irish 
Tokens  Journal  in 1980 only, the Pub Check Study Group Bulletin  from  1984 until absorbed in 
TCSB  in 1989, and the Yorkshire  Numismatist  from  1988. Former Seaby employees have pub-
lished S&B's  Coin & Medal  Bulletin  since 1991, and other firms  have also published relevant pub-
lications. Series in which books covering tokens have been published include the British 
Association of  Numismatic Societies Doris Stockwell  Memorial  Papers (1972+), SCBI  from 
1973, and the late Steve Cribb's Local Numismatics  (1982-6). The CCNB  Newsletter  of  the Co-
ordinating Committee for  Numismatics in Britain had a 'Focus on Tokens' in Nos 9 (1995) and 27 
(2001). 

Much work has straddled several of  the headings below. The honour of  opening the century 
goes to Mason on Colchester, with documentation of  issuers and photographic illustrations as in 
the best of  the work to be mentioned.4 Examples of  wide-ranging work by members include 
Symonds on Dorset tokens of  the seventeenth to nineteenth centuries,5 Grinsell on Bristol,6 BNS 
President Dykes on the Glamorgan tokens of  the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,7 Whitting on 

1 J. Cohen et at.. 'Natural history of  learned and scientific  societies', Nature  173 (1954), 328-33. 
2 B. Edge, The  First  Dictionary of  Paranumismatica  (Crewe, 1991). p. xi (re-phrased). 
3 S.H. Hamer, 'Notes on the private tokens, their issuers and die-sinkers', BNJ  1 (1903-4). 299-332, 4 pis; 2 (1905), 369-96, 3 

pis; 3 (1906), 271-9, 2 pis. 
4 E.N. Mason, Ancient Tokens  of  Colchester  (Colchester, 1902). 
5 H. Symonds, 'Dorset tokens of  the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and medals of  various periods', Proceedings  of  the 

Dorset Natural  History  and Antiquarian Field  Club  29 (1908), 80-96, 3 pis.; Id., 'Additions to and amendments of  the Dorset section 
of  Dr Williamson's edition (1889) of  W. Boyne's "Trade Tokens issued in the Seventeenth Century'", ibid. 97-110, pi. 

6 L.V. Grinsell, A Brief  Numismatic  History  of  Bristol  (Bristol, 1962). 
7 D.W. Dykes. 'Glamorgan trade tokens: the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries', in Stewart Williams' Glamorgan  Historian,  4 

(1967).96-117. 
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the East Riding,8 Hunter on Sunderland lead tokens and those of  the seventeenth to twentieth 
centuries,9 R Seaby with a catalogue for  Ireland,10 and Boon on Wales, who perhaps could have 
explained for  non-speakers of  Welsh that Thomas Williams's nickname Twin  Chwarae Teg  means 
'Tom Fairplay'.11 The strange volumes by Mitchiner must not be overlooked, although patience is 
needed to penetrate their many textual infelicities  and appreciate the value of  their illustrations.12 
Finally, the end of  the century saw the first  comprehensive history and theory of  small change.13 

Leaden Tokens 
The pioneering study of  leaden tokens was a brief  paper by Caldecott and Yates; they included at 
least one cloth seal, however, and the preponderance of  seventeenth-century pieces on their plate 
gave insufficient  recognition to medieval tokens.14 This was remedied in respect of  Boy Bishop 
tokens by Caldecott himself,15  by Archibald on a profile  type,16 and by BNS President Rigold's 
important Suffolk  study.17 On leaden tokens more generally, Dolley and Hocking published a 
hoard from  Huntingdon,18 Grierson located in the editions of  Erasmus his reference  to nummos ... 
plumbeos,19 and Archibald published a hoard from  the almonry of  Evesham Abbey 20 In long 
papers Mitchiner and Skinner catalogued and analysed English lead tokens of  c.l200 to 1672, 
mostly from  the Thames; initially there were doubts about the reliability of  their stratigraphy, but it 
seems to have been accepted that nobody knows better; some work has not been assimilated, e.g. a 
find  of  series M8 from  the Black Prince's Palace at Kennington has come out as 'Kensington'; 
there are linguistic and iconographic deficiencies,  but the publication is a revelation of  hitherto little 
known material.21 On finds  also, Bonser and Thompson published a small number from  different 
sites in Haddenham, Cambridgeshire,22 and the latter an exceptional epigraphic piece from  the 
Thames reading RICARdus  in the bulletin of  the Centre National de Recherche sur les Jetons et les 
Mereaux du Moyen Age, where it is dated by J. Labrot to the end of  the fourteenth  century23 

Counters, Jettons 
The classic account in English is by Barnard, who superbly documented jettons in the context of 
manual arithmetic, and catalogued and illustrated more than six hundred on sixty-three plates.24 
BNS President Crowther-Beynon examined early references  to jettons as 'peny-yard pence';25 but 
it was left  to BNS Vice-President Lawrence to point out that the jettons which Barnard termed 
'Early English or Anglo-Gallic' are in fact  English, with features  common to the coinage of 

8 P. Whitting, Coins, Tokens  and Medals  of  the East Riding  of  Yorkshire  (York, 1969). 
9 T.F. Hunter, 'Sunderland local coinage', Antiquities of  Sunderland,  25 (1970-3), 76-82, 2 pis. 
10 P. Seaby, Seaby's  Standard  Catalogue,  Part  3: Coins and Tokens  of  Ireland  (London, 1970). 
11 G.C. Boon, 'Industry and trade in Wales: a numismatic commentary from  the National Museum', Amgueddfa  8 (1971), 2-18. 
12 M. Mitchiner, Jetons,  Medalets  and Tokens,  Vol.  1: The  Medieval  Period  and Nuremberg  (London, 1988), Vol.  2: The  Low 

Countries  and France  (Sanderstead, 1991), Vol.  3: British Isles  circa 1558 to 1830 (Sanderstead, 1998). 
13 TJ. Sargent and F.R. Velde, The  Big Problem of  Small  Change  (Princeton, 2002). 
14 J.B. Caldecott and G.C. Yates, 'Leaden tokens', BNJ  4 (1907), 317-26, pl. 
15 J.B. Caldecott, 'The money of  the Boy Bishop at Bury St Edmunds', in Transactions  of  the International  Numismatic  Congress, 

London, 1936 (London, 1938), pp. 366-71. 
16 M.M.Archibald, 'A Boy Bishop token of  profile  type', BNJ  36 (1967), 195, pl. 15. 
17 S.E. Rigold. 'The St Nicholas or "Boy Bishop" tokens', Proceedings  of  the Suffolk  Institute  of  Archaeology  and History  34 

(1978), 87-101, pis 8-11; id.,  'More St Nicholas tokens from  Bury St Edmunds and vicinity', ibid. 35 (1982), 149-52. 
18 M. Dolley and A. Hocking, '"Plumbei Angliae": a find  of  sixteenth-century (?) lead tokens from  Huntingdon', NCirc  71 (1963), 

206-07. 
19 P. Grierson, 'Notes on early Tudor coinage: 2. Erasmus's lead tokens'. BNJ  41 (1972), 85-7. 
20 M .M. Archibald,' A hoard of  lead tokens from  Evesham', C// 5 (1979), 113-15. 
21 M. Mitchiner and A. Skinner, 'English tokens c.1200 to 1425', BNJ  53 (1983), 29-77; id., 'English tokens c.1425 to 1672'. BNJ 

54 (1984). 86-163. 
22 M.J. Bonser and R.H. Thompson, 'Tokens found  in Haddenham, Cambridgeshire, and a seventeenth-century issuer", BNJ  54 

(1984), 242-7. 
23 R.H. Thompson, 'Mereau provenant de la Tamise . . . ' , Le Livre des Mereils  no. 4 (1988), 15. 
24 F.P. Barnard, The  Casting-counter  and the Counting-board  (Oxford.  1916). 
25 V.B. Crowther-Beynon, 'Some notes on "peny-yard pence'", BNJ  20 (1929-30), 123-35. pl. 
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Edward I—III. 6 Out of  Lawrence's brief  paper Berry developed Medieval  English  Jetons  [  v/c], 
with a catalogue of  types and chapters on the Exchequer; note, though, that PI. 6.1 is a Blanc a la 
couronne of  Charles VII.27 Rigold developed a chronology as he published finds  from  excava-
tions, but reference  must be made to his bibliography because premature death prevented his 
bringing together his insights.28 This work is now being continued by Mernick, with the first  fruits 
jointly with D. Algar in the Salisbury Medieval  Cataloguer9  On later pieces, Honorary member 
Farquhar published papers on silver counters;30 while Lawrence wrote on those illustrating cries 
of  London.31 Thompson drew attention to a range of  types of  jetton which Roach Smith and 
Hawkins had attributed to Mary Stuart, but many more of  this 'Elizabethan-Jacobean' series are 
published in Mitchiner's Vol. 3.32 

Sixteenth-century Tokens 
Apart from  lead tokens there are only the City farthings  from  Bristol, which issued the earliest 
copper coinage in England. In SCBI  Bristol of  1973 Grinsell included the three types of  square 
farthing,  some apparent forgeries  in lead, and a token of  John Brown, grocer, bearing 'a bale of 
provisions' on the obverse which must, however, be upside-down and an illustration of  that 
widely-used grocer's sign, a sugar-loaf.33  One Bristol farthing  token is illustrated by BNS 
President Challis, who also brings together the documentary sources (but note that the Norwich 
'tokens' must be cloth seals); and he has also published a valuable pamphlet on currency and the 
economy.34 Seven square farthings  are illustrated in SCBI  Norweb.35 

Seventeenth-century Tokens 
The century opened with Searle listing some unpublished types in a little-known collection given 
to Queens' College, Cambridge, but recently transferred  to the Fitzwilliam Museum.36 H.L. Roth 
illustrated some tokens in his book on the Yorkshire coiners.37 Longman extracted from  the 
Sessions Rolls notes on some Hertfordshire  token issuers, but for  the paper he read to the Society 
in November 1918 we must rely on the published Proceedings.38 Wells contributed important 
work on the tokens of  Northamptonshire which was re-published in book form  with an index in 
1914; it has four  stereoscopic plates and documentation which extends into a 27-page appendix, 
though he had insufficient  grounds to claim for  Northamptonshire Thomas Smith of  Brampton and 
John Johnson of  Doddington;39 and his transcripts from  the Peterborough town books differ  from 
those in Mellows 40 In 1913 he published addenda, also a token of  John Washington in Petworth 

26 L.A. Lawrence, 'On some early English reckoning counters'. NC  5th series 18 (1938), 165-72. pis 7-8. 
27 G. Berry. Medieval  English  Jetons  [s/cl (London. 1974). 
28 D. Sherlock, 'The published works of  Stuart Eborall Rigold'. in Alec Detsicas (ed.), Collectanea  Historica  (Maidstone, 1981), 

with addenda, June 1987. 
29 P. Mernick and D. Algar, 'Jettons or casting counters', in P. Saunders (ed.), Salisbury  Museum  Medieval  Catalogue,  Part  3 

(Salisbury. 2001). pp. 213-60. 
30 H. Farquhar, 'Silver counters of  the seventeenth century', NC  4th series 16 (1916), 133-93, pis 5-6; id., 'A series of  portrait 

plaques in thin silver, struck in Stuart times, technically called shells or cliches'. BNJ  16 (1921-2), 229-46. 2 pis. 
31 L.A. Lawrence, 'On a portion of  a set of  silver counters exhibiting London criers and their cries', BNJ  14(1918), 49-55, 11 pis. 
32 R. Thompson. 'Des jetons attribues a Marie Stuart'. Bulletin  de la Societe  Frangaise  de Numismatique  49 (1994). 880-3; 

Mitchineras in n. 12. 
33 SCBI  19, City Museum, Bristol, nos 185-90. 
34 C.E. Challis, The  Tudor  Coinage  (Manchester, 1978); id.. Currency  and the Economy in Tudor  and early Stuart  England 

(London, 1989). 
35 SCBI  38, Norweb Tokens Part II. nos 1444-50. 
36 W.G. Searle, 'Some unpublished seventeenth-century tokens', NC  4th series 2 (1902). 378-84. 
37 H.L. Roth, The  Yorkshire  Coiners  1767-1783  (Halifax.  1906). 
38 W. Longman, 'Notes on some Hertfordshire  issuers of  seventeenth-century tokens', NCirc  16 (1907-8), cols 10457-60; id., 

'Seventeenth-century tokens of  Hertfordshire',  BNJ  15 (1919-20), 256-7. 
39 W.C. Wells, 'Seventeenth-century tokens of  Northamptonshire', BNJ  6 (1909), 305-55. pi.; BNJ  7 (1910), 269-330, 3 pis.; BNJ 

8 (1911), 303-60; id.. Seventeenth-century  Tokens  of  Northamptonshire  (London. 1914). For Brampton see SCBI  46. Norweb Tokens 
Part V, no. 5402. for  Doddington SCBI  49. Norweb Tokens Part VI. no. 6411. 

40 W.T. Mellows, Peterborough  Local Administration  . . . 1541-1689 (Kettering. 1937). 
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with his relationship to the first  US President, and subsequently a riposte to Manton over the attri-
bution of  William Church of  Hartwell on which Wells is surely right.41 Symonds, however, was 
correct in 1915 in BNJ,  and with H. St George Gray in the Somerset Proceedings,  to attribute to 
Langport the tokens of  John Browning and John Weech in LAMPORT.42 Symonds in 1911 had 
already used the Hearth Tax and other records to arrange the Taunton issuers according to their 
streets, an achievement so far  unmatched elsewhere.43 In the same year Sheppard began his listing 
of  Lincolnshire Tokens, including an aspirational list of  those wanted to complete the known 
series in the Hull Museum; most of  his notes appeared in the Yorkshire Numismatic Society 
Transactions,  but his re-attribution to Lincolnshire of  George Beale in Whitton is in the BNS 
Proceedings.44 Young re-listed the tokens of  Leicestershire and Rutland with some illustrations 
and documentation, curiously interpolating new types in Williamson's numbering with the addi-
tion of  45 

The period between the World Wars was dominated by two contributions from  the Ashmolean 
Museum. Leeds studied the Oxford  tradesmen's tokens so well that there has been little to add or 
amend, even amongst the 11 + 4 dies of  the Oxford  City farthings  which he identified.46  However, 
additional light was thrown with publication of  the accounts of  the Oxford  Chamberlains and the 
Key-keepers of  the period;47 and to the stylistic periods he proposed it is difficult  even to attach 
dates, so it is not surprising to learn that in the later years of  his life  Leeds avoided chronological 
discussion almost completely 48 BNS Vice-President Manton in a lengthy contribution revised the 
published lists for  Buckinghamshire, adding genealogical particulars supplied by Edwin Hollis 
(uncritically in places), though photographs would have saved him from  recording some ghosts 49 

No such criticism can be made of  the other Ashmolean contribution, Milne's catalogue of  the 
Oxfordshire  tokens, which systematically covers the county outside Oxford  in traditional 
museum-catalogue form.50  This has many advantages, though one disadvantage is that full  details 
of  any token need to be sought both in the catalogue pages, in the notes, in the documentary 
'index', and on the plates. These are excellent, allowing the careful  observer to correct Milne him-
self,  e.g. a stop is not the only difference  between 28 and 29 for  the obverse dies are different,  181 
is not 'more sketchy in execution' than 180 but from  the same reverse die, and 191 is not from 
'smaller and rougher' dies than 190 but from  the same dies on a smaller flan.  The date of  88 is not 
1660 but 1666, cf.  the style of  51. In 1945 Milne himself  added three varieties and corrected the 
reading of  143. Unfortunately  he omitted the Duns Tew halfpenny  through undue reliance on 
Blundell;51 and as he suspected Edward Wallington in WOOTTON belongs elsewhere, as shown 
by I.E. Gray.52 Milne was the first  to classify  the borders of  tokens, although his borders F and G 
may be from  the same tool used with different  pressure. His plates show the same pictorial 
punches on tokens from  different  localities, e.g. 47 and 83, and pointed towards London as the 
source of  the dies. His thoughtful  introduction illustrated a surviving pair of  token dies, and 
replaced the fiction  of  Thomas Rawlins with the reality of  David Ramage. Not everyone will 

41 W.C. Wells, 'Seventeenth-century tokens of  Northamptonshire: addenda', BNJ  10 (1913), 319-24; id., 'A Washington token', 
ibid. 325-9; id., The Hartwell token', BNJ  21 (1931-3), 103-10. 

42 H. Symonds, '"Seventeenth-century tokens of  Northamptonshire": a note on Lamport or Langport', BNJ  11 (1915), 215-18; H. 
St George Gray and H. Symonds, 'Somerset trade tokens, XVII century: new types and varieties, and corrections of  former  lists'. 
Proceedings  of  the Somersetshire  Archaeological  & Natural  History  Society,  61 (1915), 115-27. 

43 H. Symonds, 'Taunton tokens of  the seventeenth century', ibid. 57 (1911), 54-65. 
44 T. Sheppard, Lincolnshire Tokens  (Hull, 1911); id., [Two seventeenth-century tokens found  at Whitton, Lincolnshire], BNJ  18 

(1925-6), 304-5. 
45 J. Young, 'The token coinage of  Leicestershire and Rutland in the XVII century', Transactions  of  the Leicestershire 

Architectural  and Archaeological  Society,  11 (1913-14), 115-34, pi. 
46 E.T. Leeds, 'Oxford  tradesmen's tokens', in H.E. Salter (ed.). Surveys  and Tokens  (Oxford,  1923), pp. 355-453, [10] pis. 
47 M.G. Hobson and H.E. Salter, Oxford  Council  Acts 1626-1665  (Oxford,  1933). 
48 D.M. Wilson and C.E. Blunt, The Trewhiddle hoard', Archaeologia  98 (1961), 75-122, pis 22-31 at p. 106. 
49 J.O. Manton, 'Buckinghamshire trade tokens issued in the seventeenth century', BNJ  18 (1925-6), 207-34; BNJ  19 (1927-8), 

157-98; BNJ  20 (1929-30), 163-205. 
50 J.G. Milne, Catalogue  of  Oxfordshire  Seventeenth-century  Tokens  (Oxford,  1935); id., 'Oxfordshire  traders' tokens', Oxoniensia 

10 (1945), 104-5. 
51 J.H. Blundell, Bedfordshire  Seventeenth-Century  Tokens  (Ventnor, 1928). 
52 I.E. Gray, 'Some 17th-century token-issuers', Transactions  of  the Bristol  and Gloucestershire  Archaeological  Society  84 (1965), 

101-9. 
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agree that Ramage's dies were so adjusted as to be struck only at 0° and 180° (he pointed out him-
self  that the dies he illustrated had no guide for  adjustment to any one position), or that other 
designers did not appear in the county until 1659, for  nos 69, 86, 128-9, and 186 do appear to be 
by Ramage, and 127 dated 1657 does not. However, it is due to Milne's stimulus to research that a 
generation later Rigold as President was able to say that seventeenth-century tokens were being 
studied with fresh  eyes.53 

During and after  World War II Caldecott published on Sussex an illustrated account of  the 
Penfold  bequest, and a critical examination of  Williamson;54 this was, however, insufficiently  crit-
ical of  his own evidence for  attributing to Sussex John Cooper in BORHAM and Edward Edwards 
in WESTEHAM (cf.  Norweb 1420, 5399). From the Ashmolean holdings Milne revised 
Williamson's Berkshire chapter, although the Edward Stevens lead piece that he attributed to 
Faringdon has been re-attributed to Henley on Thames; and finally,  he extracted notes and unpub-
lished tokens in the Browne Willis cabinet 55 His colleague J.D .A. Thompson brought his knowl-
edge of  naval history to bear on an unpublished token, though the reading at least requires 
amendment.56 MacDowall placed John Newton in MORTON to Morton in Lincolnshire (Parts of 
Kesteven).57 Dolley documented a Tring token found  locally, and in 1957 recognised punch-links 
between tokens of  the same date, but central striking of  the tokens remained for  him 'a question 
that will have to be gone into very thoroughly'; he hardly touched on the series again.58 

Kempson though based in Marlborough published an unillustrated but fully  informed  and docu-
mented study of  the tokens of  the neighbourhood, including the Chamberlain's Accounts for  the 
borough farthings;  also the extraordinary indictments for  the coining of  tokens from  the records of 
Wiltshire Quarter Sessions; and subsequently he compiled a corrected catalogue of  the Wiltshire 
tokens, again without illustrations 59 In 1961 Dykes documented the two Swansea issuers, in 1963 
he demolished a mythical Cardiff  token, in 1965 with Jacob a mythical Cambridge token, and in 
1966 he published a brief  list but wide-ranging introduction to the Glamorgan tokens.60 Jacob in 
1963 published notes on Cambridge token-issuers, which he subsequently developed in the 
Cambridgeshire Local History Council Bulletin; and after  moving to Surrey he published a note 
on the two Cranleigh tradesmen's tokens, one of  them die-linked with Fareham.61 In publishing 
the Royce Collection at Stow on the Wold (which is now at Bristol) Grinsell firmly  attributed the 
Stow issuers, including two whom Manton had moved to Buckinghamshire.62 Thomson published 
valuable articles in 1966 on the tokens of  the British Isles, with a map of  predominant denomina-
tions, and in 1968 on those of  London, with a pie-chart of  the denominations.63 

Berry made his first  substantial contributions with new light on the issuers of  Chepping (subse-
quently High) Wycombe, and of  Chesham. He and Preston-Morley then put together their 

53 S.E. Rigold, 'Review of  the year', BNJ  40 (1971), 193-6. 
54 J.B. Caldecott, 'The Penfold  bequest: coins and tokens', Sussex Archaeological  Collections  83 (1943), 101-14. [3] pis; id., 

'Sussex seventeenth-century tokens', BNJ  23 (1938-41), 301-20. 
55 J.G. Milne, 'Berkshire tradesmen's tokens of  the seventeenth century", Berkshire  Archaeological  Journal  49 (1946), 17-22, pi.; 

id., 'Seventeenth-century tokens: the Browne Willis cabinet". SV7 26 (1949-51), 333-8. 
56 J.D. A. Thompson, "A new seventeenth-century token', BNJ  25 (1945-8), 341-2; cf.  Norweb 4311. 
57 D.W. MacDowall, 'The 1667 halfpenny  token of  John Newton of  Morton", BNJ  28 (1955-7), 421. 
58 R.H. M. D[olley], 'New light on a Hertfordshire  token', ibid., 420-1; id., 'An unpublished seventeenth-century token halfpenny 

of  London', ibid.. 659-61, pi. 
59 E.G. H. K[empson|, 'The Marlborough token coinage of  the 17th century". Report of  the Marlborough  College  Natural  History 

Society  no. 101 (1961), 31-45; id.. 'Indictments for  the coining of  tokens in seventeenth-century Wiltshire', BNJ  43 (1973), 126-31; 
id., Wiltshire  XVII  Century  Tokens  (Salisbury, 1978, 1st and 2nd edns). 

60 D.W. Dykes, '17th-century tradesmen's tokens of  Swansea', Gower 14 (1961), 62-6; id., 'A mythical seventeenth-century token 
of  Cardiff",  BNJ  32 (1963), 165-7; id. and K.A. Jacob, 'Two notes on trade tokens: [1] A mythical seventeenth-century halfpenny  of 
Cambridge', BNJ  34 (1965), 132^1; D.W. Dykes, 'Seventeenth-century Glamorgan trade tokens', Morgannwg  10 (1966), 31-51. 

61 K.A. Jacob, 'Notes on some seventeenth-century Cambridge tokens', BNJ  32 (1963), 221-2; id., 'The Cambridge trade tokens 
of  the 17th and 18th centuries and the traders who issued them', Bulletin-  Cambridgeshire  Local History  Council,  no. 26 (1971), 3-8; 
27 (1972), 3-9; 28 (1973), 3-8; 29 (1974). 19-27; 30 (1975), 11-19; id., 'Cranleigh tradesmen's tokens\ Cranfold  Life  27 no. 11 (Nov. 
1991), 19, 21,23 and 25, see SCBI  46, Norweb Tokens Part V, no. 4538. 

62 L.V. Grinsell, 'The Royce collection at Stow-on-the-Wold', Transactions  of  the Bristol  and Gloucestershire  Archaeological 
Society  83 (1964), 5-33, illus. 

63 I.C. Thomson, 'Seventeenth-century tokens', SCMB  no. 571 (Feb 1966), 50-5; id., '17th c. tokens of  London". London 
Archaeologist  1 (1968-72), 8-10, 22, 31-2. 
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documentation of  the Buckinghamshire issuers and analysis of  the tokens, the latter being particu-
larly useful  for  the numbers of  specimens at different  die-axes. Berry went on to publish with 
Wood, who owned the house where it was found,  a small hoard from  Bushey which may represent 
local circulation more accurately than the tokens in collections, with an otherwise unknown 
Bushey token, and lead pieces including a disk squeezed between two struck tokens. His well-
illustrated Taverns  and Tokens  of  Pepys'[s]  London  is restricted to the token-issuing catering 
establishments frequented  by Samuel Pepys, who never actually mentioned tokens in his Diary, 
but if  anyone is to pre-empt the liveliest documentation of  the period Berry does it better than 
most. In 1982 he documented as well as may be a token issued by Edward Lloyd, sutler to the 
Royal Regiment of  Foot Guards, although the issuer's location remained uncertain. Finally, his 
Seventeenth-century  England:  Traders  and their Tokens  usefully  brings together the information 
he has gathered on the trades of  token-issuers, and is so dense that a more detailed contents list 
would have been welcome. This valuable book precludes the need to refer  to the numerous arti-
cles that Berry has contributed to Coin News,  though mention should be made of  an important 
contribution on tobacco-related tokens.64 

Boon was already preparing a corpus of  the tokens issued in Wales when he published a 1668 
token of  Abergele overstruck on a 1669 token of  Corwen; he took this to be evidence of  local 
striking on the assumption that the dates refer  to different  years, but they are likely to be different 
ways of  dating tokens struck centrally at the same time.65 W. Seaby, whose revisions and re-
arrangement were incorporated in his nephew's catalogue for  Ireland, in 1971 published a 1657 
bond whereby two Youghal merchants acknowledged their obligation to redeem their tokens up to 
a value of  £50 66 However, Boon's Welsh  Tokens  of  the Seventeenth  Century  proved the first  major 
advance since Milne's Oxfordshire,  with rich documentation including a mercer's inventory, and 
new though disputable thinking about the evidence of  manufacture;  it is a model catalogue, which 
first  included weights, even though the author thought them unimportant67 

Thompson started to publish his work on Ramage with the City of  Gloucester Farthings, which 
showed that their weights were significant;  he avoided the assumption then that the Mayor of 
Gloucester's son Edward Nourse was the issuer of  an extraordinary token in Bishopsgate Street, 
London, but in 2000 he concluded that it was a reasonable assumption, and that the minimum 
weight of  his 'farthing's  worth of  copper' would have been one sixty-fourth  of  a pound.68 His joint 
paper on Haddenham finds  also re-attributes the John Morfield  tokens from  Buckinghamshire, and 
with Daines, who was the foreman  when it was found,  he published a hoard of  St Neot's tokens 
from  Eynesbury.69 The opportunity there taken to bring together records of  what were christened 
'issuer hoards' was extended in publishing the Witham hoard with the local historian Janet 
Gyford,  when analysis of  the weights first  pointed to the minimum.70 

Since 1984 he has been publishing the tokens in the Norweb Collection, with Dickinson from 
Part III. In Part I (Bedfordshire  to Devon) there was an introduction on the collection and Ralph 
Nott; it is indexed in Part II; additions and corrections to the provenances, and additional 

64 G. Berry, 'New light on the seventeenth-century token issuers of  Chepping Wycombe'. Records  of  Bucks  18 (1966-71). 150-63, 
pis 5-10; id., 'Notes on the seventeenth-century token issuers of  Chesham', ibid., 422-6, pl. 9; id. and P. Morley, 'A revised survey of 
the seventeenth-century tokens of  Buckinghamshire', BNJ  43 (1973), 96-125, pis 3-4; id. and B. Wood. 'A small hoard of  seven-
teenth-century tokens, Bushey, Herts., 1965', BNJ  45 (1975), 94-6; id., Taverns  and Tokens  of  Pepys'[s]  London  (London, 1978); id., 
'Sutler to His Majesty's Guard of  Foot', BNJ  52 (1982), 158-60; id., Seventeenth-century  England:  Traders  and their Tokens  (London, 
1988); id., 'Seventeenth-century tokens of  pipe-makers, tobacconists, and other dealers in tobacco and pipes', in The  Archaeology  of 
the Clay  Tobacco  Pipe, VII, ed. P. Davey (Oxford,  1982), pp. 355-76. 

65 G.C. Boon, 'An overstruck seventeenth-century token of  Abergele (Denbs.)', SCMB  no. 624 (Aug 1970), [1], 269. 
66 P. Seaby as in n. 10; W.A. Seaby, 'A bond for  issuers of  Youghal tokens', Journal  of  the Royal Society  of  Antiquaries of  Ireland 

101 (1971), 161-3. A bond of  1666 has been published in R. Rains, 'Notes on Leicester 17th century tokens', TCSB  7 (2001-3), 
178-86. 

67 G.C. Boon, Welsh  Tokens  of  the Seventeenth  Century  (Cardiff.  1973); Supplement,  1976. 
68 R.H. Thompson, 'Gloucester farthings,  1657-1662', BNJ  45 (1975), 77-91, pl.; id.. 'Edward Nourse and a farthing's  worth of 

copper'. BNJ  70 (2000), 147-50. 
69 M.J. Bonser and R.H. Thompson as in n. 22; C.D. Daines and R.H. Thompson, 'A hoard of  St Neot's "lace-making" tokens from 

Eynesbury', BNJ  55 (1985), 164-8. 
70 R.H. Thompson and Janet Gyford,  'The Witham hoard of  I7th-century tokens and George Robinson the issuer', Essex 

Archaeology  and Histoiy,  20 (1989), 133-42. 
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specimens, have been published elsewhere. Part II (Dorset to Gloucestershire) includes an essay 
on Bristol Farthings 1651-70; corrections to the volume were noted separately. Part III covers 
Hampshire to Lincolnshire; further  information  for  Hampshire appeared when that Hearth Tax 
assessment was published. Part IV (Norfolk  to Somerset) has an introduction on the legend of  the 
Glastonbury Thorn; the description of  3315 has been revised from  a better specimen, and the 
obverse type of  Thomas Burrowes in Nottingham has been reconsidered. Part V (Staffordshire  to 
Westmorland) includes a concordance for  Southwark, which is incorporated in a more logical 
chapter called 'Surrey II'. In Part VI (Wiltshire to Yorkshire, Ireland to Wales) there is an intro-
duction on Sir William Petty and his views on small change. The assessment of  attributions has 
proved a tightrope to walk between excessive strictness in Part I, which required the restoration of 
all tokens to the Berkshire Faringdon in Parts II and VI, and the laxer acceptance of  traditional 
attributions with a note 'Attribution not assured'. A couple of  re-attributions have now appeared, 
and Thompson himself  moved 2789/2 from  Lancashire to Derbyshire.71 

At the International Numismatic Congress in London, 1986, he looked at the multiple use of 
pictorial punches; at that held in Brussels in 1991 he confirmed  that the distribution of  token-issu-
ing was related to market towns; and in Berlin in 1997 he studied the representations of  guild arms 
and symbols.72 Related work was the long-gestated argument that the tokens were made centrally 
by the moneyers, as well as the dies which might be returned to the issuers; the examination of  the 
token evidence for  mechanisation of  the rolling of  fillets,  the cutting of  blanks, and striking in a 
screw press; and the comparison of  corporation records with dies known from  Norweb tokens for 
an indication of  die output, with illustrations of  all the dies known for  Marlborough.7' Smaller 
contributions were on representations of  London's Royal Exchange, developed into a chapter for  a 
London Topographical Society volume covering also the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries; re-
attributions involving Yorkshire; the conclusion that there is no general use of  a system of  hatch-
ing to show heraldic tinctures; and an inconclusive debate with Oddie on multiple locations, who 
might first  have found  his alternative to Enfield.74 

West provided a useful  updating of  Berkshire, although his own illustrations show that John 
Keen(s) in Bray has an E at the end of  CROWE, and that K was the initial of  the wife  of  John 
Burdon in Kintbury.75 Greenall found  that Dorothy Rippin in Hampstead, 1669, by 1670 appeared 
on Richard Bazell's halfpenny  as his wife,  and he also documented the token-issuers of  Highgate. 
He sought a more logical division than Williamson's between London and Middlesex, but his 
boundary was somewhat arbitrary, and it must be admitted that he was looking for  a criterion by 
which he could collect Middlesex tokens unsullied by such hamlets as Shadwell and Wapping; the 

71 R.H. Thompson, SCBl  31: The  Nonveb  . . . Tokens  . . . Part  / (1984); 'additions and corrections to the provenances', NCirc  95 
(1987), 323-4; 'additional specimens', NCirc  96 (1988), 117; id.,SCB/38: The  Norweb  . . . Tokens  ... Part  II  (1988); 'corrections and 
Judson references'.  NCirc  98 (1990). 272-3; id. and M.J. Dickinson, SCBl  43: The  Norweb  . . . Tokens  . . . Part  III  (1992); id., 'An 
addition to the Derbyshire series of  seventeenth-century tokens'. NCirc  100 (1992), 228; id., 'Hampshire Hearth-taxed token-issuers', 
TCSB  5 (1994-7), 284-85; id. and M.J. Dickinson, SCBl  44: The  Norweb  . . . Tokens  . . . Part  IV  (1993);  'reclassification  of  a type', 
NCirc  102 (1994), 6-7; 'Burs and roses: the tokens of  Thomas Burrowes in Nottingham reconsidered', NCirc  110 (2002), 337; id., 
SCBl  46: The  Norweb  . . . Tokens  . . . Part  V  (1996); id., SCBl  49: The  Norweb  . .. Tokens  . . . Part  VI  (1999 [i.e.  2000]); G. Oddie, 
'Reclaiming some Huntingdonshire tokens', TCSB  7 (2001-3), 169-71; M. Dickinson, 'And so to Beds.', ibid. 221-2. 

72 R.H. Thompson, 'Making before  matching', in Proceedings  of  the 10th International  Congress  of  Numismatics.  London, 1986, 
ed. l.A. Carradice (London, 1986 [i.e.  1990]), pp. 575-81, pi. 57; id., 'The monetisation of  the English economy as documented by 
seventeenth-century tokens', in Actes du Xle  Congres  International  de Numismatique,  Bruxelles,  1991. ed. Seminaire de 
Numismatique Marcel Hoc (Louvain-la-Neuve, 1993), iv. 277-89; id., 'Berufswappen",  in B. Kluge and B. Weisser (eds), Akten-  XII. 
Internationale/-  Numismatischer  Kongress,  Berlin, 1997 (Berlin, 2000). pp. 1243-51. 

73 id., 'Central or local production of  seventeenth-century tokens', BNJ  59 (1989), 198-211, pi. 16; id.,'Mechanisation at the 17th-
century London mint", in M.M. Archibald and M.R. Cowell (eds). Metallurgy  in Numismatics,  3 (London, 1993), 143-53; id., 'Oxford 
City tokens and the problem of  output', BNJ  64 (1994), 99-113, pi. 11. 

74 id., 'The Royal Exchange on seventeenth-century tokens', NCirc  101 (1993), 78-80, and 'Tokens of  the Royal Exchange', in 
The  Royal Exchange,  ed. Ann Saunders (London, 1997), 239-49; id., 'Yorkshire re-attributions of  seventeenth-century tokens', 
Yorkshire  Numismatist,  3, ed. A.I. J. Abramson (Leeds, 1997), 105-11; id., 'Heraldic tinctures and seventeenth-century tokens', TCSB 
6 (1998-2001), 7-10; G. Oddie, 'Seventeenth-century token issuers with more than one locality', ibid. 205-8; R. Thompson, 'Thomas 
Johnson of  INFEILD and St Ives', ibid. 209-13. 

75 V. West, 'Berkshire seventeenth-century tokens', NCirc  84 (1976). 270-2; id., 'Additional notes on Berkshire seventeenth-cen-
tury tokens'. ibid. 89 (1981). 118-19. 
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appended listings by administrative area, if  somewhat indigestible, are at least useful.76  In the only 
issue so far  of  the British & Irish  Tokens  Journal  Gallagher provided most valuable documentation 
of  tokens issued in Ireland, especially Kinsale and Waterford,  with evidence that tokens were made 
in Waterford  and Dublin. Subsequently he documented the Limerick farthing.77  Preston-Morley 
with Pegg surveyed the Nottinghamshire material, and first  attempted the difficult  task of  arranging 
illustrations by maker's style; their long paper would have benefited  from  a clearer structure, or 
simply a contents list.78 On their work Rice modelled his documentation and description of  the 
tokens of  Drogheda, Ardee and Dundalk.79 Dickinson provided a very convenient summary of 
Williamson, with references  to later work, and the careful  avoidance of  pitfalls  which many have 
not recognised by transcribing capital letters in capitals; he then gave further  details of  unpublished 
Yorkshire tokens, worked on SCBI  Norweb as mentioned above, and co-operated with Manville on 
a revision of  the latter's Encyclopaedia  entries.80 Heslip published an illustrated account of  the 
Lisbum tokens81 Stella Greenall usefully  tabulated tokens by date, penny tokens by place and date, 
and odd-shaped tokens by date and place.82 Melinda Mays put on record an unpublished York 
token, studied with Wilde another which bears one of  the earliest representations of  Punchinello in 
Britain, and located personal seals and signatures for  two issuers.83 Kleeberg while at the American 
Numismatic Society made unexpected connections in order to conclude that brass and pewter 
pieces reading NEW YORKE IN AMERICA were made in England and bear the crest of  Francis 
Lovelace, Governor of  New York 1668-73, though he and Michael Hodder would have avoided 
confusion  had they recognised that 'vert' is an heraldic tincture, not an abbreviation for  'vertical'; 
the other side is surely a rebus of  Love and simply a lady in diaphanous clothing to represent 
'lace'.84 Fleet proposed to identify  by statistical means London issuers identified  on their tokens by 
only their initials, but there may be something wrong with his methods since his identifications, 
where they can be checked, do not work.85 Robinson has published two unrecorded finds  from 
Wiltshire and Worcestershire.86 Finally, Everson has published a comprehensive study of  the 
Kingston tokens, though the obverse of  his fig.  6 is not the same as fig.  5.87 

76 P.D. Greenall, 'The lady of  the Hampstead halfpenny',  Camden  History  Review 5 (1977), 18-19,29; id., 'The Highgate halfpen-
nies of  1667 to 1670', ibid. 14 (1986), 10-16; id., 'Dividing seventeenth-century tokens between London and Middlesex". BNJ  61 
(1991),90-123,pi. 

77 C. Gallagher, 'Post-Restoration Irish tokens: a documentary perspective', British & Irish  Tokens  Journal  1 no. I (1980). 11-28; 
id., 'The Limerick farthing  of  1658', Irish  Numismatics  15 (1982), 129-31. 

78 P. Preston-Morley and H. Pegg, 'A revised survey of  the seventeenth-century tokens of  Nottinghamshire'. BNJ  51 (1981). 
134-96, pis 16-23: reprinted [London], 1983. 

79 G. Rice, 'Four wills of  the Old English merchants of  Drogheda 1654-1717', County  Louth Archaeological  and Historical 
Journal,  20 no. 2 (1982), 96-106; id., 'The seventeenth-century tokens of  County Louth', ibid. 20 no. 4 (1984), 297-313, 21 no. 1 
(1985), 55-71,21 no. 2 (1986), 148-56. 

80 M. Dickinson, Seventeenth-century  Tokens  of  the British Isles  and their Values  (London, 1986); id., 'Unpublished seventeenth-
century tokens of  Yorkshire', Yorkshire  Numismatist  1 (1988), 57-59; H.E. Manville and M. Dickinson, 'Seventeenth-century tokens 
not in Dickinson", TCSB  7 (2001-3), 193-206. 

81 R. Heslip, 'Lisburn seventeenth-century tokens', Lisburn Historical  Society  Journal  6 (1986), 7-11. 
82 Stella Greenall, 'The dates of  English seventeenth-century tokens 1648-1672', TCSB  4 no. 7 (1987), 3-21; id., 'The distribution 

by place and date of  seventeenth-century penny tokens', Newsletter  - London Numismatic  Club  7 no. 14 (1989), 8-12, 12 maps, table; 
id., 'The distribution by date and place of  odd-shaped 17th-century tokens', ibid. 7 no. 17 (1993), 19-22, [7]pp. 

83 M.R. Mays, 'John Bayoce at ye Black Dog'. BNJ  61 (1991), 132-3, pi.13; id. and D. Wilde, 'The Punchanella token of  York', 
Yorkshire  Numismatist  2 (1992), 75-8; id., 'Seventeenth-century tokens and personal seals', ibid. 79-84. 

84 J.M. Kleeberg, 'The New Yorke in America token', in J.M. Kleeberg (ed.), Money  of  Pre-Federal  America, (New York, 1992), 
pp.15-57. 

85 R.J. Fleet, 'Statistical methods for  identifying  possible issuers' names for  London seventeenth-century tokens displaying only 
initials', BNJ  70 (2000), 150-2. 

86 P. Robinson, 'Two finds  of  seventeenth-century tokens', BNJ  70 (2000), 152-3. 
87 T. Everson, 'Kingston upon Thames trading tokens of  the 17th century and their issuers', Surrey  Archaeological  Collections  88 

(2001), 43-66. 



THE EIGHTEENTH AND EARLY NINETEENTH CENTURY TOKEN1 
DAVID WILMER DYKES 

SARAH Sophia Banks, the exemplar of  the avid contemporary collector of  the eighteenth century 
British token, relied on three published catalogues to put her cabinet into a semblance of  order: 
Charles Pye's Provincial  Coins and Tokens  of  1801, Matthew Denton and Thomas Prattent's The 
Virtuoso's  Companion and Coin Collector's  Guide  of  1795-97 and James Conder's Arrangement 
of  Provincial  Coins, Tokens,  and Medalets  first  published in 1798.2 The three works together pro-
vided a reasonable conspectus of  the tokens available to collectors although each individually had 
its limitations. 

Miss Banks was by no means alone in her dependence on these catalogues but what is perhaps 
surprising is that they continued as the token collector's vade-mecums long after  the feverish 
excitement of  the contemporary collecting phase had subsided. Conder's Arrangement,  in particu-
lar, remained the standard catalogue for  the collector for  the best part of  a century and so much 
associated was his work with the series that in the United States his surname was adopted as the 
generic name for  a late eighteenth-century token. In part the absence of  any successor literature of 
this kind reflected  the considerable diminution of  serious interest in trade tokens that attended the 
departure from  the scene of  the generation of  collectors who had known them at first  hand and had 
experienced something of  the apparent frenzy  that had attended their issue. Interest, of  course, 
continued in trade tokens after  the first  flushes  of  enthusiasm but their comparative modernity 
coupled with their low denominational value set them - and even more so their early-nineteenth-
century counterparts - apart as trivial curiosities of  a less organised age; they could not claim the 
antiquarian cachet even of  their seventeenth century predecessors.3 It is not surprising, therefore, 
that while the latter found  some acceptance in the pages of  the Numismatic  Chronicle  (first  pub-
lished in 1836 as the Numismatic  Journal)  there seems to be little or no mention of  their succes-
sors. Nor is it strange that it was not until 1870 with the acquisition of  the Freudenthal collection 
that the British Museum augmented its token holdings in more than a passing way since Lady 
Banks' presentation of  her sister-in-law's extensive collection in 1818. 

Apart from  the private publication of  Thomas Sharp's Catalogue  of  the Chetwynd  Collection  in 
1834,4 limited to the pieces in the Grendon Hall collection and to a print run thought to be of  no 
more than fifty-two  copies no serious general overview of  eighteenth and early-nineteenth century 
tokens was attempted until the 1880s when a series of  descriptive notes appeared irregularly and 

1 This paper, in focussing  on the more significant  contributions to the study of  eighteenth and early nineteenth-century tokens, is in 
no way intended to constitute a bibliographical survey; many excellent local studies, important for  a full  understanding of  the subject, 
have, for  example, been omitted. For more detailed treatment see the bibliographies in Dykes, as in n. 2; Withers, in n. 15; and Mays, 
in n. 17 and also the two volumes of  Harrington E. Manville's, Numismatic  Guide to British & Irish  Periodicals,  1731-1991 
(Archaeological)  (London. 1993) and 1836-1995 (Numismatic)  (London, 1997). 

2 Provincial  Coins and Tokens  issued from  the Year  1787 to the Year  1801. Engraved  by Charles  Pye (Birmingham and London, 
1801). A second edition (strictly a reprint from  the original plates), entitled A Correct  and Complete  Representation  of  all the 
Provincial  Copper  Coins, Tokens  of  Trade,  and Cards  of  Address,  on Copper  which were circulated  as such between the Years  1787 
and 1801 was published by the London coin dealer Matthew Young in 1819. A third edition. limited to twenty-three copies, was pro-
duced by Arthur William Waters in 1916 but the scholarly value of  this rendition is reduced because Waters revised Pye's notes and it is 
difficult  to distinguish the original statements from  the revisions; Thomas Prattent, The  Virtuoso's  Companion and Coin Collector's 
Guide  (8 vols; London,1795-7); James Conder, An Arrangement  of  Provincial  Coins, Tokens,  and Medalets  issued in Great Britain, 
Ireland,  and the Colonies,  within the last Twenty  Years;  from  the Farthing  to the Penny Size  (Ipswich, 1798). There are a variety of 
printings of  this work with differing  appendices and a separate edition of  1799. 

For a survey of  these catalogues see D.W. Dykes, The  Eighteenth  Century  Token  (London, forthcoming). 
3 The falling  off  of  interest in the eighteenth-century token is reflected  in the reduced auction prices realised even as early as 1801; 

e.g. in the Thomas King, junior sale of  Thomas Welch's collection in September of  that year. 
4 Thomas Sharp, A Catalogue  of  Provincial  Copper  Coins, Tokens,  Tickets,  and Medalets  issued in Great Britain, Ireland,  and the 

Colonies,  during  the Eighteenth  and Nineteenth  Centuries  . . . in the Collection  of  Sir  George Chetwynd  . . . (London, 1834). 
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anonymously in the Wednesday numbers of  The  Bazaar, The  Exchange and Mart,  a popular 
household magazine of  the period containing medical advice, garden hints, fashion  pointers and 
much else of  more or less ephemeral interest to a late Victorian middle-class family.5 

The author, Richard Thomas Samuel (1831-1906), at the time the London agent of  a number of 
South Wales colliery companies, was interested less in the minutiae of  the design of  the pieces that 
had hypnotised D.T. Batty, the Manchester curio dealer, in his bewildering meander through the 
series a few  years earlier and far  more in their historical, heraldic or social interpretation.6 Samuel's 
was a new approach and one of  great value to an understanding of  the tokens but his descriptions 
were padded out with a great deal of  irrelevant and esoteric material and in the nature of  the spread 
of  his work he made mistakes which have been perpetuated by subsequent repetition. It was left  to 
James Atkins (1837-1910), a retired upholsterer and cabinet maker with an amateur interest in 
botany (PI. 13d), to signal the rapidly reviving interest in British trade tokens with the publication 
of  his Tradesmen's  Tokens  of  the Eighteenth  Century  in 18927 Atkins' work immediately super-
seded Conder's Arrangement  as the ultimate authority for  collectors of  the eighteenth-century 
token. Adopting Conder's county arrangement it brought order to Batty's misconceived efforts  by 
listing virtually every variety of  token known at that time. It had added value in essaying the almost 
impossible task of  cataloguing eighteenth century evasions and providing an alphabetical list of  the 
edge readings found  on tokens. What it again lacked however were any illustrations to guide the 
collector or student but where appropriate it did provide cross-references  to the engravings in 'Pye' 
and the Virtuoso's  Companion together with a concordance with 'Conder'. 

What Atkins did not attempt either was any commentary on the lines of  Samuel's earlier Bazaar 
articles. But there were others ready to remedy this omission and a vehicle was now available for 
them. Leonard Forrer had begun the Numismatic  Circular,  the house organ of  Spink and Son, in 
1892 and was soon giving space to British related subjects. Before  the decade was out William 
John Davis (1848-1934) (PI. 13a), an Inspector of  Factories, already the author of  The  Token 
Coinage  of  Warwickshire,8  was contributing short notes on tokens and in 1900 Arthur William 
Waters (c. 1869-1962) (PI. 13b), a Londoner but now a book-seller and coin dealer in Leamington 
Spa, began an important series of  articles on eighteenth-century provincial coins which were, in 
part, a precursor to his books on the tokens of  South London and Middlesex.9 By 1904 Sydney 
Sydenham, a Bath antiquarian (1860-1913), had embarked on an invaluable sequence on the 
tokens of  his home city based on his extensive collection of  contemporary ephemera.10 All these 
authors were using contemporary local evidential material to establish accurate attributions and to 
bring some degree of  scholarly interpretation to their subject. A year earlier Samuel Henry Hamer 
(1859-1930) (PI. 12c), an engineer and lathe-maker from  Halifax,  had published a selection of  the 
annotations the contemporary collector William Robert Hay had made in his copies of  the 1796 

5 The notes appeared in The  Bazaar between 29 December 1880 and 28 August 1889. The notes seem to have petered out in 
August 1889 although they were subscribed '(To  be continued)'. 

6 For Samuel see R.C. Bell, Commercial  Coins 1787-1804  (Newcastle upon Tyne, 1963), pp. 303-6 and 'Richard Thomas Samuel 
(1831-1906)', BNJ  XXXII (1963), 168-73. Bell says that Samuel contributed an earlier series of  articles on Welsh tokens to the 
Swansea newspaper, The  Cambrian.  1 have been unable to trace these and I believe that Bell's informant  must have had in mind notes 
contributed to the paper by George Grant Francis, the Swansea antiquary, in 1867-68 and subsequently reprinted in his The  Smelting  of 
Copper  in the Swansea District  (London, 1881). 

I have purposely ignored D.T. Batty's Catalogue  of  Copper  Tokens  published in twenty-nine parts between 1868 and 1884. Peck 
said of  Batty's work, which spawned the cult of  the variety, that he knew of  'nothing more likely to produce insanity than a serious 
attempt to use this monument to misdirected energy': C.W. Peck, 'Eighteenth Century Tradesmen's Tokens. An Introduction to the 
Series", SCMB  (September 1947), 348. (Peck's illuminating article was reprinted in Seaby's A Catalogue  of  the Copper  Coins and 
Tokens  of  the British Isles  (London, 1949), pp. 86-90). 

7 Atkins' book was published by W.S. Lincoln and Son, the New Oxford  Street firm  whose stock of  some 70.000 specimens ('in 
all probability the largest in the world') formed  the basis of  the work. 

8 Birmingham, 1895. 
9 Arthur W. Waters, The  Token  Coinage  of  South  London Issued  in the 18th and 19th Centuries  (Leamington Spa 1904); Notes  . . . 

respecting  the .. . Eighteenth  Century  Tokens  ... of  Middlesex  (Leamington Spa 1906). His 'Notes on the 18th Century Tokens' [under 
a variety of  titles] began in SNC  9 (January 1901), col. 4413. Waters' books encouraged the publisher William Longman to produce his 
Tokens  of  the Eighteenth  Century  connected  with Booksellers  & Bookmakers  (London 1916). 

10 Sydenham's 'Bath Token issues of  the 18th Century' began in SNC  12 (February 1904), col. 7371. His collection of  newspaper 
and magazine cuttings, now in Bath Reference  Library, is probably the most extensive contemporary reference  source for  eighteenth 
and nineteenth century tokens. 
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edition of  Charles Pye's Provincial  Copper  Coins or Tokens  and the Virtuoso's  Companion. 
Although he drew attention to their value, however, his rendering of  Hay's jottings in the latter 
were not always strictly accurate and it was left  to Peter Preston-Morley to provide more precise 
transcriptions in the 1970s." 

The publication of  Atkins' catalogue in 1892 was an already clear indication that a serious 
interest in tokens had re-established itself  and that a number of  significant  collections were being 
formed  with the assistance of  dealers such as W.S. Lincoln and Son, A.H. Baldwin and Sons and 
James Verity. It was natural that when, in 1903, the British Numismatic Society was formed  in 
reaction to the perceived neglect of  modern British coinage by the Royal Numismatic Society, a 
number of  the most prominent token collectors should hasten to join, among them Atkins, Harold 
B. Bowles, Richard Dalton, Davis, John Dudman, Lionel Fletcher, Hamer, William Norman, 
William Sykes and Waters to come forward  initially. Hamer, however, was the only one to pub-
lish in the Society's new journal but his excellent illustrated papers on private tokens began to 
appear in the very first  volume.12 Otherwise, there was only a surprisingly pedestrian contribu-
tion from  H. Alexander Parsons in the second volume and nothing else was to appear for  over a 
decade. 13 

By the time of  the Society's foundation  the student of  eighteenth and early nineteenth-
century tokens could rely on three general catalogues: 'Atkins', and for  the early nineteenth-
century series the very much older 'Sharp' (if  he could obtain this elusive and expensive 
enchiridion) and William Boyne's The  Silver  Tokens  of  Great Britain and Ireland  published 
nearly forty  years earlier. Vital as the latter were they were handicapped by the fact  that they 
were based on the author's own collection (or in the case of  Sharp that of  Sir George 
Chetwynd). This situation was to undergo a complete transformation  within a year, however, 
with the publication of  Davis's The  Nineteenth  Century  Token  Coinage  }A As W.J. Andrew 
remarked in his review in the Journal  it was a book 'likely to be accepted as the standard work 
for  years to come on the subject matter treated'. Indeed, despite its frustratingly  ambiguous 
descriptions and lack of  explanatory illustrations, it remained the authority on the copper series 
at least for  virtually a century until it was superseded in its turn only four  years ago by Paul and 
Bente Withers' comprehensive and excellently illustrated conspectus.15 Davis's treatment of  the 
silver series was succeeded much sooner by Richard Dalton's The  Silver  Token-Coinage  meanly 
issued between 1811 and 1812.'6 This inclusive, fully  illustrated volume, based on Dalton's 
own cabinet and the superb collection of  Francis Stewart Cokayne (1871-1945), is still the 
standard reference  for  the series although it is to be augmented by Waters' Notes  (1957), 
Clayton's critique of  'H. Morgan' (1967) and Mays' lively contextual survey of  the background 
to the tokens and their issuers (1991).17 

As far  as the eighteenth-century series and 'Atkins' was concerned Davis, in his introduction, 
commented that 'a long period must elapse ere any want for  a re-issue of  the book in an 
extended form  can make itself  felt'.  He was mistaken. Already two major collectors were 

11 S.H. Hamer, 'Notes 011 some interesting Token Books and their Original Owner', SNC  11 (1902/1903), cols 6048-56; Peter 
[Preston-] Morley, 'An Annotated Copy of  Virtuoso's  Companion'.  The  Token  Corresponding  Society  Bulletin,  vols 1 (1971-3), 
2 (1973-4),passim. For Hay see D.W. Dykes, 'Who was "R.Y." ? Searching for  an Identity', BNJ  67(1997), 115-22. 

12 S.H. Hamer, 'Notes on the Private Tokens, their Issuers and Die-Sinkers, BNJ  I (1903-4), 299-332; II (1905), 369-96; 
III (1906), 271-9. An index to Hamer's articles was provided by David McBride in SNC  89 (1981), 202. 

13 H. Alexander Parsons. 'The Mail Coach and its Halfpennies',  BNJ  II (1905), 359-68. 
14 London. 1904. 
15 Paul and Bente Withers, British Copper  Tokens  1811-1820, including  those of  Ireland,  the Isle  of  Man  and the Channel  Islands 

(Llanfyllin.  1999). 'Davis' still remains important for  early eighteenth-century Irish tokens, 'Highland' bractcates and the few  nine-
teenth-century private tokens. 

16 Leamington Spa. 1922. 
17 Arthur W. Waters, Notes  on the Silver  Tokens  on the Nineteenth  Century  (London. 1957). Waters provided the introduction to 

'Dalton'. Peter A. Clayton. 'Henry Morgan, Token Manufacturer  of  Rathbone Place', Cunobelin,  13 (1967), 36—45. Reprinted in 
SCMB (1987). 160-63, 227-29, 273-75. James O'Donald Mays, Tokens  of  those Trying  Times  (Ringwood, 1991). A precursor to his 
larger study was his 'SilverTokens and Bristol'. BNJ  XLVIII (1978). 98-106. Reference  should also be made to G.R. Gilmore and G. 
Berry. 'Chemical Analysis of  some Nineteenth-Century SilverTokens from  the north of  England', Metallurgy  in Numismatics  I (ed. 
D.M. Metcalf  and W.A. Oddy (London, 1980). 186-93. 
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setting about a new compendium that was to begin to bear fruit  six years later The Bristol 
businessman Richard Dalton (1854-1922) (PI. 12d) and Hamer collaborated - Hamer writing 
the supporting notes assisted by Waters (without acknowledgement) - to produce what Peck 
described as one of  the finest  numismatic books ever published. In the manner of  'Pye' and the 
Virtuoso's  Companion Dalton and Hamer's The  Provincial  Token  Coinage  of  the Eighteenth 
Century  was issued serially in fourteen  parts with an appendix between 1910 and 1918. With 
virtually every token reproduced to a high technical standard in the text, it remains the stan-
dard work on the series. It says much for  the editors' application that, apart from  minor vari-
eties, very little of  importance has been added to their catalogue over the years.18 If  a criticism 
can be levelled at the catalogue it is that it is too exhaustive containing a great deal of  material 
that is not strictly contemporary token coinage and accepting too readily mules, concoctions 
and re-strikes as primary material. 'Dalton and Hamer' may be faulted,  too, in its supporting 
notes that are frequently  inadequate and often  confused.  Eventually, in 1954, Waters by then, at 
84, very much the doyen of  the token fraternity  was persuaded by Peter Seaby to produce a vol-
ume of  Notes  on Eighteenth  Century  Tokens.  These are of  great value but are not as full  as, and 
in some instances at variance with, those he had contributed to the Numismatic  Circular  half  a 
century earlier. They are also too dogmatic in the conversion of  Charles'Pye's weights of  tokens 
produced into actual numbers. 

Most of  the published research on eighteenth and early nineteenth-century tokens in the years 
following  the appearance of  'Davis' and 'Dalton and Hamer' was concerned with their attribu-
tion. This is listed in the bibliographies appended to 'Dykes', 'Withers' and 'Mays'.19 While 
much of  this work is important 20 four  papers that have appeared in the Journal  over recent years 
and have added considerably to our understanding of  the series should be singled out for  special 
mention: D.R.D. Edmunds, 'The gold and silver tokens issued by John Berkely Monck, 
1811-1812';21 T. Stainton, 'John Milton, medallist, 1759-1805';22 and R.H. Thompson, 'The 
dies of  Thomas Spence (1750-1814)' and 'John Boxer and the nineteenth-century silver tokens 
of  Kent'.23 Thompson's meticulous analysis of  Spence's dies was adopted by John Brand 
(1931-90) when in his latter years he applied his keen numismatic talents to the study of 
eighteenth-century tokens, particularly of  the south-east of  England. Unhappily his work remains 
in manuscript but two of  his papers especially, on the so-called 'Brighton' halfpennies  and an 
illuminating study of  the issues of  Kent and Essex (read to the Society on 24 April 1973), 
deserve publication. 

Two short papers on John Wilkinson published in Seaby's  Coin and Medal  Bulletin  by the 
economic historian William Henry Chaloner (1914-87) in 1948, important though they were in 
themselves,24 tapped a reservoir of  primary archival material that had hitherto received little 
numismatic attention since H.W. Dickinson had written his biography of  Matthew Boulton in 
1937. In subsequent years the Matthew Boulton Papers, then in the care of  the Birmingham 
Assay Office  and now in that of  the Birmingham Central Library, have been used to great effect 

18 Such additional varieties as have been found  since the original publication have been listed in the reprints of  'Dalton and 
Hamer' published by Davisson's Ltd.. Cold Spring. Minnesota, 1990 and 1996. 

19 Seen. 1. 
20 It should be noted, however, that in the case of  two papers: A.C. Griffin,  'The "Dunkirk" Tokens', BM/XXVIII (1955-7), 171-4 

and R.C. Bell, 'A new Tavistock Token?', BJV/XXXVIV (1970), 167-8), reference  should be made to corrections in D.W. Dykes, BNJ, 
74 (2004), forthcoming,  and [George C. Boon], Welsh  Industrial  Tokens  & Medals  (Cardiff,  1973), no. 12 

21 BNJ  XXXV (1966), 173-88*! 
22 BNJ  LIII (1983), 133-59. 
23 BNJ  XXXVIII (1969), 126-62 and BNJ  XL (1971), 136-8; BNJ  XLI (1972), 159-67. In the Spence context reference  should 

also be made to R.H. Thompson, 'Jacobin Grotesques: the deliberate muling of  dies in late eighteenth-century England', Actes du Seme 
Congres  International  de Numismatique,  New  York-Washington,  Septembre  1973 (Paris-Bale, 1976), pp. 671-9; and to Stella M. 
Greenall, '0 or 6 or 5? A note on Spence's "Fashionable Amusement" token 1790', London Numismatic  Club  Newsletter,  7, no. 3 
(1982). 108-109. Thompson has extended his die-study method in 'The Rebello Collection of  Coins and Tokens', Hackney  History 
(The Friends of  Hackney Archives), 3 (1997), 16-23; and 'The Symbolism of  the Rebello Token', ibid., 5 (1999), 46. 

24 W.H. Chaloner, 'New Light on John Wilkinson's Token Coinage', SCMB  (1948), 306-8; 'John Wilkinson as Note Issuer and 
Banker." SCMB  (1948), 550-3. Chaloner also contributed to SCMB  (1972), 402-3, 'The Problem of  "Colonel Mordaunt's Penny" 
1783-1791' [the 'Hallsall'penny]. 
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by Graham Pollard,25 David Vice 26 and Richard Doty,27 and to a lesser extent by the present 
writer 28 

Study of  the Matthew Boulton Papers threw much greater light on the activities of  the 
diesinkers, engravers and manufacturers  responsible for  the tokens.29 Pollard had led the way here 
but, of  course, a detailed view of  such craftsmen  had years earlier been included by Leonard 
Forrer (1869-1953) (PI. 14a) with continental thoroughness in his monumental Biographical 
Dictionary of  Medallists.30  Forrer's approach was in more recent times continued by R.N.P. 
Hawkins (1917-87) in his equally massive - for  a single volume - Dictionary of  Makers  of  British 
metallic  tickets,  checks,  medalets,  tallies,  and counters,31 These two works are essential starting 
points for  any serious examination of  the eighteenth or early nineteenth-century token producer. 
For all its infelicities  and complex arrangement Hawkins' book is a vital business biography of  the 
'brummagem' coining industry. Added value is provided by the inclusion, as an appendix, of  an 
abstract of  J.P.C. Kent's unpublished paper on evasions or medley halfpence  delivered to the 
Society on 22 May 1957. 

One development after  the Second World War was an increasing interest in the contemporary 
social and industrial detail portrayed on the tokens. This, unconsciously at the time, harked back 
to one aspect of  the provincial coin stressed by James Wright of  Dundee (1768-98) in his outpour-
ings in the journals of  the period and the introduction he wrote for  Conder's Arrangement?2 
Francis Donald Klingender (1907-55), the Marxist art historian, contributed a percipient article to 
the Architectural  Review in 1947, which brought this feature  to a wider public for  the first  time.33 
The economic historian Peter Mathias followed  Klingender's approach in his splendidly illus-
trated English  Trade  Tokens  in 1962 and by George Boon (1927-94) (Pl. 12a) in his equally 
attractive and accessible Welsh  Industrial  Tokens  and Medals  eleven years later. Where Mathias 
had supported his book with a general historical introduction only Boon's small picture book 
included an authoritative note on each of  the tokens illustrated - very much a case of  multum 
in parvo?4 A more recent encyclopaedic excursus by Michael Mitchiner, covering the eighteenth 
and early nineteenth century among a vast array of  much else, although difficult  to navigate con-
tains a wealth of  background material - some of  which, though, must be treated with caution -
and, again, a plethora of  excellent illustrations.35 

Both Mathias and Boon were writing for  a general audience but little otherwise has been 
directed specifically  at such a constituency or to encourage the young numismatist to develop an 
interest in tokens. In most instances the attempts that have been made have been jejune and have 
simply regurgitated assumptions made speciously respectable by repetition. Mention should. 

25 J.G. Pollard, 'Matthew Boulton and J-P. Droz'. NC  (1968). 241-65: 'Matthew Boulton and Conrad Heinrich Kiichler". NC 
(1970), 259-318. 

26 David Vice, 'The Soho Mint & the Anglesey Tokens of  the Parys Mine Company', Format  (April 1989). 2-9; 'The Tokens of 
John Wilkinson", Format  (March 1990). 2-8; 'The Cronbane Token of  the Associated Irish Mine Company', Format  (January 1991), 
2-6; 'The Tullamore Token of  Viscount Charleville", Format  (May 1991), 2-4; 'The Lancaster Token of  Daniel Eccleston", Format 
(September 1991), 2-4; 'The Leeds Token of  Henry Brownbill and Samuel Birchall', Format  (September 1992), 2-6; 'A Fresh Insight 
into Soho Mint Restrikes and those responsible for  their Manufacture".  Format  (September 1995), 3-14. 

27 Richard Doty, The  Soho Mint  & the Industrialization  of  Money  (London. 1998). Doty has also published an extensive series of 
detailed and authoritative papers on Boulton's tokens in The  'Conder'  Token  Collectors'  Journal  from  I, 2 (November 1996) to V, 4 
(December 2000). An index of  the articles may be found  in VI, 1 (Spring 2001). See also Dykes, as in n. 2. 

28 D.W. Dykes, 'Mr Croom's Halfpennies',  SNC  106 (1998), 386-9^ 
29 Brian Gould, 'Noel-Alexandre Ponthon. Medallist and Miniaturist (1769/70-1835)'. SCMB  (1972), 312-19 and 361-7; D.W. 

Dykes. 'John Gregory Hancock and the Westwood Brothers: An Eighteenth-Century Token Consortium'. BNJ  69 (1999), 173-86: 'The 
Tokens of  Thomas Mynd', BNJ  70 (2000), 90-102; and 'John Stubbs Jorden, Die Sinker and Medallist', BNJ  71 (2001), 119-35. 

30 L. Forrer. Biographical  Dictionary of  Medallists,  Coin, Gem, and Seal  Engravers  (8 vols, London, 1902-30). A revised and 
expanded edition of  volume I was published in 1907. 

31 London, 1989. 
32 For Wright see D.W. Dykes, "James Wright, Junior (1768-98): The Radical Numismatist of  Dundee', SNC  104 (1996), 195-9. 
33 F.D. Klingender, 'Eighteenth Century Pence and Ha'pence', Architectural  Review. XCIII (1943), February. 40—16; March, 

xli-xlii. 
34 Peter Mathias, English  Trade  Tokens,  the Industrial  Revolution Illustrated  (London, 1962). Mathias's included an annotated ver-

sion of  his introduction in his The  Transformation  of  England:  essays in the economic and social history of  England  in the eighteenth 
century (London. 1979), pp. 190-208. (George C Boon], as in n. 19. 

35 Michael Mitchiner, Jetons,  Medalets  and Tokens.  Volume  Three.  British Isles  circa 1558 to 1830 (London, 1998). 
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however, be made of  Robert Charles Bell. Although, in many instances, he has uncritically 
adopted the pronouncements of  Samuel and the fallacious  judgements of  the American collector 
John R. Farnell, Bell has produced a number of  well illustrated works - apart from  the first, 
Commercial  Coins 1787-1804,  where the standard of  photography is very inadequate - that have 
inspired in many an interest in British trade tokens.36 

The eighteenth and early nineteenth-century tokens served as a currency substitute in two 
essentially - but not absolutely - discrete periods: the last decade or so of  the eighteenth century 
and the second decade of  the nineteenth. Government, it is said not altogether fairly,  had created 
this situation by failing  to provide a well-ordered medium of  exchange especially in terms of 
silver. As some degree of  palliative it did promote the issue of  a token silver currency by the Bank 
of  England by means of  countermarked and then re-struck Spanish dollars. These were the subject 
of  a rather superficial  study by Maberly Phillips in 1900. Little of  any consequence appeared for 
three quarters of  a century until, following  a thorough examination of  the Bank of  England's 
archives, Eric Kelly produced an authoritative account.37 The foreign  silver countermarked by 
private firms  and tradesmen in the period had been tackled on a piecemeal basis during our period 
and some useful  studies had been published in the Journal  and elsewhere by Wilfred  Arthur Seaby 
(1910-91), Samuel Arthur Henry Whetmore (1889-1971) and Harrington E Manville but the 
appearance of  the Society's third Special Publication by Manville in 2001 put the interpretation of 
these difficult  coins on to a new plane.38 Manville's book will be the standard work on its subject 
for  years to come. With its publication and that of  the Withers on the early nineteenth-century 
token it is heartening to be able to conclude this brief  survey on a positive note and express the 
hope that the Society will succeed in promoting equally important studies in this area of  its 
interest in the new century that is now beginning. Certainly, the auguries all indicate that, with 
authorities of  the calibre of  Thompson, Doty and Dyer still active in the field,  there will be no 
diminution in the scholarly study and interpretation of  the British trade token. 

36 R.C. Bell produced five  other handbooks on different  topics in the token series between 1964 and 1987: Copper  Commercial 
Coins 1811-1819 (Newcastle upon Tyne 1964): Tradesmen's  Tickets  and Private Tokens  1785-1819 (Newcastle upon Tyne, 1966); 
Specious Tokens  and those struck  for  General Circulation  1784-1804 (Newcastle upon Tyne, 1968); The  Building  Medalets  of 
Kempson  and Skidmore  1796-1797  (Newcastle upon Tyne, 1978); and Political  and Commemorative  Pieces simulating  Tradesmen's 
Tokens  1770-1802  (Felistowe, 1987). 

37 Maberly Phillips, The  Token  Money  of  the Bank of  England  1797 to 1816 (London. 1900); E.M. Kelly, Spanish Dollars  and 
Silver  Tokens;  an account of  the issues of  the Bank of  England,  1797-1816  (London, 1976). 

38 Harrington E. Manville, Tokens  of  the Industrial  Revolution: Foreign  Silver  Coins Countermarked  for  use in Great Britain 
c.1787-1828  (London, 2001). For bibliographic details of  the papers by Seaby, Whetmore and Manville see the foregoing  and R.H. 
Thompson (editor), Contents  of  the British Numismatic  Journal,  Volumes  1 to 69 (1903/4-1999)  Llanfyllin  2001). 



A DISCOURSE OF MEDALS1 
LAURENCE BROWN 

THE collections of  medals formed  in Great Britain prior to the foundation  of  the British 
Numismatic Society in 1903 were most frequently,  during the eighteenth century at least, the 
result of  a gentlemanly pursuit and sometimes led to substantial numbers of  pieces being held by 
their owners. Collections such as those formed  by Sir Hugh Percy, first  Duke of  Northumberland 
(1715-86), and his Duchess, Elizabeth (1716-76), and those later assembled by Hyman Montagu 
(c.1845-95), J.G. Murdoch (d. 1902) and R.W. Cochran-Patrick (1842-97), Permanent Under 
Secretary for  Scotland 1887-92, not only gave pleasure to their owners, but sometimes led to 
important research and substantial catalogues. The auction catalogues of  these collections are 
frequently  used by cataloguers as a quick check on identity, rarity and possible value. 

Cochran-Patrick's Catalogue  of  the Medals  of  Scotland,  published in Edinburgh in 1884, was 
based on his own collection with additions from  other sources such as the national collection at 
Edinburgh and medals owned by other collectors. As a result, his catalogue is universally quoted 
as a reference.  The significance  of  this work is that it was the first  attempt to catalogue all the 
medals of  Scotland, not only what one might term 'historical medals', but also local and miscella-
neous pieces. Whilst this work has never been superseded, certain pieces such as the coronation 
medals or those connected with the Jacobite cause listed therein have been the subject of  further 
research and discussion by members of  the British Numismatic Society. Of  this, more later. 

A work of  similar nature but of  much wider content is that universally known as 'M/', an 
abbreviation for  the catalogue entitled Medallic  Illustrations  of  the History  of  Great Britain and 
Ireland  to the Death of  George II,  compiled by Edward Hawkins (1780-1867), Keeper of 
Antiquities at the British Museum (1826-60) and President of  the Numismatic Society of  London, 
later the Royal Numismatic Society.2 

The work undertaken by Hawkins originally concluded with the reign of  William III and was 
partially based on his own collection, acquired by the British Museum in 1860. This catalogue, on 
being submitted to the Trustees of  the British Museum, was rejected by them, and publication was 
refused  owing to a number of  views expressed by the author in the historical notes. In 1864 the 
Trustees, in view of  the importance of  the work, re-considered the matter and agreed that, subject 
to the author's consent to revisions to the text being made by W.S. Vaux (1818-85) and A.W. 
Franks (1826-97), they would agree to publication. Franks, then assisted by H.A. Grueber 
(1846-1927) (PI. 14b), brought the work up to the end of  the reign of  George II.3 

The labours of  Hawkins in compiling the work, whilst being considerable, were somewhat 
restricted in that the only foreign  collection he examined was in the Bibliotheque National at 
Paris. When Franks perceived this, he obtained the permission of  the British Museum Trustees to 
spend part of  his vacations abroad for  some years studying other important collections, in the 
anticipation of  locating further  medals which should be included in the work. This resulted in a 
further  446 pieces being added up to the death of  William III, where the work as originally 
conceived by Hawkins was intended to end. There were fewer  additions for  the reigns of  Anne to 
George II. 

The two volumes of  text finally  saw publication in 1885 and with the subsequent fascicules  of 
plates published in 1911 completed the work, which has never been superseded and is likely to 

1 J. Evelyn, A Discourse of  Medals,  antient and Modern  (London, 1697). 
2 E. Hawkins. A.W. Franks and H.A. Grueber, Medallic  Illustrations  of  the History  of  Great Britain and Ireland  to the Death of 

George II  (British Museum, London. 1885). Plates, (1911). 
3 For a more detailed explanation of  the disagreement between Edward Hawkins and the Trustees of  the British Museum see: 

David Pickup. 'Edward Hawkins and Medallic Illustrations', The  Medal  No. 16 (Spring 1990). 48-52. 
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remain the most comprehensive and valuable source of  information  for  British medals of  the 
period. Prior to the dedicated work of  Hawkins, Franks and Grueber, no other catalogue of  British 
medals existed over such a wide field,  and their research was the forerunner  of  more detailed 
enquiries later on. Although the authors of  both Catalogue  of  the Medals  of  Scotland  and Medallic 
Illustrations  published their work earlier than the period under review, their research is of  such 
importance that it would be impossible to consider what followed  without taking their findings 
into account. 

When writing the preface  to Medallic  Illustrations  Franks noted in the opening sentence: 'Since 
1802 when the second edition of  Pinkerton's Medallic  History  of  England  to the Revolution 
was published no general work has appeared on English Medals.' The publication of  MI  some 
eighty years later rectified  this. In the introduction to the same work the author notes (p. xxii): 
'Subsequent to 1760 there are, besides a large series of  historical medals, a vast number of  portrait 
medals, school prizes, medals of  learned societies, temperance societies and political and other 
medalets. Their number is, in fact,  so great that they are double those of  all previous periods put 
together.' 

For fifty  years this fact  served to deter numismatists from  attempting to catalogue British 
medals from  1760. It was not until 1936 that Colonel M.H. Grant (1872-1962), a member of  the 
British Numismatic Society since 1938, had accumulated sufficient  information  to begin publish-
ing a list of  such pieces, many of  which he owned himself.  This list, which appeared in various 
British Numismatic  Journals  between 1936 and 19414 was, as Col. Grant himself  acknowledged 
'but a bare catalogue, the mere bones of  a corpus. Including as it will some 7,750 medals, any 
description, let alone illustration, would have swelled the work to unprintable dimensions'. 
Grant's work, despite being simply a list, stating subject and medallist (where known) arranged in 
chronological order, is nevertheless useful  in that it enables the numismatist to check whether 
Grant was aware of  the piece, and who he believed the medallist to be. If  necessary, research may 
then be taken further  by consulting the Ashmolean Museum, which purchased Grant's collection 
in 1953. 

A gap of  almost forty  years now ensued until, in 1980, the author of  this present paper was able 
to bring to the press the first  volume of  his trilogy British Historical  Medals,  1760-1960,  volume 
I, The  Accession of  George III  to the Death of  William  IV,  published by B.A. Seaby Ltd, London. 
This work, which attempted to follow  the general lines of  Medallic  Illustrations,  with descriptions, 
historical notes, rarities, provenances of  medals and medallists, was begun about 1966 and 
required many hours of  labour in museums and thorough checking of  private collections. Volumes 
II and III were published in 1987 and 1995 respectively. 

The author was quick to agree with Col. Grant that unfortunately  it would be impossible to list 
each and every medal struck in Britain since 1760 if  publication were to be envisaged. Grant listed 
almost 10,000 medals and some would have to be omitted. The pages in the three volumes entitled 
'Notes on using the Catalogue' establish the criteria for  the nearly 5,000 medals which are 
included. I leave others to pass judgement on the merit of  the work. 

A work of  a more specialised content comprises the three volumes cataloguing British and 
foreign  naval medals compiled by the Marquess of  Milford  Haven (1854-1921), published in 
1919, 1921 and 1928 respectively, the last being brought to the press by his son after  the death of 
the Marquess.5 The volumes published in 1921 and 1928 catalogued the foreign  portion of  the 
work whilst that published in 1919 dealt with the British medals. The completed work is a very 
important contribution to the corpus of  writings on naval medals and the events which led up to 
the striking of  them. A significant  portion of  the volume devoted to British medals deals with 
those commemorating the victories of  Admiral Vernon at Portobello and Cartagena; the medals 
illustrated are of  good quality and skillfully  chosen, since most examples are found  in poor condition. 

4 "Catalogue of  British Medals Since 1760', BNJ  22 (1936-7), 269-93; 23 (1938-9), 119-52; 23 (1939-40), 321-62; 23 (1940-1). 
449-80. 

5 The Marquess of  Milford  Haven, British Naval  Medals  (London, 1919); Naval  Medals  of  Foreign  Countries,  Europe (part  1) 
(London, 1921); Naval  Medals  of  Foreign  Countries,  Europe (part  2), North  and South  America, Japan  and China (London, 1928). 
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Milford  Haven, as a devoted collector of  naval medals, a Fellow of  the Royal Numismatic 

Society and Honorary Member of  the British, was a careful  recorder of  objects but, of  course, 
errors have crept in and one wonders whether he sometimes accepted the medals and other pieces 
that he recorded simply at face  value. A case in point is, perhaps, the copper (and in one instance, 
silver) medals which are assumed to have been awarded to those 'volunteers' who tended the 
furnaces  that produced the red hot shot at the siege of  Gibraltar in 1779-83. An alternative 
suggestion, made by John Tamplin, is that they were simply souvenirs to be purchased by 
members of  the garrison.6 

These medals, crudely made and engraved, are individually named to ten men who supposedly 
tended the furnaces,  but I now raise the unwelcome question of  whether they are in fact  genuine or 
a product of  the late nineteenth century. I have had an interest in the subject for  nearly forty  years 
and have been quite unable to find  any contemporary evidence for  the existence of  the 'Fire 
Workers Volunteer Company'; they are not mentioned in any of  the accounts of  the siege written 
by officers  who were present. Furthermore, a conversation in the 1970s with the curator of  the 
Gibraltar Museum established that he had never heard of  them either. 

One of  the most enthusiastic members and prolific  contributors of  papers to the Society's 
Journal was Miss Helen Farquhar (1859-1953), who was elected to the Society in 1903 and 
eventually became an Honorary Member. In November 1905 she read a paper to the Royal 
Numismatic Society on the subject of  Nicholas Hilliard, in which she discussed the 'Peace with 
Spain' medal of  1604.7She would, therefore,  have been very interested in a die which, unknown to 
her, had lain in the Museum of  the Yorkshire Philosophical Society at York since 1851, having 
been presented by a York solicitor, John Seymour. Owing to the ill-health of  the curator, the 
significance  of  the piece was overlooked, it simply being described as a 'Seal of  Queen Elizabeth'. 
This piece was the subject of  a study by Craig Barclay and Luke Syson in 1993, and has been 
shown by them to be the obverse die for  the medal of  Elizabeth, Countess Palatine, c.1613, also 
by Hilliard.8 It is the earliest known British medal die. 

Farquhar's largest contribution was her scholarly survey of  the 'Portraiture of  our Stuart 
Monarchs on their coins and medals', which appeared over seven volumes of  BNJ  between 1908 
and 1915 and ran to some 515 pages.9 In this work, in which Farquhar drew upon references  as 
diverse as the Calendar of  State Papers Domestic, Pepys's Diaries and the Stuart Papers, we are 
treated to a fascinating  survey of  the portraits on coins and medals from  the reigns of  James I to 
Queen Anne. 

It is here suggested, for  example, that the silver cliches of  Stuart sovereigns are by John 
Roettiers rather than by his son Norbert. This is a subject to which she returned, briefly,  when 
recording in BNJ  16 (1921—2) the discovery of  a thin silver portrait of  Charles II in a Hampshire 
country house, thus completing the series of  royal cliches.10 

The first  of  Farquhar's papers appeared in volume 2 (1905) of  BNJ  and was a forerunner  of 
the series dealt with above. 'Portraiture of  the Stuarts on the royalist badges' begins with the 
disclaimer, 'The indulgence of  the Society is requested for  one of  the most unlearned of  its 
members . . .'. We may think now that this was too modest an assertion but it was doubtless politic 
at the time. In this work Farquhar seeks to answer the questions, 'Can we determine the exact date 
of  these badges? Did Rawlins make use of  Van Dyck's and other pictures for  his designs? Are any 
of  the badges taken from  the frontispiece  of  Eikon  Basilike?'  and 'What is the origin of  Stuart 
portraits of  the two Simons?' The conclusions arrived at for  the first  two questions 'place most 
of  Charles I's badges between the years 1640 and 1650, inclining to the period, specially for 

6 S.M.A. Tamplin, "The Red-Hot Shot Medal', Journal  of  the Society  for  Army Historical  Research, 31(1953), 177-8. 
7 Helen Farquhar, 'Nicholas Hilliard, Embosser of  Medals of  Gold". NC,  8 (1908), 324-56. 
8 Craig Barclay and Luke Syson, 'A Medal Die Rediscovered, a New Work by Nicholas Hilliard', The  Medal  No.22 (Spring 1993), 

3-11. 
9 BNJ  5 (1908), 145-262; 6 (1909), 213-85; 7 (1910). 199-267; 8 (1911), 207-73; 9 (1912) 237-94; 10 (1913), 199-266; II 

(1915),219-87. 
10 'A series of  Portrait Plaques in Thin Silver Struck in Stuart Times technically called Shells or Cliches', BNJ  16 (1921-22), 

229-46 
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Rawlins' work, when the Queen was with her husband at Oxford  from  1643 to 1644 . . .'. The 
dates for  the attribution of  the Charles I badges in general are now placed somewhat later 
(1649-60) in the catalogue The  King's  Head,  Charles  I:  King  and Martyr  by Jane Roberts, accom-
panying the exhibition by the Royal Collection in 1999. Regarding the question as to whether 
Rawlins made use of  Anthony van Dyck's portrait, Farquhar notes that after  'careful  examination 
of  the prints after  Van Dyck, I have satisfied  myself  that the reverse of  Med. 111. I, 357-222, is 
identical with one of  the most pleasing of  Sir Anthony's portraits of  Henrietta Maria . . . whilst the 
obverse, though in a less marked manner, bears a close resemblance in nearly every detail to 
the full-length  picture of  Charles I in armour at the Hermitage . . . painted in 1638'. 

Among the many badges which were of  interest to Helen Farquhar, the 'Forlorn Hope' medal of 
Charles I was the subject of  a paper she read to the Royal Numismatic Society on 16 October 
1930." The badge is recorded as having been intended to be awarded to participants in the 
'Forlorn Hope', which comprised detachments of  men who acted as vanguards or rearguards in 
royalist skirmishes. Helen Farquhar appears to have been the first  numismatist to draw attention to 
the the erroneous identification  of  this piece in MI.  The compilers of  Medallic  Illustrations  had 
identified  the 'Forlorn Hope' medal by Thomas Rawlins as having a portrait of  the King on the 
obverse and of  Prince Charles on the reverse (MI.i,  301/122). The subsequent entry (MI.i, 
302/123), entitled 'Military Reward', describes a cast oval badge with the conjoined busts of  the 
King and Prince Charles on both obverse and reverse, while adding in the textural note below 
the description that the museum also possessed a struck impression from  the die, being incuse on the 
reverse. This is the piece Helen Farquhar identified  as the correct 'Forlorn Hope' medal, drawing 
on her researches in the first  volume of  Lord Crawford's  bibliography of  proclamations and at the 
Bodleian Library. As a result of  a study carried out by Edward Besly, published in the journal of 
the British Art Medal Society in 1991,12 it has been brought to a wider audience that the original 
attribution to MI  301/122 was incorrect. Besly has confirmed  that an irregularly shaped uniface 
piece which was offered  in a Glendining auction on 16 March 1989 (lot 62) was, as the cataloguer 
Daniel Fearon proposed, a completely original 'Forlorn Hope' badge. The collection whence the 
piece came had been formed  over many years and included a large number of  pieces from  the 
Tudor period onwards. A printed Warrant for  the silver badges for  the Forlorn Hope with an 
illustration of  the irregularly shaped piece is in the Bodleian Library, Oxford,  and the badge 
offered  in the Glendining sale is now in the National Museum of  Wales, thus bringing to a happy 
conclusion an important piece of  research. 

In 1916 Farquhar submitted a paper to the Royal Numismatic Society in which she contributed 
to the debate on the method of  manufacture  of  the plaques and counters of  Simon Van de Passe.13 
Here she entered an area which has always been controversial and which only comparatively 
recently may finally  have been settled.14 It is frequently  asserted in auction catalogues etc. that the 
large (48 mm x 59 mm) beautifully  made plaques are 'stamped in the manner of  engraving'. This 
was offered  as the method of  manufacture  by H.A. Grueber in his introduction to Medallic 
Illustrations  of  British History.  In a paper presented to the Royal Numismatic Society by G.F. 
Hill,15 he discussed the two alternative methods of  manufacture,  i.e. striking or engraving by 
means of  a transfer;  he favoured  the latter in view of  the damage that would occur to the fine  lines 
on the dies during striking. Farquhar agreed with Hill.16 

In the May-August 1902 number of  The  Connoisseur,  the magazine published an article 
entitled 'On portrait medals or plaques in silver by Simon De Passe and Michel LeBlond', 
contributed by Alfred  E. Copp, Honorary Treasurer of  the Numismatic Society of  London (in 
1904 the Royal Numismatic Society). The view is expressed (p. 80) that, 'It is therefore  concluded 

11 NC  10 (1930), 316-29. 
12 Edward Besly, 'To Reward their Deservings, the Badge for  the Forlorn Hope', The  Meclal  No.19 (Autumn, 1991), 21-7. 
13 Helen Farquhar, 'Silver counters of  the seventeenth century', NC  16(1916), 133-93. 
14 Mark Jones, 'The technique of  Simon Van de Passe reconsidered', NC  143 (1983). 227-30. 
15 G.F. Hill, 'The technique of  Simon Van de Passe', NC  15, (1915), 230-12. 
16 Farquhar, as in n. 13, 134-5. 
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that dies were made for  the plaques and counters, and that they were actually struck or stamped and 
not engraved whilst specimens are known which were undoubtedly cast.' A further  unsigned article 
in the same magazine, December 1924, refers  to the plaques as having been engraved. Leonard 
Forrer (PL 14a) expressed the view that they were 'engraved, or stamped in imitation of  engraving'.17 

In a paper in the Numismatic  Chronicle,  Mark Jones records that he made a detailed examina-
tion of  the gold example of  the Simon De Passe plaque of  Elizabeth I, previously ex Greta S. 
Heckett collection, sold at Sotheby's 25 May 1977, lot 210.18 He compared this with silver 
examples and reached the conclusion was that the gold example was engraved and the silver piece 
cast, but not from  a mould taken from  the gold plaque. An examination of  the gold and silver 
examples of  the James I medals in the British Museum revealed that they too were cast, but from 
the same engraved medal. Other Simon De Passe medals in the museum also proved to have been 
cast, and as a result the conclusion has been drawn that De Passe engraved models for  his medals 
'and, on occasion, directly engraved medals not intended for  reproduction; the reproductive 
technique used in his workshop was neither stamping in imitation of  engraving nor engraving, 
whether or not assisted by transfers,  but simple casting.' Happily, through the exertions of  Mark 
Jones we now appear to have a definitive  answer to the question that began long before  the British 
Numismatic Society was formed. 

A subject of  particular interest for  Helen Farquhar comprised the medals and 'pattern' coins 
associated with the Jacobite cause. Consequently, when Grant Francis - President of  the British 
Numismatic Society 1922-5, and author of  a paper on 'Jacobite drinking glasses and their relation 
to the Jacobite medals'19 - suggested to Helen Farquhar that she should write a paper on the 
medals of  the 'Young Pretender', she readily agreed.20 The result was an interesting and informa-
tive survey of  these pieces which also touched upon the preparation of  an engraved plate for 
banknotes and a number of  prints of  portraits of  the Pretender. 

The work done on Jacobite medals was later continued by Noel Woolf  (1911-2001), elected a 
member of  the British Numismatic Society in 1971. He contributed an authoritative paper entitled 
'The sovereign remedy: touch pieces and the King's evil',21 thus expanding the work carried out 
by Helen Farquhar in her paper 'Royal Charities'22 and in the article by Lt.-Col. Murray 
(1910-86) (PL 12b).23 Woolf's  paper not only examined the circumstances surrounding the issue 
of  touch pieces both in England and in France, but also contained detailed descriptions and 
weights, die linkages, etc., that appeared in a series of  ten appendices. It must certainly be the 
definitive  paper on such objects. 

Woolf  was, however, to return to the subject of  touch pieces and paper money, albeit briefly, 
when he compiled his Medallic  Record  of  the Jacobite  Movement,24  a work in a somewhat similar 
style to Medallic  Illustrations  and British Historical  Medals  referred  to above. The medals are 
catalogued in due procession with historical notes attached, and thanks to the author's patience 
and exactness the work is not likely to be superseded. 

While dealing in particular with the research and resultant papers contributed to BNJ  by 
members, it would not, perhaps, be inappropriate here to mention those papers submitted by 
Marvin Lessen, an American member elected in 1964. His work has centred upon seventeenth-
century medals by Thomas Simon, in particular those issued during the Commonwealth period. 
One of  these papers, 'The Cromwell Dunbar medals by Simon', is particularly valuable.25 Before 

17 L. Forrer, Biographical  Dictionary of  Medallists,  Coin-. Gem-, and Seal-Engravers,  Mint-Masters  &c. ancient and modern  with 
references  to their works  B.C.500-A.D.I900.  (London, 1902-30), vol. IV. p. 397 . 

18 Jones, as in n. 14,228. 
19 BNJ  16 (1921-2), 247-83. 
20 Helen Farquhar, 'Some Portrait-medals struck between 1745 and 1752 for  Prince Charles Edward', BNJ  17 (1923-4), 171. 
21 BNJ  49 (1979), 99-121; 50 (1980), 91 -116; Supplement, 55. 195. 
22 Helen Farquhar, 'Royal Charities', BNJ  16 (1921-2), 195-228; 17 (1923-4), 133-64; 18 (1925-6), 63-91; 19 (1927-8), 

109-29; 20 (1929-30), 215-50. 
23 SCMB  (November 1972), 446-8. 
24 London, 1988. 
25 BNJ51  (1981), 112-33. 
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the paper was published in 1982 it was difficult  to judge whether an example was original, a 
later striking or struck from  false  dies, but now, referring  to the detailed descriptions and with the 
aid of  the enlarged photographs, a numismatist is able to identify  the piece exactly. This type of 
information  is particularly valuable when, as in this case, some of  the dies (there are two sizes 
of  medals) are probably still in existence and may therefore  be open to further  abuse. 

In case it should be thought that too much time is being spent considering those papers that 
appeared in BNJ,  and although this Centenary Volume is something of  a celebration of  the knowl-
edge that has been propounded there, it is nevertheless appropriate to evaluate the medallic 
research published elsewhere. 

Among the collections of  English medals formed  during the eighteenth century there would no 
doubt have been a number, possibly substantial, of  medals engraved by John Croker, who in 1697 
was appointed to the post of  Assistant Engraver to the Mint and in 1705 to that of  Chief  Engraver 
on the death of  Henry Harris. Croker was the subject of  a paper read to the Royal Numismatic 
Society in 1852 and published in the Numismatic  Chronicle  that same year.26 He was also the 
subject of  a paper published in The  Medal  in 1992,27 in this instance with regard to his designs for 
medals when Chief  Engraver. The latter paper, by David Pickup, was the result of  his study of  the 
'Alchorne Manuscript' purchased by the British Museum in 1851 at the sale of  the library of 
Stanesby Alchorne. Among the designs contained in this manuscript was one for  the unsigned 
medal generally supposed to commemorate the Union of  England and Scotland in 1707 {MI.ii, 
298/115). Pickup suggests that, because of  the position in the manuscript and the fact  that it is 
undated and unsigned (more characteristic of  Croker's earlier work), together with the reverse 
imagery, it is more likely to commemorate the Accession of  Queen Anne in 1702, as proposed by 
Van Loon writing in the eighteenth century. 

There is some conflicting  evidence, however, since the drawing for  the medal in the Alchorne 
Manuscript is signed by Isaac Newton, approving the design and dating the MS 20 Feb. 1706/7. 
Pickup overcomes this by suggesting that a possible reason for  the date is that the medal was 
re-issued along with others at a later date and that it was at this stage that approval was required. 
The earlier date for  the medal proposed by Pickup is an interesting one. Certainly the medal at 
70 mm is one of  the largest in Croker's ceuvre, and this may lend weight to such a large and 
imposing piece being struck for  an equally important occasion such as the Accession. 

When considering British medals of  the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, four  names 
immediately come to mind: Pistrucci, Pingo, Kiichler and Wyon. Much has been written about 
Pistrucci, in particular his relationship with the Royal Mint and his delay (until 1849) in producing 
finished  dies for  the Waterloo medal, for  which he had been asked to submit designs in 1816. His 
medallic work has been extensively studied by Graham Pollard,28 and Leonard Forrer's entry for 
Pistrucci in his Biographical  Dictionary of  Medallists19  leaves little to be desired, so it was with 
keen anticipation that one examined the corpus of  Pistrucci's wax models published in 1989.30 
The work included models for  the Waterloo medal and for  several medals that were never 
completed. The hope was, as far  as the present writer is concerned, that the corpus would shed 
some light on the so-called Laudatory Medal (my appellation) of  1824 (BHM  1221) with the 
neo-classical portrait of  George IV on the obverse and the trident and dolphins on the reverse. 
Alas, the author simply follows  BHM,  so that my contention that the Earl of  Sandwich's title 
'Greek Independence and naval help from  England'31 is incorrect still appears to be valid. Forrer, 

26 J.G. Pfister,  'Memoir of  Johann Crocker, Chief  Engraver and Medallist of  the English Mint during the reigns of  Queen Anne and 
the Kings George I and II', NC  15 (1852/53), 67-73. 

27 David Pickup, 'John Croker and the Alchorne Manuscript', The  Medal  No. 20 (Spring, 1992), 19-31. 
28 J.G. Pollard, 'Benedetto Pistrucci in Inghiltera', La Medaglia neoclassica in Italia e in Europa', Atti  del  IV  Convegno 

internazionale  di studio  sulla storia della  medaglia,  Udine  20-23 giugno 1981 (Udine, 1984), pp. 37-54. 
29 Forrer, as in n. 17, pp. 582-620. 
30 Lucia Pirzio Biroli Stefanelli,  I  modelli  in cera de Benedetto  Pistrucci,  Instituto Poliigrafico  e Zecca della Stato, Museo della 

Zecca, Monografia  i, II of  Bollettino di Numismatica (1989). 
31 The Earl of  Sandwich, British and Foreign  medals  relating  to naval and maritime affairs  (National Maritime Museum, 

Greenwich, 1937), p. 176, No. PP 19. 
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in his Biographical  Dictionary of  Medallists,32  simply thought that it was an unsuccessful  specu-
lation of  the manufacturers,  Rundell, Bridge and Rundell, and it is possible that the question 
would only be resolved if  their accounts books were to come to light. 

In addition to his writings on Pistrucci, Graham Pollard has extensively studied the documents 
and working relationships between Matthew Boulton and the foreign  artists he employed at his 
manufactory  at Birmingham. The first  of  these papers was published in the Numismatic  Chronicle 
in 1968 and dealt with Boulton and J.P. Droz.33 The study by Pollard was especially important 
since, although the Boulton papers in the Assay Office,  Birmingham, had previously been studied 
for  their value in technical and economic history, their worth as a source of  information  con-
cerning the striking of  coins and medals had been virtually ignored. What emerges from  this 
fascinating  study is a tale of  acrimonious disagreement between Boulton and Droz over claims 
made by the latter, particularly in the matter of  the multiplication of  dies, which had to be settled 
by arbitration. James Watt, in a letter to Boulton, condemned Droz's behaviour and ceased to be 
Droz's friend.  That Droz was an engraver of  considerable ability is not in doubt and may be seen 
in the first  medal upon which he worked at Birmingham, to commemorate the return to health of 
George III in 1789 (BHM  311). This occurs in a variety of  metals: gold, silver (some with the edge 
gilt), bronze, bronze gilt, white metal and Barton's metal (resulting from  a process by which one 
metal is compressed onto another). 

Following his study of  the work of  Droz at Birmingham, Pollard continued his research on 
the Boulton archive with a paper entitled 'Matthew Boulton and Conrad Heinrich Ktichler' 
(fl.  1763—1820).34 Kiichler worked for  Boulton from  1793 until 1810 and was buried in the Parish 
of  Handsworth, Birmingham, on 15 July 1810. The paper presents an in-depth study of  Kiichler's 
work for  Boulton, and Pollard opines that 'his thirty-three surviving medals are a worthy 
memorial (and) . . . show Kiichler to be comparable with the German rococo engravers like 
Abramson or Loos' .35 

One of  the medals that Kiichler prepared for  striking by Boulton was the piece commemorating 
the birthday celebrations for  Queen Charlotte, celebrated at Frogmore House on 19 May 1795. 
This piece is unsigned, but Kiichler's accounts for  1796 state that on 10 May 1795 he delivered 
the dies for  'a small medal of  the Queen with reverse Frogmore'.36 The reverse of  this piece is 
sometimes found  muled with the obverse bearing the head of  George III by Droz,37 and perfectly 
illustrates the value of  the research earned out by Pollard in that he notes 38 'In common with 
coins from  the Soho Mint, the medals were restruck after  the death of  Kiichler. The restrikes were 
produced both before  and after  the date of  the auction sale of  the Mint in 1850 . . . and the only 
Kiichler medal which cannot have been restruck is that for  the Radnor Jubilee (No. 34) for  the 
documents show that the dies were cancelled on completion of  the order.' Although the restriking 
of  coins at the Soho mint has long been appreciated and is examined in detailed form  in Peck's 
magnum opus39 it is, I believe, the first  time that this has been specifically  noted for  the Boulton 
medals, even though some numismatists were aware of  the fact  for  many years. It seems a pity 
that more is not made of  this when some of  the Ktichler medals are offered  for  sale. 

The Royal Society of  Arts,40 founded  in 1754, has always been interested in medallic design 
and awarded medals as prizes for  medal design and production between 1758 and 1765 and again 
from  1807 to 1847. The Society had always been concerned that the prizes that they offered  were 
well designed and manufactured,  and to this end they awarded premiums to various members of 

32 Forrer, as in n. 17, p. 610. 
33 J.G. Pollard, "Matthew Boulton and J.P Droz'./VC 8 (1968). 241-65. 
34 NC  10 (1970), 259-318. 
35 Pollard, as in n.34, 267. 
36 Pollard, as in n. 34, 281, No. 10. 
37 NCirc  (August 2002), 246, No. TT. 2050. 
38 Pollard, as in n.34,314. 
39 C. Wilson Peck, English  Copper,  Tin  and Bronze Coins in the British Museum,  1588-1958. 2nd edition (London. 1970). 
40 Previously, the Society of  Arts (or the Society for  Promoting Arts, Manufactures  and Commerce): it received its Royal Charter 

in 1908. 
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the Pingo family  when wishing to commemorate British victories overseas. The medallic work of 
the Pingo family  has long been appreciated, particularly so since three of  them, Lewis, John and 
Thomas Jr, variously held positions as engravers at the Royal Mint and produced coinage dies, a 
much more prestigious task than engraving medals. One of  them, Lewis Pingo, held the office  of 
Chief  Engraver from  1780 until 1815. 

It had long been supposed that the Pingo family  were perhaps of  Italian origin and came to 
England circa 1742—5.41 A study of  the Pingos by Christopher Eimer, in the form  of  a University 
of  Leeds Master's thesis entitled The  Pingo Family  & Medal  Making  in 18th Century  Britain,42 
has shown by diligent work that the family  probably came from  Devon and the extent to which 
they dominated medal production in Britain. It is also noted that in the 1740s Thomas Pingo Jr 
established his own medal manufactory  in London. The corpus of  the Pingo work listed by Eimer 
encompasses not only coins and medals but also seals, gems, waxes, plasters, drawings and 
sketches and amounts to 236 entries. The resultant work, which must surely be definitive,  can 
truly be said to be indispensable to the collector of  British eighteenth-century medals. 

It may be of  value to record here that the Royal Society of  Arts again entered the field  in 
wishing to encourage medal design when in 1974 they agreed to include a medal design section in 
their Industrial Design Bursaries Competition. This was at the instigation of  Peter Seaby, 
Chairman of  B.A. Seaby Ltd., who were the sponsors of  the award in the form  of  a travel bursary 
to the value of  £1,000 p.a. The announcement of  the prize was made in the pages of  Seaby's  Coin 
and Medal  Bulletin  43 

Some work has been done on the subject of  medals awarded as premiums. It has been carried 
out by several numismatists upon such disparate subjects as medals for  the Royal Society of 
Arts,44 Royal Prize medals (i.e. medals paid for  by the Privy Purse)45 and School Prize medals. 
Research on the latter subject carried out by Miss M.E. Grimshaw (1905-90) cast much new light 
upon the subject, not least upon the silversmiths who frequently  produced items of  great charm 
and delicacy. The slim volumes which were produced as a result of  this work were published at 
Miss Grimshaw's own expense 46 Although this is possibly indicative of  the difficulty  of  finding  a 
publisher for  works of  such limited interest they are, nevertheless, of  great value to numismatists. 

Other numismatists had, of  course, been interested in the subject of  prize medals and included 
them in the corpus of  their work or their collections. Montague Guest (1839-1909), for  example, 
had some in his collection, which he presented to the British Museum in 1907 on the condition 
that a catalogue of  it was published. His wishes were carried out and the result came to press in 
1930 47 

More or less contemporary with Montague Guest was a collaboration between W.J. Davis 
(1848-1933) and A.W. Waters (1869-1962) who, in about 1898, began to catalogue the tickets 
and passes issued in Great Britain. This work48 was published in 1922 and included many prize 
medals, 582 of  them being for  schools. 

Prize medals featured  - if  only as a relatively small part - in the catalogues of  medals relating 
to medicine. Very little research has been carried out in Britain on this subject, generally entitled 
Medicina  in Nummis.  However, it has been extensively and thoroughly detailed by Dr Eduard 
Holzmair (1902-71) in his catalogue of  the Brettauer collection 49 and by Dr Malcolm Storer 
(1862-1935), who completed and published in 1931 the work begun by his father,  Dr H.R. Storer 

41 Forrer, as in 11. 17, p. 555. 
42 British Art Medal Trust, London 1998. 
43 SCMB  (October 1974), 310. 
44 Christopher Eimer, 'The President's Medal of  the Royal Society of  Arts', RSA Journal  143 (February 1995). 69-74: D.G.C. 

Allen, 'The Early Medals of  the Royal Society of  Arts', The  Medal  (September 1983), 1-4. 
45 BHM.  vols. 1-3. 
46 Silver  medals  badges  and trophies from  schools in the British Isles  1550-1S50  (Cambridge); Pre Victorian  silver school medals 

awarded  to girls  in Great Britain (Cambridge, 1985); Silver  medals  from  Scottish  and Irish  Schools  before  1872 (Cambridge, 1989). 
47 Catalogue  of  the Montague  Guest Collection  of  Badges,  Tokens  and Passes . . . (British Museum, London, 1930). 
48 W.J. Davis & A.W. Waters, Tickets  and Passes of  Great Britain and Ireland  (London, 1922). 
49 Katcilog  der  Sammlung  Dr Josef  Brettauer,  Medicina  in Nummis  (Wien, 1937). 
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(1850—1922).50 The latter's collection comprised some 4,000 medals and the final  catalogue 
contained nearly 8,000 entries. Between them Holzmair and Storer have very well covered the 
subject, and references  to their works are made wherever and whenever medical medals are 
examined. 

Until 1996 relatively little work had been done on City Livery Company badges, although in 
May 1933 Alan Garnett read a paper on them to the British Numismatic Society. The information 
that was forthcoming  here was duly published and has since served as a useful  source of  informa-
tion on this interesting if  obscure subject.51 Some sixty years later Livery Medals were the subject 
of  a paper given to the British Art Medal Society and published in their journal in 1997.52 These 
pieces, which were issued to all liverymen upon election, are of  a wide variety of  styles but 
always bear the arms of  the Company and, most frequently,  the liveryman's name. They were 
issued to identify  the liveryman as he entered the Hall, and it seems that the Vintners Company 
was probably the first  to adopt this practice. Many of  them are attractive pieces. Not all 
Companies issued badges, and it probably came as some surprise to the audience present at the 
meeting that there are some sixty-two Companies that have distributed these medals and thirty-
eight that have not. This is probably a subject which would benefit  from  further  research and, 
perhaps, the production of  a corpus. 

When considering the Wyon family  and the research that has been carried out on them, it is 
worth remembering that this was an extensive family  both in this country and abroad and that 
many of  them were very talented engravers. The Wyon family  in England could boast of  having in 
the family  as employees of  the Royal Mint two Chief  Engravers, two Chief  Engravers of  Seals 
and two Engravers. Of  all these, William Wyon (1795-1851) was arguably the most talented and 
was the subject of  a book by the antiquary Nicholas Carlisle (1771-1847).53 For a reasonably 
comprehensive study and catalogue of  the work of  the members of  the Wyons associated with 
numismatics there is nothing better than the entry compiled by Forrer in his Biographical 
Dictionary of  Medallists  ,54 

A survey of  the Wyons in a chapter entitled 'The Wyons and the age of  New Classicism' is to be 
found  in Mark Jones's The  Art of  the Medal.55  The same author also contributed a paper on 
William Wyon at an international congress in Italy in 1981.56 The author of  these works has been 
closely connected with the numismatic world since his years in the Department of  Coins and 
Medals at the British Museum and is a founder  member of  the British Art Medal Society, the 
principal activity of  which is to 'encourage, develop and support the practice and study of 
medallic art'.57 It is good to see that Mark Jones, despite his work-load latterly as Director of  the 
National Museums of  Scotland and now as Director of  the Victoria and Albert Museum, can still 
find  enough time and energy to continue his close interest in medals. 

It is occasionally stated of  some books that they are 'monumental' and that the author has made 
'a real and lasting contribution' to knowledge of  the subject dealt with in their pages. This 
appellation could hardly be more apposite than when it is given to the massive work undertaken 
by Leonard Forrer (1869-1953) entitled Biographical  Dictionary of  Medallists,  Coin-, Gem-
and Seal-Engravers,  Mint-Masters  cfee.  ancient and modern  with references  to their works 
B.C.500-A.D.1900. 

This began life  as a series of  articles in Spink's  Numismatic  Circular  in May 1898 and con-
tinued regularly for  the next thirty years. The eight volumes published between 1902 (with a 

50 Horatio Robinson Storer. Medicina  in Nwnmis,  A descriptive  list of  the coins - medals  - jetons relating  to medicine, surgery  and 
the allied  sciences (Boston, 1931). 

51 S.Alan Garnett. 'City Livery Badges'. BNJ  21 (1931-3), 111-19. 
52 John Herbert, Keith Hinde and John Salter. 'A Badge of  Rank, The Livery Medals of  the City of  London', The  Medal  No. 30 

(Spring 1997), 27-36. 
53 Nicholas Carlisle,/! Memoir  of  the Life  and Works  of  William  W\on  Esq ARA. plus 'A Postscript  to Memoir'  (London, 1837). 
54 As inn. 17. vol. VI. pp. 571-687. 
55 British Museum, London, 1979. 
56 Mark Jones, 'The life  and work of  William Wyon' in La medaglia  neoclassica in Italia  e in Europa. Atti  del  IV  Convegno 

Internazionale  di studio  sulla storia delta  medaglia.  Udine  20-23 giugno 1981 (Udine. 1984). 37-54. 
57 Philip Attwood. British Art Medals  1982-2002 (British Art Medal Trust, London, 2002), p. 10. 
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revised volume one in 1904) and 1930 have since proved an extremely valuable source of  infor-
mation, many of  the entries contained therein being scholarly assessments of  the work of 
engravers or medallists. One can only be astonished at the diligence required to produce such a 
work and to contemplate how difficult  the work of  a numismatist would be without it. 

This work, which was undertaken during a distinguished career as a professional  numismatist, 
was in addition to the other papers that he wrote on a variety of  subjects, and a measure of  its 
value is that it has been reprinted several times. Despite its undoubted excellence, Forrer's work 
suffered  from  the drawback of  having no subject index. This was recognised by Mrs Joan Martin 
(d. 1985), who for  some ten years worked on compiling such an index in addition to her other 
duties at the British Museum. During the six months or so that I spent at the BM on the pre-
liminary work for  British Historical  Medals,  Joan and 1 worked at the same desk, which was 
already overflowing  with her index cards. She later helped considerably by providing information 
for  the textual notes for  BHM,  and it would have been much the poorer without her contribution. 
The subject index to Forrer's work that Joan Martin produced was modified  during typesetting, 
and the resultant work was published in 1987 as a joint Special Publication of  the Royal 
Numismatic Society and the British Art Medal Society, thus enormously increasing the usefulness 
of  Forrer's work and its value to numismatists.58 

It is appropriate to mention here another extensive work of  a somewhat similar nature to 
Forrer's Biographical  Dictionary of  Medallists.  In 1960 through the pages of  Seaby's  Coin and 
Medal  Bulletin  there began a series of  articles which were to last until 1976 and which subse-
quently saw publication in book form  59 This study, the life's  work of  Roy Hawkins, sought to list 
all the British makers of  metallic tickets, checks, medalets, tallies and counters manufactured 
between 1788 and 1910 and, where possible, to give a history of  the maker. The painstaking and 
detailed research required to produce such a veritable mine of  information  on a scale something 
akin to Forrer's work, and then to have it in a form  suitable for  publication in SCMB  over a period of 
sixteen years, was enormous. The result, especially in its final  book form,  provides numismatists 
with information  which is not readily available elsewhere and which, with Hawkins's passion for 
detail, is likely to be entirely accurate. 

It is possible that the name of  G.F. Hill (1867-1948) will occur in other papers in this volume. 
However, it is relevant to mention here that, in parallel with his other interests, he was fascinated 
by mediaeval and Renaissance Italy. As a result he was the author of  a number of  works on 
Renaissance and other aspects of  numismatics, of  which his Corpus of  Italian  medals  of  the 
Renaissance before  Cellini  could be said to be his most indispensable.60 In 1912 Hill was 
appointed Keeper of  the Department of  Coins and Medals, and in 1931 he was appointed Director 
and Principal Librarian of  the British Museum. He was knighted in 1933, the culmination of  a 
distinguished career. It was during his office  as Keeper that Hill was called upon to serve as a 
member of  a committee to judge the designs for  the First World War Memorial Plaque. Some of 
his views on the venture, especially the dealings of  the War Office  with the inventor of  the means 
by which the names of  the casualties had to be shown individually on some 800,000 cast plaques, 
make interesting reading and expose bureaucratic muddle. No doubt Hill was thoroughly exasper-
ated by it all. Present day numismatists are grateful  to the editors of  The  Medal  for  publishing an 
extract from  Hill's fragmentary  autobiography 61 This subject was enlarged upon by Philip Dutton 
in his paper 'The Dead Man's Penny'.62 

The series of  medals that were presented to North American Indian Chiefs  have received little 
attention from  numismatists in this country, although a paper by Charles Winter appeared in BNJ 

58 Biographical  Dictionary of  Medallists  By L. Forrer,  INDEX  Compiled by J.S. Martin (RNS, BAMS, London 1987). 
59 R.N.P. Hawkins, Dictionary of  Makers  of  British metallic  tickets,  checks,  medalets,  tallies  and counters, 1788-1910, edited by 

Edward Baldwin (London, 1989).' 
60 British Museum, London, 1930 (2 vols). 
61 Vol. 8 (Summer 1986), 25. 
62 Philip Dutton, 'The Dead Man's Penny, A Short History of  the Next of  Kin Memorial Plaque', The  Medal  No. 29 (Autumn 

1996), 62-71. A revised version of  an article published in the Imperial  War  Museum  Review, No. 3 (1988). 
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in 1929.63 Subsequently, further  papers by M.A. Jamieson appeared in Spink's  Numismatic 
Circular,  and these were published in book form  in 1936.64 The medals bear the portrait of  a 
British monarch and were officially  presented to those Chiefs  whom the government deemed wor-
thy. The medals appear to have been first  issued during the reign of  George I, and the last were 
presented to Chiefs  who concluded Treaty No. 11, the Treaty of  the River Mackenzie in Canada, 
in the reign of  George V. Jamieson's work on this subject has since served as an adequate list of 
such pieces. 

However, the Indian peace medals of  George III have in recent years been researched in more 
depth by John W. Adams, an American collector of  part North American Indian descent.65 Much 
new material has come to light and Adams has tackled his subject, not unreasonably given his 
ancestry, from  the Indian point of  view. His chapter dealing with the 'historical context' and the 
people concerned on both sides of  the Atlantic makes fascinating  reading, especially for  some of 
the views expressed. He notes that these 'enduring silver symbols ... were awarded with greater 
or lesser ardor [«'c] depending upon British perception of  their own needs'. His research shows 
that these pieces are probably much commoner than would appear to be the case and he believes, 
therefore,  that there are still many medals awaiting discovery. The results of  Adams's research 
were published in a handsome octavo book with deckle-edged, mould-made, watermarked paper. 
Here he enters into much greater detail than Jamieson and is able to differentiate  between several 
reverse die varieties of  a particular medal. Fortunately for  the user, Adams gives a concordance 
with Jamieson's work. Diameters and weights of  the known medals are quoted together with a 
register of  the pieces. One hopes that, in view of  the exhaustive manner in which Adams has 
treated his subject, he will pursue his studies further  and in due course deal with the Indian Chief 
medals issued prior to the reign of  George III. 

In concluding this review of  the advancement of  knowledge in the Society's field  of  interest -
in this case medals - since the foundation  of  the Society, one must pose the question, 'Who were 
the numismatists who contributed the most in this field?'  The answer is, to a certain extent, subjec-
tive. If  one allows the fact  that it was Franks and Grueber who finally  saw publication of  the plates 
of  Medallic  Illustrations  in 1911, these forming  an intrinsic part of  the text published in 1885, 
then Hawkins, Franks and Grueber must qualify  as having made some of  the greatest contribu-
tions. Without their combined efforts  our knowledge of  British medals up to 1760 would be very 
incomplete, and they provided the foundations  for  extensive further  research. One should also 
include Helen Farquhar. The depth of  her knowledge, particularly of  the badges and medals of  the 
Stuart period, must make her an obvious candidate. It would be impossible to produce a paper on 
subjects within her sphere of  interest without reference  to her scholarly work. And then there is 
Leonard Forrer, the author of  the comprehensive eight volumes of  Biographical  Dictionary of 
Medallists  which have enabled numismatists to check on engravers, medallists, die-sinkers, mint-
masters and the like, ancient or modern. Forrer's devotion to his subject has made research very 
easy for  his successors, and we must be grateful  to him as we are to all the other numismatists 
who have contributed so much to present day knowledge. 

63 Charles Winter, 'Medals of  North American Indian Chiefs'.  BNJ  18 (1929), 308-12. 
64 M.A. Jamieson, Medals  Awarded  to North  American Indian  Chiefs  1714-1922 (London, 1936). 
65 John W. Adams, The  Indian  Peace Medals  of  George 111 or His  Majesty's  Sometime  Allies  (California.  1999). 



JOHN GLOAG MURDOCH, 1830-1902 
LORD STEWARTBY 

IF the founding  of  the British Numismatic Society was the major numismatic event of  1903, we 
may recall that this year also saw the sale of  one of  the greatest collections of  British coins ever 
put together. Apart from  the magnificence  of  his collection, little was known to numismatists 
about J.G. Murdoch for  most of  the twentieth century. In 1984, however, the late Lieutenant-
Colonel J.K.R. Murray received a copy of  an obituary of  Murdoch from  one of  his descendants, 
Mr Colin Smythe, of  Gerrards Cross. Although not mentioning his numismatic interests, this gives 
extensive information  about his life  and the business career that provided him with the means to 
finance  his collecting.1 The text is reproduced hereafter  as an Appendix. The publication from 
which it is taken has not been identified,  but it appears to have been a periodical designed for  a 
general readership (like, for  example, The  Illustrated  London News),  since the text of  the obituary 
was set out in two columns and appears on a page headed 'MUSIC'. It was accompanied by the 
same photograph as appears on the frontispiece  of  the Murdoch sale catalogue. 

Murdoch's collection was described by Sotheby's in a preface  to the catalogue as being 'second 
only to the late Mr Montagu's. The two collections are probably the most important, valuable and 
extensive ever formed  in England. Mr Murdoch did not collect Greek and Roman coins. If  these 
series are eliminated from  the Montagu Collection, we think Mr Murdoch's will be found  to be the 
most important numismatic collection ever sold in this country'. Apart from  the lack of  ancient 
coins in Murdoch's, the two collections differed  in some other ways. Montagu tended to buy 
whole collections and then dispose of  any consequent duplicates; several such sales took place 
between 1883 and 1894, one of  them following  his acquisition in 1887 of  the Brice collection 
en bloc. He also disposed of  his English coins post-1714 to Spink, who produced a splendid 
catalogue of  the series (1890-1). Montagu did not collect Scottish coins prior to the Union of 
1603, which must be why when Addington's collection was broken up in 1883, his Scottish coins, 
unlike his English which were bought by Montagu, went to Richardson and then to Murdoch, to 
whom as Scotsmen the series was of  particular interest. Montagu sold colonial patterns and proofs 
in 1892, but did not otherwise collect, or did not retain, other coins of  the British colonies, or 
foreign  coins, from  America or Europe, of  the kind which were the subject of  the largest of 
Murdoch's sales. In terms of  English coins Montagu's medieval series was much the larger, and 
infinitely  richer, but Murdoch's collection was extremely strong for  the Tudor and Stuart periods. 
In the English milled series, which Montagu had shed, Murdoch's series was also outstanding, 
including a splendid run of  patterns and proofs.  What made the Montagu and Murdoch collections 
both so remarkable was the combination of  scale, superb condition and the presence of  so many of 
the greatest rarities. 

Unlike Montagu, Murdoch did not publish anything on coins, but the extent and richness of 
his collection mean that he must have devoted a considerable part of  his time to his numismatic 
interests in his later years. He had joined the Numismatic Society of  London (as it then was) in 
1885, and he does not appear to have been collecting much earlier than that since most of  the sales 
from  which his coins were obtained took place after  that date. In relatively few  years, therefore,  he 
managed to compile a collection of  coins and medals numbering well into five  figures,  which was 
dispersed in 5,386 lots over thirty-nine days in 1903-4. In summary, the Murdoch sales were as 
follows: 

' D. Wainwright, The  Piano Makers  (1975). also contains some information  about Murdoch's business, as well as giving his 
second name (pp. 131-2 and i51-2). The London directories show Murdoch Murdoch and Co. listed for  the last time in 1949, but 
John G. Murdoch & Co., retailers of  pianos (and later of  radios and televisions), survived until 1970. 
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No.  of 

Dates Contents  lots 
31 March 1903 + 4 days Ancient British, Anglo-Saxon and English Coins, First Portion (to James I) 772 
11 May 1903 + 2 days Scottish and Anglo-Gallic Coins 406 
8 June 1903 + 5 days English Coins, Second Portion (Charles I to Queen Anne) 919 
21 July 1903 + 8 days Coins and Tokens of  the British Colonies and Dependencies, America 

and the European Continent 1233 
15 March 1904 + 4 days English Coins, Third Portion (George I-Victoria) 718 
2 June 1904 + 5 days English Historical Medals from  Henry VI to George II 670 
12 December 1904 + 1 day Irish Coins and British and Irish Tokens 254 
14 December 1904 + 2 days English Historical Medals from  George III to Victoria and a Few Coins of 

Scotland 414 
The sales began with five  days of  English coins up to James I, which made a total of  £6,829 

13s. At this period fewer  than 200 lots were normally sold in a single day, indeed often  fewer  than 
150, so the dispersal of  a major collection was a substantial undertaking. In the four  months from 
the end of  March 1903 Sotheby's conducted four  large Murdoch sales, involving twenty-three 
days in the actual saleroom. The catalogues of  these four  sales alone ran to 394 pages of  meticulous 
descriptive text, with forty-five  plates, and must have taken several months of  intensive and expert 
work to prepare. 

Beginning with ten Ancient British coins, the first  sale continued with a good representative 
series of  Saxon, Norman and Plantagenet coins, mostly in excellent condition, but not on a scale 
to compare with Montagu's collection of  these periods, from  which a high proportion of  the best 
items had been obtained. Murdoch had also bought strongly at various other sales from  the later 
1880s and the 1890s,2 such as Allen (1898), Durlacher (1899), Kennard (1892), Kesteven (1899), 
Marsham (1888), Nunn (1896), Pownall (1887), Rtchardson (1895), Rostron (1892), Webb 
(1894-5) and Wyndham (1886). That he was still actively collecting in the last year or two of  his 
life  is evident from  purchases at the Howard, Moon, Stradling and Wright sales in 1901. Among 
the most valuable of  the Saxon pieces were fine  portrait coins of  Offa,  Cynethryth, Baldred, 
Archbishop Aethelred and Alfred,  although one of  Ecgberht (62), the Ceolwulf  II (lot 34, 
withdrawn) from  Montagu, five  of  Alfred  (83-7) and the Eadwig (124) were forgeries.  Among the 
Norman lots were many very rare mints and some choice rarities of  the Civil War period. The 
early Plantagenets were thinly represented - the only coin of  Henry III being Montagu's gold 
penny, with a pedigree going back to Trattle, which had cost Murdoch £250 in 1896 and fetched 
£325 in 1903. From Edward III onwards there was little silver before  the Tudors, several half-
groats being some of  the rarest - Henry IV, Henry VI of  York (1423) and Bristol (1470-1), and 
Richard III the most notable. The late medieval gold, however, was outstanding, beginning with a 
1344 noble, and including a heavy noble and half  of  Henry IV and a half-angel  of  Henry VI. Two 
sovereigns of  Henry VII were followed  by an excellent run of  sixteenth-century gold, perhaps 
most remarkably three George nobles and a half  of  Henry VIII, double sovereigns of  Henry VIII 
and Edward VI and many sovereigns of  all the reigns .The silver is fuller  than before,  and although 
generally less distinguished than the gold included many notable items - two shillings of  Henry 
VII ex Montagu (and another, 395, which was false),  and one of  the (so-called pattern) half-
crowns of  Philip and Mary, for  example. Of  James I the silver component is again less extensive 
than the gold, the strength of  which can be measured by the inclusion of  no fewer  than five 
spur-ryals. Collections that feature  among the pedigrees in the later part of  the first  Murdoch sale 
include Chetwynd (1901), Copp (1887), Dillon (1892), Doulton (1888 and 1892), Gurney (1898), 
Moon (1901), Shepherd (1885), Thorburn (1887) and Gibbs, the last having been bought by Spink 
in 1886. 

Though spanning a period of  less than a hundred years, from  the accession of  Charles I to the 
death of  Anne, the second portion was the largest of  the three English sales, and covered a period 

2 For further  information  on the auction sales of  this period see H.E. Manville and T.J. Robertson. British Numismatic  Auction 
Catalogues  1710-1984. 1986.1 am indebted to Mr Hugh Pagan for  helpful  comments. 
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in which Murdoch was particularly interested. Although there is less variety in the coinage of  the 
Hanoverian era, contained in the third English portion, Murdoch specialised in patterns and proofs 
which greatly enlarged the series and included numbers of  splendid pieces of  great rarity. The 
second portion fetched  £6,596 lOs. 6d. and the third £4,907. As a measure of  their riches, the 
second sale opened with ten Oxford  three-pound pieces of  Charles I, and the third included no 
fewer  than seven crowns of  William IV. Simon's 1663 Petition and Reddite crowns fetched  by far 
the highest prices of  either sale, £420 and £215 respectively, but there were also many outstanding 
items of  the Civil War period, ranging from  the superb 1644 Oxford  crown by Rawlings (£151) to 
the crude obsidional gold pound from  Pontefract  (£150). Prices in the third sale did not reach such 
heights - the only coin to fetch  three figures  was the proof  Gothic crown of  1847 in gold (£100). 
But there was an exceptional run of  proofs  and patterns of  all stages from  the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries, unofficial  as well as official,  and including a remarkable group of  pattern 
florins  by William Wyon produced in 1848 in connection with the abortive plans for  decimalisation. 
Throughout the second and third English sales the Montagu collection was a prime source, along 
with many of  the names already listed for  pre-Stuart pedigrees, but there were also several 
additions, such as Beaufort  (1890), Bieber (1889), Briggs (1893), Bush (1902), Krumbholz 
(1897), Maynard (1885), Morris (1898), Shorthouse (1890), Tyrell (1892), Whitaker (1894) and 
L.C. Wyon (1901). 

The last part of  the collection sold in 1903 was the massive nine-day sale of  overseas coins and 
tokens, mostly of  the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. These covered not only the British 
Empire, but Europe, the Americas, some coins even from  the non-British Far East (such as China, 
Japan, Siam), not to mention a few  Greek and Roman pieces. The series of  India and the United 
States were particularly extensive. The historical medals, foreign  as well as English, were 
dispersed in two sales in 1904, to the second of  which were added 'a few  coins of  Scotland', the 
main Scottish series having been sold with the Anglo-Gallic the previous year. Tokens and Irish 
coins, which fetched  £1,565 16s. 6d., occupied a small catalogue of  their own in December 1904, 
although the second medal sale was held consecutively with it, in the same week. There were very 
few  medieval Irish coins but, as with the English, the collection was strong in the seventeenth 
century and later, with a good representation of  the Civil War coinages (including an Inchiquin 
1642 gold pistole from  the Chapman Collection, 1894), the James II Gunmoney issues (mostly 
proofs  in gold and silver), and patterns and proofs  of  the four  Georges. Many of  the tokens, in the 
later part of  this sale, were from  the 1901 sale of  the well-known student and author, W.J. Davis. 

During the period when Murdoch was collecting it was not easy to put together a good Scottish 
series,3 but he clearly took a special interest in the coins of  his native land and the medieval 
element of  his Scottish collection was, relatively speaking, at least as comprehensive as his later 
medieval English. Again, there was a disproportionately rich run of  gold coins, including the star 
item, the David II noble from  the Martin, Hastings and Addington collections. This coin was sold 
for  £169, a large sum but by no means excessive for  such an exceptional, and generally unobtain-
able, rarity. It is now in the Ashmolean Museum, presented by Horace Hird in 1953, but neither 
this coin nor any other David noble has passed through the saleroom since 1903. It had come to 
Murdoch from  the collection of  A.B. Richardson, the Scottish portion of  which Murdoch appears 
to have acquired en bloc by private treaty c.1895. This provenance is not recorded anywhere in 
the Murdoch catalogue, but pedigrees of  Scottish coins listed in later sales (notably Lockett's) 
frequently  give the sequence Wingate, Addington, Richardson and Murdoch. Addington's sale of 
1886 contained only a residue; there were no Scottish coins, and it looks as if  Richardson had 
himself  acquired them privately. 

In the last quarter of  the nineteenth century, between the Wingate sale of  18754 and the 
Pollexfen  sale of  1900, relatively few  Scottish coins had come on the market through public 
auction. The two outstanding collections, those of  Thomas Coats of  Ferguslie (d. 1883) and R.W. 

3 Lord Stewartby, 'Scottish Coin collectors', BNJ  66 (1996), 87-112. 4 Lord Stewartby.'The Wingate sale 1875', BNJ  63 (1993), 175-84. 
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Cochran-Patrick (d. 1897), remained in the possession of  their families  for  many years. Apart 
from  'Wingate and Addington' and Pollexfen,  there are very few  pedigrees recorded for  Scottish 
coins in the Murdoch catalogues. His 1539 ducat and 1576 twenty pound piece were ex Hastings 
(1880), a crescent sterling of  William the Lion and a James V unicorn from  Kermack Ford (1884) 
and the excessively rare half-unicorn  of  James V (lot 169) from  Ouvry (1882). A thirty shilling 
piece of  1555 and a 1575 twenty pound piece were among a few  items obtained from  Marsham 
(1888). Montagu is noted as a source for  some of  the post-1603 coins, along with names that 
appear in the English series, such as Copp and Gibbs. The cataloguing of  the Scottish series was 
of  a very high standard and (as can be seen from  the unusual sequence of  metals within each 
reign, silver, gold, billon/copper) followed  closely the arrangement by Burns in his Coinage  of 
Scotland  (1887), which was far  ahead of  anything published on English coinage until well into the 
twentieth century.5 

Out of  the 406 lots in the May 1903 sale, 373 were Scottish, the balance consisting of  some 
beautiful  Anglo-Gallic gold plus books and cabinets. The rest of  the Scottish series was listed as 
lots 1007 to 1080 in the final  sale. These were rather modestly described as 'a few  coins of 
Scotland', appended to the second sale of  historical medals; but although none were illustrated 
and the descriptions are less comprehensive than in the main Scottish sale, they included a signifi-
cant number of  gold coins and there were also important items among the silver. For example, the 
Baliol St Andrews penny reading I  Di Gra Scotorum  Rx (lot 1021) could hardly be seen as a 
duplicate of  anything in the earlier sale, while of  the twelve pence of  David I only three were 
included in the original selection. The two sales therefore  need to be taken together to get a 
balanced view of  the Scottish collection as a whole. It is not possible to mention here more than 
a few  of  Murdoch's great Scottish treasures, but it is clear that, in the absence of  any coverage of 
the Pre-Union series by Montagu, the collection would have been of  much less account without 
the Richardson coins. Among the coins from  Wingate and Addington, bought from  Richardson, 
were a large number of  rare gold pieces, such as the half-crowns  of  James II and James IV and the 
one-third lion noble of  James VI, but also some spectacular silver, like the James IV Roman-
lettered groat and the exceptionally fine  1582 forty-shilling  piece. Late in Murdoch's life  the 
Pollexfen  sale also added some very rare items, of  which the Malcolm IV sterling, bought through 
the dealer Rollin & Feuardent, was perhaps the most important. 

APPENDIX 

Death of  Mr. J.G. Murdoch, senr. 
We regret to have to announce the death of  Mr. John G. Murdoch, senr.. the chairman of  John G. Murdoch & Co. Ltd., 
of  Farringdon Road, and senior partner of  Spencer & Co., pianoforte  makers, of  Regent's Park, N.W., and Malcolm & 
Co.. organ makers, of  Erskine Road. N.W. 

Mr. Murdoch was born in 1830 at Huntingtower, Perthshire. Early in life  he was apprenticed to block cutting for 
printing on cotton, but block printing having been supplanted by machine printing immediately after  the end of  his 
apprenticeship, he preferred  not to be tied to a decaying trade and signed articles for  a second apprenticeship to the new 
process. As an apprenticeship in those days was invariably for  seven years, he was about 27 years old before  his appren-
ticeship days were over, although he had begun at the age of  13. After  being engaged for  several years as a machine 
printer he began to long for  a wider field  for  his energies, and although his employers were reluctant to part with him, 
and promised him rapid promotion if  he would remain, he relinquished the cotton printing and connected himself  with 
the firm  of  Messrs. Collins & Co. of  Glasgow, who were developing business rapidly as publishers of  Family Bibles and 
similar works. He established successful  agencies for  their publications in Glasgow, Liverpool, Manchester and other 
towns in the north of  England. In 1871 he came to London and began publishing in his own account, his principal busi-
ness continuing to be in Family Bibles, of  which he issued editions in Welsh and Dutch, as well as English. At that time 
the Family Bible was more popular than it is today, and Mr. Murdoch's annual output for  a number of  years was more 
than 30,000, which were supplied to all parts of  the Empire. 

It was the custom in those days to give a premium plate to purchasers of  the Family Bible and this eventually led 
Mr. Murdoch into print publishing. At the time when the oleograph was in its prime and publishers were eager to issue 

5 I. Stewart, 'Edward Burns', BNJ  57 (1987). 89-98. 
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first-class  pictures in artistic style, he established a great business in this department. He secured paintings from  some of 
the most eminent artists of  the day, such as the late Alphonse de Neuville, Richard Beavis, Frederick Goodall, RA, Phil 
Morris, ARA. Robert Mtiller, and others, and from  these he reproduced pictures in the best style of  colour printing then 
extant. Several of  these pictures had the good fortune  to attract the attention of  Her late Majesty Queen Victoria, and 
owing to her patronage and the merits of  the pictures themselves, they commanded an enormous sale. 

About the same period the trade in photograph albums arose to great proportions in England, and as it had been for 
many years the practice to put a family  portrait register into the Family Bible, it was an easy transition for  the great 
Family Bible publisher to become an album publisher as well, and that on a large scale. 

This album publishing had a great influence  on the future  of  Mr. Murdoch's business, for,  strange to say, it formed 
the base of  the extensive musical business for  which Messrs. Murdoch & Co. are now well known. The stages of  this 
curious development are simple enough when understood. In many of  the portrait albums it became the custom to sup-
ply a little Swiss musical box which played as the album was opened. This Mr. Murdoch supplied in many of  his 
albums, and speedily he found  himself  interested not only in that but in all kinds of  musical boxes up to the very largest 
and most expensive. The business in musical boxes grew rapidly, and customers on all sides began to press for  instru-
ments of  other kinds, so that in a short time there grew up a considerable trade in pianofortes  and organs and all sorts of 
musical instruments. 

Early in 1883 Mr. Murdoch's business was amalgamated with that of  Messrs. John and Alexander Dow (an offspring, 
several years previous) and converted into a private company, Mr. Murdoch becoming the chairman and Messrs. John 
Dow, George Murdoch, and Alexander Dow the other directors. This company has followed  the lines laid down by 
Mr. Murdoch, and has grown steadily from  that time until now. 

The business in pianos and organs eventually became so large that it was found  necessary to start factories  to supply 
the needs of  the company, and from  these have emerged the well-known concerns of  Spencer & Co., who have lately 
become pianoforte  makers to HRH the Princess of  Wales, and Malcolm & Co., organ and Phoneon makers. Regent's 
Park. In both of  these concerns Mr. Murdoch was the senior partner, and his sons, Mr. J.G. Murdoch, junr., and 
Mr. James Murdoch, the respective managing partners. 

During the building of  this great business. Messrs. Murdoch & Co. have ever been zealous that all their concerns 
should be conducted in the most straightforward  manner, and that the goods manufactured  and sold by them should be 
strictly in accordance with their description, and of  sound quality. As time has passed, even the most violent of  their 
opponents have come to see that the businesses established by Mr. Murdoch and his company have been a help to the 
musical instrument trade and that they are amongst its most useful  members. 

Mr. Murdoch was a most lovable man, and everyone who came in personal touch with him found  him to be a real 
friend.  In him was to be seen none of  the bluster and overbearing character usually associated with a successful  business 
career. The marvellous success which converted a working cotton printer of  1857 into the great manufacturer  and mer-
chant of  1902 was due to a rare sympathy with men, which drew out their best from  those with whom he was associated 
- a clearness of  mind which saw plainly the practical; a shrewdness of  judgment that saved him from  making many mis-
takes; a courage that boldly seized the occasion; and a quiet perseverance that grappled with and overcame whatever 
difficulties  lay in his path. Combined with these rare business qualities, he possessed a mind of  lofty  religious character. 
Throughout his life  he never failed  to meet an engagement and never broke a promise. 

Mr. Murdoch took an active part in the political life  of  St Pancras, and more than once was invited to stand for 
Parliament. In 1892 he was candidate for  East Renfrewshire,  a district familiar  to him since boyhood, and he made a 
capital fight,  greatly reducing the majority against his side; but the times were against him, and he shared with many 
others the disastrous fortunes  of  his party throughout the country. 

The world is poorer for  the passing of  Mr. Murdoch, and those who were in touch with him have sustained a loss in 
his death that time can never make good, but his influence  remains, and they who are left  in charge of  the businesses 
founded  by him have doubtless received an inspiration that will carry them forward  on the principles he laid down. 

Note: In the General Election of  July 1892 Murdoch, as the Liberal candidate, polled 3,397 votes, being defeated  in a straight fight 
with the Conservative (4,484). Despite what the obituarist says, this was the only Election between 1885 and 1906 that the Liberal 
party won, and it resulted in a new government under Gladstone. 



NUMISMATIC REMINISCENCES OF THE LAST SIXTY YEARS 
BY A COIN DEALER 

THE following  paper, the script of  a talk given by Leonard Forrer to the Society on 28 April 1948, 
was brought to my attention by Mr Peter Woodhead.1 Although in its nature it is non-scholarly and 
Forrer's interests were primarily classical, it gives a view of  the numismatic scene in the early 
days of  the Society which we both felt  would be of  interest to our members today and would be a 
fitting  contribution to this Centenary Volume of  the Journal. I have lightly edited and corrected 
Forrer's original words and added explanatory footnotes  where I thought they would be appropriate 
and of  relevance to students and collectors of  British coins. 

Leonard Forrer (PI, 14a) was born at Winterthur in Switzerland in 1869. Enjoying very indiffer-
ent health and with a short expectation of  life  he came to England in 1887, joining Messrs Spink 
and Son two years later. By the time he retired in 1952 he had been associated with the firm  for 
sixty-three years and was very much the doyen of  European professional  numismatists. For gener-
ations of  students and collectors Forrer was the admired grand old man of  Spinks. He died aged 
eighty-four  on 17 November 1953. 

Considering his full-time  business responsibilities Forrer's scholarly output - very much in the 
continental mode - was remarkable both in its scale and its breadth of  learning.2 He took most 
pride in his four-volume  catalogue of  Sir Hermann Weber's Greek collections, a model of  its kind, 
which he completed in 1929. Even in his last years he was intimately involved in the editing and 
production of  Sydenham's Coinage  of  the Roman Republic that appeared in 1952.3 To British 
numismatists he will be best known for  his monumental Biographical  Dictionary of  Medallists, 
the eighth volume of  which appeared in 1930 and which, although it may be faulted  in detail, is 
still an indispensable mine of  information.4  All this was done, of  course, in tandem with the 
production of  innumerable auction catalogues and, for  sixty years, the Numismatic  Circular, 
which he not only edited but for  which he compiled most of  the coin lists and wrote many of  the 
articles. 

Humphrey Sutherland in his obituary of  Forrer described him as 'the tranquil possessor of 
qualities of  gentleness, kindness, courtesy, and personal modesty . . . a man who could as little 
reproach others as be himself  reproached'? These aspects of  his character are well brought out in 
his all too brief  reminiscences. To an audience today they are perhaps over reticent and even for 
1948 one might have wished him to have been a little more forthright  and more fully  to have 
captured the personalities of  the likes of  P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton, Montagu and Murdoch but this 
would not have been in his nature. 

D.W.D. 
My kind friends  in this Society and especially our honoured President. Messrs. Winstanley and Whitton, have suggested 
that I should give a short talk this evening on my numismatic reminiscences of  the last sixty years/' I will endeavour to 
comply with their wishes, but warn you that I shall not be able to tell you much that you do not already know, especially 
since I have to confine  my remarks to my experiences in this country alone. 

1 I am grateful  to Dr Nicholas Mayhew and the Ashmolean Museum for  permission to publish Forrer's typescript (Heberden Coin 
Room: PUB Fol. Ai For). 

2 Forrer was elected an Honorary Fellow of  the Royal Numismatic Society in 1939 and awarded that Society's Medal in 1944. He 
was elected an Honorary Member of  the British Numismatic Socicty in 1950. 

3 L. Forrer. The  Weber  Collection:  Creek  Coins (4 in 3 vols [text], 3 vols [illus.], London 1922-9); E.A. Sydenham. L. Forrer and 
C.A. Hersh (eds). The  Coinage  of  the Roman Republic. 

4 Leonard Forrer. Biographical  Dictionary of  Medallists,  Coin, Gem, and Seal  Engravers  (8 vols, London, 1902-30), first  pub-
lished serially in the Numismatic  Circular  from  May 1898. A revised and expanded edition of  volume 1 was published in 1907. 

5 BNJ  XXVII (1952-4), 226. 
6 The Society's President at the time of  the meeting was Christopher Blunt (1904-87), while Edgar Winstanley (1892-1977) and 

Cuthbert Whitton (d. 1950) were, respectively. Secretary and Director. All three were John Sanford  Saltus medallists of  the Society. 
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A young American Air Force officer,7  who during the last War frequently  called at King Street in quest of  Roman 

Republican coins, generally enquired before  coming up to the office,  whether the 'old guy' was in - meaning your humble 
servant, of  course! Now, 1 do not know at what age an American 'guy' is considered to be old, but as a Swiss 'guy', I only 
feel  a little over middle age, although my two sons,8 whom many of  you know, are both between 50 and 60, and I happen 
to be a great-grandfather.  I thank God for  my long life  and the retention of  my faculties.  This by way of  introduction. 

Sixty years ago, this country was somewhat different  from  what it is now. Great Britain was the unchallenged first 
nation of  the world. Britannia ruled the waves - and still does, whatever some Americans or Russians may think. The 
Rt. Hon. W.S. Churchill agrees with this, as he kindly told me in a letter written in answer to one setting out my own 
views on the subject. The British flag  was supreme over four  continents. British subjects numbered 400 millions and she 
owned one-third of  the surface  of  the globe. Queen Victoria, the mother and grandmother of  most of  the royalties of 
Europe, had just been proclaimed Empress of  India.9 The word of  her statesmen was law. Even the great Bismarck had 
to acknowledge England's supremacy. Disraeli, Gladstone, Lord Salisbury, were men of  unchallenged authority, Income 
Tax was at lOd. in the £. And no capital levy! Everyone was carrying golden sovereigns in his purse! It is true that the 
working classes were not so well off  as in our days, but are they more contented now?10 

Such was this Country when I first  landed on these shores early in 1887. England was the eldorado for  a young 
Swiss, leaving cal and modern languages, history and archaeology had prepared me for  the career I was to follow. 

Although the firm  of  Spink & Son was established as early as 1772, and their name appears as buyers at coin sales in 
the early nineteenth century, the coin business was in its infancy  when I joined and the coin stock was confined  to a few 
cabinets of  English coins and a display in the window of  the shop at Gracechurch Street. However, it was the intention 
of  the two brothers, Samuel M. Spink and Charles F. Spink, to develop the numismatic branch and, when they engaged 
me, they had already in their employ the late Charles Winter, who specialized in war medals, and W.C. Weight who, 
however, left  very soon and settled on his own account at Brighton.12 

1 immediately began to study Greek and Roman coins, deriving my first  knowledge from  such standard works as 
Head's Historia  Numorwn,  Babelon's Monnaies  Consulates,  and Cohen's Monnaies  Imperiales.  The British Museum's 
galleries, being open until 10 pm,13 gave me a rare opportunity to learn the types of  classic coins from  the collection of 
electrotypes then on exhibition and it was not long before  I became acquainted with the Keeper, Mr. Reginald Stuart 
Poole, the learned Mr Barclay V Head, to whom Greek numismatics owes so much and who was always ready to help 
one, Mr Percy Gardner. Mr Herbert A. Grueber and Mr Warwick Wroth. These heads of  the Department of  Coins and 
Medals were succeeded by Sir George F. Hill, Dr E.S.G. Robinson, Dr lohn Allan, Mr Harold Mattingly and Dr lohn 
Walker, who have always shown me as much indulgence and invariable kindness and to all of  whom I acknowledge my 
deep gratitude; they are far  above praise.14 

7 This was Charles Hersh (1923-99). the distinguished scholar-collector whom Forrer introduced to the Roman Republican series 
and who collaborated with the latter over the editing of  the first  edition of  Sydenham's The  Coinage  of  the Roman Republic. 

8 The dealers Leonard Steyning Forrer (1895-1968) and Rudolph Forrer (1896-1974). 
9 This had, in fact,  taken place some eleven years earlier on I January 1877. 
10 The assertive sentiments expressed in this paragraph are a not untypical reflection  of  the mind-set of  many of  Forrer's 

generation brought up in the increasingly uncertain England of  the last years of  the nineteenth century. 
11 Samuel Marshall Spink (1856-1947) - always known within the firm  as 'Mr Sam' - was the driving force  behind the develop-

ment of  the coin and medal side of  Spink and Son that issued its first  coin list in 1885 with prices ranging from  6d.  to £ 1. 
12 Spink & Son now traces its origins at least to 1666 and to one John Spink, a London goldsmith. Samuel Marshall Spink moved 

the business from  2 Gracechurch Street to 17 Piccadilly in 1899 and to 5-7 King Street, St James's in 1927 where it remained until its 
transfer  to 69 Southampton Row in 2000. Charles Winter (1861-1933), a John Sanford  Saltus medallist of  the Society (1932), had, at 
the time of  his death, been manager of  Spink's medal department for  forty-eight  years and had also managed the firm's  medal-making 
factory  for  a considerable period. William Charles Weight (1859-1923) later (c.1911-12) moved his business to Letchworth. His stock 
was dispersed in three Glendining sales in July, September and October 1923. 

13 Forrer's memory was playing him tricks here; at this time the Museum was never open to the public later than 8 pm (and in the 
summer only). Evening opening was abandoned in 1898 because of  the small attendances. 

14 For an appreciation of  some of  these scholars see their obituaries (where appropriate) in the Proceedings  of  the British Academy, 
D.M. Wilson, The  British Museum  (London, 2002), passim; J. Walker, 'The early history of  the Department of  Coins and Medals', The 
British Museum  Quarterly,  XVII, 76-80; and G.F. Hill, 'An Autobiographical Fragment'. The  Medal  12 (1988). pp. 37-48. At this 
time - and until 1911 - Herbert Appold Grueber (1846-1927; Keeper of  Coins 1906-12), strictly a Roman specialist, was the only 
British Museum staff  member responsible for  British coins. His relationship with P.W.P. Carlyon Briton was a fraught  one, he never 
joined the British Numismatic Society or addressed any of  its meetings (in common with his Museum colleagues) and was thought to 
evince little interest in the medieval and modern series. Hill (as above, p. 39) described him as 'a painstaking plodder, with a certain 
facility  for  reading Oriental coins - with how much accuracy was always doubtful'.  This was not altogether fair;  within its prescribed 
limits, the second volume of  the British Museum  Catalogue  of  Anglo-Saxon  Coins, which he completed with Charles Francis Keary in 
1893, remained a standard reference  until the Anglo-Saxon numismatic renaissance of  the mid-twentieth century while Grueber's 
Handbook  of  the Coins of  Great Britain and Ireland  in the British Museum  (1899) was not superseded as a general overview of  British 
coinage until his successor George Cyril Brooke's English  Coins appeared in 1931 (and for  Scottish and Irish coins not for  at least 
another twenty and thirty years after  that). His edition (with A.W. Franks and W.S.W. Vaux) of  Hawkins' Medallic  Illustrations  of  the 
Histoiy  of  Great Britain and Ireland  to the death  of  George II  (text 1885 and plates.1904-11) continues to be an essential enchiridion. 
Wroth (who died in 1911 aged 53) and Mattingly (1884-1964) were never Keepers of  the department. 
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Messrs. Spink having acquired in 1889 a fine  collection of  Roman and Byzantine gold coins, I compiled my first 

private catalogue of  that series in that same year. In order to attract Continental clients and to cover my deficiency  in 
English, I did it in French! My first  visit abroad to attend an auction sale was in Paris, 1890, at the Photiades Pasha Sale, 
where I went entrusted with commissions from  Sir Hermann Weber, Mr Montagu and Dr F. Imhoof-Blumer  of 
Winterthur,15 a school-fellow  of  my father's  from  whom I learned a good deal. In December 1892, Spink & Son's 
monthly Numismatic  Circular,  of  which I was co-founder  and editor, first  appeared. It ran for  47 years and was only 
interrupted in 1940 by the Second World War, to be replaced by the Numismatic  Circular  List. As you know, the old 
Numismatic  Circular  is again published, from  the present year, in a smaller size, and now printed in England, and not in 
Ma§on, by Protat Freres, as formerly. 

The coin dealers in 1890 were Peter Whelan, representative of  Rollin and Feuardent of  Paris, of  whom I could tell 
many tales; Mr Talbot Ready, who confined  himself  then, as Whelan, to classical coins; James Verity, a specialist in 
English coins; Lincoln, who dealt chiefly  in English and Continental coins; Mr Baldwin, who specialized in the copper 
coinage and laid the foundation  of  the present world-renowned firm;  E.J. Seltman, of  Great Berkhamsted, who dealt 
in Greek and Roman; and W.J. Webster, who at a subsequent date and on the invitation of  Mr Montagu, came into the 
business of  Spink & Son, and was the official  cataloguer for  Sotheby, Wilkinson & Hodge, etc.16 

Foremost among collectors in the nineties was Sir John Evans, President of  the London Numismatic Society for 
25 years, from  1875 to 1902. Through his influence  the Society obtained a Royal Charter from  King Edward VII in 
1904. His knowledge was prodigious. There was not a branch of  numismatics with which he was not conversant. He 
collected Greek and, especially Roman aurei, early British, Anglo-Saxon, English medieval, stone implements, Celtic 
jewels and ornaments, weapons and relics of  Great Britain and Ireland. Mr S.M. Spink and I valued his collection for 
probate after  his death, to the value of  £145,000.1 shall ever remember with gratitude the encouragement I received 
from  Sir John, translated into words in the Numismatic  Chronicle,  when I ventured on my Biographical  Dictionary of 
Medallists.  Sir John and Lady Evans often  visited us at Gracechurch Street and later at Piccadilly. I recollect with 
what pleasure he exhibited, at every meeting of  the Numismatic Society, his latest acquisitions, whether British or 
Roman. Once, Sir John gave me a commission for  a very rare ancient British coin at a Munich sale, which turned out 
to be an electrotype, made by Ready, from  a specimen still in his collection. Sir John's unique collection of  early 
British was ceded to the British Museum by his son Sir Arthur; the early prehistoric ornaments in gold went to the 
Ashmolean at Oxford,  We were entrusted with the sale of  the English collection, which was purchased by Pierpont 
Morgan, senior (the American Railroad King) but which was brought back later by his son and sold conjointly to the 
British Museum and to Mr R.C. Lockett. This collection comprised 4,222 pieces (279 AU, 3,422 AR and 51 AE), 
including two Henry III gold pennies (one from  the Cuff  and Wigan cabinets and the other acquired in Rome),17 a 
gold florin  of  Edward III (only two known), half  and quarter florins;  nobles of  second and third coinages; a half  noble 
of  the fourth  issue; an unpublished noble and half  of  Richard II; a heavy noble and half  of  Henry IV with many other 
unique gold coins of  Edward IV and V and a unique cinquefoil  sovereign of  Henry VII. In silver, British rarities from 
William Rufus  to Charles II, including two portcullis groats. The Roman aurei were sold in Paris, except for  a 
number of  pieces retained by Sir Arthur. The rarities disposed of,  many of  which were purchased by Mr Robert 
Jameson of  Paris, included an AU Balbinus (only two known), Didius Julianus, Didia Clara, Pescennius Niger, 
Victorianus Senior, Tetricus Senior, Magnia Urbica, Carausius, Allectus, and others. Some came from  Francesco 
Gnecchi of  Milan, others from  Paris sales and from  finds  in Egypt. My contacts with Sir John were manifold.  He 
has left  in my heart an indelible sense of  profound  gratitude. In 1908,1 dedicated to his memory an obituary notice, 
published in the Gazette  Numismatique  Francaise  (1909). in which I gave a complete list of  his scientific  works from 
1849 to 1907.'s 

I first  became acquainted with Sir John Evans' son, Sir (then Dr) Arthur Evans in 1898, when I compiled the sale cat-
alogue of  one of  his collections of  Greek coins, known under the name of  'Archaeologist & Traveller'. Sir Arthur died 
in July 1941 at the age of  90. Throughout the forty  years of  our business relationship, he honoured us with his con-
fidence  and only two months before  his death he entrusted us with many orders for  the W.L. Gantz sale.19 His original 
collection of  Greek coins was disposed of,  through Rollin & Feuardent, to Mr Jameson, for  the modest sum of  £10,000; 
what would it be worth now? This sum would now barely represent the value of  some very few  coins, such as the 

15 Friedrich Imhoof-Bloomer  (1839-1920), the great Swiss collector and student of  Greek coins; RNS Medallist 1888. 
16 Timothy Peter Whelan, father  of  Francis Edward Whelan (1848-1907). dealing from  Great Russell Street; William Talbot Ready 

(1857-1914) who took over representation of  Rollin and Feuardent after  Francis Whelan's death; James Verity (1845-1910). a 
Yorkshire dealer (Dewsbury and subsequently Leeds) active at London coin sales; Frederick William Lincoln (d. 1909), effective 
founder  of  W.S. Lincoln & Son of  New Oxford  Street; Albert Henry Baldwin (1856-1936); Ernest John Seltman (d. c.1944), father  of 
Charles Theodore Seltman (1886-1957), the Ancient Greek historian and numismatist; William John Webster (1848-1919), son and 
business successor of  the Great Russell Street (and subsequently Bedford  Square) dealer William Webster (1821-85) and great-nephew 
of  William Till (d. 1844). He gave up his own business then in Bloomsbury Place to join Spink in 1892. 

17 The second Henry III gold penny, now in the Schneider Collection {SCBI.  Vol. 47, no. 1) came to Evans via Lord Grantley. 
18 Reprinted as Sir  John  Evans. K.C.B.  (1823-1908)  (Chalon-sur-Saone. 1909). For Evans see also DNB\  Proceedings  of  the Royal 

Society  LXXX (1908), 1-lvi; NC  1908, Proceedings, 25-31. His Coinage  of  the Ancient Britons (London. 1864; Supplement  1890) 
remained the standard survey of  the series for  virtually a century. 

19 The Revd William Lewis Gantz (1873-1940) whose wide-ranging collection was sold by Glendining in May and june 1941. 
Gantz's questionable behaviour over the non-payment of  his Society subscription was a momentary cause celebre in 1932; see pp. 
16-17 above. 
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famous  Demareteion, the incuse Taras, the facing  head staters of  Metapontum (Jameson Catalogue 81 and 326) etc. 
These particular gems are now in the possession of  the famous  oil-king, Mr Nubar Gulbenkian. 

In 1922.1 compiled the sale catalogue of  Sir Arthur's collection of  Roman and Byzantine gold coins (Naville & Clc., 
Lucerne, Ars Classica III), another in 1926 (Naville & C'c.. Lucerne, Ars Classica XII) and a third in 1934 (Naville & 
C'e., Lucerne, Ars Classica XVII (lots 1001-2722)), in which re-appeared the aureus of  Quintillius (from  the Comte de 
Viry's Collection 1909) and which is now in the Ashmolean Museum. Through our intermediary, the late Dr A.H. Lloyd 
purchased a further  collection of  Greek coins, built up by Sir Arthur since 1908, and of  which I compiled a private 
catalogue: this was sold for  £17,000. 

Sir Arthur Evans acquired world fame  for  his excavations in Crete on the site of  Cnossos, the subject of  his 
monumental work on the palace of  Minos. Sir Arthur's contributions to Greek numismatics are too well known to be 
mentioned. His last paper, published after  his death, was in the form  of  'Notes on early Anglo-Saxon gold coins' 
(Numismatic  Chronicle  1942, 19-41). Possessed of  ample means, Sir Arthur was able to form  collection after 
collection of  Greek coins, engraved gems, and other works of  art. His generous benefactions  greatly enriched the 
National Collection and the Ashmolean Museum, of  which latter he was Keeper for  many years. He was in our offices  in 
May 1941 on the day the news came through of  the bombardment of  the ruins of  Cnossos and the destruction of  the 
museum at Candia. He was terribly perturbed and immediately took a taxi to the offices  of  the Hellenic Society to 
enquire after  the safety  of  the personnel of  the British School of  Art. The charm of  his manner, his retiring disposition 
his genial personality, endeared him to all who enjoyed his friendship  and I esteem it a great privilege to have been 
associated for  half  a century with two generations of  Evans.20 

Sir (then Dr) Hermann Weber was probably my first  client. In 1899 and subsequent years, we used to obtain monthly 
consignments of  Greek coins from  A.J. Lawson of  Smyrna, J.P. Lambros of  Athens, and other sources, which we 
submitted to him first,  then to Mr Montagu. On receipt of  a consignment, I advised him and he gave me appoint-
ments at 10.12 or 10.25 but, as you may guess, I always had to wait half  an hour or more in his waiting room before 
I could see him. He bought largely, but we never added more than 10% on the prices fixed  by the consigners. He also 
commissioned us to buy for  him at London and continental auction sales. At the Ashburnham Sale (1895), he gave 
us an order for  a beautiful  Amphipolis tetradrachm, limiting us to £55. I bought the coin for  £62. He came the next 
day, insisting on our ceding it to him at his limit of  £55, attributing to my youthful  enthusiasm the excess price realised. 
This coin would now be worth many hundreds of  pounds. 

As is well known, we purchased Sir Hermann's collection after  his death, undertaking to compile and publish a cata-
logue of  it, a task that devolved on me, but in which I was greatly assisted by Mr Robinson of  the British Museum.21 
The National Collection, with a grant from  Parliament, availed itself  of  the option to incorporate all the coins not 
already represented at Bloomsbury. Sir Hermann lived to a great age and at 90 he was still taking his 'constitutional' 
every morning in St James's Park 22 Next to him, I must name the great collector Hyman Montagu, the shrewd solicitor, 
who within a few  years formed  a vast assemblage of  Greek, Roman and English coins that was unsurpassed in his time. 
He purchased collections en bloc, such as the Addington in 18 8 3,23 and was a heavy buyer at the Bergne (1873), 
Marsham (1888), and other noted auction sales. His Roman aurei came from  the Ponton d'Amecourt (1887), De Quelen 
(1888), and other Continental sources, in Italy and Egypt. I often  visited him in his office  in Bucklersbury, City, where, 
however busy he was, he would always find  time to examine coins. During his lifetime,  he parted with his series of 
milled English coins, of  which the late Mr S.M. Spink compiled the catalogue for  publication 24 Many of  his Greek 
coins passed through our hands. A fine  Croton stater, which we sold to him for  £25, brought £75 at his sale (no 73). Two 
magnificent  Amphipolis tetradrachms realised £53 and £18 10s respectively; what would they be worth now? Amongst 
Montagu's priceless English treasures, the Henry III gold penny fetched  only £25025, and one of  the most remarkable 
pieces of  his collection, the 'Juxon' Pattern Five Broad piece by Rawlins realised £770 and was purchased by us for  the 
British Museum. Mr Grueber compiled the catalogues of  the Montagu Collection, except that of  the Roman aurei, sold 
in Paris by auction through Rollin and Feuardent in 1896 when 1,291 coins realised 300,000 francs  (£12.000). With the 
Greek and English, the Montagu Sale brought over £55,000. Mr Montagu, after  a good classical education, studied for 
the Bar, and about 1878 began to collect English coins. His Greek and Roman collections date from  1889. He died at the 
comparatively young age of  50 on 18 February 1895. He had the natural gift  of  practical knowledge of  coins and all that 
was rare or very fine  came to him in the end.26 

20 For Sir Arthur [John] Evans (1851-1941) see DNB\  Obituaiy Notices  of  the Royal Society  (1939-41), vol 3, 941-68; 
Proceedings  of  the British Academy  XXVII (1941); Joan Evans, Time  and Chance; the story of  Sir  Arthur  Evans and his forebears 
(London, 1943). Evans' extreme shortsightedness in no way prevented his identification  of  the minutiae of  Greek coins and medals. 

21 Sir [Edward] Stanley [Gotch] Robinson (1887-1976), a member of  the department of  Coins and Medals 1912-52 (Deputy 
Keeper from  1935 and Keeper from  1949). Of  independent means Robinson was a consistent donor of  Greek material to the British 
and Ashmolean Museums, a degree of  munificence  eventually (in 1972) recognised by a knighthood. 

22 Sir Hermann Weber (1823-1918) was an eminent consultant physician (specialising in consumptive diseases). His son. Dr 
Frederick Parkes Weber (1863-1962), who presented a general collection of  some 5,500 coins and medals to the British Museum in 
1906, was also a consumptive specialist, and surpassed even his father's  extreme longevity. 

23 And William Brice's main collection in 1887. The remnants of  Samuel Addington's collection were sold by auction in 1886. 
24 [S.M. Spink], H.  Montagu:  Catalogue  of  Milled  English  Coins from  George I  to Victoria,  including  Patterns  and Proofs 

(London, 1901). 
25 Acquired by Murdoch, subsequently in the Leslie-Ellis and Lockett collections, and at present continuing in a private collection. 
26 For Hyman Montagu (c. 1345-95) see SNC  3 (1894-5), cols 1143-4 (April 1895): Montagu's cabinet of  British coins was one of 

the most important private collections ever formed. 
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J.G. Murdoch was a contemporary of  Montagu. He started collecting only late in life  as a hobby and derivative to his 

commercial activities. His collection of  English coins ranks as one of  the most important ever formed  or sold in this 
country. Many of  the rarities and finest  coins came from  the Montagu sale. He did not touch Greek and Roman and only 
shortly before  his death did he venture on continental gold. He owned an unrivalled series of  patterns and proofs  in 
gold, silver and copper from  George I to Victoria. The earlier series were well represented in the first  sale that took place 
in March 1903; the second, in May 1903, consisted of  a remarkable series of  Scottish coins. The third included the 
reigns of  Charles I to George II, and the fourth,  the Colonial, Irish and American series. 

Mr Murdoch had extraordinary opportunities to add to his collection and he rarely missed securing a piece that 
he desired to possess. I recollect on one occasion that we were commanded by Queen Victoria to buy on her behalf 
a specimen of  the Jubilee £5 piece, bearing her signature engraved in the field.  Mr Murdoch had given us a previous 
commission and it was only with the greatest difficulty  that we could persuade him to give way to Her Majesty. 

During the lifetime  of  Mr Montagu, the rivalry between these two collectors was a source of  great perplexity to the 
dealers entrusted with their commissions. Once, Mr Murdoch, wanting a coin that Mr Montagu also desired, made the 
remark: 'I can align as many £5 notes on the table as Mr Montagu, and I insist on your obtaining it for  me'.27 
Mr Murdoch was a most affable  collector. His fine  and venerable presence attracted all who came into contact with him. 
He died in 1902.28 

Sir Henry Howorth occupied the Presidential chair of  the Royal Numismatic Society from  1908 to 1913 and 
remained one of  the Vice-Presidents until his death in 1922. A most regular attendant at the meetings, his vast knowl-
edge, strong sense of  humour, controversial mind, not only in numismatics, but also in almost every branch of  science, 
made him a first-rate  commentator and debater. His opinion often  differed  from  the generally accepted one, but his 
observations were always suggestive and opened fresh  channels for  investigation. Sir Charles Oman, who first  met him 
at Westminster,29 stated in his obituary notice that he was astounded to find  that the same man wrote a solid book on the 
Mammoth, three volumes on early Anglo-Saxon Church history, and four  on the history of  the Mongols. It was a 
pleasure to hear Sir Henry discourse with ease on any subject of  numismatics. He and Sir John Evans were great friends 
and I always enjoyed their caustic remarks.30 

Lord Grantley and Sir Charles Oman have only recently been taken away from  us and I will not give any details on 
their activities, as they are too well known by all of  us.31 

Sir Edward Bunbury was a keen collector of  Greek coins. I knew him personally but did not have many dealings 
with him. At his sale I bid £75 for  a tetradrachm of  Catana which twenty years later fetched  £475 and would now be 
double that amount. He also had a Demarateion that only brought £199 at his sale, and yet at the time of  the Bunbury 
and Montagu Sales the prices were considered high! Sir Edward was amongst the collectors of  the latter quarter of  the 
nineteenth century who had access to the cabinets, with their untold treasures, in France and Italy. 

Canon Greenwell had a general collection of  Greek coins, but was especially noted for  his fine  series of  Cyzicene 
staters, which were purchased by the Boston (USA) Museum. Dr Kurt Regling of  Berlin compiled the catalogue of  the 
Warren-Greenwell cabinets.32 

Reginald Huth was for  many years a keen collector of  English, Spanish and Russian coins. He would never place a 
coin in his Cabinet before  having washed it; so afraid  was he of  microbes!33 

Mr C.E. Mackerell collected Roman bronze coins and was very particular as to condition. Until you got accustomed 
to him, you could not but be amused at the way he examined coins sideways. Sometime before  his death. I went to see 
him at Clapham, to value his collection, for  which we offered  £3,000. He having accepted that sum, I was preparing to 
take the cabinets when he burst into tears, and his three sisters also. Under these circumstances, I could do nothing less 

27 But his purse was not as long as Montagu's and he rarely outbid his archrival although after  Montagu's death he was able to 
acquire some of  the pieces he had earlier missed. 

28 For John Gloag Murdoch (1830-1902). religious publisher and piano manufacturer,  see above, pp. 186-90. 
29 Both were MPs, Howorth for  South Salford  (1886-1900) and Oman for  Oxford  University (1919-35) but they were never 

contemporaries in Parliament. 
30 For Sir Henry [Hoyle] Howorth (1842-1923) see NC  1923,376-8; SNC  31(1923), cols 327-8 (July-August 1923). According to 

Joan Evans, A History  of  the Society  of  Antiquaries (Oxford.  1956), p. 387. Howorth was denied the presidency of  the Antiquaries in 
1919 because of  his support of  the establishment of  the British Numismatic Society. This seems unlikely in the light of  his previous 
election as President of  the RNS in 1908 and must surely have been due to some other reason. Howorth was 'captured' by 'Spy' in 
Vanity  Fair  (11 July 1895) as 'a Lancashire Lad" 

31 For Lord Grantley (1855-1943) see BNJ  XXIV (1941-4), 127-8 (C.E.Bflunt])  and for  a vignette see C.E. Blunt, 'Personal 
Reminiscences of  some distinguished Numismatists of  a Previous Generation". BNJ  XLVI (1976). 72-73. 

Sir Charles |William Chadwick] Oman (1860-1946), Chichele Professor  of  Modern History at Oxford  was perhaps the first 
modern professional  historian to recognise the value of  English numismatics to his discipline. His Coinage  of  England  (Oxford.  1931) 
based on undergraduate lectures was a useful  and very readable account of  the coinage but like other of  this polymath's broad-brush 
work, even in its day, it could not be depended upon in all its detail. For Oman see DNB;  Proceedings  of  the British Academy  XXXII 
(1946); BNJ  XXV (1945-8), 78; Caroia Oman. An Oxford  Childhood  (London 1976). 

32 The Revd William Greenwell (1820-1918), a legendary collector of  archaeological material as well as coins, was a generous 
benefactor  of  the British Museum: the famous  finger  ring of  Queen Aethelswilh of  Mercia given to the museum by A.W. Franks had 
originally been acquired by Greenwell in somewhat dubious circumstances. John Evans said of  Greenwell 'He belongs to the bearded 
clerical order and is eminently unclerical in his manners and manner of  thinking and a very sensible man". (Evans, as in n. 20, p. 123). 

33 Reginald Huth (1853-1926) is best known today for  the series of  exotic patterns (pieces dc fantasie)  that he sponsored in the 
1890s (see Forrer, as in n. 4, II. pp. 579-84). The banker's phobia for  cleanliness was to affect  the value of  many of  his coins sold by 
Sotheby in April and June 1927. 
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than leave him the cheque and the coins as well (with his promise that the coins were ours) until he had finally  decided 
to part with them.34 

Major P.W.P. Carlyon-Briton, the founder  of  this Society, was a keen collector and student of  Anglo-Saxon, Norman 
and medieval English coins. He had a grievance with the Royal Numismatic Society, which he blamed for  paying too 
much attention to the classical, to the detriment of  the British series. Having obtained the support of  some friends,  W.J. 
Andrew, Colonel Morrieson, Mr Taffs  and others, he decided to form  the British Numismatic Society. He did not get on 
well with Sir John Evans. I remember one of  the meetings of  the Royal Numismatic Society, at which Lady Evans had 
read an interesting paper on ladies' coiffures  on Greek and Roman coins, that he sarcastically remarked: 'Have we come 
to this to discuss ladies' bonnets?'.35 

Mr W.C. Hazlitt, the grandson of  the famous  essayist, collected English and Continental coins in finest  condition. His 
book Coins of  the European Continent  and supplement gave me a lot of  work. The publishers could not make out his 
writing and so I had to rewrite the whole for  them. We once had an obsidional testone of  Florence that we described in 
the Numismatic  Circular.  On the morning following  the publication Mr Hazlitt was waiting before  the office  was 
opened, only to find  that the Prince of  Naples had visited us a few  days before  and bought the coin; he naturally was 
furious!  I catalogued his collection for  auction sale.36 

Mr R.C. Lockett's unrivalled collection of  both Greek and English coins is too well known by us all that I should 
give it more than a passing notice. A Continental dealer who saw part of  it described it as 'fantastic'.  The Greek gold 
and silver series have been published and illustrated in the Sylloge  Nummorum  Graecorum by Mr Robinson. The 
English series are even more worthy of  publication and it is hoped that posterity may have a permanent record of  such a 
unique cabinet, comprising untold rarities from  early British, Anglo-Saxon, Norman, and later English coins.37 As to 
Mr Lockett himself,  I trust he will allow me to say that I have always had a special regard and admiration for  him. His 
most kind and sympathetic attitude and generous patronage to us deserve our deepest gratitude. 

It would take me too long to mention my many numismatic acquaintances, J.T. Beachett, Colonel Tobin Bush of  Le 
Havre, William S. Churchill of  Manchester, Captain Clark, Oliver Codrington, the Orientalist and for  many years the 
Librarian of  the Royal Numismatic Society, Professor  E. Copp, the Reverend G.F. Crowther, A. Durlacher, my old 
friend  Henry Garside, J. Campion, another good friend,  W.J. Gillespie, Nathan Heywood, Richard Hoblyn, T. Hodgkin, 
J.M. Johnston, Thomas Jones, of  sad memory. Dr. L. White-King, E.C. Krumbholz, F.W. Madden, Alfred  E. Pacha, Sir 
Augustus Prevost, Jonathan Rashleigh, William Rowe, Lt. Colonel Sandeman, E. Shorthouse of  Birmingham, Sam 
Smith, junior, F. Spicer, Captain Tufnell,  Colonel Talbot, Arthur W. Young, F. McClean of  Tunbridge Wells, and so 
many others who are remembered for  their collections. But I cannot end this list without mentioning my dear old friend, 
my senior by ten years, Dr L.A. Lawrence, whose name is venerated as a pioneer and to whom, voicing the thoughts of 
each one here, I offer  the expression of  our admiration for  all his achievements and wish him some peaceful  years 
amongst us still.38 

In conclusion, I would say that numismatists are delightful  people. Absorbed as they are in their studies and hobbies, 
they live in the peaceful  atmosphere of  the past and rise above the worries of  the present. 

34 Charles Edward Gregg Maekerell (d. 1905) also collected English coins, sold by Sotheby on 14-15 May 1906. 
35 'Hair-dressing of  Roman Ladies as illustrated on Coins', read to the RNS on 18 January 1906 and published in NC  6 (1906). 

66-76. 
36 For William Carew Hazlitt (1834-1913), bibliographer and self-proclaimed  man of  letters, see DNB  and SNC  21 (1913), 

cols 742-44 (October 1913). His Coinage  of  the European Continent  (London, 1893, Supplement  1897), although not without its use 
as a collector's manual, was regarded as amateurish and superficial  even in its own time. The sale of  Hazlitt's collection (Sotheby, July 
1909) extended over nine days. 

37 This was never achieved in the way Forrer hoped but the Society was able to fund  a photographic record of  the English coins not 
illustrated in the eventual auction catalogues of  Lockett's collection: see above, pp. 21-25. 

38 For an indication of  the interests of  these collectors see Harrington E. Manville and Terence J. Robertson, British Numismatic 
Auction Catalogues:  Encyclopaedia  of  British Numismatics,  I  (London 1986). For Laurie Asher Lawrence (1857-1949) see BNJ  XXVI 
(1949-51), 95-6 and above, passim. 



SOME REMINISCENCES OF THE COIN BUSINESS I JOINED AND OF 
SOME MEMBERS PAST1 

PETER MITCHELL 

The Coin Business I Joined 
I started in the family  firm  of  A.H. Baldwin & Sons Ltd., then at 3 Robert Street, adjacent to their 
present premises, in August 1949, seven weeks before  my sixteenth birthday (hence a half-price 
season ticket!). London comprised three main dealers, Spink's, Seaby's and Baldwin's, and three 
main auctioneers, Glendining's, Sotheby's and Christie's. Spink had always been the 'leading' 
firm,  but Seaby was the larger with nearly fifty  on the staff,  many on the publications side. 

One has to remember that the War had finished  only four  years earlier, and 'times were still 
hard'. There were so many major collections coming onto the market that prices were actually 
falling  and, to the dealers, liquidity must have been a problem.2 I think particularly of  Cokayne, 
Carter and Lingford  (with Lingford,  two major auction sales were but the tip of  the iceberg). At 
the Adelphi they really wondered, or perhaps worried, what was going to happen to the market 
when the series of  Lockett sales started in 1955.3 In the event, such a major offering  stimulated the 
market, helped by the family  offering  museums a 28% rebate of  the estate duty to which they 
would not be liable. In the event it was a very smart move, as curators fell  over themselves to raise 
funds. 

The family  firm  I joined in 1949 was not long out of  the 19th century, but then (Great) Uncle 
Fred was Edwardian to the core. I don't think he really came to terms with the post-War era. His 
was a world of  a few  wealthy clients, of  the likes of  Lockett, Clarke-Thornhill, Cokayne and 
Lingford.  He certainly knew how to handle them. He knew rarity, for  he saw the coins, and so 
could tell you that of  two coins of  which you might have seen one specimen, that one was x times 
rarer than the other, but he could not understand why you could not give him a value off  the top of 
your head in a market of  ever-changing prices. He took one look at the Lawrence collection - the 
cabinets had been upset, so nothing was on tickets - and passed it to nephew Albert. Not so 
daft.  On the other hand he did Lockett, 'a 20th century collection catalogued by a 19th century 
numismatist,' as I tend to think of  it. Herbert Schneider's letter to Albert on receipt of  the Lockett 
English II catalogue which starts with Edward III, began 'Really, the Old Boy had too much gin in 
him when he started this one'. Uncle Fred never did get to grips with Edward III. 

Fred's younger brother Roy (Royle) was brought out of  virtual retirement in 1941 as staff  had 
gone off  to the War. He had gone, c.1930, to South Africa  for  health reasons, allegedly T.B. He 
handled the ancient Greek coins. Someone more unlike his brother Fred one could not imagine, a 
hypochondriac, teetotal, etc., etc., or as his brother put it, 'a bloody good drink would do you 
good'. (As office  boy, every month I would load a standing order into F.B.'s car - 8 doz. Booth's, 
drunk 50/50 with water, 1 doz. Johnnie Walker Black Label and 1 doz. Tio Pepe. And he enjoyed 
his wine!) 

My father,  David Dewar, but known as Douglas, was brought up in his grandfather's  home, and 
so came into the family  coin business. Something of  an eccentric, he would seem to have been 
more interested in plants. I always think of  him knowing the series for  which there were no 

1 As the title suggests, this paper represents the personal reminiscences of  the author. The views expressed are not necessarily 
shared by the Editors or Council of  the Society. 

2 Auction sales are listed by Manville in his decennial summaries on pp. 267 and 283; private sales are listed in his Appendix, 
pp.375-9. 

3 Lockett had died in 1950. 
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standard works, certainly not in his younger days. When someone in the office  was stuck for  an 
answer, one would often  hear the cry, 'Ask Duggie'. 

Albert, my father's  cousin, soon became the linch-pin of  the firm  after  the War and someone for 
whom I have the greatest respect. He had an ail-but photographic memory, so much so that on 
occasion he must have thought me very thick, and an incredible capacity for  work, in spite of 
suffering  from  acute diabetes, which I would not wish on anyone. On finishing  the Lawrence 
catalogue, complimented in Humphrey Sutherland's 1951 presidential address to the RNS, he 
went to see his doctor who promptly slapped him straight into the London Clinic. In his younger 
days he played hockey for  the Blackheath H.C. Wednesday side, and I believe on one occasion he 
reached the semi-finals  of  the mixed doubles of  the Beckenham Tournament. 

Robert Edward Atkinson ('R.E.A.' or 'Ted') handled the war medals. Something of  a character, 
he served in the Essex Regiment in India before  World War I, after  which he joined Baldwin's.4 

David Spink I hardly knew, and the first  time we met was hardly auspicious. I had gone to 
Christie's to liaise with Albert, who was attending the sale of  gold coins and medals of  Grand 
Duke George Michailovitch.5 On the way into Christie's I met D.F.S. coming out and gave him a 
respectful  'Good morning, Mr Spink,' but I was totally ignored for  he was none too pleased with 
the morning's activity. Baldwin had bought 104 lots of  the coins out of  280 and no less than 161 
lots of  medals out of  197, and he was not used to being so heavily, perhaps embarrassingly, 
outgunned. I never had much to do with him as his forte  was as a PR man for  the company and his 
speciality decorations and war medals. 

Before  the War Douglas Liddell had been a history teacher. He met David Spink during the War 
and after  it joined Spink's. Inasmuch as Uncle Fred hardly recognised Seaby's existence, one got 
the feeling  that a similar situation existed between Spink's and Baldwin's. Douglas and Albert 
Baldwin immediately set to to rid the marketplace of  such (ludicrous) animosity. After  Albert died 
very suddenly in 1967, one of  the first  things Douglas said to me was 'We stick together'. Douglas 
is now 82 years old and has not enjoyed good health for  some years. 

Howard Linecar was the man in charge of  books, Colonial coins and editor of  the Circular. He 
was always helpful  to me and on one visit to King Street he gave me a mint state copy of  volume 
VI of  Forrer's Dictionary, 'as it was being reprinted'. He was a little ahead of  his time for  the idea 
was scrapped, only to be taken up by Baldwin's many years later. He was very much a Spink man, 
but one got the impression of  a chip on his shoulder in that, as a pre-War member of  staff,  he had 
been 'overtaken' by a post-War introduction, Douglas Liddell. 

Mr Forrer senior ('Old Man Forrer') one knew if  only from  his formidable  reputation. I saw 
him once or twice, and then only from  afar. 

H.A. Seaby, always known as Bert, appeared to me as a rather severe figure,  who didn't waste 
words. I remember Albert complaining he hadn't supported the Ryan sale, only to get the reply 
'I crab auction sales, Baldwin'. The firm  were not big buyers, attenders even, in the auction room, 
and were rarely, if  ever, selling agents of  a collection, for  they preferred  to buy and retail through 
the Bulletin. An office  boy doing the errands, I was often  on the West End run, calling at Spink's, 
next door to Christie's, and Glendining's, passing Sotheby's on the way, but it was many years 
before  I went to Great Portland Street. 

As so many since, 'H.A.' started at Spink's, and was set up in business on his own account by 
Valentine Ryan. For the first  20 years it must have been a struggle and he must have worked 
extremely hard. An exaggeration, of  course, but I have heard it said that 'he had forgotten  more 
than his staff  ever learnt'. I well remember Charles Hersh telling Uncle Fred that there was only 
one man in London who knew the Roman Republican series. An expectant F.B. awaited the 
compliment, only to hear, 'And that's Bert Seaby!'. The comment was more barbed than one 
might think, as F.B. only ever referred  to (upstart) Seaby's as 'That firm'.  But then it would seem 
that neither did Spink forgive  Baldwin for  starting up in business either. 

4 See below under WINSTANLEY. 5 3-4 July 1950. 
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Bert's son Peter was a totally different  kettle of  fish.  Softly  spoken, almost diffident,  he was 

perhaps more academic than commercial, as his ground-breaking paper, 'The Sequence of  Anglo-
Saxon Coin Types, 1030-50'6 will illustrate. It was only in 1970 that I really got to know him 
when, with his accountant Peter Milne, we prepared, albeit late, for  the introduction of  VAT, out of 
which was born the BNTA. It was at this time I realised he seemed to totally lack a sense of 
humour, certainly my perverse variety, and for  him to understand what I was on about I had to 
remember this fact. 

Great Portland Street not being on the West End run, I never met Mrs Emmy Cahn (widow of 
Julius, aunt of  Herbert), the two Polish members of  staff,  Lt. Cols. Protassowicki and Kozolubski, 
Gilbert Askew and Major Porter, beneficiary  of  the Ryan interest in the firm.  (Only now I wonder 
how, or why, Baldwin's handled the Ryan collection. No wonder Bert 'crabbed' the Ryan sale, it 
must have been one he expected to win.) In later life  I met other members of  the staff,  and several 
became personal friends  (a buddy of  Alan Rayner's in Harpenden, Professor  Trevor Lewis, is 
uncle of  my godson, Dr Paul Sice, a fact  learnt at his grandfather's  funeral.  It's a small world). 

In those early days there were several small dealers, mostly 'hip-pocket' without premises. No 
particular names come to mind, certainly none of  the calibre of  Dawson and Format of  later years. 

The three major auctioneers, Glendining's, Sotheby's and Christie's, reigned supreme,7 together 
with Wallis & Wallis (mostly militaria - you can see Roy Butler on the present-day Antiques Road 
Show). Spink and Baldwin used Glendining's for  auctions,8 and Baldwin's catalogued properties 
offered  to Sotheby's, where a retired Eton housemaster, Cyril Butterwick, was responsible for 
coins. This arrangement was terminated by Sotheby's on 1 February 1968, by a letter received that 
very morning, the work being passed to D.J. Crowther Ltd. As Uncle Fred wrote to Peter Wilson, 
'What has gone wrong? I have been cataloguing for  Sotheby's since Mr Hodge's day'. F.B. rarely 
wrote letters, but he struck oil with this one, in that Peter Wilson was not even born in Mr Hodge's 
day (1905). We also catalogued for  Christie's, where Arthur Grimwade, later to become Prime 
Warden of  the Worshipful  Company of  Goldsmiths, was in charge, the arrangement lasting, 
eventually minimally, until Christie's takeover of  Spink's. 

As the person responsible for  taking delivery of  these various properties, I would like to think 
that a Sotheby property never turned up in a Christie's sale. 

Of  Some Members Past 
By starting in 1949, one could say that I wished I had started my numismatic career earlier, in that 
I missed seeing the likes of  Dr E.C. Carter, Helen Farquhar, Dr L.A. Lawrence, R.C. Lockett, 
H.A. Parsons, V.J.E. Ryan and W.C. Wells, owners of  major collections dispersed in the early 
1950s. 

The following  list is alphabetical and could have included others, but one has to stop some-
where. Obituaries are in numismatic publications, usually our Journal  or Spink's  Numismatic 
Circular.  Some not given will have been in the national press, e.g. Sir Francis Hill. 
DEREK ALLEN (1910-75) was a none too frequent  visitor to the Adelphi, a respected student, 
especially of  Ancient British coins, perhaps best remembered for  his British Museum Catalogue 
of  the 'Tealby' issue, published in 1951, long after  he left  the Department of  Coins and Medals. 
I well remember him saying that he took it as part of  his duties in the Department to publish 
something every month. Happy days! With three boys at Rugby, he could not afford  to return to 
the British Museum after  the War: his subsequent career was with the Ministry of  Transport. In 
retirement for  far  too short a time, he was secretary of  the British Academy until his untimely 
death. 

6 BNJ  28 (1955). 
7 Manville, p. 283. 
8 See below under FRENCH. 
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As a dealer who sought advice from  the expert in the Celtic series, I have to say his Achilles 

heel was spotting forgeries,  as his publication of  the Haslemere hoard9 illustrates all too well.10 

A.E. BAGNALL (1877-1966) was a painting and decorating contractor, of  Shipley, Hereford  and 
Teddington (just along the High Street from  my first  marital home over a sweet shop). In the days 
when there were many more exhibits at a Society meeting, he would produce a wonderful  selec-
tion of  Anglo-Saxon pennies, very often  jumbled up and not on their tickets. He was a Spink 
customer through and through. On one rare visit he was offered  a James I third coinage crown, 
mm 'seeded' rose," an extreme rarity, at £140. He turned it down, but it wasn't long before 
Douglas Liddell was on the 'phone to buy it, and I subsequently learnt that he paid Spink's £250 
for  it.12 

Another Spink customer (certainly initially), was N.C. BALLINGAL (1924-85), known as Peter, 
a trader of  Djakarta and Salisbury (now Harare), before  returning to London when we saw much 
more of  him. He specialised in the Civil War issues of  Stephen and Charles I, as did Sir John 
Hanham and (not so obviously), V.J.E. Ryan. We were on the point of  arranging lunch when he 
died very suddenly, aged 60. Attending a concert recently at Dorking Halls, I noticed his widow 
Kathleen listed in the programme as a sponsor. 
A.E. BARNES (elected 1946, "1967), of  Beaconsfield,  was a chair designer for  Parker Knowle 
and he, too, knew a good coin when he saw one. His halfcrowns  were sold at Glendining's in 
1954.13 

CHRISTOPHER BLUNT (1904-87) was an awe-inspiring figure  to a young office  boy. He would 
call at around 8.30 am on his way from  Albany to the City. I will always remember one morning 
in the great freeze-up  of  1962-3, thawing out in Robert Street, in Richmond Hockey Club jumper, 
green Harris tweed suit trousers and wellies off,  warming my feet  in front  of  the meagre gas fire, 
when Christopher arrived with a friend.  'Oh, Peter, meet my friend  Dick.' Later I learnt the friend 
was Commander (later Sir) Richard Colville, the Queen's Press Secretary. On a much later visit he 
announced himself  at the counter, 'Blunt, to see Sharp.' 

Soon after  his wife  Elizabeth died, I was returning from  the West Country along the M4 and 
was due to reach the Feltham area (pre-M25) in the rush hour, so I rang Christopher. Yes, he 
would put the kettle on . . . (and later) would I have time for  a glass of  sherry? . . . I wonder 
whether we could share my cold supper? (needless to say with a good bottle of  wine) . . . there's 
some rather good port in the pantry . . . I left  Ramsbury at midnight, drove on full  headlights 
round the lanes of  Wiltshire, stopping at a village to take stock of  where I was and how I was 
going to get home. I was still in Ramsbury! It was the first  of  many visits and one soon realised 
that the awe-inspiring City gent was a rather shy person. The last visit, with Michael Sharp, was 
only weeks before  he died, and Michael was dragged off  home after  supper, before  the port. 

My son Alexander's father-in-law,  Revd Bob Hyatt, was vicar of  Ramsbury from  1991 until his 
retirement in 2000.14 

GEORGE BOON (1927-94) finished  his career as curator of  the main branch of  the National 
Museum of  Wales at Cathays Park. It was John Casey, then working in Cardiff,  who advised us 
that George Boon's bark was worse than his bite, a view shared by Marion Archibald who, in her 
obituary of  him, said he 'appeared formidable  to many meeting him for  the first  time'. So true, but 
we soon got to know and understand him very well. He became an important buyer, and one only 

9 BNJ  31 (1962), l-8;B/vy35 (1966), 189-90. 
10 Obituary in BNJ46(1976),  88-91. 
11 BNJ39  (1970), 154-5. 
12 Obituary in BNJ  35 (1966), 217. 
13 24 November 1954, lots 205-56 (not noted by Manville). 
14 Obituary in BNJ  57 (1987), 157-61. 
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has to look at his important monograph, Coins and the Anarchy, to realise that not only are 
they excellent photographs, but of  some wonderful  coins, many being pedigree pieces from  the 
collection of  Sir John Hanham. 

One day I was seated by the door at a meeting of  the Royal Numismatic Society when George 
left  early. On the way out he asked me whether I would act for  him for  the Harlech Torque, to be 
offered  at Christie's, at 5% commission. I replied 'No', and he had gone. Oh dear, what on earth 
might he think? What I was going to add was that I would work for  an agreed fee,  so in the event 
5% of  £36,000 became £200. The Museum director (D.W.D., no less), will doubtless confirm. 

Patrick Finn and I drove down to his retirement party at Caerleon, and found  ourselves top of 
the list of  people he acknowledged, 'those two scholar-dealers, Patrick Finn and Peter Mitchell'. 
In such illustrious company, we were very pleased to be at the back of  the room. Thank you, 
George.15 

JOHN BRAND (1931-90), a chartered accountant, was, with Peter Woodhead and Ian Stewart, 
one of  the younger members of  the 'Saturday Club', the gathering of  friends  at the Adelphi of  a 
Saturday morning, when the unwritten rule was not to spend money (but then F.E.J. rarely did, 
anyway!). His speciality was the short cross coinage, and latterly Kentish tokens. Over the years 
he and Michael Dolley were at loggerheads over the issues of  /Ethelred II, which generated 'more 
heat than light'. I always understood that he suffered  from  'general debility' and aged at an 
abnormal rate, passing away after  years of  ill-health at the early age of  59.16 

ROBERT PATRICK VERNON BRETTELL (1907-98), known as Pat, was a policeman (to F.E.J., 
the 'Country Copper'), for  some years the inspector at Tavistock, with 'The Moor' on his manor. 
A Spink customer in his early days, he sold his English coins to concentrate on the Devon mints, 
including those of  the Civil War. I had perhaps only seen him once when, in 1958,1 found  myself 
being driven by an old friend  over Dartmoor. It was a Sunday, lunch-time, and pouring with rain, 
and who knew where the next pub might be. Colin enquired what we might be doing for  lunch, so 
I told him to stop at the next telephone box, and I rang the Brettells. I heard Pat call 'Put some 
more spuds on, Molly'. We spent the next two or three nights on the front  room floor  (there were 
four  daughters). Molly is now a very lively 88 year old.17 

DR BURSTAL (1879-1967), a general practitioner of  Bournemouth, was the father  figure  of  the 
Wessex Numismatic Society, though I tend to think of  him as 'the Bodkin Adams of 
Bournemouth', as he practised well into his eighties. On one visit he showed Albert Baldwin a 
William I Sword type penny (BMC  vi), which had been offered  to him by a schoolboy. Albert 
suggested a figure  of  £6, which the elderly doctor thought far  too much to give to a boy. Years 
later, cataloguing the Burstal collection in 1968, it amused me no end to see the cost on the ticket 
of  £1, and the name of  the schoolboy as Paul Munro Walker! Some would say it couldn't have 
happened to a nicer fellow,  though I could never work out why (or by whom) Munro Walker was 
blackballed some years later. 

In about 1964 a psychiatrist colleague of  Burstal's, a Dr Andrews, came in with his 16-year old 
daughter to buy her a coin. I did not know it at the time, and only realised it, albeit slowly, at the 
1976 BANS Congress in Canterbury, that the occasion was my first  meeting with 'Rosie': later, as 
Mrs Crowley, typist of  more than half  of  volume 51 of  the Journal. 18 

There was something to be learnt from  the Burstal estate. He had two daughters, Jean (Mrs 
Philip Edmondson) and a nun, and a son deceased, whose children's education he was paying for. 
By ringing the estate agent and cancelling the lease on her father's  flat  as anyone might have done, 

15 Obituary in BNJ  64 (1994), 167-70. 
16 Obituary in BNJ  60 (1990), 167-71. 
17 Obituary in NCirc  April 1999. 
18 BNJ  53 (1983), 201 
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Jean was seen to do so in her capacity of  executrix and so could not withdraw, and thus could not 
buy her father's  collection.19 

F.R. COOPER (1902-85), known as 'Mini Cooper', was a chartered accountant (Gold Medal, 
1925) with ICI. He had retired early with a very slow pulse rate and had been fitted  with a 
pacemaker. He is best known for  his detailed studies of  hammered crowns. In Shalbourne he lived 
just down the road from  the Brettells before  they moved to Middleton Cheney. In his younger 
days he had captained the 3rd XI of  Wimbledon Hockey Club, as had Rodney Smith (Lord Smith 
of  Marlow) and, in my time with Teddington Hockey Club, the Wimbledon 6th XI was captained 
by the nephew of  C.T. Trechman; both collections were ultimately bought by Spink, c.1985 and 
c.1960 respectively. 
JIMMIE DAVIDSON (1896-1985) was a forensic  scientist and at one time director of  the 
Metropolitan Police laboratory at Hendon. He assembled a formidable  collection of  Scottish 
coins, which had been started by his father.  It was obvious to me that in his younger days he and 
Uncle Fred Baldwin painted the town red. More than once I called on him and his housekeeper 
Margaret, a character if  ever there was one, at West Linton, Peebles-shire. 
MICHAEL DOLLEY (1925-83) came to the British Museum from  the National Maritime 
Museum, where he was working on Byzantine maritime history, as reference  to his early writings 
will show.20 Some of  these early articles were published in the Mariners' Mirror, with which his 
twin brother Christopher was associated. 

We all knew Michael and his foibles,  and if  I ever wanted to bring him down to earth I would 
recall two events. First, the very first  coin I saw identified  by him at the British Museum was a 
Scottish plack identified  as a Lusignan gros (or was it vice-versa?). Secondly, having struggled to 
keep up with his researches on the Transitional Crux type of  ^Ethelred II,2' one was incensed to 
read in a subsequent article in the next volume 'that in my 1955 article two of  the columns were 
inadvertantly transposed - though fortunately  the error should have been self-evident  to an 
attentive reader'. To this young attentive reader R.H.M.D. was infallible,  hence his confusion, 
further  exacerbated by the illustration of  the wrong coin,22 in his paper in Commentationes I. 

He was a numismatic genius to whom we owe much, but someone of  whom Albert Baldwin 
was heard to say more than once 'that he would be surprised were we to finish  up the right side of 
him'. On many an occasion I would not be too sure of  what Michael was talking about or, more 
likely, who he was getting at (other than the ghost of  H. Alexander Parsons or poor Tony 
Thompson), so I used to 'grunt' (positive/negative), hoping he would take it the right way. On one 
visit he tried to suggest to Albert what the Ulster Museum should pay for  the 450 Irish coins 
selected from  the Brussels Hoard. Nobody, just nobody, told Albert Baldwin what to do. In the 
event, after  Albert's death, they were donated to the Museum, as I'm sure was intended from 
the start. Wrong move, Michael: you won't get cheaper than that! 

As a postcript, I should mention that some years ago his twin brother Christopher telephoned 
me out of  the blue and told me that Ruby Stacy had died. I had not heard from  him for  perhaps 20 
years and was completely miffed  by this information,  although I knew of  her, but only by name 
and reputation. To cut a long story short she, although Jewish, I believe, attended Mass in 
Tunbridge Wells at the same church as Christopher and over post-Mass breakfast  a numismatic 
connection was made - her old flame  Uncle Fred was the greatest coin dealer that ever lived, as 
was his twin brother Michael the greatest academic. Q.E.D. Yet again, it's a small world.2' 

19 Confirmed  by counsel's opinion. Obituary in NCirc  January 1968. 
20 Anglo-Saxon  Monetary  History,  p. 316 
21 BNJ  28, 75-87. 
22 Figure 6 on p. 184. 
23 Obituary in BNJ  52 (1982), 265-71. 
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My first  memory of  GORDON DOUBLED AY (1914-93) was attending the first  Coin Day in 
1950 at Bedford  College, when he read a paper entitled 'Angels Without Tears'. At the time I 
don't think I knew what an angel was! He soon became a personal friend  of  Albert, and also secre-
tary of  the Society, which was to have an immediate and unexpected result, in that the beneficiary 
of  a collection of  coins wrote to Gordon for  advice and he, not unnaturally, recommended his 
friend.  The collection was that of  Dr Ernest Carter - so now you know why I am such a regular 
attender at meetings. As a 'thank you' Albert passed him the George noble from  the collection: in 
his 1961 sale to raise funds,  it certainly did - £1,900, an incredible price on the day. 

Soon after  moving from  the Old Rectory, he attended a meeting and I asked him his new 'phone 
number. I had always known the old one as at Easter 1950 I had come in from  my Saturday game 
of  soccer to be told (horrors!) that Uncle Fred had been on the 'phone wanting to know where 
Albert was. He was at the Doubledays, at Maldon 473. The panic was because Lingford  had 
committed suicide. The new 'phone number was Wickham Bishops 329, some coincidence 
because Lingford's  number in our records was 329; we addressed him as 'Dear 329' and he signed 
'329'. 

At one time Gordon used to appear in a dark green corduroy suit, surely too 'arty' for  a fruit 
farmer.  But then his younger son, John, became the sculptor we all know, of  Charlie Chaplin 
fame.  Gordon stopped buying coins in 1960, having suffered  crop failures,  and sold some at 
Glendining's on 20 November 1961. When things got better, he bought Japanese netsuke, which 
he had started to acquire when at Charterhouse, together with Edo prints. Some years after  his 
death an exhibition of  his Japanese material was held at the Horniman Museum, Forest Hill.24 
Formidable.25 

What more can one say about F. ELMORE-JONES (1898-1982), known as Dick or '424'? 
Invalided home from  Gallipoli, advised not to join the family  firm  of  City solicitors but to get an 
open-air job for  his health (hence the Chartered Surveyors' Gold Medal, 1922), together with a 
substantial disability pension paid, I believe, until the day he died. 'Paid for  many a Tealby', he 
used to say, as did the gold medal, but his Sanford  Saltus medal survives. A pillar of  the Saturday 
Club at the Adelphi, with an incredible memory for  a die, the afternoon  being spent at Lord's or in 
the Department with Michael Dolley. 

In the summer of  1968 we rented a cottage at Swanage and on the first  Monday a letter was 
delivered in F.EJ.'s unmistakeable hand. 'Can't they leave me alone?', I doubtless thought. It bore 
the news that his coins (all but 52) had been recovered from  the safe  of  a murdered fence,  one 
Tony Maffia.  Two weeks later we returned home and I drove over to Twickenham, picking up a 
bottle of  Cointreau at Henekey's on the way, and left  when the bottle was all but empty, having 
learnt all the news.26 

CHARLIE FIRTH (1903-60) was the plumber from  Barnsley (actually Hoy land). He died at an 
early age but had already acquired some wonderful  pieces, many of  which were sold some years 
after  his death.27 

LEONARD FORRER (1895-1968), also known as Col. Forrer or Young Forrer, was an employee 
of  Spink's before  the War, specialising in foreign  coins. Of  Swiss extraction, he was multi-lingual, 
a charmer in any language, hence multi-married. After  the War he launched out on his own at 175 
Piccadilly, an address which seemed to attract coin dealers, Geoffrey  Hearn and Joe Corbitt (who 
died on 22 December 2002) to mention but two. At this period he ran the foreign  exchange 
account in London (in his diary?), ran into financial  difficulties  and in 1955 went to Schulman's in 

24 From 12 September 1997 to 13 April 1998. 
25 Obituary in BNJ  63 (1993), 163-4. 
26 Obituary in BNJ  52 (1982), 261-4 and NCirc  March 1982. 
27 In Spink Coin Auctions I and 6. 
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Amsterdam. The Adelphi thought this was a bad move for  Jacques, and wrote and warned him of 
Leonard's record in London, but Leonard turned over a new leaf  in Amsterdam, for  how were 
Baldwin's supposed to know he was having an affair  with Jacques' wife  Leni?28 

W.C. FRENCH (1919-86) of  Glendining's, was the doyen of  London auctioneers; I once heard 
him referred  to as such by a partner at Sotheby's. Spink's and ourselves did an enormous amount 
of  business through Glendining's, so much so that discussions of  a takeover or amalgamation 
were progressing (for  there was no successor to Mr French) when Andrew Weir bought Spink, and 
they started their own auctions. I cannot remember putting anything in writing to Mr French (as I 
always knew him), nor a disagreement of  any kind. A major auction sale, with many complicated 
instructions to execute, was almost made easy by the rapport one had with him on the rostrum 29 

SIR JOHN HANHAM, Bt (1898-1955), of  Dean's Court, Wimborne, landowner and barrister, 
was much the local squire, who died whilst out with his dog shooting snipe. A charming man, who 
served in the Grenadier Guards in both Wars, he was also ADC to the Governor-General of  New 
Zealand, his uncle Viscount Bledisloe, from  1930-2. Amongst his coins of  the Civil Wars of 
Stephen and Charles I, and his beloved Dorset 17th century tokens, was found,  surprise, surprise, 
a proof-like  set of  the first  coins of  New Zealand, dated 1933. 

Nearly twenty years after  his death I collected the coins from  his sister Maud at Dean's Court. 
Nothing had changed, John's study had been left  as it was the day he died. A memorable quote 
from  cub-mistress Maud Hanham: 'I taught them all to swim - chucked them off  the bridge.'30 

SIR FRANCIS HILL (1899-1980), 'Mr Lincoln', who earnt his knighthood for  services to his 
native city. I visited him several times at his home, The Priory, adjacent to, or maybe within, the 
precincts of  the Cathedral. A man of  exceptionally few  words, one got the impression from  an 
incoming 'phone call that more was done in less time; 'Hill . . . Yes . . . No . . . Yes . . . Goodbye.' 

He was a little irritated by Henry Mossop publishing The  Lincoln Mint  as he had written major 
works on the city, but one wonders whether, as a very busy man, he would ever have got round to 
working on the coins. They were donated to Lincoln Museum.31 I would love to know where the 
Stamford,  William II, type IV, moneyer Herman32 was during the thirty-odd years it was missing, 
and how it got off  Baldwin's premises. Having got it back to Lincoln, the coin is now thought to 
be Steyning. You can't win. 

The portrait medal illustrated in the Sylloge,  by Loewenthal, who lived in Lincoln, must be a 
considerable rarity. 

Hill was a solicitor, senior partner of  Andrew, Race, Midgeley and Hill, later Andrew & Co. At 
his funeral,  you only had to hear his colleague Mr Race to know he was the brother of  the more 
widely known Steve Race. 
ALDERMAN HORACE HIRD (1899-1973), of  Bradford,  nominally a steeplejack, although it 
must have been on some scale or allied to other demolition or construction work. He certainly had 
an eye for  a quality coin. In 1961 he sold 100 hammered gold coins,33 with two similar auctions 
scheduled. In the event, in early 1962, Spink's suffered  a major robbery which, very embarrass-
ingly, included 33 pieces belonging to Herbert Schneider,34 and Douglas Liddell was only too 
keen to replenish stocks, so negotiated a private purchase. 

28 Obituary in NCirc  November 1968. 
29 Obituary in NCirc  May 1986. 
30 Obituary in BNJ  27 (1952-4), 365. 
31 See SCBI  27. 
32 SCBI  21,1511; see NCirc  December 1983 and September 1995. 
33 Glendining's, 30 May 1961. 
34 BNJ  30 (1960-1), 366-7, and pis xxiv-xxvii. 
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During his lifetime  Hird gave a major parcel of  Scottish gold and silver coins to the Ashmolean 

Museum,35 though by no means all he possessed 36 earning himself  an Hon. MA from  Humphrey 
Sutherland, once referred  to by Michael Dolley as 'the country's finest  beggar'. Some compliment 
to the keeper of  a major collection, not that Dolley meant it as such, quite the reverse. He also 
gave many coins and tokens to the University of  Leeds and I have heard it said that if  the 
authorities had had the wit to offer  him an honorary doctorate they would have got much more, 
and might have 'copped the lot'.37 

KEN JACOB (1910-95) was the tailor of  Cambridge with an excess of  adrenalin. He was a man 
of  many interests, including stamps and music. Nothing could be sent by registered post, as he 
would be walking the dog when the postman called. In later life,  as a widower with no children, 
he moved to sheltered accommodation in Elmbridge village, near Cranleigh, and it was there, 
while giving fellow  residents a talk on a musical subject, that he collapsed and died. Not very 
encouraging to a geriatric audience, to say the least. 
ANGUS JOHNSTONE (1901-71) was a general practitioner in Stockport. In his youth he was a 
considerable athlete and speed skater over the mile and half-mile.  His estate included 67 prize 
medals: his youngest daughter Adele was in the Great Britain ski team and his son-in-law Robin 
Barlow was a top squash umpire who had refereed  my next-door neighbour David Jude, for  many 
years the Welsh champion. 

In my youth I used to send Johnstone parcels of  English coppers from  the Dean Rogers 
collection, but I was alerted to the fact  that he also collected silver coins as he was acknowledged 
by F.R. Cooper in his paper on James I crowns. In fact  Johnstone had a comprehensive collection 
of  English coins, hammered and milled, silver and copper, which I only found  out when visiting 
his widow. I had only learnt of  his death when, unusually for  me, I was checking the prices of 
guineas in Spink's Circular and saw his obituary notice of  six months earlier. Yes, it certainly pays 
to read the Circular.38 

ARTHUR LAINCHBURY (1903-78), of  Kingham, Oxfordshire,  was a manufacturer  of  specialist 
farm  equipment. With a mutual interest in Tealbies, he was a friend  of  F.E.J. and is often  given as 
a provenance in BMC. He had a small collection of  the coins of  Oxford,  among which was a 
Shrewsbury/ Aberystwyth halfcrown.39  When we asked the Aberystwyth specialist Arthur Chater, 
whose coins are now in the National Museum of  Wales, why he was not interested in the piece, he 
explained that he already had a specimen, bought off  Seaby's Bulletin as an Aberystwyth, but 
nearly returned because on opening the packet the first  side of  the coin he saw was Shrewsbury! 
H.M. LINGFORD (1891-1950), of  Lancelands, Cotherstone, near Barnard Castle, was a baking 
powder manufacturer.  '329', as he was known, saw just about every coin which went through 
Baldwin's hands which might have interested him. My recollection is that you didn't leave the 
office  until a parcel had gone to Lingford.  Doubtless an exaggeration, but think of  his catalogues 
of  crowns,40 James I 41 and no less than 136 coins of  Henry VII that the Ashmolean Museum42 
were able to select from  the Lingford  trays over 20 years after  the purchase of  the collection. 

Soon after  Albert Baldwin joined the firm  in 1936, from  Sun Life  of  Canada, on his grand-
father's  death, he replied to a letter from  Lingford,  promising to send him some coins. Lingford 

35 See SCBI  35, p. xxv. 
36 Glendining's. 6 March 1974, lots 1-166. 
37 Obituary in NCirc  September 1973. 
38 Obituary in NCirc  January 1972. 
39 Glendining's, 15 March 1973, lot 518. 
40 Glendining's, 24 October 1950. 
41 Glendining's. 20 June 1951. 
42 SCBI  23, p. xlvii. 
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had written to say that unless he received a reply, he would take his business elsewhere. And this 
is a man who, a little while later, sent the firm  a cheque for  £3,700 'in the hope you can send me 
some coins'. In 1938!! In my day he was known only by his number; Albert would write 'Dear 
329' and he would sign himself  '329'. Nine months after  I started at Baldwin's, at Easter 1950, he 
committed suicide.43 

In the days when ladies denim trouser suits were in fashion,  an attractive woman so attired, 
with grey hair and little or no make-up, came to the counter, wistfully  looked around, and said she 
hadn't been to Baldwins for  many, many years. Thinks - take off  25 years or more, she would 
have been 20-25 years old. Why should she come back? She must have been of  some importance. 
Takes a flier  - 'You must be Christine Greenwood'. I was right. When she got over the surprise 
she confirmed  that yes, she was Lingford's  (only) daughter. And I had never seen her before! 
LEANDER McCORMICK-GOODHART (1884-1965), a retired RNVR Commander, OBE, 
VRD (and OE), resident in America, having served many years in Washington, was the author of  a 
monograph on Admiral Vernon medals. I remember him as the donor to the Society of  a nicely-
bound four-volume  work on the coins of  Saxony by Tentzel. I borrowed the two volumes of  the 
Albertine line when working on the O'Byrne collection 44 and in helping'a sozzled F.E.J, out of  a 
taxi at Manzi's restaurant inadvertently left  them behind. At that time taxis had their own Lost 
Property office.  Although the book was published between 1705 and 1710, with dual columns of 
Latin and Gothic German, they never turned up. When I tried to confirm  which two volumes 
(Albertine or Ernestine line) I had lost, librarian Tony Holmes told me that he had never seen any 
volumes in the library, so they must be among the seventy or so 'missing'. 

I recently came across his name when in Phoenix, Arizona, reading an autobiography of  Lee 
Iacocca, at one time boss of  Ford, and later Chrysler. On leaving Lehigh University in 1945 
Iacocca made an appointment with the recruiter at Ford, 'with the unforgettable  name of  Leander 
Hamilton McCormick-Goodhart' !45 

COMMANDER MACK (1901-74) was primarily a Spink customer who 1 tried hard to woo. In 
the days when Douglas Liddell was often  out of  the office  on business, often  abroad, I made sure I 
was available - he would send me a card to warn me he was coming in, even if  only for  a cup 
of  tea and a chat. In a lot of  junk at Sotheby's in 1969 I bought a Henry I, BMC type x, of 
Pembroke, which I sold to Mack 46 one of  several carrots that were offered  to him. To no avail, but 
I later learnt from  Patrick that handling the Mack estate was not the easiest of  deals. 

I took F.E.J. to Droxford  (our surveyor did not drive!) and we were rather early when we 
reached Petersfield  in fog,  but not too early for  F.E.J, to want a drink. We entered the hotel on the 
crossroads, persuaded the man on the Hoover that Irish coffee  would not be breaking any law, left 
after  several, rather late and in brilliant sunshine 47 

DIMI MANGAKIS (1914-99) was a not-so-regular member of  the Saturday Club who had the 
infuriating  habit of  turning up just as we were closing and repairing to the pub. An old boy of 
Westminster School, he married late and moved to Greece, where he was Yardley's Balkan 
representative, having handled their account when he was with advertising agents Colman, Prentis 
and Varley. 
HENRY MOSSOP (1919-88), referred  to as 'The Flying Farmer' in one obituary notice, was 
a farmer  from  Marshchapel, near Grimsby. Not the easiest place to find  in the dark without an 
OS map, especially when tired (via Pickering), though the names on the signposts were all too 

43 See above under DOUBLEDAY. 
44 Part VI, Christie's, 15 November 1966. 
45 Obituary in BNJ  35 (1966), 231 (Presidential Address). 
46 SCBI  20. 1536. 
47 Obituary in BNJ  AA (1974), 89. 
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familiar:  South Kyme, Tealby, Tetney, you name it. A champion fly  fisherman  and first-class  shot 
(and not a bad host), supper was often  home-killed, salmon followed  by pheasant. You never left 
without a sack of  potatoes in the boot and a tank full  of  petrol. 

He joined the RAFVR in 1938, and after  service as a mid-upper gunner in Lancaster bombers, 
volunteered in 1943 for  perilous 'Pathfinder'  missions. On his third such mission he was shot 
down and spent a year as a prisoner in Stalag Luft  III, which severely affected  his health. Hardly 
compensation but certainly recognition, he was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross for  his 
bravery. 

Having published The  Lincoln Mint  he sold his coins of  Lincoln to Baldwin's, the lure, apart 
from  being Sir Francis Hill's agent, being a Caractacus, then only five  or six specimens known, 
which we had purchased in a miscellaneous lot of  coins at Glendining's many years before. 
Having switched to Ancient British coins in the early days of  the metal detector, no-one was 
keener to acquire local finds  than Henry. In those days he was doubtless the bane of  the authori-
ties, a worthy successor to E.J.W. Hildyard, some of  whose coins were sold at Christie's,48 others 
being in Malton Museum. It was on the way to Henry's that I had called at Pickering to see 
Hildyard's widow, re-married to an old client, would you believe.49 

Colonel J.K.R. MURRAY (1917-86), known as Jock. I seem to remember him buying crowns in 
his early days, but I was recently surprised to see that his 1952 sale50 was of  English gold coins. 
Was I mistaken all these years? At that time his address was Swakeleys, Ickenham, which I 
believe was a convalescent home or some such. What I do know is that it was the former  home of 
T. Bryan Clarke-Thornhill, no less. 

When Jock started buying Scottish coins, most of  his business went to Spink, as did Ian 
Stewart's (now Lord Stewartby) to Baldwin's, and never the twain shall meet. He had an interest 
in the Baltic states and Russia, not surprising really for  a Russian specialist at Cheltenham 
GCHQ.51 

MRS NORWEB (1895-1984), of  Cleveland, Ohio (though membership was in her husband 
Henry's name), met the Baldwins, Fred and Albert, at the sale of  King Farouk's collection in Cairo 
in 1954. Needless to say, the British ambassador had at one time served at the same time and place 
with Ambassador Norweb. Q.E.D. His family  had emigrated from  Nottingham when he was very 
young, his father  starting up in business as the Akron Lace Company. At a Harvard graduation 
dance he met Emery (yes, her father  wanted a boy so she was given a boy's name) May Holden. 
She was eighteen and her father  Bert, who joined the Society in 1908, doubtless to encourage his 
then thirteen year-old daughter, had just died of  cancer. Her mother and elder sister were dead, she 
was the family's  sole beneficiary  and extremely wealthy, he was a penniless immigrant, 'lower 
than the dust under the wheels of  my car when I married him', she once so tactfully  referred  to her 
husband, who was later to become America's youngest ambassador. I could go on and on, but 
would suggest to those interested a splendid reference  for  further  reading.52 

In 1975 I was out of  the office  for  a few  days when Henry rang up to give us instructions to buy 
a unique piece in the sale of  Heaton mint products to be offered  in a Long Beach auction, 'at our 
discretion'. It was not that what we did was wrong but how we did it, tactless to say the least. You 
don't pitch a bill for  $15,000 plus out of  the blue to an octogenarian client, however much money 
he has, because of  the 'shock' effect.  So that December I went out to the NYINC53 to explain, and 
'pour oil on the waters'. She was a formidable  business person and I had all my arguments 
mapped out like a game of  chess, so as to match every move or argument she made. It turned out I 

48 Anonymously, untraced. 
49 Obituary in Coin News,  November 1991. 
50 Glendining's, 1 October 1952. 
51 Obituary in NCirc  February 1987. 
52 Michael Hodder and Q. David Bowers, The  Norweb  Collection.  An American Legacy, 1987. 
53 New York International Numismatic Convention. 
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was a 'reincarnation' of  my Uncle Fred, and before  I had downed my first  pre-lunch gin-and-tonic 
in the East River Club, she 'blew ma' mind' by telling me the names of  my bachelor great-uncle's 
five  children and the nationalities of  their mothers. Out went the game of  chess. 
OWEN PARSONS (1911-86) was the local electrical contractor in Gloucester. He was head boy 
of  the King's School before  he was 16 years old, but family  financial  problems prevented him 
from  going to university. He was something of  the local antiquary, and was a personal friend  of 
Arthur Negus. (I picked up the 'phone one day to hear 'Mr Mitchell, I wonder whether you can 
help me. I've heard such a lot about you.' Commitment being the name of  the game, I asked who 
was speaking. 'It's Arthur Negus here.' 'With respect, I've heard rather more about you!' A most 
relaxed day was had by all at Badminton House. I can still see His Grace in the Raglan Room, 
using the top of  the TV on which to pour drinks, pouring tonic into the top of  the set!) 

Owen had a very good eye, as reference  to his sale catalogue will illustrate,54 in spite of  the fact 
that fifty  of  his best pieces (25 coins and 25 medals), together with a 'miniature' collection (items 
under 11 mm) were bequeathed to the Ashmolean Museum. The latter was housed in a miniature 
walnut cabinet, 73 mm high, 62 mm wide and 63 mm deep, with fourteen  trays, lock and key, 
contained in a fitted  box and beautifully  made, for  Owen was very clever with his hands. 

He is perhaps best known for  his discovery of  the Archbishop Sharp collection at Hardwicke 
Court, doubtless while his fitters  were working there. He introduced me to the owner of  part of  the 
Bossall/Flaxton hoard,55 a direct descendant of  Samuel Birchall of  Leeds, the dies for  whose 
tokens were paperweights on his desk. 

On one visit to Boundary Cottage I was amazed to see in his trays a superb quarter-ecu, or 
15-sols, of  Louis XIV, 1670, an extremely rare issue for  Canada. He explained that Olive Lloyd-
Baker had told him to help himself  to a few  pieces from  the Sharp collection in lieu of  all his help, 
and he had selected the piece 'as a good example of  Roettier's work'. Little did he know! The 
Garrett specimen realised US $29,000 in 1980 (but only £15,000 in 1996). 
C.W. PECK (1901-68) was chief  pharmacist at St Thomas' Hospital, just over the river, so was a 
frequent  visitor. His magnum opus was his British Museum Catalogue of  English Copper Coins 
(actually a corpus), although Albert Baldwin always maintained it would never be published as he 
was such a stickler for  detail. Used to dealing in micro-grains, I suppose. The enlargements in the 
plates are photographs of  enlarged images, so that detail is not lost! I have always understood his 
collection had no tickets, 'as he knew what the coins were'. Try that for  George III! 

He retired early to allow a new man to take over in the new hospital by Westminster Bridge, but 
did not survive very long.56 

FRED PRIDMORE (1914-80) was a career soldier who finished  up as a major in the Royal Army 
Pay Corps, having been retired on health grounds just before  he completed 40 years' service. 
Early in his career, in the 5th Dragoon Guards, he was transferred  to the band due to sub-standard 
eyesight. This is a man who later identified  over 1,500 die varieties of  Singapore tokens, from  a 
'vast quantity' (estimated at 3 to 4 million) collected by the Japanese for  their war effort.  Mind 
boggling. 

On a visit to Taunton, often  with fellow  enthusiast Dick Ford, one would be greeted at the door 
by Fred, usually in windcheater, old cavalry twills and slippers, to be taken straight into the front 
room for  'coins', chat, problems, theories, gossip, you name it. Australian Mark Freehill (elected 
1964) has slept many a night on the front  room floor  of  48 Priory Bridge Road. 

Unlike some people I know, Fred was quite happy to admit he was wrong, e.g. a Jamaica token, 
Pr. 154, is in fact  a communion token of  Urquhart, near Elgin.57 

•"'4 Baldwins Auctions no. 12. 
55 NC  1983, pp. 146-63. 
56 Obituary in BNJ  36 (1967), 203-7. 
57 Obituary in BNJ  51 (1981), 213-14. 
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The Very Revd EDGAR ROGERS (1873-1961: resigned 1933), Dean of  Booking, near Braintree, 
was a not infrequent  visitor who chain-smoked over any coins he was looking at. His own 
collection of  coppers were often  marked by hot ash having dropped on them. In spite of  due 
acknowledgement made by Peck in BMC,  he seemed to think it was his right to produce the 
standard work on the series. I visited him in retirement in Bishop's Cleeve, near Painswick, and 
retrieved a surprising number of  Society library books he had forgotten  all about and never 
returned. But then, I suppose the librarian at the time was no less to blame. 
M.S. ROLFE (1905-92), of  Southend, I never met. I believe he collected coins of  the Colchester 
mint. His name appears in BMC  Tealby as the owner of  a false  die,58 now in the British Museum. 
However, when cataloguing Ralph Gordon's collection of  West Indian coins 59 I learnt that Rolfe 
was the source of  lot 113, a St Vincent IX bitts, which Bob Lyall and I judged false;  a little embar-
rassing as a similar piece in David Spink's property (his wife  hailed from  the island) realised 
£5,500.6° Rolfe  had acquired his from  a neighbour, a Mr Wells. Q.E.D! - but I didn't know that 
towards the end of  his life  W.C. Wells lived in Southend. 
I got to know HERBERT SCHNEIDER (1914-89) very well after  Albert Baldwin died on 
14 November 1967. They had lunched together the day before  (a business lunch was a rare event 
for  A.B., for  he was an acute diabetic), and when Herbert called in the next day, I had to tell him 
that his friend  Albert had died in the night. 

Until he was 16 years old Herbert had been to school in Brunswick, when the family  moved to 
Zurich, so he spoke German like a native. He enlisted in the British army and was engaged in 
several undercover operations, some with the S.O.E. According to one source he was known to 
have walked through the streets of  Antwerp in an SS uniform,  at one time was arrested, but 
escaped to the UK. 

Herbert was a formidable  correspondent and very stimulating, in that you had to know your 
coins or learn fast  to keep up with him. Apparently he slept little, and much was done at night. I 
learnt this in 1975 at Kapellenbos after  a good dinner, preceded by son John's Manhattans and 
followed  by far  too much un-named malt whisky, known as 'Doom of  the Campbells'. Noticing 
me dozing off  at 2.30 am, he suggested I might like to go to bed as he 'didn't sleep very much'. I 
only wish he had told me earlier. 

In later years the collection was vested in a Luxembourg company. Herbert was a follower  of 
Sherlock Holmes, so the owner of  this 'obscure Luxembourg collection' became Professor 
Moriarty (later Moriarty-Mabuse), a ghastly man no-one ever seemed to have seen, but his curator 
was this impossible man Schneider you could never get hold of.  I have kept all his correspondence 
since 1948, but without the benefit  of  current gossip, deals, etc., most is totally unintelligible, and 
some is even in back-slang (at one time in the War his batman was a Cockney). He had nicknames 
for  many: 'Spaldwinks' is obvious, 'The Royal Barbers' (a long story) Seaby's, D.G.L.'s assistant 
Judith Speir 'Billy' (Speir = Shakespeare = William = Billy), and so on. At the time of  the Blunt 
affair,  I suggested that this curator fellow  Schneider could well be the 'fifth  man' in the case. 
I received an immediate, short, sharp answer by way of  denial, for  the inference  was all too 
obvious! 

As with correspondence, his capacity for  alcohol was formidable.  His favourite  watering hole 
was Gordon's Wine Bar, just below the Adelphi, the more so before  it was enlarged. No food 
then, and waiter service. Unfortunately  he was also a heavy smoker, though he had been no 
mean athlete in his youth, certainly at tennis and ice hockey, and he eventually succumbed to 
emphysema.61 

58 p. xlx. 
59 Baldwins Auctions no. 8. 
60 Spink Coin Auctions 50, lot 209. 
61 Obituary in BNJ  59 (1989), 245-6. 
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Postscript: On Sunday morning, 29 November 1998, Herbert's younger son John was tragically 

killed in a hit-and-run accident in Antwerp. At the time I penned a personal note which no-one 
saw fit  to publish, but the President has agreed that it be included here: 

Whitsun 1968, on the way home from  the I.A.P.N. Congress at Scheveningen, I visited Herbert Schneider in 
Antwerp. I looked at coins - and what coins! - all day, and after  a lightning tour of  Antwerp was dined in the city 
and stayed overnight in the house in rue Alfred  Cools. Over breakfast  I met the family.  John would have been about 
15 years old at the time. 

Easter 1975, on the way to compete in the Zandvoort Hockey Festival, I again called on Herbert, now at the new 
house in Kapellenbos. He picked me up at Deurne airport and promptly announced, 'John is at home for  Easter. He 
knows your robbers.' The previous September Baldwin's had suffered  an armed robbery: John was then studying 
agronomy at Westminster Technical College. It appeared that he used to frequent  a restaurant in Bayswater, The 
Hungry Viking, and that some fellow  customers were not all what they appeared to be. On one occasion he intro-
duced his father  to some such folk,  one of  whom was imprisoned for  'handling the proceeds' of  our robbery. I was 
only too pleased when John moved to the Royal Agricultural College in Cirencester, for  these were dangerous folk, 
the initial police interview relating to the murder of  a young Australian nurse, rather than our robbery, and I would 
not have wished the numismatic connection to have been made. It was at Cirencester that John met his wife,  Mary 
Carey Wilson, from  Withington, Gloucester. As a keen student of  the Tudor period, it amused Herbert to think that 
his son was marrying a Mary Carey, elder sister of  Anne Boleyn, and mistress of  Henry VIII, until expelled from 
court on her secret marriage to William Stafford. 

I saw John a few  years ago when he burst into my office  and blurted out 'Guess who I've just seen!' Outside the 
coin world we had no mutual friends  for  he farmed  in Argentina, so I named our robber. 'You're right. I nearly ran 
him down in Sloane Square', he replied. 'Why didn't you?' I asked, and added 'Does crime pay?' He replied to the 
effect  that the blonde on his arm was younger than ever and the fur  coat thicker! 

I never had the opportunity to get to know John too well for  he was a much more frequent  visitor to King Street, 
through whom he made major acquisitions to his late father's  collection, but a more likeable character one could not 
wish to meet. 

HANS SCHULMAN (1913-90) was a New York coin dealer, cousin of  Jacques Schulman of 
Amsterdam. His claim to fame  was that he was King Farouk's agent and at the time of  the sale, in 
February 1954, he was owed £120,000 by Farouk. He managed to negotiate credit at the sale, so it 
didn't matter how much he paid for  he would retrieve something. Prices were very high, pushed 
up by Hans (the nine-day sale realised £221,000), though they seem extraordinarily low today. 

While at the sale Hans became engaged to a Turkish lady, the announcement appearing in the 
Cairo Times. Hans returned to New York, some while later passing through Egypt on his way to 
see Haile Selassie. Returning through Cairo, doubtless carrying gold wares, the jilted lady put the 
finger  on him, and he found  himself  under hotel arrest. Whilst Bank Leu in Zurich arranged to bail 
him out, in order to avoid high Spanish taxes on his car, he asked Geoffrey  Hearn to fly  to 
Barcelona and drive his car and his (third) wife  Antoinette to London. By the time Hans got back 
to New York, Geoffrey  and Antoinette were living together, but in the end the Turkish lady got her 
man and became the fourth  Mrs Hans Schulman. In my view Zeta, as was her name, was the best 
thing that ever happened to Hans.62 

HUGH SHORTT (1912-75) was the curator of  Salisbury Museum, best know for  his participation 
in 'Animal, Vegetable or Mineral' on radio and TV. With Kenneth Jenkins and David Bivar, he 
authenticated the coins of  NW India in the sale of  General H.L. Haughton.63 The sale was a 
disaster, for  61 lots made only £1 each, and Charles Hersh before  the sale had laid first  claim on 
any lots bought for  stock. Some years later Shortt returned as false  the most expensive coin in the 
sale (£290), which he had authenticated. What a nerve! This dealer, cursing all academics, gave 
him his money back, only to be asked for  interest! Words might have failed  me.64 

62 Obituary in Numismatic  News,  27 March 1990, and I.A.P.N.  Bulletin,  1990. 
63 Sotheby's, 30 April 1958. 
64 Obituary in NCirc  November 1975. 
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ROBERT STEVENSON (1913-92) was keeper of  the National Museum of  Antiquities of 
Scotland, a charming, softly-spoken  man with whom it was all too easy to do business. From my 
early days, long, long before  a committee was set up to value treasure trove, he would send down 
hoards for  us to give him a figure  for  the pieces he wanted, and if  we were interested in the 
balance he would pass our name to the finder  or owner. Wouldn't do now. Much too simple - or 
should I say corrupt? But then, mutual trust makes life  very easy.65 

Some years before  he died I called on H.G. STRIDE (1894-1988), former  chief  clerk at the Royal 
Mint (he only lived down the road in Tolworth). I arrived after  supper, he seemed to have all 
(five?)  generations of  his family  in hospital, and all I wanted to do was to keep him talking. I left 
after  midnight, much the wiser and with all sorts of  loose ends to tie up. Some years later, a client 
took me to the house of  a friend  of  his, and whilst they were talking, the recently-married second 
wife  ingratiated herself  with me about her husband's coins and her own family  numismatic 
connections. Before  I left  I told her her maiden name, which mystified  her to say the least. All 
down to keeping Stride talking 66 

GEORGE TATLER (1931-98) was a collector of  Edward pence, along with F.E.J., Peter 
Woodhead and the like, and ran a driving school, doubtless inherited from  his father.  We became 
friends,  he taught me to drive, and took me to a memorable HAC dinner. At 31 years old he tired 
of  the driving school and decided to take up medicine. He got the impression that all was well as 
soon as the Dean at Bart's hospital learnt he played rugby for  the HAC! In later years we saw little 
of  him. At his funeral  one learnt that one's dinner host, a lance-bombardier, HAC, had been 
promoted to colonel, OBE, RAMC (TA) no less 67 

PHILIP WHITTING (1903-88) was appointed senior history master at St Paul's School in 1929 at 
the incredibly early age of  26, and served as such until his retirement in 1963. As he put it, 'it must 
have been a mistake', but if  so, how very fortuitous  for  the school. He sent over 300 of  his History 
VIII up to Oxbridge: as one former  pupil wrote, 'he gave each pupil the illusion at least that he 
was working with the Master on the architrave of  history, building with blocks fresh  quarried that 
day'. His career was interrupted only by war service, first  in the Civil Defence  earning a George 
Medal for  dealing with unexploded bombs, finishing  up as a squadron-leader working with the 
resistance in Greece and Yugoslavia. 

His major interest was Byzantine coins, but he wrote on the tokens of  the East Riding of 
Yorkshire and the much-read Coins in the Classroom.  As secretary of  the Historical Association 
he visited every branch, as he did every society when president of  the BANS. He was a very 
regular attender of  the Saturday Club, with fellow  enthusiast Peter Donald, and in the days when 
hoards of  Byzantine coins regularly came to London, one got the impression that he and A.B. 
taught each other. It was he who, in 1968, instigated the move by Simon Bendall to the Adelphi. 

He gave his collection to the Barber Institute in Birmingham, for  which he earned an Hon. 
D.Litt. With the best of  intentions Helen addressed the next letter to Dr P.D. Whitting, GM, and 
was told very firmly  'never to do that again. I have always been Mr Whitting, and Mr Whitting 
I shall remain'. 

Soon after  he entered a residential home near Taplow, Philip Grierson wrote and asked me to go 
and see P.D.W. to find  out more about him, as a never-ending stream of  competent undergraduates 
arrived at Cambridge from  St Paul's, who worshipped the ground he walked on. It would have 
been a most interesting exercise, but unfortunately  we were just too late in that his mind was 
failing  and his doctors forbade  such an interview as it would upset him too much. I remember 
Philip with affection  and think of  him as one of  the salts of  the earth. That many others did too 

65 Obituary in BNJ  65 (1995), 202-13, and NCirc  September 1992. 
66 Obituary in NCirc  May 1988. 
67 Obituary in BNJ  69 (1999), 259-60 (presidential address). 
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was very evident when the 'forgotten'  schoolmaster enjoyed glowing obituaries in all four  broad-
sheet newspapers.68 

EDGAR WINSTANLEY (1892-1977) was a Hampstead dentist who collected medieval gold and 
silver coins, including a very comprehensive series of  Edward pennies, and Peninsula War 
medals. He is best remembered for  his paper, with W.J.W. Potter, on Henry VII.69 His coins of  the 
reign were purchased by Herbert Schneider for  the Ashmolean Museum.70 

He was a true servant of  the Society, serving as director, librarian, editor, secretary and 
president, subsequent to which he was elected a vice-president in 1955, and an honorary member 
in 1976. 

In 1951 our war medal expert Mr Atkinson ('R.E.A.' or 'Ted') was coming back from  the 
Outpatients department of  Charing Cross Hospital where he was being treated for  sinus trouble, 
complaining of  'gip.' A.B. knew his man and decided something must be amiss and sent him to 
Winstanley for  X-rays. In a trice R.E.A. was under radiologist Dr Allchin at Westminster Hospital, 
resulting in a malignant growth being removed from  his cheekbone, which was also removed. So 
much for  sinus trouble. I went to see him a few  days after  the operation on 16 January 1952, the 
day before  going on National Service. 'Ted' died 26 years later, at the ripe old age of  87.71 

When Elmore-Jones had cataract problems, he saw an opthalmic surgeon at St Thomas' 
Hospital, and enquired whether there were any coins in the family.  'Yes, Uncle Edgar', was the 
reply! John Winstanley was the leading light in a six-programme series on the Burma campaign as 
a young officer  in the Royal West Kents. They were at Kohima, as were the Dorsets, to whom I 
was attached in Hong Kong. He told me his uncle was disappointed no-one went to see him in 
retirement in Deal. For myself,  I only wish I had made the effort.72 

68 Obituary in NCirc  May 1989. 
69 BNJ  30-2. 
70 SCBI  23, p. vii. 
71 Obituary in NCirc  June 1975. 
72 Obituary in BNJ  47 (1977), 161 (Presidential Address). 



MEMBERS OF THE BRITISH NUMISMATIC SOCIETY 1903-2003 
Introductory Note 
The lists that follow  record all those who were members, royal members, or honorary members of  the British 
Numismatic Society between its inaugural meeting on St Andrew's Day, 30 November 1903, and the centenary of  the 
Society's foundation,  which officially  falls  on 18 June 2003. 

The entry for  each individual endeavours to provide his or her surname and full  Christian names (or other given 
names); the years of  his or her birth and death; and the dates between which he or she was a member, the first  date being 
the exact date of  election and the second either the exact date of  the member's death, or the date at which resignation 
was tendered or amoval took effect,  where the aim has been to specify  the month and year but not the exact day. 

Users of  the lists will notice that the date of  death or resignation is sometimes expressed in the form'd  AM' or 'res 
AM' followed  by a stated year. These are instances where the date of  a death or of  a resignation is not exactly known, 
but where its announcement at the Society's Anniversary Meeting indicates that it had taken place before  the date of  that 
meeting. By contrast, the statement 'amoved AM' indicates that amoval for  the non-payment of  subscriptions and other 
dues took place at the Anniversary Meeting itself,  as provided in the Society's rules. 

In some cases it is not known why an individual disappears from  the Society's records or membership lists, and in 
these cases the last date for  which there is evidence for  that individual being classed as a member is given within brack-
ets at the point in the entry where the date of  his or her death, resignation or amoval would otherwise appear. 

The opportunity has been taken to indicate the years for  which individuals served as Officers  of  the Society and as 
members of  the Society's Council. Where a member is known to have been the son, daughter or other close relative of 
another member, this has been indicated. Additionally, post-nominal initials denoting the possession by members of 
civil or military decorations, higher degrees and widely recognised professional  qualifications  have been appended 
where these are known to the compilers. The possession of  medical qualifications  has been indicated either by the ini-
tials of  individuals' medical degrees or by initials denoting membership of  national medical organisations, or by both. 

Royal and honorary members are recorded in separate lists. Those honorary members elected to the Society before 
1914 as being the diplomatic representatives of  their countries at the Court of  St James's did not differ  in status from 
other honorary members, but their names have for  convenience been brought together under the heading 'honorary 
diplomatic members'. 

The Society's rules have historically made no distinction in nomenclature between individual members and institu-
tional members, but institutional members have been listed separately in lists of  the Society's membership that have 
been published in volumes of  the British Numismatic Journal from  1955 onwards, and they are so listed below. 

It is convenient to note here that at the British Numismatic Society's inaugural meeting, it was resolved that the 
Society 'be declared duly established and constituted of  the members whose names are entered in the Register of 
Members, which Register was read by the Chairman'. The Register in question is not known to survive (it seems likely 
that it was destroyed by enemy action during the 1939-45 war, together with the Society's early minute books, while 
being housed for  safety  in the Department of  Coins and Medals of  the British Museum), but the names of  the original 
members of  the Society as of  30 November 1903 are recorded in the third edition of  the original printed 'Prospectus of 
the British Numismatic Society'. 

This Prospectus exists in five  editions in all, of  which the first  two, issued by the Society's three provisional joint 
Hon .Secretaries prior to the Society's inaugural meeting, list the members recruited up to the unstated dates in the 
autumn of  1903 when these editions were printed. In the present list original members named in the first  edition of  the 
Prospectus are identified  as 'orig (IP)', while those first  named in the second or third edition are described as 'orig (2P)' 
or 'orig (3P)' as appropriate. In the fourth  and fifth  editions the list of  original members given in the third edition 
appears unchanged. 

It should also be noted that from  vol II of  the British Numismatic Journal, containing the Society's Proceedings for 
the year 1905, to volume IX of  the Journal, containing the Society's Proceedings for  the year 1912, the list of  members 
printed at the end of  each volume is undated, but can be seen to be a list corrected to a date in the calendar year follow-
ing the year to which the Proceedings relate. In the next two volumes, volumes X and XI, the membership lists are again 
undated but can be seen to have been corrected to dates two years later than the year to which the Proceedings relate, i.e. 
to 1915 and to 1916 respectively. Consequently, where in the lists that follow  it has been necessary to cite the evidence 
of  these membership lists, the date '1905' in brackets has been used where the member's name appears in the member-
ship list dated 27 July 1905 in vol 1, but the dates ' 1905+' onwards to ' 1912+' have been used where members' names 
appear in lists which are undated but which are one year later in date than the ostensible date of  the volume in which 
they are printed ; and the dates ' 1913++' and ' 1914++' have been used for  the lists in volumes X and XI. 

From volume XII onwards the membership lists in the Journal remain of  later date than the year or years of 
Proceedings printed in the same volume, but no problem arises as to their dating, for  all carry the date to which they are 
corrected, and these are the dates cited in what follows.  Thus, the date '1918' in brackets relates to the presence of  a 
member's name in the list corrected to 30 June 1918 which appears in vol. XII of  the Journal. 
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After  1927, when the earliest of  the Society's now surviving minute books commences, the evidence for  changes in 

the Society's membership becomes more complete, and it is not until the mid 1960s that it again becomes difficult  to 
determine the dates when members ceased to belong to the Society, the Society's Treasurer and Secretary from  then 
until the 1980s habitually reporting resignations to each other rather than to the Society's Council. 

The entries for  members elected up to the end of  1967 have largely been supplied by one of  the present joint authors 
(Hugh Pagan), while the entries for  the period from  1968 onwards have been the primary responsibility of  the other 
joint author (Charles Farthing). We are grateful  to those of  the Society's past and present officers  and members who 
have facilitated  our study of  the Society's older records, or have provided helpful  information. 

Hugh Pagan would also like to express his thanks to staff  members at The Law Society, the Institute of  Chartered 
Accountants, the Institution of  Civil Engineers and the Royal Institute of  British Architects for  the information  which 
they have provided from  their records on early members of  the British Numismatic Society known to have belonged to 
these organisations. 

Hugh Pagan 
Charles Farthing 

ORDINARY MEMBERS 

A'Ababrelton, Robert Turtle 
(b.l852) (UK/South Africa) 
24 May 1905 - d ann May 1938 
Abbott, Ernest Henry LRIBA 
(1859-1932) 
23 Mar 1904-res AM 1911 
Abbott, George Henry MB CM 
(1867-1942) (Australia) 
30 Nov 1921 - res Jan 1938 
Abraham, Edward Adolphus Victor 
(1852-1918) (British Guiana) 
11 May 1 9 0 4 - d 4 Jun 1918 
Abramson, Anthony Ian Joseph 
FCA 
(b.l 949) 
23 May 1995 - * 
Acworth, Rev. Robert William 
Harrison 
(1870-1951) 
23 Mar 1938-res Jun 1947 
Adams, A.P. 
23 Oct 1957-res Sep 1959 
Adams, Colin 
(b.l 950) 
25 Apr 1995 - * 
Adams, Edgar Holmes 
(1868-1940) (USA) 
24 Mar 1909-res AM 1912 

Adams, Herbert Jordan JP 
(1838-1912) 
8 Jun 1904-d AM 1912 

Adamson, Alexander Scott FSA 
(Scot) 
(b.l 932) 
25 Jun 1975 - * 
Addison-Scott, Miss Kate 
24 Feb 1909-d AM 1914 
Ahbe, Mrs .Eleanor 
(1915-1985) (USA) 
25 May 1971 - res Dec 1980 
Ailesbury, 5th Marquess of,  Henry 
Augustus Brudenell-Bmce JP 
(1842-1911) 
orig (IP) - res AM 1909 
Vice-Pres 1904-9 
Aitken, John Winfield 
(USA) 
30 Nov 1910 - (1912+) 
Aitken, Mrs. 
19 Mar 1913 -dAM 1915 
Akers-Douglas, Alastair George 
(afterwards  4th Viscount Chilston) 
(b.l 946) 
27 Oct 1959 (j) - amoved AM 1962 
Al-Qazweni, Hussein S.S.T. 
(Kuwait) 
28 Jan 1997 - * 
Alden, George B. 
27 Jun 1972 - amoved AM 1980 
Alexander, John 
(USA) 
28 Feb 1978-res Jan 1986 

Alexander, Stephen Thomas 
Norman FCA 
(b.l 944) 
23 Oct 2001 - * 
Allcard, Lieut.-Col. Herbert 
DSO 
(1876-1970) 
28 Nov 1947-res Sep 1963 
Council 1950-1 
Allen, Clifford  Hubert FCA 
(1904-1973) 
23 Oct 1957-d 13 Mar 1973 
Council 1961-7 Treas 1968-73 
Allen, Derek Fortrose CB FBA FSA 
(1910-1975) 
30 Nov 1935 - hon 22 Jun 1971-
d 13Jun 1975 
Council 1937 Sec 1938-41 Council 
1942-5 Vice-Pres 1946 Dir 1947 
Council 1954-8 Pres 1959-63 
Council 1964 Vice-Pres 1965-75 
Editor BNJ  vols 22 pts ii, iii, 23 
Allen, James North 
(b.l 920) 
23 Oct 1973 - * 
Allen, John 
24 Oct 1967-(1971) 
Allen, John Cameron 
(b.l 945) 
25 Sep 1962 (j) - * 
Allen, Martin Robert PhD 
(b.l 956) 
25 Jan 1977 - * 
Council 1994-6,2000-2 
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Allen, W.H. 
(USA) 
25 Oct 1966-res Nov 1980 
Allen, William JP 
orig (2P) - (1918) 
Allis, T.W. 
28 Mar 1945-res Feb 1947 
Allison, David Norman 
28 Mar 1961 -(1971) 

Alliss, Gary Peter 
(b.1954) 

22 Apr 1975-
Allworthy, Thomas 
24 Feb 1915-(1922) 

Altamont, Earl of,  George Ulick 
Browne (afterwards  6th Marquess 
of  SligoHML JP) 
(1856-1935) 
22 Jun 1910-d 26 Feb 1935 
Amann, Arthur F. 
1 May 1946-res Nov 1959 
Amstell, Mrs .Margaret 
(1914-1997) 
27 Mar 1973-res Nov 1994 
Andersen, M.T. 
24 Oct 1995 - amoved AM 1998 Anderson, Ian Barry 
(b. 1951) 
28 Jun 1988 - * 
Anderson, Michael John 
(b.1938) 
24 Oct 1956 ( j ) - * 
Council 1983-7, 1997-9 
Anderson, Wayne L (USA) 
(b.1944) 
24 Oct 1995 - * 

Andrew, John Pearson 
(b.1951) 
22 Oct 1968 ( j ) - * 

Andrew. John R. 
27 Mar 1973-(1973) 

Andrew, Mrs Sara Jane 
(1858-1923) 
30 Nov 1912 - (1914++), re-el 17 
Mar 1920 - d 29 Nov 1923 
Wife  of  W.J.Andrew (q.v.) 

Andrew, Walter Jonathan FSA 
(1859-1934) 
orig ( I P ) - d 14 Jan 1934 
Sec 1903-8 Pres 1909 Sec 1910-
Jan 1918 Vice-Pres 1919 Sec Dec 
1919-26 Council 1927 Dir 1928 
Vice-Pres 1929-30 Dir 1931 Vice-
Pres 1934 Editor BNJ  vols 1-11, 
15,16 

Andrews, Miss D.H. 
24 Jan 1923-(1925) 

Andrews, Rosemary Anne Caroline 
Bernadette (afterwards  Mrs 
Crowley and Mrs Clarke) 
27 May 1969 - res 1970, re-el 25 
Nov 1980-res Sep 1986 

Anscombe, Alfred 
(1859-1934) 
26 Apr 1905-res AM 1910, re-el 
hon member 22 Feb 1911 - res 
1930 and re-el as ordinary member 
28 May 1930-d AM 1934 
Sec 1906-8 Council 1909 Sec 
1927-30 Council 1932-4 Editor 
BNJ  vols 17-19 

Anstiss, Thomas Graham 
(b.l 947) 
27 Feb 1990 - * 

Anthony, Edward Samuel 
(Australia) 
22 May 1929-(1935) 
Anze, Otavio MD 
(Brazil) 
27 Jun 1995 - * 

Appleby, Frederick Henry VD 
MRCS LRCPJP 
(1844-1918) 
15 Feb 1905-d AM 1918 
Appleton, William Sumner 
(1874-1947) (USA) 
orig (3P) - res AM 1906 
Arbouin, Fassett Ernest 
(b.l857) (France) 
22 Mar 1905-(1922) 
Archer, Edward Peter FSA (Scot) 
(b.l 948) 
23 May 2000 - * 
Archer, Lieut-Col. George William 
FSA 
(1841-1913) 
23 Feb 1910-res AM 1911 

Archibald, Miss Marion MacCallum 
FSA 
(b.1935) 
24 Apr 1962 - * 
Treas 1964-7 Council 1971-4, 
1977-82, 1985-7, 1999-2001 
Armitage, Thomas Walker 
(1878-1956) 
27 Feb 1929-(1930) 
Armstrong, Frank 
25 Mar 1904-(1928) 
Armstrong, Roy Webb 
(b.1880) 
17 Feb 1904-(1905) 
Arnold, David John 
(b.1945) 
24 Apr 2001 - * 
Arnold, Frederick Octavius MD 
MRCS LRCP 
(1883-1953) 
23 Oct 1935-dann Mar 1953 
Council 1938-45 Vice-Pres 1946 
Council 1947-9 
Arnot, Axel John 
(1917-1994) 
24 May 1977-d27 Nov 1994 
Arthur, Brian 
(b.l 942) 
24 Feb 1998-
Arthur-Behenna, Mrs Katherine 
25 May 1910-resAM 1913 
Ashby, Alfred  JP 
(b.l 853) 
orig ( IP ) - r e s AM 1909 
Ashby, Jerome Marcus 
(1913-1979) 
25 Feb 1953-dann Mar 1979 
Treas Sep 1954-9 
Council 1960-2 
Ashby, John JP 
(b.l 849) 
orig (3P) - (1925) 
Asherson, Miss Elizabeth H. 
(b.l 936) 
27 Mar 1957 ( j ) - r e s Jan 1962 
Ashman, Keith Graham 
(b.l 945) 
26 Nov 1991 - * 
Askew, Mrs Julia 
3 Jul 1946-res Oct 1948 
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Askwith, George Ranken 
(afterwards  1st Baron Askwith KCB 
KC) 
(1861-1942) 
orig - (1919) 
Vice-Pres 1904-5 Council 1906 
Vice-Pres 1907 Council 1911-2 
Asprey, Joseph William 
(1864-1935) 
orig (3P) - res AM 1909 
Asquith, Right Hon. Herbert Henry 
PC KC MP (afterwards  1 st Earl 
of  Oxford  and Asquith KG DCL 
LLD FRS) 
(1852-1928) 
orig ( l P ) - d 15 Feb 1928 
Assheton, lohn Richard 
(b. 1919) 
30 Nov 1936 (j) - res Mar 1984 
Astley, Rev. Hugh John Dukinfield 
(1856-1930) 
orig (IP)-(1909+) 
Lib 1904-5 Council 1906 
Atchison, Darryl Allan 
(b.i964) (Eire) 
23 Sep 1997 - * 
Athill, Charles Harold MVO FSA 
(1853-1922) 
orig (IP) - res AM 1905, re-el 
20 May 1908-(1922) 
Atkin, David 
23 Mar 1976-res 1981 
Atkins, Allan Garway 
24 Feb 1976 - amoved AM 1995 
Atkinson, Miss Eileen Margaret 
(b.i 931) 
22 Jun 1971 — * 
Atkinson, John Anthony 
28 May 1968-(1973) 
Atkinson, John William James 
26 Mar 1968 - amoved AM 1988 
Attwood, Philip (b.i954) 
26 Jun 1990 - * 
Council 1991-3 
Auckland, 8th Baron, 
see Eden, Terence 
Auden, Prof.  George Augustus MD 
PhD FRCP MRCS FSA 
(1872-1957) 
24 May 1905 - res AM 1909 

Austen, Richard Leonard 
24 Oct 1956-(1965) 
Aves, Nicholas lohn 
(b.i 956) 
27 Jun 1995 - * 
Axe, D.C. (USA) 
26 Feb 1985 - amoved AM 1990 

Bababurmi, E.A. (Nigeria), see note 
at end 
Babbs, Richard 
16 Nov 1904-(1905+) 
Bagnall, Albert Edward 
(1877-1966) 
24 May 1922-d 23 Feb 1966 
Council 1931-7 Vice-Pres 1938 
Council 1939 Vice-Pres 1940-66 
Bagnall, Alexander Guy (d.1986) 
26 Feb 1963-res Nov 1983 
Grandson of  A.E. Bagnall (q.v) 
Bagot. Hugh Neville 
26 Apr 1922-(1927) 
Bagwell-Purefoy,  Peter Robin 
(b. 1932) 
28 Feb 1995 - * 
Bailey, D B (USA) 
28 Oct 1980 - amoved AM 1983 
Bailey, David Terence (b.1945) 
27 Oct 1987-* 
Bailey, Henry 
25 Mar 1904-d AM 1915 
Bailey, Prof.  Samuel Norwood Grant 
(1891-1986) 
26 Mar 1919-(1922) 
Bailey, William Heap 
12 Oct 1904-res AM 1911 
Bain, Richard Donald (1850-1927) 
orig ( I P ) - d 1927 (not ann until Jan 
1928) 
Baines, Matthew Talbot FSI JP 
(1863-1925) 
orig ( IP ) - res AM 1905 
Baird, Rev. Andrew Browning DD 
(1855-1940) (Canada) 
26 Apr 1905-(1935) 
Baker, Sir Augustine Fitzgerald 
(1851-1922) 
orig ( IP ) - r e s AM 1910 

Baker, Prof.  Donald C. 
(USA) 
26 Jan 1999 - * 
Baker, Robin (b.1957) 
30 Mar 1978 - * 
Baldwin, Albert Henry 
(1858-1936) 
orig ( I P ) - d 31 Jul 1936 
Council 1905-8, 1912, 1914 
Baldwin. Albert Henry 
(1912-1967) 
30 Nov 1938-d 14 Nov 1967 
Son of  P.J.D. Baldwin (qv) 
Baldwin, Albert Henry Edward 
(b.i 949) 
24 Sep'1968 (j) - * 
Son of  A.H. Baldwin (junior) (qv) 
Baldwin, Albert Henry Frederick 
(1889-1970) 
24 Jan 1923-d 12 Jan 1970 
Council 1932-53 
Son of  A.H. Baldwin (senior) (qv) 
Baldwin, Percy Joseph Dunn 
orig (3P) - (1935) 
Council 1909-11, 1913 
Son of  A.H. Baldwin (senior) (qv) 
Baldwin, William Victor Royle 
(c.l 893-1967) 
29 Nov 1941 - d Jan 1967 (not ann 
until AM 1968) 
Son of  A.H. Baldwin (senior) (qv) 
Ball, John D. (Canada) (b.i956) 
26 Nov 1996 - * 
Ballard, John L. (USA) 
25 Nov 1986 - amoved AM 2000 
Ballingal, Niel Cameron 
(1924-1985) 
16 Mar 1955-d 22 Jan 1985 
Balls, Thomas 
orig ( IP ) - r e s AM 1906 
Bally, Stanislas Emile (Switzerland) 
16 Nov 1904-res AM 1908 
Bamford,  Laurence John (b.1947) 
25 Sep 2001 - * 
Bamforth,  John Howard OBE 
(Hongkong/Guernsey) (b.i926) 
26 Sep 1972 - * 
Bancroft,  Levi Horace LLD 
(1861-1948) (USA) 
23 Mar 1904-(1905) 
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Banks, Frederick (1918-1976) 
23 Oct 1962 - d 31 May 1976 
Banks, Walter FRSAI 
30 Nov 1904 - (1913++) 
Bannerman, Walter Bruce FSA 
FSA(Scot) (1862-1933) 
17 Feb 1904-res AM 1909 
Barber, Douglas Ralph William 
23 Feb 1949 - amoved AM 1959 
Barber, Sir George William JP 
(1858-1945) 
30 Nov 1910-(1922) 
Barber, Peter Michael FSA (b.1948) 
28 Feb 1995 - * 
Barclay, Craig Peter FSA(Scot) 
(b.1961) 
24 Mar 1987 - * 
Council 1990-2 
Bareford,  Harold Shaw 
(1894-1978) (USA) 
26 Sep 1956-d 10 Apr 1978 
Bareford,  William J (USA) 
23 Oct 1979-amoved AM 1983 
Barker, Arthur Leigh (1870-1950) 
30 Nov 1923-res Oct 1927 
Barker, Lionel 
28 Jun 1988 - amoved AM 1990 
Barker, R.H. 
16 Mar 1955 (j) - res Feb 1959 
Barker, Raymond Turner FRIBA 
(1872-1945) 
24 Feb 1937 - d ann Apr 1945 
Brother of  A.L.Barker (qv) 
Barker, W.Cole (USA) 
29 Nov 1941 -(1943) 
Barnard, Francis Pierrepont DLitt 
FSA(1854-I931) 
24 Feb 1909-(1925) 
Barnard, Robert MIME 
8 Jun 1904-(1943) 
Barnes, A.E. 
27 Mar 1946-d ann Jan 1967 
Barnes, Alfred  W. (1874-1925) 
orig (1P) - d 1925 
Council 1912 
Barnes, MP. (d.1967) 
28 Feb 1961 -d.1967 

Barnett, Thomas George FSA 
(1857-1935) 
23 Mar 1921 - d 4 May 1935 
Council 1925-8, 1930 Vice-Pres 
1931 Council 1932-4 
Barnett, W.E. 
23 Oct 1962-amoved AM 1968 
Barr, David Alan (b.1922) 
22 Jan 1991 - * 
Barras, Dr. Richard (b.1944) 
28 May 1996 - * 
Barratt, Percival (1853-1917) 
orig (IP) - (1914++) 
Barrett, Sidney Edward MB BCh 
MRCSLRCP 
30 Nov 1907-res Oct 1931 
Barrett, William L.S. (Canada) 
25 Nov 1986 - amoved AM 2001, 
reinstated 26 Feb 2002 - * 
Barron, Thomas Walter 
(1850-1932) 
orig (3P) - (1912+) 
Barter, Alfred  (1853-1905) 
orig (IP) - d AGM 1905 
Bartholomew, Charles William 
(1850-1919) 
23 Mar 1904-d 29 Apr 1919 (not 
ann until AM 1920) 
Bartleet, Richard D. 
orig (3P) - d AM 1916 (but already 
dead at 29 Sep 1915) 
Barton, John L. (USA) 
30 Mar 1978 - amoved AM 1982 
Bascombe, James 
25 Sep 1973 - amoved AM 1985 
Basmadjieff,  Luben A. (b.1911) 
(Switzerland) 
26 Feb 1947-res Feb 1961 
Bates, James (1852-1919) 
orig ( I P ) - d AM 1919 
Bateson. John Donal PhD FSA 
FSA(Scot) (b.1948) 
24 Feb 1987 - * 
Council 1989-90 Director 1991-3 
Secretary 1994-8 Council 2003-
Baum, David (1913-1988) 
24 Jun 1987-d AM 1988 
Bayley, Arthur Rutter (1868-1948) 
orig (2P) - (1946) 

Beardshaw, Alan (Canada) 
26 Oct 1971 - amoved AM 1974 
Bearman, Thomas (1846-1921) 
23 Mar 1904-(1920) 
Council 1908-11, 1913-14, 
1916-18 
Beaumont, Edward (1844-1930) 
orig (3P) - d 29 Apr 1930 
Bedel, Jean-Claude (b.1942) 
(France) 
26 May 1998- * 
Bedford,  11th Duke of,  Herbrand 
Arthur Russell KG KBE HML FRS 
FSA (1852-1940) 
orig (IP) - (1913++) 
Belden, Bauman Lowe (1862-1931) 
(USA) 
30 Nov 1910-(1922) 
Bell, Alexander Stewart 
22 Oct 1947 - amoved Feb 1948 
Bell, C.Julian 
28 Jan 1953-(1962) 
Bell, Gerland William 
23 Feb 1988-res Nov 2002 
Bell, Robert Charles MB BS 
FRCS 
26 Jan 1965 - res 1974, re-elected 
22 Nov 1977-res Jan 1981 
Bellamy, Miss Mary P. 
30 Nov 1960-res Jan 1975 
Council 1964-70 
Beloe, Edward Milligen FSA 
(1871-1932) 
orig (IP)-(1925) 
Bemrose, William FSA JP 
(1831-1908) 
orig (2P) - d 6 Aug 1908 
Bendall, (Anthony) Simon FSA 
(b. 1937) 
24 Sep 1968 - res 1988, re-el 28 
Oct 1997-res Nov 2000 
Bennett, Christopher Heal ARICS 
25 Jan 1972 - * 
Bennett, Graham John (b.1954) 
22 Oct 1996 - * 
Bentall, Douglas Edward (b.1965) 
23 Feb 1999 - * 
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Berd, Mrs Esme L. 
25 Oct 1966 - amoved AM 1973 
Beresford-Jones,  Richard Duncan 
(1903-2000) 
25 Feb 1953-d 25 Aug 2000 
Council 1955-9 
Berghaus, Prof  Dr Peter (b.1919) 
(Germany) 
28 Jan 1953 - hon 24 Jun 1986 - * 
Bergos. Henry 
24 Feb 1976-(1976) 
Bernard, Ken J. (USA) 
24 Nov 1987 - * 
Berney-Ficklin, Philip FSA JP 
(1849-1917) 
15 Feb 1905-d 1 Nov 1917 (not 
ann until AM 1918) 
Berriman, K M 
27 Apr 1993-res 2000 
Berry, George (b.l928) 
28 Mar 1972 - amoved AM 1991 
Council 1975-7, 1980-3 
Berry, Sir James FRCS DCL FSA 
(1860-1946) 
28 Jun 1911 -(1939) 
Bersi-Mangakis, Demosthenes, see 
Mangakis, Demosthenes 
Berwick, Patrick Edward (b.l932) 
(Eire) 
25 Jun 2002 - * 
Besly, Edward Michael FSA 
(b.l 951) 
22 May 1984 - * 
Council 1991-8 Dir 1999-2001 
Council 2002- Editor BNJ  vols 
59-67 
Best, John 
28 Feb 1923-(1932) 
Beverley, Michael Gordon 
28 Feb 1978 (j) - amoved AM 1980 
Bhaseen, Faith Roshnee S. (b.l977) 
28 Nov 1995 (j) - * 
Biddle, Prof.  Martin OBE FBA FSA 
(b.1937) 
27 Jun 1978 - * 
Bigge, Francis Edward (1821-1915) 
orig (3P) - (1909+) 
Biggs, Prof.  Norman Linstead DSc 
(b.1941) 
24 Jun 1986 - * 
Council 2001-

Bigley, Donald MRCS LRCP 
24 Apr 1957 - amoved AM 1962 
Bigwood, Sir (James Edward) Cecil 
DLJP (1863-1947) 
12 Oct 1904-res AM 1905 
Billman, John (USA) 
22 Apr 1969 - amoved AM 1990 
Birch, John de Gray 
16 Nov 1904-(1922) 
Bird, Dr Brian (USA) (1913-1993) 
26 Oct 1965-res Jan 1985 
Birkin, Lieut.-Col. Richard Leslie 
DLJP (1863-1936) 
30 Nov 1914 - res ann Jan 1930 
Bishop, Frederick P. (USA) 
orig (3P) - res AM 1904 
Bishop, Richard 
23 Apr 1996 - * 
Bispham, Joseph (b.l946) 
26 Oct 1976 - * 
Council 1986-9, 1992-4, 
1999-2001 
Blackburn, Mark Alistair Sinclair 
PhD FSA (b.l953) 
26 Oct 1971 ( j ) - * 
Council 1976-87, 1992-5, 
1998-2000 Editor BNJ  vols 53,54 
Blackmore, Michael Peter David 
(b.l 942) 
22 Jan 2002 - * 
Blackmore, Mrs, see Hawthorne, 
Jennifer  Heather 
Blake, George Rose (1892-1957) 
26 Feb 1948 - d 5 Nov 1957 (not 
ann until AM 1958) 
Blake-Hill, Philip Victor, see Hill, 
Philip Victor 
Blakeley, Donald 
26 Feb 1963-(1969) 
Blakey, Ross George (Canada) 
(b.l 947) 
24 Nov 1987 - * 
Bland, Roger Farrant PhD FSA 
(b.l 955) 
24 Mar 1987- * 
Lib 1988-90 
Grandson of  Francis Elmore Jones 
(afterwards  Elmore-Jones) (qv) 

B les, Joseph 
26 Mar 1924-(1925) 
Bliss, Thomas (1849-1914) 
23 Jul 1913 - (1912+) 
Bloor, Herbert Thomas ACA 
(b.l 869) 
12 Oct 1904-res AM 1908 
Blowers, Ian H 
28 May 1974 - res Jun 2002 
Blunt, Christopher Evelyn OBE 
FBA FSA (1904-1987) 
22 Feb 1933 - hon 30 Nov 1964 - d 
20 Nov 1987 
Council 1934 Dir 1935-41 Council 
1942-5 Pres 1946-50 Dir 1951-4 
Vice-Pres 1955-87 Editor, BNJ  vols 
22,23 pt i, 25-39 
Blunt, Roderick Cyril Albert CEng 
MIMechE (b.l946) 
27 Mar 1990 - * 
Bodkin, Sir Archibald Henry KCB 
JP(1862-1957) 
17 Feb 1904 - res May 1930 (but 
still in list 1932) 
Boileau, Lieut.-Col. Sir Raymond 
Frederic Bart. DL JP (1868-1942) 
17 Oct 1906-d 23 Jun 1942 
Bole, Samuel Alfred  FCA (b.l925) 
22 Feb 1994 - * 
Bolton, Col. Albert John VD 
ARIBA(b.l844) 
orig (3P) - res AM 1906 
Bolton, Angela May (b.1973) 
25 Jun 2002 - * 
Bonser, Michael John (b.1939) 
28 Jun 1983-* 
Council 1988-90 
Bontekoe, Eldert (b.l954) (USA) 
26 Nov 2002 - * 
Boon, George Counsell FSA 
(1927-1994) 
23 Sep 1980-d . 31 Aug 1994 
Council 1984-6 
Booth, James 
24 Feb 1976-res 1998 
Bor, Ellis (b.l929) 
24 Feb 1987 - * 
Bornholdt, Kristin Annelise 
(b.l 971) 
25 Feb 1997-* 
Council 2001-3 
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Boudeau, Elie (France) 
16 Nov 1904-res AM 1905 
Bourgey, Emile (1914-1993) 
(France) 
25 Oct 1950-d 28 Feb 1993 
Bousfield,  Stanley MD MRCS 
LRCP (1871-1961) 
25 Mar 1904-res Jan 1932 
Council 1907-11, 1914-15,1921-2 
Vice-Pres 1923-4 Council 1925, 
1929 
Bower, George William 
(1891-1976) 
27 Jan 1954-res Jan 1959 
Bowles, Charles Eyre Bradshaw 
FSA JP (1848-1923) 
20 Oct 1909-(1912+) 
Bowles, Harold Bolles (1840-1909) 
orig ( I P ) - d 15 Feb 1909 
Bowles, Sir Henry Ferryman Bart. 
DL JP MP (1858-1943) 
orig (IP) - res AM 1907, re-el 22 
Jun 1910-d 14 Oct 1943 
Bowman, Frederick William 
30 Nov 1912 - (1913++) 
Boyle, Sir Edward Bart. KC FSI MP 
(1848-1909) 
orig (3P) - d 19 Mar 1909 
Boyle, Col .Gerald Edmund 
(1840-1927) 
12 Oct 1904-(1920) 
Bradley, John William (1830-1916) 
orig ( I P ) - r e s AM 1909 
Brady, Brian A 
30 Nov 1964-amoved AM 1979 
Brady, Gerard (Eire) 
22 Feb 1977-(1977) 
Brady, Jeremiah D (USA) 
17 Nov 1973-amoved AM 1985 
Brand, John David PhD FCA 
(1931-1990) 
24 May 1960-d 10 Oct 1990 
Council 1963-9,1971-4 Dir 
1976-80 Pres 1981-3 Lib 1984-
May 1987 
Brand, Norman P. (b.1933) (USA) 
24 Apr 2001 - * 
Brand, Virgil Michael (1862-1926) 
(USA) 
orig (1P) - d 20 Jun 1926 

Brassington, William Salt FSA 
(1859-1939) 
orig (IP)-(1912+) 
Bray, A.R. 
17 Feb 1954 - amoved 
AM 1959 
Brazenor, Herbert Clifton  Ferris 
(1912-1972) 
27 Oct 1948-d 1972 
Brecher, Richard David 
27 Oct 1992-res Nov 1995 
Breeds, Arthur Owen LRIBA FSI 
(1865-1919) 
orig ( IP ) - res AM 1913 
Brenner, Victor David (1871-1924) 
(USA) 
17 Feb 1904-(1905+) 
Bressett, Kenneth E. (b.1928) 
(USA) 
25 Oct 1966-res Jan 1988 
Brettell, Robert Patrick Vernon 
(1907-1998) 
28 Oct 1942-d 8 Oct 1998 
Brewer, Frederic William OBE 
(1867-1925) 
17 Jul 1907-(1912+) 
Bridgewater, Martin Arthur 
(b.1952) 
24 May 1994 - * 
Bridgman, Francis George 
17 Feb 1904-(1920) 
Brigg, Matthew Alfred 
(1851-1937) 
23 Feb 1910-dann Oct 1937 
Briggs, Charles Adolphus 
(1849-1917) 
17 Feb 1904-d 17 Oct 1917 
Briggs, Lloyd Cabot PhD 
(1909-1975) (USA) 
30 Nov 1933-d May 1975 
Council 1942-6 
Briggs, Thomas Henry 
28 Mar 1917-(1920) 
Brother of  C.A. Briggs (qv) 
Brinkman, Robert J. (1928-1978) 
24 Feb 1976-d.1978 
Brink worth, George J. 
orig ( IP ) - res AGM 1905 

Britton, Maj. Arthur Henry Daniel 
DSO (1875-1934) 
orig ( IP ) - r e s Oct 1930 
Husband of  E.G. Carlyon (qv) and 
brother of  P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton 
(qv) 
Britton, Mrs, see Carlyon, Ellen 
Gertrude 
Broad, Alan John 
25 Nov 1970-res 1984 
Broburg, Rev. Anselm (USA) 
24 Sep 1952 - amoved AM 1956 
Brocket, 1st Baron, see Cain, 
Charles Alexander 
Brodrick, William John Henry OBE 
(1874-1966) 
orig (3P) - res AM 1905 
Bromley, Richard Granville PhD 
(Denmark) (b.l939) 
25 Mar 1980 - * 
Brooke, George Cyril LittD FSA 
(1884-1934) 
1 Dec 1919-d 11 Oct 1934 
Council 1930-1 Vice-Pres 1932 Dir 
1933-4 
Brooke, William Archer 
30 Nov 1934-(1939) 
Brooker, John Godfrey 
(c.1928-1986) 
26 Feb 1963-(1971) 
Brooks, Frederic MusBac LRAM 
26 Jan 1955-res Jan 1961 
Brooks, Prof.  Nicholas Peter DPhil 
FBA FSA FSA(Scot) (b.1941) 
23 Feb 1965 - amoved AM 1967 
Broomfield,  Patrick Maurice (b.l946) 
23 Feb 1999-* 
Brothers, Francis William (d.1930) 
22 Jan 1908-(1908+) 
Broun-Morison, John Broun 
FSA(Scot) DL JP (1840-1912) 
12 Oct 1904-d AM 1912 
Brown, Derek Keith (b.1937) 
26 Apr 1988 - * 
Brown, Eric 
30 Nov 1945-res Jan 1951 
Brown, Felicity Aoibhinn (b.1947) 
26 Feb 2002 - * 
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Brown, Prof  .Ian David PhD 
(UK/Canada) (b.i932) 
27 Oct 1954 - * 
Council 1957 Sec Mar 1957- Sep 
1958 Council 1959 
Brown, James Duncan (b.1951) 
23 Sep 1980 - * 
Brown, John Ellman 
orig ( IP ) - res AM 1906 
Brown, Laurence Albert LVO 
(b.1931) 
1 May 1946 (j) - * 
Brown, Malcolm D. 
27 May 1969-(1969) 
Brown, William Harvey 
16 Nov 1904-(1905) 
Brownen, George 
30 Nov 1907-(1922) 
Browning, Patrick John LLM ACA 
(b.i 944) 
28 Mar 1961 (j) - res Jan 1964 
Browning, William Henry 
30 Nov 1927-res Nov 1951 
Bruce-Binney, Hector 
26 Oct 1971 -(1971) 
Brumby, S. 
23 Oct 1957-(1969) 
Brunei, (Jonathan) Christopher 
(1920-1989) 
26 May 1970 - d 27 Apr 1989 
Brushfield,  Archibald Nadauld 
MRCSLRCP( 1870-1960) 
24 Feb 1915-res Nov 1949 
Council 1935 Vice-Pres 1936 
Council 1937 Vice-Pres 1938 
Council 1939 Vice-Pres 1940-5 
Bruun, Lars Emil (1852-1923) 
(Denmark) 
12 Oct 1904-(1922) 
Bryant, Dr J L 
24 Nov 1981 - amoved AM 1984 
Bryant, Kenneth George 
26 Mar 1968-res 1986 
Buchan, John Simson (1850-1923) 
orig (IP)-(1922) 
Buck, Ivan Robert 
24 Oct 1967 - * 

Bull, James Francis 
16 Nov 1904-(1912+) 
Bull, Maurice (b.1939) 
26 Mar 1985-* 
Bulteau-Canteloup, Fabrice Valery 
Gilles (France) (b.i972) 
28 Sep 1999- amoved AM 2002 
Bunn, Charles John (1875-1949) 
28 Mar 1934-d AM 1949 
Burgess, Mrs. Marie-Louise 
25 Nov 1970 - amoved AM 1980 
Burke, John Douglas (USA) 
26 Sep 1967 - amoved AM 1986 
Burnett, Andrew Michael PhD FSA 
(b.i952) 
25 Feb 1986 - * 
Council 1996-8 
Burnett, Edgar Mathieson ACA 
(1870-1926) 
26 Apr 1922 - d ann May 1926 
Council 1923-6 
Burney, Charles (1840-1912) 
16 Nov 1904 - res AM 1909 
Burnham, John P (USA) 
23 Apr 1991 - amoved AM 1996 
Burr, Charles Walts MD 
(1861-1944) (USA) 
26 May 1926 - d 19 Feb 1944 (but 
still in list 1946) 
Burrows, Oliver Martin (b.1950) 
26 Jan 1975 - * 
Burrows, Thomas F. (b.1947) 
26 Oct 1965 (j) - amoved AM 1967 
Burstal, Edward MD (1879-1967) 
28 Jan 1942-d ann Oct 1967 
Council 1952-5, 1957-60 Vice-Pres 
1961-4 
Son of  E.K. Burstal (qv) 
Burstal, Edward Kynaston MICE 
(1851-1938) 
26 Oct 1910-(1922) 
Burt, Edwin David 
23 Feb 1971 -(1973) 
Burt, George JP (1851-1919) 
23 Mar 1904- d 10 Apr 1919 
Burtchaell, George Dames KC 
MRIA FRSAI JP (1853-1921) 
orig (IP)-(1920) 

Burton, Frank Ernest FSA IP 
(1865-1948) 
24 May 1911 - d 10 Feb 1948 
Council 1924-7,1929-32 Vice-Pres 
1933 Council 1934-8 
Son of  J. Burton (qv) 
Burton, Maj. George Simon 
Merceron MBE MC (b.i894) 
30 Nov 1945-res Jan 1955 
Burton, Joseph JP 
30 Nov 1914 - d AM 1918 
Burton, Noel Andrew (b.1942) 
26 Mar 1958 (j) - res Nov 1963 
Bussell, Mrs Monica Mary Emily 
(1906-1974) 
24 Oct 1956-amoved AGM 1961 
Butcher, Everard (1843-1912) 
23 Feb 1910-d 1912 (not ann until 
AM 1913) 
Butcher, John Oliver LDS 
orig ( IP ) - r e s AM 1910 
Butcher, William John 
30 Nov 1907-(1914) 
Butler, Joseph 
22 Jan 1985-res Jan 1998 
Butler, Miss Veronica Joyce PhD 
(afterwards  Mrs Smart) (b.i942) 
27 Oct 1959 ( j ) - * 
Butters, Rowley Edward (Australia) 
25 Mar 1975 - amoved AM 1990 
Butterworth, Mrs Ann 
23 Oct 1973-(1973) 
Buxton, Edward V. (USA) 
27 Apr 1955-(1971) 
Byde, Albert George (b.i934) 
28 Sep 1965 - * 
Byrne, Allen James MB MRCPsych 
(b.i 948) 
24 Jan 1995-* 
Byrne, Raymond Aloysius II (USA) 
(1913-1981) 
25 Feb 1969 - amoved AM 1977 

Caballero, H.A.S. (Argentina) 
23 Sep 1980 - amoved AM 1982 
Cahn, Adolf  Emil (1839-1918) 
(Germany) 
13 Jul 1904-res AM 1913 
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Cain, Charles Alexander (afterwards 
1st Baron Brocket DL JP) 
(1866-1934) 
25 Jan 1911 -(1913++) 
Caine, Rev.Caesar (c.l856-1922) 
28 Apr 1909-(1909+) 
Caldecott, John Barton 
(1861-1947) 
orig (2P) - amoved AM 1921, re-el 
1923 (date not recorded in printed 
minutes) - d 14 May 1947 
Council 1903-7,1935-47 
Calderwood, Robert OBE MD 
30 Nov 1955-(1965) 
Calvert, John Robert 
orig ( IP)-(1927) 
Camp, A 
23 Oct 1984 - d Feb 1991 
Campbell, Alastair James Peter MB 
BCh (b.1934) 
25 Jan 1966 - * 
Campbell, Mrs Estelle (USA) 
22 Mar 1922-(1946) 
Carew-Hunt, Basil Gifford  MBE 
TD (b. 1912) 
22 Oct 1947-res Nov 1951 
Carlsson, Per-Goran (Sweden) 
25 Nov 1980 - amoved AM 1999 
Carlyon, Sir Alexander Keith DL JP 
(1848-1936) 
orig ( I P ) - r e s AM 1909 
Carlyon, Miss Ellen Gertrude (after-
wards Mrs Britton) (1869-1948) 
16 Nov 1904-(1920) 
Sister of  T.A. Carlyon (qv) and wife 
of  Maj. A.H.D. Britton (qv) 
Carlyon, Thomas Alfred 
(1865-1937) 
orig ( IP)-(1920) 
Carlyon, Lieut.-Col. Tredenham 
Fitzherbert (1841-1922) 
orig ( IP ) - r e s AM 1906 
Carlyon-Britton, Philip William 
Poole FS A DL JP (1863-1938) 
orig (1P) - d 26 Jun 1938 
Pres 1903-8 Dir 1909 Pres 1910-4 
Dir 1915-21 Vice-Pres 1922-3 
Pres Jan-Feb 1928 Vice-Pres 
1935-7 Council 1938 Editor BNJ 
vols 1-10 

Carlyon-Britton, Raymond Carlyon 
FSA (1893-1960) 
26 Apr 1911 - d 8 Apr 1960 
Council 1914 Lib 1914-20 Council 
1928 
Son of  P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (qv) 
Carlyon-Britton, Winstanley 
(1887-1917) 
orig ( I P ) - d 25 Sep 1917 
Son of  P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (qv) 
Carnegie, Col.Donald Christian 
Strachan Lindsay (1840-1911) 
orig (IP)-(1909+) 
Carrington, John B. 
21 Jul 1909-res AM 1911 
Carter, Brian Leslie (b.1937) 
27 Feb 1957 - amoved AM 1960 
Carter, Ernest Christison MD 
MRCP (1865-1950) 
21 Feb 1906 - d ann May 1950 
Council 1926-7 Vice-Pres 1928-31 
Council 1932 Vice-Pres 1933-7 
Council 1938 Vice-Pres 1939 
Council 1940-1 Vice-Pres 1942-50 
Carter, George Edward Lovelace 
(1886-1974) 
26 Jan 1955-(1960) 
Carter, John William 
25 Mar 1904-(1908+) 
Carter, Merrick Y (Canada) (d.1998) 
22 Apr 1975 - d . 1998 
Carter, Peter Curtis 
27 Feb 1946-res Feb 1951 
Carter, Sally Anne (b. 1967) 
25 February 2003 - * 
Carthew, Col. Ranulphus John JP 
(1863-1943) 
24 Jan 1906-(1920) 
Carvell, Miss Margaret Mary 
(1928-1968) 
29 Nov 1966 - d 1968 (not ann until 
AM 1969) 
Cary, Timothy John (b.1954) 
22 Nov 1994 - * 
Cary-Elwes, Valentine Dudley 
Henry FSA DL JP (1832-1909) 
30 Nov 1904-d 16 Jun 1909 
Case, Robert W (USA) 
22 May 1984 - amoved AM 1988 
Casey, Liston Agnew (1886-1963) 
(USA) 
25 Jun 1952-res Aug 1954 

Casey, Patrick John FSA 
25 Nov 1980 - * 
Council 1982-5,1995-7 
Cassal, Raymond Theobald LSA 
(1865-1924) 
1916 (day and month not recorded 
in printed minutes) - d AM 1924 
Castenholz, Bill J (USA) 
27 May 1969-(1973) 
Castledine, Richard James 
22 Oct 1963 - amoved AM 1982 
Cates, George William (b.1941) 
(Australia) 
24 Oct 2000 - * 
Cavanagh, H. 
30 Nov 1936 -
Cave, George KC (afterwards  1st 
Viscount Cave PC GCMG DL JP) 
(1856-1928) 
orig (3P) - d 29 Mar 1928 
Cawthorne, Sir Terence Edward 
FRCS (1902-1970) 
22 Oct 1947-res Sep 1961 
Chainey, Henry Gordon 
27 Feb 1946-res Sep 1958 
Challis, Christopher Edgar PhD 
FSA (b.1939) 
24 Oct 1972 - * 
Council 1979-88 Pres 1989-93 
Council 1994-5 Vice-Pres 1996-
Editor BNJ  vols 49-58 
Chalmers, John Henry 
(1849-1921) 
orig (IP) - d 1921 (not ann until 
AM 1922) 
Chambers, C.J. 
25 Feb 1953 -
Champ, Henry (1839-1918) 
orig (2P) - d AM 1918 
Chan, Roland (Hong Kong) 
27 Feb 1979 - amoved AM 1986 
Chancellor, Edwin Beresford 
(1868-1937) 
25 Mar 1904-resAM 1912 
Chandler,Terence Stuart (b.1949) 
24 Sep 1991 - * 
Chapin, Mrs William V. (USA) 
27 Oct 1915 - d AM 1927 
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Chapman, A.B. 
26 Mar 1924-res Oct 1931 
Chapman, David Arnold ARICS 
(b.l 936) 
27 Jan 1976 - * 
Chapman, G.E. (d. 1977) 
25 Nov 1969-d 4 Dec 1977 
Chapman, Samuel Hudson 
(1857-1931) (USA) 
28 Jun 1905-(1905+) 
Charlton, William JP (c.1833-1918) 
orig ( I P ) - d 20 Dec 1918 
Charman, Garry William (b.1946) 
22 Mar 1994 - * 
Chater, Arthur Oliver (b. 1933) 
22 Apr 1969 - * 
Checkley, James Frederick 
Hayselden LRIBA (1898-1964) 
26 Mar 1930-(1963) 
Chee, William G.L. (Malaysia) 
24 Oct 1972-res 1981 
Cheek, Jeremy (b.l949) 
28 Oct 1997- * 
Cheesman, Clive Edwin Alexander 
PhD (b.l968) 
27 May 1997-* 
Cheffins,  Ian Michael 
23 Oct 1984 - amoved AM 1994 
Cherry, Peter James FSA (b.l954) 
23 Oct 2001 - * 
Chetty, David (b.1949) (Seychelles) 
23 Oct 2001 - * 
Chick, Derek Sydney (b.1937) 
23 Mar 1965 - * 
Chifferiel,  Arthur Gerald FCA FCIS 
(b.l 874) 
orig (IP)-(1912+) 
Chilston, 4th Viscount, see Akers-
Douglas, Alastair George 
Chilvers, C.A. (d. 1971) 
28 Apr 1959 - d 1971 
Chitty, Alfred  (1849-1929) 
(Australia) 
orig (2P) - d 4 Jun 1929 
Chivers, John JP (1857-1929) 
25 Mar 1904-res AM 1905 

Chown, John Francis (b.l929) 
26 Oct 1971 - * 
Council 1974-7 
Christopher, Richard Thorney 
(1871-1962) 
24 Feb 1915-d 15 Oct 1962 
Chubb, AH 
29 Mar 1988 - amoved AM 1995 
Churchill, Ronald Charles 
(b.1935) 

23 Feb 1993 - * 
Churchill, William Smith 
(1827-1914) 
20 Jan 1909-res AM 1913 
Clancy, Kevin PhD (b.l966) 
28 Sep 1993-* 
Council 1999-2001, Dir 2002-
Clark, Maj. A. 
23 Feb 1949-(1957) 
Clark, Cumberland (b.l862) 
24 May 1911 -(1912+) 
Clark, Eno Harry (b.l879) 
26 Mar 1930-res Jun 1938 
Clark, Gilbert Milton FCIS 
24 Feb 1909-res AM 1913 
Clark, Joseph William 
27 Feb 1946-res Nov 1957 
Clark, Nigel A 
22 Oct 1974 - amoved AM 1991 
Clarke, Bert 
22 Mar 1944 - amoved AM 1950 
Clarke, David Christopher (b.l984) 
22 May 2001 ( j ) - * 
Clarke, Rev. J.W. (Eire) 
26 Feb 1948 - amoved AM 1954 
Clarke, John William FSI 
12 Oct 1904-(1905) 
Clarke, M.P. 
25 Jun 1968 (j) - * 
Clarke, Miss Mary Willey 
27 Apr 1910-(1920) 
Clarke, Nicholas (b.l972) 
28 May 2002 - * 
Clarke, Mrs R.A.C.B., see Andrews, 
R.A.C.B. 

Clarke, Stewart Algernon 
(1881-1915) 
24 Jan 1912-d 13 Oct 1915 
Clarke, William Norris (b.1939) 
(Canada) 
22 Feb 1977 - * 
Clarke-Thornhill, Thomas Bryan 
(1857-1934) 
24 Jul 1912 - d 29 Mar 1934 
Clements, Charles Hamilton 
(1879-1930) 
26 Mar 1924 - d ann Oct 1930 
Clements, Luther (b.c. 1854) 
25 Mar 1904-(1922) 
Clifford,  Henry Charles RBA 
(1861-1947) 
16 Nov 1904-(1909+) 
Clifton,  Harold (1883-1908) 
orig (3P) - d AM 1908 
Cobb, David Jeffrey  (b.1935) 
27 Feb 1990-res Dec 2001 
Cobcroft,  Dr M.D. (Australia) 
28 Sep 1982 - * 
Cobham, Charles FSI 
(1840-1907) 
orig ( I P ) - d 18 Jan 1907 
Cocke, Alfred  Louis ACA(b.l878) 
24 May 1911 -(1918) 
Cohen, Alan (b.1918) 
26 Sep 2000 - res Oct 2001 
Cohen, Charles Joseph (1847-1927) 
(USA) 
25 Mar 1904-res AM 1906 
Colborne, Christopher A. (b.1931) 
27 Feb 1946 (j) - amoved AM 
1949 
Coldridge, Ward KC (1864-1926) 
23 Mar 1904-(1922) 
Cole, Maj .-Gen. Eric Stuart CB 
CBE (1906-1992) 
25 Jan 1972-res 1981 
Coleman, Edmund Kevin (d.1982) 
(Eire) 
26 Nov 1974-(1974) 
Coles, Col. Arthur Horsman CMG 
DSO (1856-1931) 
24 Feb 1926 - d 29 Mar 1931 (not 
ann until AM 1935 (sic)) 
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Colliass, Richard (b.l947) 
28 Mar 2000 - res May 2001 
Collings, Frank Lindley Walter MB 
MRCS DCH MMSA (b.l932) 
26 Mar 1996 - * 
Collins, Charles Leslie MB BCh 
MRCS LRCP 
30 Nov 1956-res Jan 1960 
Collinson, Leonard 
26 Oct 1910-res AM 1911 
Colman, Frances 
22 Apr 1975-res 1982 
Colt, Frederick Everard 
(1862-1914) 
orig (3P) - d 12 Mar 1914 
Comber, Christopher H 
27 Jan 1976 - * 
Council 1994-6 
Comet, Dr Paul A. 
(USA) 
26 Oct 1993 - * 
Compton, Stanley MRCS LRCP 
27 May 1969-(1969) 
Conte, William J MD (USA) 
27 Jun 1978 - amoved AM 1980, 
re-el 26 Jan 1982 - * 
Cook, Barrie John PhD (b.l959) 
28 May 1985 - * 
Council 1988-95 Editor BNJ  vols 
56-63 
Cook, John Peter (b.l949) 
27 Mar 2 0 0 1 - * 
Cook, Paul B. (USA) 
26 Jan 1965 - amoved AM 1981 
Cook, Peter 
28 May 1996 - amoved AM 1999 
Cook. Robert (b.l941) 
24 Jan 1995-* 
Cook, Timothy David (USA) 
28 Oct 1980 (j) - amoved AM 
1989 
Cooper, Denis Ralph 
TD MIMechE 
26 Apr 1966 - res Sep 1969, re-el 
22 Mar 1994-res Jun 1997 
Cooper, E.H. 
28 Sep 1949 - amoved AM 1951 

Cooper, Frederick Renad FCA 
(1902-1985) 
28 Apr 1959 - res Nov 1963, re-el 
24 Mar 1964-res 1980 
Cooper, John 
20 Jan 1909-(1916) 
Cooper, John Kenneth Downing 
(1940-2000) 
23 Oct 1957 (j) - (1963) 
Cooper, Thomas 
orig (2P) - d AM 1904 
Cooper, Trevor John Howard 
(b.1951) 
27 Oct 1964 (j) - amoved AM 1966 
Coppack, H.R. 
28 Sep 1982 - amoved AM 1992 
Corbitt, Joseph H. (c.l930-2002) 
23 Feb 1955 - amoved AM 1989 
Corfield,  F.L.W., 
orig (IP)-(1905+) 
Cornish, Harry Francis (1882-1942) 
12 Oct 1904-res AM 1911 
Costilhes, Alain Jean (b.1931) 
(Brazil) 
27 Nov 1990-* 
Costin, Frederick 
16 Nov 1904-res AM 1907 
Cotes, Sir Merton Russell JP 
(1835-1921) 
30 Nov 1908-
Cottam, Geoffrey  Leslie (b.1945) 
25 May 1993 - * 
Coulthard, J I 
27 Apr 1982 - amoved AM 1984 
Courteau, Eugene Gaspard MD 
(1868-1934) "(Canada) 
24 May 1911 -(1912+) 
Courthope-Munroe, Sir Harry KC 
(1860-1951) 
11 May 1904-res AM 1907 
Courtney, Steven T.E. (b.l949) 
23 Oct 1962 (j) - amoved AGM 
1967 
Courtney, Mrs Yolanda C., see 
Stanton, Yolanda C. 
Cowley, W T 
25 Apr 1972-(1973) 

Cox, Alan Glyndwr (b. 1937) 
28 Nov 2000 - * 
Cox,Mrs ER 
26 Apr 1988 - r e s 1998 
Cox, Rev. John Charles LLD FSA 
(1843-1919) 
orig ( IP ) - r e s AM 1913 
Council 1907-8 
Cox, Miss Mary Louise 
17 Feb 1904-res AM 1904 
Cox, Prof.  Samuel Herbert 
(d.1920) 
orig ( IP ) - res AM 1912 
Coyte, Philip David C. 
22 Sep 1998 - * 
Crabtree, Philip Mark (b.l959) 
23 Oct 1990 - * 
Craddock, David 
22 Mar 1994 - amoved AM 
1998 
Crafter,  Timothy Charles Reginald 
(b.l 979) 
28 Nov 1995 ( j ) - * 
Craig, Walter Lennox AMICE 
(1868-1940) 
30 Nov 1918 - (1919) 
Cramp, Prof.  Rosemary Jean CBE 
FSA (b.l929) 
27 Jan 1959-(1971) 
Crane, Albert Charles 
(1866-1947) 
12 Oct 1904-(1928) 
Cranfield,  Lieut.-Col. Sydney White 
TD FRIBA (1869-1961) 
orig ( IP ) - r e s AM 1909 
Cranfield,  William Bathgate FSI 
orig (IP)-(1908+) 
Cree, James Edward FSA(Scot) 
(1864-1929) 
17 Mar 1915-dann Oct 1929 
Creeke,Maj. Anthony Buck 
(1832-1919) 
orig (1P) - (1913++) 
Council 1904 
Cribb, Joseph Edmond (b.l947) 
24 Feb 1998 - * 
Cripps, Miss Edith Mary 
23 Mar 1910-res AM 1913 
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Crisp, Frederick Arthur FSA 
(1851-1922) 
orig (2P) - d 25 Apr 1922 
Vice-Pres 1904 Council 1905-6 
Critchley, Stephen Ronald 
(b.i 952) 
27 Apr 1999 - * 
Crittall, Richard 
16 Nov 1904-res AM 1911 
Crofts,  James Henry (1829-1905) 
17 Feb 1904-d AM 1905 
Cross, Albert Pearl (1880-1944) 
30 Nov 1931 - d ann Mar 1944 (res 
ann Oct 1937, but evidently 
reinstated) 
Cross, Harold Robert MD 
21 Apr 1920-(1937) 
Cross, John Nicholas (b.1949) 
27 Mar 1990 - * 
Croton, Adam 
24 Jan 1989-res Nov 1995 
Crouch, James Leonard FSI 
(1867-1947) 
8 Jun 1904-(1922) 
Crouch, William (1854-1928) 
21 May 1913-d Jun 1928 
Crowley, Mrs, see Andrews, 
R.A.C.B. 
Crowther, (Rev.) Donald James 
(b.i 923) 
24 May 1966-res 1985 
Crowther-Beynon, Vernon Bryan 
MBE FSA (1865-1941) 
24 May 1922-d 8 Apr 1941 
Council 1923-4 Vice-Pres 1925-9 
Council 1930 Vice-Pres 1931 
Dir 1932 Pres 1933-7 Vice-Pres 
1938-41 

Cuddeford,  Michael John 
(b.i 950) 
24 Oct 1989 - * 
Cullum, Keith Edward 
25 Nov 1986-res 1992 
Cunnington, Thomas Morley MRCS 
LRCP (1893-1976) 
25 Oct 1922-(1939) 
Curran, W.E. (Australia) 
22 Jun 1955 -

Cursiter, Maj. James Walls 
FSA(Scot) (b.i851) 
orig (3P) - (1920) 
Curteis, Mark (b.i965) 
22 Oct 1991 - * 
Curtis, Beverley Thomas 
(b.i 941) 
28 Feb 1967 - * 
Dir 1994-8 
Curwen, H.C. 
24 Feb 1959-res Nov 1959 
Cutts, Barry John 
27 May 2003 - * 
Dakers, Capt.Colin Hugh MC 
FSA(Scot) (d.1942) 
22 Feb 1933-d presumed 14 Feb 
1942 (not ann until Jan 1946) 
Son of  H.J. Dakers (qv) 
Dakers, Hugh John (1863-1945) 
26 Mar 1930-d 6 Feb 1945 
Council 1932-6 Lib May 1936- Jan 
1944 
Dale, Leonard James (d.1975) 
(New Zealand) 
28 Nov 1947-res Sep 1951 
Dale, William FSA (c.1846-1925) 
28 Apr 1909-d 16 Apr 1925 
Council 1913-9 Vice-Pres 1920 
Council 1921-3 Vice-Pres 1924-5 
Dales, John Sydney (b.i944) 
28 Jan 2003 - * 
Dal ton, Richard (1854-1922) 
orig (3P) - (1922) 
Danehower, Cole N. (USA) 
27 Feb 1990 - amoved AM 1994 
Daniels, James Herbert 
(1864-1936) 
orig (1P) - d AM 1936 
Danson, Ernest William (b.i922) 
23 Jan 1957 - * 
Daunt, Miss Marjorie 
23 May 1956 - amoved AM 1959 
Davenport, Michael Christopher 
(b.i 945). 
28 Jan 1997- * 
Davidson, James MD FRCP(Ed) 
FSA(Scot) (1896-1985) 
30 Nov 1937-d 17 May 1985 
Council 1939-47 

Davies, David Nigel Illtyd MB ChB 
DPH (b.i966) 
23 Oct 2001 - * 
Davies, Lieut.-Col. Sir Horatio 
David KCMG DL JP (1842-1912) 
30 Nov 1905-d 18 Sep 1912 
Davies, John Arthur PhD (b.i955) 
28 Feb 1995 - * 
Council 1997-9 
Davies, Philip R. 
22 Sep 1970 - amoved AM 1984 
Davies, Robert Owen JP 
(b.i 846) 
12 Oct 1904-res AM 1909 
Davis, Antony John (b.1959) 
28 Jun 1977 ( j ) - * 
Davis, Daniel C MD (b.1963) 
(USA) 
28 May 1985 - * 
Davis, Reginald George 
(1865-1931) 
23 Mar 1904-(1905) 
Davis, Robert Hugh 
26 Feb 1908-(1908+) 
Davis, Robin Leonard (b.i947) 
25 Nov 1970 - * 
Council 1977-9 Treasurer 1982-3 
Council 1984-7 
Davis, Miss V.J. 
25 Feb 1986-amovedAM 1990 
Davis, William John CH JP 
(1848-1934) 
orig (IP)-(1928) 
Davison, Ian David (b.1966) 
24 May 1994 - * 
Davisson, Allan PhD (USA) 
23 Nov 1982 - * 
Dawson, Brian J. 
22 May 1973 - * 
Dawson, George James Crosbie 
MICE (1843-1914) 
orig ( I P ) - d 14 Jun 1914 
Dawson, J.O. 
23 Oct 1957 (j) - amoved AM 
1962 
Dawson, John Burt PhD CChem 
FIM FRSC (b.i934) 
24 Sep 1996 - * 
Dawson, M. 
27 May 1986-res Dec 2001 
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Day, Michael David John PhD 
(b. 1937) 
27 Jun 1961 - amoved AM 1973 
Day, Walter Hanks (1867-1954) 
23 Apr 1930-res Jan 1951 
Council 1933-8 
Day, William 
21 Feb 1906-(1912+) 
Deacon, James Hunt (1901-1968) 
(Australia) 
30 Nov 1925 - (1932), re-el 22 Jun 
1955-res Apr 1957 
Deamer, George Edwin LRCP (New 
Zealand) 
orig (3P) - (1905+) 
Deane, Right Hon. Sir Henry 
Bargrave Finelly PC (1846-1919) 
orig (3P) - d 21 Apr 1919 (but still 
in list 30 Jun 1919) 
Deane, Patrick 
23 Oct 1973 - amoved AM 1978 
De Brix, Charles Camille 
(France) 
8 Jun 1904-d AM 1912 
De Carteret, Pierre John JP 
orig (2P) - res AM 1909 
De Clermont. Andre Paul 
28 Oct 1969 - * 
De Graff,  Dr Cor (Netherlands) 
23 May 1995 - * 
De Jersey, Philip DPhil (b.1966) 
28 Mar 2000 - * 
Council 2001-
Dekesel, Drs Christian Edmond 
(b.1939) (Belgium) 
23 Oct 1984 - * 
Dekin-Parry, John, see Parry, John 
Dekin 
De Laessoe, Harold Henry A. DSO 
MC 
23 Mar 1904-(1909+) 
Delbridge, Thomas James (b.1943) 
28 Mar 1961 (j) - (1963) 
Delme-Radcliffe,  (Gladys) Margaret 
(1913-2000) 
27 Jan 1970-d . 12 May 2000 
Council 1972-80, 1982-5 Editor 
BNJ  vols 44-48 

De Lucy, H.R.P. 
24 Jan 1967-res Feb 1969 
Dembinsky, R.L. 
25 Oct 1983 - amoved AM 1985 
De Montfalcon,  Jeremy Yves 
(b.1961) 
24 Nov 1998 - * 
Demuth, Mrs, see Drake, Miss 
(Mary) Veronica (Mervyn) 
Denison, Michael E. 
28 Oct 1958 (j) - amoved AM 1967 
Dennett, C.D. 
22 Apr 1975 - amoved AM 1976, 
reinstated - res Nov 2000 
Dent, Joseph Mallaby (1849-1926) 
30 Nov 1910 - (1918) 
Dent-Brocklehurst, Geoffrey 
Egremont (1886-1927) 
orig (2P) - (1905+) 
Denton, Arthur Ridgway 
30 Nov 1926 - res Nov 1957, re-
instated Jan 1958-(1958) 
Denton, Sir George Chardin KCMG 
JP (1851-1928) 
30 Nov 1 9 0 6 - d 9 Jan 1928 
De Shazo, Dr Alan Stephen (USA) 
24 May 1966 - (1971), re-el Nov 
1981 - amoved AM 1996 
Desikachari, Diwan Bahadur Sir 
Tirumalai (1868-1940) (India) 
24 Jun 1914-(1939) 
Dessau, Manfred 
25 May 1982-res 1988 
Devonshire, 9th Duke of,  Victor 
Christian William Cavendish PC 
KG GCMG GCVO HML 
(1868-1938) 
26 Oct 1910-d 6 May 1938 
De Vore, Weber (USA) 
25 May 1949-res Jan 1962 
De Wette, August Christoph 
Rudolph DL JP (b.1845) 
orig (3P) - res AM 1906 
De Wit, Prof.  Gysbertus Willem 
(b.l926) (Netherlands) 
28 Jun 1977- * 
Dick, James 
23 Mar 1965 -(1969) 

Dickinson, Frank 
orig (2P) - (1922) 
Dickinson, Michael John (b.1945) 
22 Mar 1977-* 
Digby, Simon Kenelm (b.1938) 
26 Mar 1958 (j) - res Feb 1960 
Diggle, Lieut-Col. Philip Gilbert 
William (b.1886) (South Africa) 
25 Feb 1942-res Mar 1950 
Dijkhuizen, Klaas (Netherlands) 
27 Oct 1992 - amoved AM 2000 
Dimsdale, John (1851-1922) 
13 Jul 1904-res AM 1913 
Dingier, Willard (Eire) 
22 Jan 1985 - amoved AM 1990, 
re-el 23 Jan 1996 - res Mar 2000 
Dixon, Mrs Florence Emily 
23 Mar 1910-(1912+) 
Dixon, Mrs Viva (afterwards  Mrs 
Holbrook) 
30 Nov 1917-(1939) 
Wife  of  Cdr. N.D. Holbrook (qv) 
Dixon-Hartland, Sir Frederick 
Dixon Bart FSA MP JP 
(1832-1909) 
orig ( I P ) - d 15 Nov 1909 
Vice-Pres 1904-9 
Dobson, Leslie Philip MB BS 
MRCGP (b.l942) 
27 Feb 1996 - res Dec 2002 
Dodgson, Aquila (1829-1919) 
28 Jun 1911 - d Aug 1919 
Doggart, James Hamilton MD 
FRCS (1900-1989) 
22 Jun 1955 - res Apr 1960 
Dohrn, Michael (USA) 
25 Sep 1985 - amoved AM 1987 
Dolley, Reginald Hugh (afterwards 
Michael) LittD MRIA FSA 
(1925-1983) 
23 May 1951 - h o n 24 Mar 1981 -
d 29 Mar 1983 
Council 1953-4 Sec 1955-6 Dir 
1957-63 Council 1978 (attended 
Council meetings at intervals as 
Corresponding Member of  Council 
for  Ireland 1964-77) Editor BNJ 
vols 34^14,46,47 
Doolan, Stephen P. 
28 Jan 1992 - amoved AM 2000 
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Dormer, James H. 
orig (IP)-(1916) 
Doswell, Donald H. (USA) 
4 Apr 1967 - amoved AM 1992 
Doty, Dr Richard G. (USA) 
22 Feb 1983-* 
Doubleday, Gordon Vincent 
(1914-1993) 
27 Mar 1946 - hon 26 Nov 1991 - d 
16 Jul 1993 
Council 1948-50 Sec 1951-4 Dir 
1955-6 Vice-Pres 1957-91 
Douch, Albert 
26 May 1970-(1973) 
Douglas, Mark 
25 Mar 1997 - amoved AM 
2000 
Douglas, Capt. Richard John Hardy 
RM (c.1832-1913) 
orig ( I P ) - d 25 Mar 1913 
Douglass, Gordon (USA) 
23 Apr 1974-res 1990 
Dowding, Miss Jane F. (b.1955) 
23 Nov 1976 (j) - amoved AM 
1979 
Dowle, Antony William (b.1943) 
23 Jan 1962 (j) - amoved AGM 
2002 
Downes,Richard (b.l944) 
27 Nov 2001 - * 
Downey, Edwin John (Australia) 
22 Sep 1981 - amoved AM 1988 
Doyle, Arthur John (b. 1871) 
24 Jun 1908-(1920) 
Son-in-law of  P.W.P. Carlyon-
Britton (qv) 
Doyle, Kevin 
26 Apr 1966 - amoved AM 1968 
Drabble, Gilbert Creswick 
(1875-1939) 
26 Mar 1 9 3 0 - d 7 Jan 1939 
Drake, Miss (Mary) Veronica 
(Mervyn) (afterwards  Mrs Demuth) 
(1919-2001) 
25 May 1938 (j) - (1939) 
Dresser, John L. (1915-1986) 
(USA) 
28 Apr 1948-d Sep 1986 

Dring, Edmund Hunt (1864-1928) 
1 Dec 1913-d 26 Oct 1928 
Driver, M.E. (b.c.1942) 
30 Nov 1959 (j) - amoved AM 
1962 
Druck, Michael John Ilan 
(1961-1995) (USA) 
27 Oct 1981 (j) - d 17 Aug 1995 
Drury, George Thorn KC 
(1860-1931) 
orig (IP)-(1922) 
Council 1911-3 
Duckers, Peter (b.l952) 
26 Nov 2002 - * 
Dudman, John (1846-1913) 
orig ( I P ) - d AM 1913 
Duerr, Wilfried  (b.l967) (Germany) 
26 Apr 1994 - * 
Duffy,  Paul 
26 Feb 1985 - amoved AM 1986 
Duffy,  William Carroll MD (USA) 
25 Feb 1964 - amoved AM 1976 
Dumas, Frangoise (France) 
27 Jan 1976-res 1993 
Dumville, Prof.  David Norman PhD 
(b.l 949) 
22 Mar 1977 - amoved AM 1980, 
re-elected 23 Mar 1982 - amoved 
AM 1996 
Dunion, Patrick 
24 Mar 1970 - amoved AM 1993 
Dunlop, Alan (b.1945) 
28 May 2002 - * 
Dunlop, G. 
27 Mar 1990 - * 
Dunn, Albert W. 
orig (IP)-(1922) 
Dunwoody, William J. (USA) 
24 Oct 1967-(1971) 
Dupree, (Thomas William James) 
David (b.l930) 
27 Feb 1962-* 
Dupriez, Charles (d.1952) 
(Belgium) 
21 Jul 1909-(1922) 
Durnell, Hubert John (USA) 
27 May 1969 - amoved AM 1983 

Durnford-Slater,  Dr David 
27 Sep 1977-res 1982 
Dutertre-Delevieleuse, Auguste 
(France) 
21 Jul 1909-(1928) 
Duveen, Ernest 
19 Mar 1913-(1918) 
Duveen, Sir Geoffrey  Edgar 
(1883-1975) 
19 Mar 1913-(1925) 
Dyer, Graham Patrick OBE FSA 
(b.1943) 
22 Oct 1963 (j) - * 
Council 1977-80 Dir 1981-8 
Council 1989-90 Sec 1991-3 Pres 
1994-8 
Dykes, David Wilmer PhD FSA 
FSA(Scot) FRSAI (b.1933) 
27 Jan 1954-* 
Council 1966-70,1997-8 Pres 
1999-

Eaglen, Robin John PhD FSA 
(b.1937) 
23 May 1978 - * 
Council 1989-91, 1999-2001 
Earland-Bennett, Peter Michael 
(b.l 945) 
23 Nov 1999-* 
Earthy, Peter Brian 
24 Sep 1968 - amoved AM 1975, 
reinstated - res 1986 
Eastman, Thomas (1851-1928) 
orig ( IP ) - r e s AM 1909 
Eaton-Mooney, Valerie 
22 Oct 1968 - amoved AM 1977 
Ebelthite, A. 
26 Mar 1963 - amoved AM 1965 
Ebsworth, Neville John 
(b.1922) 
28 Mar 1961 -(1971) 
Council 1968-9 
Eckardt, Kenneth V. (b.l948) 
27 Jun 2000 - * 
Eckersley, James Carlton JP 
(1854-1926) 
23 Mar 1904 - d 17 Oct 1926 (not 
ann until Jan 1928) 
Edelston, Peter 
24 Feb 1909-(1909+) 
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Eden, Terence (afterwards  8th 
Baron Auckland MC) 
(1892-1957) 
17 Mar 1915-(1920) 
Edmondson, Richard Worsley 
(b.l 949) 
22 Oct 1968 (j) - * 
Edmunds, David Rupert Drury 
22 Oct 1963 - amoved AM 1991 
Council 1970-3 
Edwards, David B 
23 Feb 1988 - amoved AM 1998 
Edwards, Denis 
27 Mar 1979 - amoved AM 1986 
Edwards, James 
28 Mar 1995 ( j ) - r e s Jan 1997 
Edwards, Michael John 
22 Oct 1974-(1974) 
Edwards, R.A. 
24 May 1950 - amoved AM 1954 
Egan, Harold PhD (1922-1984) 
23 Feb 1955 -d 29 Jun 1984 
Egerton of  Tatton, 1st Earl, 
Wilbraham Egerton HML 
(1832-1909) 
15 Feb 1905-d 16 Mar 1909 
Vice-Pres 1906-9 
Eiloart, Frederick Edward FSI 
(1857-1940) 
25 Mar 1904-(1939) 
Eimer, Anthony Christopher FSA 
(b.1951) 
22 Oct 1968 (j) - amoved AM 
1974, re-el 24 Feb 1981 - * 
Council 1988-90,2000-2 
Eisenberg, Herman B. 
28 Jun 1905-(1905+) 
Eld, Rev. Francis John FSA 
(1830-1922) 
20 Jan 1909-(1920) 
Elder, Thomas Lindsay 
(1874-1948) (USA) 
11 May 1904 - res May 1927 
Elias, Jonkheer Edvard Remy 
Duncan (Netherlands) 
25 Apr 1978-d Aug 1988 
Elkin, Frederick David 
13 Jul 1904-res AM 1906 

Elliot, Roland Arthur (b.l 865) 
17 Feb 1904 - (1913++) 
Elliott, Ernest Arthur (1850-1936) 
orig ( IP ) - res Jan 1933 
Elliott, George KC (1860-1918) 
orig (3P) - res AM 1909 
Elliott, George Henry Blois 
(1854-1906) 
12 Oct 1904-d AM 1906 
Elliott, Joseph C. (USA) 
4 Apr 1967 - amoved AGM 1971 
Elliott, J. Walter 
26 Feb 1974-(1974) 
Ellis, Frank Elmer (USA) 
12 Oct 1904-(1907+) 
Ellis, Herbert Moates FSI JP 
(b.l 864) 
20 Jul 1910 - (1913++) 
Ellis, Ian P. 
23 Oct 1973-(1982) 
Ellis, Sir Robert Geoffrey  Bart. DL 
JP MP (1874-1956) 
orig (3P) - (1911+) 
Council 1906 
Ellison. Ven. Charles Ottley 
(1898-1978) 
27 Oct 1954 - d 12 Dec 1978 (not 
ann until Jan 1980) 
Ellison, Frank (1866-1930) 
30 Nov 1905 - (1913++) 
Elliston, Sir George Sampson MC 
DLJP MP (1875-1954) 
26 Apr 1922 - (1939) (wrongly 
classed as hon member 1937-9) 
Elmore-Jones, Francis Elmore, see 
Jones, Francis Elmore 
Elton, Sir Arnold CBE FRCS 
(b.l 920) 
26 Mar 1968-(1973) 
Enfield,  Viscount, Edmund Henry 
Byng AMICE JP (afterwards  6th 
Earl of  Strafford)  (1862-1951) 
orig (2P) - res AM 1905 
Enright, Jeffrey  Alan 
27 Oct 1970 - * 
Entwistle, G.A. 
22 May 1979 - amoved AM 1992 

Erskine. Hon. Robert William 
Henry FSA (b.l930) 
29 May 1946 (j) - * 
Eschwege, Maurice 
orig (3P) - res ann Oct 1931 
Eugster, Albert Paul 
22 Mar 1905 - res AM 1908, re-el 
21 May 1913 - (1913++) 
Evans, Lieut.-Col. Charles Lewis 
(1875-1960) 
orig (IP) - hon 17 Feb 1954 - d 8 
Jun 1960 
Council 1926-33 Vice-Pres 1934-5 
Council 1936 Vice-Pres 1937 
Council 1938-45 
Evans, Peter 
23 May 1972 (j) - amoved AM 
1976 
Evans, S.E. 
26 Oct 1993 - amoved AM 1997 
Everson,Timothy Francis James 
(b.1963) 
27 May 1997 - * 
Ewbank, Robert Rochester (b.l982) 
29 Apr 2003-* 
Ewing, George B. jr (USA) 
28 Oct 1986 - amoved AM 1992 
Ewing, Michael Ian Hamilton 
(b.1927) 
22 May 1984 - * 
Council 1994-6 

Fagan, Gen. Christopher Sullivan 
Feltrim RM (1845-1929) 
30 Nov 1907-d 14 Mar 1929 
Falkiner, Richard Gervase (b.l936) 
26 Feb 1958 - (1967), re-el 27 Feb 
1968 - * 
Farey, Roderick Arthur (b.l946) 
26 May 1970 - * 
Farman, N. Roy V. (Australia) 
1 May 1946-res Mar 1950 
Farquhar, Miss Helen Laura 
(1859-1953) 
orig (2P) - hon 30 Nov 1950 - d 3 
Jan 1953 
Council 1910-1 Vice-Pres 1912-3 
Council 1914 Vice-Pres 1915-6 
Council 1917 Vice-Pres 1918 
Council 1919 Vice-Pres 1920-2 
Council 1923 Vice-Pres 1924 
Council 1925 Vice-Pres 1926-9 
Council 1930 Vice-Pres 1931-2 
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Council 1933 Vice-Pres 1934 
Council 1935 Vice-Pres 1936 
Council 1937 Vice-Pres 1938-9 
Council 1940-1 Vice-Pres 1942-4 
Council 1946 Vice-Pres 1947-53 
Farquhar, Miss Isabel (1858-1926) 
21 Apr 1920-(1925) 
Sister of  Miss H.L. Farquhar (qv) 
Farquharson, John Charles 
26 Oct 1982 - amoved AM 1997 
Farrow, Herbert Jesse 
21 Feb 1912 - (1913++) 
Farthing, Lieut-Cdr. Charles 
Rodney Stewart RN (b.1939) 
25 Feb 1986 - * 
Council 1995-7, Secretary 1999 - * 
Faulkner, William James 
(1862-1939) 
23 Jun 1915 - d 1939 (but not ann 
until AM 1941) 
Faull, R. 
28 Sep 1965-(1968) 
Fay, Sheldon Paige (1904-1981) 
(USA) 
28 Jun 1966-(1971) 
Nigel Fearis (b.i957) 
28 Jan 2003 - * 
Fearon, Daniel (b.i944) 
24 Jan 1961 ( j ) - * 
Council 1987-92 
Feeney, John Patrick (USA) 
24 Sep 1991 - res (date uncertain) 
Fellowes, Frederic William JP 
(1858-1928) 
orig (IP)-(1907+) 
Fentiman, Harry 
orig (IP)-(1932) 
Fenton, Samuel G. 
orig ( IP ) - r e s AM 1911 
Fenton, Stephen Charles (b.1952) 
23 Apr 1968 ( j ) - * 
Ferguson, Frederic Sutherland 
(1880-1967) 
27 Feb 1929 - amoved AM 1947 
Ferguson, J. Douglas (1901-1981) 
(Canada) 
22 Jun 1955-(1971) 
Ferguson, William Buick 
(1939-2001) 

27 Jun 1972-d 2 Jan 2001 
Ferguson, William Dubois (d.1959) 
(New Zealand) 
23 Mar 1949 - d 29 Apr 1959 (not 
ann until Sep 1960) 
Fermeus, D.I.J. 
27 Feb 1946 - amoved AM 1950 
Ferrett, John Michael 
26 May 1987 - amoved AM 1999 
Feuardent, Felix (France) 
30 Nov 1908-(1909+) 
Field, D. 
25 Oct 1977 - amoved AM 1981 
Fielding, Lady, see Harvey, Miss 
Sally Patricia Joyce 
Finch, T. 
28 Oct 1953-(1955) 
Findlay, Christopher G. 
26 Feb 1974-res 1981 
Finlay, James Michael FSVA 
(b.i935) 
28 May 2002 - * 
Finlay, Right Hon. Sir Robert 
Bannatyne PC GCMG KC MP LLD 
DL (afterwards  1st Viscount Finlay) 
(1842-1929) 
17 Oct 1906-(1920) 
Finn, Patrick (1942-2000) 
25 Oct 1966-d 21 Oct 2000 
Firth, Charles Joseph (1903-1960) 
24 May 1950-res Jan 1959 
Fisher, Stephen W.S. (b.1953) 
26 Nov 1968 (j) - amoved AM 
1980 
Fitch, Gerald F. 
26 Oct 1971 - amoved AM 1973 
Fitch, Oswald (1853-1915) 
orig (2P) - d 2 Apr 1915 
Council 1911-4 
Fitts, Arthur M. Ill (USA) 
22 Jun 1965-amoved AM 1980, 
reinstated - * 
Flanagan, Philip E. (USA) 
28 Sep 1971 - amoved AM 1986, 
reinstated 24 Feb 1987 - amoved 
1995 
Fledderman, Richard G. jr. (USA) 
23 Sep 1997 - * 

Fletcher, Sir Banister Flight FRIB A 
FSI (1866-1953) 
orig (2P) - res AM 1911, re-el 26 
Jun 1912 - (1913++) 
Fletcher, Maj. H. 
24 May 1922-(1922) 
Fletcher, Leslie Harrison 
24 Jun 1969-amoved AM 1991 
Fletcher. Lionel Lawford 
(1869-1932) 
orig ( I P ) - d ann May 1932 
Council 1907-9, 1911-5, 1918-26 
Vice-Pres 1927 Council 1928-9 
Dir 1930 Council 1931-2 
Flint, William Hurst FSI 
orig ( IP ) - r e s AM 1909 
Floren, Reinhard (Germany) 
26 Feb 1980 - amoved AM 1982 
Fogerty, John Frederick ARIBA TD 
(1863-1938) 
17 Feb 1904-(1905) 
Foote, John Alderson KC 
(1848-1922) 
orig (IP)-(1905+) 
Forbes, Robert (b.i946) 
23 Oct 2001 - * 
Ford, John Walker FSA DL JP 
(1838-1921) 
orig ( IP ) - r e s AM 1910 
Ford, Joseph (d.1946) (USA) 
26 Mar 1924-(1935) 
Ford, Steve (b.i960) (USA) 
28 Nov 2000 - * 
Fordham, Jack 
30 Nov 1965 - res Nov 1980 
Forrer, Leonard (1869-1953) 
orig (2P) - hon 30 Nov 1950 - d 17 
Nov 1953 
Council 1908, 1936 
Forrer, Leonard Steyning 
(1895-1968) 
27 Feb 1946-d 12 Sep 1968 
Son of  L. Forrer (qv) 
Forrer, Rudolph (1896-1974) 
26 Feb 1947-res Jan 1960 
Son of  L. Forrer (qv) 
Forster, Brian William Cullen (New 
Zealand) 
30 Nov 1960 - amoved AM 1990, 
reinstated-d. 1998 
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Forster, Walter (previously Voronin, 
Vladimir) (1914-1997) 
28 Jun 1950-(1967). 
Lib 1951-8 
Fort, E. Tomlinson (afterwards 
Tomlinson-Fort) (USA) 
25 Mar 1986 - * 
Foster, John Armstrong 
orig (IP)-(1912+) 
Foster, William H. (USA) 
27 Mar 1973 - amoved AM 1984 
Fox, Charles Masson (1866-1935) 
26 Oct 1910 - d 11 Oct 1935 
Fox, Harry Bertram Earle 
(1863-1920) 
30 Nov 1907-d 21 May 1920 
Council 1916 Sec Jan 1918-9 
Editor BNJ  vols 12,13 
Brother of  J.S. Shirley-Fox (qv) 
Fox, William Henry FSA (d.1940) 
16 Nov 1904-(1909+) 
Council 1907-8 Treas 1909 
Fox-Davies, Arthur Charles 
(1871-1928) 
orig (IP)-(1925) 
Francis, Grant Richardson FSA 
(1868-1940) 
orig (3P) - res AM 1907, re-el 23 
Oct 1912-(1932) 
Council 1916-21 Vice-Pres 1922 
Pres 1923-5 Vice-Pres 1926-7 
Council 1928-9 Vice-Pres 1930 
Editor BNJ  vol 16 
Francklin, Edward JP (1871-1952) 
30 Nov 1907-(1920) 
Franco, Douglas E. (USA) 
24 May 1994 - * 
Fraser, Sir Gordon (1873-1934) 
24 Apr 1912-res Oct 1929 
Freedman, David Steven (b.l945) 
28 Mar 1961 (j) - (1965), re-el 25 
Nov 1969 - (1971), re-el 27 Mar 
1979 - * 
Freehill, Mark Evan (b.1939) 
(Australia) 
23 Jun 1964 - amoved AM 1979, 
re-el 24 Nov 1998 - * 
Freeman, John Charles (1932-1992) 
22 May 1957 - amoved AM 1967, 
re-el 22 Oct 1968 - d 18 Oct 1992 

Freeman, Michael Joseph 
17 Nov 1973-(1973) 
Freeman, Seth 
27 Jan 1998-* 
Freeman, William Anthony Denys 
PhD (b.1945) 
25 Apr 1972 - * 
Council 1987-9 
Freer, Maj. William Jesse VD DL 
FSA (1853-1932) 
orig ( I P ) - d 12 Jul 1932 
Council 1905-12 Vice-Pres 1913-19 
Council 1920 Vice-Pres 1921-5 
Pres 1926-7 Vice-Pres 1928-32 
French, Edward John (1878-1930) 
(Eire) 
30 Nov 1921 - d 12 Apr 1930 
French, William Charles 
(e.1919-1986) 
25 Oct 1950-d 16 Mar 1986 
Frey, Albert Romer (1858-1926) 
(USA) 
orig ( IP ) - r e s AM 1910 
Frizzell, Helen Diana Isabella 
(1940-1990) 
26 May 1981 - d 20 Mar 1990 
Frost, Frederic Cornish FSA FRSAI 
FSI (1854-1914) 
27 Apr 1910-(1912+) 
Furner, James Michael Thornton 
(b.1935) 
26 Mar 2002 - * 
Furness, J.C.P. 
23 Jan 1973 (j) - amoved AM 1975 
Fuszard, Adrian Peter (1965-1985) 
22 May 1984 ( j ) -dAM 1985 
Fynes, Richard Charles Clinton 
DPhil (b.l950) 
26 Jan 1975-* 

Gajl, Jan 
22 Sep 1964-res 1982 
Gale, D.W. 
23 Feb 1971 - res 1980 
Gallagher, Colm Joseph (Eire) 
(b.l 945) 
27 Feb 1968 - amoved AM 1982, 
reinstated - * 
Gans, Leopold (USA) 
orig (2P) - (1912+) 

Gantz, Rev. William Lewis 
(1873-1940) 
orig (2P) - res AM 1911, re-el 27 
Feb 1929-res Nov 1932 
Son-in-law of  E.P. Thompson 
(qv) 
Garbutt, Horace Richard 
26 Jun 1907-(1911+) 
Gardiner, Jeffrey  (b.l940) 
28 June 2003 - * 
Gardner, A.C. 
27 Feb 1957-(1963) 
Gardner, Francis (1860-1933) 
(Australia) 
30 Nov 1927-d 29 May 1933 
Gardner, T.H. 
22 Sep 1954-res Oct 1982 
Gardner, Willoughby DSc FSA 
FSA(Scot) (1860-1953) 
23 May 1 9 0 6 - d 2 9 Jun 1953 
Council 1908-9, 1927, 1929-31, 
1933,1935 
Gargett, Peter (b.l945) 
25 May 1999-* 
Garnett, (Sturges) Alan 
(1857-1934) 
25 Mar 1925-d 13 Jan 1934 
Garside, George James Edmund 
26 Oct 1971 - res Sep 1999 
Garside, Henry (1858-1937) 
orig (IP)-(1921) 
Council 1917-21 
Garstang, Prof.  John CBE FSA 
(1876-1956) 
orig (IP) - (1906+) (membership 
apparently transferred  to Liverpool 
Institute of  Archaeology (qv)) 
Garstang, Miss Sarah Gamzu (after-
wards Mrs Gurney MBE) 
(b.l 879) 
25 Mar 1904-res AM 1909 
Sister of  Prof.  John Garstang (qv) 
Gartner, John (Australia) 
28 Sep 1955-(1968) 
Garwood, J.L. 
28 Nov 1972-amoved AM 1975 
Gaspar, Prof.  Peter Paul PhD FRSC 
(b.l935) (USA) 
28 Oct 1969 - * 
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Gaudet, Miss Claire 
17 Oct 1906-res AM 1909 
Gaunt, Douglas John (b.1938) 
28 Apr 1970-* 
Geal, Brian Alfred 
24 Sep 1974-res Sep 1996 
Geary, Edward 
26 Mar 1991 - res Mar 1996 
Gedge, Charlton S. (b.l939) 
24 Feb 1959 ( j ) -(1963) 
Gelling, James Clarke (1903-1991) 
(Canada) 
4 Apr 1967 - d. 1991 (but remained 
on list of  members until amoval AM 
1994) 
George, E.W. 
26 Apr 1988-res Mar 1992 
Georgopoulos, George E. 
22 Sep 1992 - * 
Gerhardt, Cdr. R.G. USN (USA) 
23 Feb 1960 - amoved AM 1976 
Gerrish, Edward (1860-1933) 
21 Feb 1906-(1907+) 
Gervis, Henry MD FRCP FSA JP 
(1837-1924) 
23 Mar 1904-(1920) 
Gibb, Brian D. 
26 Nov 1963-d ann May 1965 
Gibbings, Miss Caroline Mary 
8 Jun 1904-res AM 1907 
Gibbins, William Bevington 
20 Feb 1907-res AM 1909 
Gibbs, Peter Houldsworth (b.l921) 
30 Nov 1954-(1971) 
Gibson, Henry 
26 Apr 1911 -(1922) 
Gibson,John (1851-1918) 
16 Nov 1904-(1911+) 
Gibson, William Stonier MRCS 
LRCPLSA 
27 May 1936-(1938) 
Giffin,  Justin M.(b.1965) 
28 Feb 1984 (j) - amoved AM 1999 
Gilbert, Anthony John (b.l942) 
27 Mar 1984 - * 
Gilbert, Humphrey Lestocq 
(1919-1984) 
26 Jun 1973-d.1984 

Gilbert, Mary B. 
26 Jun 1973-res 1984 
Wife  of  Humphrey Lestocq Gilbert 
(qv) 
Gilboy, Christopher Firth 
(UK/Canada) 
28 Oct 1969 - amoved AM 1998 
Gillespie, Andrew 
29 April 2003 - * 
Gillingham, Harrold Edgar 
(1864-1954) (USA) 
22 Feb 1922-(1932) 
Gillmor, Mrs, see Seaby, Miss 
Mildred Mary 
Gilmer, J.C. (Canada) 
4 Apr 1967-(1971) 
Giordano, Joseph S., jnr (USA) 
27 May 2003 - * 
Gittoes, Glenn Price 
26 Oct 1976 - * 
Council 1980-1, 1984-5, 1991-3 
Glanfield,  Patrick Christopher 
27 May 1986-res Oct 2001 
Glendenning, William (1835-1904) 
orig (2P) - d AM 1904 
Glendining, Douglas (1863-1951) 
orig ( I P ) - d 23 Aug 1951 
Glews, Peter 
22 Nov 1983 - * 
Glover, Robert B. 
28 May 1968-(1973) 
Goddard, Charles 
24 Feb 1909 - (1913++) 
Goddard, John Leslie (b.1928) 
26 Jun 1962 - * 
Goddard, Rainald William 
Knightley LRIBA (1859-1938) 
17 Feb 1904-(1905+) 
Godman, Dame Alice Mary DBE 
(1868-1944) 
23 Mar 1927-res Apr 1939 
Godsell, George Herbert FSI 
(b.l 867) 
12 Oct 1904-(1905) 
Gottlicher, Arvid (West Germany) 
27 Sep 1966 - amoved AM 1968 
Goldhawk, Miss Jean E. 
26 Jun 1973-(1973) 

Goldsborough, S.D. (USA) 
23 Apr 1985 - amoved AM 1989 
Goldsmith, Harry St. Barbe 
(1849-1937) 
orig (2P) - res AM 1909 
Council 1904 
Goldthwait, Oliver Charles 
(1847-1910) 
orig ( I P ) - d AM 1910 
Gomm, Joseph David (b.l938) 
23 Jun 1954 (j) - res Jan 1978, re-el 
23 Oct 1984 - * 
Goodacre, Hugh George JP 
(1865-1952) 
24 Feb 1926-res Nov 1931 
Goodall, (Charles) Alexander 
(1860-1921) 
orig (3P) - d 1921 (not announced 
until AM 1922) 
Goodbody, Robert (1850-1911) 
(USA) 
23 Jun 1909 - d 13 Apr 1911 
Goode, George Ernest MRCS 
LRCP (1873-1925) 
orig (2P) - (1909+) 
Goodey, D. 
27 Feb 1979-res 1983 
Goodling, Evans C. jr. (USA) 
28 Jan 1964-* 
Gordon, Lord Granville Armyne 
(1856-1907) 
orig (IP) - d 16 Jun 1907 
Gorham, Rev. Henry Stephen 
(b.l 839) 
orig (3P) - (1919) 
Gouby, Michael 
25 Sep 1973 - amoved AM 1998 
Goudge, Simon 
27 Mar 1990-res 1992 
Gradinger, Emor Charles 
16 Nov 1904-(1905) 
Graham, Kenneth Vernon 
(1905-1968) 
26 Feb 1958-res May 1965 
Graham, Pearson (1909-1975) 
25 Jun 1968-d . 15 Nov 1975 
Graham, Peter Louis (b.1946) 
26 May 1992-* 
Graham, William D. (USA) 
24 Apr 1979-amoved AM 1987 
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Grain, John Peter (b.1839) 
16 Nov 1904-(1905) 
Granberg, Henry Olson (USA) 
(1860-1947) 
30 Nov 1908-(1912+) 
Grant, H.M. (USA), see note at end 
Grant, Col. Maurice Harold 
(1872-1962) 
23 Feb 1938-res Jun 1959 
Council 1939-50 
Grant, Prof.  Michael CBE LittD 
LLD FSAFSA(Scot) (b.l914) 
25 May 1955-(1968) 
Son of  Col. M. H. Grant (qv) 
Grant, Robert Alexander 
(1860-1932) 
24 Jun 1925-d 12 Jun 1932 
Grantley, 5th Baron, John Richard 
Brinsley Norton FSA (1855-1943) 
orig ( l P ) - d 5 Aug 1943 
Vice-Pres 1903-12 Council 1913 
Vice-Pres 1916-9 Council 1920 
Vice-Pres 1921 Council 1922,1924, 
1927-8,1930,1934 Vice-Pres 
1935 Council 1936 Vice-Pres 
1937-9 Council 1940-3 
Grantley, 6th Baron, see Norton, 
Hon. Richard Henry Brinsley 
Gray, A.G. 
23 Apr 1996-(1996) 
Gray, Arthur Philip (1885-1950) 
23 Feb 1949-d Aug 1950 
Gray, Harry A. Bennie 
30 Nov 1920-(1925) 
Gray, M.H. 
27 Mar 1979 - amoved AM 1981 
Gray, William Edwards JP 
(1856-1936) 
30 Nov 1914-(1922) 
Grayburn, Robert Echlin Hugh 
(b.l 944) 
28 Mar 1995 - * 
Grech, A.J. (Malta) 
23 Feb 1971 -(1973) 
Greco, Frank 
27 Feb 1979-res 1980 
Green, I.A. 
26 Mar 1963 - amoved AM 1965 

Greenall, Philip Dalton 
(1915-1991) 
26 Jan 1971 - d. 15 May 1991 
Council 1975-7 
Greenall, Stella Margaret (b.l926) 
27 May 1980 - * 
Council 1993-5 
Wife  of  Philip D. Greenall (qv) 
Greenaway, Barry Michael 
(1941-2002) 
28 Mar 1995-d 11 Dec 2002 
Greenaway, Sir Derek Burdick, 
Bart. (1910-1994) 
22 Jan 1958-(1963) 
Son-in-law of  R.C. Lockett (qv) 
Greenaway, Sir John Michael 
Burdick, Bart, (b.1944) 
26 Nov 1963 (j) - amoved AM 
1973, re-el Oct 1978 - * 
Son of  Sir Derek Burdick 
Greenaway, Bart, (qv) 
Greenhalgh, David Ian (b.1954) 
26 Jan 1975-* 
Greenslade, Edward Acraman 
17 Feb 1904-(1922) 
Greenwell, George Clementson 
MICE JP (1849-1931) 
25 Mar 1904- (1914++) 
Gregory, Charles (USA) 
23 May 1906 - (1913++) 
Gregory, Sir Henry Holman KC MP 
(1864-1947) 
orig (IP)-(1912+) 
Gregson, William Robert 
30 Nov 1905-res AM 1909 
Grierson, Charles Maclver RI 
(1864-1939) 
orig (2P) - (1905+) 
Grierson, Prof.  Philip DLitt FBA 
FSA (b.1910) 
28 Nov 1947-hon 27 May 
1980 - * 
Council 1953-62, 1965 
Griffin,  Arthur Charles (1919-1983) 
23 May 1956-res Jan 1960 
Griffin,  Richard Frederick (b.1945) 
27 Apr 1999 - * 
Griffith,  Henry FSA (1849-1904) 
orig ( I P ) - d 18 Apr 1904 

Griffiths,  David Brandon AC A 
(b.l 940) 
27 Nov 1979 - * 
Griffiths,  George Charles 
orig ( IP ) - r e s AM 1912 
Griffiths,  Norman JP (1918-1979) 
27 Jan 1943-d 1979 (not ann until 
Apr 1980) 
Grim wood, Arthur (1851-1918) 
24 Apr 1907 - d 1918 (but still in 
list 1922) 
Graver, Brian H.(b.1929) 
26 Feb 1947 - res Jan 1950, re-el 27 
Oct 1954 - amoved AM 1963 
Grugeon, Charles (1853-1914) 
orig (2P) - d AM 1914 
Grundy, Walter Edward (1878-1931) 
30 Nov 1921 - d ann Apr 1931 
Grunthal, Henry (b.1905) (USA) 
28 Sep 1965-res Jan 1998 
Gunson, Ernest FRIB A FSI 
(1869-1940) 
30 Nov 1905-(1912+) 
Gunstone, Antony John Harris 
(1937-1984) 
25 Apr 1972-d. 31 Mar 1984 
Council 1978-81 
Gurney, Mrs, see Garstang, Miss 
Sarah Gamzu 
Gurney-Randall, Brough 
(1887-1958) 
22 Apr 1925-(1925) 
Guttag, Julius (1884-1962) (USA) 
19 Mar 1913 - (1913++) 
Gwyer, Samuel Edward 
(1857-1939) 
orig (IP) - d ann May 1939 

Haarer, John W. (USA) 
24 Mar 1909-(1939) 
Hagley, Sydney Vincent (Australia) 
28 Jan 1948-res Nov 1950 
Haines, Geoffrey  Colton OBE FCA 
FSA(1899-1981) 
25 May 1955-res Nov 1963 
Hale, John Albert Deakin ACA 
(b.l 863) 
24 Feb 1909-(1922) 
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Hall, Henry Piatt JP (1863-1949) 
26 Mar 1919-d 15 Dec 1949 
Council 1934-48 
Hall, James Anthony (b.i940) 
28 Mar 2000 - res Nov 2002 
Hall, William 
28 Sep 1965 (j) - (1965) 
Hallam, M.J. 
27 Oct 1998-* 
Haller-Williams, Ronald David 
CEng (b.i947) 
22 May 2001 - * 
Halliday, Arthur James (b.i933) 
25 Sep 1990-res Oct 2002 
Halse, Anthony Mark (b.i961) 
22 Sep 1992 - * 
Hamburg, Jed L. 
25 Mar 1975 - amoved AM 1977 
Hamer, Samuel Henry (1859-1930) 
orig (IP)-(1920) 
Hamilton, Alexander R. (Bermuda) 
26 Oct 1965 - amoved AM 1967 
Hamilton, Augustus (1853-1913) 
(New Zealand) 
16 Nov 1904-(1905) 
Hamilton, B.G. 
27 Jun 1989 - amoved AM 1995 
Hamilton-Sharp, Mrs Janet, see 
Wagner, Miss Janet 
Hamilton-Smith, George (d.1926) 
orig (3P) - res AM 1907, re-el 26 
Mar 1919 - d ann Nov 1926 
Council 1923, 1925-6 
Hamp, Robin Percy (1877-1943) 
11 May 1904-res AM 1907 
Hanham, Sir John Ludlow, Bart. DL 
JP(1898-1955) 
26 Apr 1944-d 30 Apr 1955 
Council 1946-50 Vice-Pres 1951-5 
Hankinson, Ernie John (b.1938) 
27 Jun 1951 ( j ) - r e s Apr 1955 
Hannay, Patrick Davies FCA 
orig ( IP ) - r e s AM 1905 
Hanson, Sir Reginald, Bart. LLD 
FSA DLJP MP (1840-1905) 
orig (3P) - d 19 Apr 1905 

Harbord, Philip JP (1861-1928) 
25 Mar 1904-d 19 Apr 1928 
Harcourt, Edward Robert Foyson 
(b.i 962) 
28 Sep 1976 (j) - amoved AM 1980 
Harding, Harry Wareham 
24 Feb 1909-(1922) 
Harding, Peter Thomas (b.1943) 
22 Oct 1963 (j) - (1967) 
Hardwick, Steven Clifford 
(b.i 950) 
27 Oct 1964 (j) - amoved AM 1968 
Hare, George Edward (1862-1926) 
orig (2P) - (1907+) 
Hare, Harcourt Yates (1865-1929) 
24 Jan 1906-res AM 1908 
Harkness, David 
26 Jan 1949-res Jan 1964 
Harl, Sidney W. (USA) (b.1924) 
26 Sep 1967 - * 
Harness, Frederick William 
(1861-1933) 
26 Mar 1930 - d ann Oct 1933 
Harpin, David W. (b.i951) 
22 May 1984 - * 
Harpur, Reginald Charles 
25 Mar 1904-(1909+) 
Harris, Bernard Wilfred 
(1896-1929) 
30 Nov 1920 - d ann Oct 1929 
Harris, David Herbert (b.1946) 
24 May 1994 - amoved AM 2002 
Harris, David Thomas 
(1870-1920) 
24 May 1916-d AM 1920 
Harris, Edward Bosworth Frederick 
(1857-1942) 
13 Jul 1904-res AM 1908 
Harris, Eric James DSc PhD DIC 
(b.1915) 
24 Jan 1961 - res Dec 2002 
Council 1962-8 
Harris, F.W. 
25 Mar 1904-(1905) 
Harris, Mark 
28 May 1991 - res 1993 

Harris, Michael John (b.1933) 
24 Mar 1954 - amoved AM 1961, 
re-el 26 May 1970 - amoved AM 
1979 
Harris, William FCA (d.1923) 
16 Nov 1904-res AM 1906 
Harrison, Sir Bernard Guy 
(1885-1978) 
18 Jan 1905-res Jan 1938 
Harrison, Ronald Andrew (b.1935) 
23 Apr 2002 - * 
Harrison, William L. 
28 Apr 1915 - (1915) 
Hartkopf,  H. (Germany) 
28 Oct 1980 - amoved AM 1983 
Hartley, James H. 
24 Apr 1962-(1971) 
Hartz, Lee R. (USA) 
26 Oct 1982 - amoved AM 1987 
Harvey, Miss Sally Patricia Joyce 
(afterwards  Lady Fielding PhD 
FSA) 
26 Apr 1966-(1969) 
Harvey, Mrs Yvonne ALA 
(b.i 928) 
26 Jun 1984 - * 
Harwood, Maj. Dennis Albert 
(Canada) 
24 Feb 1976-(1976) 
Hatch, Robert (b.1943) 
24 Nov 1998 - * 
Hattori,T. (Japan) 
22 Jun 1921 -(1939) 
Hawkins, Alan Paul (b.i941) 
28 Feb 1978 - * 
Hawkins, H. 
23 Oct 1918-(1922) 
Hawkins, Roy Nevill Playfair 
(1917-1987) 
23 Feb 1965-d 6 Mar 1987 
Council 1967-71, 1973-6, 1980-3 
Hawthorne, Jennifer  Heather (after-
wards Mrs.Blackmore) 
27 May 1997 - amoved AM 1999 
Haxby, James A. PhD (Canada) 
24 Oct 1972 - amoved AM 1977 
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Hay, Charles 
26 Feb 1947-res 1956 
Hay, Julian 
28 Jan 1992 - amoved AM 1995 
Hay garth, George Anthony 
26 Oct 1993 - amoved AM 1997 
Hazelton, Alan Weaver 
(1903-1974) (USA) 
25 Jun 1930-(1935) 
Head, Michael Arthur (b.1943) 
23 Jan 1962 (j) - (1963) 
Head, Rachael (b.l973) 
24 Apr 2001 - * 
Heaney, Francis (Eire) 
22 Jun 1976-amoved AM 1983 
Heathcote, Charles Henry FRIB A 
(1850-1938) 
27 May 1914 - (1913++) 
Hedley, George (b.1947) 
27 Oct 1998 - * 
Heeley, Frank (1891-1964) 
19 May 1920-(1922) 
Heming, Richard 
25 Apr 1906-(1911) 
Hemingway, Thomas (1929-1991) 
23 Feb 1988 - d 1991 (not ann until 
AM 1992) 
Henderson, Arnold J. 
22 Oct 1968-(1973) 
Henderson. Rev. Cooper Kennett 
(1870-1915) 
21 Feb 1906-d 31 Aug 1915 
Council 1914-5 
Son of  R.W. Henderson (qv) 
Henderson, James Stewart 
FSA(Scot) (1862-1933) 
26 Mar 1930-d 1933 
Henderson, Maj. James Sydney 
(b.l 866) 
24 Feb 1909-(1922) 
Henderson, Roderick William JP 
(b.1841) 
24 Jun 1914 - (1913++) 
Heneage, Thomas Peter William 
(b.l 950) 
24 Feb 1970 (j) - amoved AM 1973 
Henry, James Maurice 
30 Nov 1907-res AM 1909 

Henty, Charles Percival JP 
(1849-1920) 
8 Jun 1904-res AM 1906 
Hepburn-Wright, Hepburn Kenneth 
(1914-1960) 
22 Oct 1952-d 10 May 1960 
Herbert, Sir Jesse (1851 -1916) 
orig ( IP ) - r e s AM 1906 
Hercy, Thomas Francis Joseph 
Lovelace DL JP (1864-1912) 
16 Nov 1904-(1909+) 
Herdman, Edward F. (1858-1934) 
22 Feb 1933-d 31 Dec 1934 
Herz, Howard Walter (USA) 
22 Oct 1963 (j) - amoved AM 1980 
Heslip, Malcolm F. PhD (USA) 
23 Feb 1965 - amoved AM 1977 
Heslip, Robert 
28 Oct 1980-amoved AM 1989 
Hess, David (USA) 
25 Feb 1964 - amoved AM 1976 
Hewitt, Rev. Kenneth Victor 
(b.l 930) 
22 Jun 1955 - * 
Hewitt, Virginia 
27 May 1997 - * 
Council 2003-
Hewlett, Lionel Mowbray TD 
(1878-1940) 
22 Mar 1905-res AM 1909 
Heywood, Horace 
orig ( IP ) - r e s AM 1910 
Heywood, Nathan (1856-1918) 
orig ( I P ) - d 20 Jul 1918 
Council 1904 
Hicks, William (USA) 
22 Oct 1952 - amoved AM 1962 
Hidden, William Earl (1853-1918) 
(USA) 
24 Jun 1908 - d Jun 1918 (not ann 
until AGM 1922) 
Higginson, Phillip Peter (b.l949) 
22 Sep 1998 - * 
Hill, Sir (Arthur) Norman, Bart. 
(1863-1944) 
24 May 1933-d 7 Jan 1944 
Hill, David Henry PhD FSA 
23 Sep 1969 - * 

Hill, Herbert 
23 Mar 1904-res AM 1912 
Hill, Sir (James William) Francis 
CBE FSA LittD (1899-1980) 
30 Nov 1949-d 6 Jan 1980 
Council 1960-1 
Hill, John Cathles 
17 Feb 1904-(1912+) 
Hill, N.J. 
25 Oct 1988-res 1990 
Hill, Paul Michael (b.l976) 
27 Jun 2000 - * 
Hill, Philip Victor PhD (afterwards 
Blake-Hill) (1917-1995) 
22 Sep 1954-res Mar 1957 
Hill, Stephen Allan (b.1972) 
28 Mar 1995 - * 
Council 2002-
Hillier, Michael John (b.l954) 
26 Oct 1982 - * 
Hills, Jonas Coolidge (1851-1913) 
(USA) 
25 Mar 1904-d 13 Nov 1913 (not 
ann until AM 1914) 
Hillyer, E.G. 
24 Jun 1958-(1963) 
Hird, Horace FSA (1899-1973) 
22 Mar 1944-(1971) 
Council 1947-8 
Hoare, Frederick 
12 Oct 1904-res AM 1909 
Hobbs, Robert Guy 
24 Jun 1969-res 1969 
Hoblyn, Richard Armstrong FSA 
(1845-1906) 
orig ( I P ) - d 28 Apr 1906 
Council 1906 
Hobson, Geoffrey  Dudley MVO 
FSA (1882-1949) 
21 Jul 1909-(1922) 
Hocking, Anthony Courtney 
(b.l 944) 
23 Oct 1962 (j) - (1963) 
Hocking, William John CVO CBE 
(1864-1953) 
22 Oct 1913-(1925) 
Hodge, Eric Craig FCA (b.l946) 
23 May 2000 - * 
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Hodgkin, Thomas Edward 
(1872-1921) 
23 Feb 1910 - d 10 Sep 1921 (not 
ann until AM 1922) 
Hodgkinson, RA. 
23 Oct 1957-(1971) 
Hodgson, (Charles) Victor Tylston 
LRIBA FSA FSA(Scot) 
(1875-1929) 
23 Mar 1904 - d 3 Jan 1929 (not 
ann until AM 1930) 
Hodgson, Thomas Howard FCA 
(b.1953) 
27 Jan 1976 - * 
Hodgson, Thomas Vere 
(1864-1926) 
24 May 1922 - d 2 May 1926 (not 
ann until Oct 1927) 
Holbrook, Cdr. Norman Douglas 
VC (1888-1976) 
22 Jun 1921 -(1939) 
Husband of  Mrs Viva Dixon (qv) 
Holbrook, Mrs, see Dixon, Mrs 
Viva 
Holden, Albert Fairchild (c.l870 
-1913) (USA) 
30 Nov 1908-d May 1913 
Holden, George Robert 
24 Jun 1986 - amoved AM 1997 
Holland, Alfred  Robert 
23 Mar 1904-res AM 1909 
Holland, Dr Paul M. (b.l947) 
(USA) 
22 Mar 1994 - * 
Hollander, Alex M. (South 
Africa) 
22 Oct 1985-res 1987 
Holman, David John (b.l964) 
23 Apr 1991 - * 
Holmes, Anthony John (b.l934) 
23 Sep 1980 - * 
Council 1993-4 Lib 1995-
Holmes, H. 
30 Nov 1943-res Jan 1950 
Holmes, Nicholas Melville 
McQuillan (b.l949) 
27 Oct 1987 - * 
Council 1994- Editor BNJ  vols 
64-73 

Holmes, Simon Paul 
29 Apr 2003 - * 
Holzer, Hans W. (b.l920) (USA) 
31 Mar 1948 - amoved AM 1953 
Hooke, John Henry Timothy 
(b.1945) 
26 May 1964 (j) - * 
Hooper, A.S. 
24 Oct 1956-res AM 1959 
Hopkins, Gordon Stanley (b.l927) 
29 Nov 1946 (j) - res Jan 1964 
Horn, Oswald Stanley 
24 Feb 1909-(1912+) 
Home, J. Frank Gordon 
27 Feb 1946-res Jun 1951 
Horsley, James Henry 
26 Feb 1908-(1922) 
Horsman, H. 
28 Jan 1948 - amoved AM 1953 
Hourihan, Richard (USA) 
25 Nov 1969 (j) - amoved AM 
1972 
Hovenanian, G. Stuart (USA) 
23 Apr 1958 - amoved AM 1962 
Howard, Miss Caroline Mary 
30 Nov 1904-res AM 1906 
Howat, William (Australia) 
30 Nov 1917 - d ann Jan 1938 
Howell, George Frederick 
(b.l 920) 
17 Feb 1954-(1968) 
Ho worth, Daniel Fowler FSA(Scot) 
(1842-1919) 
11 May 1904-d 14 Mar 1919 
Howorth, Sir Henry Hoyle KCIE 
FRS FSA DCL MP (1842-1923) 
1 Dec 1913 - hon 28 Jun 1922 - d 
15 Jul 1923 
Hudgens, Dr Richard W. (USA) 
28 Jan 1986 - amoved AM 1992 
Hudleston, Robert William 
(1853-1918) 
orig ( IP ) - r e s AM 1909 
Council 1904 
Hudson, R.V. 
27 Sep 1988 - amoved AM 1993 
Hudson, Robert J. MD (USA) 
24 Oct 1961 - amoved AM 1972 

Hughes, Edward Michael Perronet 
30 Nov 1961 -(1973) 
Hughes, J.B. 
27 Sep 1966-res 1980 
Hughes, Martin 
27 Oct 1998-res Jan 1999 
Hughes-Hughes, Montagu Edward 
FSA JP (1853-1938) 
24 May 1905-res Jan 1931 
Hulett, John Roger DPhil (b.l929) 
27 Feb 1996 - * 
Humphreys, Right Hon. Sir 
(Richard Somers) Travers 
(Christmas) PC 
(1867-1956) 
17 Feb 1904-(1918) 
Hunt, Bernard Walter 
23 Apr 1930-(1935) 
Hunt, Philip 
28 Nov 1989 - res Oct 2002 
Hunter, Douglas Adrian (b.l969) 
23 Jan 2001 - * 
Hunter, Thomas Francis (b.1914) 
28 Nov 1967-res 1984 
Huntingford,  Roy (1890-1950) 
28 Nov 1947-d Nov 1950 
Huntington, Archer Milton 
(1870-1955) (USA) 
30 Nov 1906-d 11 Dec 1955 
Hurley, W. 
24 May 1939-res Sep 1959 
Council 1948-52 
Hurrell, Brian D. 
28 Jun 1977-(1977) 
Hurry, Jamieson Boyd MD MRCS 
(1857-1930) 
24 Jan 1906-res AM 1913 
Hurst, Cyril William 
1 Dec 1930-(1932) 
Hurst, Ronald Edwards 
26 Feb 1963 - amoved AM 1964 
Husey-Hunt, James Hubert 
(1853-1924) 
12 Oct 1904-(1905+) 
Hutchins, Alexander Constantine 
FCA (b.1867) 
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24 Jan 1906-(1925) 
Treas 1909-22 
Hutchins, John (d.1909) 
25 Mar 1904-dAM 1909 
Huth, Reginald F. (1853-1926) 
25 Jul 1906-(1922) 
Huttly, John Ibbetson 
12 Oct 1904-(1906) 
Hyde, Robert J. PhD 
24 Sep 1963 (j) - * 
Hyman, Coleman Philip JP 
26 Apr 1911 -(1922) 
Council 1918 
Hynes, John Vincent (Eire) 
23 Mar 1976 - amoved AM 
1983 

Idler, Robert Kelly (USA) 
11 May 1904-(1905) 
Ilsley, Robert Clive (b.l943) 
28 Oct 1969 - * 
Imhoff,  Charles H. (USA) 
29 May 1907 - (1913++) 
Inder, Raymond Arthur (b. 1946) 
23 Jan 1996-* 
Ing, George 
26 Jun 1907 - (1913++) 
Ingham, John Harold ARIBA 
26 Feb 1958-(1967) 
Inglis, Robert Alexander (b.l 869) 
(UK/Canada) 
24 Jan 1906-d ann Feb 1931 
Council 1908-9 
Ingold, Miss Joan 
27~Jan 1959 - res Jan 1963 
Irons, John K. (b.l928) 
1 May 1946 (j) - res Jan 1953 
Isaacs, Rufus  Daniel KC (after-
wards 1st Marquis of  Reading PC 
GCB GCSI GCIE GCVO) 
(1860-1935) 
orig (2P) - res AM 1904 
Izumiya, Tadashi MD (Japan) 
28 Apr 1964-amoved AM 1973 

Jackman, Edward 
30 Nov 1904-dAM 1906 

Jackson, C.A. 
22 Mar 1939 - amoved AM 1950 
Jackson, David 
25 Feb 1992 - amoved AM 1995 
Jackson, Maj. Robert Pilkington 
(b.l 868) 
29 May 1907 -dAM 1914 
Jacob, Kenneth Allen (1910-1995) 
29 Nov 1946-res 1993 
Jacobs, Alfred  B. (USA) 
(c.1869-1945) 
20 Jul 1910-res AM 1912 
Jacobs, Charles E. 
26 Feb 1936-(1939) 
Jacobs, Henry Edgar 
23 Apr 1930-(1935) 
Jacomb, Mrs William Wykeham 
orig (3P) - res AM 1912 
Jaine, Tommy William Mahony 
(b.l 943) 
26 May 1959 (j) - amoved AM 
1960 
Jan, Albert W. (1899-1967) 
30 Nov 1960-d 15 Jan 1967 
Jarmin, Arthur Middleton JP 
(1863-1927) 
30 Nov 1907-dAM 1927 
Jarvis, Alan (1938-1997) 
26 Sep 1972-d. Jul 1997 
Jay, Allan Louis Neville (b.1931) 
23 Feb 1960 - amoved AM 1961 
Jeanrie, Conrad C. (Canada) 
22 Oct 1991 - * 
Jeffery,  Eric John (b.l949) 
26 Oct 1999 - * 
Jekyll, Edward Joseph DL JP 
(1839-1921) 
26 May 1909-(1912+) 
Jenkins, Ian C. 
27 Mar 1990-* 
Jennings, M.H. 
23 Jun"l954 (j) - amoved AM 1959 
Jensen, Dr. Jorgen Steen (Denmark) 
27 Nov 1984 - * 
Jerningham, Sir Hubert Edward 
Harry KCMG FSA DLJP 

(1842-1914) 
orig (1P) - d 3 Apr 1914 
Jerrems, William George jun. 
(c.l866-1945) (USA) 
11 May 1904-res AM 1905 
Jessop, Hugh Reginald (1908-1984) 
25 Sep 1962 - d AM 1984 
Jewell, John (USA) 
23 May 2000 - amoved AM 2002 
Jobbins, Derek R. 
30 Mar 1978 - amoved AM 1985 
Jobling, (Edwin) Marc (b.l961) 
23 Feb 1999- * 
Johnson, Charles Howard 
22 Feb 1977-res Mar 1982 
Johnson, Charles Kelsall 
25 Oct 1911 -(1912+) 
Johnson, Denshey Robert 
(b.1945) 
25 Sep 1990 - * 
Johnson, Douglas 
25 Oct 1994 - amoved AM 1996 
Johnson, Gary (USA) 
28 Oct 1997 - * 
Johnson, Henry MIME 
13 Jul 1904-(1908+) 
Johnston, Robert 
23 Oct 1990 (j) - amoved AM 1998 
Johnstone, Edmund Angus LMSSA 
(1901-1971) 
30 Nov 1944-d 13 Nov 1971 (not 
ann until AM 1972) 
Johnstone, Peter (USA) 
25 May 1999-res Sep 2002 
Johnstone, Mrs.Yvonne (b.1927) 
27 Mar 1990-res May 2001 
Jones, Alan Victor PhD CEng MIEE 
(b.1947) 
27 Mar 1990 - * 
Jones, Allen Parry 
30 Nov 1904-res AM 1909 
Jones, Rev. Charles Francis 
orig ( l P ) - d AM 1917 
Jones, Desmond William (Australia) 
26 Sep 1967-(1971) 
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Jones, Dewi S. (b.l940) 
30 Nov 1959 (j) - (1963) 
Jones, Doran A. (USA) 
28 Jan 1948 - amoved AM 1953 
Jones, Ed ward FCA (d. 1917) 
13 Apr 1904 - d 7 Mar 1917 
Jones, Edward Alfred  (1872-1943) 
orig (IP)-(1905+) 
Jones, Francis Elmore (afterwards 
Elmore-Jones) FRICS 
(1898-1982) 
27 Apr 1938-hon 25 Sep 1973-d 
19 Jan 1982 
Council 1945-6 Treas May 1946 -
Sep 1954 Council Oct-Nov 1954 
Vice-Pres 1955 
Jones, Humphrey Alfred 
(1936-1992) 
27 Apr 1976-res 1991 
Jones, Ian Nicholas MB BS 
(b.l 947) 
27 Mar 1990 - * 
Jones, M.B. 
25 Oct 1960-(1960) 
Jones, Mark Ellis Powell FRS(Ed) 
FSA FSA(Scot)(b. 1951) 
26 Apr 1983 - * 
Jones, T.L. 
25 Mar 1936 - d ann Oct 1938 
Jones, Tyndall Martin (b.l949) 
25 Feb 1964 ( j ) - r e s Apr 1966 
Jones, W.A. 
25 Jun 1968-(1968) 
Josset, Patrice MD (France) 
23 May 1978 - amoved AM 1988 
Joy, W.E. (USA) 
27 Oct 1981-res 1982 
Judah, Benjamin Paul (Bermuda) 
25 Oct 1983 ( j )-amoved AM 1987 
Julian, Robert W. (USA) (b.1938) 
26 Oct 1976-* 
Jul), Ian Dennis (b.l949) 
27 Sep 1994 - * 
Just, Leonard Wolfgang  ACA 
(1874-1942) (UK/Canada) 
15 Feb 1905-(1922) 

Kafka  (afterwards  Knight), Emil 
Julius (b.l882) 
15 Feb 1905-res AM 1908 
Kaplan, Dr Alec (d.1963) (South 
Africa) 
28 Apr 1948 - amoved AM 1952 
Kaplan, Ivan Michael (South Africa) 
25 Nov 1980-res 1987 
Son of  Stanley Maynard Kaplan 
(qv) 
Kaplan, Michael David (USA) 
22 Oct 1991 - amoved AM 1993 
Kaplan, Stanley Maynard BDS 
(South Africa) 
25 Nov 1980-d. 1982 
Son of  Alec Kaplan (qv) 
Karkov, Prof.  Catherine (USA) 
22 Oct 1991 - amoved AM 1997 
Karon, Paul (b.1942) (Puerto Rico) 
28 May 1996 - * 
Kay, James Brown 
25 Jun 1952-res Jan 1955 
Kay, John Ainsworth BM BCh 
(UK/New Zealand) 
25 Apr 1961 - * 
Kay, Lorin L. (USA) 
26 Sep 1967-d AM 1970 
Kay 11, Col. Alfred  Charles VD 
MIME (b.1857) 
17 Jul 1907-res AM 1913 
Kayser, John Ferdinand 
25 Feb 1969 - amoved AM 1972 
Kebbell, Martin David 
27 Jun 1951 -(1955) 
Keith, Alan James (b.1948) 
(Canada) 
28 Jan 1997-res Nov 2002 
Kelly, Michael T. 
23 Feb 1988 - * 
Kelly, William Edward FRSAI DL 
JP(1843-1909) 
23 Mar 1904 - d 16 Nov 1909 (not 
ann until AM 1910) 
Kempshall, T.E. 
23 Jan 1957 - amoved AM 1963 
Kenney, John Edward (b.l936) 
26 Jan 1999-res Dec 2001 

Kenny, James (d.1937) 
27 Jan 1932-d 20 Dec 1937 
Council 1933-4, 1936-7 (elected 
for  1938) 
Kenny, Laurence Amberton 
(1920-1995) 
27 Jan 1937 ( j ) - r e s Jan 1954 
Son of  J. Kenny (qv) 
Kent, John Philip Cozens PhD FBA 
FSA (1928-2000) 
27 Jan 1954-res 1990 
Council 1956-9 Lib 1960-5 
Kenworthy, Mrs Jane 
24 Feb 1976-res 1981 
Kerr, Joseph Malcolm AMICE JP 
(1844-1909) 
8 Jun 1904-(1905+) 
Kevorkian, Hagop 
8Jun 1904 - (1905) 
Keynes, Prof.  Simon Douglas DLitt 
FBA FSA (b.l952) 
22 Oct 1974 - * 
Kiaer, Rolf 
27 Mar 1984 (j) - amoved AM 
1995 
Kieffer,  Frank T. (USA) 
21 Oct 1908-res AM 1910 
Kienker, John B. (USA) 
26 Oct 1971 - res 1980 
Kightley, David Bruce (b.l942) 
25 Feb 1992 - * 
Kilgore-Knight, Jonathan 
(Australia) 
28 Feb 1989-res 1991 
King, Edward 
26 Nov 1963-(1963) 
King, Harvey (USA) 
22 Feb 1983-res 1986 
King, Horace Herbert 
(1890-1976) 
24 Mar 1909 - hon 30 Nov 1960 - d 
30 Jun 1976 
Council 1927-35 Vice-Pres 1936 
Council 1937 Vice-Pres 1938 
Council 1939 Vice-Pres 1940-54 
Pres 1955-8 Vice-Pres 1959-76 
Editor BNJ  vols 27-37 
King, James Davis (USA) 
25 Nov 1975-* 
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King, Michael D. FSA (Scot) 
(b.i 964) 
26 Jan 1993 - * 
King, Patrick Irvine (b.i922) 
25 May 1938 ( j ) - * 
Kinsey, Ronald Stuart TD FSA JP 
(1914-1994) 
27 Apr 1971 -(1973) 
Kirkaldy, James 
orig ( IP ) - r e s AM 1909 
Kirsten, A. (South Africa) 
25 Feb 1969-amoved 1971 
Kirton, Ronald (b.i946) (Germany) 
25 Apr 2000 - * 
Kish, I.A. (b.i940) 
24 Jan 1961 (j) - (1961) 
Klavir, Bernard (Spain) 
27 Oct 1987 - amoved AM 1990 
Klosz, W. Harold 
orig ( IP ) - r e s AM 1906 
Knight, E.J., see Kafka,  E.J. 
Knight, George Edward FSI 
orig (3P) - res AM 1910 
Knott, Edward Frederick 
(1858-1910) 
orig ( I P ) - d AM 1910 
Knowles, Rev. John George 
30 Nov 1923-d AM 1932 
Knowles, John Orrell MRCS LRCP 
(b.i 932) 
28 Nov 1972 - * 
Knox. Brownlow Darby 
(1849-1917) 
25 Mar 1904 - d 1917 (but not ann 
until AM 1918) 
Kocq, Ernest Charles (1857-1928) 
15 Jan 1919-(1920) 
Kofstad,  Roger (USA) 
30 Nov 1965-amoved AM 1980 
Krasnodebski, Jan 
28 Sep 1965 - amoved AM 1984 
Kricheldorf,  Volker (b.1958) 
(Germany) 
26 Apr 1984 - * 
Krolik. Percy Donald (1893-1984) 
25 May 1955-(1965) 

Kube, Rudolf  (Germany) 
25 Mar 1904-res AM 1911 
Kunigisky, Albert A. (USA) 
27 Oct 1964-(1973) 

Lafone,  Alfred  William 
(1853-1938) 
25 Jan 1911-(1919) 
Lainchbury, Arthur William 
(1903-1978) 
23 Mar 1949-(1971) 
Laing, Mrs Isobel McDonald 
(b.i 915) 
27 Apr 1971 - * 
Wife  of  William Laing (qv) 
Laing, William (1910-1970) 
24 Oct 1956-d ann Jun 1970 
Lamb, Sara Louise (afterwards  Mrs 
Wear) (b.i966) 
26 Mar 1996-res Dec 2000 
Lambert, Horace ARIBA 
(1860-1917) 
orig ( I P ) - d 8 Jan 1917 
Council 1904-5 
Lambor, George (1927-1997) 
24 May 1966-(1967) 
Lamont, Edward Joseph (b.i955) 
22 Sep 1998 - * 
Lamont. Robert Ian 
27 Oct 1987 - amoved AM 1990 
Lane, Gordon Joseph MD 
26 Feb 1908-(1911+) 
Lane, Peter (Australia) 
28 May 1968-(1971) 
Lane, Stuart Nassau (Eire) 
24 Jan 1961 - amoved AM 1979 
Lang, Andrew LittD FBA 
(1844-1912) 
21 Feb 1906-d 20 Jul 1912 
Langton. John Gordon FCA 
(1856-1918) 
orig (2P) - d 12 Nov 1918 (but still 
in list 1919) 
Lantz, Lloyd R. (USA) 
27 Nov 1990-amoved AM 1997 
Larsen, Leon Vernon (1918-1998) 
(USA) 
26 Jun 1949-d. 1998 

Lashley-Vallet, Dr Julius 
(Denmark) 
27 Sep 1977 - amoved AM 1989 
Lattimore, Colin Reginald 
26 Sep 1956 - amoved AM 1960 
Laughlin. Rev. W.A. PhD (USA) 
21 Feb 1912-(1912+) 
Laurie, Robert (b.i958) 
23 Apr 2002 - * 
Laver, Henry MRCS FSA JP 
(1829-1917) 
orig (IP) - d 31 Aug 1917 
Laver, Philip Guyon MRCS LRCP 
FSA (1866-1941) 
orig ( I P ) - d 24 Jan 1941 
Council 1904-5 
Son of  Henry Laver (qv) 
Lavertine, John Doris Dwyer MD 
(1914-1996) 
25 Feb 1964-d. Dec 1996 
Council 1966-70, 1972-6 
Lavery, Francis 
23 May 1917-(1922) 
Lawrence, Arthur Moss 
(1859-1933) (UK/USA) 
25 Jul 1906-(1922) 
Brother of  L.A. Lawrence (qv) 
Lawrence, Frederick William 
(1833-1920) 
25 Mar 1904-dAM 1920 
Lawrence, G. Wilson LDS 
25 Jun 1947-(1971) 
Lawrence, George Fabian 
24 Feb 1909 - 0914++) 
Lawrence, Henry Walton 
orig (IP)-(1908+) 
Brother of  L.A. Lawrence (qv) 
Lawrence, Laurie Asher FRCS FSA 
(1857-1949) 
orig (IP) - hon 28 Jan 1948-d 5 
Jul 1949 
Dir 1904-8 Vice-Pres 1909-17 
Council 1918 Vice-Pres 1919 
Council 1920-1 Vice-Pres 1922-3 
Council 1924 Vice-Pres 1925-6 
Council 1927 Vice-Pres 1928 
Council 1934 Vice-Pres 1935 
Council 1936 Vice-Pres 1937 
Council 1938 Vice-Pres 1939 
Council 1940, 1942-3, 1945-9 
Editor BNJ  vols 1-6 
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Lawrence, Peter William 
23 Feb 1988-res 1991 
Lax, Ernest Raymond 
(1923-1997) 
28 Oct 1975-d. 27 Dec 1997 
Lea, Hugh Cecil MP (1869-1926) 
27 Apr 1910 - (1910) 
Leach, Frederick Herbert FCA 
(1907-1981) 
22 Jan 1963-(1963) 
Leach, Peter Edmond FRIBA FSA 
(b.l 923) 
25 Feb 1969 - * 
Lean, William May (b.1957) 
23 Feb 1982 - * 
Lear, Stephen E. 
28 Feb 1989-amoved AM 1992 
Lee, David (b.1958) 
26 Oct 1982 - * 
Lee, Ernest Harry (1883-1955) 
30 Nov 1904 - d ann Sep 1955 
Lee, Morris James 
30 Nov 1945-res Jan 1950 
Lee, Capt. Reginald Ernest 
(1888-1963) 
31 Mar 1948-d Jan 1963 
Leigh, Edward Egerton JP 
(1851-1913) 
13 Jul 1904-d AM 1913 
Leighton, Joseph (b.1948) 
24 Mar 1981 - * 
Leighton, Thomas 
23 Mar 1904-res AM 1908 
Leman, Downton Curtis 
(1868-1942) 
orig (3P) - res AM 1905 
Brother of  G.C. Leman (qv) and 
nephew of  R.E. Leman (qv) 
Leman, George Curtis 
(1867-1934) 
orig (3P) - res AM 1909 
Leman, Robert Edward 
(1844-1927) 
17 Feb 1904 - (1912+) 
Leslie, Lieut.-Col. John Henry DL 
(1858-1943) 
27 May 1914-(1920) 

Lessen, Marvin (b.1934) (USA) 
27 Oct 1964 - * 
Letch, Terence Anthony 
28 Oct 1969-amoved AM 1972 
Levine, Dr Edward Lawrence 
(b.l 962) 
27 Jun 2000 - * 
Lewis, David Anthony 
28 May 1968-(1969) 
Lewis, Edward John MB FRCS 
(1859-1925) 
orig (2P) - res AM 1909 
Lewis, John Edward (afterwards 
Roberts-Lewis) (b.l936) 
25 Oct 1988 - * 
Council 1992-4,2003-
Lewis, Michael John (b.l973) 
28 May 2002 - * 
Lewis, Paul Morcombe MB BS 
FRCS FRCOG (b.l940) 
23 Jun 1998-* 
Leyland, Rev. Derek James (b.1934) 
23 Apr 2002 - * 
Liddell, Douglas Gerard (b.1919) 
26 Mar 1947"- res Oct 1999 
Liebermann, Prof.  Felix LLD 
(1851-1925) (Germany) 
21 Feb 1906 - (1913++) 
Lilley, Joseph Edward JP 
(1850-1923) 
orig ( IP ) - r e s AM 1909 
Lincoln, Edgar (b.c.1851) 
23 Jan 1907^- (1912+) 
Lincoln, Frederick William 
(1857-1928) 
23 Jul 1913-d 8 Dec 1928 
Lincoln, Frederick William 
30 Nov 1929-(1935) 
Son of  F.W. Lincoln (qv) 
Lindlahr, Victor H. (USA) 
28 Jan 1964 - amoved AM 1966 
Linecar, Howard Walter Arthur 
(1912-1985) 
27 Feb 1946 -d 13 Jun 1985 
Lingford,  Herbert Muschamp 
(1891-1950) 
22 Feb 1933 - d ann Mar 1950 

Linton, Col. Edward Claude MRCP 
RAMC (1888-1970) 
28 Jun 1950-d ann Jan 1970 
Council 1952-6 
Linzalone, Joseph P. (USA) 
22 Apr 1980 - * 
Lipin, Theodore MD 
(USA/Sweden) 
27 Oct 1964-res Nov 1983 
Lismore, Thomas (Cuba/UK) 
(d. 1966) 
22 Feb 1956-res Jan 1964 
Lister. Maj. Clement Wynter 
(b.l 920) 
17 Feb 1954-* 
Council 1963-6, 1969-76 
Litchfield,  Thomas George 
13 Jul 1904-res AM 1906 
Littler, Sir Ralph Daniel Makinson 
CB KC DLJP( 1835-1908) 
orig (1P) - d 23 Nov 1908 
Vice-Pres 1904 
Liveing, Cdr Robert George RN 
26 Feb 1947-res Jan 1960 
Liveright, Frank I. (USA) 
(1879-1971) 
23 Apr 1913-res Jun 1931 
Llewellyn, Gerald 
22 Oct 1991 - amoved AM 1993 
Lloyd, Christopher David PhD 
(b.1973) 
23 Mar 1993 ( j ) - * 
Lloyd, Stephen James (b.1971) 
22 Jan 2002 - * 
Lloyd-Barrow, Lieut.-Col. Thomas 
Samuel MD RAMC JP (b. 1842) 
26 Apr 1905-res AM 1906 
Lockett, Gerald Derek MBE 
(1909-1993) 
22 Oct 1963-res Jan 1980 
Son of  R.C. Lockett (qv) 
Lockett, Richard Bannerman 
(b.l 942) 
22 Oct 1963-res Jan 1975 
Son of  G.D. Lockett (qv) 
Lockett, Richard Cyril FSA JP 
(1873-1950) 
15 Feb 1905 -d 23 May 1950 
Council 1922-4 Vice-Pres 1925 
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Council 1926 Vice-Pres 1927-8 
Council 1929 Vice-Pres 1930 
Council 1931-2 Vice-Pres 1933 
Council 1934 Vice-Pres 1935 
Council 1936 Vice-Pres 1937 
Council 1938 Vice-Pres 1939-50 
Lockren, Robert George (b.1934) 
22 Apr 1986-amoved AM 1987, 
re-el 23 Apr 1996-* 
Loffet,  Julien Florent (b.l927) 
26 Jan 1955-(1962) 
London, John Barry 
28 Apr 1992 - * 
Lonergan, P. 
30 Nov 1921 - res May 1948 
Longbottom, Frederick William 
(1858-1933) 
27 Oct 1915-d ann Mar 1933 
Longfellow,  Jeffery  Askwith 
(b.l 931) 
23 Mar 1999 - res May 2001 
Longman, William FSA 
(1882-1967) 
24 Feb 1915-res Feb 1960 
Loper, Herman Ray (USA) 
27 Oct 1964 - amoved AM 1973 
Lorich, Bruce (b.l946) (USA) 
28 Oct 1980 - * 
Loulakakis, Dimitri Gregory 
29 Apr 1998 - * 
Louth, B. 
23 May 1956-res Oct 1959 
Loveday, John Edward Taylor JP 
(1845-1913) 
orig (IP) - d 3 Apr 1913 (but still in 
list 1913++) 
Council 1904-5 
Lovell, Charles MBE 
1 May 1946-res Sep 1950 
Low, Lyman Haynes (c.l844-1924) 
(USA) 
orig ( IP ) - r e s AM 1910 
Lubbock, James Oliver (b.l977) 
26 Jun 1990 (j) - res Sep 2002 
Son of  Richard Mark Lubbock (qv) 
Lubbock, Reginald FACCA 
(1910-1981)" 
22 Oct 1963-d Dec 1981 

Lubbock, Richard Mark (b.l947) 
27 Mar 1973 - * 
Son of  Reginald Lubbock (qv) 
Lubran, John MRCS LRCP 
22 Mar 1950 - amoved AM 1952 
Lumb, George Denison FSA 
(1857-1939) 
17 Jan 1917-(1935) 
Lumb, Mellor (1866-1937) 
orig (3P) - (1921) 
Council 1910-21 
Lund, Dr Nils 
26 Sep 1972-res Mar 1982 
Lurcott, William 
11 May 1904-res AM 1912 
Lyddon, Frederick Stickland 
(b.c.1861) 
orig (3P) - res Jan 1928 (resignation 
again reported Oct 1929) 
Lyell, Col. David CMG CBE DSO 
MICE (1866-1940) 
8 Jun 1904-(1939) 
Lyon, (Colin) Stewart (Sinclair) FIA 
FSA (b.l926) 
30 Nov 1945 - hon. 25 Oct 1994 - * 
Council 1957-8 Secy Oct 1958-60 
Council 1961 Treas 1962-3 Dir 
1964-5 Pres 1966-70 Council 
1972-5 Vice-Pres 1976-
Lyons. Major-Gen. Adrian William 
CBE (b.l946) 
23 Jan 2001 - * 
Lyons, Lieut.-Col. George 
Babington Croft  FSA 
(1855-1926) 
24 Feb 1909-res AM 1910 
Lyons, Richard Sharratt 
23 Apr 1968-res Oct 1983 

Mabbott. Prof.  Thomas Ollive PhD 
(1898-1968) (USA) 
28 May 1930-d 15 May 1968 
McBride. David P. (USA) 
24 Oct 1978-amoved AM 1984 
McCammon, Antony Lewis Tisdall 
(Switzerland) (b.l939) 
26 Nov 1985 - * 
McConnell, Gordon Charles Forde 
28 Oct 1958 ( j)-amoved AM 1961 

McCormick, John Neil (b.l944) 
27 Jun 2000 - * 
McCormick-Goodhart, Cdr. Leander 
OBE VRD USN (1884-1965) 
(USA) 
24 Oct 1956-d 15 Dec 1965 
McDonald, David B. (USA) 
26 May 1992 - amoved AM 1997 
MacDougall, Ian Alexander MB 
ChB 
26 Jan 1971 - amoved AM 1986 
Macdowall, David William DPhil 
FSA (b.l930) 
23 Jan 1957-res Jan 1960 
McEwen, Hugh Drummond 
FSA(Scot) (b.l865) 
23 Jan 1907-res AM 1912,re-el 24 
Feb 1915-(1925) 
McFadden, Eric J. (b.l956) 
22 Sep 1992 - * 
Macfadyen,  Frank Edward 
(1871-1939) 
orig ( I P ) - d 8 Jan 1939 
McGregor. Miss Fiona A.R. 
22 Mar 1977 - res Jan 1995 
McHugh, Robert 
22 Oct 1991 - amoved AM 1996 
Macllwaine, John Bedell Stanford 
RHA (1857-1945) 
30 Nov 1906-(1922) 
Mack, Cdr. Richard Paston MVO 
(1901-1974) 
28 Nov 1947-d 15 Jun 1974 
Council 1950-4 
Mackay, Alistair Beaton 
24 Jun 1969 - amoved AM 1975, 
reinstated - * 
Mackay, William A. 
26 Oct 1999 - * 
MacKechnie-Jarvis, Charles CEng 
FIEE (b.l907) 
24 May 1994 - * 
Mackenzie. Thomas FSA (Scot) 
(1831-1916) 
orig (IP)-(1912+) 
Mackenzie, Thomas Kenneth 
(1873-1933) 
23 Mar 1910-d Dec 1933 
Council 1929-30, 1932-3, elected 
for  1934 
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McKeown, S i . (Australia) 
24 Feb 1987 (j) - amoved AM 
1999 
McKinney, Mercer L. jr (USA) 
25 Jan 1966 - amoved AM 1968 
McLachlan, Robert Wallace 
(1845-1926) (Canada) 
orig (IP)-(1925) 
Macleod, Dr Ian Roderick 
(1929-1987) 
22 Oct 1968-d . 21 Dec 1987 
McLeod, M.F. 
26 Feb 1980 - amoved AM 1981 
McLeod, Stuart W. MD (USA) 
22 Feb 1966-(1969) 
McMahon, Brig.-Gen. Norman 
Reginald DSO "(1866-1914) 
orig (3P) - d 11 Nov 1914 
McMaster, Hugh 
24 Oct 1961 - res Nov 1963 
Macmillan, Andrew Thomas CA 
(b.l 933) 
28 Feb 1984-* 
McMillan, James C. MD (USA) 
27 Jun 1961 - amoved AM 1992 
McNeill, Rev. Donald J. 
23 Jan 1968-(1969) 
Macpherson, Roderick Alexander 
FSA (Scot) (b.1963) 
23 Mar 1976 - * 
Maddalino, Michael Robert 
(USA) 
25 Feb 1969-(1973) 
Madden, Lieut.-Col. Gerald Hugh 
Charles (1872-1915) 
orig (2P) - res AM 1905 
Maddicott, John Robert Lewendon 
DPhil FBA FSA (b.1943) 
24 May 1988 - * 
Mader, Bernd Martin (b.l940) 
(Germany) 
26 Oct 1982 - * 
Maheshwari, Dr H.B. (India) 
26 Apr 1994 - amoved AM 2000 
Mahoney, Christian-Edward 
(b.l 942) 
23 Oct 2001 - * 

Maish, Walter Machado 
(1850-1918) 
orig (IP) - (1907+), re-el 24 Feb 
1909 - d AM 1918 
Makeler, Hendrik (b.1979) 
(Germany) 
25 Jun 1996 (j) - * 
Malcolm, John Cowie St. Alban 
MRCS LRCP (b.1941) 
22 May 1962 - * 
Mallalieu, William JP (1859-1908) 
orig (2P) - d 18 Dec 1908 
Mallett, J.Francis 
22 Feb 1911 - res AM 1912 
Mallis, Lieut.-Col. A. George 
(USA) 
22 Mar 1977 - amoved AM 1999 
Mallory, Capt. Leslie Stansfeld 
24 Jan 1940-(1940) 
Malone, George 
28 Oct 1925-(1937) 
Manchester, Keith MB BS FSA 
26 Jan 1975-(1975) 
Mangakis, Demosthenes (afterwards 
Bersi-Mangakis) (1914-1999) 
28 Feb 1945-(1971) 
Council 1947 Lib 1948-50 Council 
1951,1955-6 
Manley, Gerald Blewitt 
(1866-1949) 
orig (3P) - res AM 1905 
Mann, William Neville MD FRCP 
(1911-2001) 
23 Oct 1962 - (1965), re-el 25 Apr 
1967 - (1973) (membership seems 
to have been deemed to have ended 
Dec 1980, when incorrectly noted as 
deceased) 
Manton, Miss Ethel March 
(1877-1932) 
30 Nov 1914-d ann Apr 1932 
Daughter of  J.O. Manton (qv) 
Manton, James Odom 
(c.1851-1946) 
orig (2P) - d 4 Jan 1946 
Council 1925-32 Vice-Pres 1933-4 
Council 1935 Vice-Pres 1936 
Council 1937-9 
Manville, Harrington Emerson FSA 
(Scot) (b.l929) (USA) 
22 Oct 1963 - * 

Maples, Ashley Kilshaw 
(1868-1950) 
1920 (month and day of  election not 
recorded) - d 14 Feb 1950 (not ann 
until AGM 1952) 
Mapplebeck, W. Batty 
30 Nov 1918-(1925) 
Marcus, William B. (USA) 
24 Oct 1967 (j) - amoved AM 1975 
Margolis, Richard (b.1931) (USA) 
28 Oct 1986 - * 
Mark, Bill (USA) 
23 Jun 1981 - amoved AM 1985 
Marks, Alexander M. 
22 Feb 1972 (j) - res 1982 
Marks, Frederick William FRIBA 
(1858-1922) 
orig (3P) - (1914++) 
Marks, Jonathan J. 
22 Feb 1972 (j) - amoved AM 1982 
Marno, Capt. Cajetan Louis Victor 
(1889-1930) 
23 May 1917-(1922) 
Council 1921-2 
Marples, N.J. 
24 Jan 1995 - amoved AM 1998 
Marsden-Smedley, Arthur Marsden 
(1869-1943) 
24 Feb 1926-res Oct 1931 
Marsh, Michael Alec 
26 Feb 1980-res 1988 
Marshall, Arthur ARIB A 
(1858-1915) 
8 Jun 1904-res AM 1908 
Marshall, J.Y. 
30 Nov 1944-res Jan 1951 
Martelli, Ernest Wynne KC 
(1862-1917) 
orig ( 3 P ) - d 2 May 1917 
Martin, Christopher John (b.l954) 
27 Jun 1972 - * 
Martin, Dr Denis Morton (b.l947) 
24 Jan 1995 - * 
Martin, Mrs Joan, see Strudwick, 
Mrs Joan Steel 
Martin, John 
26 Mar 1919-(1920) 
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Martin, Robert Wilson 
25 Apr 1906-(1909+) 
Mason, Charles L. 
23 Oct 1946-(1960) 
Mason, Francis William 
23 Oct 1973-amoved AM 1981, 
re-el 28 Jun 1988 - res 1993, re-el 
27 Feb 1996 - amoved AGM 2000 
Mason, Norman B. (1905-1960) 
(Canada) 
25 Mar 1942 - d 12 May 1960 (not 
ann until AM 1961) 
Mass, Prof.  Jeffery  P. (USA) 
(1940-2001) 
23 Oct 1984 - d. 30 Mar 2001 
Massey, William Henry MVO 
MICE (1848-1940) 
25 Mar 1904-res AM 1911 
Masters, Allan L. (USA) 
28 Feb 1967 - amoved AM 1968 
Mata, Jose Manuel (Spain) 
26 Jan 1971 - amoved AM 1973 
Matthews, Rev. Douglas Gilbert 
30 Nov 1915-(1920) 
Matthews. John M. 
22 Apr 1969-res 1981 
Matthews, Robert William CChem 
MRSC (b.I945) 
24 Sep 2002 - * 
Mattingly, Harold CBE DLitt FBA 
FSA (1884-1964) 
26 Mar 1947-d 26 Jan 1964 
Mattinson, John Bouch (b.l953) 
22 Jun 1982 - * 
Maxwell, Arthur 
orig (2P) - res AM 1906 
May, Jeffrey  PhD FSA (b. 1936) 
28 Jun 1994 - * 
Mayell, Bryn Julian (b.l967) 
26 Nov 1996 - * 
Mayes, William 
24 Feb 1909 - d ann Oct 1935 (res-
ignation reported Mar 1933, but per-
haps rescinded) 
Mayhew, Nicholas Julian DLitt 
(b.1948) 
23 Jan 1973 - * 
Council 1975-80, 1983-6 Editor 
BNJ  vols 46^19 

Mayne, John 
28 Oct 1975-(1975) 
Mayne, William Alexander MRCS 
LRCP (1907-1957) 
28 Feb 1951 - d ann Apr 1957 
Mays, James O'Donald (b.1918) 
26 Oct 1971 - * 
Mays, Melinda Rose DPhil 
25 Sep 1984-* 
Council 1986-8, 1998-2000 
Daughter of  J.O'D. Mays (qv) 
Meadows, Mrs Janet Edna (b.l960) 
26 Mar 1996-* 
Mehl, B.Max (1884-1957) (USA) 
24 May 1 9 0 5 - d 3 0 Sep 1957 
Mellor, Mrs H.W. 
orig (3P) - res AM 1913 
Mellor, Mrs Kathleen Geraldine 
Helen (b.l883) 
20 Jan 1915 - (1914++) 
Wife  of  Capt. Walton Mellor (qv) 
Mellor, Leonard George (b.c.1858) 
16 Nov 1904 - (1913++) 
Mellor, Capt. Walton (1878-1914) 
26 Oct 1910 - d 23 Aug 1914 
Nephew of  W.J. Andrew (qv) 
Mengelle, Alexis P. (USA) 
30 Nov 1925-(1928) 
Mercer, Henry Chapman ScD 
(1856-1930) (USA) 
30 Nov 1923-d ann Mar 1930 
Mernick, Harold Michael (b.1948) 
24 Oct 2000 - * 
Brother of  PH. Mernick (qv) 
Mernick, Philip Henry (b.1945) 
23 Jun 1970 - * 
Council 1982-6, 1995-7 Treas 
2002-

Merritt, Ferris Powell (d.1927) 
(USA) 
23 Apr 1924 - d 1927 (but still in 
list 1943) 
Merson, Robert Anthony FCA 
(b.l 950) 
26 May 1970 (j) - * 
Council 1977-9, 1981-4 
Merton. Wilfred  FSA (d.1957) 
22 Feb 1933-(1939) 

Metcalf,  Prof.  David Michael DPhil 
DLitt FSA (b.l933) 
25 Oct 1966 - * 
Council 1968-71 
Metcalfe,  Julian 
24 Oct 1978 (j) - amoved AM 
1982 
Miles, Alan Alfred 
22 Feb 1983-res Mar 1999 
Miles, K. 
30 Jan 1952-res Oct 1956 
Millard, Victor Frank L. 
(1907-1955) 
26 Mar 1952-d Dec 1955 
Miller, Dr David (b.l932) 
24 Jan 1984 - amoved AM 1991, 
reinstated Jan 1992 - * 
Miller, Erik 
23 Jan 1962-res 1985 
Miller, Henry Clay (1844-1920) 
(USA) 
orig (1P) - d 5 Feb 1920 
Miller, Henry E. (USA) 
19 May 1920-(1925) 
Miller, James William 
13 Apr 1904-(1905) 
Miller, Sean Michael PhD 
28 Apr 1998-res Dec 2001 
Miller, Stephen Ralph 
25 Oct 1994 - amoved AM 
1997 
Miller, William Edward 
30 Nov 1907-res AM 1913 
Millett, Timothy Christopher 
(b.1960) 
25 Oct 1977 ( j ) - * 
Nephew of  P.D. Mitchell (qv) 
Millichamp, Michael E. 
(b.1943) 
28 Jan 1964 (j) - (1964) 
Milligan, William Michael James 
22 Oct 1952-res Nov 1953 
Millward, Frank J.W. 
26 Sep 1978 - * 
Minnitt, Stephen Charles FSA 
(b.l 951) 
28 Oct 1980 - * 
Council 2000-2 
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Mitchell, David Dewar 
(1906-2000) 
24 Feb 1932-d . 10 Feb 2000 
Grandson of  A.H. Baldwin (senior) 
(qv) 
Mitchell, Mrs J.M., see Spicer, J.M. 
Mitchell, Peter David (b.i933) 
24 Mar 1954-* 
Council 1979-82, 1984-7, 1990-1 
Vice-Pres 1992-
Son of  D.D.Mitchell (qv) 
Mitchell, Stephen (b.i951) 
27 Mar 1973 - * 
Mitchell, Stephen George 
22 Oct 1968 - amoved AM 1991 
Mitchelson, Joseph Cornish (USA) 
(1856-1912) 
orig ( l P ) - d 1912 
Mitchiner, Michael Bernard PhD 
MB BS LRCP MRCS (b.i938) 
25 Nov 1986 - * 
Mobbs, My les Arthur 
25 May 1999 - amoved AM 2000 
Moesgaard, Jens Christian (b.i963) 
(Denmark) 
4 Apr 1989 - * 
Molyneux, Nicholas A.D. 
28 May 1996 - amoved AM 1999 
Monks, Simon Hilton 
25 Nov 1975 - amoved AM 1980 
Montagu, Alfred  Charles 
30 Nov 1921 - res Jan 1929 
Montgomrey, Archibald Sim JP 
(1843-1922) 
orig ( IP ) - r e s AM 1908 
Montroll, Elliott (1916-1983) 
(USA) 
23 Jan 1962 - amoved AM 1968, 
re-el 25 Nov 1969 - amoved AM 
1975 
Moodley, Trevor J. (South Africa) 
23 Jan 1968 - amoved AM 1969 
Moore, Edward DL JP 
orig (3P) - res AM 1912 
Moore, Hubert Stuart FSA 
(1869-1951) 
23 Mar 1904-(1912+) 
Son of  S.A. Moore (qv) 

Moore, Oswald 
23 Jun 1915 - (1919) 
Moore, Stuart Archibald FSA 
(1842-1907) 
17 Feb 1904-res AM 1905 
Moore, Thomas Arthur (b.i943) 
24 Oct 1972 - * 
Moorhead, Thomas Samuel Nelson 
(b. 1961) 
28 Oct 1986 - * 
Moran, Shane (Australia) 
27 Oct 1981 ( j )-amoved AM 1996 
Morcom, John (b.i939) 
24 Feb 1959 (j) - (1973) 
Morehart, Prof.  Mary J. (b.i924) 
(Canada) 
22 Jan 1985 - amoved AM 1991, 
reinstated - * 
Morewood, George Edward 
30 Nov 1907-(1922) 
Morey, Herbert E. (1848-1925) 
(USA) 
orig (3P) - (1905+) 
Morgan, David Hugh (b.1982) 
26 Sep 2000 (j) - * 
Morgan, Brigade Surg. Lieut.-Col. 
Herbert Major VD MRCS LRCP JP 
(1839-1917) 
30 Nov 1910 - (1913++) 
Morgan, Lieut.-Col. William Edwin 
Llewellyn FSA DLJP (1846-1927) 
17 Feb 1904 - d 27 Jul 1927 (but 
not ann until AM 1930) 
Moritz, Christian C. (c. 1850-1914) 
(USA) 
28 Apr 1909-res AM 1910 
Morley, Peter John Preston (after-
wards Preston-Morley) (b.i949) 
22 Sep 1970 - * 
Council 1982-6 
Morrieson, Lieut.-Col. Henry 
Walters FSA (1857-1933) 
orig (2P ) -d 11 May 1933 
Council 1905 Lib 1906-14 Pres 
1915-19 Vice-Pres 1920-7 Pres 
22 Feb 1928-32 Vice-Pres 1933 
Editor BNJ  vol 14 
Morris, A.J. 
26 Apr 1922-(1939) 

Morris, Alan (b.1936) 
24 May 1994-* 
Morris, Jonathan 
25 Oct 1988-res Jan 1992 
Morrison, Andrew William MB 
ChBFRCS (b.i925) 
23 Apr 1963 - * 
Morse, Richard Paul (b.i963) 
26 Sep 1995 - * 
Morton, James Lyall 
24 Feb 1987 - * 
Council 1997-9,2003-
Mossop, Henry Richard DFC 
(1919-1988) 
27 Jan 1959-d 6 Nov 1988 
Council 1967-71 
Mountain, Harold (USA) 
25 Mar 1980-res 1987 
Mulholland, Gerard A. (b.i943) 
26 Mar 1963 (j) - amoved AM 1965 
Mulholland, John Haldane (b.1912) 
(UK/Eire) 
22 Sep 1959-res Sep 1961, rein-
stated by Sep 1962 - * 
Mullaly, Terence Frederick Stanley 
FSA FSAScot (b.1927) 
28 Mar 1995 - * 
Muller, Ferdinand LDS 
25 Oct 1939-res Sep 1950 
Mumford,  Roland Giles (b.1974) 
25 Sep 2001 - * 
Murdoch, Andrew MB CM 
30 Nov 1906-(1922) 
Murphy, Walter Elliot 
25 Mar 1904-res AM 1911 
Murray, David LLD FSA FSA(Scot) 
(1842-1928) 
orig (3P) - d 2 Oct 1928 
Murray, Iain Gordon Peter 
(1948-1996) 
24 May 1994-d Dec 1996 
Murray, Mrs Joan Elizabeth 
LowtherMBE (1917-1996) 
26 Oct 1965 - hon 28 Jun 1983 - d 
4 Sep 1996 
Council 1970-2, 1977-81 
Wife  of  Lieut.-Col. J.K.R. Murray 
(qv), hon. member 
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Murray, Keith William FSA 
(1860-1922) 
16 Nov 1904 - d 11 Jan 1922 
Murray, Kenneth R. (USA) 
28 Jun 1977 - amoved (year uncer-
tain), re-elected 28 Nov 1989 -
amoved AM 1996 
Murrie, Richard W. (USA) 
28 Sep 1965-res 1981 
Muspratt, Horace Hutchinson 
25 Apr 1928-(1928) 
Mussell, John William (b.1942) 
28 Mar 1995 - * 
Myers, Henry Cecil (1880-1962) 
24 Jan 1906-res AM 1913 
Myers, William (b.1962) 
25 Apr 2000 - * 
Mygind, (Hans Holger) Sydney 
28 Sep 1965-res Dec 2002 

Naismith, David (b.1963) 
26 Apr 1984 (j) - amoved AM 1998 
Napier, Prof.  Arthur Sampson FBA 
DLitt (1853-1916) 
orig (1P) - d 10 May 1916(not ann 
until AM 1918) 
Napier, Duncan Scott (1879-1956) 
30 Nov 1 9 2 7 - d 4 Jan 1956 
Nathanson, Alan J. (USA) 
22 Sep 1970-amoved AM 1975, 
reinstated (?) - res AM 1980 
Nation, Arthur Tulloch 
24 Mar 1909-(1909) 
Naxton, Michael R. 
27 May 1969-res Jan 1995 
Nayler, Peter C. 
22 May 1973-res 1975 
Needes, Edward Ernest 
30 Nov 1904-res Oct 1935 
Needleman, Saul B. PhD (b.1927) 
(USA) 
28 Jan 1986 - amoved AM 1996. 
reinstated (?) - res Apr 2000 
Nelson, Philip MB ChB FSA 
(1872-1953) 
orig (IP) -(1916) 
Council 1905-7, 1909. 1911-12 
Vice-Pres 1913-14 Council 1915 

Neupert, Paul Eric (b.1945) (USA) 
24 Nov 1992 - * 
Nevin, James 
25 May 1921 - res Jan 1953 
Nevin, Thomas Richard TD JP 
(1916-2000) 
25 Oct 1966-(1971) 
Newall, William James MIMM 
(1851-1931) 
orig (3P) - (1912+) 
Newbury, Viney James (1909-1985) 
26 Jan 1982-d AM 1985 
Newell, Edward Theodore 
(1886-1941) (USA) 
26 May 1909-d 18 Feb 1941 
Newing, M.A. 
28 Nov 1989-amoved AM 1992 
Newman, Eric P. (b. 1911) (USA) 
23 Oct 1957-(1971) 
Newman, Ernest George Vincent 
OBE (1914-1998) 
23 Mar 1976-d 30 Mar 1998 
Newnham, Albert James 
30 Nov 1935-res Jan 1960 
Nicholl, Adrian P.A. 
24 Mar 1998 - * 
Nicholl, Iltyd Bond FSA JP 
(1862-1941) 
15 Jul 1908-(1912+) 
Nichols, Dennis Craig 
22 Feb 1956 - amoved AM 1996 
Nichols, George D. (USA) 
23 May 1906-(1906) 
Nicholson, Dr Basil 
28 Apr 1992 - * 
Nicholson, Sir Godfrey,  Bart. FSA 
MP (1901-1991) 
24 Mar 1937-(1939) 
Nicholson, Louis F. (Canada) 
24 Oct 1967-(1971) 
Nicholson, Sir Richard FSA 
(1828-1913) 
orig (3P) - d 16 Mar 1913 
Nield, Right Hon. Sir Herbert PC 
KC DLJP MP (1862-1932) 
12 Oct 1904-res AM 1909 

Nield, Terry E. (Canada) 
24 Jun 1986-amoved AM 1996 
Nielsen, Hilbo Oakley (b.l932) 
28 Nov 1995 - * 
Nightingale, Frederic Bayliss 
FRIBA (1888-1959) 
28 Sep 1949-res Nov 1952 
Niklewicz, Herbert (USA) 
(1856-1915) 
24 Mar 1909-d 4 Dec 1915 (but 
still in list 1922) 
Nixon, Ernest Roger 
25 May 1 9 9 9 - * " 
Noakes, Derek William (b.l933) 
24 Nov 1992 - * 
Noble, William James (b.1946) 
(Australia) 
24 Oct 1972 - * 
Norbury, Stephen R.G. 
24 May 1994 - amoved AM 1998 
Norfolk,  15th Duke of,  Henry 
Fitzalan Howard KG PC GCVO 
HMLJP 
(1847-1917) 
orig ( I P ) - d 11 Feb 1917 
Norfolk,  Elizabeth Karen (b.1954) 
22 Sep 1981 - * 
Norman, Terrance Gregan (b. 1944) 
23 May 1995 - * 
Norman, William 
orig ( IP ) - r e s AM 1907 
Norris, Herbert El 1 is (1859-1931) 
25 Jun 1919-d 1931 (but death not 
ann until AM 1932) 
North, Maj. Sir Harry 
(1866-1920) 
22 Apr 1908 - d 26 Nov 1920 (but 
still in list 1922) 
North, Jeffery  James (b.l920) 
25 Sep 1957 - * 
Norton, Hon. Richard Henry 
Brinsley (afterwards  6th Baron 
Grantley) (1892-1954) 
12 Oct 1904-res AM 1907 
Son of  J.R.B. Norton, 5th Baron 
Grantley (qv) 
Norweb, Raymond Henry 
(1894-1983) (USA) 
23 Jun 1954-d I Oct 1983 
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Son-in-law of  Albert Fairchild 
Holden (qv) 

Oates, Frederick Alexander Arthur 
Harman MVO FSA (1861-1928) 
26 Jun 1907-(1918) 
O'Bee, Michael Brendon (b.1955) 
(UK/Cyprus) 
23 Feb 1993 - * 
O'Connor, Jack Stewart 
(Australia) 
26 May 1970 - amoved AM 1972 
Oddie. Dr Gary Martin (b.1965) 
28 Nov 1995 - * 
Odgers, William Blake KC LLD 
(1849-1924) 
orig (3P) - res AM 1904 
Ogden, William Sharp FSA 
(1845-1926) 
orig ( I P ) - d 26 Apr 1926 
Council 1904-10,1912-13 Vice-Pres 
1914 Council 1915-71 Vice-Pres 
1918 Council 1919 Vice-Pres 1920 
Council 1921-2 Vice-Pres 1923 
O'Hagan, Henry Osborne 
(1853-1930) 
orig (IP)-(1922) 
O'Hanlon, K.L.M. 
28 Sep 1965 - amoved AM 1967 
O'Hara, Michael Dennis (b.1937) 
24 May 1966 - * 
O'Hara, P. 
22 Mar 1994 - amoved AM 1996 
Oke, Alfred  William FSA 
FSA(Scot) (1859-1944) 
24 Jun 1908 - d 12 Feb 1944 (not 
ann until Jan 1945) 
O'Keefe,  A. 
28 Oct 1980 - amoved AM 1983 
Olamo, V. (Finland) 
28 Jan 1969-res Jan 1982 
Oldham. Paul E. 
25 Mar 1969-(1971) 
Oliver, Michael 
26 Apr 1994 - amoved AM 1999 
Oppenheimer, Henry FSA 
(1859-1932) 
orig (IP)-(1922) 

Orbeliani, Col. Ramon, see 
Rustaffjaell,  Robert de 
Organ, Alfred  James 
25 Feb 1969 - amoved AM 1980 
Orton, Frederic MD JP (1847-1917) 
12 Oct 1904-res AM 1905 
Osborne, A.E. 
16 Mar 1955-res Sep 1960 
Osborne. Bernard Roy (1913-1990) 
28 Feb 1951-d 4 May 1990 
Ostro, Brian 
23 Feb 1999 - election voided 23 
Mar 1999 
O'Sullivan, William MRIA FRSAI 
(Eire) 
21 May 1947-res Jun 1951 
Otani, Yuji (b.l948) (Japan) 
27 May 1980 - * 
Ottley, F.B. 
28 Oct 1953-res Nov 1963 
Owen, (Derek) Alan (b.l956) 
26 May 1998 - * 
Owens, Roy Lynn (USA) 
23 Jan 1996 - * 
Owens, Trevor (b.l931) 
23 Mar 1965 - amoved AM 1968 
Oxford  and Asquith, 1st Earl of,  see 
Asquith, Henry Herbert 

Pagan, Hugh Edmund FSA 
(b.l 944) 
26 Feb 1963 (j) - * 
Council 1969-76, 1979-81 Lib Apr 
1981-3 Pres 1984-8 Council 
1989-91 Vice-Pres 1992-Editor 
BNJ  vols 40^15 
Page, Samuel 
orig (2P) - (1907+) 
Paget, Capt. Harold Edmund 
George (1886-1944) 
30 Nov 1938 - d 20 Sep 1944 
Pain, Clement 
20 May 1908 - (1914++) 
Pakenham, Ivo Robert Raymond 
Lodge (b.l903) 
30 Nov 1921 -(1938) 
Council 1935-7 

Palliser, Capt. Arthur DL JP 
orig (3P) - res AM 1905 
Palmer, David John (b.l946) 
22 May 1984- * 
Palmer, David Robert (b.l944) 
24 Jun 1997 - * 
Palmer, Ian Michael Davenport 
(b.l 958) 
24 Sep 1996-res Jun 2002 
Palmer, PH.D. 
26 Oct 1976-(1976) 
Palmer, Rev. Roderick (b.l934) 
(France) 
27 Nov 2001 - * 
Palmer, Trevor Maurice 
(b.l 950) 
22 Feb 1983 - * 
Palmer, William (1903-1985) 
24 Mar 1954-(1965) 
Panter, Charles Edward 
orig (2P) - d AM 1915 
Parker, Col. David M. (USA) 
24 Oct 1995-res Nov 1999 
Parker, Graham Stuart (b. 1951) 
22 Oct 1996-* 
Parker, Ivan (b.l951) 
22 Feb 2000 - * 
Parker, Col. John William Robinson 
CB FSA DLJP (1857-1938) 
24 Feb 1909-res Oct 1931 
Council 1915, 1920 
Parker, Wilfrid  Bernard MRCS 
LRCP 
28 Feb 1961 - amoved AM 1979 
Parmley, Roscoe T. (USA/ 
Bermuda) 
25 Jun 1963-amoved AM 1970 
Parry, John Dekin (afterwards 
Dekin-Parry) (b.l951) 
22 Oct 1974 - * 
Parsons, Edmund JP 
26 Mar 1924-res Oct 1927 
Parsons, Harry Alexander 
(1876-1952) 
orig ( IP ) - r e s Jan 1950 
Council 1915-20 Lib 1921-36 
Council 1937-9, 1942, 1946-50 
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Parsons, Owen Frederic 
(1911-1986) 
29 Nov 1946-d 2 May 1986 
Passmore, Arthur Dennis 
(1871-1958) 
17 Oct 1906 - res AM 1907, re-el 
23 Feb 1949-res Jan 1951 
Patel, N.P 
25 Mar 1986-res Nov 1997 
Pateman, Sydney Edward 
(Australia) 
22 Oct 1974-amoved AM 1982 
Patrick, George ARIBA 
(1838-1915) 
orig ( IP ) - r e s AM 1912 
Council 1904 
Patterson, Maj. Ernest James 
(b.l 920) 
23 Feb 1988 - * 
Paulin, Sir William Thomas JP 
(1848-1931) 
23 Mar 1904-res AM 1908 
Pavyer, William 
20 May 1908-(1922) 
Payne, Algernon Archibald MRCS 
LRCP (1853-1929) 
24 Apr 1912-d ann Oct 1929 
Payne, Curtis J. 
28 Oct 1986-amoved AM 1988 
Peacey, Alfred  Richard 
20 Jan 1909-res AM 1912 
Peakall, Grant Ashley TD 
(b.1956) 

28 Oct 1980-res 1984, re-el 
26 May 1998 - * 
Pearce, Richard PhD 
(1853-1928) 
24 Feb 1909-d ann Jan 1928 
Pearson, G. 
25 Oct 1994 - amoved AM 1997 
Peck, Charles Wilson FSA 
(1901-1968) 
22 Jan 1947 - d 2 4 Apr 1968 
Council 1948-53, 1956-61, 1963 
Pres 1964-5 Council 1966 Vice-
Pres 1967-8 
Peck, Herbert MD LRCP LRCS 
(1861-1935) 
orig ( l P ) - d Apr 1935 

Peckover, 1st Baron, Alexander 
Peckover HML LLD FSA 
(1830-1919) 
orig (IP) - d 21 Oct 1919 
Vice-Pres 1910-2 Council 1913 
Pedersen, Henry B. (USA) 
30 Nov 1959-(1963) 
Pegg, Harry (1907-1985) 
26 Apr 1944 - d 24 Mar 1985 
Peirce, Arthur (d.1922) (Mexico) 
26 Jan 1910 - (1913++) 
Penfold,  Fred Bailey MRCS LRCP 
(1878-1941) 
27 Jun 1934 ~d 31 Jan 1941 
Council 1936-9 Vice-Pres 1940-1 
Penfold,  Hugh Charles JP 
(1834-1908) 
23 Mar 1904-res AM 1905 
Pennington, H.V. 
22 Feb 1928-(1935) 
Pennock, Duncan Charles (b.1946) 
28 Mar 2000 - * 
Perks, Frank 
orig (3P) - (1913++) 
Perrin, Mrs, see Seaby. Miss Patricia 
Perry, Brian S. (Eire) 
28 Oct 1986-res 1998 
Perry, Henry (d.1926) 
25 Oct 1905-(1922) 
Perry, John T.jr(USA) 
24 Mar 1998 - * 
Pescetta, Michael L. (USA) 
22 Oct 1968 - amoved AM 1989 
Peter, Thurstan Collins FSA 
(1854-1917) 
25 Mar 1904 - d 4 Sep 1917 (not 
ann until AM 1918) 
Peters, Kenneth Walter 
25 Mar 1997 - * 
Petersson. Dr H. Bertil A. (Sweden) 
23 Sep 1986 - * 
Petrie, George Breakspeare 
23 Jun 1909-(1912+) 
Pfungst,  Henry Joseph FSA 
(1844-1917) 
orig ( IP ) - r e s AM 1906 

Pharazyn,Mrs L.C. 
12 Oct 1904-res AM 1909 
Phillimore, William Phillimore 
Watts (1853-1913) 
orig (3P) - res AM 1905 
Phillips, A.L. 
25 Nov 1958-(1962) 
Phillips, Peter Edward (b.l947) 
22 Sep 1998 - * 
Phillips, Thomas Gerrard (Gibraltar) 
23 Mar 1999 - * 
Pickard, B.C. 
24 Oct 1961 -(1971) 
Pierson, William 
8 Jun 1904-res AM 1912 
Pile, Leslie John Acton 
25 Mar 1904 - (1913++) 
Pinedo, Juan M. (Spain) 
26 May 1992 - amoved AM 1994 
Piper, John Edwin ISO (1854-1938) 
25 Mar 1904-res AM 1906 
Pirie, Miss Elizabeth Jean 
Elphinstone FSA FSA(Scot) 
(b.1932) 
26 Apr 1960 - * 
Council 1965-9,1978-81 
Pitchfork,  Colin Edward (b.l939) 
(Australia) 
26 Mar 1968 - * 
Pitchfork,  William Henry 
(1912-1974) 
25 May 1955-(1968) 
Piatt, Jerome Joseph PhD (b.1941) 
(USA) 
23 Oct 2001 - * 
Plowman, Percival Cheyney ACA 
(1875-1905) 
22 Mar 1905-dAM 1905 
Pocock, Archibald Henry 
(1876-1947) 
24 Feb 1909-(1909+) 
Pocock, Walter Lewis 
(1862-1943) 
19 Feb 1913 -(1925) 
Council 1917-8,1920,1922-5 
Polak. Rudolf 
27 Jan 1976 - amoved AM 1980 
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Poland. Simon Devas (b.1952) 
23 Apr 1968 (j) - (1969) 
Pollard, John Graham FSA (b.i929) 
23 Jan 1957-(1973) 
Council 1959-64 
Pollock, Andrew W. Ill (USA) 
22 Apr 1986-res Dec 2002 
Ponsonby-Fane. Richard Arthur 
Brabazon LLD (1878-1937) 
27 Oct 1915-d 10 Dec 1937 
Nephew of  Miss H.L. Farquhar (qv) 
Poole, Rev. Herbert FSA 
(1885-1951) 
18 Feb 1914 - (1925) 
Poole. Thomas Hugh Ruscombe 
(b.i 932) 
27 Mar 1946 (j) - res Jan 1950 
Portal, Sir William Wyndham, Bart. 
FSA DL JP (1850-1931) 
28 Apr 1909-(1925) 
Porteous, John OBE FSA (b.i934) 
30 Nov 1955 - * 
Council 1958 Lib 1959 Council 
1960-6,1969-75,1979-82, 1986-8, 
2002- Editor BNJ  vols 38-43 
Posner, S.M. 
27 Mar 1962 - amoved AM 1963 
Postlethwaite, Ian (b.i942) 
27 May 1997 - * 
Potter, Shirley Herbert PASI 
(1877-1959) 
12 Oct 1904-res AM 1906 
Potter, W.J.W. 
27 Oct 1943 - res Jan 1947, re-el 26 
Oct 1955-(1969) 
Powell, David Michael (b.i948) 
22 Jan 2002 - * 
Powell, Michael William (b.i960) 
(Luxembourg) 
24 Mar 1992"- * 
Power. Paul 
25 Nov 1969 (j) - amoved AM 
1974 
Powills,M.A. (USA) 
25 Apr 1951 - amoved AM 1952 
Powis, 4th Earl of,  George Charles 
Herbert HML JP (1862-1952) 
orig ( IP ) - r e s AM 1906 
Vice-Pres 1905-6 

Powling, Maximilian Smith 
25 Jun 1963-res Feb 1964 
Poyser, Arthur William 
22 May 1918 - (1935) 
Pradier, Stephen B. (b.i950) (USA) 
23 Oct 2001 - * 
Prasada, R. (d. 1919) (India) 
30 Nov 1918 - d AM 1919 
Pratley, Leonard James FCA 
(1911-1977) 
29 Nov 1966 - d 16 Jul 1977 
Prentice, William (Eire) 
27 Feb 1973 (j) - amoved AM 1986 
Preston-Morley, Peter John, see 
Morley, Peter John Preston 
Prevost, Nigel Richard (b.1936) 
26 Feb 2002 - * 
Price, Frederick George Hilton FSA 
(1842-1909) 
30 Nov 1907-d 14 Mar 1909 
Price. Harry (1881-1948) 
orig (IP)-(1905), re-el 25 Jan 1911 
-(1914) 
Prichard, Arthur 
17 Feb 1904-res AM 1913 
Prideaux, William De Courcy LDS 
FSA (1863-1923) 
23 Jun 1909-(1922) 
Pridmore, Maj. Fred (1914-1980) 
30 Nov 1944 - res Jun 1971, re-el 
hon 24 Feb 1976 - d 6 Aug 1980 
Priestman, Anthony 
27 Feb 1946-res May 1982 
Pritchard, Mrs Helen M. 
28 Feb 1945 - amoved AM 1964 
Wife  of  J.R. Pritchard (qv) 
Pritchard, James Frederick 
22 Feb 1972 - amoved AM 1976 
Pritchard, John Randall 
28 Feb 1945 - amoved AM 1964 
Probsthain, Arthur 
30 Nov 1926-(1928) 
Proskey, David (1853-1928) (USA) 
21 Feb 1906-(1907+) 
Pryer, Charles (1851-1916) (USA) 
23 Mar 1910 - d AM 1916 

Puddester, Robert P. (b.i937) 
(Canada) 
26 Nov 2002 - * 
Pugliese, John 
22 Oct 1974 - amoved AM 1977 
Puister, Drs A.T. (Netherlands) 
25 Nov 1958-res Jan 1960 
Purvey, (Peter) Frank (UK/Spain) 
26 May 1954-res Ian 1995 
Pybus, (Richard) Brian (Searle) 
(b. 1919) 
24 Sep 1963-(1987) 
Pye, William Thomas 
23 Mar 1965 - amoved AM 1967 
Quail, David Edwin (b.i944) 
28 Jun 1960 ( j ) -(1968) 
Quaritch. Bernard Alfred 
(1871-1913) 
26 Jan 1910-d 27 Aug 1913 
Quarrell, William Henry 
(1864-1945) 
24 Jan 1912-(1922) 

Rabin, Paul (b.1948) (Switzerland) 
28 Mar 2000 - * 
Raby, Harold (1877-1958) 
orig ( IP ) -hon 17 Feb 1954-d 16 
Jun 1958 
Rackley, Robin 
27 Jun 1995 - amoved AM 1998 
Radford,  Alfred  Joseph Voogt FSA 
(1865-1933) 
24 Feb 1909-d 26 Dec 1933 
Rahman, Shafiqur 
25 Feb 1992 - amoved AM 1994 
Rainey, Ernest Desmond (b.1950) 
26 Jun 1990 - * 
Rainey, John Francis CEng (b. 1951) 
26 Oct 1982 - * 
Raleigh, Dr Igor 
23 May 1972 - amoved AM 1976 
Rampling, David James MB BS 
(Australia) 
26 Feb 1974 - amoved AM 1996 
Rasmussen, Mark Christian Searles 
(b.i 950) 
28 Sep 1976 - * 
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Rauch, Hans Dieter 
22 May 1979 - amoved AM 1981 
Rayner, Peter Alan 
22 Sep 1948 - res Sep 1952, re-el 
26 Feb 1963-amoved AM 1991 
Read-Brewster, J, 
22 Sep 1970-(1973) 
Readhead, Kenneth Ronald Robert 
(1914-1956) 
26 Apr 1933-(1941) 
Council 1939-41 
Reading, 1st Marquis of,  see Isaacs, 
Rufus  Daniel 
Ready, William Talbot 
(1857-1914) 
orig (IP)-(1912+) 
Council 1904-5 
Reed, James Thomas Taverner 
LRCP LRCS 
17 Feb 1904-res AM 1908 
Reeds, Brian (b.l952) 
22 Mar 1977 - * 
Rees, V.F. 
16 Mar 1955-(1960) 
Rees, William John FSI JP (b.l841) 
11 May 1904-res AM 1905 
Reeves, R.A. (b.c.l946) 
28 Apr 1959 (j) - (1982) 
Regan, William Henry 
orig (IP)-(1935) 
Regester, William JP (1848-1929) 
12 Oct 1904-res AM 1905 
Reid, Robie Lewis KC (1866-1945) 
(Canada) 
17 Feb 1904-res Nov 1938 
Reilly, John jr (1876-1931) (USA) 
20 Mar 1912-d 30 Jan 1931 
Rekofski,  Rodney Roye (Canada) 
23 Jun 1959-amoved AM 1967 
Remick, Jerome Hosmer III 
(b.l928) (Canada) 
22 Jun 1971 - * 
Remnant, Mrs Edith Shand Sonia 
25 Oct 1905-(1907+) 
Rendlesham, Lady, Lilian (d.l931) 
19 Feb 1913 - (1913++) 

Renfrew,  Andrew Colin (afterwards 
Baron Renfrew  of  Kaimsthorn) PhD 
FBA FSA FSA(Scot) (b.1937) 
30 Jan 1952 (j) - (1963) 
Rennie, Anthony Christopher 
Livingstone JP (b.l943) 
22 Sep 1998 - * 
Renton, James Hall FSA JP 
(1863-1930) 
15 Feb 1905-res AM 1907 
Reynolds, Henry Muskett 
(1853-1948) 
orig (IP)-(1946) 
Council 1906-7 
Reynolds, J. 
25 Sep 1973 - amoved AM 1978 
Rhodes, Henry Douglas 
25 Mar 1904 - (1914++) 
Rhodes, Nicholas Gervase FIA 
(b.l 946) 
28 Feb 1961 (j) - * 
Rice, Fr. J. Gerard (Eire) (b.1937) 
22 Sep 1981 - * 
Richards, Henry Wells (1864-1919) 
25 Mar 1904-(1905+) 
Richards, John Alexander 
(1859-1937) 
23 Mar 1904-res AM 1905 
Richards, John A. 
30 Nov 1923 - res Jun 1928 (again 
ann Oct 1929) 
Richards, Reginald Albert 
23 Apr 1930-res Jun 1932 
Richardson, J.H.H. 
28 Oct 1953-res Feb 1969 
Richardson, Roderick K. 
23 Jan 1979 - amoved AM 1985 
Richardson, Maj. Robert William 
(b.l 846) 
26 Jul 1905-(1918) 
Richmond. John 
23 Oct 1973-(1973) 
Rider, Alfred  AMIEE (1878-1927) 
25 May 1910 - d AM 1927 
Ridley, Col. Edward Davenport MC 
(1883-1934) 
8 Jun 1904-(1905+) 

Ridout, Leonard S. 
24 Feb 1909-res AM 1910 
Ridsdale, James Partridge 
22 Oct 1947 - amoved AM 1949 
Rigold, Stuart Eborall FSA 
(1919-1980) 
23 Feb 1 9 4 9 - d 5 Jul 1980 
Council 1951-6, 1962-8, Oct-Nov 
1970 Pres 1971-5 Council 1976 
Vice-Pres 1977-80 
Riley, Charles Martin William 
(b.l 965) 
27 Nov 1990 - * 
Riley, Harold (1922-1997) 
27 Mar 1979-d.l997 
Rist, Frederick John (b.l948) 
26 Sep 1967-res 1981 
Ritchie, Charles John CBE JP 
(1871-1950) 
25 Mar 1904-res AM 1905 
Son of  Sir J.T. Ritchie. Bart (qv) 
Ritchie, Sir James Thomson, Bart. 
(1833-1912) 
25 Mar 1904 - res AM 1904 
Robb, Michael D. 
26 Feb 1958 (j) - amoved AM 1960 
Roberts, J.E. 
27 Feb 1968 - amoved AM 1973 
Roberts, Sir Owen DCL FSA DL JP 
(1835-1915) 
21 Feb 1906-res AM 1908 
Roberts, R.D. 
orig (IP)-(1922) 
Roberts, Thomas Leonard 
30 Nov 1905-(1905+) 
Roberts-Lewis, John Edward, see 
Lewis, John Edward 
Robertson, James Matthew (b.l928) 
(USA) 
24 Apr 2001 - * 
Robertson,Terence John (b.l940) 
27 Jan 1970-* 
Robinson, Brian PhD DSc FRSC 
(b.l 936) 
28 Sep 1993-* 
Robinson, David R. 
27 Sep 1966 (j) - amoved AM 1973 
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Robinson, Sir Edward Stanley 
Gotch FBA FSA (1887-1976) 
29 Nov 1946-d 13 Jun 1976 
Robinson, Geoffrey  Stanhope BM 
BCh (1889-1965) 
28 Apr 1954 - d 1965 (but not ann 
until AM 1967) 
Robinson, Sir (James) Clifton  MIEE 
AMICE (1849-1910) 
13 Apr 1904 - d 6 Nov 1910 
Robinson, John Dennis 
(1845-1916) 
orig (1P) - d 1916 (but not ann until 
AM 1917) 
Robinson, Prof.  Joseph Douglass jr 
MD (b.l934) (USA) 
23 Nov 1993 - * 
Robinson, Paul Hammond PhD 
FSA (b.1942) 
22 Sep 1959 (j) - amoved AM 
1964. re-el 26 Oct 1971 - * 
Council 1996-8 
Robinson, Raymond Jackson 
(b.1937) 
25 May 1999 - * 
Roddick, Andrew FSI 
12 Oct 1904-res AM 1913 
Rogers, David John de Sola MB 
ChB (1946-1999) 
26 Sep 1967 - d 1 Feb 1999 
Rogers, Very Rev. Edgar OBE FSA 
(1873-1961) 
17 Mar 1915-res Jan 1933 (but 
still in list 1935) 
Council 1916-7 Vice-Pres 1918 
Council 1919-23 Vice-Pres 1924 
Council 1925, 1927-8 Vice-Pres 
1929-30 Council 1931 Vice-Pres 
1932 Council 1933 
Rogers, Michael (b.l949) (USA) 
22 Oct 2002 - * 
Rolfe,  Maurice Stanley 
(1905-1992) 
30 Nov 1938-d 1992 
Rolfe,  William T. 
25 Mar 1904-res AM 1907 
Rolton, Bertie William (1890-1957) 
17 Feb 1954-d ann Apr 1957 
Romberg, Frederick Arnold (USA) 
22 Oct 1963 - amoved AM 1967 

Rooney, Colm Hugh Thomas 
(b.l 960) 
24 Apr 2001 - * 
Roper, Ian T. 
23 May 1989 - amoved AM 1993 
Rosales, U. 
30 Mar 1978 - amoved AM 1980 
Rose, J. Barrie 
28 May 1968 - amoved AM 1972 
Rosenberg, Karl H. (USA) 
25 Nov 1970 - amoved AM 1973 
Rosenheim, Maurice FSA 
(1852-1922) 
24 Feb 1909-d 18 May 1922 
Brother of  Max Rosenheim (qv) 
Rosenheim, Max FSA (1849-1911) 
orig (2P) - d 5 Sep 1911 
Council 1909-10 Vice-Pres 1911 
Roskell, Robert Nicholas 
(1872-1940) 
orig ( IP ) - r e s AM 1909 
Roskill, John KC JP (1861-1940) 
23 Mar 1904-res AM 1908 
Roth, Bernard Mathias Simon 
FRCS JP (1852-1915) 
orig ( I P ) - d 26 Mar 1915 
Council 1904 Vice-Pres 1905-13 
Council 1914 Vice-Pres 1915 
Roth, Henry Ling (1855-1925) 
25 Mar 1904-(1925) 
Brother of  Bernard Mathias Simon 
Roth (qv) 
Rothman, Dr Edward S. (USA) 
4 Apr 1967-(1973) 
Rottinghaus, J. Scott (USA) 
26 Sep 1989 (j) - amoved AM 1997 
Round, Ivan F. 
22 Jan 1963 - amoved AM 1966 
Rowe, Joshua Brooking FSA 
(1837-1908) 
orig (3P) - d 23 Jan 1908 
Rowe, S. Gordon 
28 Apr 1959 - amoved (year uncer-
tain), re-el 26 Oct 1965 - amoved 
AM 1968 
Rowlands, Rev. John Francis 
(d. 1981) (South Africa) 
23 Jun 1954-(1963) 

Rubino, A.V. 
23 Jan 1990 - * 
Rubinstein, Joseph Samuel 
(1852-1915) 
17 Feb 1904-res AM 1909 
Ruck, Gordon Ferdinand 
(1850-1905) 
28 Jun 1905 - (but he had in fact 
died 3 Jun 1905) 
Rudd, Christopher Geoffrey 
(b.1937) 
28 May 1991 - * 
Rudge, John C. 
26 Nov 1968-(1973) 
Rudling, David Russell FSA 
(b.l 956) 
22 Oct 1974 ( j ) - * 
Rush, Malcolm 
25 Jan 1977 - amoved AM 1980 
Russell, Benjamin Walter 
21 Oct 1914 -(1914++), re-el 24 
Feb 1926-res Jun 1928 
Russell, Paul (b.1914) 
27 Feb 1979 - * 
Russell, S.N. 
26 Nov 1963-(1963) 
Rustaffjaell,  Robert de (afterwards 
Orbeliani, Col. Ramon) (USA) 
(d.1943) 
orig (2P) - res AM 1911 
Ruston, Alfred  Stanley (1866-1946) 
19 Feb 1913-(1922) 
Rutland, John Barry 
27 Jun 1961 -(1962) 
Ryan, Valentine John Eustace 
(1882-1947) 
orig ( IP)-(1921) 
Council 1921 
Rynearson, Paul F. (USA) 
22 Oct 1968-(1969) 

Sadler, John Charles 
25 Jun 1975-(1992) 
Sadler, Robert William 
24 Oct 1978-res 1985 
Safford,  John Burham 
23 Mar 1904-res AM 1910 
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Salmond, David Graham Russell 
(b.1934) 
27 Feb 2001 - * 
Salmond, Flight-Lieut. J.S.R. 
30 Nov 1959-res Mar 1962 
Salter, Heather 
23 Jan 1968-(1973) 
Salter, Vanessa Kay (b.l972) 
26 Nov 1996 - res Nov 2002 
Saltus, John Sanford  (1854-1922) 
(USA) 
orig ( 3 P ) - d 2 2 Jun 1922 
Vice-Pres 1910-21 Pres 1922 
Sampson, Robert Bruce (b.l965) 
22 Oct 2002 - * 
Samuel, Rev. John (1847-1904) 
17 Feb 1904-d AM 1904 
Sancroft-Baker,  Raymond Samuel 
FGA (b.l 950) 
28 Jan 1969-* 
Sanders, Peter Alexander MBE 
(1917-1980) 
28 Jan 1953-d 15 Nov 1980 
Sanders, Rev. Robin Michael 
(b.l 949) 
27 May 1986-* 
Son of  PA. Sanders (qv) 
Sanderson, William Waite CBE 
(1868-1944) 
22 Mar 1922-(1943) 
Saukonnen, Paul (Finland) 
26 Jun 1984-res 1988 
Saunders, James Ebenezer FRIBA 
FSA DL JP (1830-1909) 
orig (IP)-(1908+) 
Saunders, Neville J. 
23 Sep 1969-res 1981 
Savage, Lieut.-Col. Morris 
Boscawen CBE DSO (1879-1958) 
28 Oct 1925-res Nov 1931 
Council 1928-31 
Savage, Peter Derrick (b.l952) 
25 Jun 2002 - * 
Saville, Douglas Henry (b.1948) 
24 Apr 1979-* 
Council 1999-2001 
Savin, Alfred  Collison 
23 Apr 1930-(1932) 

Sawyer, Alan Mark (b.l945) 
22 Oct 2002 - * 
Sawyer, Prof.  Peter Hayes 
(b.1928) 
25 Feb 1964-res 1982 
Saxton, Burton H. (1876-1958) 
(USA) 
26 Feb 1958-d ann Oct 1958 
Sayers, Christopher Martin 
23 Feb 1971-res 1980 
Scaife,  John David (b.l940) 
26 Feb 1980 - * 
Scheers, Prof.  Simone Amanda 
Maria (b.l943) (Belgium) 
25 Oct 1988 - * 
Schembre, Robert 
26 Oct 1993 - amoved AM 1997 
Schloesser, Henry Herman (after-
wards Slesser, Right Hon. Sir Henry 
PC JP) (1883-1979) 
22 Mar 1905-res AM 1908 
Schneider. Herbert (1914-1989) 
(Belgium) 
23 Apr 1 9 4 7 - d 6 Jan 1989 
Council 1952-4. 1956-61, 1963-8 
Vice-Pres 1969-89 
Schneider. Mme Ines (Belgium) 
29 Nov 1966-res 1989 
Wife  of  Herbert Schneider (qv) 
Schneider. Irving BS DPM (b.1928) 
(USA) 
24 Oct 1978-amoved AM 1993, 
reinstated 1995 — * 
Schraeder, C.R. 
22 Apr 1975 - amoved AM 1978 
Schulman. Hans Maurits Frederick 
(b. 1913) (USA/Spain) 
31 Mar 1948-res Sep 1989 
Nephew of  M. Schulman (qv) 
Schulman, Jacques (1850-1914) 
(Netherlands) 
26 Apr 1905-d 28 Feb 1914 
Schulman, Maurits (b.l876) 
(Netherlands) 
22 Apr 1914 - (1939) 
Son of  J. Schulman (qv) 
Schwabacher. Robert (USA) 
24 Jun 1986-amoved AM 1988 

Schwer, Paul Andrew Siegfried 
(b.l 960) 
23 Mar 1982 - * 
Son of  S.E. Schwer (qv) 
Schwer, Siegfried  E. 
26 Oct 1976 - amoved AM 1995 
Scott, A.D.(b.l949) 
24 Apr 1962 (j) - amoved AM 1963 
Scott, David FCCA (b.l959) 
23 Jan 1996-* 
Scott, James Gavin (b.l939) 
26 Jun 1962 - * 
Council 1976-8,1981-4, 1994-6 
Scott, John Walter (1845-1919) 
(USA) 
17 Feb 1904-d 1919 (but still in 
list 1922) 
Scott-Gatty, Sir Alfred  Scott 
(1847-1918) 
15 Feb 1905-(1918) 
Council 1907-8 
Screen, Dr Elina Mary (b.l972) 
25 February 2003 - * 
Scutt, William Francis 
23 Mar 1904 - res AM 1913 
Seaby, Herbert Allen (1898-1979) 
27 Oct 1926 - res Feb 1930, but 
later reinstated - hon 25 Sep 1973 -
d 2 Dec 1979 
Council 1947-9 
Seaby, Mrs Hilda Eliza May (b.l972) 
(1896-1971) 
1 May 1946-res Jun 1950 
Wife  of  H.A. Seaby (qv) 
Seaby, Miss Mildred Mary (after-
wards Mrs Gillmor) (1905-1975) 
27 Oct 1926-res Oct 1927 
Sister of  H.A. Seaby (qv) 
Seaby, Miss Patricia A. (afterwards 
Mrs Perrin) (b.l931) 
28 Feb 1945 ( j ) - r e s Sep 1952 
Daughter of  H.A. Seaby (qv) 
Seaby, Peter John (1920-1992) 
28 Feb 1945-d 18 Jul 1992 
Council 1970^1, 1982-5 
Son of  H.A. Seaby (qv) 
Seaby, Wilfrid  Arthur FSA 
(1910-1991) 
30 Nov 1927 - res Jan 1930, re-el 
24 Oct 1967-d Oct 1991 
Brother of  H.A. Seaby (qv) 
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Sealey, Paul Richard PhD (b.i948) 
24 Oct 2000 - * 
Sealy, David Leslie Forbes (b.i933) 
27 May 1953 (j) - * 
Council 1970^1,2003-
Seaman. David (b.1947) 
24 Apr 2001 - * 
Seaman, Robert James FIB (b. 1935) 
26 Oct 1965 - res Ian 1997, rein-
stated lun 1997 - * 
Council 1968-73 Treas Mar 1973 -
Jun 1981 Council 1982-3 
Searcy, John Henry 
21 Feb 1912 - (1913++) 
Seed, W. 
23 Jun 1954-(1973) 
Selby, Henry John 
orig (IP) - (1918) 
Selfe,  Roger James Milbourne 
(b.1931) 
30 Nov 1960-res 1981 
Sellew, Philip H. (USA) 
24 Mar 1970 (j) - amoved AM 1973 
Sellwood, David Grenville John 
CEng MIMechE (b.i925) 
23 Oct 1984 - * 
Council 1987-90 
Father of  Lynette Celia Sellwood 
(qv) 
Sellwood, Lynette Celia 
22 Feb 1983-res 1988 
Sellwood, Percy Hickson 
(1882-1961) 
22 Mar 1933-res Feb 1955 
Council 1948-50 
Seltman, Ernest John 
orig (IP) - (1913++) 
Senior, Mark Paul (b.1947) 
28 Jun 1994 - * 
Serjeantson, Rev. Robert Meyricke 
FSA (1861-1916) 
25 Oct 1916-d 16 Nov 1916 (not 
ann until AM 1917) 
Serocold-Skeels, Edward Ralph 
(1870-1948) 
17 Feb 1904-res AM 1906 
Serrure, Mme Raymond (France) 
25 Mar 1904 - res AM 1911 

Sewell, Richard CA(Scot) 
(1864-1928) 
13 Jul 1904-(1922) 
Shackleton, Miss D.E. 
27 Oct 1954-res Jan 1958 
Sharman, Robert Scott 
27 Jan 1976-res Jan 1993 
Sharp, Michael Baruch (b.1940) 
27 Oct 1959 ( j ) - * 
Sharp, Timothy lohn 
28 Sep 1976 - amoved AM 1982 
Sharpe, Sir Montague KC DL JP 
(1856-1942) 
orig (2P) - (1913++) 
Shaw, David G. 
24 Jun 1969 - res 1978, reinstated -
res Dec 2001 
Shaw, George William (1858-1923) 
28 May 1919 - d 1923 (death not 
ann until AM 1925) 
Shaw, John (1918-1996) 
30 Nov 1954 - d AM 1996 
Shaw, Michael William (b.1947) 
23 Oct 2001 - * 
Shea, Karl William (b.1971) 
(Australia) 
25 Sep 1990 - * 
Sheer, John 
25 Mar 1904-resAM 1912 
Shepherd, Edward (1842-1920) 
19 Jul 1911 - d 23 Aug 1920 
Council 1913-6, 1918-20 
Sheppard, Charles William JP 
17 Feb 1904-(1909+) 
Sheppard, Thomas FSA(Scot) 
(1876-1945) 
21 Oct 1914-res Jan 1939 
Sherlock, David Alastair FSA 
(b.i 946) 
26 Feb 1963 (j) - res 1989 
Sherratt, Donald 
26 May 1937-(1939) 
Shiel, Norman 
28 Oct 1975 - res Jan 1994 
Shipley, Richard James (b.i970) 
24 Feb 1987 (j) - amoved AM 1994 

Shipway, Lieut-Col. Robert William 
VD JP (1841-1928) 
24 Jun 1908 - d 1928 (but not ann 
until Oct 1929) 
Shirley, Hon. Andrew (1900-1958) 
17 Mar 1915 - (1913++) 
Shirley-Fox, Mrs Ada 
22 Jan 1913-(1922) 
Wife  of  J.S. Shirley-Fox (qv) 
Shirley-Fox, John Shirley RBA 
(1860-1939) 
24 Apr 1 9 0 7 - d 3 Jun 1939 
Council 1908-9 Dir 1910-14 Vice-
Pres 1915-16 Council 1917, 1919, 
1928-9,1931 
Brother of  Harry Bertram Earle Fox 
(qv)' 
Shortt, Hugh de Sausmarez FSA 
(1912-1975) 
25 May 1955-d 15 Sep 1975 
Shott, Michael (b.i959) 
27 Oct 1998 - * 
Showering, Sir Keith Stanley 
(1930-1982) 
28 Apr 1964 - (1971) 
Shrigley, Miss Irene Maud 
(1902-1960) 
3 Jul 1946-d ann May 1960 
Shuttlewood, Roger Alan 
(1941-2000) 
28 Oct 1969-d . Sep 2000 
Silk, Peter William 
23 Mar 1976 - amoved AM 1980 
Sills, John Alfred  (b.1954) 
25 May 1999 - * 
Sime, Mrs Elizabeth W. 
26 Oct 1976 - amoved AM 1981, 
re-el 28 Feb 1984 - amoved AM 
1987 
Simmons, Mrs Frances (b.i953) 
26 Mar 1996 - * 
Simon, Ronald Montagu 
(1901-1971) 
30 Nov 1915-res Oct 1931 
Council 1923-6 
Simons, Sigismund Frederick 
24 Mar 1909-
Simpson, Charles Empson 
orig (2P) - (1912+) 
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Simpson, John Noel (b.l934) 
22 May 1990-* 
Simpson, Stephen MIMechE 
(1869-1954) 
26 Jun 1940 - d ann Oct 1954 
Simson, Alfred  (1847-1920) 
25 Mar 1904 - d 6 Sep 1920 (but 
still in list 1922) 
Sinclair, Mrs May (b.l950) 
24 May 1 9 9 4 - * 
Council 1996-8 
Singer, Gordon Andreas BS PhD 
(b.l943) (USA) 
25 Apr 2000 - * 
Sinton, Miss Marian A. (USA) 
24 Oct 1967 - amoved AM 
1970 
Sirr, Charles Christopher (b.l934) 
(USA) 
24 Oct 1967 - * 
Skellern, Stephen Lawrence 
(b.l 942) 
24 Nov 1998 - * 
Skingley, Philip 
28 Oct 1997 - * 
Slade, W.W. 
23 Jan 1957-res Jan 1964 
Slater, G.B. (UK/Malta) 
28 May 1963-res 1981 
Slater. Dr Gerald 
25 Nov 1975 - amoved AM 1978 
Slayter, Wilfrid  (1915-1993) 
27 Feb 1946 - hon 22 Feb 1983-d 
5 Jan 1993 
Council 1951-3, 1961-2 Secy 
1963-90 Council 1991-3 
Slesser, Right Hon. Sir Henry, see 
Schloesser, Henry Herman 
Sligo, 6th Marquis of,  see Altamont, 
Earl of 
Sly, Frederick Arthur 
20 Jan 1909 - (1913++) 
Sly, John Sydney (b.l947) 
22 Oct 1974 - * 
Smart, Francis Gray MB FSA JP 
(1844-1913) 
orig ( l P ) - d 7 Apr 1913 

Smart, Mrs, see Butler, Miss 
Veronica Joyce 
Smilter, Charles John 
orig (2P) - res Oct 1931 
Smith, Christopher (b.l946) 
22 Sep 1998 - * 
Smith, Clifford  B. 
27 Feb 1946-(1960) 
Council 1949-51 
Smith, Donald Elliott (Australia) 
28 Jan 1948-d ann Sep 1961 
Smith, Elliott (1866-1944) (USA) 
24 Jun 1908 - d 29 Mar 1944 (but 
still in list 1946) 
Smith, Eric S. 
26 Oct 1965 - amoved AM 1968 
Smith, F.C. (USA) 
orig (IP)-(1912+) 
Smith, G.H.A. (or A.G.H.?) 
23 Mar 1938 - amoved AM 1947 
Smith, Dr Henry B. 
23 Oct 1973-res 1981 
Smith, Henry Herbert FSI JP 
(1851-1913) 
orig (3P) - res AM 1911 
Smith, J.C.BEM 
23 Feb 1949-res Nov 1953 
Smith, John 
8 Jun 1904-res AM 1905 
Smith, Mrs Martha Mary (Mrs 
Thomas Eustace Smith) (d.1919) 
30 Nov 1912-d 29 Dec 1919 (but 
still in list 1922) 
Smith, P.G. 
25 May 1955 - amoved AM 1963 
Smith, Peter 
27 Nov 1990 - * 
Smith. Peter Nicholas (b.l954) 
23 Mar 1999 - * 
Smith, Peter George 
26 Sep 1967-res Sep 1969 
Smith, Philip Lee (b.1928) 
25 Oct 1994-res Dec 2002 
Smith. Richard Ian 
25 Jun 1963 ( j ) - r e s 1982 

Smith, Ronald (b.l926) 
27 Oct 1998 - * 
Smith, William Beresford 
(1849-1925) 
17 Feb 1904-dAM 1925 
Council 1910-4, 1916-25 
Snell, Lieut.-Col. Lester D. (USA) 
28 May 1968-(1973) 
Snellenberg, Henry H. jr (USA) 
22 Jan 1958-(1965) 
Snelling, Geoffrey  Frank (b.1927) 
26 May 1998 - * 
Snowball, Bryan Clifford 
(b.l 946) 
27 Oct 1998-res Dec 2002 
Soames, Rev. Henry Aldwin 
(1857-1921) 
30 Nov 1906-res AM 1911 
Somerset, Capt. Hon. Arthur 
Charles Edward (1859-1948) 
13 Jul 1904-(1907+) 
Somerville, David 
27 Feb 1946-res Sep 1961 
Sommerville, Gerald George CEng 
MIMechE (b.l924) 
24 Oct 1978 - * 
Council 1990-2 
Songhurst, William John FCIS 
(1860-1939) 
17 Mar 1915-d 25 Jan 1939 
Soper, Michael Paul (b.l920) 
24 Feb 1937 (j) - (1939) 
Sorensen, Dr David Wendell 
(b.1959) (USA) 
28 Sep 1982 - * 
Southern, Collingwood FCA 
ACMA 
23 Jan 1973-res 1984 
Southey, Capt. Robert Gordon MC 
(b.l 896) 
24 Jan 1940-(1943) 
Spalding, Maj. E.H. 
23 Apr 1919-(1922) 
Speaight, Crispin FCA RIBA 
27 Mar 1962 ( j ) -(1965) 
Spencer, H.E. (USA) 
28 Oct 1980-res Jan 1992 
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Spicer, Edward Samuel 
(1873-1934) 
27 Oct 1915-(1925) 
Spicer, Miss J.M. (afterwards  Mrs 
Mitchell) 
22 Jan 1974 - amoved AM 1981 
Spindler, Miss Mabel Florence 
(afterwards  Topping, Mrs Percy ?) 
15 Feb 1905-(1905) (if  = Mrs 
Topping, res AM 1906) 
Spindler, Walter Henry George 
12 Oct 1904-res AM 1907 
Spink, Charles Frederick (b. c.l859) 
orig ( IP ) - r e s AM 1907 
Brother of  Samuel Marshall Spink 
(qv) 
Spink, David Flinders (1906-1985) 
26 Jun 1940-(1973) 
Council 1950-5 
Son of  Samuel Marshall Spink 
(qv) 
Spink, Samuel Marshall 
(1856-1947) 
orig (IP)-(1939) 
Council 1904, 1909-17 
Spring, Bernard (Canada) 
23 Feb 1965 - amoved AM 1968 
Spring, John Stuart PhD (b.1934) 
27 Oct 1987 - * 
Spufford,  Prof.  Peter PhD FBA FSA 
(b.1934) 
27 Feb 1952 (j) - * 
Sec 1961-2 
Spurway, John William 
24 Jan 1906-(1932) 
Square, James Elliot FRCS 
(1858-1948) 
orig (2P) - (1932) 
Stack, Lawrence R. (USA) 
27 Feb 1990-res 1997 
Stafford,  George Henry 
(1867-1925) 
23 Mar 1921 - d AM 1925 
Stafford-Langan,  John (Eire) 
25 Jun 1996 - amoved AM 2001, 
reinstated 23 Apr 2002 -
Stainton, Thomas (1918-1985) 
26 Sep 1967-d 16 Jun 1985 
Council 1983 Treas 1984-5 

Stallard, Arthur Dudley 
(1858-1919) 
orig (3P) - (1912+) 
Stanley, Samuel Shepheard 
21 Feb 1906-res AM 1912 
Stanton, Miss Yolanda C. (after-
wards Dr Courtney) 
27 May 1986 - * 
Starley, Hubert Granville CBE 
(1909-1984) 
27 Feb 1968-res 1980 
Stead, Ian Mathieson PhD FBA 
FSA (b.l936) 
26 Oct 1955 ( j ) - r e s Jan 1960 
Steane, John 
24 Jun 1987 - amoved AM 
1988 
Stebbing, Lieut.-Col. Nigel Austin 
DSO (1879-1955) 
30 Nov 1945-res Jan 1950 
Steer, Philip Wilson OM 
(1860-1942) 
24 Feb 1909-res AM 1911 
Steers, Henry 
28 Jun 1905-(1905) 
Stein, Dr Anthony (USA) 
22 Sep 1987-res 1993 
Stein, Jeremy Leon (b.l967) 
26 Oct 1982 (j) - res 1986 
Steinthal, Egbert Franklin Ludwig 
26 Apr 1905 - (1912+), re-el 26 Jun 
1918-(1930) 
Stenton, Lady, Doris Mary LLD 
DLitt FBA (1894-1971) 
28 Nov 1967-d 29 Dec 1971 
Wife  of  Sir F.M. Stenton, Hon. 
Member (qv) 
Stephens, G.J. 
25 Feb 1986 - amoved AM 1990 
Steuart Fothringham, Henry OBE 
(b.l 944) 
25 Apr 2000 - amoved AM 2002 
Stevens, Larry (USA) 
25 Oct 1966 - amoved AM 1970 
Stevens, Paul James Edward PhD 
(b.1952) 
25 Nov 1975 - * 
Council 2002-

Stevens, Robert John Patrick 
(b.1951) 
22 Oct 2002 - * 
Stevens, William 
orig (2P) - (1905+) 
Stevens Cox, Dr Gregory (b.1967) 
(Guernsey) 
23 Sep 1997 - * 
Stevenson, Robert Barron Kerr 
CBE DLitt FSA FSA (Scot) 
(1913-1992) 
25 Mar 1 9 6 9 - d 6 J u n 1992 
Stewart, Right Hon. Sir (Bernard 
Harold) Ian Halley Stewart PC RD 
LittD FBA FSA FSA(Scot) FRS 
(Ed) MP (afterwards  Baron 
Stewartby) (b.l935) 
27 Feb 1952 (j) - hon. 22 May 2001 
_ * 
Council 1960-5 Dir 1966-75 
Council 1976-8 Vice-Pres 1980-
Stewart, Colin (b.1946) 
22 Apr 1986 - * 
Stewart, Donald McKenzie 
22 Oct 1963-(1963) 
Stewart, Mrs D.E. (Australia) 
27 Oct 1964-res 1980 
Wife  of  Prof.  J.R.Stewart (qv) 
Stewart, James Begg 
orig (IP) - (1919)"" 
Stewart, James Lindsay (b.1959) 
22 Jan 2002 - * 
Stewart, Prof.  James R. 
(c. 1914-1962) (Australia) 
28 Nov 1947 - d ann Feb 1962 
Stewart, Rev. Joseph Atkinson 
(d. 1913) 
25 Mar 1904 - d 28 Nov 1913 
Stewartby, Baron, see Stewart, 
Right Hon. Sir Bernard Harold Ian 
Halley 
Stiles, Henry Watson 
(1854-1924) 
30 Nov 1923-d 1924 (not ann until 
AM 1925) 
Stiles, Peter Leslie FRICS 
27 May 1958-(1965) 
Stock, Dr Jonathan G. 
26 Apr 1994-amoved AM 1999 
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Stacker, Dr Mark Andrew (b.l956) 
(New Zealand) 
28 Jan 2003 - * 
Stokes, Miss Ethel (1870-1944) 
17 Feb 1904 - res AM 1906, re-el 
24 Feb 1909 - (1913++) 
Staler, Alan A. (USA) 
27 Oct 1970 - amoved AM 1972 
Stone, Alexander George OBE 
AMIMechE (1924-2002) 
26 Jun 1957-(1973), re-el 26 Apr 
1984-res Jun 1999 
Stone, Harry 
30 Nov 1945 -(1973) 
Stone, Flight-Sergt. R.H. 
22 Feb 1956-res Nov 1959 
Stoner, George 
17 Feb 1904-res AM 1906 
Storm, Jackson 
24 May 1977 - amoved AM 1979 
Stott, Miss Dorothy M. 
30 Nov 1934-res Jan 1942 
Stott, Peter E.F. FSA (Scot) 
22 Oct 1985-res 1990 
Council 1987-90 
Stout, Ronald (USA) 
26 Jun 1979-amoved AM 1982 
Stower, Joseph FSI (1845-1932) 
orig (3P) - d ann May 1932 
Strafford,  6th Earl of,  see Enfield, 
Viscount 
Strand, Alister Carmichael 
26 May 1937-res Jan 1953 
Council 1940-6 
Strange, Rupert John (b.l956) 
25 Apr 1989-* 
Strawbridge, John James ACIB 
(b.l 948) 
23 Nov 1982 - * 
Streeter, Ernest (1863-1951) 
30 Nov 1943-d ann Jun 1951 
Streeter, Savile Grainger 
30 Nov 1904-res AM 1907 
Stride, Harry George OBE ISO 
(1894-1988) 
27 Mar 1962-d 7 Feb 1988 
Stroud, Frederick (1835-1912) 
orig (2P) - d 9 Jan 1912 
Council 1905-7 

Stroud, Herbert (1871 -1940) 
26 Jun 1912 - (1913++) 
Son of  F. Stroud (qv) 
Strudwick, Mrs Joan Steel (after-
wards Mrs Martin) (d.1985) 
27 Oct 1954-(1973) 
Strutt, Hon. Frederick JP 
(1843-1909) 
24 Jan 1906-d 12 Apr 1909 
Stuart, David FSA (Scot) 
(b.l 954) 
26 Jan 1999 - * 
Stuart, Frederick C. 
29 Nov 1941 - res Oct 1949 
Stueve, Col. Charles R. (USA) 
(b.l 949) 
23 Feb 1993 - * 
Stubbs, F.M. 
23 Apr 1958-(1963) 
Suckling, Mrs Florence Horatia 
(1848-1923) 
26 Apr 1916 - (1914++) 
Summers, Jabez (1841-1919) 
30 Nov 1905 - d 1919 (but still in 
list 1922) 
Sutcliffe,  Robert 
30 Nov 1906-(1925) 
Sutherland, Angus (Canada) 
28 Oct 1986-res 1987 
Sutherland, (Carol) Humphrey 
(Vivian) CBE DLitt FBA FSA 
(1908-1986) 
24 May 1950-res Jun 1965 
Council 1954-Apr 1957 
Suttie, George Clark FSA(Scot) JP 
(1844-1928) 
17 Feb 1904-d ann Oct 1928 
Swann. Hugh Sinclair (b.1925) 
28 Jun 1960-(1973) 
Swift,  Clive 
28 May 1991 - amoved 1993 
Sykes. William (1860-1941) 
orig (3P) - (1930) 
Symington, John Alexander 
30 Nov 1912-(1922) 
Symmonds, J. 
25 Jun 1968-amoved 1973 

Symonds, Henry FSA (1859-1933) 
24 Feb 1909-(1919) 
Council 1912-13 Vice-Pres 1914 
Council 1915-16 Vice-Pres 1917 
Symons, Claude Trevine 
25 Mar 1904-res AM 1913 
Symons, David John (b.1954) 
27 Feb 1990 - * 
Council 1993-6 Editor BNJ  vols 71, 
72 
Syson, G. Luke 
27 May 1997-res Dec 2002 
Szauer, Emil (Eire) (d.1999) 
26 Feb 1963-d Feb 1999 
Tadgell, William C.P. (1899-1950) 
24 May 1944-d 10 Jul 1950 
Taffs,  Herbert William MVO MBE 
(1870-1955) 
orig (3P) - hon 27 Sep 1950 - d 24 
Jul 1955 
Council 1910-1, 1916, 1918-25 
Vice-Pres 1926 Sec Feb 1926-37 
Pres 1938-45 Vice-Pres 1946-55 
Editor BNJ  vols 20, 21, 22 pt. i 
Talbot, John Andrew FCA (b.l949) 
28 Mar 2000 - * 
Tapp, William Munro LLD FSA 
(1859-1936) 
26 Feb 1908-res AM 1911 
Tartakow, Emile (1904-1980) 
(USA) 
26 May 1964 - amoved AM 1970 
Tarver, Alfred 
24 Jan 1912-(1922) 
Tasker, Henry Francis 
23 Jan 1907 (nominated Nov 1906, 
election not noted in published min-
utes) - (1910+) 
Tatham, William C. (USA) 
26 Mar 1996-res Dec 1999 
Tatler, George Lewis Vaughan 
MRCS LRCP (1931-1998) 
26 May 1954 - d 30 Nov 1998 
Council 1959-60, 1971-2 
Tatton, Thomas Egerton JP 
(1846-1924) 
orig (IP)-(1912+) 
Taylor, B. (USA) 
26 Nov 1968 - amoved AM 1971 
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Taylor, Dr Harley U. jr (USA) 
24 Oct 1967-res 1982 
Taylor, Ian Hammond MB BCh 
(b. 1931) 
23 Jan 1973 - * 
Taylor, John Francis White (1872-1940) 
orig (IP)-(1905+) 
Taylor. Mark 
25 Nov 1986 - amoved AM 1995 
Taylor. R, 
30 Nov 1959-res Sep 1969 
Taylor, Stanley Douglas (b.l940) 
25 Jun 1991 — * 
Taylor, Lieut.-Col. Thomas George 
DSO (1885-1946) 
orig (2P) - res AM 1906, re-el 21 
Jan 1920-res Nov 1931 
Taylor, William Gullan 
17 Feb 1904-res AM 1913 
Teasdill, Graham (b.l935) 
26 Sep 1956-res Nov 1991 
Teller, Mark Louis (USA) 
22 May 1984 - * 
Temple, P.W. 
25 Mar 1975 (j) - amoved AM 1978 
Ten Eyck, James (1840-1910) 
(USA) 
21 Oct 1908-d 1910 (not ann until 
AM 1911) 
Ter Haar, Roger Eduard Lound QC 
(b.l 952) 
26 Feb 1985 - * 
Terner, Jacob Y. MD (b. 1934) 
(USA) 
23 Oct 2001 - * 
Thairlwall, Frederick James 
(1842-1929) 
orig (1P) - d ann AM 1929 (again 
ann Jun 1930) 
Theobald, John Medows FSI 
(1872-1955) 
23 Mar 1904-(1922) 
Theobald, Ormond E.C. 
30 Nov 1942-res Feb 1954 
Thirlby, Edwin Harris 
(1858-1916) 
orig (3P) - d AM 1916 

THE BRITISH NUMISMATIC SOC 
Thomas, Frank Edgecumbe 
(1877-1924) 
16 Nov 1904-res AM 1909 
Thomas, Joseph Rochelle 
(1865-1938) 
30 Nov 1923-d ann Oct 1938 
Thomas, Robert Ian FCIB (b.1938) 
25 Jan 1983 - * 
Thomas, Ronald 
22 Sep 1987 - amoved AM 1992 
Thomas, Thomas 
27 Feb 1946 - res Nov 1949 
Thompson, Charles Louis JP 
17 Feb 1904-res AM 1913 
Thompson, Edward Philips JP 
(1856-1924) 
30 Nov 1907-(1922) 
Thompson, Geoffrey  FSA 
(1883-1962) 
26 May 1954 - res Nov 1960 
Thompson, J. Clifford 
23 Jun 1943-res Jan 1953 
Council 1949-50 
Thompson, (James David) Anthony 
(1914-1970) 
27 Mar 1946-d 3 Sep 1970 
Council 1950-2 Editor BNJ  vol 26 
pts ii, iii 
Thompson, Peter Robin (b.l944) 
25 Feb 1975-* 
Thompson, Robert Hugh FSA 
MCLIP (b.l943) 
25 Feb 1964 (j) - * 
Lib 1966- Mar 81 Council 1985-8 
Dir 1989-90 Council 1991-3, 
2 0 0 0 - 2 

Thompson-Hill, Peter (b.l943) 
(USA) 
26 Feb 2002 - * 
Thomson, C. Dabney (USA) 
23 Feb 1960-(1969) 
Thomson, Iain Charles (b.l947) 
25 Jun 1963 (j) - * 
Thomson, Mary E.J. 
26 Sep 1995 - amoved AM 1998 
Thorburn, Henry William 
(1846-1918) 
orig (3P) - d 1918 (not ann until 
AM 1919) 

Y 1903-2003 
Thorburn, Philip FSA(Scot) 
(1900-1964) 
30 Nov 1918-(1922) 
Thome, Everard Godwin 
(1860-1924) 
12 Oct 1904-res AM 1907 
Thorns, Leslie 
25 Mar 1914 - (1913++) 
Thorpe, Wilfred  Bertram MIMechE 
MIEE (1875-1958) 
19 Mar 1913-(1925) 
Threlfall,  Henry Singleton JP 
(1854-1908) 
8 Jun 1904-d ann AM 1908 
Thresher, James Edwin 
27 Oct 1954 - amoved AM 1959 
Tidmarsh, R.A.S. 
30 Nov 1945 (j) - (1962) 
Tisbury, David John (b.1938) 
24 Feb 1998 - * 
Tivy, Henry Francis (d.l961) (Eire) 
26 Apr 1939-res Nov 1949 
Tombs, Maj. Samuel John VD 
(1849-1922) 
1 Dec 1913-(1922) 
Tomlinson-Fort, E.. see Fort. 
E. Tomlinson 
Tooley, Nigel 
27 Oct 1998 - * 
Toplis, Frederick AMICE 
(1847-1941) 
25 Mar 1904-(1932) 
Council 1917-18, 1920-1, 1925-7 
Topping, Mrs Percy, see Spindler, 
Miss Mabel Florence 
Towell, Grahame William 
27 Oct 1954-amoved AM 1960 
Towler, Miss Sedley (c. 1861 -1931) 
(Australia) 
25 Oct 1916 - (1930) 
Travis, Gar (USA) 
22 Oct 1991 - res 1994 
Treadgold, Martyn Roy 
27 Sep 1977 - amoved AM 1978 
Trehearne, Alfred  Frederick 
Aldridge FRIBA FSI (1874-1962) 
orig (2P) - res AM 1909 
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Treleaven, Philip John (b.1936) 
27 Mar 1990 - * 
Trenerry, Michael lohn Boulden 
(b.i 953) 
26 Mar 2002 - * 
Trevor, Lieut.-Col. Eric Nathaniel 
(b.i 905) 
26 Jan 1949 - res Nov 1963 
Tribute, Mrs W.H. 
26 Mar 1924-(1925) 
Triggs, Arthur Bryant (1868-1936) 
(Australia) 
15 Jan 1919-res May 1929 
Triska, Richard jr (USA) 
25 Jan 1966 (j) - amoved AM 1968 
Trist, John William FSI FSA 
(1847-1913) 
orig ( IP ) - r e s AM 1905 
Tristram, Edward FSA 
(1856-1919) 
20 Oct 1909-(1919) 
Tubbs, Leonard (1870-1963) 
26 Jul 1905-res AM 1908 
Turnbull, Paul Percival (b.1949) 
23 Apr 2002 - * 
Turner, Guy Richard (b.i955) 
22 Oct 1996 - res Dec 2002 
Turner, Norman Francis FCA 
(1913-1976) 
27 Mar 1962 - d 23 Jul 1976 
Turner, Richard Keith PhD 
(b.1937) 
23 Oct 2001 - * 
Son of  W.B. Turner (qv) 
Turner, Thomas Malcolm 
(1920-1946) 
30 Nov 1937 (j) - d 1 May 1946 
Sec 1942-5 Council 1946 Editor 
BNJ  vol. 24, pts i, ii 
Turner, William Brown 
(1899-1993) 
1 May 1946 (wrongly noted as 
'Mrs.' on election) - amoved AM 
1950 
Tyars, John Han-is (1868-1943) 
20 Feb 1907-(1909+) 
Tyler, John William (1856-1905) 
orig (2P) - d AM 1905 

Uniacke, Richard Gordon Fitzgerald 
FRSAI (1867-1935) 
21 Jul 1909-res AM 1911 
Unruh, Lieut. E.H. (USA) 
27 Mar 1957 - amoved AM 1959 
Unwin, George (1835-1906) 
25 Mar 1904-dAM 1906 
Upton, Edward (1840-1909) 
orig ( l P ) - d ann Oct 1909 
Council 1904-9 

Van Arsdell, Robert D. (USA) 
26 Jun 1979 - * 
Van Colle, H. 
23 Feb 1965-(1971) 
Van de Brake, R.J. (USA) 
30 Nov 1965 - amoved AM 1968 
Van der Elst, Charles (1904-1982) 
(Belgium) 
26 Jun 1949-(1973) 
Van der Meer, Drs Gay (b.1924) 
(Netherlands) 
26 Feb 1958 - hon 24 Jun 1986 - * 
Vango,Paul John (b.1982) 
22 Mar 1994 (j) - amoved Oct 1999 
Varnham,Richard Piers (b.i950) 
25 Nov 1980 - amoved AM 1987, 
re-el 22 Mar 1994-* 
Vaughan-Morgan, Lieut.-Col. Sir 
Kenyon Francis Pascoe OBE DL JP 
MP (1873-1933) 
20 Feb 1907 - d 21 Aug 1933 
Council 1922, 1924 
Vaughan-Payne, Andrew 
24 Jun 1987 (j) - amoved AM 1993 
Vecchi, Italo (Switzerland/UK) 
(b.i 948) 
26 Oct 1971 - * 
Vecchi. Miss Jennifer  Isabel 
(UK/Italy) 
23 Mar 1972 - amoved AM 1983 
Sister of  I. Vecchi (qv) 
Vecchi, Paul E. (UK/Italy) 
23 Mar 1972 - amoved AM 1983, 
reinstated - amoved AM 1997 
Brother of  I. Vecchi (qv) 
Verity, James (1845-1910) 
orig (2P) - d 26 Dec 1910 

Vermesse, Dr Gerard (France) 
26 Apr 1988 - amoved AM 1994 
Verner, Maj. Henry Charles 
26 Apr 1922-(1922) 
Vernon, Alfred 
25 Mar 1904-(1912+) 
Vernon, Peter Heygate MRCS 
LRCP 
22 Feb 1956-(1969) 
Council 1958-9 Treas 1960-1 
Council 1962 
Vibert, (Arthur) Lionel (1872-1938) 
30 Nov 1906-(1920) 
Vicary, Michael John Stephen 
4 Apr 1967 (j) - amoved AM 1974 
Vice, David Leslie (b.1946) 
22 Nov 1983 - * 
Vidler, Leopold Amon (1870-1954) 
22Apr 1931 - d ann Oct 1954 
Villeneuve, A.S. 
28 Sep 1976-res 1984 
Vincent, I. Ralph 
27 Jan 1954 - amoved AM 1961 
Vogelaar, Dr J. Stoffel  (b.i949) 
(Eire) 
22 Jan 1985 - * 
Vonberg, Martin JP 
24 Jul 1912 - (1925) 
Von Geldern, Eric (USA) 
22 Jun 1993 - * 
Vorley, Dennis Gordon Duckworth 
(1915-1996) 
23 Mar 1956-(1969) 
Voronin, Vladimir, see Forster, 
Walter 
Vosper, Michael R. 
27 Feb 1996 - * 
Vreeland, Nehemiah (USA) 
(c.l 855-1945) 
21 Mar 1906-(1922) 
Vrooman. Frank Buffington 
(b.i862) (Canada) 
24 Mar 1909-res AM 1910 

Waddell. Peter David Sager 
(b.i 940) 
25 Jan 1983 - * 
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Waddington, Hal 
25 Jan 1911 -(1922) 
Waddington, Henry Lee 
12 Oct 1904-res AM 1912 
Wade, Michael John (b.l950) 
(Australia) 
23 Mar 1999 - * 
Wade, R.C.J. 
27 Oct 1981 - res 1984 
Wade, R.S. 
23 Mar 1938-(1939) 
Wadensweiler, Oskar 
(Switzerland) 
22 Jan 1985-res Jun 1986 
Wager, Andrew John 
25 Oct 1983-res Sep 1997 
Wagner, Miss Janet (afterwards 
Hamilton-Sharp) 
25 Nov 1969 - amoved AM 1971 
Wainwright, Frederick Threlfall 
PhD FSA (1917-1961) 
26 Oct 1955-d 14 Jun 1961 
Wakefield,  Charles (1857-1918) 
17 Jan 1917-d 1918 (but still in 
list 1922) 
Walcott, Lyons Roden Sympson JP 
orig (IP)-(1907+) 
Waldron, Martin John (b.l950) 
(Hong Kong) 
25 Nov 1997 - * 
Walker, Rev. Prof.  Algernon Stanley 
LLD DD (1890-1953) (Canada) 
25 Mar 1925-(1928) 
Walker, Clive Thomas FIM FinstP 
CEng CPhys (b.l947) (Germany) 
22 Oct 2002 - * 
Walker, David Anthony (b.l949) 
28 May 1974 - * 
Walker, Edward Lake (1846-1927) 
25 Mar 1904 - d. 1927 (not ann until 
Jan 1928) 
Walker, John Francis (1839-1907) 
24 May 1905 - d 23 May 1907 
Wallace, John Richard 
27 Jun 1972-amoved AM 1981, 
re-el 27 Feb 1996 - res Mar 
1999 

Wallace, John Ware (1913-1984) 
23 Feb 1944 - d 1984 (but not ann 
until AM 1986) 
Wallace, William Greenell 
(1872-1951) 
30 Nov 1918-d ann Sep 1951 
Walpole, Sir Charles George 
(1848-1926) 
16 Nov 1904 - d 24 May 1926 
Walpole, John Murray 
30 Nov 1908-(1908+) 
Walport, Prof.  Mark Jeremy PhD 
MB BCh MRCP (b.l953) 
25 May 1971 ( j ) - * 
Walsh, Derek 
28 Apr 1992 - amoved AM 1996 
Walsh. Paul J. 
26 Oct 1971 - amoved AM 1991 
Walters, B.C. 
22 Mar 1939-(1939) 
Walters, Frederick Arthur FRIBA 
FSA (1849-1931) 
23 Mar 1910-d 3 Dec 1931 
Council 1911-6 Vice-Pres 1917 
Council 1918 Vice-Pres 1919 
Pres 1920-1 Dir 1922-7 Council 
1928 Dir 1929 Council 1930 Vice-
Pres 1931 
Walton, Isaac 
17 Feb 1904-res AM 1910 
Ward, George Henry 
24 May 1905-(1911+) 
Ward, Septimus H. JP (1853-1906) 
25 Mar 1904-d AM 1906 
Warne, Joseph W. 
30 Nov 1923-(1928) 
Warner, Richard Cromwell 
(1872-1960) 
26 Mar 1930-res Nov 1931 
Warren, Gen. Sir Charles GCMG 
KCB FRS JP (1840-1927) 
23 Mar 1904 - (1913++) 
Warren, Frank FSA JP (1879-1956) 
22 Feb 1922 - d reported in error 
AM 1941, never reinstated 
Council 1924, Mar 1925-6 
Warwick. Brian John 
26 Sep 1967 - amoved AM 1975 

Warwick, John Francis 
26 Feb 1908-(1922) 
Wasley, Terence L. (1911-1944) 
29 Nov 1941-d ann Jun 1944 
Waterfield,  Philip Gay (1872-1954) 
25 May 1938 - d 12 Jun 1954 (not 
ann until Mar 1955) 
Waters, Arthur William 
(1869-1962) 
orig (IP)-(1925) 
Waters, Edwin Herbert 
17 Feb 1904-(1922) 
Watkin, Thomas Morgan Joseph 
FSA (1856-1915) 
orig (IP)-(1908+) 
Watters, Charles A. 
orig ( IP ) - r e s May 1927 
Watts, Nicholas Alexander 
22 Feb 1994-* 
Way, Thomas Robert (1861-1913) 
23 Mar 1904-res AM 1908 
Wear, Mrs Sarah Louise, see Lamb, 
Sarah Louise 
Webb, Christopher Alexander 
(b.l 954) 
24 Jan 1989 - * 
Webb, Guernsey Walsingham 
24 Jan 1912-(1919) 
Webb, Maurice Lancelot 
(1870-1955) 
21 Mar 1906-(1912+) 
Webb Ware, Timothy Gibbard ACA 
(b.l 953) 
26 Feb 1974 - * 
Council 1985, Treasurer Jun 
1985-2001 
Webbon, John Martin (1941-1962) 
26 May 1959 (j) - d summer 1962 
Weber, Frederic Parkes MD FSA 
(1863-1962) 
25 May 1 9 5 5 - d 2 J u n 1962 
Webster, William John (1848-1919) 
orig ( I P ) - d 23 Aug 1919 
Council 1906-7 
Weibel, John 
22 Mar 1950-* 
Council 1953-5, 1961-7, 1973-6 
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Weight, William Charles 
(1859-1923) 
orig (IP)-(1922) 
Weightman, Surg.-Capt. Alfred 
Ernest OBE FSA RN (1859-1926) 
8 lun 1904-d 6 Feb 1926 
Weijer, Drs Nicolaas Franjois 
(b.l948) (Netherlands) 
22 Sep 1987 - * 
Weinstein, Dr Alexandre 
1926 (month of  election not 
recorded)-(1935) 
Welch, Charles, see note at end 
Weldon, Christopher Edward 
(1833-1913) 
orig (3P) - d AM 1913 
Weldon, Edward William 
orig (IP)-(1912+) 
Welland, Rev. Charles William 
23 Jun 1909-(1922) 
Wells, William Charles 
(1870-1949) 
orig ( l P ) - d ann Sep 1949 
Wells, Sir William Henry FSI FSA 
DL (1871-1933) 
23 May 1906 - , re-el 24 Mar 1909 
- d 29 Jul 1933 
Treas Feb 1922-31 Vice-Pres 1932 
Council 1933 
Welsh, Christopher N. 
27 Feb 1952 ( j ) - r e s Jan 1960 
Wertheim, (John) David (b.1945) 
29 Nov 1966 - * 
Wesander, E. 
26 Feb 1948 - res Jan 1950 
West, Andrew James 
30 Nov 1945-(1969) 
West, John 
17 Feb 1904-d AM 1917 
West, John George Timothy 
FRIBA 
25 Apr 1917-(1925) 
Son of  J. West (qv) 
West, Vincent David (b.1943) 
24 Oct 1972 - * 
West, W.G. 
23 Jan 1968 - amoved AM 1972 

Westhorpe, Arthur White (USA) 
17 Feb 1904-(1905+) 
Wetton, Nicholas Lancaster 
(b.l 947) 
24 Oct 1989-* 
Wheeler, Albert 
30 May 1923-(1939) 
Son of  E.H.Wheeler (qv) 
Wheeler, Ernest Henry (1876-1933) 
28 Mar 1917-d ann Oct 1933 
Council 1921-33 
Wheeler, George 
25 Mar 1904-res AM 1904 
Wheeler, Right Hon. Sir John David 
PC JP (b.l940) 
27 Oct 1959 ( j ) - r e s 1981 
Wheelwright, Joseph (1832-1911) 
13 Jul 1904-d AM 1911 
Whelan, Francis Edward 
(1848-1907) 
orig ( I P ) - d AM 1907 
Whelan, William Ronald 
22 Apr 1969-amoved AM 1986 
Wherrett, Trevor Spencer (b.1951) 
23 Feb 1982-* 
Whetmore, Samuel Arthur Henry 
CBE (1889-1971) 
23 Oct 1946-res 1969 
Whetstone, William Frederick JP 
(1853-1936) 
25 Mar 1904-res AM 1912 
Whicher, Sydney 
30 Nov 1933-res AM 1938 
Whinney, Douglas Harold FCA 
(1902-1978) 
25 Mar 1931 - res Oct 1939 
Treas 1932- Oct 1939 
Whinney, Frederick 
12 Oct 1904 - (1913++) 
Whipple, Sammy L. (USA) 
30 Mar 1978 - amoved AM 1981 
White, Derek Pinnock (b.1930) 
24 Oct 1972-* 
White, Miss Jean M. 
28 Sep 1971 -(1973) 
White, Richard Ross Meadows 
(1901-1973) 
30 Nov 1936-(1939) 

Whitehead, Arthur JP (1860-1934) 
30 Nov 1923-(1930) 
Whitelock, Prof.  Dorothy CBE 
LittD FBA FSA (1901-1982) 
26 Mar 1958-d 14 Aug 1982 
Whitfield,  Prof.  Archibald Stanton 
PhD (1899-1974) 
24 Feb 1915 - res Jan 1928 (but see 
Council minutes Feb 1937) 
Whitman, Benjamin T. (USA) 
27 Mar 1984 - amoved AM 1986 
Whittaker, Prof.  William Joseph 
(1868-1931) 
orig (3P) - (1909+) 
Council 1904-5 
Whitting, Philip David GM DLitt 
(1903-1988) 
17 Feb 1954 - hon 23 Nov 1976 - d 
14 Dec 1988 
Council 1955-8,1964-5 
Whittingham, Robert Davie 
(1907-1981) 
24 Jun 1953-d ann Mar 1981 
Whitton, Cuthbert Alexander 
(1890-1950) 
30 Nov 1937 - hon 30 Nov 1949 -
d 19 Jan 1950 
Dir 1942 Council 1943-7 Dir 
1948-50 Editor BNJ  vols 23 pts ii, 
iii 24 pts i, iii, 25, 26 pt. i 
Whitty, Michael G. 
27 Mar 1990 - amoved AM 1995 
Wickison, Philip Michael (b.1948) 
25 Jun 1968 (j) - amoved AM 1971 
Wigley, J.R. 
23 Oct 1962-(1987) 
Wilcox, Cecil L. (Australia) 
27 Apr 1965 - amoved AM 1976 
Wilkes,Timothy (b.l973) 
28 Mar 2000 - * 
Wilkinson, David Richard PhD 
(b.l 960) 
26 May 1998 - * 
Wilkinson, Maj. Sir Nevile Rodwell 
KCVO FSA (1869-1940) 
24 Feb 1909-res Oct 1931 
Council 1915 
Willem, John M. (USA) 
28 Feb 1967-(1968) 
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Willett, Lieut.-Col. Frederic Wilfrid 
Bagnail DSO (1878-1950) 
21 Jul 1909-(1918) 
Son of  Mrs M. Willett (qv) 
Willett, Mrs Mary 
8 Jun 1904-res AM 1911 
Williams, Allan Addison (b.l964) 
(Australia) 
24 Apr 1990 - * 
Williams, Rev. Alan (1861-1947) 
28 May 1919-res Mar 1931 
Williams, Bertram 
27 Feb 1946-res Feb 1963 
Williams, David Emlyn 
23 Jan 1968 - amoved AM 1972 
Williams, David Michael FSA JP 
(b.l 950) 
24 Feb 1970 ( j ) - * 
Williams, Gareth PhD FSA (Scot) 
28 Jan 1997-res AM 2003 
Council 1998-2002 Editor BNJ  vol 
69-70,73 
Williams, Hugh Philip Gordon 
CPhys (b.1952) 
25 Sep 1990 - * 
Williams, Jonathan Hugh Creer 
DPhil (b.l967) 
27 May 1997 - * 
Williams, Joseph Charles 
23 Feb 1910-(1922) 
Williams, Richard 
26 Mar 1958 ( j ) - r e s 1963 
Williamson, Arthur Paul 
22 Jun 1971 (j) - (1973) 
Williamson, Rev. Charles Arthur 
23 Mar 1904-(1922) 
Williamson, George Charles JP 
(1858-1942) 
orig (IP)-(1916) 
Willmott, Miss Ellen Ann 
(1858-1934) 
30 Nov 1921 -(1928) 
Wilson, Alexander Gray (b.1932) 
23 Apr 1996 - * 
Wilson, Antony 
24 Jan 1995-* 

Wilson, Arthur 
16 May 1945 - amoved AM 1949 
Wilson, David John (b.1928) 
24 Mar 1998 - * 
Wilson, Miss Mary Catherine 
(1857-1907) 
orig (3P) - d 1907 (not ann until 
AM 1908) 
Wilson, Roy Ernest 
30 Nov 1964 - amoved AM 1968 
Wilson, W. McC. 
24 Oct 1956-(1969) 
(Kenya/UK) 
Wilson, W.W.C. (c. 1869-1924) 
(Canada) 
28 Apr 1909-d 1924 
Windau, Edmund H. (USA) 
23 Jun 1954-res Jan 1962 
Winstanley, Edgar Joseph LDS 
(1892-1977) 
22 Mar 1939 - hon 23 Nov 1976 - d 
21 Jul 1977 
Council 1940-2 Dir 1943-6 Lib Jan 
1944-6 Sec 1946-50 Pres 1951-4 
Vice-Pres 1955-77 Editor BNJ  vol 
24 pts i, ii 
Winstone, Benjamin MD 
(1819-1907) 
17 Feb 1904-d 1 Feb 1907 
Winter, Charles (1861-1933) 
21 May 1913-res Oct 1931, but 
reinstated-d 13 Apr 1933 
Council 1923- Oct 1931 
Winter, David 
28 Oct 1953-(1955) 
Winter, Eugene Conrad 
23 Mar 1927 - res Oct 1931, re-el 
22 Feb 1939 - amoved AM 1947 
Son of  C. Winter (qv) 
Winters, Iain Gordon (b.l952) 
(UK/Dubai) 
22 Sep 1992 - * 
Wise, Philip John (b.1961) 
28 Mar 1995 - * 
Council 1997-9 
Withers, Paul (b.J942) 
28 Jun 1977 - * 
Witt, Harold Tansley FCA 
15 Feb 1905-res AM 1906 

Witte, Julius 
23 Mar 1904-dAM 1907 
Wodak, Erich (1902-1958) 
(Singapore/Australia) 
25 May 1955-d 14 Sep 1958 
Wolfenden,  Thomas FSI 
25 Mar 1904-(1905+) 
Wood, C.B. (USA) 
28 Oct 1925-(1928) 
Wood, Christopher John FGS 
23 May 1972 - * 
Council 1977-9 
Wood, Dr David Anthony (b.l953) 
23 May 2000 - * 
Wood,"John Crawford 
24 Mar 1964-(1964) 
Wood, Michael D. 
25 May 1976 - amoved AM 1981 
Wood, Russell Howard CBE FCA 
(1866-1930) 
orig (IP)-(1912+) 
Treas 1904-8 Council 1909-10 
Wood, Mrs W. Martin 
13 Apr 1904-(1912+) 
Woodcock, Norman Frederick 
8 Jun 1904 - (1913++) 
Woodhead, Peter FSA (b.l929) 
23 Apr 1952 - hon. 22 Jun 1999 - * 
Council 1963-4, 1968-72, 1974-5 
Pres 1976-80 Vice-Pres 1981-
Woodward, Lionel Arthur 
21 Feb 1912-(1922) 
Woodward, Samuel 
orig (3P) — (1909+) 
Wooler, J.L. 
24 Apr 1990 - amoved AM 1993 
Woolf,  (Lionel) Noel FSA (Scot) 
(1911-2001) 
26 Jan 1971 - d . 28 May 2001 
Woolley, Thomas Cecil Smith FSI 
(1854-1913) 
23 Mar 1904-dAM 1913 
Wren, Christopher Russell 
23 May 1989 - amoved AM 2001 
Wright, Bernard Joseph Maxwell 
DSC JP(1905-1976) 
26 Mar 1930-res Oct 1931 
Nephew of  F.E. Burton (qv) 
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Wright, James 
28 May 1930 - res Mar 1933, but 
reinstated - d ann May 1939 
Wright, Laurence Victor Ward 
(1899-1966) 
23 Apr 1947 - d ann Oct 1966 
Council 1949-52 
Wrightson, Anthony Gilchrist OBE 
(1907-1974) 
28 Apr 1937-res Feb 1959 
Council 1939 Treas Oct 1939-46 
Council 1947-8 
Wuthrich, Gottlieb MIEE 
(1879-1946) 
30 Nov 1917-(1932) 
Wyer, John Wright (b.1948) 
27 Jun 1995 - * 
Wyley, W.B.M. 
27 Apr 1955-(1963), re-el 4 Apr 
1967-(1973) 
Wylie, John George (1854-1924) 
17 Feb 1904-res AM 1907 
Wyman, Arthur Crawford 
(1879-1936) (USA) 
1923 (month of  election not 
recorded)-(1928) 
Wynn, Mel vein J. 

orig (IP)-(1909+) 
Wynne, Campbell Montague 
Edward (1859-1940) 
orig ( IP ) - r e s AM 1909 
Wyville, Richard Anthony 
25 Feb 1975-(1975) 

Yarborough, Countess of,  Marcia 
Amelia Mary (1863-1926) 
orig (3P) - hon 18 Jan 1905 - d 17 
Nov 1926 
Yates, George Charles FSA 
(1835-1908) 
21 Mar 1906-d 3 Dec 1908 
Yeates, Frederick Willson 
(1865-1922) 
30 Nov 1904-d 17 Nov 1922 
Youde, Maj. William John 
Crawshay (1921-1964) 
28 Nov 1947 - d 12 May 1964 
Council 1950, 1954-7 
Young. David Michael FCA 
(b.1947) 
24 Apr 1973 - * 
Young, Edward Francis 
1 Dec" 1919 - d ann Mar 1933 

Young, John Hedley (b.l935) 
22 Nov 1994 - res Dec 2001 
Young, Joseph (c. 1844-1918) 
22 Jan 1913 - (1914++) 
Young, M. 
23 Oct 1973-res 1981 
Zabriskie, Andrew Christian 
(1853-1916) (USA) 
17 Feb 1904-res AM 1904 
Zacos, George (c.1910-1983) 
(Turkey) 
28 Oct 1953-res 1981 
Zentler-Munro, Peter Marchanton 
24 Feb 1976 - amoved AM 1977 
Zerbe, Farran (c.1871-1949) (USA) 
17 Feb 1904-(1905+) 
Ziegler, Philip (1863-1943) 
22 Jun 1921 - d ann Oct 1943 
Zimmerman, Walter J. (USA) 
23 Feb 1960-d . ann Oct 1999 
Zoehout, J. 
27 Jun 1978-res Jan 1982 

Charles Welch FSA (1848-1924), who served on the Society's Council for  the years 1905 and 1906. was not a member 
of  the Society. His presence on Council was as the representative of  the Guildhall Library, London, which had been 
elected to membership on 11 May 1904. 
E.A. Bababurmi (Nigeria) and H.M. Grant (USA) appear in the printed list of  members of  the Society as at 1 January 
1922 with the date 1921 by their names, indicating that they were elected to the Society in that year. Their elections are 
not however noted in the printed Proceedings for  the year 1921. and it must be presumed that if  they were elected to the 
Society their elections were subsequently annulled for  non-payment of  their admission fees  and/or first  annual subscrip-
tions. 

HONORARY MEMBERS 
Allen, Derek Fortrose CB FBA FSA 
(1910-1975) 
22 Jun 1971 (previously member) -
d. 13 Jun 1975 
Anscombe, Alfred  (1859-1934) 
22 Feb 1911 (previously member) -
res 1930 (re-el as ordinary member 
28 May 1930) 
Battenberg, Admiral of  the Fleet 
H.S.H. Prince Louis Alexander of 
(subsequently Milford  Haven, 1st 
Marquess of,  Louis Alexander 

Mountbatten) PC GCB GCVO 
KCMG LLD DL (1854-1921) 
30 Nov 1912-d 11 Sep 
1921 
Berghaus, Prof.  Peter (b.1919) 
(Germany) 
24 Jun 1986 (previously 
member) - * 
Blunt, Christopher Evelyn OBE 
FBA FSA (1904-1987) 
30 Nov 1964 (previously member) -
d 20 Nov 1987 

Carson, Robert Andrew 
Glendinning DLitt FBA FSA 
(b.l918) (UK/Australia) 
27 Mar 1979 - * 
Dolley, Prof.  Michael DLitt MRIA 
FSA (1925-1983) 
24 Mar 1981 (previously member) -
d. 29 Mar 1983 
Doubleday, Gordon Vincent 
(1914-1993) 
26 Nov 1991 (previously member) -
d. 16 Jul 1993 
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Elmore-Iones, Francis Elmore 
FRICS (1898-1982) 
25 Sep 1973 (previously member) -
d 19 Jan 1982 
Evans, Lieut.-Col. Charles Lewis 
(1875-1960) 
17 Feb 1954 (previously member) -
d 8 Jun 1960 
Farquhar, Miss Helen Laura 
(1859-1953) 
30 Nov 1950 (previously member) -
d 3 Jan 1953 
Forrer, Leonard (1869-1953) 
30 Nov 1950 (previously member) -
d 17 Nov 1953 
Galster, Dr Georg (1889-1983) 
(Denmark) 
23 Nov 1976 - d 8 Sep 1983 
Grierson, Prof.  Philip DLitt FBA 
FSA (b.i910) 
27 May 1980 (previously 
member) - * 
Howorth, Sir Henry Hoyle KCIE 
FRS FSADCL MP (1842-1923) 
28 Jun 1922 (previously member) -
d 15 Jul 1923 
King, Horace Herbert 
(1890-1976) 
30 Nov 1960 (previously member) -
d 30 Jun 1976 
Kitchener, 1st Earl, Field-Marshal 
Horatio Herbert PC KG KP GCB 
GCSI GCIE GCMG OM 
(1850-1916) 
1915 (election not recorded in 
printed Proceedings, but 
nominated 20 Jan 1915) - d 5 Jun 
1916 
Lawrence, Laurie Asher FRCS FSA 
(1857-1949) 
28 Jan 1948 (previously member) -
d 5 Jul 1949 

Lyon, (Colin) Stewart (Sinclair) FIA 
FSA (b.i926) 
25 Oct 1994 (previously member) - * 
Macdonald, Sir George KCB FBA 
LLD FSA(Scot) (1862-1940) 
25 May 1 9 3 8 - d 9 A u g 1940 
Maxwell-Lyte, Sir Henry Churchill 
KCB FBA FSA (1848-1940) 
o r ig -d 28 Oct 1940 
Milford  Haven, 1st Marquess of,  see 
Battenberg, H.S.H. Prince Louis 
Alexander of 
Murray, Mrs Joan Elizabeth 
LowtherMBE (1917-1996) 
28 Jun 1983 (previously member) -
d 4 Sep 1996' 
Murray, Lieut.-Col.John Kenneth 
Ronald (1910-1986) 
28 Jun 1983-d 8 Nov 1986 
Oman, Prof.  Sir Charles William 
Chadwick KBE FBA FSA DCL 
LLD (1860-1946) 
24 Mar 1943 - d 23 Jun 1946 
Pridmore, Maj. Frederick 
(1914-1980) 
24 Feb 1976 (previously member) -
d 6 Aug 1980 
Raby, Harold (1877-1958) 
17 Feb 1954 (previously member) -
d 16 Jun 1958 
Rendall, Vernon Horace 
(1869-1960) 
22 Mar 1905-d 13 May 1960 
Roberts, 1st Earl, Field-Marshal 
Frederick Sleigh PC VC KG KP 
GCB GCSI GCIE OM DCL LLD 
(1832-1914) 
13 Apr 1904-d 14 Nov 1914 
Seaby, Herbert Allen (1898-1979) 
25 Sep 1973 (previously member) -
d 2 Dec 1979 

Slayter, Wilfrid  (1915-1993) 
22 Feb 1983 (previously member) -
d 5 Jan 1993 
Stenton, Prof.  Sir Frank Merry FBA 
(1880-1967) 
24 Feb 1959-d 15 Sep 1967 
Stewartby, Baron, Bernard Harold 
Ian Halley PC VRD FBA FRS (Ed) 
FSA FSA (Scot) (b.1935) 
22 May 2001 (previously member) 

Taffs,  Herbert William MVO MBE 
(1870-1955) 
27 Sep 1950 (previously member) -
d 24 Jul 1955 
Van der Meer, Drs Gay (b.i924) 
(Netherlands) 
24 Jun 1986 (previously member) -

Whitting, Philip David GM DLitt 
(1903-1988) 
23 Nov 1976 (previously member) -
d 14 Dec 1988 
Whitton, Cuthbert Alexander 
(d.1950) 
30 Nov 1949 (previously member) -
d 19 Jan 1950 
Winstanley, Edgar Joseph LDS 
(1892-1977) 
23 Nov 1976 (previously member) -
d 21 Jul 1977 
Woodhead, Peter FSA (b.i929) 
22 Jun 1999 (previously member) -

Yarborough, Countess of,  Marcia 
Amelia Mary (1863-1926) 
18 Jan 1905 (previously member) -
d 17 Nov 1926 

Honorary diplomatic members are 
listed separately below 
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HM Queen Alexandra (1844-1925) 
15 Feb 1905-d 20 Nov 1925 
HRH The Prince of  Wales (after-
wards King George V) 
(1865-1936) 
18 Jan 1905 - d 20 Jan 1936 
Patron of  the Society 22 Jun 1910 -
death 
HRH The Princess of  Wales (after-
wards Queen Mary) (1867-1953) 
15 Feb 1905-d 24 Mar 1953 
HRH The Prince of  Wales (after-
wards King Edward VIII and subse-
quently HRH The Duke of  Windsor) 
(1894-1972) 
21 Jan 1920 - d 28 May 1972 
HRH Princess Helena Augusta 
Victoria (Princess Christian) 
(1846-1923) 
24 May 1905-d 9 Jun 1923 
HRH Princess Beatrice (Princess 
Henry of  Battenberg) (1857-1944) 
24 May 1905-d26 Oct 1944 
King Leopold II of  Belgium 
(1835-1909) 
18 Jan 1905 - d 17 Dec 1909 
King Albert I of  Belgium 
(1875-1934) 
28 Jun 1911 - d 17 Feb 1934 
Queen Elizabeth of  Belgium 
(1876-1965) 
28 Jun 1911 - d 23 Nov 1965 (but 
omitted in error from  BNS lists 
after  1937) 
King Christian IX of  Denmark 
(1818-1906) 
22 Mar 1905 - d 29 Jan 1906 

HRH The Crown Prince of 
Denmark (afterwards  King 
Frederick VIII 
of  Denmark) (1843-1912) 
22 Mar 1905-d 14 May 1912 
King Christian X of  Denmark 
(1870-1947) 
23 Jan 1924 - d 20 Apr 1947 
Queen Louise of  Denmark 
(1851-1926) 
25 Jul 1906 - d 20 Mar 1926 
Queen Alexandrine of  Denmark 
(1879-1952) 
23 Jan 1 9 2 4 - d 2 8 Dec 1952 
King George I of  Greece 
(1845-1913) 
22 Mar 1905-d 18 Mar 1913 
HRH The Prince Royal of  Greece 
(afterwards  King Constantine I of 
Greece) (1868-1923) 
22 Mar 1905 - res (sic) AM 1917 
King Victor Emmanuel III of  Italy 
(1869-1947) 
12 Oct 1904-d 28 Dec 1947 
Queen Elena of  Italy (1873-1952) 
22 Mar 1905 - d 28 Nov 1952 (but 
still in BNS list 1961) 
King Haakon VII of  Norway 
(1872-1957) 
25 Jul 1906-d 21 Sep 1957 
Queen Maud of  Norway 
(1869-1938) 
23 Oct 1907-d 20 Nov 1938 
King Carlos I of  Portugal 
(1863-1908) 
16 Nov 1904-d 1 Feb 1908 

King Manoel II of  Portugal 
(1889-1932) 
30 Nov 1909 - d 2 lul 1932 
Queen Amelia of  Portugal 
(1864-1951) 
18 Jan 1905-d 25 Oct 1951 
King Alfonso  XIII of  Spain 
(1886-1941) 
15 Feb 1905 - d 28 Feb 1941 
Queen Maria Cristina of  Spain 
(1858-1929) 
26 Jul 1905-d 6 Feb 1929 
Queen Victoria Eugenie of  Spain 
(1887-1969) 
17 Oct 1906 - d 15 Apr 1969 (but 
omitted in error from  BNS lists 
after  1946) 
King Gustav V of  Sweden 
(1858-1950) 
23 Jan 1924 (election not noted in 
printed Proceedings, but this date 
may be presumed) - d 29 Oct 1950 
HRH The Crown Prince of  Sweden 
(afterwards  King Gustav VI Adolf 
of  Sweden) (1882-1973) 
23 Jan 1924-d 15 Sep 1973 
Queen Victoria of  Sweden 
(1862-1930) 
23 Jan 1924 (election not noted in 
printed Proceedings, but this date 
may be presumed) - d 4 Apr 1930 
HRH The Crown Princess of 
Sweden (afterwards  Queen Louise 
of  Sweden) (1889-1965) 
23 Jan 1 9 2 4 - d 7 M a r 1965 
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HONORARY DIPLOMATIC MEMBERS 

Benckendorff,  Alexander 
Constantinovich, Count GCVO 
(1849-1917) (Russia) 
22 Mar 1905-d 11 Jan 1917 
Bildt, Carl Nils Daniel, Friherre von 
(1850-1931) (Sweden) 
22 Mar 1905 - ceased by AM 
1915 
Bille, Frank Ernest GCVO 
(1832-1918) (Denmark) 
22 Mar 1905 - ceased by AM 1910 
Cambon, Paul GCB GCVO DCL 
LLD (1843-1924) (France) 
22 Mar 1905 - ceased by AM 1920 
Carlin, Gaston (1859-1922) 
(Switzerland) 
22 Mar 1905 - ceased by AM 1920 
Choate, Hon. Joseph Hodges 
(1832-1917) (USA) 
30 Nov 1904-ceased by AM 1910 

Gericke van Herwijnen, Baron 
(d.l930) (Netherlands) 
22 Mar 1905 - ceased by AM 
1915 
Hayashi. Tadasu, Count GCVO 
(1850-1913) (Japan) 
22 Mar 1905 - ceased by AM 1910 
Imperiali, Guglielmo, Marchese 
(1858-1944) (Italy) 
26Apr 1911 -(1922) 
Lalaing, Charles, Comte de GCVO 
(1856-1919) (Belgium) 
15 Feb 1905 - ceased by AM 1915 
Mensdorff-Pouilly-Dietrichstein, 
Albert, Graf  (1861-1945) 
(Austria-Hungary) 
22 Mar 1905 - ceased by AM 1914 
Metaxas, Dimitri George GCVO 
(d.l928) (Greece) 
24 Jan 1906 - ceased by AM 1910 

Pansa, Alberto, Commendatore 
GCVO (1844-1928) (Italy) 
22 Mar 1905 - ceased by AM 1910 
Polo de Barnabe. Don Luis GCVO 
(1854-1929) (Spain) 
26 Jul 1905-ceased by AM 1910 
Reid. Hon. Whitelaw (1837-1912) 
(USA) 
25 Oct 1905-d 15 Dec 1912 
Soveral, Luis Augusto Pinto, 
Marques de GCMG GCVO 
(1853-1922) 
(Portugal) 
15 Feb 1905 - d 5 Oct 1922 
Wolff-Metternich,  Paul, Graf 
GCVO (1853-1934) (Germany) 
22 Mar 1905 - ceased by AM 1912 

INSTITUTIONAL MEMBERS 
The institutions whose names appear on the principal list that follows  are those that have been elected to ordinary mem-
bership of  the Society. In a few  cases the institutions concerned have ceased to be subscribing members of  the Society 
but have continued to receive the British Numismatic Journal in virtue of  publication exchanges or as being copyright 
deposit libraries under the Copyright Acts ; it is difficult  to pinpoint the dates at which their status changed, and it has 
seemed appropriate to continue to class them as members here since they are so classed in the Society's current mem-
bership lists. Other institutions which have never been elected to the Society but which receive the Society's Journal are 
listed separately below. 

Aberdeen. Art Gallery and Museum 
27 Oct 1987 - * 
Aberdeen, Public Library 
25 Mar 1904-res Jan 1986 
Aberdeen, University Library 
29 May 1907-res Jan 1988 
Aberystwyth, National Library of 
Wales 
22 Mar 1922-res Jan 1986 
Adelaide, Public Library/National 
Gallery of  South Australia 
(Australia) 
22 Jan 1908-res 1984 
Adelaide, State Library of  South 
Australia (Australia) 
26 Oct 1971 - * 

Andover, Public Library 
23 Feb 1971 -(1973) 
Ashton-under-Lyme, Central Library 
26 Jan 1971 -(1973) 
Athens, French School of 
Archaeology (Greece) 
27 Apr 1971 -(1973) 
Athens, Numismatic Museum 
(Greece) 
26 Oct 1982 - * 

Baltimore, University of  Maryland, 
Library (USA) 
24 Sep 1968-res 1981 
Barcelona, University Library (Spain) 
23 Nov 1999-* 

Basingstoke, Willis Museum 
25 Feb 1964-(1969) 
Batley, Public Library 
25 Nov 1970-(1973) 
Bedford,  Museum 
25 Mar 1980 - * 
Beeston, Nottinghamshire 
Numismatic Society 
27 Jan 1970-(1973) 
Belfast,  Central Public Library 
23 Jun 1909-res 1993 
Belfast,  Linen Hall Library 
23 Feb 1910-(1930) 
Belfast,  Queen's University, Library 
26 Mar 1974-res Jan 1994 
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Belfast,  Ulster Museum 
26 Feb 1963 - * 
Berkeley, University of  California, 
Library (USA) 
26 May 1964 - * 
Berlin, Royal Museum (Germany) 
20 Feb 1907 - (1913++) 
Berlin, Royal Library (afterwards 
Preussisches Staatbibliothek) 
(Germany) 
23 Mar 1904 - (1913++), re-el 26 
Mar 1930-(1939) 
Birkenhead, Public Library 
16 Nov 1904-(1991) 
Birmingham, Barber Institute of 
Fine Art, University of 
Birminingham 
25 Mar 2003 - * 
Birmingham, City Museum and Art 
Gallery 
28 Apr 1954 - * 
Birmingham, Public Libraries, 
Reference  Department 
21 Mar 1906-res Feb 1993 
Birmingham, University Library 
21 May 1947 - * 
Blackburn, Free Public Library 
Museum and Art Gallery 
25 Mar 1904 - res Jan 1931, re-el 
26 Oct 1993-res Apr 1998 
Bloomington, Indiana, Indiana 
University Library (USA) 
24 Nov 1992 - * 
Bootle, Central Library and 
Museum 
24 Apr 1907-(1955) 
Boston Spa, National Lending 
Library for  Science and Technology 
(afterwards  British Library, 
Document Supply Centre) 
28 Mar 1972-* 
Bournemouth. Public Libraries 
23 Apr 1930-res Jan 1986 
Bournemouth, Wessex Numismatic 
Society 
22 May 1957-(1968) 
Bradford,  Public Library 
16 Nov 1904-(1922) 
Brighton, Public Library 
16 Nov 1904 - res Jan 1939, re-el 
26 Jan 1971 - res Jan 1990 

Bristol, City Museum 
21 May 1947 - * 
Brooklyn, Public Library (USA) 
24 Mar 1909 - res May 1942 
Bruxelles, Office  International de 
Librairie (Belgium) 
27 Oct 1954-res Jan 1959 
Burnley, Corporation of 
25 Mar 1904-res AM 1906 
Bury St.Edmunds, Suffolk 
Archaeological Services 
25 Mar 1997 - * 

Cambridge, Fitzwilliam Museum 
24 Jun 1908 - * 
Cambridge, University Library 
25 Mar 1904 - res Jan 1998 (but 
continues to receive BNJ under 
copyright provisions) 
Canterbury, Royal Library and 
Museum 
27 Feb 1957-res Sep 1960 
Cardiff,  Free Libraries 
17 Feb 1904-res Apr 1997 
Cardiff,  National Museum of  Wales 
30 Nov 1923 - * 
Cardiff,  University College. Library 
26 Mar 1968-(1981) 
Carlisle, Tullie House Museum 
26 Jan 1971 - res 1981 
Catonsville, Maryland, A.O.Kuhn 
Library and Gallery (USA) 
27 Feb 1990 - * 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina, 
University of  North Carolina (USA) 
(by May 1982)-* 
Charlottesville, Virginia, University 
of  Virginia, Alderman Library 
(USA) 
28 Nov 1972-
Cheltenham. Public Library 
1 Dec 1913 - (1913++) 
Chertsey, Public Library 
28 Mar 1972-(1973) 
Cheshire Libraries and Museums 
27 May 1975-(1975) 
Chester and District Numismatic 
Society 
22 Jan 1974-(1974) 
Chester, Grosvenor Museum 
30 Nov 1955-* 

Chicago, University of,  Library 
(USA) 
23 Apr 1968 - * 
Cincinnati, Public Library (USA) 
25 Apr 1906-(1935) 
Colchester, Colchester and Essex 
Museum 
16 Nov 1904 - res Nov 1950, re-el 
27 Mar 1957 - * 
Colchester and District Numismatic 
Society 
23 Sep 1969-(1973) 
Colorado Springs, American 
Numismatic Association 
27 May 1980 - * 
Columbia, University of  Missouri, 
Library (USA) 
25 Apr 1956 - * 
Columbus, Ohio State University, 
Library (USA) 
27 Jun 1967 - * 
Copenhagen, Royal Collection of 
Coins and Medals (Denmark) 
24 Oct 1917 - (1950), reinstated 28 
Oct 1955 - * (now on exchange 
basis) 
Croydon, Central Library 
26 Feb 1958-res Feb 1983 

Darlington, Public Library 
25 Nov 1970-(1973) 
Derby, Free Public Library 
25 Mar 1904-res Jan 1984 
Dublin, Royal Irish Academy (Eire) 
12 Oct 1904-res Jan 1990 
Dublin, National Library of  Ireland 
(Eire) 
17 Feb 1904-(1938), reinstated by 
1946 - * 
Dublin, National Museum of  Ireland 
(Eire) 
23 Feb 1910-(1937) (subscription 
paid by the Irish Government's 
Department of  Agriculture 1921-37, 
the Department being elected a 
member on 30 Nov 1921: the 
Museum and the Department inad-
vertently appear as separate mem-
bers in membership list of  I Jan 
1922), re-elected 1944-(1963), 
reinstated after  1971 - * 
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Dublin, Numismatic Society of 
Ireland (Eire) 
28 Jan 1997 - * 
Dublin, University College Library 
(Eire) 
27 Oct 1970-res Jan 1985 
Durham, University Library 
26 Feb 1974 - * 

Edinburgh, Public Library (later 
Central Library) 
orig (3P) - * 
Edinburgh, Advocates Library (later 
National Library of  Scotland) 
25 Mar 1904 - * (now receives BNJ 
under copyright provisions) 
Edinburgh, Royal Scottish Museum 
(now National Museums of 
Scotland Library) 
21 Apr 1920-(1939), re-el 27 Apr 
1955-* 
Edinburgh, University Library 
23 Jul 1913 - * 
Edinburgh, Society of  Antiquaries 
of  Scotland 
30 Nov 1915-(1982) 
Exeter, Royal Albert Museum 
College and Public Library (later 
University College and City 
Library) 
18 Jan 1905-(1939), the 
University Library re-elected as 
Roborough Library, University of 
Exeter, 22 Jan 1958 - *, and the 
City Library re-elected 27 Nov 1970 
- r e s Oct 1999 
Frankfurt  am Main, Dr Busso Peus 
Nachf.  (Germany) 
28 Jan 1992 - * 
Glasgow, Hunterian Museum, 
Hunter Coin Cabinet 
26 Mar 1985 - * 
Glasgow, Mitchell Library 
orig (3P) - * 
Glasgow, University Library 
28 Oct 1953 - * 
Gottingen, Konig. Univ. Bibliothek 
(Germany) 
25 Mar 1904 - (1913++) 
Gosport, Central Public Library 
26 Jan 1971 - res Jan 1990 

Halifax,  Public Library 
16 Nov 1904-(1922) 
Hannover, Deutsche Bank, Coin 
Cabinet (Germany) 
25 Oct 1988 - * 
Hartford,  Connecticut State Library, 
loseph C.Mitchelson Collection 
(USA) 
1912 (election not recorded in pub-
lished Proceedings, but 
announced at AGM) - (1939) 
Hartlebury, Worcester County 
Museum 
23 Oct 2001 - * 
Harvard, University Library 
(USA) 
24 Mar 1909 - * 
Helsinki, Finlands Nationalmuseum 
(Finland) 
24 May 1922 - (1939), reinstated by 
1946 - res Sep 1997 (now receives 
BNJ  under exchange agreement 
with Finnish Antiquarian Society) 
Hereford,  Public Library (later City 
Library Museum and Art Gallery) 
25 Jun 1930 - (1947), re-el 27 Mar 
1957-* 
Huddersfield,  Huddersfield 
Polytechnic, Library 
28 Mar 1972-(1973) 

Inverness, Museum & Art Gallery 
24 May 1994 - * 
Ipswich Numismatic Society 
23 Sep 1969 - * 
Ithaca, Cornell University Library 
(USA) 
24 Mar 1964 - * 

Johannesburg, Consortium 
Consolidated Corporation (South 
Africa) 
22 Feb 1994-amoved AM 1998 

Kent Numismatic Society 
25 May 1965-(1973) 
Kettering, Borough Library 
22 Mar 1960-(1973) 
Kingston-upon-Hull, City Libraries 
25 Nov 1970-res Jan 1994 

Kingston-upon-Thames Numismatic 
Society 
28 Nov 1972-(1973) 
Kobe University, Kyoyobu Library 
(Japan) 
24 Oct 1972-res Jan 1993 
Konstanz, University Library 
(Germany) 
23 May 1967-res Jan 1983 

Lawrence, University of  Kansas, 
Library (USA) 
23 Sep 1969 - * 
Leeds, Public Free Libraries 
17 Feb 1904-res Oct 1998 
Leeds, City Museums 
28 May 1930-(1937) 
Leeds, University Library 
26 Oct 1955-* 
Leicester, Municipal Libraries (later 
Libraries and Information 
Service) 
18 Jan 1905 - * 
Leicester, Leicestershire 
Architectural and Archaeological 
Society 
24 May 1911 -(1935) 
Leicester, Museum & Art Gallery 
(later Newarke House Museum) 
23 May 1956 - * 
Leigh, Public Library 
25 Mar 1904 - amoved AM 1947 
Lewes, Sussex Archaeological 
Society 
4 Apr 1989 - * 
Lincoln. City and County Museum 
22 Jun 1955-res 1992 
Liverpool, Public Library 
orig (3P) - (1935) 
Liverpool, University Institute of 
Archaeology 
(by 1907+)-res AM 1911 (Institute 
seems to have taken over responsi-
bility for  a subscription originally 
paid by Prof  John Garstang 
(qv), who appears in BNS lists to 
1906+) 
Liverpool, University Library 
26 Feb 1958-res Jan 1998 
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London, Bank of  England, Archive 
Section (later Museum and 
Historical Research Section) 
26 Feb 1974 - * 
London, Guildhall Library and 
Museum (afterwards  Museum of 
London) 
11 May 1904 - (1935), re-el 27 Oct 
1954-* 
London, Royal Societies Club 
21 Mar 1906-(1938) 
London, Society of  Antiquaries of 
London 
25 Apr 1906 - * 
London, London Library 
28 Jun 1922 - * 
London, University of  London 
28 Feb 1934 - * 
London (later Llantrisant), Royal 
Mint 
30 Nov 1950 - * 
London, Westminster Central 
Reference  Library 
22 May 1957-res Oct 1998 
London, Institute of  Bankers 
25 Sep 1957-(1973) 
London, London Museum 
23 Jan 1962-(1971) 
London, Glendining & Co. 
23 Sep 1986 - * 
Los Angeles. The Getty Research 
Institute 
24 Apr 2001 - * 
Los Angeles, University of 
California,  University Research 
Library, Serials Department (USA) 
22 Apr 1986-* 
Louvain, Catholic University 
(Belgium) 
22 Jan 1985 - * 
Lund, Universitets Biblioteket 
(Sweden) 
30 Nov 1954-(1973) 

Maidstone, Kent County Library 
24 Apr 1979-res 1991 
Manchester, Public Free Library 
orig (3P) - res Sep 1999 

Manchester, Manchester University, 
John Rylands Library 
23 Mar 1904-* 
Manchester, Chetham's Library 
25 Mar 1904-res AM 1912 
Manchester, South Manchester 
Numismatic Society 
27 Feb 1990-res Oct 1998 
Manchester, Department of 
Numismatics, City Museum 
25 May 1993-* 
Marseille, Cabinet des Monnaies et 
Medailles (France) 
25 Nov 1986 - amoved Nov 2001* 
Medway Towns Numismatic 
Society 
23 Jan 1946 - res Oct 1951, re-el 24 
Feb 1970-(1971) 
Melbourne, Public Library (later 
State Library) of  Victoria (Australia) 
13 Jul 1904-* 
Melbourne, Numismatic Society of 
Victoria (Australia) 
1921 (election not recorded in 
printed Proceedings, but announced 
at AM) - (1922) 
Michigan, University of,  Library 
(USA) 
30 Nov 1921 - * 
Munchen, Royal Library (later 
Bayerische Staatsbibliothek) 
(Germany) 
16 Nov 1904-(1913++), re-el 26 
Mar 1930-(1939), re-el 31 Oct 
1951 — * 
Mtinster, Westfalisches 
Landesmuseum 
23 Jan 2001 - * 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Public 
Library 
19 May 1915-res AM 1942 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Literary and 
Philosophical Society 
28 Jun 1916-res Nov 1927 
New Orleans, Tulane University, 
Library (USA) 
27 Sep 1983-* 
New York, Public Library (USA) 
25 Mar 1904 - (1968), reinstated by 
Jun 1971 - res Jan 1982 

New York, American Numismatic 
Society (USA) 
25 Apr 1906 - * 
New York, Metropolitan Museum of 
Art (USA) 
28 Apr 1909 - * 
New York, University Club Library 
(USA) 
23 Feb 1910-(1928) 
Norwich, Free Library 
30 Nov 1904-res AM 1911 
Norwich, Castle Museum 
22 Jan 1930-* 
Nottingham, Public Libraries 
28 May 1919-res Jan 1996 
Nottingham, University Library 
28 Mar 1961-* 

Oldham, Free Public Library 
23 Mar 1904-(1973) 
Omagh, Tyrone County Library 
26 Jan 1971 - res 1981 
Ormskirk, West Lancashire 
Numismatic Society 
22 May 1990-res Jan 1994 
Oslo, Universitets Myntkabinett 
(Norway) 
26 Jan 1955-* 
Ottawa, Bank of  Canada, 
Numismatic Collection (later 
National Currency Collection) 
(Canada) 
25 Oct 1966 - * 
Oxford,  Bodleian Library 
17 Feb 1904 - * (now receives BNJ 
under copyright provisions) 
Oxford,  Ashmolean Museum, 
Heberden Coin Room 
30 Nov 1922 - * 

Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale 
(France) 
20 Mar 1907 - (1922), re-el as 
Bibliotheque Nationale, Cabinet des 
Medailles 27 Jun 1951 - * (now on 
exchange basis) 
Paris, Bibliotheque de l'Art et 
Archeologie (France) 
30 Nov 1910-(1928) 
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Philadelphia, Free Library (USA) 
23 Jun 1909-res Jan 1961 
Philadelphia, University of 
Pennsylvania Library (USA) 
22 Feb 1966 - amoved Nov 1998 
Praha, Orbis News Agency 
(Czechoslovakia) 
24 Apr 1957-res Nov 1959 

Reading, Reading Coin Club 
25 Feb "l 969 - res Jan 1987, re-el 25 
Oct 1994 - * 
Reading, Public Libraries 
16 Nov 1904 - res AM 1913, re-el 
30 Nov 1926-res Jan 1999 
Reading, University Library 
26 Feb 1947-res Oct 1997 
Reading University, Stenton Library 
22 Apr"l975 - * 
Riyadh, King Fahd National Library 
(Saudi Arabia) 
22 Jun 1993-res Jun 1997 
Rochdale, Public Libraries Art 
Gallery & Museum 
25 Mar 1904-(1922) 

Saarbrucken, Universitat der 
Saarland, Universitatsbibliothek 
(Germany) 
30 Nov 1956-res Jun 1995 
St Louis, Missouri, Washington 
University, Library (USA) 
27 May 1969 - * 
St Petersburg (Petrograd), 
Hermitage Library (Russia) 
23 May 1906-(1920) 
Santa Barbara, California,  ABC-
CLIO Library (USA) 
26 Jun 1990-res 1992 
Sheffield,  City Libraries 
26 Jan 1971 - res Nov 1992 
Sheffield,  Sheffield  University 
Library 
26 Jun 1957 - * 
South African  Numismatic Society 
(South Africa) 
3 Jul 1946-res Jan 1951 
Southampton, University of,  Library 
24 Jun 1969 - * 

Spalding, Gentlemens' Society 
22 Jun 1999 - * 
Springfield,  Mass.. G.C. Merriam 
Company (USA) 
22 Feb 1956 - amoved AM 1959 
Stanford,  California,  Stanford 
University Library (USA) 
22 Oct 1968-* 
Stockholm, Numismatiska 
Institutionen (Sweden) 
24 Mar 1981 - * 
Stuttgart, Wiirttembergisches 
Landesmuseum (Germany) 
26 Jun 1974 - * 
Sunderland, Public Library Museum 
and Art Gallery 
25 Jun 1963-(1971) 
Sydney, Public Library (later State 
Library) of  New South Wales 
(Australia) 
22 Mar 1916-* 
Sydney, Australian Numismatic 
Society (Australia) 
30 Nov 1949-res Feb 1959 
Sydney, University of  New South 
Wales, Fisher Library (Australia) 
23 Feb 1965 - * 

Toronto, Reference  Library (Canada) 
8 Jun 1904-(1939) 
Toronto, International Coin 
Company Ltd (Canada) 
27 Feb 1962 - amoved AM 1963 
Toronto, University of,  Library 
(Canada) 
25 Feb 1969 - * 
Trowbridge, Wiltshire County 
Library and Museum 
23 Feb 1971 - res 1984 
Truro, Royal Institution of 
Cornwall, County Museum & Art 
Gallery 
28 Apr 1909 - amoved AM 1947 
Tunbridge Wells, Royal Tunbridge 
Wells and District Numismatic 
Society 
23 Jan 1973-res 1980 

Uppsala, Universitetbiblioteket 
(Sweden) 
30 Nov 1953-res Oct 1997 

Urbana, University of  Illinois (USA) 
24 May 1966 - * 
Utrecht, Muntmuseum (Netherlands) 
26 Feb 1991 - * 

Valencia, Universidad de (Spain) 
22 Oct 2002 - * 
Vatican City, Biblioteca Apostolica 
Vaticana (Vatican State) 
27 Sep 1960 - * 

Wakefield,  County Library 
26 Jan 1971 - res Jan 1988 
Warrington, Municipal Museum 
17 Feb 1904-(1922) 
Washington, DC, Library of 
Congress (USA) 
24 Mar 1909 - * 
Wigan, Public Library 
25 Mar 1904-res AM 1913 
Winchester, Public Library 
30 Nov 1906 - res Mar 1950, re-el 
as Winchester, Hampshire County 
Library 25 Nov 1970 - res Feb 
1996 
Winchester, City Museum 
27 Oct 1954 - res Jan 1981, rein-
stated - * 
Winterthur Museum, Delaware, 
Printed Book and Periodical 
Collection (USA) 
25 Mar 1986-res Jan 1988 
Woolwich, Public Library 
29 May 1907-resAM 1913 

Yale, University Library (USA) 
26 May 1909 - * 
Yeovil, Public Library and Museum 
26 January 1971 -(1973) 
York, Yorkshire Philosophical 
Society (Yorkshire Museum) 
26 Mar 1930 - * 
Yorkshire Numismatic Society 
28 May 1974 - * 

Zurich, Schweizerisches 
Landesmuseum (Switzerland) 
28 Apr 1992 - * 
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The following  institutional bodies or other organisations, not members of  the Society, receive or received the Society's 
Journal in virtue of  mutually agreed arrangements for  the exchange of  publications. They have unofficially  been classed 
as members of  the Society since the mid 1950s, the names of  such organisations first  appearing in a printed list of  mem-
bers corrected to 31 August 1955. 

Berlin, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, 
Munzkabinett (Germany) 
Bruxelles, Bibliotheque Nationale, 
Cabinet des Medailles (Belgium) 
Den Haag (later Leiden), Koninklijk 
Penningkabinet (Netherlands) 
Hamburg, Museum fur 
Hamburgische Geschichte 
(Germany) (agreement terminated 
1999), but resumed Apr 2003 
Helsinki, Finnish Antiquarian 
Society (Finland) 
Lodz, Muzeum Archeologiczne i 
Etnograficzne  (Poland) 

London, London Numismatic Club 
(agreement terminated 1999) 
London, Royal Numismatic Society 
Miinchen, Staatliche Munzsammlung 
(Germany) (agreement after  31 Aug 
1955 but by 1957) 
Praha, Akademie Nauk 
(Czechoslovakia) (agreement Sep 
1955, terminated 1991) 
Roma, Istituto Italiano di 
Numismatica (Italy) (agreement Jun 
1957) 
St Petersburg. State Hermitage 
Museum, Numismatic Department 
(Russia) 

Stockholm, Statens Historiska 
Museum, Kungl.Myntkabinettet 
(Sweden) 
Tallinn, Scientific  Library of 
Economic Sciences (Estonia) 
Warszawa, Polskie Towarzystwo 
Archeologiczne (later Instytut 
Archeologii I Etnologii) (Poland) 
(agreement Jan 1958) 
Wien, Oesterreichische 
Numismatische Gesellschaft 
(Austria) 
Witham, Greenlight Publishing 
(agreement terminated 1999) 

The following  organisation, never a member, receives a copy of  the Society's Journal as an act of  courtesy, and has 
been included in the Society's membership lists since that of  31 August 1955 : 
London, British Museum, 
Department of  Coins and Medals 

The following  organisation, never a member, receives its copy of  the Society's Journal under copyright provisions, and 
although it has featured  in the Society's membership lists since that of  31 August 1955, it has no claim to such status. 
London, British Museum. Director and Principal Librarian (later British 
Library) 
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Bagnall, A.E., 200, 216 
Baldred of  Kent, coinage of,  61,187 

Baldwin, A.H. (senior), 15,22, 193,216 
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Beresford-Jones,  R.D.. 122,218 
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Berry, G., 163, 165-6, 218 " 
Besly, E.M., 42-3, 84, 178, 218 and pl. 10b 
BESLY, E.M., The Coinage of  the Stuarts, 120-27 
Bidwell, W.H., 133 
Bispham, J., 107, 112,218 
Blaazer, D„ 136 
Black doggs, 150 
Blackburn, M.A.S., 36,38, 62, 64,70,72, 74, 79, 218 
Bloch, M., 108 
Blondeau, Pierre, 124 
Blundell, J.H., 164 
Blunt, C.E., 17-34,40, 59-61,64, 74. 83,92,94, 

100-01, 103, 107, 200,218, and pl.4d 
Boehm, Edgar, 131 
Bonser, M.J., 162,218 
Boon, G.C., 122, 125-6, 162, 166, 173,200-01,218, and 

pl. 12a 
Booth, J., 62-3, 218 
Borden, D.G., 112 
Boudicca, putative coinage of,  49 
Boulton, Matthew, 130, 150, 153-7, 159, 172-3, 180 
Bousefield,  S„ 129,219 
Bowles,H.B., 161, 171,219 
Boxer, John, 172 
Boyne, W., 171 
Brand, J.D., 34, 36-9,70, 83, 85, 102, 172, 201, 219, and 

pl. 8a 
Brettell,R.P.V„ 201-2,219 
Briot, Nicholas, 124,217 
Britannia, 129 
British Association of  Numismatic Societies (BANS), 24, 

29,36, 141,211 
British Commonwealth, coinage of,  158 
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Buchanan, George, 43 
Bunbury, Sir Edward, 195 
Burdon, John, 167 
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Burns, E.. 90, 99, 137, 142, 144, 147, 189 
Burrowes, Thomas, 167 
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Byatt, D., 133 
Caldecott, J.B., 149-50, 152, 160-62,165,221 
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Cave, C.H., 133 
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Ceylon (Sri Lanka), coinage of,  155-6 
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131, 140, 144, 163, 221, and pi. 7b 
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Chaloner, W.H., 172 
Chambers Jones, R., 135, 
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Charles II, coinage of,  32, 121, 126, 143, 152; medals of, 

177 
Chetwynd, Sir George, 171 
Chick, D.S., 60-61, 222 
Chitty, A., 157, 161,222 
Christie's, 197, 199,207 
Church, William, 163 
Civil War, coinage of,  121 -5 , 138-40. 187-8,200-01. 
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Clancy, K„ 43, 130,222 
Clapham, Sir John. 133 
Clarke-Thornhill, T.B., 197,222 
Clayton, P.A., 171 
Cnut, coinage of,  58,68-72 
Coate, M„ 122 
Coates, R.A., 114 
Cochran-Patrick, R.W., 137, 175 
Coenwulf  of  Mercia, coinage of,  61 
Coin Days, 22, 24 
Coin Hoards  from  Roman Britain, 53 
Coin Register, 40, 55,78, 84 
Cokayne, F., 171, 197 
Cole, Humphrey, 115 
Colonial coinage, 128,148-50, 186,195,204 
Comber, C.H., 113,223 
Commonwealth, coinage of,  123-4; medals of,  127 
Conder, J., 169-70,173 
Cook, B.J., 40, 94-5, 110,223 
Cooper, D.R., 113,223 
Cooper, F.R., 202, 205, 223 
Co-ordinating  Committee  for  Numismatics  in Britain 

(CCNB)  Newsletter,  42, 161 
Copp, A.E., 178-9 
Council Prize, 39 
Counters, 162-3 
Crafter,  T., 82,223 
Craig, Sir John, 120, 131 
Creighton, J., 51 
Cribb, J.E., 156,223 
Cribb, S., 161 
Croker, John, 180 
Cromwell, Oliver, coinage designs for,  20, 124 
Crosby, S„ 149 
Cross-Crosslets ('Tealby') type, 18,40,79,81-2, 101 
'Crossraguel'pennies, 144, 146 
Crowther, G.F., 109 
Crowther-Beynon, V.B., 16, 18, 162,224 
Crump, C.G., 2,91-2, 94 
Cunliffe,  B.W., 49 
Cynethryth, wife  of  Offa  of  Mercia, 61, 186 
Da Trezzo, Jacopo, 114 
Daines, C.D., 166 
Dakers, H.J., 137, 146,224 
Dalton, R., 161,171-2, 224, and pi. 12d 
Danelaw, coinage of,  18,58,62,64-5 
David I of  Scotland, coinage of,  142,189 
David II of  Scotland, coinage of,  137-8, 142, 187 
Davidson, J., 137-8,202,224 
Davies, Prof.  G„ 132 
Davis, R„ 86-7, 161 
Davis, W.J., 170-2, 182,224 
Dawes, M., 135 
De Beaulieu,C.,51-2 
De Courcy, John, coinage of,  140^41 
Denmark, coinage of,  58 
Denton, M„ 169 
Dickinson, M.J., 166-8, 225 
Dickinson, H.W., 172 
Dies, 72-4, 80-81,87,121-2, 177 
Die-engraving, 72-3, 124, 173 
Die-linking, 73-4 
Dolley, R.H.M., 24-30, 34, 36-8, 59,62, 64-74,79, 110, 

115, 138-41, 160. 162, 165, 202,205.225. and pi. 
6c 
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Doty. R.G., 130, 149-50. 153-6, 158-9. 173, 175 
Doubleday, G.V., 203,226 
Douglas, J., 135 
Dowle. A.W.. 141 
Dowling, A., 132 
Droz, Jean-Pierre, 150. 180 
DudmanJ.. 171,226 
Duggleby, V., 135 
Durham House mint. 117-18 
Dutton. P.. 184 
Dyer, C., 84 
Dyer. G„ 36,41-2, 130-31. 175, 226, and pi. 8b 
Dvkes, D.W., 42-3, 140, 161. 165, 172-3,226, and 

pi. 10c 
DYKES. D.W., Preface,  v 
DYKES, D.W.,The Eighteenth and Early 

Nineteenth-Century Token, 169-74 
Eadgar (Edgar), coinage of,  65-6 
Eadgar (Edgar), coinage reform  of,  37-8.58. 62.65-6. 

69-71.75 
Eadwig, coinage of,  187 
Eardwulf,  of  Northumbria, coinage of.  63 
East India Company, coinage of,.  151-2 
Ecgberht of  Kent, coinage of,  60-61 
Ecgberht (Egbert) of  Wessex, 81, 187 
East Anglia, coinage of,  62-3 
Edmund of  East Anglia, 63 
Edmunds. D.R.D., 172,227 
Edward I, coinage of,  9, 17,26,33.42,86-7,90-92, 139, 

162-3,211 
Edward II. coinage of.  9, 17, 33,42. 90-92, 162-3. 211 
Edward III. coinage of.  9, 17, 32,42,92, 96, 99-100, 

139-40,162-3.187,193,211 
Edward IV, coinage of,  5, 18,23,32,94-6,98. 101. 103. 

118,193 
Edward V, coinage of,  18. 95, 103 
Edward VI, coinage of,  111-12, 118, 138, 187 
Edward VII, coinage of,  130 
Edward the Confessor,  coinage of,  3, 66, 71-3 
Edward the Martyr, coinage of,  67 
Edward V. Buxton Prize, 32-3 
Eimer, A.C., 181,227 
Elias, E.R.D., 96 
Elizabeth I, coinage of,  112-15, 117. 120, 125. 139, 156; 

medals of,  179 
Ellis, Sir Henry, 81 
Ellis, S.G., 147 
Elmore Jones, F„ 22, 35, 73,79, 81, 83, 91. 102, 203, 

206, 211-12. 227, 236, and pi. 6a 
England, paper money of,  132-3, 135-6 
English banking, 134 
Erasmus, Desiderius, 162 
Eric Bloodaxe, coinage of,  65 
Evans, Lady, 193-6 
Evans, Sir Arthur, 46, 193-4 
Evans, Sir John, 2,46, 82, 86, 99, 107, 111, 131, 193. 196 
Everson, T.F.J., 168 
Famell, J.R.. 175 
Farquhar, H.L., 6,9, 22-3. 107-8, 111-12, 114, 126-7, 

137-8,163,177-8,185,227 
Finn. P.. 141,201,228 
Firth, C.J.. 203, 228 
Fleet. R.J.. 168 

Fletcher, L„ 161, 171.228 
Forbes, William Nairn, 153 
Forlorn Hope, 127. 178 
Forrer, L„ 170. 173, 179-81, 183-5. 191. 198, 228, and 

pi. 14a 
FORRER, L. (edited by D.W. Dykes), Numismatic 

Reminiscences of  the Last Sixty Years, 191-6 
Forrer, L.S., 203-4, 228 
Foster, W.. 152 
Fox, H.B. Earle, 9-11, 86-7, 91. 100, 104,229, and pi. 

3b 
Fox, J.S.Shirley, 9-11,85-7. 91, 100. 104, 137,229 
Francis, G.R., 10. 12, 16. 121. 179.229 
Franks, A.W.. 175-6. 185 
Freehill, M.E., 158,229 
Freeman. J., 114 
Freer, Maj.W.J., 12-13, 16.229 
French. W.C., 203,229 
Frizzell. H.D.I.. 41.229 and pi. 9c 
Gallagher, C., 141, 168 
'Gallo-Belgic' coinage, 47 
Gannon, A., 63, 75 
Gantz, Rev., W.L.. 16-17. 193,229 
Gardner, F„ 157-8,229 
Gardner, P., 194 
Garnett, S.A., 183,229 
Gaspar, P.P. 113, 130-31,229 
General Purposes Fund, 9-10 
Gilbert, E„ 136 
George 1, coinage of,  149, 195. medals of,  185 
George II, coinage of.  195; medals of.  175 
George III, coinage of,  128, 130. 149. 208: medals of. 

" 176, 181, i~85 
George IV, coinage of,  158; medals of.  180 
George V, medals of,  185 
George VI, coinage of,  152 
Glendining's 197, 199,203-4,207 
Gould, J.D., 111 
Graham, T„ 129 
Graham, W.. 134 
Grant, G.L., 135 
Grant, Col. M.H., 176,231 
Gray, I.E., 164 
Greenall, P.D., 167-8,231 
Greenall, S„ 168,231 
Greenhalgh, D.I., 91, 231 
Greenland, M„ 135 
Greenwell, Canon G.C., 195,231 
Grierson, Prof.  P. 32,43,59, 74, 77, 85, 107, 110. 143. 

211. 231, and pi. 10a 
Grimshaw, M.E., 182 
Grinsell, L.V.. 161. 163, 165 
Grueber, H.A., v, 1,4-5, 15,53,58, 129, 138, 175-6, 

178, 185. 194, and pi. 14b 
Guernsey, coinage of,  158 
Gulbenkian, N.."l94 
Gunmoney, 140 
Gyford,  J., 166 
Hall. F.G., 134 
Hamer, S.H., 161. 170-72,232, and pi. 12c 
Hanham, Sir John, 204,232 
Harold I, coinage of,  26,68-9. 72 
Harold II, coinage of,  73 
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Harris. Henry, 180 
Harthacnut, coinage of,  26,58, 68-9,72 
Haselgrove, C„ 49-5 
Hawkins, E„ 90, 175-6, 185 
Hawkins, R.N.P., 173, 184,232 
Hay, W.R., 170-71 
Hazlitt, W.C., 196 
Heaberht of  Kent, coinage of,  60-1 
Head. B.V., 192 
Hennessy, E., 133 
Henry I. coinage of,  1-2 ,7 .9-10,76-8 ,80-81,206 
Henry II. coinage of,  18,79-85, 101 
Henry III, coinage of,  9, 82-7, 139-40, 147, 193-4 
Henry IV,coinage of,  93-4. 99, 101-3, 139. 187, 193 
Henry V. coinage of,  93-4, 100-03, 193 
Henry VI, coinage of,  18,20,23,26,94-6, 101-4. 187 
Henry VII, coinage of,  30, 32, 99-102, 107, 109-11, 139, 

205,212, 187 
Henry VIII. coinage of,  5, 28, 107, 111-12, 117-18. 

138-9,187 
Henry of  Northumberland, coinage of.  137 
Hersch, C., 198 
Heslip. R„ 168,233 
Hewitt, V.H.. 135-6,233 
HEWITT, V.H., Modern Coins and Paper Money, 128-36 
Hewlett. L.M., 96,233 
Heywood, N„ 158, 161,233 
Hiberno-Manx coinage, 146 
Hibemo-Norse coinage, 138-9 
Hildebrand, B.E., 58, 66-7 
Hill, G.F., 178, 184, 194 
Hill, Sir (J.W.) Francis, 78, 204, 207, 233 
Hilliard, Nicholas, 114-15. 177 
Hilton-Price, F.G., 133 
Hird, H.. 145,204-5,233 
Hobbs. R.. 50 
Hocking. A.C., 162,233 
Hodder, M„ 168 
Hollis.E., 164 
Holmes, A.J., 43,206, 234 
Holmes. N.M.McQ..42. 145-6, 234 
Holzmair, E., 182-3 
Hong Kong, currency and banks of,  156 
Horsefield,  J.K., 125 
Howorth, Sir Henry. 195, 234 
Hunter Coin Cabinet, 145 
Hunter, F.. 146 
Hunter, T.F., 162,234 
Huth, R.F.. 195.235 
Imhoof-Blumer,  F., 193 
Imperial coinage. 148-60 
India, coinage of.  150-55 
International Numismatic Congress. Berlin. 1997. 167 
International Numismatic Congress. Brussels, 1991. 167 
International Numismatic Congress, London 1936. 17 
International Numismatic Congress. London 1986. 

39-40,42, 167 
Ireland, coinage of  117-19, 121. 137-41. 146-7. 158 
Ireland, paper money of,  134-6 
Iron-Age coinage, 18. 27. 40,44-57. 187. 200. 207 
Isle of  Man. coinage of.  146. 159 
Ives, H.E. 112 
Jackson, Maj.R.P.. 152.235 

Jacob. K.A., 165,235 
Jacobite medals, 175, 179 
James II of  Scotland, coinage of,  145. 189 
James III of  Scotland, coinage of,  141-5 
James IV of  Scotland, coinage of,  141, 143, 189 
James V of  Scotland, 144-57189 
James VI and I, coinage of,  7, 118, 120-21, 125, 143, 

187, 189,205; medals of.  177, 179 
James VII and II, coinage of.  117-18, 126, 188 
Jamieson. M.A., 185 
Jettons. 162-3 
John, coinage of,  82-5, 139-40 
John Sanford  Saltus Medal, see Medal, John Sanford 

Saltus 
Johnson. C„ 2, 91-2, 94 
Johnson, token issuer of  Doddington. 163-4 
Johnstone. A., 205 
Jones, M.E.. 114, 179, 183,236 
Jonsson. K.. 75 
Junior members. 17.32-3 
Keary, C.F.. 58 
Keen(s), John, 167 
Kelly, E.M.. 173 
Kempson. E.G.H„ 165 
Kenny, M.. 147 
Kent, J.P.C.. 28-9, 48-9, 107. 111-13. 122, 173.236 
Kerr. A. W.. 134 
Keynes, Prof.  S.D., 62. 64, 236 
Keyworth, J.M.. 135 
King. H.H.. 19-20, 25-6, 236, and pi. 5b 
King's Evil. 108, 126, 179 
Kleeberg, J.M., 168 
Klingender, F.D., 173 
Kuchler, Conrad Heinrich, 180-81 
Labrot, J., 162 
Lainchbury, A., 205,237 
Lant, J.M., 131 
Lawrence, L.A., 1-3.5-6.8-11. 13, 15, 17,22,76,81-3, 

86-7.93,98-106, 107, 111, 138. 162-3, 196,237. 
and pi. 1 

Le Blond. Michel. 178-9 
Leaden tokens, 162 
Lean. W.M.. 73, 238 
Leeds. E.T., 164 
Lessen, M.. 179-80.238 
Lhotka, Memorial Prize, 145 
Li, M., 129 
Library, 5. 19-20, 23, 36. 206. 209 
Liddell, D.G.. 198, 204. 206, 238 
Lincoln. W.S., 194 
Lindsay. J., 137 
Linecar, H.W.A., 39, 129, 198. and pi. 9b 
Linecar Fund and Lectures, 39 
Ling Roth. H., 133 
Lingford.  H.M.. 197.205-6,238 
Livery Company badges, 183 
Lloyd.A.H.. 194 
Lloyd. Edward. 166 
Lockett, R.C., 13,20-21,25.68, 100. 122. 193. 196-7. 

238-9, and pi. 4b 
Long Cross coinage. 86-7. 99. 141 
Longman. W.. 163.239 
Longstaffe.  Rev. W.H.D.. 82 



Lord Baltimore, 149 
Lord Grantley, 100, 195,231 
Lord Harington of  Exton, 125 
Lord Stewartby, see Stewart, B.H.I.H. 
LORD STEWARTBY, Lawrence and His Successors, 

98-106 
LORD STEWARTBY, John Gloag Murdoch 

(1830-1902), 186-90 
Low, L.M., 161,239 
Lyall, R., 150,209 
Lyon, C.S.S., 21, 30-32,61, 64, 71-2,138,239, and pl. 

5c 
LYON, C.S.S., Anglo-Saxon Numismatics, 58-75 
McCormick-Goodheart, L„ 206, 239 
McLachlan, R.W., 161,240 
Macdonald, Sir George, 90-1, 145-6 
MacDowall, D.W., 165,239 
Macfadyen,  F.E., 161,239 
Mack, Commander R.P., 48, 79,206, 239, and pl. lOd 
Mackerell, R.C., 195 
Mackenzie, A.D., 133 
Malaysia, coinage of,  156 
Malcom IV of  Scotland, coinage of,  187 
Maimer, Prof.  B„ 73 
Mangakis, D. 206, 240 
Manton, J.O., 161, 164-5, 240 
Manville, H.E., 130, 146, 168, 174, 240 
Martin, J., 184,240 
Mary I, coinage of,  111-12,114,117, 138, 141, 187 
Mary, Queen of  Scots, coinage of,  143-4 
Mason, E.N., 161 
Mass, Prof.  J.P. 84,99, 102, 241 
Matilda, coinage of,  79-80 
Matthias, P., 173 
Mattingly, H., 52-3, 194 
Maundy money, 108,126 
Mayhew, N.J., 35-6, 82, 85,95,110, 132, 144-5,241 
Maynard, E.J., 160 
Mays, J.O. 131, 171-2,241 
Mays, M., 168,241 
Medal, 50lh anniversary, 35 
Medal, John Sanford  Saltus, 9,11, 16,18,20,29-33, 

38-9,121,125,126,130,138,141, 143,203, 
Medal, Membership, 41 
Medals, 114,124-7,175-85 
Medieval  European Coinage  series, 74 
Mellows, W.T., 163-4 
Members of  the Society (1903-2003), 213-67 
Membership Medal, see Medal, Membership 
Mercia, coinage of,  60-63 
Mernick, P.H., 163 
Mestrell, Eloy, 112-14 
Metal detectorists, 54-5 
Metcalf,  Prof.  D.M., 39, 60, 75, 102, 107,109,144, 241, 

and pl. 8d 
Metrology, 71-2 
Milford  Haven, Marquess of,  176-77 
Milled coinage, 30, 112-13,123-6, 128-36,205 
Milne, J.G., 164-5 
Milne, K„ 134 
Milton, John, 172 
Mint studies, 73-4 
Minting machinery, 150, 152-6, 158 
Minting techniques, 123-5, 129 

Mitchell, D.D., 197-8,242 
Mitchell, P.D., 32,93, 102,242 
MITCHELL, P.D.. Some Reminiscences of  the Coin 

Business I Joined and of  Some Members Past, 
197-212 

Mitchiner, M.B., 162-3, 173, 242 
Monck, John Berkely, 172 
Montagu, H. 58, 175, 186, 189, 191, 193-5 
Morgan. H„ 171,242 
Morrieson, Lieut.-Col. H.W., 7,9, 10, 15-6,111-12, 

120-21, 130, 138, 196,242, and pl .3a 
Mossop, H.R., 74, 204,206-7, 242 
Muldrew, C., 108 
Munro, J.H .A., 89 
Munro Walker, P. 201 
Murdoch, J.G., 98,175, 186-90, 191, 195 
Murray, A.L., 146 
Murray, Col.J.K.R., 143, 147, 179, 207, and pl. 12b 
Murray, Mrs J.E.L., 39, 143-4, 147, 242, and pl. 9a 
Mygind, H.H.S., 94, 242 • 
National Museum of  Scotland, 145 
Nelson, P., 137-8, 149,243 
New Zealand, coinage of,  157-8, 204 
Newton, John, 165 
Newton, Sir Isaac, 131, 180 
Nightingale, P., 72 
Norman, W„ 161, 171,243 
Norman Coinage, 6-7 .9-10, 25,27,40,76-81, 187,196 
North, J.J., 42, 84, 91-2, 102,112, 121, 141, 243, and pl. 

9d 
North American Indian Chiefs,  medals for.  184 
Northumbria, coinage of,  26,58. 63-5 
Norweb, E.M., 207-8 
Nott, Ralph, 166 
Nourse, Edward, 165 
Numismatic  Chronicle,  1-4, 6, 15, 17,45-6, 66, 98, 

116-17,121,128,161,169,179-81, 193-4 
Numismatic  Circular,  creation of,  170 
Numismatic Society of  London, 1,4,161, 175 
O'Reilly's Money, 139 
O'Sullivan, W., 141,244 
Oddie, G.M., 167,244 
Offa,  coinage of,  30,60-61 
Ollerenshaw, P., 134 
Oman, Sir Charles, 128-9, 195 
Ormonde, Duke of,  140 
Osborne, B.R.,41,244 
Osborne Fund, 41 
Pacific  Islands, coinage of,  158 
Pagan, H.E., 36, 39,62-4,73, 87, 141, 244 
PAGAN, H.E., The British Numismatic Society: a 

History, 1-43 
PAGAN, H.E. & FARTHING, C.R.S., Appendix: List of 

Members of  the Society (1903-2003), 213-67 
Palestine, coinage of,  157 
Paper Money, 128, 132-6 
Parsons, H.A., 6, 10-11,22,59,67-9,72, 110, 128, 130. 

137-8,150, 152, 160, 171,202,244 
Parsons, O.F., 208, 245 
Patterns, 108, 113 
Peake, A.E., 107 
Peck, C.W., 30, 113, 125, 128-9, 172, 180,208-9,245 
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Pegg, H., 168 
Percy, Lady Elizabeth, 175 
Percy, Sir Hugh, 175 
Petersson, H.B.A., 70, 245 
Petty, Sir William, 167 
Philip II of  Macedon, 46-7 
Philip II of  Spain, see Mary I coinage of, 
Phillips M„ 133, 135, 175 
Pickup, D„ 180 
Pingo family,  180, 182 
Pirie, E.J.E., 63-4, 245 
Pistrucci, Benedetto, 131, 180-81 
Plantagenet coinage, 6, 9, 17, 23, 25, 27, 34,40 
Pollard, J.G., 173, 180-81,246 
Poole, R.S., 192 
Portable Antiquities scheme, 55 
Porteous, J., 144,246 
Potter, W.J.W., 93-4, 101-3, 107, 109-12,212 
Prattent, T., 169 
Preston-Morley, P.J., 156, 165-6, 168, 171,242 
Pridmore, Maj. F.. 112, 148, 150-55, 157-60,208,246 
Prize medals, 182 
Proofs,  108 
Publications and Research Fund, 21-25 
Puddester, R.. 160 
Purvey, P.F., 94, 146, 246 
Pye, C., 169-72 
Pyx, Trials of,  118, 121 
Ramage, David, 164-6 
Rasmussen, M.C.S., 108, 246 
Rawlins. Thomas, 164, 177-8 
Ready, W.T., 193,247 
Reece, R., 54 
Regnald I, coinage of,  65 
Regnald II, coinage of,  65 
Research Fund, 9 
Rice, F.J.G., 168,247 
Richard I, coinage of,  82-5 
Richard II, coinage of,  93-4, 98, 101, 103, 193 
Richard II, coinage of,  20,95, 102-4, 139, 187 
Richardson, A.B.. 186, 188-9 
Rigold. S.E. 33,60, 84, 162-3, 165, 247, and pi. 6b 
Rippin, Dorothy, 167 
Robert I of  Scotland, coinage of,  145 
Robert III of  Scotland, coinage of,  104 
Robertson, A.S„ 53-4 
Robinson, B.. 108,247 
Robinson, P.. 168 
Robinson, E.S.G., 194,248 
Roettier, John, 124, 177 
Roettier, Norbert, 124, 177 
Rogers. Very Revd E., 209, 248 
Rolfe,  M.S., 209,248 
Roman Coinage. 38,44-5, 52-57, 116, 145-6. 192-3. 195 
Roth, B.M.S.,V6, 138,248 
Roth, H.L., 163,248 
Rowlinson, M., 136 
Royal Mint, 35-6,41, 114, 120, 128, 130-32 
Royal Numismatic Society, v, 4, 15, 17, 33,42,116-17 
Royal Society of  Arts, 181-2 
Ruding. R.. 117 
St Edmund memorial coinage, 65 
St George Gray, H„ 163 

St Peter coinage, 64-5 
Samuel, R.T., 170,175 
Sandwich, Earl of,  180 
Sanford  Saltus, J., 9.11-12, 249 and pi. 3d 
Saville, R., 134 
Sceattas, 26, 63 
Scheers, S. 51 
Schneider, H„ 32,92-4, 102,107, 109, 111,118,120, 

122,204, 209-10, 212,249, and pi. 7a 
Schneider Research Fund, 32 
Schulmann, H.M.F., 210, 249 
Scotland, coinage of,  31,90, 99, 104,121, 137, 141-7, 

186,188-9,195,202,207 
Scotland, paper money of,  134-6 
Seaby, H.A.,22,198,249 
Seaby, P., 69, 146, 162,172, 181, 199,249 
Seaby, W.A., 140, 165, 175,249 
Sealy, D.L.F., 158,250 
Sellwood. D.G.J., 85,250 
Seltman, E.J., 193,250 
Seymour, John, 177 
Sharp, M.B., 122,200,250 
Sharp,T„ 169, 171 
Short Cross coinage, 34, 82-5, 98-9, 102, 201 
Shortt ,H.deS„ 2*10,250 
Siege coinage, 123 
Sihtric I (Caoch), coinage of,  65 
Sihtric II, coinage of,  65 
Simon, Thomas, 20, 124, 127,179-80, 186 
Skaare, Prof.  K„ 62 
Skinner, A., 162 
Slayter, W„ 21-3, 28, 35-6,41, 251, and pi. 5d 
Smart, V.J. (nee Butler), 73-4, 145,251 
Smith, Thomas, 163 
Sotheby's, 179, 186-7,197,199, 204 
South-east Asia, coinage of,  156-7 
Special Publication Series, 39,41 
Spence, Thomas, 172 
Spencer, A.P., 152 
Spink, C.F., 192,252 
Spink, D.F., 198,209,252 
Spink, S.M., 15, 192, 194.252 
Spink & Son, v, 15-16,35,186-7, 191-2, 197-200,204 
Spink's  Numismatic  Circular,  publication of,  193 
Spufford,  Prof.  P.. 89, 107, 110,252 
Stainton. T., 172,252 
Stenton, Sir Frank, 27,74 
Stephen, coinage of,  9-10, 200-01, 204 
Sterling, 90,95-6, 100 
Sterling imitations, 95-6 
Stevens, Edward, 165 
Stevens. P.J.E., 160,252 
STEVENS, P., Imperial and Colonial Coinages. 148-60 
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